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FROM: Indian Education: A National Trap...sleet-
A National Challenge , '''.

10. The subcommttee recommends
. ,

That the Federal Government slal1 not terminate Federal responsi- .
.,

bility and sera/ices in educational fields to any Indian tribe, band,
group, or community, unless such termination is consented to by
those Indians affected by such termination.

,, ofThe' subcommittee has found that the termination policy oi the 1950's
has continued to be an expression of the intent of Congress in the
1960's. The fear of termination has poisoned every aspectror'llAn
affairs, has underthined every meaningful attempt at organizational-

-reform, and has been a major .psychological barrier. to Indian socio-
.

ecsonomic development. Termination bills are still introduced in Con-
gress. Awards by the Indian Claims Commission are still Used as a
device to induce tribes to apply for termination. The .subcommittee
feels that the best k orrective measure for this dilemma is to establish
a procedure whereby no termination of responsibilities and services

, in educational fields Will 'be carried out by the Federal Government
unless consented to by those Indians affected.

NACIE Concurs.

,

18. The subcommittee recommends
That Indian parental and community involvement beincreased.

The BIA has been particularly lax in involving the participation of
Indian parents and communities in the education process. Such in-
volvement would have a beneficial effect on the attitude of Indian
children toward school and their own education, and could be helpful
in bringing about strengthened and enhanced education programs.

In addition, this parental and community involvement at the school
level completnents the local and national Indian boards recommended
above.

1,TACIE Concurs..
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D. Tranifer of Responsibility

55. .The subcofmittee recommends
That Indian tribes or communities should approve in a formal
referendum the transfer of their children to public schciols before
such a transfer can be effected-

The Bureau's transfer policy, as presently stated in the Indian Af-
fairs Manual; gives the Bureau the authority to determine when In-

- -clian students should be transferred from Indian schools to public schools.
Despite former Commissioner Bennett's statement that tribes will decide
.
sn.a referendum wheb they are ready for transfer, no such written policy
exists. If the Bureau's "mutual readiness" policy is to mean anything,
Indians must have the opportunity to determine when they are "ready"
for transfer.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Between Two Milestones

RECOMMENDATION NO. 9

Whereas, the movement of Native people to urban areas is predi-
cated on an often unfulfilled promise of economic opportunity to live
a richer life, and

Whereas, the movement to urban areas tends to drain trained leader-
ship away from Native communities which need the social presence and
the services these individuals can provide;

Is is recommended; That, the policies and procedures for the imple-
mentation of self-deteimination in Native education should reach into .

other areas of Native affairs so that the irripact`of voca.tionol, collegiate,
and professional training of Native people is felt more strongly in Native
communities, and That, long-iange plans for staffing the Public Health
Service, Legal Assistance, Land Management, and other services provide
on-reservation jobs at many skilled levels for Native peOple who have
completed appropriate 'training programs and wish to render service,
other than in education, to their home or other reservation community.

NACIE COMMENT: Needs clarification and better association be-
tween Education Programs and other services.

4
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL FINDINGS

1. Policy Failure

The dominant policy of the Federal Government towards the Amer-
ican Indian has been 2ne of coercive assimilation. The policy has re-
sulted in:

A. The destruction and disorganization of Indian communities and
individuals.

B. A desperately severe and self - perpetuating cycle of poverty for
most Indians.

C. The growth of a large, ineffective, and self-perpetuating bureauc-
racy which retards the elimination of Indian poverty.

D. A waste of Federal appropriations.

II. National Attitudes

The coercive assimilation policy has had a strong negative influence
on national attitudes. It has resulted in:

A. A nation that is massively uninformed and misinformed about the
American Indian, and his past and present.

B. Prejudice, racial intolerance, and discrimination towards Indians
far more widespread and serious than generally recognized.

III. Education Failure

The coercive assimilation policy has had disastrous effects on the edu-
cation of Indian children. It has resulted in:

A. The classroom and the school becoming a kind of battleground
where the Indian child attempts to protect his integrity and identify as
an individual by defeating the purposes of the school.

B. Schools which fail to understand or adapt to, and in fact often
denigrate, cultural differences.

C. Schools which blame their own failure's on the Indian student and
reinforce his defensiveness.

D. Schools which fail to recognize the importance and validity of

6



the Indian \community. The community and child retaliate by treating
the school as an alien institution.

E. A dismal record of absenteeism, dropouts, negative self-image, low
achievement, and, ultimately, academic failure for many Indian children.

F. A perpetuation of the cycle of poverty which undermines the suc-
cess of all other Federal programs.

W. Causes of the Policy Failure

The coercive assimilation policy has two primary historical roots:
A. A continuous desire to exploit, and expropriate, Indian land and

physical resources.
B. A self-righteous intolerance of tribal communities and cultural

differences.

NACIE Concurs.
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

PART II: A NATIONAL CHALLENGE-
SUBCOMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS

I. POLICY AND GOALS

A. National Policy

The development of effective educational programs for Indian chil
dren must become a high priority objective of the Federal Government.
Although direct Federal action can most readily take place in the fed-
erally-operated schools, special efforts should be made to encourage and
assist the public schools in improving the quality of their programs for
Irlian children. The U.S. Office of Education should make much greater
use of its resources and professional leadership to bring about improve-
ment in public school education of Indian children.

The costs of improving the education of Indian children are bound
to be high. In fact, a truly effective program probably will require dou-
bling or even tripling the per pupil costs. nut, the high educational costs
will be more than offset by the reduction in unemployment and welfare
rates and the increases in personal incomes certain to follow as a result
of effective educational programs.

One of the crucial problems in the education of Indian children is
the general relationship between white society and Indian communities.
This relationship frequently alienates Indians and Indian communities,
dampening both their potential for full self-development and their oppor-
tunities for gaining experience to control their own affairs through par-
ticipation in effective local government.

it is essential to involve Indian parents in the education of their chil-
dren and to give them an important voiceboth at the national and
local levelsin setting policy for those schools in which Indian children
predominate. Whenever Indian tribes express the desire, assistance and
training should be provided to permit them to operate their own schools
under contract. A precedent and one model for this approach already
exists at the Rough Rock Demonstration School in Chink, Arizona.

8



The curriculum in both Federal and public schools serving Indian
children should include substantial information about Indian culture
and history and factual material about contemporary Indian life. This
is important for both Indian and non-Indian children if they are to
gain a better perspective and undcrsuutding of Indian heritage and
current circumstances.

The complexity of the problems associated with cross-cultural edu-
cation merit substantial research and development and the continuing .
adoption of promising innovations as they are discovered or developed.
The present assumptions underlying the conventional approach of both
Federal and public schools have not been valid, and a systematic search
for more realistic approaches is dearly in order.

The most important step that can be taken as a matter of national
policy and priority is to convert Federal schools in different regions of
the country into exemplary institutions which can serve as a resource
base and a leadetship source for improving Indian-education in public
schools. They should provide models of excellence in several areas. First,
in terms of developing outstanding bicultural, bilingual programs. Sec-

.ond, in terms of the development and utilization of the most effective
techniques for educating the disadvantaged student. Third, they should
be staffed and operated as therapeutic institutions capable of maximizing
the personality development of the fndian child as well as assisting him
in resolving his emotional and behavioral problems.

In summary, the Federal Government must commit itself to a national
policy of educational excellence for Indian children, maximum partici-
pation and control by Indian adults and communities, and the devel-.
opment of new legislation and substantial increases in appropriations
to achieve these goals.
I. The subcommittee recommends

That there be set a national policy committing the nation to achiev-
ing educational excellence fir American Indians; to maximum par-
ticipation and control by I lians in establishing Indian education
programs; and to assuring sufficient Federal funds to carry these
programs forward.

NACIE Concurs.

9



FROM: Indian Educations A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

B. National Goals

The ultimate criteria of the success of the new policy, and the ones by
which the Federal Governmcnt should gauge the adequacy of its efforts,
are the availability of high-quality ,-,4,grams for all Indian children and
their actual achievement in these programs. The Federal Government
should set specific, measurable goals for rapid attainment of equal educa-
tional opportunity for Indian children. The size and scope of the effort
needed could be compared with the "Marshall Plan" which brought
about the socioeconomic rehabilitation of Europe following the destruc-
tion of World War 11. Certainly the United States has as great a moral-
and legal commitment to its Indian citizens as it did to its European allies
and adversaries.

2. The subcommitee recommends
That the United States set as a national goal the achievement of the
following specific objectives:

Maximum Indian participation in the development of ex-
emplary educational programs for (a), Federal Indian schools;
(b) public schools with Indian popidations; and (c) model
schools to meet both social and educational goals;

Excellent summer school programs for all Indian children;
Full-year preschool programs for all Indian children between

the ages of 3 and 5;
Elimination of adult illiteracy in Indian communit"ics;
Adult high school equivalency programs for all Indian adults;
Parity of dropout rates and achievement levels of Indian high

school students with national norms;
Parity jol college entrance and graduation of Indian students

with the tiational average;
Readily accessible community colleges;
Early childhood services embracing the spectrum of need;
Bilingual, bicultural special educadonal assistance;
Effective prevention and treatment procedures for alcoholism

and narcotic addiction;
Expanded work-study and cooperative education programs;
Workable student financial assistance programs at all educa-

tional levels; and

10



Vocational and technical training related accurately to employ-
ment opportunities.

3. The subcommittee further recommends

That national goals be set for health, housing, and employment
needs of American India:_s.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

C. General Recommendations

4. The subcommittee recommends
That- the Congress authorize a White House Conference on Ameri-
can Indian Affairs and appropriate the funds necessary for its plan-
ning and implementation.

The subcommittee has found that one of the primary reasons for the
failure of national policy and programs for American Indians has been
the exclusionor only token involvementof Indians in determining
policy or planning of programs. A White House Conference on American
Indian Affairs would be a dramatic reversal of this unyielding practice.
Such a White House Conference could provide for broad scale participa-
tion of Indians in extensive deliberations at the tribal; local, and regional
levels, in preparation for the National Conference. The report of the
Conference, with detailed policy, legislative, and program recommenda-
tions, could serve as the blueprint for reform and change over the next
generation. As an indication of the widespread support in the Indian
community (or this approach, the National Congress of American Indians
has strongly endorsed the need and desirability of such a conference in
its 1968 and 1969 annual conventions.

An authorization for a White House Conference should contain pro-
visions for adequate funding to permit large numbers of Indians to par-
ticipate at all levels in the planning and conduct of the Conference. In
addition, it should provide the means for substantial technical assistance
so that the Conference can address all of the complex and difficult prob-
lems facing American Indians. This would include thorough evaluations
of present Federal programs and their deociencies. Finally, the authoriza-
tion should provide a clear mandate for the steps to be taken for

11



implementation and followup of the Conference recommendations. The
Conference should be planned and carried out largely by American
Indians, not Government officials. The National Council on Indian
Opportunity could play an important role in providing technical support.
and a secretariat for the Conference and assuming the primary responsi
bility for seeing that the recommendations are implemented.

The subcommittee feels that there is one issue of major importance
which deserves special attention and analysis in the Conference proceed-
ingsthe organization and location of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Numerous witnesses and consu4ants have informed the subcommittee
that the present organization and location of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
is unsatisfactory, and seriously impedes the development of Indian phys-
ical and human resources. The subcommittee believes that if.basic prob-
lems of policy and program failure are to be overcome, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs must be transformed into a technical assistance agency
which will assist Indian tribes and communities to develop and operate
their own programs and services. How this can best be done without in
any way infringing upon the Indians' special relationship with the Federal
Government should be a matter of high priority to be' resolved by the
White House Conference on Indian Affairs: in effect, by the Indians
themselves. We have previously had White House confErences on matters
of high national concerns. These-have included conferences on civil rights
and on .natural beauty. In December, there will be one on hunger and
nutrition. In 1970, there will be one on aging. It is time for one on
American Indians.

The National Council on Indian Opportunity is the logical agency
to coordinate and support the prciposed White House Conference on
American Indian Affairs. It is citified' through Presidential Executive
Order 11399 with responsibility- to coordinate, appraise, and innovate
in the area of Indian programs. The Council is chaired by the Vice
'President and consists of seven Cabinet officers having responsibility in
the field of Indian affairs. Also, there are six Indians on the Council who,
for the first time, sit at a high policy program formulation level.

NACIE Concurs.

12



FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National. Challenge

II. ADMINISTRATION OF INDIAN EDUCATION

. A. General Recommendations

The most difficult question confronting the subcommittee was what
organizational changes are necessary if Indian schools are to become
"models of excellence" in terms of both program and Indian control.
The subcommittee has found that the Bureau of Indian Affairs suf-
fers from a severe bureaucratic malaise, which militates against change
and innovation as well as actively discourages Indian control. The pres-
ent structure of the Federal school program, as an integral part of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, places primary control over educational deci-

'sionmaking in the hands of area directors and noneducators: It destroys
educational leadership and rewards mediocrity. It is therefore not pos-
sible to conceive of change and improvement in the present structure.
If an exemplary program is to be developed, it will require-a radical and
comprehensive reorganization.

15. The subcommittee recommends

(a) That the position of the Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs be upgraded by giving him the concurrent tide of Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs.

(b) That the Bureau of Indian Affairs be removed from the au-
thority of the Assistant Secretary for Public Land Management
and be placed under the authority of this new Assistant Secretary
for Indian Affairs.

At present, the BIA is one of four bureaus under the Assistant SCcre-
tary for Public Land Management. The four are: the BIA; the Bureau
of Land Management; the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation; and the Office
of Territories. This Assistant Secretary is thus principally concerned with
the conservation, management, and development of some 453 million
acres of the nation's public lands, and du_ administration of mining and
mineral leasing on federally owned lands. He is also the focal point of
Federal activities related to outdoor recreation.

It is perfectly plain that the present administrative arrangement short-
changes the BIA, which must compete with other bureaus (whose inter-
ests are diametrically opposed) for the Assistant Secretary's attention.

13



The present arrangement has resulted in inadequate hudget levels,
neglect of educational programs and problems, and lack of forceful lead-
ership for improvement. The change in placement and status of the BIA
should permit higher budget levels, more effective leadership, and more
rapid innovation.

There exist ample precedents for this dual title. For example, in the
Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Assistant Sec-
retary for Mortgage Credit is also the Commissioner for Federal Housing.
Furthermore, the Commissioner of the BIA, Hon. Louis Bruce, endorsed
this step in a meeting with the subcommittee on Oct. 2, 1969.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

17. Thi. subcommittee recommends

That Indian boards of education be established at the local level
for Federal Indian school districts.

The powers of such local boards would be similar to those powers tra-
ditionally held by local school hoards. The boards, for example, would
have supervision over curriculum and the hiring of faculty in the schools
in their districts. Generally, they would have jurisdiction in school
districts containing elementary and secondary schools situated in a proper
geographic, tribal, or community area. These boards would be'either
elected by the Indian district in which they would serve, or be appointed
by the tribal or community authority there. It is assumed that the method
of selection Would vary from area to area. Approximately 80 percent of
local boards throughout the country are elected.

In keeping with the practice t othr_s5liesut the Nation wherein the over-
whelming majority of local school boards are elected, the subcommittee
expresses the hope that local Indian boards will likewise be suhject to elec-
tion, keeping in mind that in a minority of areas,' as elsewhere in the
country, local. preference may dictate that the board be appointed.

The local boards would have direct lines of communication with the--
National Indian Board of Indian Eder- .ion, and would be empowered
to convey to it recommendations for overa:1 policy.

NACIE Concurs.

14



19. The subcommittee recommends

That the Assistant Commissioner for Education of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs be given the responsibilities of a superintendent of
Federal schools, having direct line control over the operation of the
schools, including budgets, personnel systems, and supporting serv-
ices. It alig,recomniends that the term of office of the Assistant
Commissioner be limited to 4 years, subject to reappointment.

This would place the Federal school system outside of area office and
reservation agency control, and leave the Federal school system as an
autonomous unit within the BIA. Furthermore, it would permit the
Assistant Commissioner much greater authority to negotiate with State
and local school boards and agencies for augmented Indian education
programs in the public schools.

The subcommittee urges that the Assistant Commissioner fat Educa-
tion retain decision making authority over policy matters, and delegate
only ministerial functions to his subordinates.

NAC 1 E Concurs.

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

20. The subcommittee recommends

That the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the
Department of the Interior, together with the Naional Council on
Indian Opporunity, jointly devise a plan of action for a united
effort between the two Departments for the development of a
quality education program for Indian children, and that such plan
be submitted to the Congress no later than March I, 1970.

, Two Federal agencies presently have the special expertise required
to upgrade the education of Indian children. The Bureau of Indian
Affairs has direct responsibility for educating children in Federal In-
dian schools, and the U.S. Office of Education concerns itself with
public school programs, some of which affect Indian children. Both
agencies have the same goal of quality education. Unfortunately, each
agency pursues that goal within the context of its own plans and opera-
tions. There is little, if any, sharing of ideas or resources. These two-
Federal agencies do not work together to reach solutions to common
Indian education problems, primarily because no working mechanism
exists for that purpose.

15



In 1967 the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee posed_the
question of where in the Federal structure responsibility for Indian
education should be located in order to best serve the interests of In-
dian' children. An interdepartmental committee (HEW-Interior) was
established and a careful review was undertaken by both. Departments.
Despite the fact a number of meaningful recommendations were made
and supported by the two Departments, relatively minor vprogress has
been achieved.

The subcommitte believes that the failure to implement the inter-
departmental committee's recommendations was due in large measure
to 'the absence of a commitment to a 'joint cooperative effort between
Interior and HEW.

The subcommittee therefore strongly urges the Secretary of the In-
terior and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, together
with the NCIO, to devise a plan of action for a united effort by the
two Federal Departments, and other relevant departments and agencies
for the development of a quality education program for Indian chil-
dren irrespective of place of enrollment.

In developing such a plan the two Departments should consider ways
in which personnel from both 'Departments working on the united
effort could work withe the proposed National Indian Board of Indian
Education.

The subcommittee request; that such a plan be submitted to the
Congress no later than March 1, 1970.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

C. Special Programs

t. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION /8

26. The subcommittee recommends

That there be a thorough review of the vocational education and
manpower programs in the BIA.

A through review and evaluation of vocational education and man-
power programs in the BIA should be conducted by a group of inde-
pendent experts, similar to the excellent study which resulted in many
of the reforms written into the Vocational 'Educational Amendments
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of 1968. Indian parents and tribal leaders should play, a signiSicant
role in the review and planning process of this effort. The study should
nceeparily include eniployrnent and economic opportunities available
for those Indians ,vho may wish to remain on the reservation or live
close to it: Attention ,:houlcl also be given to the number of vocational
and manpower programs offered by various agencies and a means for
coordinating them.

The vocational training program should take cognizance of the desire
of many Indian people to remain on the reservation and prepare students
for both on and off reservation employment. Vocational training pro-
grams should be closely articulated with econornic development programs
on reservations.

NACIE Concisrs. -

*

34. The subcommittee recommends

The Bureau of Indian Affairs should provide continuing support
for the community colleges on or near IndLA reservations, such as
the Navajo CoMmunity College. ..

With mort Indians expected to attend college each year, it is essential
that a sound .community college program be in operation which
recognizes the problems of Indian students. The Bureau can take a
leading role. in this area by providing continuing support for Indian
community colleges. The Bureau, should conduct a study exploring
the feasibility of Indian community collegesOand then of working to-
ward the establishment of such Indian controlled institutions.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

D. Innovation and Research and Development

1. ROUGH ROCK

41. The subcommittee recommends ,
That the BIA take a stronger role in assuring that the Rough
Rock School continue functioning as an exemplary demonstra-
tion school and that similar demonitration schools be established
and appropriately funded on other Indian reservations.
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The subcommittee has found that the Rough Rock Demonstration
School has had a tremendous impact on the development of new and

/more effective educational programs for Indian children-in both pub--
lk and Federal Schools. In addition, it is still the only example of a
successful school under tribal contrbl. :There is a continuiisk need for
demonstration schOols. Rough Rock has been funded at a much higher
level than other schools on the reservation, and this is a major reason
for its important accomplishments. The BIA should provide strong
financial; support, for a sustained exemplary education program at the
Rough Rock School, without in any way infringing on the autonomy
of the school (as a nonprofit corporation) to plan and carry out its
own programs. In addition, the Rough Rock school should be included
in any nationwide array of demonstration schools funded by the Fed-
eral Government.

.

One of the most _promising mechanisms for the development of
additional model schools would be the contracting of their operation
to a nonprofit corporation with an Indian board of directors similar .
to the Rough Rock school. The Indiadboard could in tuns have the
power to subcontract on a competitive basis the operation of the school
to any appropriate profit or nonprofit organization capable of developing
the model program in keeping with the policy guidance of the board.
Decentralization of the Federal school system by means of this con-
tracting device would permit meaningful local control, diversity of
approaches, and a healthy sense of competition between different schools.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National ,Challenge

3. CONSULTANTS

43. The subcommittee recommends
That the BIA increase its use of consultants.

,

This report has already recommended a number of areas where con-
sultant assistance is desperately needed by the BIA. The BIA should
have a budget sufficient for independent consultant assistance and, use

therti extensively. This is dearly preferable to an attempt to develop
substantial in-house specialization. It is impossible to attract the kind
of talent needed under present civil service rules and regulations.

NACIE Concurs.
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51. the subcommittee recommends
That technical assistants should be hired by the BIA to work with
local agencies, State departments of education and Indian Par-
ticipant groups in helping to identify special Indian needs and in
developing programs which would meet those needs.

The assistants should be Indians who can serve as special consultants
to the parties involved in order that the best possible JOM contract
can he negotiated. They should not be desk-bound nor assigned to such
an expansive territory that they are unable to get out into ail parts of
the field.

NACIE Concurs.

59. The subcommittee recommends

That Indians should" hi considered for 'appointment to the ad-
visory groups functioning within the U.S. Office of Education,
including those established by statute as well as those created by
administrative action.

Such advisory groups should be requested to give special attentio%,
to problems of Indian education, where appropriate. In particular;
the National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged
Children should give Indian education its continuing attention. Copies
of this report should be brought to the attention of the Council and other
Federal education advisory groups.

The U.S. Office of Education indicates that there are within IA
some 2 dozen education advisory groups established by law or admin-
istratively. Indians are inadequately represented on these groups.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Between Two Mi4stones

RECOMMENDATIONS

The educational concerns of American and Alaskan Native people go
beyond the oroblems referred to in the charges to the Special Education
Subcommittee. Hearing testimony and Subcommittee deliberations led to
the following recommendations:
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Recommendation No. 1

Whereas, the cultural backgrounds, economic circumstances, educa-
tional needs, and degree o_f desired responsibility for the managenient of
education are too diverse to be implemented by a single set of operational
policies or procedures without violatingthe individuality of Iridian people
or the spirit of self-determination;

It is recommended, That, all agencies of the Fede'ra I Government meet ..:
the obligation to support Indian education and implement the policy
of self-determination through a variety of contractual arrangements
which are sufficiently flexible to.ineet the needs of Indian :people living
under the diverse circumstances of Indian communities on o# off reserva-
tions and in plurlstic urban areas.

. NACIE Concurs.
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

6. The subcommittee recommends

That there be presented to the Congress a comprehensive Indian
education act to meet the special education needs of Indians both
in the Federal schools and in the public schools.

The subcommittee feels that a proliferation of set-asides for BIA
schools in Federal education statutes, such as ESEA, is an unsatisfactory
means of bringing to Indian youngsters the advantages of the wide variety
of programs set forth in Federal law. A direct route from the Federal
agency immediately concerned should be followed rather than the cum-
bersome means of having one Federal agency, the Office of Education,
transfer part of its appropriations for Federal grant-in-aid programs to
another Federal agency, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and in the process
decrease the amount of such funds available to the States and com-
munities.

As for the Johnson-O'Malley Act, which provides for Indian children
in the public schools, this law was last changed in 1936. It is due for sub-
stantial revision. No other education statute has gone more than 30 years
without some modernization to meet changing conditions. The Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act, for example, was first enacted
in 1965 and was substantially revised in 1966 and 1967. Again this year,.
it is the subject of additional, substantial revision. In addition, the fact
that administrative revisions recommended for JOM over the years have
never limn adequately effectuated points up the need for change by legis-
lative Means; trying the alternative administrative route has consistently
proven ineffective.

The 'comprehensive Indian Education Act which the subcommittee
contetyates would join in a single coordinated statute all Indian edu-
cation programs, including those provided for set-aside provisions in gen-
eral edUcation grant-in-aid programs, public school programs (except
Public Law 874), and BIA programs. Such a statute would be generally
parallef, to the array of other Federal education laws and would have,
for example, titles devoted to adult education, to exemplary and 'model
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programs, to research, to library resources, to the handicapped, and so
forth, as well as a title or titles dealing with areas unique to the education
of Indians, such as Indian culture and biculturism. The set-aside pro-
grams referred to heretofore would expire when the new Indian Educa
tion Act went into effect.

The subcommittee contemplates that the comprehensive statute recom-
mended here would include those applicable provisions which have also
been recommended by this report for inclusion in the Johnson-O'Malley
Act, such as submission of plans, need for accountability and evaluation
procedures, involvement of Indians, contract authority with tribes and
communities, etc.

Just as the various titles of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act have their own advisory groups composed of persons expert in the
discipline covered, as well as community representatives, so should the
applicable titles of the Indian Education Act have advisory bodies. Such
a procedure would help advance the subcommittee's concept that Indians
must play a significant role in the education of their children.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

16. The subcommittee recommends
That there be established a National Indian Board of Indian Edu-
cation with authority to set standards and criteria for the Federal
schools.

Structurally, this recommendation is patterned after the organization
of education in the States, with the National Indian Board of Indian
Education as the centerpoint of citizen participation much as is the State
Board. It would, as do the counterpart boards in the States, have over-
sight over the operations of the schools and have authority to set sandards
and crieria and determine policy within the framework of the law. The
National Board would receive funds for its operations.

The National Board would be composed of some fifteen members,
representative of the Indian tribes and communities, serving staggered
terms of three years. They would be appointed by the President from
lists of nominees furnished by the Indian tribes and communities and
would be eligible to serve no more than two consecutive terms. At least
annuall,, but more often if necessary, the Board would submit to the
Congress and to the President reports and recommendations for admin-
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istrative action or legislationrthu.s giving the Indians themselves leverage
in effecting change. The National Board could elect to ex officio mem-
bership no more than five non-Indian individuals expert in areas of
concern to the Board.

The National Board would be authorized to utilize the expertise of
the U.S. Office of Education, the Office of Economic Opportunity, and
other Federal agencies.

While this recommendation envisions the appointment of the National
Board, the subcommittee believes that the matter of eleCtion of the mem-
bens of the National Board merits careful consideration. Therefore, the
National Board should be empowered to establish the mechanism for
electing the Board, and an equitable means by which such members
might be elected. It should submit a plan for election of Board members,
to the Congress, and to the President. If this plan is not rejected by either
House of Congress, following the procedure of congressional action as
prescribed by law. in the case of executive reorganization plans, then the
election procedure would he put into effect.

The National Board would also be empowered to participate in the
negotiation of contracts with individual tribes and communities to run
local school systems for Indians.

The Board would present to the Department of Interior its suggestions
for nominees for Assistant Commissioner for Education as well as pre-
senting its views on any candidate that the Department may be consider-
ing for the post. Since the Assistant Commissioner for Education would
be serving for one or more terms of 4-year duration, the National Board
would have the foregoing review responsibilities also with respect to
reappointment.

Finally, the National Board would serve in an advisory capacity with
respect to Federal education programs involving Indians in the public
schools__Eor_exampkr_the_ Board could review_school district use_ of _

Johnson-O'Malley funds to assure they were being used for the needs of
Indian students.

NACIE Concurs.
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy-7
A National Challenge

28. The subcommittee recommends
That the BIA's regulation for financial aid for higher education
be changed so that need rather than location of residence will
determine a stu den t's.tligibili oh

The present regulation states that Indian students living on or near
reservations should be given preference in determining eligibility for
grants. The needs of many Indians in urban areas are often as great as
Indians near reservations, and thus a student's financial needs should be
the maior determinant of his eligibility.

,

NACIE Concurs.
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

5. The subcommittee recommend:

That there be established in the U.S. Senate a Select Committee on
the Human Needs of the American Indian.

The subcommittee has found that the Federal Government has failed
to understand sufficiently and to effectively delineate the extent and
severity of the problems confronting the American Indian. In addition,
the Federal Government has failed to adequately understand the human
needs and aspirations of the American Indian. The result has been a
major failure of national policy.

The 1960's have witnessed a growing recognition of this failure, and
the emergence of many new Federal programs to provide assistance. New
legislation such as the Economic Opportunity Act, the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, the Manpower Development and Training
Act, the Economic Development Act, and new legislation in the field
of housing, have spread the responsibility for Indian affairs across the
executive branch of the Federal Government. The Library of Congress
has recently compiled a list of 86 different statutes which have specific
provisions under which Indians and Indian tribes can receive Federal
assistance. This proliferation of programs has led to confusion, overlap-
ping responsibilities, programs working at cross-purposes, a general lack
of coordination between agencies, and a complete lack of a unified policy.
In recognition of this fact, President Johnson established by Executive
order a National Council on Indian Opportunity, which included as
members the Cabinet officers from the seven major departments with
explicit responsibilities in the field of Indian affairs. No corresponding.
action has been taken by Congress.

The need for unified policy formulation and legislative oversight is
apparent. A Select Committee on the Human Needs of the American
Indian would be the best means for meeting this need. The executive
director of the National Congress of American Indians has testified
in support of such a ccmmittec and the executive council of NCAI has
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strongly recommended us early establishment. Other organizations of
American Indians,hP.ve expressed similar support.

One problem in evaluating the success of Federal programs for the
American Indian is the extraordinary inadequacy of the statistical data
presently available. Mr. Stephen A. Langone, Library of Congress In-
dian Affairs Specialist, has recently prepared a paper for the Joint Eco-
nomicnomic Com 'ttee, which points out that despite the fact that the Federal
Govemme is presently expending in aggregate more than $500 million
per ye to its multiplicity of Indian programs. "It is, literally impossible
to obtain up-to-date and accurate information on such basic questions
as employment and turteinploymeht; average educational attainment, in-
come, land ownership, Nervation population * * *" and so forth.
Congress has had to Tely on statistics "that are in many caw 5, 10, 20, or
more years old, and often incomplete and inaccurate." nis constitutes
a totally inadequate base (or effective legislative action. The most damag-
ing consequences of this lack of reliable information are vividly demon-
strated in the termination legislation of the 1950's. Time after time, the
Bureau of Indians Affairs provided an inadequate and often inaccurate
socioeconomic profile of an Indian tribe which served as the basis for
termination. The results. were disastrous.

The lack of reliable dita also means that Congress cannot carry out
its legislative oversight function. AS Mr. Langone states "* * * there
is no sound basis for comparison to determine the increase or decrease
of given problems or indeed the improvement or lack of improvement
in the economy of Indian tribes." Without data, problems cannot be
adequately - understood or delineated and consequently are neglected.
For example, this subcommittee has found a serious lack of information
in the area of mental health and the American Indian, yet we have been
told by many witnesses that this should be a top priority of Federal con -
tern. This subcommittee has brought to light data n Indian suicides and
alcoholism which are extremely alarming. Yet no one begins to know
the ,extent or full ramifications of the problem. Moneys cannot be appro-
priated wisely no can effective and responsible legislation be developed,
without a unified and comprehensive information base.

The Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs has
made a major contribution in bringing to light the sxtent and severity
of hunger and malnutrition in this country. It has as well pointed up the
deficiencies in the Federal programs aimed at the alleviation of the prob-
lem. Its work and accomplishments are excellent precedents for the
establishment of a Select Committee on the Human Needs of the Ameri-
can Indian. , ..: ,.,

This subcommittee has worked for 2 years on the problem of educa-
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tion of American Indians. We have developed much new inforination
and discovered many previously unknown facts. We know full well how
extensive the work remaining is. We do not envision a select committee as
a permanent Senate committee; rather, we would see it as a congressional
complement to the White House conference. Its life need not be longer
than 2 years, and its membership could be drawn from the standing
committees with principal jurisdiction. Its work could help redirect the
course of this Nation's American Indian policies.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

7. The subcommittee recommends

That the funds available for the education of American Indians
be substantially increased, and that provision be made for advance
funding of BIA education programs to permit effective planning
and recruitment of personnel.

The subcommittee has fouid that BIA presently expends about $1,100
per student per year in a Federal boarding school. A number of wit-
nesses testifying before the subcommittee have suggested that this amount
must be doubled or tripled if an equal educational opportunity is to be
provided the students in these schools. Dr. Carl Marburger, who is pres-
ently commissioner of education for the State of New Jersey ( formerly
the .Assistant Commissioner for Education in the BIA) has pointed out
that comparable programs for physically handicapped children have a
yearly per-pupil cost of approximately $3,000. The yearly cost for stu-
dents in boarding schools on the east coast is between $3,800 and $4,200.

In fiscal year 1969, the BIA applied severe restrictions to educatipnal
expenditures. Yet it ended the year having to spend $5 million more
than it was appropriated. This has necessitated many cutbacks in the
fiscal 1970 programs, including not purchasing needed textbooks and
supplies. The BIA presently spends only $18 per child on textbooks and
supplies, compared with a national average of $40.

The BIA operates many inferior school facilities and some that have
actually been condemned. As a result of a lack of high school facilities in
.Alaska, over ,200 Alaskan natives are sent to boarding schools in Oregon
and Oklahom.a. Thousands of Navajo children are in damaging de-

.
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mentary boarding schools on the Navajo Reservation because of inade-
quate appropriations for roads and dal schools.

The education budget of the BIA is grossly inadequate. Until this most
basic problem can be overcome, little progress toward educational ex-

: cellence can be anticipated.

NACIE recommends: If the NACIE's principle recommendations I
through 6 of this report were implemented most of the above problem -

would be eliminated.

ROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

12. The subcommittee recommends

Full funding of the National Council on Indian Opportunity for
fiscal year 1970, and for subsequent years.

The National Council on Indian Opportunity was created by Execu-
tive Order 11399 on March 6, 1968. The purpose of the Council as
Mated in the Executive order is to encourage full use of Federal programs
as they relate to Indians, apprise the impact and progress of Federal
programs for Indians, and suggest ways. to improve such programs.

By including six Indians as members, the Council affords the Indian
people, for the first time in the history of .Federal-Indian affairs, an
opportunity to sit at the highest administrative level and have a direct
say in the formulation of policies and programs as they relate to Indians.

President Johnson and President Nixon both have given their strong
-- -support- to-- t-he Council:- The-National-Congress of American Indians,

the largest Indian organization in the country, indicated its strong
support for this program in ; position paper adopted May 6, 1969, in
Albuquerque, N. Mex. The NCAI commented that the creation of the
Council was:

* * * a milestone in the involvement of Indian people with the ad-
ministration of this country, and as such it can -be a vital mechanism
for Indian involvement in their own progress. There is no other like
body which gives the Indian people such vital participation in the dis-
cussion and solution of their problems. The National Council on Indian
Opportunity must be continued and funds appropriated for its continued
operition.

As more and more programs for Indians are begun in agencies other
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than the Department of the Interior, the need for "program coorditta-
tion and appraisal becomes even more acute. Nearly half of the total
Federal outlay in Indian Affairs goes to agencies other than the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. These departments, whose secretaries, along with the
Vice President as chairman, and the Indian members mentioned above,
sit on the Council, are: Agriculture, Commerce,. Labor, HEW, HUD,
and 0E0. Additionally, it is expected that the Department of Justice
will embark on its first Indian program during fiscal year 1970. IP
judgment of the subcommittee, the Council is the only agency equipped
with the authority to coordinate all Federal Indian programs.

On September 3, 1969, the Senate passed an authorizing resolution
continuing the Council. The resolution is now pending in the Houk
of Representatives and the subcommittee recommends favorable action
be taken as soon as possible. . .

It is expected that another request for funding of the Council .will
be included in a supplemental appropriations bill to be sent to Con-
gress later this fall. The subcommittee concluded that favorable action
on funding the Council is imperative.

NACIE recommends: NC1O be given the authority and support to
carry out the stated objective of the organization.

N.

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

c

13. The subcommittee recommends=

That the Bilingual- Education Act (tide VII-of the Eletwitataty :

and Secondary Education Act) receive sufficient funding so as
to enable expanded programs for Indian children, that the act be
amended to include schools operated for Indians by nonprofit
institutions, and that BIA schools undertake expanded bilingual
education programs of their own, along the lines of those outlined
in the Bilingual Education Act, to meet the needs of Indian pupils.

There are neay 300 Indian lango ages in use today in the United
States. More than one-half of the Indian youth between the ages of
6 and 18 use their native language. Two-thirds of Indiana children en-
tering Bureau of Indian Affairs schools have little or no skill in English.

At the same time, a substantial number of the teachers instructing
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Indian children are unfamiliar with the only language their Indian
students understand. It is estimated that less than 5 percent of teachers
in BIA schools are native to the culture and language of the Indian
children they teach. Thus, thousands of Indian children who know only
their native language are taught by teachers who essentially know only
English.

Of the $7.5 million appropriated for the Bilingual Education Act
(title VII.of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act)a vastly
inadequate amount --only $306,000 is being spent on Indian bilingual
programs benefiting but 773 Indian children.

This program can do much more than enable the child to learn Eng-
lish through use of his native language. It can emphasize the history
and culture of the Indian, provide for native aides in the classroom and
develop a system of home-school coordinators to improve the relationship
between school and family. The bilingual education program offers

'opportunities to sensitize teachers to Indian culture through inservice
and preservice programs. Programs can be provided to train teachers
in the native language of their Indian students. Onc effort presently in
operation provides for a, curriculum guide for mothers of Cherokee
children so that they can work with their children in understanding new
language concepts.

Title VII, ESEA,' offers a unique opportunity to twovide bilingual
and bicultural education for Indian students, as well as to initiate
programs which would give teachers a better understanding of Indian
language, culture, and history.

While the bilingual education program requires expansion to meet
. :the needs of all non-English speaking children, an intensive effort is

needed now to provide Indians with culturally sensitive programs.
The Rough Rock Demonstration School on the Navajo Reservation

in Arizona, operated as a nonprofit corporation, has shown that re-
markable progress can be made by using culturally sensitive teaching
materials add teachers trained in the bilingual education approaches.
The children learn English faster this way, while at the same time sus-.
taining pride in their culture. To receive bilingual education funds under
this title, Rough Rock must be defined ai localcational agency.

NACIE Concurs.

4
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FP )M: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
. A National Challenge

2. HIGHER EDUCATION

27. The subcommittee recommends

(a)That stipends for Indian students receiving BIA scholarships
and fellowships (including allowances for subsistence and other
expenses for such persons and their dependents) be brought into
line with practices under comparable federally supported pro-
grams and the BIA allocate sufficient funds for this purpose.

For several years there has been an effort in Congress that student
stipends ( including allowances for subsistenci and other expenses for such
persons and their dependents) be consistent. This effort has been reflected
in amendments to the law (e.g., the Higher Education Amendments
of 1968, Public Law 90-575) and changes in administrative practice
in Fideral agericies (e.g., the National Science Foundation }.

The subcomrdittee would like to bring to the attention of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs a passage in Senate Report No. 1387 issued by the Sen-
ate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare on July It 1968, in con-s-
junction with the Higher Education Amendments of 1968, as follows:

"Therefore, the committee requests that the U.S. Office of Education
,.,iand other Federal agencies concerned give high priority to equalize

through administrative action the terms and amounts of institutional and
individual academic support programs. If this equalization cannot be
accomplished by the administrative means suggested by the committee in
both this repiirt and in Senate Report 1137, then it Itf requested that the
Office of Education and the 6ther agencies concerned submit to this com-
mittee a report" on he reasons therefor together with appropriate legis-
lative recommendations to accomplish the equalization."

The subcommittee fo d, for e mple, that inadequate funding pre-
vents the BIA from grantin deli nal subsistence money to married stu7
dents. This is inconsistent wit he practice of the Office of Education
which grants $500 for each dependent.

. The BIA estimates that there are about 400 students in this situation
and a least an additional 400 needing assistance for graduate stries.

(b)That the Bureau of Indian Affairs should expand scholarship
programs so as to provide expanded support for Indian sthdeats
in graduate studies.

It has not been until recent years that the Bureau of Tridiati Affairs
has recognized Indian graduate students and their need for 44.holarship
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assistance. The Bureau has been able to provide only limited funding for
graduate study, though. Since many of these Indian students will take
major leadership roles in society following their studies, it is essential
they be given every opportunity to pursue their educational goals. Tie
Bureau should therefore expand its scholarship program so as to sub-
stantially increase funds available to Indian graduate students.

NACIE recommends: More financial aid direct to the student and in
turn reduce support to college and university general programs.

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

35. The subcommittee recommends

That the Bureau of Indian Affairs should fund an institute in
Alaska, possibly in cooperation with the University of Alaska, sim-
ilar to the Institute of American Indian Arts in Santa Fe, N. Mex.

There is a need in Alaska, as there has been in the Southwest United
States, for a center which would assist natives in functioning in today's
world while at the same time retaining their cutural identity. A center
is therefore needed emphasizing the traditions of native people, their
arts and crafts, their music and dance, their poetry and philosophy. Such
an institute could serve a leadership role in developing innovative pro-
grams aimed at meeting the of native students.

NACIE Concurs.

36. The subcommittee recommends--

That programsprograms aimed at recruiting and orienting Indian students
to college should be expanded and funded at a more adequate
level.

Talent Search, Upward Bound, and Special Services programs should
be expanded to include more Indians. Other similar programs, such as
Project COPAN at the University of Alaska and the BIA's precollege
program at Haskell Institute merit increased funding; they have proven
their value in keeping Indians in college, yet many have been discon-
tinued or have been inadequately funded.

NACIE Concurs.
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IV- FEDERAL ROLE AND NON-FEDERAL SCHOOLS
A. Public Law 81-874

1. FORWARD FUNDING

44. The subcommiitee recommends
That forward funding procedures be implemented for Public
Law 874.

A number of school districts educating Indians depend upon Public
Law 874 for a substantial portion of their budget. Fifteen different States
have one or more districts in which Public Law 874 money constitutes
at least 25 percent of the total budget, and in many instances that per-
centage is considerably higher. It is essential that such districts be assured
of operating funds at least a year in advance as now authorized by law.
Late funding procedures have caused great uncertainty for many dis-
tricts and have prevented them from adequately planning programs to
meet their students' needs.

NACIE Concurs.
.

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

2. FULL FUNDING

45. The subcommittee recommends

That Public Law 874 be fully funded.

As explained ahove, some districts are so dependent upon Public Law
874 money that it is essential their education programs are not handi-
capped because of a lack of full funding.

NACIE Concurs.

B. Public Law 81-815

1. PRIORITY IN FUNDING

46. The subcommittee recommends- -

That section 14 of Public Law 81-815 be declared as deserving
of priority funding.

More Indian students continue to be transferred into public schools
yearly, but because of inadequate funding for Public Law 815, these
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public school districts are receiving no funds for construction of additional
facilities, which the presence of increased Indian enrollment may necessi-
tate. Public school districts located on reservations must also provide
housing for the teaching staff, and often, districts must depend upon
Public Law 815 grants for such construction. It is essential that section 14
funding be given the priority needed to provide adequate facilities for
Indian students. Because of no funding in recent years, there are areas
(Navajo, N. Mex., for example) where the question is not of adequate
facilities, but of no facilities for Indian students at all.

NACIE Concurs.

2. MORE ADEQUATE FUNDING

47. The subcommittee recommends
That Public Law 81-815 be more fully funded.

Public Law 81-815 has been inadequately funded in recent years. The
1969 appropriation, for example, was only for 19 percent of authoriza-
tion. Requests for 1967 still haven't been funded. It is imperative that
more attention be given to funding this legislation, particularly for those
sections under which disadvantaged students, such as Indians, are suffer-
ing with inadequate facilities. It is difficult enough to teach children
with special needs, without having to face the added difficulty of inade-
quate facilities.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Chi,:lenge

60. The subcommittee recommends
That in receiving funds under the setaside provisions in the
several titles of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
the BIA should be required to prepare and submit its proposals
to the Office of Education for approval and should bear the same
responsibility for maintenance of effort as the States.

It is evident that the BIA does not meaningfully involve the U.S. Office
of Education in its programs under the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act for which BIA receives funds administered by OE. States re-
ceiving these funds submit to OE their State plans which indicate that
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the funds are being used in accord with the law and that the ESEA funds
arc supplementing, not supplanting, State and local expenditures; the
BIA should follow a similar procedure.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Between Two Milestones

Recommendation No. 2

Whereas, the local community constitutes the fundamental level at
which individuals, families, and other social groups act out their social,
political and economic interdependence, and Whereas, the local com-
munity is the institution which preserves, adapts, and reinforces group
mores and cohesiveness, and Whereas, people have the right to join
together to provide educational opportunities for their children, and
Whereas, there exists a special relationship between the Federal Gov-
ernment and Native people, and Whereas, Indian people do exist in both
rural 'and urban communities:

it is recommended, That, social change in the Native community be
officially accepted by all agencies of the Federal Government, and That,
for educational purposes, native tribes, clans, bands, chapters, villages,
land claims settlement corporations, or nonprofit educational corpora-
tions of parents, who trace their lineage to several traditional Native
nations be recognized by the Federal Government as agencies eligible
to contract with the Federal Government for the support of the educa-
tion of their children, and That, guidelines for recognition and appro-
priation of support be legislated by the Congress of the United States.

NACI E recommends: All federally recognized tribes retain their direct
relation with the agencies of the Federal Government and those Federal
trust and treaty responsibilities will not be delegated to the State and local
agencies.T here can be a dual relationship by tribe with Federal and State
agencies but the Federal Government will not be relieved itself of its
trust and treaty responsibilities.

1
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FROM: Between Two Milestones

Recommendation No. 11

Whereas, the areas of technical, vocational and related skills are ex-
panding rapidly and now offer career opportunities which were not
previously available to 'Indian students, and Whereas, Indian students
have traditionally been educated for selected technical and vocational
careers that have not reflected the diversity of vocational opportunities
nor specific skills demanded in the society in which they must compete,
and Whereas, the need for skilled technicians and tradesmen is severe on
communities and other Indian communities, and Whereas, a shift of
national priorities is reflected in increased Federal and State funding for
vocational and technical education:

It is recommended, That, Federal agencies provide human and finan-
cial resources for training Indian people in all facets of vocational and
technical education, and That, Federal agencies pool their efforts to have
maximum impact in supplying trained Indian citizens in various
occupations.

NACIE recommends: ImprOved planning is necessary in order to
avoid "dead-end" training and educationbeing prepared for occupa-
tions that do not exist. The job bank concept should be investigated.

FROM: B hv(een Two Milestones

0

Recommendation No. 12

Whereas, American Indians and Alaska Natives have one of the
highest dropout rates of any group of people in the United States, and
Whereas, educational achievement for Native students remains a critical
issue, and Whereas, traditional adult basic and continuing programs
have not met the needs Of Indian people;

It is recommended That, additional Federal resources be allocated to
adult basic and continuing education, and That, these programs be
redesigned with more mandatory involvement of Indian people at the
local level to increase their effectiveness in terms of existing opportunities.

NACIE Concurs.
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FROM: Between Two Milestones

Recommendation No. 13

Whereas, there are American and Alaskan Native children attending
public Federal, and Mission schools who are in dire need of special
education programs to dear with physical handicaps, emotional prob-
lems, mental retardation, and learning difficulties, and Whereas, human,
plant facility, and funding resources have been inadequate or nonex-
istent by Federal and State governments to accommodate these Indian
children, and Whereas, special educational training programs for pro-
fessional and paraprofessional staff have not been developed in colleges
and universities with a specific focus on the problems of Native children;

It is recommended That, the Federal and State governments, schools,
universities, and colleges make a concerted effort to provide the human
and financial resources to develop comprehensive programs and special
facilities to meet the special educational needs of American Indians and
Alaskan Indian children, and That such resources be extended to in-
clude follow-through programs as the children become adults by pro:
viding resources in developing skills and job placement, because special
education is a continuing process.

NACIE recommends: We must provide for educational programs to
assimilate the experience of our senior citizens in the Indian community
and to include them in our society.
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

III. THE ROLE AND FUTURE OF FEDERAL SCHOOLS

A. An Exemplary School System

In the past, Federal Indian schools have primarily served as agents
of coercive assimilation into the dominant culture and to a substantial
extent they are still playing that role. They have been chronically under-
funded and understaffed and have largely failed to recognize the spe-
cial needs of their students. Only recently have they been conceptualized
as a potential national resource.

21. The subcommittee recommends

That the Federal Indian School System be developed into an
exemplary system, which can play an important role in improving
education for Inc In children. Federal schools should develop
exemplary programs in at least these three areas;

1. Outstanding innovative programs for the education of dis-
advantaged children.

Bilingual and bicultural education programs.
3. Therapeutic programs designed to deal with the emotional,

social and identity problems of Indian youth. ..

In order to implement this recommendation, the subcommittee notes
the following areas seriously in need of immediate attention:

(a) An effort to develop more effective preservice and in-service
training for teachers and administrators. .

(b) (1) Substantial upgrading of teacher personnel practices, includ-
ing recruitment, certification, and retention. The subcommittee received
many expressions of concern that despite the devotion and ability of most
teachers, there are significant problems regarding the professional ca,
pacity and effectiveness of numbers of teachers in BIA schools.

Civil service practices should be modified when. they conflict with a
local school board's authority to discharge the responsibilities ttfeition-
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ally held by local public school boards. Local Indian boards should
have traditional local powers to-hire and release faculty.

( ii) The development of model environments and incentives for at-
tracting and holding outstanding teachers and administrators. The
teacher turnover rate is a very serious problem in schools serving Indian
children and the Federal bureaucracy is at its worst in undermining
initiative, imagination, candor, and professionalism. The fundamental
importance of attracting and holding outstanding teachers and adminis-
trators throughout the Federal school system demands that a major effort
be undertaken outside of BIA to study the existing system and to recom-
mend how this goal can be achieved.

(c) Pupil personnel services have been greatly neglected by schools
serving Indian children, due"to a lack of adequate funding. Yet this is
an area of great need. There must be a very substantial expansion of
personnel and programs in the areas of special education, guidance, and
counseling and psychological services.

(d) Model prevocational and vocational training programs should be
developed at the secondary and postsecondary levels, and there should
be innovative programs demanding the best of students, including co-
operative education programs, and aiming at the ,-)1) market of the
future, not the past.

(e) Major upgrading of skills and competence in the teaching of
English, with emphasis on bilingual educational programs. More atten-
tion should hegiven to teaching Indian languages as a second language
to school personnel on Indian reservations.

( f ) A general strengthening and upgrading of all academic pro-
grams utilizing the best educational techniques and innovations
available.

(g) A substantial investment should be made in sophisticated research
and development activities serving a number of experimental programs
and schools. Part of this can best be done by contracting with outside
agencies, but it is essential for Indian schools to be thoroughly self-critical,
self-evolving institutions. This requires local expertise and some research
and development capability.

(h) Major efforts should be made to involve Indian adults and
communities in the work of and control over the schools. This should
not be done on a token or patron basis, but rather by establishing actual
community school boards and contracting the operation of school back
to Indian groups and communities.

(i) The overall budget for the Federal school system has been grossly
inadequate. This is in large part due to the inability of BIA to establish
appropriate educational standards and calculate the real cost involved

.
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In providing an equal educational opportunity for Indian students: The
eduction budget of BIA needs a complete overhaul and adequate
standards must be developed. It can be assumed that actual costs must
double or triple if an effective program is to be developed.

( j ) The BIA should establish a procedure for planning and evaluating
education programs for Indian children. This procedure should be
designed to ascertain specific educational needs of Indian children, set
forth goals in meeting those needs, plan programs and projects designed
to achieve those goals, and evaluate the effectiveness of those programs
and projects in achieving the purposes for which they are established.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National' Challenge

B. Special Problems

1. ELEMENTARY BOARDING SCHOOLS

22. The subcommittee recommends.

That as rapidly as possible, the elementary boarding schools on the
Navaj9 Reservation should be replaced by day schools.

`,The subcommittee believes that elementary boarding schools are emo-
tionally damagirlg to the children who attend. Two steps should be taken
to deal with this problem during the period of time needed for phasing
them out:

(a) A thorough investigation of these schools should be conducted
by a team of mental health and child development professionals to de-
termine how the school environlent and practices can' be substantially
improved.

(b) A massive effort should be undertaken to improve these schools
while they are being phased out. To begin with, the ratio of dormitory
aides to children supervised should be lowered to 1:15 or less and the
aides mut be well-trained.

NACIE Concurs.
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24. The subcommittee recommends

That the present distribution and location of Federal boarding
schools and the pattern of student placement be thoroughly re-
examined by the National Indian Board of Indian Education.

The subcommittee has found that over 1,200 Alaskan natives are
presently being sent to Federal boarding schools in Oregon and Okla-
homa, thousands of miles from their home. In addition, we have found
that over 400 Indian students from the Northwest are being sent to Fed-
eral boarding schools in Oklahoma. These placement procedures are
questionable and were strongly opposed by Indian and native leaders
testifying before the subcommittee.

The present distribution and location of off-reservation boarding
schools should be,carefully scrutinized by the National Indian Board of
Indian_ Education. The present system owes more to historical chance and
expediency than rational planning. A new rationale and plan should be
developed and implemented.

NACIE Concurs,

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A 'National Challenge

3. GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING

25. The subcommittee recommends

That the guidance and counseling program in BIA Boarding
schools be subsiantially expanded and improved.

The guidance and counseling program in BIA sch,00ls suffers from
numerous deficiencies. Presently, the guidance function is combined
with dormitory, administrationiond disciplinary responsibilties, many of
the personnel lack professional training, and counseling services are often
not available on weekends or aftei school hours. A major effort should be
made to overcome these deficiencies.

The guidance departritent should contain only trained professional
personnel. Guidanc° Dep&tment staffother than professionalsshould
be recognized under a separate department to divorce completely the
guidance function from the housekeeping and disciplinary/responsibilities.
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Guidance staff should be available to students throughout the regular
schoolday, evenings, and weekends..

NACIE Concurs.

32. The subcommittee recommends,
Colleges and universities should include within their cAtihselor and
teacher-training curriculum, courses designed to acquaint future
teachers and counselors with the needs, values, and culture of
Indian students.

Too many Indians never seek education beyond high school, or even
complete high school, because of the discouragement they receive from
teachers, counselors, and administrators. Many of these people simply
do not understand Indian culture and values. It is essential that those per-
sons whc have such influence over Indians during their school years be

1 knowledgeable and understandable about Indians.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy-
A National Challenge

37. The subcommittee recommends- , ,

That title III- (Developing Institutions) of the Higher Education
Act be strengthened so as to include recently created higher educa-
tion institutions attended by Indians located on or nearby reserva-
tions as eligible for assistance under that title.

Title III of the Higher Education Act has for its purpose "to assist in
raising the academic quality of colleges which have the desire and po-
tential to make a substantittl contribution to the higher education re-
sources of our Nation but which for financial and other reasons are strug- .e,
filing for survival and are isolated from the main currents of academic
life. * * *." Section 302 of the act provides that institutions to be aided
must hare been in existence for at least 5 years. However, since there
has been only in very recent times an active interest in establishing such
institutions for Indians, and since the Federal Government has a special
responsibility for the education of Indians at the postsecondary as well as
the elementary and secondary levels, it is suggested that the U.S. Commis-
sioner of Education he authorized to waive the 5-year requirement of
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tide IIIIII to include recently established-colleges for educating Indians, ".
such as the Navajo Community Collegi in Many Farms, Ariz., which
was established in January 1969.,

NACIE recommends: Community colleges should also receive support, .-
arid the salaries of Indian Education institutions should be cornmeftsu-
rate with education leveli elsewhere.

38. The subcommittee recommends

That the Education Professions Development Act, Part F of sec-
tion V of the Higher Education Act, and the Vocational Educa-
tion Act be amended to include schools and programs operated by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

This recommendation should be implemented by amending sections
503(a), 504(a), 505, 552, and 553 of the Higher Education, Act and
section 131 of the Vocational Education Act. It would enhance the
development of highly skilled personnel in all locations of Federal Indian
schools and encourage young Indians to enter into the teaching profession.

The subcommittee's recommendation is also in keeping with the sug-
gestion contained in the second annual report of the National Advisory
Council on Education Professions Development, dated January 31, 1969,
which stated :

Schools and programs operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs are
apparently not now technically eligible for personnel development bene-
fits provided by the education Professions Development Act or the Vo-
cational Education Act. We recommend that acts providing educational
personnel development programs be amended to remedy this oversight.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

39. The subcommittee recommends- -

That the percentage. of Teacher Corps members allocated to ele-
mentary and secondary Schools operated by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs be increased.

As the law is now written, not, to exceed 3 percent of Teacher Corps
assignments in total may be macie to Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
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and BIA schools. The subcoMmittee's recommendaticia should be imple-
mented by amending section 513(c) (2) of the Highei Education Act so
that the BIA schools may receive not to exceed 5 'rcent of Teache
Corps assignments and Puerto Rico and the Virgin Is ands would con
tinue to receive, in total, not more than 3 percent of Tea her Corps mem-
bers. Thus, additional Teacher Corps members coul be assigned to
Indian schools, thereby providing the stimulating effects which the Corps
members have initiated in the past On a larger scale.

NACIE Concurs.

3. ADULT EDUCATION

40. The subcommittee recommends

(a) That an exemplary program of adult education be developed
which will provide for the following:

(i) Basic literacy opportunities to all nou-literate Indian
adults. The goal should be to wipe out Indian illiteracy.

(ii) Opportunities to all Indian adults to qualify for a high
school equivalency certificate. The goal should be to provide all
interested Indian adults with high school equivalency in the
shortest period of time feasible.

(iii) Surveys to define accurately the extent of the problems
of illiteracy and lack of high school completion on Indian
reservations.

(iv) A major research and development program to develop
more innovative and effective techniques for achieving the
literacy and high school equivalency goals. This would include
multi-media instruction (including teaching machines, video-
4ape, radio, and TV broadcasting) and the development of cur-
riculum material that is practical, meaningful and interesting
to the adult Indian.

(b) That the adult education program be effectively integrated
with the rest of the BIA education program. The adult education
program should as much as possible be placed under Indian control

s, and contribute as well as benefit from the development of Indian
\ controlled community schools.
A major commitment should be made to the adult education pro-

grams for American Indians. The national need for such a commitment
is all too evident in the low economic status, rise in alcoholism, lack of
employment capabilities, the inability of too many Indian adults to
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read and write, and the general lack of fulfilknent of Indian adults on
reservations.

NACIE Concurs.

4

FROM: Indian Educations A Mahone: Tragedy
A National Challenge

2. RELATIONSHIP TO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

42. The subcommittee recommends
That close ties be developed between institutions of higher educa-
tion and Federal schools.

Relationship should be established, funded either by contracts or
grants, to stimulate and sustain a long-term interest in improving Indian
education on the part of universities and colleges. Universities should
help develop neW curriculum materials, train teachers and guidance
personnel, conduct research, and provide continuing technical assistance.

In some instances a university or a group of universities may wish to
directly operate a Federal school. Such arrangements with appropriate
Indian involvement should be encoumged and adequately funded on a
long-term basis.

rACIE Concurs.

56. The subcommittee recommends
That public school districts be required to demonstrate clearly.
they are ready for transfer of Indian students by developing pro-
grams aimed at meeting the children's special needs and involving
the Indian community in the school.

School iklistricts anticipating Indian enrollment must provide more
than teachers and space for their Indian students. They must show they
have developed programs aimed at meeting th... special needs of Indian
students. These programs should include such things as curriculums
which rec ze the unique character of Indian culture, teacher workshop
designed to sen.sitize teachers to the special problems of Indian students,
and provisioni fir meaningful Indian development in the operation of the
school. \ .

NACIE Coticurs.
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FROM: Between Two Milestones

Recommendation No. 7

Whereas, the knowledge and skills offered by institutions of higher edu-
cation are essential in the conduct of Indian affairs, and whereas, it is
important to Indian people to have non-Indians' become better informed
about the past, present, and future of Indian life in the context of higher
education, and whereas, Indian people must have increased access to gen-
eral and professional programs in established colleges and universities,
and whereas, the emergence of Indian institutions of higher education is
a new trend which promises unique orientation to the needs of Indian
people, and whereas, the costs of higher education have risen beyond the
means of most Indian students; .-

It is recommended That, Federal resources continue to be made avail-
able to established coliegesand universities to stimulate Native studies
and special professional training programs for Indian people with manda
tory programmatic control shared with representatives from Indian
communities, and That, sufficient federal resources be made available
to emerging Indian institutions of higher education so that they have
an adequate opportunity to demonstrate their effectiveness in meeting
the needs of Native people, and That, the level of funding for both under-
graduate and graduate Native students be increased.

NACIE recommends: There is a major need for quality"Prep" schools
and tutorial and remedial instruction.

FROM: Between Two Milestones

Recommendation' No. 5

Whereas, schools serving children of Native communities need to
become an integral part of that community, and Whereas, Indian peo-
ple want a choice to hire competent Indian teachers, counselors, and
administrators, and Whereas, it is to the benefit of the Indian and non-
Indian to have Native educators working in public schools which serve
few, if any, Indian children, and Whereas, colleges and universities
training teachers should have Native people represented on their staffs;

It is recommended That, Federal resources be made available\ to col-
leges and universities which have demonstrated involvement of Indian
communities and organizations and which are prepared to pro%;14
quality programs with entire policy input to recruit, train, and assist in
placing Native teachers, counselors, curriculum specialists, librarians,
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special education teachers, school administrators and other educational
specialists, and That, an Indian organization with a research capability
be employed to assess the supply and demand function for such programs.

NACIE recommends: These programs should be funded and de-
veloped and implemented in the State or area in which the counselor!
teachers, etc. will be employed.
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

C. Johnson-O'Malley Act

48. The subcommittee recommends
That each State applying for a Johnson-O'Malley contract should
be required to submit a definite plan for meeting the needs of its
Indian students.

Too often the plans submitted by States are vague and meaningless.
Specific programs are rarely outlined, and there appears to be no
concerted attack on the problems gf the Indian. State plans should detail
the use for which JohnsonO'Mallty money will be put, and explain
how the JOM contribution fits into the statewide plan for helping meet
the special needs of Indian students.

NACIE Concurs.

50. The subcommittee recommends
That Indians should be involved in the planning, executing and
evaluating of Johnson-O'Malley programs. A State or distrias.
JOM plan should be subject to the approval of the Indian -_
participants. -1

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, as a prerequisite to JOM contract
approval, should require Indian participation in the planning, execu-
tion, and evaluating of JOM plans. Indians should be involved at both
the local and State levels in formulating the JOM budget request, and
in seeing that the plan is carried out. All proposals and plans must be
approved by those Indians participating.

NACIE Concurs.
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52. The subcommittee recommends

That Johnson- O'Malley funding should not be conditioned by
presence of tax-exempt land.

The criteria for approval of il Johnson-O'Malley contract should
be: (a) an exhibited need for programs aimed at meeting the special
needs of Indian students, and (b) a proposal which details how those
needs will be met. The presence of nontaxable Indian land should not
have any beauing in determining the eligibility of children for JOM
money. When the law originally was passed, congressional intent was
for the act to serve primarily those Indians who were "to a considerable
extent mixed with the general population." The intent has not been
fulfilled.

NACIE Concurs.
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

54. The subcommittee recommends

That tribes and Indian communities should be added to the list
of agencies with which the Bureau of Indian Affairs can negotiate
Johnson- O'Malley contracts and that full use be made of this
new contracting authority to permit tribes to develop their own
education projects and programs.

The subcommittee has found that very few Indian tribes and com-
munities have developed educational plans which identify problems and
establish goals. However, the subcommittee was impressed by the fact,
that Indian communities have a better understanding of their education

needs;4nd problems than the schools that serve them. The schools rarely
understand the Indian community and cultural differences, and the
Indian community rarely has any influence on the school. Johnson-
O'Malley contracts with Indian tribes and communities could do much
to break down these barriers, and place the initiative and responsibility
for change and improvement in the hands of those who best underatand
the problems.

Johnson-O'Malley contracts with Indian tribes and communities could
serve a variety of important purposes. For example, tribal surveys and
factfinding efforts to determine educational needs; the development of
education plans and goals; developing effective liaison between Indian
parents and public schools; developing Indian education leadership;
planning, funding, implementation and evaluation of special education
programs for Indian children in cooperation with public school districts;
education programs and projects run directly by the tribe itself (for
example, summer school programs).

The basic responsibility for development of this program should be
vested in the National Indian Board of Education. It will require close
coordination with the development of strong Indian school boards on
those reservations with Federal schools. . .

An important and promising precedent for this tribal-contracting
approach has recently been initiated by the Indian Health Service. The
Indian community health representative program is worthy of careful
study by the National Indian Board of Education to determine its appli-
cability to the field of Indian education.

NACIE Concurs.
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FROM: Between Two Milestones

Recommendation No. 4

Whereas, Indian children attending public schools have rights to edu-
cational opportunity attendant upon State and Federal citizenship, and
Whereas, the division of responsibility for the education of Indian chil-
dren in public schools between the BIA and the USOE tends to inhibit
program coordination and effectiveness, and Whereas, the Indian Educa-
tion Act has created an organizational mechanism within the USOE
capable of coordinating all educational efforts in the public schools;

It is recommended that, all programs involving the education of
Indian people through public school organizations be administered or
coordinated by the Bureau of Indian Education in USOE under the di-
rection of a new Deputy Commissioner, and That, the respoifibility and
authority vested in the new Bureau specifically include the management
and distribution of all Federal funds for Indian education.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Between, Two Milestones

Reconunendation No. 15

Whereas, educational resources allocated under the Johnson-O'Malley
Act are of major importance in the education of Indian children, and
Whereas, the utilization of these resources has been subject to recent
intense criticism, and Whereas, there appears to be extremi differences
in the utilization of these resources among the various States;

It is recommended That, a comprehensive study of the distribution
and utilization of Johnson-O'Malley resources among the various States
be conducted, and that, the data collected he employed to formulate more
uniform guidelines for the allocation and expenditure of these important
resources.

NACIE Recommends: The Public School systems with Indian chil-
dren must have a miniature Indian curriculum of Indian studies to imple-
ment and improve the identification of Indian education.

* jOhf provides for general needs of Indian children and Title IV must provide for
special and specific needs of Indian children.
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

31. The subcommittee recommends

A graduate institute of Indian languages, history, and culture
should be established.

There is at present no graduate level program encompassing the lan-
guage, history, and culture of Indians. The information such an institute
could disseminate, as well as the research which it would conduct, would
greatly increase public knowledge and understanding of the American
Indian. Such an institute established by Federal legislation, might very
well be operated in conjunction with the Smithsonian Institution.

NACIE Recommends: This is' not a sensible recommendation and
should not be acted upon.

33. The subcommittee recommends

The Institute of American Indian Arts at Santa Fe, N. Mex.
should be raised to the level of a 4-year college, supported by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The Institute has had considerable success in instilling a cultural pride
in Indian students by providing them with opportunities for creative
expression. The individual-oriented programs recognize the importance
of a sense of identity. By becoming a college, the Institute could provide
a collegewide curriculum for Indians which considers theif culture and
historysomething unique in higher education. The valuable lessons
learned and put into practice by the Institute should be expanded into a .

college curriculum so that the Institute might become a model for colleges,
interested in developing innovative programs, such as in teacher-training,
which recognize Indian needs.

NACIE Recommends: That this institute remain as a 2-year college,
and improve on their present problems.
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.
FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

14. The subconimittee recommends
That a major effort be undertaken immediately to (a) develop
culturallysensitive curriculum materials, (b) train native
teachers, and (c) promote teaching as a career among Indian
youth.

The subcommittee was shocked to find, not only the absence of bi-
lingual meerails, but the- absence of hardly any culturally sensitive,
materials in the Federal and public schools it.investigated. In many cases
the materials used by the children either completely ignored the contri-
butions of Indians to society, or presented Indians in insulting stereotypes.
In some instances the teaching materials in use were totally irrelevant to
the experiences of the children. In Alaska, for example, the subcommittee
found schools using "Dick and Jane" readers which referred to cows,
farms, cities, grass and other items completely unfamiliar to the Alaskan
native. Only at the Rough Rock Demonstration School in Arizona were
children being taught with materials related to their" native culture and
designed by Navajos themselves. Nothing underscores more the insensi-
tivity of the present paternal method of educating Indian children than
the continued absence of bicultural materials. This situation must be
corrected immediately.

.

In addition, new programs to train native teachers are required im-
mediately, as is a program to encourage Indians to undertake teaching
careers. The number of Indian teachers in public schools in infinitesimal,
and even in the all-Indian BIA schools Indian teachers constitute orgy
about 16 percent of the teaching staff. The percentage of these Indian
teachers who teach children of their own tribe and language is smaller
yet. A special effort should be made to recruit Indians into teacher-
training programs, and a means should be established whereby Indian
teenagers would be informed early in their secondary school years of
college opportunities in teacher training.

NACIE Concurs.
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

29. The subcommittee recommends

That the Bureau of Indian Affairs should contract with colleges
and universities [and community colleges and prep schools] to
develop-programs to help 'meet the special concerns of college
students. , tt

There is a definite need for a core curriculum in Indian history and
cultuee whiclitouches upon the many aspects of Indian life. Skill-building
programs which consider the Indians' culture and language are needed.
The Johnson-O'Malley Act should be utilized to contract for such
programs.

1,

NACIE See recommended change [ ].

53. The subcommittee recommends

That the expanded contracting authority authorized by the act's
1936 amendment should be utilized for the development of curric-
ulum relevaneto Indian culture and the training of teachers of
Indian students.

Only in recent years has the Bureau shown some creativity in utiliza-
tion of the expanded contracting authority. This amendment offers far
greater potential for innovative educational projects than has been dem-
onstrated. It could be a very good vehicle, for example, to improve
curriculum for Indian students, and to train teachers who will be teach-
ing Indian students. Universities and nonprofit corporations might be
contracted to develop special curriculums which recognize Indian culture,
and to develop and institute teacher-training programs which include a
recognition that teachers of Indian students have special 'responsibilities.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: "BETWEEN TWO MILESTONES"

Recommendation No. 6

Whereas, the revival ofinterest in Indian history and culture is a vital
part of an effort by Native pitople to gain a meaningful social perspe4tive
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for their lives somewhere between a romantic, but unrealistic, return to
the past and a complete, but artificial assimilation with transformed
European culture, and Whereas, many of the educational materials are
historically incorrect and prejudicial to the image of Indian people;

It Is Recommended That, Federal resources be allocated to Indian
acquisitions for the development of instructiopal materials, curriculum
and energy resources which will lead to unbiased perceptions of Indian
history and culture by both Indian and non-Indian students in pursuit
of Indian studies and for incorporation into the study of religion, art,
music, dance, performing arts, history, philosophy and other disciplines
of study at elementary, secondary and college levels.

NACIE Concurs.

...
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FROMJ Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

. .49. The subcommittee recommends-- -

That -better accountability and evaluation procedures should be
instituted at the State and local levels.

. ,

The Bureau of Indian Aff-tirs should require improved evaluation /
components at the State and local levels. The only accountability. meas. I

ures now are a State's annual report!, which vary tremendously in
quality and content. Some uniform dita collection technique should
be established; and States should be required to report the results of
their JOM programs rather than just the fact that such programs were
in operation.

It is a fair measure of the MA's lack of concern for the education of
Indian children in public schools that the subcommittee could find no
evidence bf any serious effort by the BIA to assure that JOM funds
were used for educational programs for Indian students. The funds
are give.. to local public school districts, which often use the money for
general educational purposes rather,than the special needs of Indian
students. The subcommittee cannpt emphasize too strongly that :these
funds are to be used for the educalion of Indian children only, and that
the. BIA should condition their r lease upon that purpose with proper
accountability.

NACIE Concurs.

57. The subcommittee recommends --

i

That Bureau of Indian Afaire should hold the public schools
accountable for the education\of Indian students transferred from
BIA schools. 1

The performance of the Indian sudent in the public school should
be the test as to whether the school is lfilling its educational obligation.

t The Bureau should make periodic ch cks of Indian performance data
in public schools, and that data should. be reported to loc'al and State
school authorities, the Indian tribes or \communities affected, and the
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N U.S. Office of Education when OE programs are involved. The dearthU.S.
such data now makes it extremely difficult to assess Indian perform-
ce so that the problem areas can be identified and dealt with.

NACIE Concurs.

V. OTHER MATTERS

58. The subcommittee recommends

That State and local communities should facilitate and encourage
Indian community and parental involvement in the development
and operation of public education programs for Indian children.

The subcommittee especially noted a lack of participation, due to
several causes, of Indians in education operations in the communities.
In several localities, where a substantial number of Indian youngsters
are..attending public schools, Indian- involvement in the operations of
the schools attended by their children was practically or entirely non-
existent. There are opportunities which can be utilized to enhance this
participation, however,as evidenced by what transpired in New Mexico
where local school boards were enlarged to accommodate Indian mem
bens. Other means to enlarge Indian parental involvement are also
available. It is generally felt, it might be added, that such parental in-
volvement will have a beneficial effect on the attitude of Indian children
toward school and their learning.

In States where there are a significant number of Indian children
attending public schools, an Indian should be engaged by the State
educational agency to advise on Indian education problems and to
participate and give oversight to Indian schooling. This is now being
done, fir example, in California and Minnesota.

Finally, Indians should be involved in State and local educationally
advisory groups, especially those established for Federal programs.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Between Two Milestones

Recommendation No. 3

Whereas, the family is the basic unit of social structure in American
Indian and Alaskan Native culture, and Whereas, the family is the
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most important social institution for the rearing and nurturing of Indian
children;

It is recommended That, Federal implementation of self-detennina-
tion take policy directions and procedural forms which preserve, support,
and reinforce the American Indian and Alaskan Native family, That,
boarding schools as a normative education process for Native children
be phased out as the result of road construction and decentralization
programs until the boarding school experience remains only a minor
porgram component of some days schools to accommodate exchange
students or local students with special pertonal circumstances, and That,
the emerging day schools be governed by organization structures which
encourage and require direct and elected representative community
educational government.

NACIE Concurs.
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

9. The subcommitLe recommends
The Civil Rights Enforcement Office of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare should investigate discrimination against
Indians' in schools receiving Federal funds. Furthermore, the Civil
Rights Commission should investigate the general problem of dis-
crimination against Indians.

The subcommittee found, and has included in its reports, numerous
allegations of discrimination against Indians in public schools receiving
Federal funds. The evidence indicates that there are possible violations of
title VI of the Civil Rights Act. The Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, the Civil Rights Commission, and the Department of Jus-
tice, all have jurisdiction to investigate these instances, yet none is giving
sufficient attention to them. They are urged to investigate such cases and
act as appropriate.

The subcommittee also believes that the Civil Rights Commission
should examine the application of the 1968 Indian Bill of Rights, and
other matters relevant to its statutory authority relating to discrimina-
tion against Indians, at the earliest practicable time.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Between Two Milestones

Recommendation No. 10

Whereas, American Indians and Alaskan Natives are citizens of the
United States and enjoy all rights and privileges, and Whereas, the Indian
people have a unique relationship with the Federal Government through
treaties, statutes, executive orders, and Whereas, such treaties, statutes,
and executive orders conflict with other Federal statutes such as the Civil
Rights Act of 1964; and Whereas, Federal funds are appropriated for
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education and disbursed to public schools, universities and colleges, State
and Federal agencies and profit and non-profit organizations subject to
the conditions the Civil Rights Act, and Whereas, educational funds must
also be expended to meet the educational needs of Native citizens residing
in either on- or off-reservation communities;

It is recommended That, legal clarification be immediately under-
taken to resolve the status of Indian children in school desegregation plans
of districts located on or adjacent to reservations; and That, such clari-
fication provide that desegregation plans being enforced by the Federal
Government through Civil Rights Act of 1964 not apply to Native
people, and That, until such time as the Federal Government officially
clarifies the implications of the Civil Rights Act for Native people, deseg-
regation mans not be forced upon or accepted i)y reservation or non-
reservation Native communities.

NACIE Recommends: Title IV should be exempt from the Civil
Rights Act.

.S
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

8. The subcommittee recommends
.

(a) That the Division of Indian Health conduct nutritional sur-
veys of Indian and Alaskan native groups to identify the nature,
extent, and location" of nutritional problems in order to confirm
program needs and establish priorities;

(b) That officials of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Depart-
ment of Agriculture involved with food programs affecting Indians
work with Indian Health Division personnel in implementing rec-
ommendations evolving from the nutritional surveys;

(c) That a major effort be made to develop health education
programs for elementary and secondary schools educating Indians.
Such programs would seek to help Indians identify and diagnose
nutrition problems and to encourage nutrition education.

(d) That the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and. Human
Needs include as 'a specific part of its work an analysis of the effec-
tiveness of Federal food programs in Indian schools and _among
Indian families.

(e) That the Bureau of Indian Affairs not reduce the school
lunch program provided with Johnson-O'Malley funds unless it
assures that every student who would receive a lunch under Johnson-
O'Malley will receive a school lunch under some other program.

The subcommittee found severe problems of hunger and malnutrition
among many of the Indians and Alaskan natives it visited. These prob-
lems result directly in poor Indian performance in the classroom.

Gross malnutrition, such as kwashiorkor, marasmus, and severe vita-
min deficiencies, occurs in several Indian groups, particularly among
Navajos and other Arizona tribes. Mild and moderate nutritional de
ficiencies are relatively common among Indians. The subcommittee heard
testimony, for example, that between 1963 and 1967 the Indian hospital
in Tuba City, Ariz., admitted 616 children with malnutrition, 587 for
retarded growth, 15 with kwashiorkor, and 29 with marasmus.

Research has indicated that severe malnutrition has a definite effect
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upon the learning potential of children. In some cases, permanent brain
damage is the result. Studies in several countries have shown that inade-
quate nutritional intakes during the first 3 years of life produces signifi-
cant stunting of physical growth and irreversible stunting of mental
growth and development. A large number of preschool Indian children
face this possibility. Among the Navajos alone, for example, it is estimated
that 12 percent of the infants hospitalized have anemia of the iron-
deficiency type. It becomes essential, therefore, that malnutrition and
other nutrition problems be eliminated if Indians are to escape from life-
long physical and mental impairments.

This means that more data on nutrition problems of specific Indian
groups is needed in order to design programs and establish priorities. All
agencies involved with Indian food programs must then work together
to see that nutrition needs are met. School lunch programs and com
modity food programs should be examined to make sure they are supply-
ing particular tribes or communities with the foods needed to remedy
nutritional deficiencies. Breakfast programs should be instituted in schools
where there is a nutritional need, and free lunches should always be avail-
able to those Indian students who cannot afford to pay. The value of a
good school lunch program was evident in Alaska, where in some schools
this one meal provided more than 50 percent of a student's daily food
intake.

A thorough program of education in nutrition which considers the food
habits and cultural practices of Indian groups is essential. Many Indians
lack knowledge of proper nutrition, how to store and preserve foods, or
how to purchase foods wisely. The Division of Indian Health works in
this area, but their programs need additional funds and staffing. More pro-
grams should be developed for Indian elementary and secondary students
which would provide them with knowledge in these areas.

-Almost 25 percent of Johnson-O'Malley expenditures are currently
for school lunches' for Indian students. The Bureau of Indian Affairs
has indicated its interest in terminating this use of Johnson-O'Malley
funds and having the Department of Agriculture take over this function.
The Bureau's JOM lunch program should not be reduced unless assur-
ances are made that Indian students who would receive lunches under
JOM will receive them under some other program.

The subcommittee believes the work of the Senate Select Committee
on Nutrition and Human Needs has special relevance to Indian nutri-
tion problems, and that the committee's recommendations deseri=e care-
flit attention.

NACIE Concurs.
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

11. The subcommittee recommends:- s.

Thata comprehensive attack upon alcoholism among Indians be
begun at the earliest possible time, and that it include (a) Co-
ordinated medical, paramedical, edticational, psychiatric, social,
and rehabilitation services, both public and private, including
nonmedical and nonprofessional personnel as appropriate (b)
strong prevention programs, relying upon concerted public edu-
cation efforts; and (c) concerted efforts to identify and deal with
the _cau.ses of Indian alcoholism. -0-

Alcoholism is a pressing problem among Anlerican Indians today.
Yet it has failed to attract the attention it deserves.-Both Government
agencies and Indians themselves have been reluctant to recognize the
severity of the problem, and surprisingly few attempts have been made
to collect the data necessary for adeqUate problem definition and analysis.

The consequences of our failure, to act are many, and inchide the
physical and social impairment of large numbers of Indian adults; the
severe disorganization of many Indian families and communities; exceed:
ingly high accident rates; alarming numbers of homicides, suicides, and

\assaults; the failure of Indian children in public schools; and the place-
ment of large numbers of Indian children in boarding schools. The cost

\ to the taxpayer of providing medical care, welfare, and police services
to deal with the excessive drinking problem is obviously high. If alcoholism
could even be partially alleviated, a significant amount of scarce public
resources could be conserved for other pressing needs.
1 Alcoholism is, of course, not a problem for Indians alone. It, is a
Major public and mental health problem for millions of Americans. We
ae, as a nation, learning more and more about effective prevention and
treatment methods. What we do know, now, weshould make available to
Ainerican Indians.

The Division of Indian Health of the U.S. Public Health Service
conducts a number of alcoholism prevention and treatment programs for
Indians. The subcommittee was dismayed to discover that Johnson-
O'Malley funds, to be used for educational and health services for In-
dians, are not being used for any alcoholism programs. Use of such
funds should be part of an intensive effort to bring to bear all available
resources to combat this problem.

NACIE Concurs.
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

2. OFF-RESERVATION BOARDING SCHOOLS

23. The subcommittee recommends
*

That the National Indian .Boad of Indiau Education, in concert
with a team of professional consultan_tr competent in areas of
personality development and mental health, should conduct a
detailed investigation of the off-reservation boarding schools to
determine which ones should be cony( ted into therapeutic treat-
ment centers. These centers would 'oe administered by Public
Health Service's Mental Health personnel in cooperation with
the Bureau of Indian Affairs

Off-reservation boarding schools have generally become dumping
grounds for Indian students with serious socj-4 and emotional problems.
Unfortunately., there are also some students who are enrolled simply
because there is no oiher school available to them. It is highly questionable
whether or not these two groups of students should be without any plan,
mixed together4

NACIE Concurs.

v_
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

30. The subcommittee recommends

That a specialieffort be made to disseminate information on loans
and scholarships and special programs to Indian students desiring
to attend college. .

There is a definite need to coordinate the information on BIA grants
which are available and other grants available to Indian students. Many
Indian students are never apprised of the funds available to them for
higher education. Such an intensive effort could include establishment
of a clearinghouse which could also inform Indians of special programs
for Indian students, such as those pre-college orientation programs at
Fort Lewis College in Colorado, and Dartmouth College's ABC program.

NACIE Concurs.

FROM: Between Two Milestones

Recommendation No. 8

Whereas, Native students are not adequately informed about under-.
graduate, graduate, and vocational scholarship opportunities in the vari-
ous colleges, universities, and technical schools, and Whereas, there is no
formal structure established for the effective dissemination of information
already available;

It Is Recommended That, a central clearinghouse be established with
assigned responsibility for collecting, cataloging,' and disseminating in-
formation from Federal, State, tribal and private agencies, regarding
the nature of opportunities and levels of support available for Native
students in vocational, technical, and higher education, and That, re-
gional branches be established throughou, the United States to facilitate
communication and the accommodation cf diverse geographical needs,
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and That, application procedures to various sources be, consolidated to
produce a more simplified, uniform, and expeditious procedure, and
That, part of each clearinghouse organization be a Native Student Schol-

arship Opportunity Committee to actively disseminate scholarship infor-
mation to Indian high school and college students and recruit applicants
for these opportunities. __ ..

( I ) See Part IILangone Report.
(2) NACIE Recommends: This Council should :be designated as the

"Central Clearing House" and funded to carry oul this function. This
compliments the Council's congressionamandate.

.1
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DEDICATION

This report is dedicated to the memory of its first chairman, Senator
Robert F. Kennedya man who eared deeply and spoke out.

Brave Heart
(By John Be Executive Director, National Congress of American

Indians)

\ This Brave Heart Light surrounded by Brown Faces, so sad to be
hemsel res. We have seen filial staring at. priinit ive landscape, broken

treaties and broken hearts.
The Brown children have sung:

earilled chords of muted war-like
music from tiny buffalo robes,
"We are no longer little hops
from the hogans and pueblos,
we are no longer lift le pinion
hulls in a bowl."

The sun where nothing lives,
pours life into the silence of the trees.
A cedar sprouts nearby growing
hi warm felicity and grace.
Brave Heart with his eyes disclosed
all the secrets of his art
astonishing the elders-- -
Rising on the battlefield against
his own native Stars and Stripes,
pitifully lean, crying out at the American
conscience against Sand Creek and briardingschools.
It is enchanting to hear the warrior sing:

"We will never leave the sand hills,
forests, the valleys,
we will never leave the grass,
high summits and high winds,
we will joy in the reflection of the
sunlight from the white snow."

Brave Heart often (milted a famous man
"Men are not made for safe havens."
Nor were they always found amid the
luxuries of civilization.
We have heard Brave Heart /ire loyalty and bravery.
A young Irish warrior rooted in the same soil which'
nourished Crazy Horse, Gall, Sequoyah, Osceola,
Joseph Brant and Pope :

Across the dour 1001 of Oklahoma
South Dakota, New Mexico, Florida,
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VIII

Maine and New York. One expects to

Oo
on forever over and over into paradise.

ur Best Braves rode with him to a
Greater Destiny.

Warriors love a jen de barrescoup in the afternoon,
afterward speaking eloquently to the people,
and they listened.
Whirling bla»liets of grey dust enshroud
the words of ancient prison-wearied Patriarchs;
White Men, shooting and stabbing while Black Kettle flew the
Stars and Stripes:
White Men drunk with the clang of railroads,
devoid of reason, not wanting to hear the true
outspoken words of Brave Heart.
The war-bonneted, Brown Culture trapped inggie quagmire of
policy and commitment.
A way of life annihilated by the gripping forces of progress.
Spiritual law and order loft to bleach on an arid ant hill,
Humaneness dying agonizingly.
America may regret her modern hatred of
the Dark people the cowboy's insolence,
our programmal is substitution, for traditional values:
We may weep for wind-swept sand, dawn-crowned mesas,
the buffalo dances of Mandans and Arilaras.

Saeajeweali "danced with extravagant joy"
said Lewis and (lark in historic reflections.

Now Bird Woman has vanished on wings bearing Shoshonean
laughter accented across lifeless prairie dog mounds
filled with rusted Jefferson "peace medals:"
The Mandans wail, singing ehants of fatalism
on the Missouri River :
"We live in fear
we welcome death,
our children covered with spotted red ochre,
our children covered with dirt.
We will vanish from the earth,
we will lose ou bark houses,
we will lose our loved ones,
the White Man will cover us up with his smiles, his promises.
The White Man will burn
our boats, our dead.
The White Man will kill us."
Brave Heart wept and then rode away into
solitude so profound we saw only the
richness of the vegetation and wild animals.

The drum was beaten only by great men,
yea, the chant was sung throughout the camp.

So. Brown People began the procession of the calumet
s never ending circle of peace and harmony.
We have heard his death song.
We lament Brave Heart's journey to the sea
we will never forget him.
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FOREWORD

The American vision of itself is of a nation of citizens determin-
ing their own destiny; of cultural difference flourishing in an atmos-
phere of mutual respect of diverse people shaping their lives and
the lives of their children. This subcommittee has minlertaken an
examination of a major failure in this poliey: the education of Indian
children. We have chosen a course of learning as obvious as it has
been ignored. We have listened to the Indian people speak for them-
:.:elves about the. problems they confront, and about the changes that
must be made in seeking Wee; ire education for their children.

The responsibility for the education of Indian children is primarily
in the hands of. the Federal Government. Of the 100,000 Indian
children in schoolspuldie, private, mission, and Federalone-third
are ill federally operated iii -titutions. In addition, the Federal Gov-
ernment has a substantial responsibility for Indian children enrolled
in public. schoolt4. Under the Johnson-0'3 (*alley -Act of 1034, I. he Secre-
tary of the Interior was authorized to eontract with State, ;not other
agencies to provide fill it'e ethic:Ilion for Indian children, Last,
year, more titan nsiain Indian ehildren Work! erwer(1(1 :lei. We
have, moreover, committed ourselves to itelpiinv Winn caw:Idiot%
under the Elementary and Seconilavy Edueation Act, and have in-
cluded Indian children in the impacted-aid formulas tinder Public
Laws 874 and 815. To a substantial extent, then, the quality and effec-
tiveness of Indian education is a test of this Government's underst and-
inn and commitment.

Has the Federal Goveimitent lived up to its responsibility? The
extensive record of this subcommittee. seven volumes of bearings, five
emmittee prints, and this report., constitute a major indictment of
our failure.

Drop-out rates are twice; he national nverage in both public and
Federal schools; Some school districts have dropout rates ap-
proachin;;"100 percent;

Achievement levels of Indian children are (1. to 3 years below
those of white students; and the Indian ehild ,falls progressively
further behind the longer lie stays in school

Only 1 percent of Indian children in elementary school hare
Indian tetiehers or principals:

One-fourth r,f elementary and :secondary whool teachersby
their own ad nass;onwoula prefer not to teach Indian children;
and

Indian children, more than env other minority wont), Believe
themselves to be "below average" in i, tell igence.

What are the consequences of our educational failure? What hap-
pens to an Indian child who is forced to abandon his own pride and

(IX)
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future and confront- a society in which he has been offered neither a
puce nor a hope? Our failure to provide an effective edticat ion for
th. American Indian has condemned him to a life of poverty and
despair.

Fifty thousand Indian families live in unsanitary, dilapidlited
dwellings, many in huts, shanties, even abandoned automobiles;

The average Indian income is $1,:00, 75 percent below the na-
tional average;

The unemployment rate among Indians is neatly 40 percent- -
more than 10 times the national' average;

The average age of death of the American Indian is 44 years;
for all other .Americans it is 65;

The infant. mortality rate is twice the national average; and
Thousands of Indians have migrated into cities only to find

themselves untrained for jobs and unprepared for urban life.
Many of them return to the reservation more disillusioned and de-
feated than when they left.

These cold statistics illuminate a national tragedy and a national
disgrace. They demonstrate that the "first American' has become the
"last American" in terms of an opportunity for employment, educa-
tion, a decent income, and the chance for a full and rewarding life.

There are no quick and easy solutions in this tragic state of affairs;
but clearly, effective education lies at the heart of an,i lasting solu-
tion. And. that education should no longer be one which assinnes
that cultural differences mean cultural inferiority. The findings and
recommendations contained in this report are a call for excellence,
a reversal of past failures, and a commitment to a national program
and priority for the American Indian equal in importance to the
Marshall plan following World War Ii.

Many people have made major contributions to the work of the
subcommittee and its final report. Senator Robert T. Kennedy, Sen-
ator Wayne Morse, and Senator Ralph Yarborough have all served
as chairman of the subcommittee, and contributed their vision and
passionate concern to its endeavors. The subcommittee has benefited
greatly from the great interest and good counsel'of its members on.
the minority side.

This has truly been a bipartisan effort which is clearly reflected
in the unanimous agreement. on 59 out of the 60 subcommittee rec-
ommendations,

Despite a series of tragic events and unavoidable delayst the sub-
committee has carried out an extensive schedule of investiga-
tions and hearings. It has provided a mandate and a blueprint. for
change, so that the American Indian can regain his rightful place
in our society.

I would particularly like to express ny appreciation to the staff
director of the subcommittee, Mr. Adrian L. Parmeter, %rho has

- served the subcommittee with great commitment and-competence from
the beginning.

Enwmin M. KENNEDY,
Chairman, perial Sahrdun :a Wee on rndian Education.

Ocronsn 30, 1969.
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SUMMARY

For more than 2 years the members of this subeommittee have been
gaging how well American Intyans are edlueated. We hare traveled
to -all -parts of the country : e visited Indians in their mimes mid
in their schools: we have listened Indians,o Government °Mends,
and to t...perts: and we have looked closely into every aspect of the
educational opportunities this Nat ion Offers its Indian Citi zens.

Our work tills 4,07T pages in seven volumes of hearings and 450
pages in Jive volumes of eommit tee prints, This report is the distillate
of this work.

We are sl Locked at what we discovered.
Others before us were shocked. They recommended and made

changes. Others after us *will likely be shocked, toodespite our rec-
ommendations and efforts at reform. For there is so nitwit to do
wroitgs to right, omissions to fill, untruths to correct- -that our own
reeommendations, concerned as they are with edneation alone, need
stlliplementation aeross the whole board of Indian life.

We have developed page after page of statiSties. These cold figures
mark a ;-taitt ottr national onsetence, a stain which has spread
slowly for Imildeds of years. They tell a Story, to. be sure. Butt they
cannot tell 'the whole story. They cannot, for example. tell of the de-
spair, the frustration, the hopelessness, the poignaney, of children who
wam to learn hilt, are not taught of adults who try to read hut lune no
one to I-eal:Ahem: of families %yhich-trtim to stay together hto-are-------
force(' apart: or of 9-yeir-oldl ehildren who want neighborhood
school but are sent thousands of miles away to remote and alien
hoarding schools.

1Ve bare seen what. I hese conditions do to Indian children and Ins-
ban families. The sights are not pleasant.

We have concluded that our national policies for educating
eau Indians are a failure of major proportions. Thee letvr not offered

her in years pastor todayan eiliteat halal (Timm-
t unity anywhere near eyed to 'hat offered Ow great milk of Aniencan
children:Past generations of lawmakers and administrator; have
failed the Aniertran Indian. Our own generation thus faces a All-
huge- we can rout tine the unacceptable policies and prognims of the
past or we errs recognize our failures, renew our ememit ments, and
reit iver-t 411. trOrIS with new onergv. -

it is this hitter ronrseithot the subeommit tee eliosc-i. We bave
made rum separate reTanniendat ions. If titer are all carried iitto force
and eiTct, then we heiieve that all inker.n.an Indians. ehildren and
adults, will have the unfettered opport 'wily to grow to their foil po-
tential. Dn'eent education- has been denied Indians in the past, and
they lei ve fa lien fa r short- of matching their ),roinise with pl'r form:thee.
Bid this need not always be so. Crealiveromaginative. and ahoy: all.
relevant educational experiences cent blot the stain out our national
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conscience. This is the challenge the subcommittees believes faces our
own hreneration. ;

This 'Nation's 600,000 American Indians are a diverse ethnic group.
They live in all 50 States and speak some 400 Sipa rat o languages. Pour
hundred thousand Indians live on reservations, and -200,000 live off
reservations. The tribes have different euston and mores, awl differ-
ent wants and needs. The. urban Indian has a world different from
that of the rural Indian.

Indian children attend Federal, Oil privat could mission schools.
In the. early ys of this republic. what little formal education there
was a vailabl o Indians Wai under the control of the church. Gradu-
ally, howeve as the Nat ion expitaded westward and Indian nations
were (*woe e1, the t reat ies1)01 wren taw eoul oe ring 'tilted States and-
the defeated ndian nation provided for the ilablishment of schools
for Indian children. In 1542, for exa pie, there . were 37 Indian
schools 'run by the U.K Government. This iiiiiiiber hail increased to
100 in J8`1, and in 220 in 1068.

TWA patterit of Federal responsibility for Indian education has
been slowly eliatiging. In 190S. for example. tl education of Indian
children hi Cali forum, Idaho, Nlintiesota Nebraska, Ore-
gon, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin Was the t*al responsibility
of the State and not the Federal Coveennient.

In lOrkS, there were 152,0S8 children between the ages of 6
and 1S. 143,0,0 attended one type of school or another:.Most of these
61.3 pereenti attended public, nn-Federal schools with non-Indian
children. Another :1:2.7 percent were enrolled in Federal schools, and
6.0 vercent attended tois.4on and other schools. Some 0,616 sehoot,.age
Indian children were not in shool at all. The (f Indian Affairs -
in the, Derirtment of the Interior, the.Vederal it::%eriiky charged with
managinlndian affairs for the 'United States. was unable to deter-
mine the educational Status of some 2.R42. 'Indian children.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs operates 77.6-milling schools and 147
day schools. There are 35,309 school -age Indian children in these
bdirding gehools, and 16,139 in the day schools. Nearly 9,000 of the
hoarding-4,11061 cluldren are under 9 years old. -

In its iniestigat ion of "any and all natters:pertaining to the educa-
tion of Indian children" (S. Res. 165, August 31, 1067), the subcom-
mittee thust was compelled to examine not only the Federal seitools, but
the State alid local public schools and the mission schools ie well,

What concerned us most deeply, as we carried out our mandate, was
the low quzflity of virtually every aspect of the schooling available to
Indian children. The schotil buildings themselves; the course materials
and booksdthe attitude of teachers and administrative personnel; the
accessibility if school buildingsall these are of shrieking quality.
--: A few oft he sfatistics we developed:

Forty thousand Navajo Indians, nearly a third, of the entire
tribe, are functional illiterates in English;

The 'average educational level for all Indians under Federal
supervision is5 school years;

or than one out of every five Indian men have less than 5
years or schooling; .

Drottmt rates for Indians are twice thenational average;
In New Mexico, some Indian high school students walk 2 miles

to the brus every day and then ride 50 miles to school ;
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a

that. Italians t.hould have a strong oiee m their own destiny. We
have made a number of recommendations to correct this historic,
anomalous paternalism. We have, for example, reeommended that
(he Commissioner of the BIA be raised to the level of Assistant. SFc-
retary of the Department of Interior; that there. be established a
National Indian Board of Indian I.:ducat:on with authority to set.
standards and criteria for the Federal Indian schools; that local In-
dian boards of education be established for Indian school districts;
and that Indian parental and community involvement be increased.
These reforms, taken together, canat lastmake education of
American Indians relevant to the lives of American Indians.

We have recommended programs to meet special, (linnet needs in
the Indian education field. (''ulturally-sensilive curriculum materials,
for example, are seriously lacking; so are bi-lingual education efforts.
Little educational material is available to Indians concerning nutri-
tion and alcoholism. We have developed proposals in all these fields,
and made. strong recommendations to rectify their presently unac-
ceptable st at us.

The sdbecanittittee spent much time and devoted considerable effort
to the "organization problem," a problem of long and high concern
to those seeking reform of our policies toward American Indians. It
is, in fact, two problems hound up as onethe internal organization
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the location of the Bureau within
the Federal establishment. We made no final recommendation on
this most. serious issue. Instead, _bemuse we believe it critically im-
portant that the Indians themselves expresstheir voices on this mat-
tr, we have suggested that it. be ,tit high on the asenda of the White
Hone Conference on American Indian Affairs. Because, as we con-
ceive it, this White House Conference will be organized by the In-
dians themselves, with the support. of the National Council on Indian
opportunity, it is entirely appropriate that this organization problem
be left for the conference.

In this report, we have compared the size and scope of the effort
we believe must lie mounted to the Marshall plan which revitalized
postwar Enropet. We believe that we have, as a Nation, as great a
moral and legal ohligation to our Indian citiiens today as we did after
[Vold War II to our Enrenean allies and adversaries.

The scope of this subcomm it tee's work was limited by its authorizing,
resolution to olio at ion. But as we traveled. and listened, and saw, we
learned that claw:Won cannot be isolated from the other aspects of
Indian lire. Thee ;epee's. too, have much room for improvement.
This lies in part behind the recommendation for a Senate Select
Committe on the Mutant Needs of American Indians. Economic
developint it. job training, legal representation in water rights and
oil lease mattersthese mire only a few of lite eorrelativedwoblems...sorely in need of attention., --1.,...

4..

\, In conclusion, it is sufficient to restate on basic finding; that r
Nation's policies and programs for educating Ameriertn Indians a
a national (razeoly. They present HS With a tintiOtial eliallenge of no
small proporti,at.,. We believe that this report recommends the proper
steps to meet this ellalh'Ibge itrt ...' kliOW that it will not he met with-
out strong leadership end dedicated work. IVe believe that with this
leadership for the Congress and the executive branch of the Govern-
ment, the Nation can and will meet this challenge.
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MST CONGRESS SENATE
2d Session

REPORT
No. 01-501

INDIAN EDUCATION: A NATIONAL TRAGEDYA
NATIONAL CHALLENGE

NOVENDEN S, 10139.Ordered to be ',tinted
(Filed under authority of the order of the Senate Of November 3, 1969)

Mr. KENNEDY, from the Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare, submitted the following

REPORT
together with

SUPPLE DENT VIEWS

INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROI7ND

I. GENESIS GP TILE SUBCOMMITTEE

An effort to examine, investigate, and make a complete study of
any and alb matters pertaining to the education of Indian children"
was initiated by the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
late in the first session of the 90th Congress. Senate Resolution 165,
agreed to on August 31, 1967, authorized the inquiry.

Through sttbsequent resolutions, the Inqutry was extended from
March- 15, 1068, through January 31, 1069. Senate Resolution 80
continued the extension of the subcommittee, from February 1, 1969,
through July 1, 1969. A memorandum dated January 30, 1968, from
Senator Edward M. Kennedy, chairman of the Special Subcommittee
on Indian Education, to Senator Everett Jordan, chairman of the
Committee on Rules and Administration, explained the need for
additional time :

Due tvi series of tragic events and - unavoidable delays,
the Anbffinmittee has been unable to maintain its original
timetable and important work has not been completed. The
subcommittee's planned fieldwork and hearings in Alaska
last spring were canceled due to the death of Dr. Martin
Luther King. The tragic loss of the subcomMittee's chair-
man in June and the subsequent election defeat of its second
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chairman, Senator 'Wayne Morse) resulted in additional can-
cellations and delays. Two major hearings remain to be com-
pleted *. * fieldwork remains to be done *

Senate Resolution 227,greed to on July 29, 1969, amended Senate
Resolution 80 to extend until November 1, 1969, the time for the prep.
aration of the Subcommittee's report and recommendations.

The creation of the Special Subconunittee on Winn Education may
be traced to hearings conducted by the Education Subcommittee of the
Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare in April 1966, to hear
te'timonv regarding proposed amendments to the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965. One'amendment under considera-
tion proposed extending the programs and services under ESEA.
specifically those available through titles I, II, and III of the act,,.to
Indian children enrolled in Fede:al schools operated by the Bureau
of Indian .Affairs. A question was posed by members of the subcom-
mittee regarding the advisability of transferring the responsibility
for the education of Indian children from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. HEW
and the Department of the Interior agreed to conduct a joint inquiry
into that question.

This interdepartmental report vas received by the Subcommittee
on Edueation in May of 191i7. It "ecommemied that no transfer be
made, and cited the recently improved coordination between the two
Departments as reasons.

On July 10, 1967, Senator Paul Fannin, in a letter to Senator
Wayne Morse, chairman of the Education Subcommittee, urged the
establishment of a Special Subcommittee on Indian Education to
supplement the work of Senator Morse's Subcommittee on Education.
Senator Fannin 'S suggestion recei ced the enthusiastic backing of Sena-
tor Morse and Senator Lister Hill, and the result was S. Res. 165,
authorizing the special subcommittee. Senator Robert Kennedy ac-
cepted chairmanship of this new subcommittee upon its establishment.

In the meantime, the Education Subcommittee approved the Indian
amendment to the ESEA, but limited the authorization to 1 year.
Senate Report No. 1674 explained the decision in these words:

The committee has limited the authorization under titles I,
II, and III for the education of Indians by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs for 1 year, in contrast to other authorizations
in the bill which are for 2 years. This 1 year authorization
will give the committee an opportunity to consider in depth
nest year the education of Indians with a view to studying
the transfer of control of such Indian education from the
Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The committee feels that a thorough, professional study of
Indian education by a qualified, independent agency is long
overdue. Such a study was authorized by Public Law 702 of
the 83d Congress, but- unfortunately no funds have been ap
propriated to activate the projectAlhere is no question that
Indian children should receive consideration under Federal
aid to education programs equal to that of other disadvan-
taged groups. After more than a century of Federal, paternal.
ism, some 400,000 American Indian citizens remain trapped
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in a web of illiteracy and nover77FiTralample, 75 percent
of adult Navajos have not learned to speak English; 15 per-
cent of school-age Navajos are not in school. Clearly, the situ-
ation merits the special consideration which the committee
intends to give it next year.

2. RATIONALE FOR RIJIICOMMITFER INTVERTIOATION

The approach which the subcommittee was ie take, and the areas
of concern it was to outline for its attention are evident in the memo-
randum written by Senator Robert Kennedy to the chairman of the
Committee on Rules and Administration, Senator B. Everett Jordan.
Writing on J nuary 30.1968, "to briefly state the need for extending
the author' t ion of the Subcommittee on Indian Education from
Febru 1, 1968, to January 31, 1939," Senator Kennedy. referred
to t focus of a bcommittee concern as expressed in his opening
st ement at the mmittee's first hearing:

To (ex substa al eaten the y and effectiveness of
Indian education is a test o us Government's understand-
ing'and commitment. The few statistics we have are the most
eloquent evidence of our own failure: Approximately .16,000
children are not in school at all ; dropout. rates are twice the
national average; the level of formal education is half tile
national average; Indian children, more than any other
group, believe themselves to he "below average" in intelli-
gene; Indian children in the 1.2th grade have the poorest
self-concept of all minority groups tested; the average In-
dian income is $1,500-75 percent below the national average;
his unemployment rate is 10 times the national average.

Citing these statistics and others, Senator Kennedy continued :
These farts are the cold statistics which illuminate a na-

tional tragedy and a national disgrace. They demonstrate that
the "First American" had become the last American with the
opportunity for employment, education, a decent income, and
the chance fora fulfilling and rewarding life.
This subcommittee does not expect tikunveil any quick and
easy answers to this dilemma. Rut clearly, effective education
lies a t the her of any lasting solution. And it must be an edu-
cation that no longer presumes that cultural differences mean
cultural inferiority.

3. N VEST/GA TI YE PROCEDU RE

Following the initial exploratory hearings of the subcommittee on
December 13- 14,1968, arkoverall plan for the subcommittee investiga-
tion was prepared 'which dwpite a number of severe dislocations and
delays was carried to completion, The plan attempted to take into
consideration the following facts:

1. The failure of Indian education hits deep historical roots and is
closely interrelated with a general failure of national policy.

r.. [he failure of Indian education must be examined in the context
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of the most ee.vere poverty cOnfronting any mitibrity group in the
UnitecL6tates.

3. dian education-is a cross-cultural transaction. The failure must
be examined in terms of its complexity of causes and psychological
and social effects.

4. Indian education has evolved a controversial and unique insti-
tutionthe Federal Boarding Schoolwhich deserves special atten-
tion and comet!).

5. Indian education takes place: in a great diversity of geographical
and cultural settings.

Based on these considerations, the plan proposed the following::
I. A detailed and thorough review of the history of Indian education

in the United States, with particular attention to be paid to the
development of national policy and legislation.

2. A. comprehensive review of the research literature with a special
concern for adequate problem definition and a delineation of the
various ea itses of failure.

3. An on-site evaluation of a substantial sample of Federal boarding
school:4 by sidieontinittee sta IT and professional consultants.

4. A series of field investigations in various parts of the country
which would serve to place educational failure in the context of severe
poverty and significant cultural differences.

5. A series of field hearings in various parts of the country which
would do justice to the geographical and cultural diversity of the prob.
lem, and permit a wide range of Indian spokesmen to be heard.

6. Following the field hearings, Washington hearings, which would
focus on two areas of major concerti to the subcommittees :

(a) The extent and severity of social disorganization and emo-
tional maladjustment in Indian communities, as both a cause and
a result of educational failureparticularly boarding schools.

(b) The organizational failure of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
to work out a sound and effective education program and provide
national leadership for improvement.

I'. Utilization of profe:zsiottal consultants to investigate the orga-
nizational failure of the PIA education program, as well as the tnen.
tal health problems of nr.A. boarding schools.

Perhaps the most important principle which this investigation em.
braced was simply soliciting, listening to, and respectin_g the opinions
and concerns of Indian people across the United States. During its field
investigations, school evaluations, field hearings, a variety of surveys,
and extensive correspondence, the subcommittee has consulted with a
substantial cross-section of American Indians. The ultimate test of
this report is whether or not we have listened, understood, and given
voice to their concerns and aspirations.

B. FACT SHEET

1. AuTtiolliaING arsottrnOrls
Senate Resolution 165 Aug. 31. 1967
Senate Resolution 215 Mar. 15, 1968
Senate Resolution SO Jan. 20. 2989
Senate Resolution 221 JulY 29, 2989
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2. St' 134:011A Ern* CH Ant3TEN

144.einior 11444ert F. Kennedy An ;. 23, 1907-June 8, 1908
Senator Wayne Ilarse Jane 14, lons-Jan. 3, 190
Senator I.:411%11rd M. Kennedy FA. 1, 1909 to Ole present

3. IbuttLin ilt:Aitmcs
Washington. D.C_ Dee. 14, 15, 1807
San Franch.ea, Calif Jan. 4, 1088
Twin toal...4. Okla. Feb. 19; 1988
Flagstaffs trig Mar. 80, 3001
Pine Ridge. S. !Mk. Apr. 16. 1908
Portland, ()ma_ May 24, 1908
Washington. D.0 flet. 1, 1908

Do Feb. 18, 19, 24. 1989
1% Mar. 27, 1969

Irairlaink!.t. A iziska Apr.11, 1989

. FIELD 1N VESTIO.VriONi4 AND RESKIRC I I Ititenirrs
. .

Suhemittilit tee tnembers and sin iT have conducted livid in vestigat ions
in 111611:111 t'oillitill il il *WS :Uhl Sellaills iii the States of Idaho California,
Oklahoma, New-Mexico, Arizona, Sant!, Dakota, Kansas, Oregon and
Alaska. Sillicloninittee stall* have conducted additional field investiga-
tions in Nebraska, Minnesota, Washington, Florida and Maine.

f-ltaif fieldwork preceded and sometimes followed every formal
itivet:tigatieit conducted by Senntors on the Subcommittee.

In some instances the fieldwork lasted only a day, in most cases it.
lasted 3 to 5 days, and in a few instances the field work was done in
depth over a period of I0 to 14 days. The following sample was drawn
for the development of detailed investigative reports which have bee:"
published in a special committee print entitled "The. Education of
American Indians: Field Investigation and Research Reports," by
subcommittee staff.
Nntth west. ., Fort Hail Reservation
Sonthwe$1 Navajo Re.servation, Arizona
Midwest Minnesota, Oklahoma.
West. California
North Alaska
East Maine, New York

S. FEWiR.Ii. 10.1ran Na SCU001, EV.11,1 raTt(o)/3

.11tanitivrque Indian School Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Mr.:by Boarding School Busby, Mont.
Chilocco Indian Sele-(el Chilocco, Okla.
Flandrean Indian Sehona Flandrean, S. flak.
IN.:kelt Institute Lawrence, Kans.
Inter Mountain Indian School Brigham City, Utah
Magdalena. ism Dormitory Magdalena, N. Mex.
Mt. Edgeclimbe and Wren: v.11 Institute Alaslca
f)glala Comithinity School Pine Ridge. S. flak.
Phoenix Boarding. School Phoenix. Ariz.
Pierre Boarding School_ . Pierre. S. %lc.- --
Sellisa no:irdiv sehoo), Jones A cadenay En fah', Oklahoma
Stiermzut Institute Riverside, Calif.
Stewart Indian School Stewart, Nev.
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6. SURCOMMITITZ PUBLICATIONS

a: Hearings... .

Part 1 Washington, D.C.' : Dec. 14,15,1967
San Francisco, Calif Jan. 4,1966

Part 2 Twin Oaks, Okla Feb. 19,1-96S
Part 3 Flagstaff, Ariz Ali, Mar. 30,1968
Part 4 Pine Ridge S. Dak Apr.16,1966
Part 5 Portland, Ore May 24,196S

Washington, C , -_Oct. 1,1968
Part 1 (1969 )____. Washington, D.C,.--Feb. 18,19,24, Mar. 27,1969

Fairbanks, Alaska Apr. 11,1969
Part 2 (1960-- Appendix

b. Committee prints

1. "The Education of American Indians : A Survey of the Research
Literature," Febrtutr 1969.

3. "The Education of American Indians : Field Investigation and Re-
search Reports," October 1969.

3. "The Education of American Indians: A Compendium of Federal
Boarding School Evaluations," October 1969.

4. "The Education of American Indians: A Compilation of Statutes,"
October' 1969.

5. "The Education of American Indians: The Organization Ques-
t ion," November 1960.

7. CONSULTANTS

(a) Dr. Leon Osview, Temple University: An 'Analysis of Admin-
;stoutive SI curium. Budgeting Practice. and Personnel Factors
in the Bureau of Indian Affairs P.:ducation Function.

(b) Dr. James °liven), Southwestern Cooperative Educational Lab-
oratory, Inc., Albuquerque. New Mexico: Asi Evaluation of the
Albuquerque Whin School.

(c) Dr. Arthur L. McDonald and Dr. William D. Montana State
University : An Ecoluation of the Busby. Boarding .S"chool.
Rushy. Montano.

(d) Robert L. Leon, M.D., University of Texas, San Antonio, Texas:
An Eraluation of the Chiloceo I odian School, Chilocco, Okla-
homa.

(e) Dr. At Hann A. Valencia, Southwestern cooperative Educational
Laboratory, Inc.. A llniquerque, New Mexico: An Evaluation of
the ehiloceo Indian School. Chiloceo. OVahoma.

(f) Francis Hamilton, Peter Petrafeso. and Rosemary Christenson.,
Upper Midwest Regional E d neat ional Laboraturv, Minneapolist
Minnesota : :l n E valuation of the Flandreau an() Pierre Indian
Schools, Flandreau and Pierre. South Dakota.

(g) John Bjork, Area Social Service Branch, Public Health Branch.
Public Health Service, Aberdeen, South Dakota An Evalua-
tion of the Flandreau and Pierre Indian Sehoole.Flandreau and
Pierre, South Dakota.
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(A) Edward D. Greenwood, M.D., Menninger Foundation, Topeka,
Kansas: An Evaluation of the Haskell Institute, Lawrence)
Kansas.

(i) Dr. Patrick Lynch, Educational Service Center,, Albuquerque,
New Mexico: An Evaluation of the Magdalena, BI A Dormi-
tory, Magdalena, New Mexico.

(j) Elinor B. Harvey, M.D., Juneau, Alaska : An Evaluation of Mt.
Edgecumbe Boarding School and Wrangell Institute, Aloha.

(h) Dr: Harold Koch and Dr. Bert Spews, Chadron Stat Teachers
College, Chadron, Nebraska : An Evaluation of Oglala Com-
munity School, Pane RidgetSouthDakota.

(1) Anthony E. Elite, M.D., Public Health Service, Phoenix, Arizona
An Evaluation of the Phoenix Boarding School, Phoenix, Art.
zone.

(m) DrEhrinSvenson-Univensity of-California i
the Sherman Institute, Riverside, California.

(n) Dr. Glen Nimnicht and Mr. Francis McKinley, and Mr. Stephen
Bayne, Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development, Berkeley, California: An Evaluation of the Stew-
art Indian School,Stewart, Nevada.

534.090 74.8
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PART I: A NATIONAL TRAGEDY:
SUBCOMMITTEE FINDINGS

I. The Failure of National Policy
It is a pity that so many Americans today think of the

Indian as it romantic or comic figure in American history!
without contemporare significance. ht fact, the Indian plays
much the same role in our American society that the Jews

_p4e.e.cL in Germany. - he the Dais. ianarytbe Indian-
the shift. from fresh air to poison gas in our political

atmosphere; and our treatment of Indians, even more than
our treatment of other minorities, reflects the rise and fall
in our democratic faith.--Feux S. Consfq---Yale
Journal, February 1953. .

A. Overview

A. careful review of the historical literature reveals that the domi-
nant policy of the Federal Government toward the American Indian
has been one of forced assimilation which has vacillated between the
two extremes of coercion and persuasion. At the root of the assimila-
tion policy has been a desire to divest the India» of his land and
resources.

The Allotment Act of 1SST stands as symbol of the worst aspects
of the Indian policy, During the 46 -year period it. was in effect it suc-
ceeded in reducing the Indian landase front 140 million acres to
approximately 50 million acres of the least desirable land. Greed for
Indian land and intolerance of Indian cultures combined in one act to
drive th*Anterican Indian into the depths of poverty front which he
has never recovered.

From the first contact with the Indian, the school and the classroom
have been a primary tool of assimilation. Edueation was the means
.hereby we emancipated the Indian child from his home, his parents,
his extended family, and his cultural heritage. It was in effect an
attempt. to.. wash the "savage habits" and "tribal ethic" out of a
1.hild's mind and substitute a .white middle-class value system in its
place. A Ponta. Indian testifying before the subcommittee defined
this policy from the stsmdponit of the Indian stutleut----Sellool is the
enemy!"

It is clear in retrospect that the "assimila. tine by education" policy
was primarily a function of the "`Indian land" policy. The implicit
hope was that a "civilized Indian" would settle down on his 180 acres
and become, a gentleman farmer, thus freeing large amounts of addi:
tional land for tho white mah. But in addition, there has been a strong
strain of "converting the heathen" and "civilizing th'e savage.' which
has subtly, but persistently. continued up to the present. Two stereo.

(9)
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types still prevail"the'dirty, lazy, drunken" Indianndrtolissnage
our conscience, the myth of the "noble savage."

Regretfully., one must conclude that this Nation ham not faced up
to an "American dilemma" more fundamental than the one defined
so persuasively, for us by Gunnar Myrdal in 1944. The "Indian prob-
lem" raises serious questions about this Nation's most basic concepts
of political democracy. It challenges the most precious assumptions
about what this country stands forcultural pluralism, equity and
justice, the integrity of the individual freedom of conscience and
action, and the pursuit of happiness. Relations with .the American
India': constitute a "morality play" of profound importance in cur
Nation's history.

B. flisToincAL PERSPECTIVE-400 YEARS, OF FAILURE
_ _ .

The -silt to-iiiiiiittee has conducted a detailed and comprehensive
analysis of our past and present-failure as a nation to develop and im- .

plement an enlightened pdlicy for the AmeriCan Indian. The subCom-
matee feels that a full understanding of the historical roots of our
present failures is essential, if problems' are to be resolved and a
more enlightened policy effected. The historical perspective which
follows is an abridgment of the thoroughly documented -historical
analysis which can be found in appendix I of our report. We would
urge all who-are interested in the development of our present national

'policies to read the material in Appendix I.

1. MISSION PERIOD

-The goal, from the beginning of attempts at formal education of
the American Indian, has been not so much to educate him as to change
him.

With the Jesuits, it was to -acquaint the Indian with the French
inannec, French customs, the French language. With the Protestants,
it was to Anglicize the natives and, in the process, prepare them for a
"civilized" life. Ti FratlOiSCRIIS, working in the Southwest,, also
souglit'to bring Indians into the mainstream, but they were less inter-
ested in making .Europeans of the Indians than were other mission-

s aries. Regardless of the religious group, they all had the same goals:
civilize and Christianize the Indian.

Beginning with the Jesuit mission school for Florida Indians in
1668, formal education of Indians was dominated by the church fold"
almost 300 years: Jesuits ind Franciscans were the first groups to toy
to remake the Indian in the mold of the white man, but the mute was
taken up vigorously by Protestants when they gamed a foothold' in
America. Education was adopted as the. best means of accomplishing
the task, and as early as 1017, King James I called upon Anglican
clergy to provide finds for educating "children of these Baitarians in
Virginia." The eventual result of his request was the establishment of
the College of William and Mary de college for the children of the
infidels."

Other schools for Indians were also started, but none were com-
pletely successful in achieving their "civilization" goals. For though
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the Indian students often loft school with an understainling of the
,Irinciples of Christianity and a solid grasp of reading antl-writing
sills, they still shied away from the white man's 'way of life. One
observer of the times noted _with obvious frustration, that after the
Indians returned home, '`instead of civilizing `ltd converting the rest,
they have immediately relapt into infidelity and barbarism' them-
selves."

2. THE VEMOD

The signing of the treat between-the Visited States and thela- .

ware Tribe in 1778 establiAed treaties'as the primary legal basis for
Federal policies in regard to the American Indium. Time earliest treaty
containing a specific provision for education --a promise by the gov.
eminent to provide it tribe %edit teachers "in the arts of the miller
and sawer''--was signed in 1794. Similar provisions, usualIN,given in
exchange for Indian lands, were common elements in-treaties for the
nest SO year-S.

The purpOse of the treaties did not differ 'Mich front the reason be-
hind the Missionaries' aetivitieg. Both the government and the iris-
sionaries sought to civilize the Indian. But whereas the religious
groups Oted primarily out of altruism, the government thought more
in terms of time value of possessing Indian lends. Government leaders
recogniied that if Indians could he converted from hunters into farm-

' ers, the Indians would require less land and would be easier to contain.
Such a policy would naturally mean more land Ill'Ailah)elor settlement
by white men. Education of -Indians was seen as the meLns of ac-

9 cot»plishing the conversion.
Between 1778 and '1871, when the last treaty was signed, Indian

tribes coded almost a billion acres to the romited StMCA. In return. In-
diums generally retained inalienable qnd tax-eiempt lands for them-
selves, and Government pledges to prrbide stall public service:, as edit-
catioRmedical care, and technical and agricultural training. Congress
began appropriating lauds for suck services in 1.81'2: when up to
$15,000 was made available .annually -to provide civilization -among
the aborigines.2"1'l;e basis for most Indian education programs was an
net hi 1819, though,hieb provided for an ai11111;11"elviliZatioll fund"
to ho used to convert. Indians from huntersto 3firietiltuMisN:The act
was in effect until 1873.

Responsibility for the education of Indians was placed in the hands'
of the Commissioner of Indium Affairs, a position created by Congress
in 1832. The early commissioners viewed Indians as barbarous and
heathen people .edtled to savage habits, customs and prejnd ices," and
thus their educational poliries revolved around controlling the. Indian
through coercive assimilation. As Commissioner T.. Lea stated in 1350,
the Indians im),st "resort to agricultural labor or stie've." During this
period the Government established an extensive program of manual
training in agriculture and the mechanic arts in order to civilize the
Indian. As early as 1838 the Government was operating 16 manual
schools serving 800 Ancients 'end 87 boarding schools serving about
11,900 students.

After 1871 the Governthent no longer engaged in treatVmaking with
Indian tribes. During this period it had committed itsel f to obligations
in almost 400 treaties.
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a. THE ALLOTMENT PERIOD

The last three decades of the 19th century were years of anguish _
1 for the Indian; as be fought in rain to de fella his homeland from first

plundering settlers, and then, the might of the U.S. Calvary. With
the murder of Sitting Bull and the massacre of a Sioux band at
Wounded -Knee, S. 1)ak. in 1890, the conquest of the Indian was
complete.

Three years prior io the final battle, though. the U.S. Government
had initiatedia means of dissolving the Indian land base legislatively.

he DawesSeveralty Act of 1887 provided for land allotment to indi-
- %dual Indians as a means of breaking up the tribal structure and giv-

f
g Indians an Opportunity fora more ci dlized life. The actual results

o the law were a diminishing of the Indian tribal economic base from'
f40 'million acres to about 50 million acres, and severe social disorna-
niaation or the Indian family.

This land policy was directly related to the Government's Indian
education policy because proceeds from the destruction of the:Indian

land base were to be used to pay the costs of taking Indian children
from their hones and placing them in Federal boarding schoolsa
system desig.ned to dissolve the Indian social structure. The Bureau_of
Indian Affairs had started building its boarding,school system in the
1870's, often using abandoned Army posts or barracks as sites. Such
schools were run in a rigid military fashion? with 'heavy emphasis on
rustic vocational education. They were designed to. separate a child
from his reservation and family, strip him of his tribal lore and mores,
force the complete abandonment of his native language, and prepare
him for never again returning to his people. Although many changes
have taken place over the years, some boarding schools still operate
in -19th century converted.Army posts and occasionally conduct prac-
tices which approximate.the approach of the late 1800's.

Many Indian families resisted the sssault.of the Federal Government
on their lives by refusing to send their children to school. Congress
responded by anthorizing the.Secretary id Interior to withhold food
or subsistence from those.lildian families whose children weren't in
school. In 1919 it was discovered that only 2,089 of an estimated 9,613
Navajo chilarta . were attending seliool, and thus the Government

, initiated a crash program of Navajo education. But because of a lack
of schools on the reservation, many Vavajo children were transported
to boarding schools throughout the West and Southwest, without their
parenteeonsent. The conditions at these boarding khools, where 'the
children were often used as the labor force, received widespread atten-
tion with publication of the Meriam Report in 1928.

.. s . .

4. THE NLERIAht REPORT AND THE NEW DEAL PERIOD.

Probabl.t the most. significant investigation ever conducted into the.
field of Indian affairs was published in 1928. The .Meriam Report,'
a survey .of social and economic conditions of the Americarndian,
Was prepared by the Brookings Institution in Washington D.C. (:their
known as the Institute for Government Research) under the direction
df Lewis Meriam of the trnivensity of Chicago. The report led di-
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reitly,la.one--nf the iiinst creative and innovative periods in Indian

The majnr findings of the Meriam Report were that (1) Indians were
excluded from management of their own affairs, and (2) Indians were
receiving a imor qualitruf services (especially health and education)
front pal)* officials who were supposed to be serving their needs.
These two 'hidings remain just as valid today as they did more than
10 years ago.

The -elan/ was highly critical of boarding schi7As, both because
of t heir mail-equate facilities and the manner in which they were rip
crated. It con(leumed the practice of taking, children from their homes
andaplaiwr,them nff-reservatinn boarding schools. It stressed re-

-peateilly the need for a relevant,instratctional cutTiculum adapted to
the individual needs and background of the students. It. chided the
schools for failing to consider n adapt to the language of the. child.
'It. asked why Indians could not paitieipate in deciding the direetinn
of their schools. And it Suggested that public pchools, with their
tinditinual currieulums, were tint the answer either.

mo-t fundamental need in Indian education," according to the
repori, -is a change in point of view." The Iridian family and social
structure must be strengthened, not destroyed. The qualifications of
teachers in Indian schools must be high, not porr to average. The Fed-
eral sehool sy4tein must be a model of excellence..

The Iterianq report had a subs) untie] impact.Sonn after John
became Commissioner of Indian Affairs in the Roosevelt adminis-

. ( ration' in:1933, a series of new approaches were initiated which sought
to overhaul complOtelv the Federal Indian policy. The ke gislation
of the period. the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, ended the allot-

: meta period and laid the groundwork for more autonomous tribal
anvernment. The act, which was submitted to and discussed with
Indian tribes before being submitted to Congress, has been called the
110i:10111ot rights.

In .ellneat ion, Collier started programs in bilingual education, adult
basic (Audtion, training of Indian teachers, Indian culture and in-
service teacher training. During Collier's t2 years as Commissinner,
16 boarding schools.- were closed and 'R4 day schools were ripened.
Whereas: in 1933 three-fourths of Indianstudents were enrolled in
hoarding schools, in 1913 two-thirds were attending day schools. The
nrogyeet., a the 1930's and early 1910's carne to a halt-with the advent
of 11";;r141 War TI. though. as a lack of funds joined with a congres-
sional atiiinde of "de-Indionizing the Indian" to put an end 40
Collier'- programs.

THE TEIRKI NATION PERIM) ,

In 1914 a !louse Select Committee on Indian Affairs offered recom-
mendations on achieving "the final solution .of the Indian problem."
In almost every instance ,the committee called for a return of the pre -
Meriam policies. It criticized reservation day schools for adapting
education to the Indian and to his reservation way of life, It said "real
progress" would be made only when Indian children of elementary
school age were once again taken from theirhomes and placed in off-

4
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reservation boarding schools. "The goal of Indian education," accord-
ing to the committee, "should be to make the Indian child a better
American rather than to equip him simply to be a better Indian."

The House committee's attitude was indicative of the swing the
pendulum was taking. By 1948 the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
at the urging of Congress, was setting criteria for determining a tribe's
readiness for withdrawal of Federal services. In 1949 Commissioner
John Nichols argued that development of services, not termination
of them, was needed, but his plea went unheeded. When Dillon Myer
become 'Commissioner in 1950 the termination policy was at full
throttle. It was a return to the dominant policy of the Federal Govern-
ment--coercive.assimilation of the American Indian. The goals were to
get rid of Indians and Indian trust land by terminating Federal recog-
nition and services and relocating Indians into cities off the reserva-
tionsa policy viewed 43 a major catastrophe by the Indians.

In 1952 the Bureau of Indian Affairs closed down all Federal schools
in Idaho, Michigan, Washington, and Wisconsin. Loans to Indian stu-
dents authorized in the Reorganization Act of 1984 were discontinued.
The following year a numbei of boarding and day schools were closed,
as Indian students were transferred into public schools. Those Federal
boarding schools in operation utilized a forced assimilation approach,
educating children far from their homes (Navajo children in O revnt
Northwest Indians in Oklahoma) so that they would forget their
fly and the reservation way of life.

The legislative base for the termination policy was laid in 1958 with
passage of Public Law 280,. which transferredred Federal jurisdiction
over law and order on Indian reservations for individual States, and
House Concurrent Resolution 108, which culled for the end of Federal
'services to Indians. Little time was wasted in implementing the policy.
In 1954, 10 termination bills were introduced, with six of them pass-
ing. The termination period was brought to a partial halt on Septem-
ber 18, 1958, when Secretary of the Interior Fred Seaton announced
that no tribe would be terminated without its consent. Despite his
statement Indians had developed a fear of termination which was to
continue through the 1980's.

o. 17113 190'8

Alvin DPI. Josephy of American Heritage magazine has described the
resoled the Indian policy of the 1950's as "termination psychosis."
'Throughout the 1960's.Indians exhibited an all-pervading suspicion of
Government motives in Indian affairs. They were con/used, disori-
ented, and filled =with anxiety and worry, according to Josephy. Iii
effect, the termination policy had told the Indian tribes that if they
demonstrated economic progress they would be punished by a with-
drawal of Federal services.

Attempts to counteraftack the termination psychosis were a sig-
nificant part of Indian history of the 1960's, but the failure of a new
policy framework to emerge during this period meant \ that most of
these attempts were futile.

The first formal reaction to termination in the 1960's was publication
of the Fund for the Republic study by the Commission on Rights,
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Liberties, and Responsibilities of the American Indian. This January
1961 report focused attention on the injustices of termination policy,
the paternalistic attitudes and practices of the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs, and the inadequate services provided Indians. It argued for reor-
ganization of the thireates education program and increased Indian
involvement in determining programs affecting Indiana. Both of these
issues were to dominate Indian education during this decade.

Six months after the Fund for the Republic report was issued a
conference of Indian leaders was held in -Which a "Declaration of
Indian Purpose" was formulated. The Indians repudiated the termina-
tion policy of the 1950's and expressed their desire to play a decisive
role in plannitid their own programs. Like the Fund for the Republic
report, the conference indicated a reorganization of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs was essential. But the Indians made it clear they wanted
to play an important role in determining the reorganization.

The Kennedy administration responded to the Indian people with its
own study of Indian affairs, a task force headed by Secretary of the
Interior Stewa,,t Udall. The July 1961 report suggested-a wide range
of new activities in Indian education, from increased funds for schol-
arships to the encouragement of Indian parent participation in the
formulation of school programs.. The recommendations would cer-
tainly have improved Indian education, but their implementation was
almost impossible, given the Bureau's organizational structurea mat-
ter with which the report did not come to grips. The report repudiated
termination and suggested that economic development on Indian res-
ervations be the basis of a new Federal Indian policy. As a result, be-
tween 1961 and 1965 the Bureau of Indian Affairs shifted its policy
direction and embarked on a program of economic and community
development. But nothing was done to refashion the Bureau into an
cited ive instrument for executing the new policy and programs.

On of the most significant accomplishments in Indian affairs
ing the 1960's was the enactment of legislationthe Economic Op-
portunity Actwhich gave Indians the opportunity to participate in
and control their own programs. Head Start programs, for example,
Were the first meaningful effort to provide early childhood experiences
for Indian children. Upward Bound, Job Corps, and VISTA all had
significant Indian participation. 13nt in terms of demonstrating the
importance of Indian initiative and selfdetermination, and the ability
of Indians to effeetiveiy carry out their own programs, the Commu-
nity Action Programs on Indian ,reservations have been the most im-
portant innovations of th6 1960's. More than ito Community Action
Programs, involving 105 Federal reservations in 17 States, presently
exist. The most important experiment in the field of Indian education
in the 19613'a was the establishment of the Rough Rock Demonstration
School on the Navajo Reservation in Arizona.. The initiative for the
project, as well as some of its funds, came from the Office of Economic
Opportunity, which worked closely with Dr. Robert Roessel, who be-
came the school's first director.

Established on July 27, 1966. as a private, nonprofit organization,
the school is run by a five-member Navajo school board. Only two of
the school board members have had any formal education and weekly
school board meetings are conducted in Navajo. The school is corn-
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milted to the involvement of Indians in "their" school. Tribal elders,
for example, are used to teach traditional materials. Culturiilly-sensi-
five curriculum materials hove been developed, and the bilingual ap-

pmach to the teaching of English is used. 'Ile school is regarded not
just as a place for educating Indian children, but as the focus for de-
veloptinent of the local coninumity. Rough Rock has become a symbol
of Indian participation and control and educational innovation, and
has been extraordinarily influential in shaping a new policy in Indian
education.

A second landmark in Indian education legislation of the 19G0's was
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. The law, pro-
vided funds for improving the education of disadvantaged children. In
1966 Indians in Federal schools were involved in title I of the act, (in-
novative programs for disadvantaged children), and in fiscal year 1969
approximatelyI9 million was appropriated specifically for Indians in
Federal schools. Disadvantaged Indians in public selionisaigso benefit
from the legislation. Other titles of the act have aided in trie develop-
ment of special supplemental renters and the establishment of regional
educational laboratories, some of which are doing significant work in
Indian education. Drop out prevention and bilingual education titles
of the act are also benefiting some Indians.

The programs of the Office of Economic Opportunity and the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act provided some optimism for
Indian education in the mid-1960's. The Bureau of Indian Affairs, with
Carl Marburger serving as Assistant Commissioner for Education,
talked about making the Federal Indian schools an exemplary system,
utilizing approaches and a culturally sensitive curriculum.
But the continual problem of working within the Bureau's educational
structure, together with less than fulhhearted congressional support,
made Marburger's exemplary system just a dream.

Another major attempt to formulate a new policy en Indian affairs
was the 1966 Presidential Task' Force Report. The report recognized
the necessity of coming to grips with one of the fundamental ques-
tionsreorganization of the Bureau of Indian Affairsand recom-
mended transferring the responsibility for Indian aJairs from the
Department of Interior to the Department of Health,. Education, and
Welfare. The report placed education as the priority item in improv-
ing Indian affairs, and strongly endorsed Indian control and an
exemplary school system.

The report concluded with a clear warning against -acting pre-
cipitously and without full explanation and consultation with the
Indian tribes. Nevertheless, the President seized upon the idea in a way
which aroused Indian anxiety. When the proposed transfer was hinted
at by Secretary Gardner at an Indian manpower conference in Feb-
ruary 1968,. Indians reacted as if it was a termination proposal (the
assumption was that tile- various functions of BLik would he scattered
throughout HEW)yalid the matter was deadbefore it ever got openly
exidained and discussed.

These Indian control and exemplary school system items became the
major recommendations of President Johnson's message on Indian
affairs on March 6,1968.1968. The President rejected termination us a pol-
icy and suggested t be replaced by self-determination. He called for
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increased funding for the OEO programs which had proved so success-
ful and stated his intention to make Federal schools a -model com-
munity, school system." The recommendations were not new, nor was
the President's silence regarding the Bureau of Indian Affairs organi-
zational defects, whitIt would continue to retard any massive efforts at
rebuilt.

The 1060's began with determined effort to seek a new policy which
would alleviate Indian termination fears and reorganize the Bureau
of Indian Affairs so that it could effectively provide an exemplary
educational program for-Indians. The 1960's are ending with those
same problems unresolved.

C. A r.conousat AND MENTAL }INA urt t

The subcommittee found that in recent years, the number of suirides
and alcoholics among the native population has greatly iecreased. In
Alaska, for exoniple. it has doubled. According to the thief psychiatrist
for the I -.S: Pield it. ltbalth 4e !Tire in Alaska :

I f mental he:litlm problems are broadly ronstued to include
not Old V litell1:1 Ivoholism;Init also child neglect
and delinquency and other behavioral problems, then mental
health problems arethe major health problem of Alaska na-
tives today'

This is, not a new prioll011101011. It dates from at least Ile , mit149th
centary. All experts agree that the problem today is very serious and
getting worst..

In the Northwest*, the subcommittee found adolescent suirhle prob-
lcuis of epidenmir. proportions on the Quinattit Reservation in Washing-
ton, 1111e1 on the Fort Hall Reservation in Idaho. The termination
of the Klaniath Reservation in Oregon has led to extreme social dis-
organization of that tribal group. Many of them can he found in State
mental and penal institutions.

In South Dakota, the Mibcommittee found suicide attempt rates
more than twice the national average, a delinquency rate for Indian
adolescents 9 times the nation:d rural aventge, extensive and severe
alcoholism problems on every ipservat ion, an alarming amount, of
glue and gasoline sniffing among prepubertal Indian ehddret ,t almost
I in 5 adolescents had no adult male in the house, and the num-
ber of Indian children in foster homes was almost 5 times the na-
t ional average.

Tit .:! subcommittee was informed by the Public Health Service psy-
chiatrist serving, the Navajo Reservation in Arizona that there are
many severe problems among young Navajo adultsdrunkenness, child
neglect, drunken and reckless driving, "Alarming numbers of people
have lapsed into an alienated, apathetic life marked by episodes of
delinquency and irresponsibility .= In Gallup, New Mexico, pet off the\
reservation, more than 675 Navajos per month are arrested for public
intoxication.

The subcommittee has noted serious andgrow ing problems of suicide
attempts and alcoholism on many reservations in the Southiiest. For
example, on one Pueblo in New Mexico last year, there lrere five sui-
cides involving Indian men under the age o/

Indian Edneation Subcommittee Hearings. pt. 1. 1960, 0. 581.
I Hearings. 1968. pt. 3, p. 1128. 113



The subcommittee found one tribe in western Oklahoma where prac-
tically every male between the ages of 18 to 30 has a seriougdrinking
problem. Strangely enough, if they survive to ego 30, a complete re-
versal often takes place. The subcommittee findings leave no doubt
that alcoholism broadly defined is one of the mer,. serious problems
affecting the Indian population today, yet it has attracted little serious
attention, and what data that is available is generally inaccessible,

...unorganized, scattered, and unknown.
Excessive alcohol uskge appears to be closely interrelated with other

manifestations of social disorganization in Indian communities. Indian
accident and arrest rates are notoriously high, And the Majority of
accidents as 'well as homicides, assaults, suicides, and suicide attempts
are associated with alcohol. The vast majority of arrests, fines, and
prison sentences in the Indian population are related to alcohol, and
Indian arrest rates are also notoriously high. In one State penitentiary,
Indians constitute 34 percent of the inmates whereas only 5 percent of
the State's population is Indian. The majority of the crimes were
committed while under the influence of alcohol.

On one central plains reservation, there were in I year 2,585 arrests
for disorderly conduct and drunkenness in a population of 4,600 adults.
Over a 3-year periOd, 44 percent nf males and 21 percent of females had

I been arrested at- least once for a drinking-connected offense. Of these,
two-thirds had been arrested more than once, and 10 percent had been
arrested more than 10 times. Thirteen pertent of the entire population
ag.n.15 to 17 had been-booked at least ence on a charge related to
drinking. On another reservation with a total population of 3,500, in

. 1968, there were 1,769 arrests related to excen;ye drinking, 10 percent
of them juveniles.- In 1960, alcohol-related arrest rate for all Indians
*as 12.2 times that of the U.S. population genikelly. Drunkenness
alma accounted for n percent of all -Indian wigs.

In a study of high school students in a plains tribe, 84 percent of the
boys and 76 percent of the girls claimed -they drank. Thirty-seven perL
cent claimed they drank frequently. Another survey of Indian high
school students found 339 out of 350 who disliked their hometown be-
cause of excessive drinking. On this reservation, 70 percent of all juve-
nile offenses involved alcohola total of 420 in a recent year.

A recent publication by the Public Health Service identifies the fol-
lowing as causes of the Indian alcoholism problem :*

1. Alcoholic beverages were introduced by the white man to
the American Indian and have often been used for pu of cal-
culated exploitation. (The English translation of theirds1 name
Manhattan Island' Is- "The Place of the First Big Drunk.")

'2. Psychologically, excessive drinking originates in feelings of
worthlessness and powerlessness which are closely related to socio-
economic and educational failure. Drinking is an expression of in-
dividual anger and serves as a vehicle for acting out aggressive-
and hostile feelings.

3. Alcohol often serves as a focused activity for a group of
people, and group drinking tends to take on pathological forms
drinking until the supply of alcohol is exhausted or all members of
the group are intoxicated.

sPrelhnleary report of the Indian Health Service. Teat Force on Alcoholism. January
1969. pp. 38-43.
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4. The American Indian lives in a state* of severe grinding pov-
erty. Ninety percent of his housing is atrocious and beyond re-
habilitation; he suffers the. worst health conditions in our Nation;
his unemployment rate is 50 percent and the average family in-
come is St,500 per year. These conditions lead to feelings of
anger and frtiAration, coupled with strong feelings of personal
inadequacy and powerlessness.

Conditions within Indian schools,' particularly boarding
schools, have done a great deal to bring about the causes of prob-
lem drinking and very little to prevent .them.

The dimetr:ions of these mental health and alcoholism piOblems
have not. been adequately investigated nor defined, but they are 'clearly
very large.

D. CliEROREE EDUCATION--PAST AND PRESENT

One of the most remarkable examples of adaptation and accomplish-
ment by any Indian trit x". hi the United States is that of the Cherokee.
Their record provides evidenee of the kind of results which ensue when
Indians truly ha ve the power of self-determination :

a constitution which provided for courts, representation; jury
trials and the right to vote for all those over 18 years;

a system of taxation which supported such services as education
and road construction ;

an educational system which produced a Cherokee population 90
percent literate in its native language and used bilingual materials
to such an extent that oklaltotna Cherokees had a higher English
literacy level than the white populat ions of either Texas or
Arkansas:

a system of higher edneation which, together with the Choctaw
Nation, hnd more than 200 schools and academies, and Sent numer-
ous graduates to eastern colleges; and

publication of a widely read bilin gual-newspaper!
But that was i it the 1800"3,1Jefore the Federal Government took con-

trol of Cherokee affairs. The record of the Cherokee today is proof of
the tragic results of 60 years of white control over their affairs:

90 percent of the Cherokee families living in Adair County,
Okla. are on welfare;

99 percent of the Choctaw Indian population -in AfcCurtain
Comity, Okla., live below the poverty line;

The. median number of school years completed by the adult
Cherokee population is only 5.5 ; .

40 percent of ntlult Cherokees are functionally illiterate;
Cherokee dropout rates in public schools is as high as 75 percent.
The level of Cherokee education is well below the average for

the State of Oklahoma, and below the average for rural and non-
whites in the State .5

The disparity between these two sets of facts provides dramatic
testimony to what might have been accoplished if the policy of the

4 Senate Sotheonintittee on Indian Education Ifeaeltipt. pt. 2, 0. ma.
ibid., p. 1120.
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Federal Government had been one of Indian self-determination. It
also oints up the disastrous effects of imposed white control.

Cherokee education was truly a development of the tribes itself. In
1831 Sequoyali. a member of the tribe, presented tribal officials with his
invention a Cherokee alphabet. Within 6 years of that date Chero-
kees were publishing their own bilingual newspaper, and the Cherokee
Nation was on its way toward the end of illiteracy and the beginning
of a model of self-government and self-education.

The.Cherokee Indians established a government of laws in 1820 and,
in 1827, a constitution patterned after that of the United States. Their-
nation was divided into districts, and each district sent representatives
to the Nation's capital, which had a two-house legislative structure.
The system compared favorably with that of the Federal Government
and any Stele government then in existence.

The Cherokee education system itself was just as exemplary as its
governmental system. Using funds primarily received from the Fed-
eral Government as the result of ceding large tracts of land, a school
system described by one authority as "the finest school system west
of the Mississippi River" soon developed.° Treaty money was used
by Sequoyah to develop the Cherokee alphabet., as well as 'to pur-
chase a printing press. In a period of several years the Cherokee had
established remarkable achievement and literary levels, as indicated
by statistics cited above. But in 1903 the Federal Government ap-.
pontted a superintendent to take control of Cherokee education, and
when Oklahoma became a State in 1906 and the whole system AVIS
abolishedt Cherokee educational performance was to begin its decline.

Authorities who have analyzed the decline concur on one point:
the Cherokees are alienated from the white man's school. Anthro-
pologist Willard Walker simply stated that "-the Cherokees have
viewed the school as a white man's institution over which parents
have no control." Dr. Jack Forbes of the Far West Regional Labo-
ratory for Research and Development said that the Federal and State
schools operated for the Cherokee have had negisti impact because
of little, if any, parent-community involvement. Several researchers
have also commented upon the lick of bilingual materials in the
schools, and the ensuing feeling by Cherokees that reading English
is associated 'with coercive instruction.

Alfred L, Wahrhaftig makes the'..point that the Indian child 'com-
municates in Cherokee and considers it his "socializing" language.
English is simply an "instrumental" language one learns in school,
a place which the Cherokee student sees no value in attending
a nyway.

In the 1890's Cherokees knew there was a forum for their-opinions
on how their children should be educated, and they used that forum.
Wahrhaftig's study showed., Cherokee parents haven't lost interest in
their children's education, just. their faith in a white-controlled sys-
tem's ability to listen to them and respond. "Cherokees finally have
become totally alienated from the school system," he reported. "The
tribe has surrendered to the school bureaucracy, but tribal opinion is
unchanged."'

ibid.. p. 470.
Ibid.. p. 920.
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E. SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL FiNol Nos

I. Policy Failure
The dominant policy of the Federal Government tomards the Amer-

ican. Indian has been one of coercive assimilation. The pncy hos re-
sulted in:

A. The destruction and disorganization of Indian Comoninities and

B. A desperately severe and self-perpetuating cycle of poverty for
niost Indians.- .

. C. The growth of a large: ineffective, and self - perpetuating bureauc-
racy whirl' retards the elimination of Indian poverty.

D. A waste of Federal appropriations.
II. National Attitudes

The roctrive assimilation policy has had a. xhwmy neffative iofiaence
on fotional attitudes. it has re..wited in:

A. A nation that is massively uninformed and misinformed about
the American Indian, and his past and present.

B. Prejudice, racial intolerance, and discrimination towards In-
dians far more widespread and serious than generally recognized.
III. Education Failure

The coercive assimilation policy has had disastrous effects on the
cd dea °ta of Indian children. It has resulted in:

A. The classroom and the school becoming a kind of battleground
where theIndian child attempts to protect his integrity and identity as
an individual by de feating,the purposes of the school.

B. Schools -which fail to understand or adapt f..), and in fact often
denigrate, cultural differences.

C. Schools which blame their own failures on the Indian student
and reinforce his defensiveness.

D. Schools which fail to recognize the importance and validity ,of
the Indian community. The community and child retaliate by treating
the school as an alien institution.

E. A dismal record of absenteesim, dropOuti, negative self -image,
1)w achievement, and, ultimately, academic failure for many Indian
children.

F. A perpetuation of the cycle of poverty which undermines the
success of all other Federal programs.
IV. Causes of the Policy Failure

The cliere;e aminalation policy has two primary historical roots:
A. A continuous desire to exploit, and expropriate, Indian land and

physical resources.
13. A self-righteous intolerance of tribal communities and cultural

differences.
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II. Failure of Public Schools

A. GENERAL ANALYSIS

To thousands of Americans, the American Indian is, and always will
be, dirty, lazy, and drunk. That's the way they picture him; that's the
way they treat him. .

A Kansas newspaper in the middle of the 19th century described
Indians as "a set of miserable, dirty, blanketed, thieving, lying, sneak-
ing, murdering, graceless, faithless. guteating skunks as the Lord evet
permitted to infest the earth, and whose immediate and final extermina-
tion all men, except Indian agents and traders, should pray for."
its investigation into the conditions of Indian education in all parts of, -

the country, the subcommittee found anti-Indian attitudes still prev-
alent today in many white communities. In every community visited by
the subcommittee there was evidence among the white population of .

stereotyped opinions of Indians. The subcommittee research record is
full of examples verifying the presence of such attitudes.

Superior Court Judge Robert L. Winslow of Ukiah, Calif., told the
subcommittee that in Mendocino County, Calif., there was a "common
feeling that Indians are inferior to non-Indians." t A study of Indian-
white relations in Ukiah said that whites generally looked upon Pomo
Indians as "lazy, shiftless, dirty, biologically and culturally inferior."
A Porno Indian testified, "Some think the Indian is not very much or
probably not even human." A Southwest study found many people
convinced that Apaches were hostile, mean, lazy, and dumb. An Okla-
homa principal said of his Indian students, "(they) are even worse
than our jr coloreds and the best you can do is just leave them alone."

The basis for these stereotypes goes back into historva history cre-
ated by the white man to justify his exploitation of the[ndian, a history
the Indian is continually reminded of at school, on television, in books
and-at the movies.

It is a history which calls an Indian victory a massacre and a U.S.
victory an heroic feat It is a history which makes heroes and pioneers
of goldminers who seized Indian land, killed whole bands and fain-
ilies and ruthlessly took whathey wanted. It is a history which equates
Indians and wild animals, and uses the term "savages" as a synonym
for Indians.

It is this kind of historythe kind taught formally in the classroom-
and informally on street cornerswhich creates feelings of inferiority .
among Indian students, gives them a warped understanding of their
cultural heritage and propagates stereotypes.

a Renate Subcommittee on Indian Education Regulate. pt. 2. anted's. _492.Frederick E. Robin. "Culture Contact and Public Opinion in a lficaltural ammnite:
re.e_.. Columbia Uolversity. 2942.

Hearings, pt. 1, D. 248.
Hearings. pt. 3. P. 1241.
Hearioge. Pt. 2. 2960. ennead's. p. 1550.
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.13 The manner in which Indians are treated in textbooks -done of the
most powerful means by which our societytranstnits ideas from gen-
eration to generationtypifies the misunderstanding the American
public as a whole has regarding the Indian, and indicates how miscon-
ceptions can become a part of a pergm's mind-set. After examining
more than a hundred history texts, one historian concluded that the
American Indian has been obliterated, defamed, disparaged, and dis-
embodied.' He noted that they are often viewed as subhuman wild
beasts in the path of civilization, that "Indian menace" and "Indian
peril" and '"gairige 'barrier" are commonly- found descriptions: .0ther
authors talk about the "idle, shiftless savage" who "was never so
happy as when, in the dead of night, he roused his sleeping enemies
with an unearthly yell, and massacred them by the light of their
burning homes." 7

Textbook studies by a number of States indicate that maconeeptions,
myths, inaccuracies and stereotypes about Indians are common to the
curriculum fnmst schools. A report prepared for the subcommittee by
the University of .Alaska showed that : (1) '20 widely used texts con-
tain no mention of Alaska Nntives at all, and in some cases; no men-
tion of Alaska: (2) although some textbooks provide some coverage
of the Alaskan Eskimo, very few even mention Indians; and (3) many
texts at. the elementary and secondary level eontain serious and often
demeaning sccuracies in their treatment of the Alaskan Native.'

A similar study by the 1-niversity of Idaho found. Indians con-
tinually depicted inert ieulate, backward, unable tolidynst to modern
Euro-American culture, ...41y. 'vicious, barbaric, suiairstitioits and des-
tined to extinction" Minnesota. has for years been-nsing an elementary
school social studies text which depicts 'Indians as lazy savages incapa-
ble of doing little more titan hunt in, fishing, and harvesting wild rice.
Some schools &intim* to use the text. California, with its progressive
piddle school program, found in a study of 43 texts used in fourth. fifth,
and eighth grades that hardly any meni ion at all was made of the
Amerietin Indian's contribution or of his role in the colonial period,
gold rush era or mission period of California history, and, when
mentioned, the reference was usually' distorted or lnisinterpreted."

The president Of the American Indian Historical Society told the
subcommittee, "There is not one Indiarichild who has not tome home

111-shame and tears after one of these sessions in which he is taught
that his people were dirty, animal -like, something less than a human
being." tt

For the most part, the subcommittee's field research bore ont the
findings of these reports. -There were some examples, though of con-
cerneci school officials providing special materials.'In Grand Portage,
Minn., for example, a husband-and-wife teaching team found them-
selves teaching Chippewa students, but without textbooks on Chippewa
culture or language. Solhey prepared their own Chippewa, texts."

Vogel. Virgil J.. "The 3 mericen Indies in American History Tertbooke." integrated
Education. Vi : 3:16 -32. Slay-Jeirte

Ibid.. p. 21.
*Rearing& pt. 1. 19694 p. 511.

It4d.
" ifeetinim Pt. 1. p. 243.

Weavings. pt. I, 243.
""Hearings. pt. I. 1998. p. 93.
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c.) Textbook changes 'have beOn made in the S. of California, and-the
State of Idaho has undertaken the develop»'ent of new materials. In
Tubs. City, Ariz., public school officials have recognized some of the
special needs of their '00-perceut Irtlian school population and have
developed bilingual programs." New York State now includes State
Indian history in its sixth and seventh grade social studies programs."
But these examples are the exceptions not the rule, and the improve-
ments rarely go fairenough Dither in terms of quantity or quality. These
are all of very recent date.

While visiting the public schools serving Indian students on the
Fort Hall Reservation in Idaho, Senator Robert. F. Kennedy asked if
the school had any book.; about Indians. After a frantic search in the
back closet of the school's fibre'', a school administrator came running
up to the Senator with his find. It was a hook entitled "Captive of the
Delawares," which had a cover picture of a white child being scalped
by., an Indian." When the Senator later inquired whether the culture
and traditions of the Indians there were included in the school's cur-
riculum he was informed` that "there isn't any history to this tribe."

With attitudes toward Indians being shaped, often unconsciously;
by educational materials filled with inaccurate stereotypesas well
as by teachers whose own education has contained those same stereo-
types and historical misconceptions --it is easy to see how the "lazy,
dirty, drunken" kridian becomes the symbol for all Indians. When
the public looks at an Indian they cannot react, rationally because
they have never known the facts. They do not feel responsible for the

. Indian because they are convinced that the "savages" -have brought
_their conditions upon themselves, They truly believe the Indian is
inferior to them. The subcommittee found this climate of disrespeot
and discrimination common in riff- reservation towns which educate
many Indian students in their piiblic schools. The Indian is despised,
exploited, and discriminated againstbut always held in check by
the white power structure so that his situation will not change.

At the heart of the matter, educationally at least, is tharelationship
bettdeen the Indian community and the .public school and the general
powerlessness the Indian feels in regard to the education of his chil-
dren. A recent report by the Carnegie Foundation described the rela-
tionship between white people, especially the white power structure

Ls
,

and Indians as "one of the niost crucial problems in the education of
Indian children." The report/continued: "This relationship frequently
demeans Indians, destroys their self-respect and self-coufidence, de-
velops or encourages apathy and a sense of alienation from the educa-
tional process, and deprives them of an opportunity to develop the
ability and experience to control their own affairs through participa-
tion in effective local government," ie

Ohe means the white pdwer structure employs to limit Indian con-
trol, or even participation; is to prevent Indians from getting on local
school boards. The subcommittee uncovered numerous instances of
school districts educating Indians with no Indian members on the

la Hearings. pt. $, p. 10.Sti.
"Committee ,print. 'The Rd tion of American Indians : Field Investigation and- Re-

search Reports.
II18 Committee Mut. Incastination and Research Reports.

ffeartass, pt. 2,19e9, appesalx, p. 1499.
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school board. When Ponca City, Okla Indians tried to crack the
white power structure by electing an Indian to the board of an all
Indian public school, some were threatened with loss of their rented'
homes while others were led to believe registration procedures were
extremely complicated and would place them in jeopardy of having
their land taxed: The election of the Indian marked the first. time
in 20 years that an Indian sat on the board. Chippewas of the Leech
Lake reservation in Minnesota have alleged thid their school district
has been redrawn to prevent Indians from being elected to the all-
White school board. The Mesquakie Tribe of Tema, Iowa, sand most
of their children to South Tama County public school; yet. the Indians
cannot vote for members of the school board

-.The.subconimittee does not mean to suggest that Indians are never
on public school boards or that a board will necessitrily be effective if
it contains Indian members. There are a number of public school dis-
tricts in which Indians - exercise, some influence in school decision-
making. But the point is that there are far too many instances of
school boards in districts containing Indians making policies which
adversely affect Indian students. This is sometimes due to a willful
intent by the board to keep Indians in check, but more often to a lack
of understanding about the Indian community and the special needs
of Indian students.

History provides several examples of Indian-controlled sc.hool sys-
tems which have had great success. In the 1800's, for example, the
Choctaw Indians of .Mississippi and Oklahoma operated about 200
schools and academies and sent numerous graduates to eastern colleges:
Using bilingual teachers and Cherokee texts, the Cherokees., during
the same 'period, controlled a school system which produced a tribe
almost 100 percent literate. Children were taught to read and write
in both their native language and English. Some used these skills to
estiblish the first American Indian press, a newspaper printed in
Cherokee and English: Anthropologists have determined that as *a
result of this school system, the literacy level in English of western
Oklahoma Cherokees was higher than the white populations of either
Texas or Arkansas..

But the Cherokee and Choctaw school systems were abolished when
Oklahoma became a State in 1006. Now, after almost 70 years of Fed-
eral and State controlled education, the Cherokees have the following
education record: 40 percent of a' dult OherOkees am functionally_
illiterate in English z only 30 percent have completed.theeighth grade;
the Median educational level of the tribeN adult population is only L5
years; dropout rates of Indian students are often as high as 75 per-
cent. Wahrhaftig and others who have studied this dramatic decline,
feel that the primary cause is the almost complete alienation of the
Cherokee community from the white-controlled public school systems."

The Carnegie report cited an example of the problems Indian ar-
ents face in dealing with the power structure. Indians *ors tren to
get a course in Ponea.history and culture included in the currieu um

*IN&
Conrerenee between Leech Lake CblOpewas and Senator Walter F. 34ondale la Mara

MM.
Rearlarp. pt. I. nap. p.

*IlearInge. pr. 2. n.
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of their all - Indian school/The superintendent's response to.
their requ9st is explamMin the Carnegie report :

44 had reviewed the schedule and found that if the co urse .

'were taught, the 'children would be. deprived of 54 hours of
subjects they needed. such as nia/h,,gnglish,'science, and so
forth.,141irther, he said, the teachers were doing very well in
incorporating Indian culture into eir eaching. Besides, he
didn't see the value because this ins mpe,itive world and
their culture was going to'be lost anyway and they would be
better off in the long run if they knew less of it." He also said
that many felt the theme of the course would be to "teach
the children to hate white-people." 21.

The principal of aOhinkt, Ariz,, public school had similar feelings
,about the teaching of Navajo culture in his school, Ile told an Office
of Economic Opportunity evaluating team that he considered it "not
American" to help any "faction" perpetuate its way of life. He felt
the Rough Rock Demonstration School, with its emphasis on the Nay.
ajo culture, was a -backward step," and that the country had never'
mood ahead by,"catering" to ethnic groups."

One outcome of the Indians' powerlessness and the _atmosphere of
the white Community in which Indians attend school is'liscrimination
within the public schools.'Indian students on the Muckleshoot Reser=
vation, in, western Washington, for caalikple,. were automatically re`
tamed an extra year in the first grade of-their public school. School
officials felt. that, for the Indians, the first year should he a non-
academic, socializing experience. The Nooksack Indians of western

. Washington, were automatically plaCed in a class of slow learners with-
out achievement. testing?' The subcommittee found a tracking system
operating in the Nome public schools which several officials described
as highly -discriminittsry. The system 'assigned most natives to the
lowest level and most whites to the highest. A similar tracking system
was recently declared unconstitutional in Washington, D.C., in the
case of Hobson v. Hansen. 260 F. Supp. 401 (DDS' 1967)'. The
school 'superintendent in Chinle, Ariz., admitted that his district has
a _policy offalsifying the Indian achievement test ;results. He told
0E0 evaluators that these children were so far behind national norms
thaVit just wouldn't look good. Penple who don't know conditions
here just wouldn't understand," 12 (This is a district which depends.
upon Federal money for a major share of its operating budget.4

Oklahomans for Indian Opportunity, a responsible Miriam organi-
zation aimed :at assisting Indians, reported to the subcommittee that
the non-Indian teachers of northwest Oklahoma "usually are lacking
in even the most elementary understanding of or respect for the Indian
students. The report quotes a principal .as saying, "To tell the truth,
our Indians are even worse than our coloreds and the best you can do
is just leave them alone." The report concludes that "in general, the
teachers and admiriistrittors in the schools of northwest Oklahoma

et rfeeelogs, it. 2.1989. appendix. P. liww.
Donald A. Erickson and Henrietta Schwartz. "Community Behool at Rough Rock, An

Evaluation for the °Mee of Economic Opportnisitr." Anvil 1982. p.
lz Letter to Adrian Parmelee from Dr. Liose/ de MoangDY. Dangly Director. Division

of Indian Health, Portland, Oreg.. Feb. 28.1959.
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seem incapable octreating the Indian students as sensitive human be-
ing_s with the same needs and desires that non-Indian people have." 24

Excerpts from the records of Indian students attending public
schools in Idaho indicate how teachers' views of certain students de-
velop. One student was rated 'very good" by his 3d grade teacher,
"good aptitude" by his 4th .grade teacher, and "poor work, makes no
effort" by the time he was in 7th grade. Another student went from
"'a good 3a grade student, has developed greatly" to "poor student, no
initi:ttie" in the 6th grade. A furthe'r study of Indians in these schools
foitnd that they fall progressively further behind the longer they
continue in school."

A freshman Indian high school students statement after Senator
Robert. Kenneth' visited his school indicated the kind .of concern

he felt the schoid administration had toward Indians:
'When Robert_ Kennedy came, that was the only tune they

evtr showed any respect for the Indians; just on that one
day, and after that they couldcare less."

Language is another area in which the Indian is discriminated
against hi school. The Bureau of Indian Affairs contends that one -half
to two-thirds of Indian children enter school with little or no skill
in the English !iinguage. Dr. 13..6itarder f the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion estimated that more than half of the Indians in the United States
between the ages of 6 and 18 use their native to:igues." It is estimated
that for Waif the Indians in New <Mexico public schools, English is a
second langatige.:' Unfamiliarity with the language of the classroom
becomes a tremendous handicap for the Indian student, and records
indicate he immediately falls behind his Anglo classmates." Most
-public school teachers are not trained to teach English as a second
language. The student's position is complicated b the insistence of
teachers, who have no understanding of Indian cultures, that he dis-
regard the language spoken by his parents at home.

The Indian thus feels like an alien in a strange country. And the
school feels it is its responsiblity not just to teach skills, but to

. impress the "aiieni'- Indian with the values of the dominant culture.
Teachers, textbooks, and curriculums, therefore, are programed to
bring about atlopt ion of such values of American life as-competitive-
ness, acquisition, rugged individualism, and success. But for the Indian
w False culture is oriented to completely different values, school becomes
the sonrce of much conflict and tension. He is told he must be compel=
Aire, when at home he is taught the value of cooperation. At school
he is impressed with the'importance of individual success, but at home
the value-of good interpersonal relations is emphasized.

'Ilse teacher complains about him not being motivated. But an-
thropologist Anne Smith asks if can be expected to be motivated

es Bearings, pi. 2. 1969. appendix. p. 1550.
eaMintitee Print. InventigatIon and Reward; Redratia."

srGeertIor. B.. "gtineation of American iodise Children. U.S. Ogee of Education (not
°Mini I'SOE policy )....june 1967.

Mike V. Zoom **Problem* of Classroom Adlustment of Indlin Children In Public EIe-
mrntnry School* fa the Smithy/eat.' Science Education, EINI: 241-260. April 1962.
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'Amery 1969, 64.
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when to do so meailS rejection of his parents and their teachings, as
well as his religion, race, and history."

Condemned for his language and his culture, berated because his
values aren't those of his teacher, treated demeaningly simply because
lie is Indian, the Indian student begins asking himself if lie really
isn't inferior. lie becomes the object of i4 self-fulfilling prophecy which
says "Indians are no good." Dr. Brewton Berry explains it thus:

The theory is that if teachers and other members of the
dominant group are etnivinced that the \Indian is innately
inferior and incapable of learning, such attitudes will be
conveyed in various and subtle ways, a child will come to
think of himself in the negative way and set for himself lower
standards of effort, achievement, and ambition. Thus the
teacher's expectation and prediction that. her Indian pupils
will do poorly in school, and in later life become major fac-
tors in guaranteeing the accuracy of her prediction.'"

Study after study confirms this is exactly what the dominant so-
ciety, and the dominant school society in particular, is doing. Study
after study shows Indian children growing up with attitudes and
feelings of alienation, hopelessness, powerlessness, rejection, depres-
sion, anxiety, estrangement, and frustration." Few studies, if any,
.show the piddle schools doing anything to change this pattern. The
public school becomes a place of discomfort for the Indian student, a
place to leave when he becomes 15 or 16. According to Dr. Lionel IL
DeMoatigne deputy Indian Health director of the Division of Indian
Health in 15i:eland, Oreg., the Indian child conies to believe "he can
only succeed if he were white." "

Substantial evidence indicates that the question of identity- is upper-
most in the minds of Indians and that feelings of alienation, anxiety,
and inadequacy are problems with which they are trying to cope.
One of the'most significant of recent studies in this area is the Coleman
report, the "Equality of Educational Opportunity" study funded by
the U.S. Office of Ethic:at iffn. Among its findings were :

One-fourth of elementary and secondary schoolteachers,
by their own admission, would, prefer not to teach Indian
children.

Indian children, more than any other group, belieYe them-
selves to be below average in intelligence.

Indian children in the 12th grade have the poorest self-
concept of all minority groups tested."

The report offers evidence sitqwing the close relationship between
the achievement of disadvantaged children and the way they feel
about themselves and their 'future. The report states, "A pupil
lath mre factor which appears to have a stronger relationship to
achievement than do all school fact on together, is the extent to which

b. Anne M. Smith, 'The Status of the AnieriCan radian," the New Mexico Review, SePtem
beg 1969.p. 11.

n Dr. Brewton BerrY,'0P. ch.. P. 34./
Ibid.. p.

"Hearings. pt. 5. P. /601
8, Dr. Brewton Berry. ay. cit.. V. 46.
se Colenson. James a. "et al., Equality of Educational Opportunity," U.S. Vrnemeat

Printing Oflice. Washington, 1966.
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an individual feels that has control over his own destiny." The report
diOovered that Indian students "have far less conviction than whites
that they can affect their own environments and futures." In the book,
"The Disadvantaged Learner," Johntz stated unequivocally, "The pri-
mary causal factor in the low nehievement of culturally dei privet' chil-
dren is the low, negative image they have of themselves."'"

On many °evasions in the field. subcommittee staff members heard
Indian children describe themselves as "dumb Indians." A survey of
Oglala Sioux high school students in South Dakota found a majority
of the Indians expressing negatiie attitudes toward Indians. "Indians
have greater problems because they're real stupid," one student said.
Ironically, a majority of white students who have contact with the
Oglala Sioux students blamed discrimination on the part of their own
ethnic group as the major reason for Indians having problems."

What then happens to the student- who is told he is dirty, lazy, and in-
ferior and must undergo school experiences daily which reinforce
these attitudes? The statistical data speak for themselves;

87 percent dropout rate by the 6th grade at an all-Indian
public elementary school near Ponca City, Okla."

90 percent dropout rate in Nome, Alaska, public schools,
with about one-fourth of the students (primarily Eskimo)
taking two to three years toga through the first grade."

21 of 28 Indian students in a Washington 8th grade were
non-readers: one-third of the 123 Yakima Indians enrolled in
Sth grade of a Washington public school were reading two to
six grades below the median level; 70 percent Indian drop ont
rate; average grade was "IP for the Indian senior high stu-
dents in public school serving Yakima Indians.4°

62 percent: Indian. dropout rate in Minneapolis Public
Schools: between 45 and 75 percent statewide Indian drop-
out rate; ° 70 percent Indian dropout rate in parts of
California!'

80 percent of the 74 Indian students who entered school
in three Idaho public school districts in 1956 dropped out
of school before their class graduated.° A 1968 study of
graduates and dropouts of Lathrop High School in Fair-
banks showed a 75 percent dropout rate among native stu-
dents. A student transferring from a state-operated rural
what)] had the least chance of graduating, and native stu-
dents receiving the majority of their elementary education
in state-operated schools had the highest dropout rate.
Seyenty-five percent of the-native dropouts tested revealed
more than (lough intelligence -to complete high school.!'

Websten. Staten W. (ed.), "The Disadvantaged
San Francisco. 1901

II Hearings. pt. 4. p. 1582.
HeerIngit,_pt. 209119. appendix, p. 15911.

*City of Nome Comprehensive Development Plan,
12S-130.

is Heaping& pt. 5. p. 1935.
Minnesota State Plan for the Education of Indian

Education. 11189. pp. 23-24.
*California Indian Educatinn : Report of the First

California Indian Education. Ad Hoc Committee on
Crawford Road. Modesto. Calir.

"Committee print. "Field Investigation and Research
N Ihid.

Learner, Chandler Publishing Co.,

by Alaaka Cetteelieets, 1988.

Children, Minnesota. Department of
Ail-Indian Statewide Conference on
California ladle* Education. 1349
Reports."
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--- Public schools which have been educating Indians for some time
reveal by their statistics their failure in educating Indian students.
The 10 -rear- record of Indian students at Union High School near
Warm springs, Oreg., is indicative of the public school record since
the 1930's: no progress. In fact, the Indian students graduating from
the school between 1956 and 1965 actually showed regression in grade
point average in comparison with non-Indians."

Indians have been attending public schools in Klamath, Oreg., for
27 years, yet. the Indian dropout rate is 90 percent. That is a 30 per-
cent increase just since the tribe was terminated in 1954." A public
school district, in western Oklahoma with a 95-pereent Indian enroll-
ment. has been educating Indians for 40 years. During that period, 11
Indians have stayed in school long enough to graduate!' Since the
1930's nine States (California, Idaho. Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska,
Oregon. Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin) have assumed total re-
sponsibility for the education of their Indians, -but data on Indian
education from !mist. of those States, as indicated in some of the
examples above, is far from impressive." These public schools have
indeed failed their Indian constituents.

Sonic public schools have made significant attempts in recent. ~'ears
to reach Indian students. There are Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion* Act funds, for example. which are benefiting Indian students.
Five bilingual projects affecting 773 Indian children are being funded
under ESEA title VII ($306,000 out of a $7.5 million program). One
dropout prevention program affecting 750 Indian children is being
funded under ESEA title VIII ($220.000 of a $) million program).
The number of Indian students in public schools affected by the other
titles' is not known because data on race are not available. Several
Teacher Corps programs are aimed at. educating Indian children.
along with Upward Bound programs involving 1.241 Indians in 17
States. The Indian Upward Bomaprograms constitute about 5.5 per-
cent of the total Upward Bound budget."

These initiatives are a recognition that a longstanding problem has
never been dealt with adequately. that the public schools have not
provided their Indian students with an equal educational opportunity.
Yet, in Coto, these various new program efforts are just barely scratch-
ing the surface of the problem. and few if any have had inneh effect
on the core problem of the powerlessness and alienation of Indian
communities from the schools their children attend.

But the question Heeds to be raised whetiter public schools are en-
tirely to blame for npt solving their Indian education problems. Pr.
Leon Osview of T le University. in his consultant report to the
subcommittee, says . O." s° He contends the Federal Government has
failed to live up to it responsibilities in providing funds and leader-
ship for assisting pub is school districts to better understand and meet
the special needs of In ban students. He states:

"Comparative Stogy of doentionat Attainment of Warns Springs ludison and nOn-
indisne In the Madras tini0 Blab School for the years 1956-65. DtseertstIon by Robert
Revert jobnson. Weshinzton tate University. 1967.

ee floorings. pt. 5. pp. 1985- 986.
it Hearings. in. 2. p. a46.
*Committee print, "Meld 1 ivestigntMn and Research Reports."
*Dots %opinion by rho t'S. Mos of Rgoestlon.
es Rearing,. pt. 1, 2969. p. 2 4.
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Of course, Federal control in public school education is
prohibited, and anything which looks like control is poten-
tially disturbing. Even so the Federal Government has as-
sumed responsibility for Indians, including their education.
How then does this responsibility get discharged? Is it ethical
for the Government to give over Indian children to public
schools, even with Johnson-O'Malley money, and leave it at
that ? 1 doubt it.

Indian children are special, if for no other reasons than
that they are seriously disadvantaged economically and so-
cially. With respect to Anglo culture they are also culturally
disadvantaged. The evidence of widespread lack of positive
self-concept, the greater than normal incidence of mental
health problems which characterizes the Indian teenage popu-
lation, the need to provide strong additional language educa-
tion (English as a second language), as well as all the special
problems of acculturation is quite clear. Public schools can-
not be as,sumed'to be attuned to all these needs, to have de-
veloped programs to deal with them, or to be willing to spend
their resources in doing so.

1 was shocked to find that BIA does not, apparently as a
matter of policy, engage in any programmatic cooperation
with public school people, of whose desire and willingness
to do justice to their Indian students there can be no-doubt.
BIA knows about Indian children, or if they don't, they
Rhoidd. Palk schools don't, and can't really 1* expected to,
on their own.

How can this leadership best be provided? Dr. Osyiew's report sug-
gests that more than a clia.nge of 15olie will be reluired. Federal
schools must have the quality and effectiveness that will permit them
to become centers of leadership for assisting public schools in meeting
the special needs of Indian children. This will be no easy task, for his
report also finds the Federal school system woefully inadequate.

Ever since the policy of educating Indians in public schools was
adopted, it was assumed that the public schools, with their integrated
settings, were the best means of educating Indians. The subcommittee'e
public school findingshigh dropout rates, low achievement levels,
anti-Indian attitudes, insensitive curriculumsraise serious doubts as
to the validity of that assumption.

B. FEDERAL LEGISLATION'

The public school education received by Indian students has been
subsidized to some extent by the Federal Government since the 1890's.
At that time legislation was passed authorizing the Office of Indian
Affairs to reimburse public schools for the extra expense incurred
by instructing Indian children.

The purpose of the legislation appeartd to lx twofold. First, it gave
legislative authority to the policy of integrating Indians into the
white culture, thus establishing the goal ofassimilation and the public,
schools as the vehicle 'for attaining that goal. Second. it established
the precedent of proViding subsidies to public schools in order to get
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them to assume responsibility for Indian education. The Federal sub-
sidy was necessary, both because there was a reluctance on the part
of Indians to enter the schools and because the school district was
reluctant to assume the extra costs (in many cases the Indian
students lived on nontaxable trust land) and problems anticipated
with Indian students. The subsidy was, in effect, an inducement which
the State or school district. was almost always willing to take in ex-
chango for providing a chair and a desk in a classroom for anindian.

This subsidizing approach was formalized by the Johnson-O'Malley
Act of 1934, which permitted the Bureau of Indian Affairs to contract-
with States to provide for the education of Indian students. Indian
education was further subsidized in the 1950's with passage of Public
Laws 81-815 and 81-874, impacted aid legislation which later became
applicable to Indians. Thilse three laws, treated separately in this
chapter, provide the basic Federal subsidy for public school education
of Indian students.

Congress in 1930 enacted two pieces of legislation which, although
adopted primarily as the result of defense and in i lit ary act iv ities, had
important implications for Indian education. The acts, Public Laws
81 -815 and 81-874, have become known as the federally impacted areas
legislation.

Essentially, Public Law 815 provided financial assistance for the
construction of school facilities in districts which experienced an in-
creased enrollmenedue to the presence of federally connected children.
Public Law 874 provided moneys to local educational agencies for the
additional expenses of education caused by the increase in attendance
as the result of Federal activities. The acts have been interpreted, not
as a means of providing aid, but as a means of providing pay-
ments in lieu of taxes .51 Indians were included only minimally in the
original Public Law 815, and at the request of State directors of In-
dian education, were excluded from Public Law 874.!= A 1953 amend-
ment to Public Law 815 brought Indians under its purview, while it
-wasn't until 1958 that Public. Law 874 was amended to include Indians.

"I. 'PUBLIC LAW 61-6159 SEPTEMBER 23, 1950

This law, called the "School Facilities Construction Act," provided
for the transfer of a number of Indian students from Federal schools
to public schools during the 1950's by authorizing Federal assistance
in construction of public schools attended by Indians.

The original act made payments to school districts on the basis of
ia sudden and substantial increase in school enrollment of children who

either (1) resided on Federal property with a parent employed on
Federal property; (2) resided on Federal property or resided off
Federal property with a parent employed on Federal property; (3)
were attending a school because of activities of the U.S. Government.
Districts received a different amount of money depending upon the

II Report of Education Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Labor and public
Welter*. -Impacted Are Legisiation." August 1965, p. 20.

00 Statement b B. Alden Ltilywhite. Deputy Associate Commissioner , Office of Education,
Department of Health. !Mutation. and Welfare. at Brigham City. Utah. Sept 1956.
(At the time of the ads.*, Dr. LillYtibite Was Associate Director of the School Assistance
la federal Affected Areas Division.)
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categories in which its "increased" enrollment fell. They received
the most money, for example, for the section 3(a) pupils because they
mused the gi.eatest impact. to a district's tax base (their parents lived
and worked on fax - exempt hind).

the net contained no spreilic provisions for assisting
school districts educating children living on Indian lands. Indian
reservations were included. though. under the definition of "Federal
property." But because of the enrollment-inereivse requirement, most
districts educating Indians 41 not qualify for assistance. Their
problem wasn't one of large increases in school enrollment., but rather
of large numbers of r;sildirn not. attending public schools because no
facilities were available to them."

In 1953, a provision was added to the act to include Indior.n under
its inrisdiction." This amendment. was designed specifically to provide
facilities to districts which did not. qualify under the aces eligibility
provisions because the districts were not characterized by the sub-
stantial increases which occurred around military installations. Almost
all funding for Indians has been made under this section of the
act, which is now designated as "section 14." Funds are granted under
this section for contraction of minimum school facilities for Indian
students, when the district has neither bonding capacity nor other
resooree,s onieient lo eft struet the needed facilities.

2. PUBLIC LAW 51 -57.1, SEPTEMBER 30, 1950

The Federally Imparted Areas Act Was pas.sed on September 30,
1950, to provide school districts affected by Federal activities with
funds for general operating expenses. It is regarded as "in lieu of
texas" legislation because it provided money to school districts which
suffer a loss in tax revenue because of the presence of Federal prop-,
erty. The rate of payment depends upon whether the student. and his
parent live. and/or work on Federal property, and the cost of educa-
tion in comparable comm im it ses.

Since the law's inception, "Federal property" has been defined to
incliide Indian reservations. But because many public schools edu-
cating Indians were utilizing Johnson-O'Malley money for general
operations, Indians were excluded from the act's provisions until
1958. (The Johnson-O'Malley Act provided money to districts for
the needs of Indian students in public schools.) In 1958 the differen-
tiation was made that whereas .Tohnson-O'Malley funds were to be
used for special services for Indian students, special services didn't
necessarily mean educational services." A district receiving John.
son - O'Malley money could therefore also seek Public Law 874 money
for educational purposes. Congress -permitted this dual funding be-
cause it recognized a. distinction between providing general educa-
tional budget support in lieu of taxes and providing special programs,
such as transportation and hot lunches, to meet special needs of Indian
students."

M Statement by Dr. E. Alden Liilywbite at Window Rock. Ariz. Feb. 15.1985.
.4 Public Law 52-210. Ant 8, 1955.

Lillebite,Brtgliam City. or. eie.
00 Statement Ity M. E. Alden billYwblte to Nati& Education Conference st Window Rock

Ariz. Feb. 18, 1.
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The distinction in itele of fluids tinder the two laws is obliterated,
though, by the eontinutti 11,:e of .IOM money for general budget sup-
port in lieu of taxes. In fact, J0111 money now is used primarily as
a budget-balancing device to make up the difference between a school

is dist riet's expenditure and revenues after Public Law 874 money
has been added.*.JOM assistance is not given until after a district's
eligibility is determined under Public Law 874.'sr The "in lieu of
taxes'' provision rather than special needs has thus become the de-
termining factor.

In 1968-69, Public Law 874 provided about $19 million for public
school districts educating Indians. Approximately 60,000 Indian stu-
dents benefited from the act because their parents lived and worked
on Federal .property. Another o.000 Indians received partial benefits
because their parents lived on and worked off, or lived off and worked
on Federal property." (See chart at end of section.) Nationwide,
about 300.000 students are eligible for assistance under the "live and
work t.nt Federal property" category, and about 2 million qualify
under the remaining categories SD In fiscal 1969, $505.9 million was
appropriated tinder this act.

3. THE MIN:DWG PROBLEM

Public Laws 815 and .874 have served as inducements for a. number
of years to public schools to get. them to accept Indian children, but
insuffieient funding ito recent years has left many-districts with Indian
students btu. no funds to educate them.
Public Law 815

in the iiimt rear that section 14, the section applicable to In-
dians. was used in effect, $6.6 million was appropriated for school con-
struction. The following year, 1955, the appropriation was $.4 million.
Since that year the appropriation for construction of schools educating
Indians has decreased. Because of limited appropriations, requests for
1%8 and 1999 under sections 5, 8, and 14 have not been funded."

Section 14 has not. been _getting funded because the language of the
law gives priority in funding to other sections. First priority goes to
section 16 funds. which provide assistance in disaster situations.
law ;tilt borizei use of funds appropriated for other sections of the act
if necessary to provide the disaster assistance needed. The other prior-
ity sections are section 9, where the effect of Federal activities will be
temporary, and section 10, where tax revenues are not available for
free public education and no local agency is able to provide suitable
free public education.

In 1968. requests under the full act totaled shout $80 million. Con-
gress opproprintil about 822.9 million. In 1969 when requests again
totaled about $s() million. Congress appropriated $14.7 million, or 19
percent of tit horizat

17 Interview with Charles 7.etiers. MA Amistant Cammissioner for Education. May 22.
1260,

aSeheot A.41stance to Federally Affected Areas iSAPA) D1rlafoa, U M. Coca of Edo.
Canons

-fz..romtronth annual moor, of the Commineloner of Education. Part 11 "Administration
of Public Lows Q74 and MS," (Mice of Edueation. Department of HEW. W.tone 3O. 1967.

w'SAPA Megaton, IT.E. °Mee or Education.
01 imiSshlt IC" Division, ()diet a Education.
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PUBLIC LAW 81415,501001. CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS: ASSISTANCE TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS CLAIMING CHILDREN RESIDING ON INDIAN LANDS (1951 69)

State or territory
Number of

Poach Sec. 5 Sec. 14
Total federal

funds
Non-Federal

lends

Facilities maul

Multiui-
Total cost Classrooms pose rooms

Administra-
tibiae:Malan sacs

Teacher
averages

Total 238 16, 845.765.78 $42,313,021 57 $49,158,790.35 36,014.313. 18 $55, 173.173.93 1,419 78 63 68 81

Alaska; 5 303.000.00 722,941 75 1.025.941 75 . 229.552. 01 1.255. 50d.76 21 1 2
Aritona 47 3,138,002.56 16,837,26123 19.967.271 79 177.102. 31 20,144.374. 10 260 23 18 24 32
California 6 660. 990.99 86,99d 99 151.876. 12 1,012. 867. 81 1 2
Colorado. 3 127,312.00 149.500.00 276,712.00 24.585 17 )01.297.47 n
Guam 3 1.069.411.00 1,069,411. 00 31691.50 1.100.102.50 62 3 3 3 3
Idaho 3 51;175:00. 174,476.97 226.851.47 318.309.40 $45.161.37 24 .....
Minnesota 7 618,565. 34 618565.34 211.249.90 829.1115.24 19 4 4

Montana . . 32 368.494. 00 3,157.029. 40 3,525.523. 40 821.170. 90 4,346,694.30 119 10 3 10
Nebraska , 2 187,660. 31 ' 187.660.31 14.879. 00 202.531 31 9 1 t .

Mends 1 60.00100 60,000. 00 105.03 60.10803 2 1 .......
New Mexico_ 40 2.281.034.00 I3,134.879.25 16.015,913.25 1,446,193. 51 17.462.606.82 300 15 19 27
North Dakota 345.694. OD 606 934.83 952.62883 31 3 2 2
Oklahoma 47 1421101:800 2, 107.604.41 2.190,384. 41 798. 746. 19 2.989.150.60 155 7 8 1
South Dakota 11 262.040. 22 208,616.017 470.656. 22 60.837. 70 1.139.493.92 33 2 1 2
Utah 3 149,595.08 144,963.00 294.551.00 N. 445.00 333.003. 00 2 1 .. 1

Washoglon 8 f 660.741.64 60. 741. 64 58797.00 714,538.64 7 3 ....... _ 21
Wisconsin 8 951. 529.22 951.529. 22 274.011. 03 1.225. $10. 25 32 2
*ailing 7 61.058.00 345,32;0.06 10.378.06 10,375.02 557.75108 15 1 1

I TIM Alaska State Department of Education makes imitation wilb matt to atlas in mat-
lionized areas. During the period 1951 through 1961, the Alaska State DePartmant ol Eduat.On
received $5.1151.132 in Public Law 81415 funds under *. ol the acL Membership data for earlier
am are nil aiilable. However. under the 1967 application, a substantia 'portion of children were
claimed milkcalfact to homesteads (including native 400meots and lOwnsRos). Indian health hos-
Pitals. Indian schook native reserve lands, public domain lands, restricted deeds and towasile pe-

tns (rapt Mad). De number of children king on aid having a Parent einload on such lands
eam f(a)(1) category) was 1.643, of 392 natant ce the total member:hill of all children 0.193).

numb': of children iiviog on such pusisettiet(subseC 5(IX2) Category) was 322. Or 7-7 Piked

lbe alai member:AM. The maximum grant cinder the appliation is $797.40. Based on above per-
centaies. $373,999 may be considered atinbutabbs to children claimed min resoni to Alaska lo-
dian' lands. Public Law 81415 funds in amount of $535,005 balm bean reserved for a Nosed now
under construclio at a regional high select)! near Nome. to provide a new physical ediscalian famktf,
exercise room, and remodeling of exisling building to Provide 2 homemaking pommel/fa rooms and
one general classroom.

Table includes Protects collide's& under anstruclion, and lot which funds have been reserved
MOS Iscal 1909.

Source: SAFA Division, U.S. Orrice of Education.
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Pit66. Imo 874
One of Ow 111itill 1714(ibiellis with I ',twit: Law 87} has been late fund-

ingMany tlistriets ishicating Indians, partieularly those On 'Indian
resorvations, down( ispoil lit:idle Law 874 for a substantial part. of
their. budgets. The Ingebremon, North Dalaka sehool district, for
example, depends upon Public Law 874 funds en. 74.9% of its oper-
ating budget.. For Lower Bride, :youth Dakota, the figure is 63.9%, for
Eudora, Tian 1$11S itAs 57.1% and for Kayenta, Arizona &hot)) District
it is 58%. Other states with districts havingsubstantiati Public Law
874 entitlement. for Indians include -Montana, Alaska, Colontdo,
Michiptu, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Mexioo, Oklahoma., Washing-
ton, Wisconsin, and Wyoming." Late payments of Public Law 874
money means an excessive hardship to all these districts. The sub:
committee has reports from a number of such districts who have indi-
cated that late funding and partial entitlement, annually places them
in an uncertain position as to whether they will have to reduce their
faculties or services in midyear." The legislation has been between
90 and 100 percent funded every year. The fiscal 19,0 appropriation
was 90 percent. of full; entitlement."

PUBLIC LAW 81-$74

Authwitatios Appoprialion
Pascal of

authoinatios

Fisch you:
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1952
1953

. 1154
1933
1_51
19o7
1950
1959
1960
1961 , ..
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r--" 1163

IN
Mt
11

1170

, g
29.606.010 29,010,298
51, 570, asi 5E570,000
60.500,M 10.500,030
Z2. 350,000 72.350,000
n, 287.517 75. op% oeo
90 000 MO 90,000,000

115:050.03 113,050 MO
127,000:M0 127,000; MO
157, 362, 000 557.362,000
tilt, st300.0n000 11817.331k 000

251.330.356 247.000,
262 322,M0 282.322.003
320:670, MO 320,60744 ILO
359 450.000 332.
361:000,M0 Saw=
433,400.000 416.203,000
S98,130,000 511.130,000

atilt It 565 ,900,000

100
100
100
109
100
100
100
103
100
100
98

104
103
92
12
100
90

Source: SAES Division. U.S. Oakes/ Efuestion.

SAVA Division, U.S. Dace of Education.
ur Letter from Superintendent D. L. McKinnon, Jr., of Hoonab, Alaska, public schools lo

Senator Ernest °rimming Feb. 1998.
4, Division of Legislation, owe of Edueellon. Department of Healtb, Education. and

Wellsre (see accompanying chart).
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NUMBER OF PUPILS CLAIMED AGAINST INDIAN PROPERTIES 0968-69) UNDER P.L. 874

4

-17470)

Weser les or Entitlement
Number tit

Public Law 874
applicants

cialming
Amount el

angtlenten1

Total
Public Law

81474
entitiewealsec. 3(4)1 sec. 3042

thrited States.. IA 644 6, 380 14.376 SA 19, 463.010 34. 061. 892

Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Florida
Mahe
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Minnesota
MOntse$
Nebraska
Nevada it
New Mexico
North Catalina
Nortta Dakota

ma
Oklahoma
Oregon_
Sou* Dakota....
Utah
Vashielten
Wisconsin
Wyoming

9,354
13, 769

1 171
, 752
1 155

1. 811
. $7
. 104

4.11!411948477

87$
13,541

205
1.179
4, 7594,

3, 904
1,27
2. 513

603
1,041

198
342
800
22
29
80

11$. 13
63

158
205

12
381

1,092

49
1,194

11
142
12

934
511

202
1,436

759
238
34

566

193
20
18

1,244
76

210
3,146

82
341

1.538
144

1.221
75$

1,897
5$

159

18
___ 79

51
6
4

11

I
17

52
5

12
24
2

21
199.

10
47
14
78
14
8

888,40$
3.112.612

433.652
385,181
46.819

316. 220
46.300
64. 5a9
31.00

519,092
2.023.226

303.284
311,852

3,913,934

61382, 624304
1.665.696

471
1,567.26$

429, 2M
1,009,109

312,219
7111,166

15.542,169
1 619.009 ^
5.:§:m
1.471.643
1.251,903

_44.300
211.402
184.243
641. 114

2.409,572
233,71$

3,850.472
10.288,980

101,218
I. 308, 319
a. 109,
1,137.795

10,922, 6 .
5.993, 964
5,169,242

417.707
-777,643

Source: School anostenve to FederagyAtlected Arms. SAFA Division, UM. Office ol Education.

4. JOHNSON -O'MALLEY ACT, APRIL 10, 1934

The JohnsonO'Malley act authorized the Secretary of Interior to
contract with States or territories for the education, medical attention,
agricultural assistance, and social welfare of Indians in the State."
In 1936 the act was amended to its present form. The amendment ex-
panded the contracting authority of the Secretary of the Interior,
giving him the authority to contract with State universities, colleges,
schook, or with any appropriate State or private corporation, agency,.
or institution.

The intent of the act as expressed in the identical reports submitted
to each House of Congress, was to "arrange for the handling of certain
Indian problems with those States in which the Indian tribal life is
largely

problems
up and in which the Indians are to a considerable

extent mixed -with the general population."" The report noted that
in many areas Indians are mixed with the Ake population, and there
fore "it becomes advisable to fit them into the general public school
scheme rather than to provide separate cliools for them."°' The act
thus have legislative authority to the Bureau's policy of gradually
turning over its education function to the public schools. The act /
also facilitated Federal -State cooperation by making contracts negoti-
able at the State level rather than the local. It has become one of the
primary means of Federal subsidization of Indian education.

John 1935, Cali ierni a 'became the first State to contract for and under
Johnson-O'Malley, and by ,1940, contracts had also- been negotiated
with Arizona, Minnesota, and Washington 88 By 1951, 14 States and

67 45 Stat. 506.
4 FT. Rept. 664. Mar. 2. 1934. and S. Rept. 511, kir: 20,1984.

Itold.
ec Fells Cohen, Maidbook of Federal Indian Lave," 1940 ed.; p. 241.,
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five districts within States were receiving, $2,50.1,933 in Johnson-
O'Malley funds. The estiniated expenditure for 161e:11'1969 is $11,-
552,000, or approximately $174 per student?

Since the act's inception, the number of Indian stiiderits in public
schools has increased to about two thirds of all Indian students. Al-
though the act brought about inereasts, enrollment- of Indians in public
schools, its success in meeting the educational heeds of rhot.:e students
is open to serious quest ion. -

Why_ hasn't the eiolitisol-O'Malley ;let dealt adequately with the
needs of Indian students? The problem lies not .o 'buit with the net
itself, as with themanner in which it has been interpreted. For though
the language of the act is hrond, its interpretation has been narrow,
and therefore the intent of the legislation has not been realized.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, for example, has adopted a more re-
stricted eligibility requirement than that suggested by Congress. Con-
gressional intent was to service Indians in States "in which the Indian
tribal life is largely broken up and in which the Indians are to a con-
siderable extent mixed with tlie general population." :° The Bureau's
policy is to pTerve, Indian children (one-fourth or more Indian blood)
"whose parents live on or near Indian reservations under the jurisdic-
tion of the Bureau of Indian Affairs." The policy statement declares
that "the tax-free status of land where-the parents live will be the

ajor consideration in determining the eligibility of the children." 71
De-spite the act's expressed intent to ;lea{ only with Indian needs,
e Johnson-O'Malley money has been traditionally used by' school

istriets to supplement their general or ,rating budget, thus benefiting
11 their students. The Code of Federal liegidationS (1958) sanetions

this use by stating that Johnson-O'Malley money eanl>e used to meet
the financial needs of. those Felionl districts tvbie'li have "large blocks
of nontaxable Indian-owned property * * * and relatively large num-
bers of Indians which ereate situation ; which local funds are inade-
quate to meet."

1:Se. of the money for "meeting e ueationnl problems ender extraor-
dinary and exeeptional eiremusta lees- is limited by regoilation to
those districts which receive Public Lnw S1 -R71 money to meet partial
costs of normal school operation. (Public.. Law SI-8i4 funds provide
"in lieu of taxes" money to districts which, because of the presence of
tax-exempt land, need additional money for normal sebOol operations.)
With the incliision of IndranFiii-PubliiTTAW A1-874
took rare of some of the basic snpport money heretofore provided by
Johnson - O'Malley. Yet theimliey of the Bureau eontimies to piece the
tax-exempt status land as the prime determiner Johngon-
O'Malley eligibility rather than eilueational occur

The ,rolinson-O'Slalley money not used for basic support (operation
and maintenance) is used to provide lunches. transportation. adminis-
trative enste andoreasionaliy--sproial in4 met izerviees. T %relay
to twenty-five percent of Johnson-O'Malley expen.lir tires; are for sellool
hinehes for Indian students. re4 ,liniinrea to 3.s: pereent of Title I,
ESEA, expenditures for feeding programs_ Ahrult 5 percent of the

RIA Branch et Public Scheel RoiatInna.
10 R. Rept. MM. Mar. 2. 1024.
n Indian Alfalfa Manual. an tAM

Isinao Affalta Maoetl, 62 IASI 315.
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annual expenditure is for administration, an amount generally in line
with expenditures for administration under the ESEA. Indian Edu-
cation directors in State departments of education which hold John-
son-O'Malley contracts are paid out of the Johnson-O'Malley appro-
priation. The Bureau reports that in 1969, it budgeted 30 percent of
the funds for "special services."

In some States, special services means providing bus service for
Indian children. In olliers it means buying volleyball standards and
tumbling pads. Some use it to pay off the mortgage on a bus, increase
teacher salaries, or hire attendance officers. In a few cases it is used to
hire teacher aides and provide libraries and study halls for Indians.
There is no detailed accountability of the use of the money.

Today, 35 years after it was originally adopted, it is still highly
questionable if the Johnson - O'Malley Act is fulfilling the intent of
Congress. It is true that more Indians are- in public schools, but it is
doubtful if the needs of these Indian children are being met any mote
than they were 35 years ago.
Conflict with Public Law 874

One of the main problems With the act has been the conflict between
it and Public Law 874. Public Law 874 provides funds for school dis-
tricts which educate large,numbers of children whose parcnts live or
work on tax-exempt property. The law became applicable to Indians in
1958, and since that time, school districts educating Indian children
have received compensation for the nearby presence `of tax-exempt
reservations. -

Congress never intended that duplicate payments should be made.to
the same school for the same pnrpose by two different Federal iwencies.
But often, both Public Law174 and johnson-O'Malley monci"do just
that. The Federal regulation permits such use of Johnson-O'Malley
money when Ptiblic Law 874 funds are insufficient* for jieneral school
operations ."- Few local administrators aie likely to admit they have
enough money for normal scitool operations when they know they can
get more, aid thus Johnson:01falley is continually drained for. nor-
mal operating budget purposes.-

Dr: Alphonse Selinger of the Northwest Regional Educational Labo-
ratory testified before the subcommittee that he had encountered at
least one principal who admitted giving passing grades to Indian stu-

___dents_only toiteep_them. in school soihe. district could receive Johnson -
O'Malley money. Officials from two different schools told Dr. Selinger
there was very little they could do for Indian children, so they kept
them in the school for the additional funds they brought into the
system?

Generally, though, the regulation limits Johnson-O'Malley funds
to districts not qualifying under Public !Jaw 874 and to those Public
Law 874 districts in which there' are "educational problems under
extraordinary and exceptional circumstances." (To qualify under Pub-

"52 IAM S.27,
u Bearings before the Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education. pt. VI.
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lie Law) 874 a `list eiet must. meet a 3-percent impart re(piiretneut and
have a niininuni, daily attendance of 10 federally connected pupils.)"
In practice, the money is used as a. budget-balancing device for tl.ose
districts receiving Pulilic Law 874 money. Johnson-O'Malley makes up
the difference between a district's education expenditures and its reve-
nues after Public Law 874 has been included."

When Public Law 874 became applicable to Indians in ln:,n, the
Johnson0'.Malley budget suffered considerably. The 19:69 Johnson
O'Malley appropriation of $7,953,000 Was cut to $5 million' in 1960.
Although Johnson-O'Malley and Public Law 874 serve different func-
tions. Public Law 874 was, and continues to be, interpreted by BIA"
officials as replacement money for Johnson-O'Malley.

The problem with a school district replacing johnson-o`Malley
funds with Public Law 874 aid is that there is no guarantee the Public
Law*874 money will be used to benefit Indian students. Such money
goes is, the school district itself, and any benefit received by Indian
children would 'only be indirect. Johnson-0.Mallev funds, though, are
supposed*to aid only Indian children."

Congress also has no control over the use of Public Law 874 money.
School districts apply it in their operating budget as they see fit. The
Federal Cic)yernment is prohibi'od from setting standards for its use
or requiring, for example, that it be used for special Indian needs.

`':elude s Many Indians

A most-important problem withijohnson-O'Malley is that, as pres-
ently administered, it. excludes from participation Indians who have
left the reservation. Thousands f such Indians now live in urban
areas, where Indian children att nd public schools. Their needs are
being ignored just as much ther as in rural areas. In Minneapolis,
Minn., fort example, an estimated 10,000 Indians live in the city. The
Indian drhralt rate in the city' public school system is more than
60 percent." Some 45,000 Indians live in California cities." The Indian
dropout rate in some public se ioois they approaches 70 percent.'
Xfost urban school districts a not eligible for either Johnson-
O'Malley or Public Law au use the Indian parent-s do not live or
work on tax-exempt reseivatio . Thus these Indians are not elfkible
for the special-needs funds Con ess intended for them.

A special case exemplifying! JohnsonO'Malley problems can be
found in California, where s e 89,000 Indians are now without.
Johnson-O'Malley assistance. T e first State to enter into a contract

m !Inwood areas legislation report andIrecornmendatIon. prepared for Senate Subcont
mince on ' education by the U.S. Departniettit of fleshly. Education, and Welfare. August

pp. n...-538.
Interview with Charles Zellers. BIA A sintant Connolnaloner for Education. Mal 22,

7969-
48 Stet. 598 (.7ohogonO'Mallel, Art/.

"Minnesota State plan for the education of Indian children, Minnesota Department of
Education 1569.

p""The
Education of Ataerican Indian : An Evaluation of the Literature." Brewton B8117,

23
I* ROC p. 29.
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with the BIA under this act, California has since had its Johnson-
O'Malley program phased out. It was completely terminated in 1958.

The reasons for the 'withdrawal of services are many. Many people,
including BIA personnel, were tinder the impression that the termina-
tion policy espoused in the midfiftics would lead to termination of all
Indian aid policies, and California seemed as good a place as any to
start cutting programs. There were some who were
already receiving an adequate education in California without Federal
funds. Others were led to helievefalselythat Public Law 874 and
Public Law 8i5 would adequately replace Johnson-O'Malley funds.
Then in 1953, California's annual Johnson-O'Malley funding of $318,-
000 was reduced by $50,000. The California appropriation was reduced
another $50,000 every year until by 1958, nothing was appropriated.

Noting such evidence as the fact that California high schools with
relatively large Indian enrollments have dropout rates three times
higher for Indians than for non-Indians, California_ has sought the
return of Johnson-O'Malley money. California educators have argued
that many Indians have ediicational problems requiring stweial atten-
tion and that Public Law 874 has not replaced the need for Johnson-
O'Malley funds. But the BIA appears to be following a policy of
"once withdrawn, always withdrawn," and thus California Indians,.
continue without the moneys for programs to meet their special
needs.$1

Three other eligible States west of the MissisSippi are not under
Johnson-O'Malley State contracts. Oregon terminated its contract
after being led to believe that Public Law 815 and Public Law 874
would take care of the education of the Indian, and that the'BIA in-
tended to terminate all services to Indians shortly anyway. Utah
terminated its contract because officials felt the State could get more
money under Public Law 874 than Johnson-O'Malley."

In 106a, Wyoming sought. a State contract for its Indians, but has
been unable to get approval from the Bureau's Washington office.
Wyoming school of claimed their plan called for liaison people
between Indian communities and school districts to assist in develop-
ing better relationships between the two groups. The Wyoming State
education superintendent Fniii the BIA completely rewrote the State's
proposed plan, and that the "watered-down" version offered in its
place. was hardly. worthwhile" Bureau officials have indicated their
reluctance to give Wyoming Johnson-O'Malley money because they
contend that Public Law 874 money is adequately serving the needs of
Indians in Wyoming public schools!"

Complaints are innn meltable regarding the administration of John-
son-O'Malley. For one thing, the levels of aid are extremely uneven. In

o A .Tabitson-Oliallor eduratIonal Program for California Indiana. State Advisor, Corn-
eal:titian on Indian Affairs. June 1967."Ibid.

InteivIew with W yomiar Pts tr Quilrinterldeot of Educe lion-June 1969.
I, Op. cit.. interview with Zellers.
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1967-68, Alaska received $6,90 per JohnsonOlfalley pupil while
Oklahoma received $37. Arizona received $236 per pupil while neigh-
boring New Mexico received $135. Even within :.;tat es, leVels vary
greatly; In 1966-67, Santa Fe County, N. received $310 per John-
son-O'Malley pupils while McKinley County (Gallup), N. .Mex.. re-
ceived $41. According to Dr. Anne M. Smith, anthropologist and
author of "Indian Education in New Mexico," "It has not proved
possible to discover on what policy basis the allocation of funds is
made."

One State, Arizona, has been reducing State aid to districts which
receive Johnson-Ofalley funds. Several States were doing the satne
thing with regard to Public Law 874 money, but the courts ruled
against the practice. (See, for example, Shephaed v. (iodtcht. 2S0 F.
Stipp. 869,1968) BIA officials are hopeful the Arizona legislature will
resolve the problem before court action is 11441,.4...ilry.

Poor accountability

A major problem with the JohnsonO'Malley program is poor ac-
countability of the funds administered. The legislation requires the
Stale or contracting district to submit an annual report showing: ex-
penditures, hilt far too often these reports are summary and unde-
tailed. Except for a school enrollment data form, there is little uni-
formity in reporting techniques. One State, for example, will Deport
transportation expenditures under basic support, whereas another
State will report such expenditures under sperm' services. In rither
ease is an e*lanition of the purpose of the transportation given. The
special ser ices sections are almost entirely devoid of meaningful ex-
planations of the services provided.

The reports also provide no evaluation of the previous ear's pro-
grams. There is apparently never any attitudinal or achievement test-
ing to test the effect, if any, the Johnson-Olfalley programs in
particular school districts are having upon Indian students.

Utilizing the amendment

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has not been particularly creative in
using the expanded contracting authority granted by the 1936 amend-
ment to the act for educational projects. This amendment authorized
the Bureau to contract Johnson-O'Malley projects with State universi-
ties, colleges, schools, and appropriate State or private corporations,
agencies, and institutions. In the past the amendment has been used for
such contracts as those with : (1) The Idaho Elks Rehabilitation Center
at Boise for the care of Alaska native children in specialized schools:.
(.q) The Utah School for the Deaf and Blind, for its Indian patients;

Anne Switb. Indian Edneation In New Mexico, University of New Mexico, MS.
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and t 3) The Salvation rilly Booth Atemorial Home at Anchorage
for the ',are of n at ire thi I dren and eligible adults.

In recent years, the contracting authority has been used for more
innovative programs. Johnson-O'Malley money went to the Rough
Rock Denionstmtion School, for example, since it was a nonprofit cor-
poration. A contract was negotiated with the University of Alaska to
develop a model of a cultural and educational renter for Alaskan
natives. And most recently, a contract has been negotiated with the
United Tribes of North I )iikot a, set up as a nonprofit corporation, for
the operltiin of a training cenier.*6

Lack of Indian partkipallon,

JohnsonO'Malley is supposed to servo the needs of Indian students,
but Indians rarely get an opport unity to decide how the money should
be spent. The proposals are usually drawn up by school administra-
tors of white, middle-cll.:4s backgrounds who direct the money toward
general school operations or problem-solving techniques which might
work for the middle-class student, but not the Indian. The people who
are affected most by the law have, little to say about how the money
should be used to help their children.

Non approaches by the B1.1

In recent years. the Bureau has looked at Johnson-O'Malley a little
more imaginatively than in the past, and has funded a few programs
which deal more specifically with the needs of Indian students. A
home-visitation program in Oklahoma, for example, is working to
improve relations between the Indian home and the school. A night
study hall for Indians wa.s established in Nevada. Teacher workshops
designed to help teachers in dealing with the special needs of Indian
students have become more common. A resource center which sends out
a circuit rider is now operating in Alaska. In an attempt to get away
from the institutional boarding school concept, 'Johnson-O'Malley
money is also being used to set lip it home boarding program ep that
students can live-in with famines. Bureau offieials also have them
sights on Johnson-O'Malley kindergarten _programs as well as model
school programs for' each State with a Johnson-O'Malley contract.

To streamline Johnson-O'Malley procedures, the Bureau tries to
confer regularly with State education officials so that the States can
share information ,old ,hear-newJOhriscin-O'Malley approaches. Two
field men, one in Albuquerque and one in Aberdeen, devote a good
share of their time to working with State directors and tribal groups in
helping them formulate the 'best possible Johnson-O'Malley budget.
The field men are also expected to meet with tribal groups and consider
their recommendations for, Johnson-O'Malley usage. Bureau officials
report that funding for this kind of activity ii, lo, and that such
activity often has to be conducted on a limited basis.

48 Interview with 7. Leonard Norwood. IlIn Acting Commissioner. Tune 1089.
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Johmons-tritalfry Education Vonirortv, 19d9
Area and Mat.

Aberdeen $1.295, 00---
Nebraska 241). 000
North Dakota .410.0(k)
South Dakota 745. 000

Albuquerque : Colorado 170. 000
Anadarko : Kansas .40, (100
Billings 200. 000

Montana 180.000
Wyoming 20.000

eau : Alaska 1. 485. 000
Minneapolis 61)5. 000

Minnesota :175, (100
WI seonsi a 2:15.000
lava i Tama 1 55, 000

Muskogee 587,000

Oklahoma
Mississippi

580, 000
7, 000

Navajo . 3, 275, 000

New Mexico . I. 655. 000
Periltheral 1.020. 000

Phoenix 3. 465. 000

Arizona 3, 370.000
Nevada 45,000

Portland 370.000

Idaho 195, 000
Washington 175, OM

Seminole ( agency) : Florida 20. 000

Total II, 552.000

No-rt.Total number at students. 66, 218.
Souse: Bureau or Indian Atrelre.
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10114150N-014AtLie EXPENDITURES. BY STATE AND PURPOSE. FISCAL YEAR 1968

Slate
Adminis.

Dalian tenches

Other
peentai

cost i

Operation
and mainte-
nadits (basic

sul/Port/1
Spacial

services'
Total

expenditures

Alaska
Arizona
Colorado
Florida
Idaho.
Iowa
Kansas
Minnesota ....... ........
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
Now Masao
North Dakola
Oklahoma
South Dakota
Washington
W180011314.
Wyoming

PeriPheral (dormitories)
Oslitio thosfutaD.

Total

360,000
75.437
4.000

13,437

3.263
_ 50.462

29.018
9.681
9.761

0, 000
13 470
46,364
22,840
20.061
22.237

.....

$135.216
301.608 .....
20.520
10, 128
29.150

4.865

109.842
St 895
21,322
41.20

539 05
56.129

316.201
112.04
23.863
48.810

.....
27.068

.... .
39,800

5.746

34.020

$735.504 ......
2. 571. 902

68,000

198,028
45.135

104,696

5.096
85,145
5,308

354, 326
2.34.901 ....
75,736

456.911
42.288
73.953
12, sn

1.403,816

.....
951.464
40.300

200
10,835

11,737
10.000
12.036
71.350
35.888

531, 489... ...
105.387
36,255
63.813
35.000

46,000
7.000

*930,600
3,006,411

142,620
. 10.328

161.450
50,000
21,000

283.000
127,045
193.498
92.000

1, 524.910
274.500
550, 000
629,000
150,025
180.000
12,525

1,510,964
7.000

430,031 1.940.975 49.566 6.353.410 1.083.054 9,857. 036

1 The remainder of the expenditures was Placed in These 3 general categories and represents a variety e1110105.

Not*: The above infornsalion was taken 111)M the States' annual Mewls. The cost of lunches and administration was so
Sufficient Milan to provide an =mats breakdown.

Source! Bureau of Indian Affairs.

JOHNSON-O'MALLEY ENROLLMENTS. AND EXPENDITURES. 1961-68

StsW
10M

'piedmont
1010

expenditure

Estimated
sepenoiture

per pupil

Alaska.. 1.349 930,800 00
Woes 12.765 3.0116.411 236
Colorado 207 142.620 202
Florida 219 10.320 47
Idaho 1,492 161.450 108
lows 116 50. 000 431
Kansas 91 21. OM 231
Minnesota, . .......... .. 2,527 283.000 110
Mississippi 20 4.5005C0 225
Mooting

2, I " lik
SS

Nabraske 675 a 287
Navada 1.535 92. 60
Now M rxico 11.320 1, 524.820 13S
North Whets 1,553 274, 500 176

Womb 14.554 550.000 38
Dakota 4,137 629.000 150

Wa ington 3.763 150. 40
Wisconsin 1.183 180. 152
Wyomint_.. 20 12,525 620
Peripheral dorms (Navajo) 2.220 1.510. 964 80
Oshrio Hospital . 1 1, 000 1.000

Total 62,676 9,861,536 151

Source: Bureau of lochao Affairs.
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1111INSON-011AELEY FONDS APPROPRIATED FOR FISCAL YEARS 191449

Fixes Year
Amami sp.

',roomed Inc& lest
Amour" ep-

peepistee

1964 IL 020.055 1957 16.381.000
1941 970.215 195$ 7.353400
196i 449.455 1959 .... 1.953.000
1947.... 1.231 719 1960 ........ k C00, 000
194$ 1.442.626 1961 5.100,000
1969 1.636. 647 1962 6.M.
1950 150.000 1%3 Lin.
1951 222, 5 190 194 7.39(000
1952 2,51( 190 1965 7, Oft 000
1953 2.161.109 1%6 $.643,000
1954 3.1611.135 1967. 9.452 .
195$ 3. 535.430 1%1 0000009.952.
1956. $.425, 475 1969 IL 552.000

Some: Bunco of Innen Adobe.

C. THE TRANSFER POLICY

Desinte twidence of the failure of public schools to provide Indian
..-tudents with an adeqiiiits education and despite the absence of a coin-

itme nt by local, State or National authorities to provide Indians with
an equal education, the Bureau of Indian Affairs continues its policy of
transferring Indians into public schools. Between 1930 and the present)
the-number of Indian students attending public schools has increased
from one-half to two-thirds of all Indian students enrolled in schools.
In 1926, about 37,700 Indian students were in public schools.° In 1968
there were about 90,000." Nine States (California, Idaho, Michigan,
Minnesota, Nebraska, Oregon, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin)
had assumed complete responsibility for educating Indians within
their States.

1. ANALYSIS

The transfer procedure employed by the Bureau has been discre
tionary. When the Bureau felt a public school was ready to handle
Indian students, the change was effected. The transfer was often a

igradual process, involving a phasing out of the educational services at
the Indian school.

Former Bureau Commissioner Robert Bennett testified before the
subcommittee that after 1950 the Bureau undertook a "mutual agree-
ment" policy in regard to transfer. When the Bureau decided that the
Indian community and the school district were mutually agieeable to
the transfer, the transfer was made. Bennett said the Bureau's latest
policy was one of "mutual readiness"with the stipulation that no
transfer be effected without the majority approval in a referendum
of the Indian people affected.

Feeble% ot Indian AdmioletratIoa," Lewis Mariam. p. 411.
40 Divieloa of Public Scbool 11e1a41oos. Butes° of lodian Again.

BearlaP before the SobcosnosIttes OD Indian Education. 17.S. Senate. 1)4.
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Since Bennett is no longer Commissioner, and since- the Bureau has
not issued a statement regarding its transfer policy under new
commissioner, the exact policy of this Bureau is not known. The Bu-
reau's official policy on transfer, recorded in a 195-2 regulation, states
that Indian students should-be enrolled in public schools when public
schools are "within normal -transporting distanc-e of Indian homes,"
and that "the transfer of responsibility -for education of Indian chil-
dren to public schools should be completed wherever such a t ransfer pf
responsibility is feasible."

No particulhr criteria appear to be used to determine when a school
is "ready" to accept Indian students. This determination continues to
be made arbitrarily by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. No evaluation of
the quality of education in the public school is done before the transfer
is effected. According to a Bureau official, "We know generally what
their education program is." The Bureau's only requirement seems to
be that the public school has enough space and personnel to handle the
additional students.

The Bureau's means of determining when Indians are "ready" for
a transfer is even more puzzling. In the past it appears that the deter-
mination was made by the Bureau without consulting with the Indians
affected by the change. The Indians were usually informed of the
transfer after the decision had been made.

2. Mr..SQUAK1F: Cale STUPT 91

A case exemplifying the Bureau's transfer policy involves the Mes-
quakie Tribe of Tama, Iowa. The tribe's conflicts with the BIA over
the closing of their settlement day school and the transfer of those
students to the local public school are recorded in the following case
study.

The Mesquakie Indians of Tama, Iowa, have had a history of conflict.
In the early 1700's their raiding practices on French shipping made

them an object of extermination. In 1856, they disagreed with their
'Sac and Fox brethren in Kansas over the issue of acculturation, and
moved to Iowa, establishing their own settlement on the Iowa River
near Tama.

In 1897, they became embroiled in a controversy with the BIA over
sending their children to a boarding school which educated "in the
white man's way," and for 3 years in the 1930's, they withheld their
children from the white man's public schools because of the hostile
attitude toward Indians in the nearby white community.

It was not unusual, therefore, that when the Biireau of Indian, Af-
fairs announced in July, 1968 its intention to transfer all Indian chil-
dren from the Settlement Day School to the 'liana miblie schools that
the Me skies refused to comply.

The Aff. tuakies had been sending their children to a day school
operated m their settlement by the IllA siiu 1940. Tile school con-
tained grades one through eight. Most Mesquakie children attended
high school at boarding schools. As. few attended the local public

Indien Affairs Manual. see. 201.ei information compiled from bearing testimony of Mesquaklea (pt. 1. 1969), torte.
*pendent., from Bureau of Indian Affairs omchds. the report prepared for the subcommittee
by Paul Petrafeao, and court records of the U.S. district court, Cedar Rapids. Iowa.
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schools, but the Indians were not looked upon cagily by the areas
white citizenry, and thus the Indians shied away from the public
schools.

But in 1954, the Bureau began to phase out the day school. In 1954,
the eighth grade went. in 1957, it was the seventh Fade. In the mid-

, 1960's, the sixth grade was eliminated, and in 1961, the day school's
fifth grade was reduced by half. In most cases the students were trans-
ferred to public schools in the South Tama County School District.

By 1968, more than 150 Mesquakies, or about 75 percent of Mes-
quakie children, were being educated in the South Tama County pub-
lic schools. The Mesquakie settlement school, or the Sac and Fox day
school as it is officially known, was anticipating a 1968envolltnent of
56 children for grades one through four. Then, in early July 1968'; the

. tribal chairman was notified that all Mesquakies were being trans-
ferred to public schools beginning the fall of 1008.

It was evident from the Bureau's phaseout procethire that its even-
tual goal wits termination of the day school, and public school educe-
tion for all Mesquakies. In October 1967, the Bureau bad announced
such intentions at a meeting attended by representatives of the county
school board and the tribal council. Subsequent meetings, which
sometimes included Mesquakies, laid the groundwork for the fall
transfer.

On July 26, the tribal council met and responded with a motion
opposing the closing of the day school. The Mesquakies maintained
that treaty rights would bo violated if the BIA did not provide educa-
tion for Indians. On August 2, the council urged a boycott of the pub-
lic schools in grades one through five, and in the first week of Septem-
ber, the tribe filed for an injunction in Federal court against the dos-
ing of the school. In late September, the court ruled that the day
school be reopened by October 31, and that the Mesquakies and the
Bureau of Indian Again both submit proposals for resolution of the
problem. The school was reopened and staffed with teachers contracted
by the BIA through the public sehoc: system.

The Bureau sought, dismissal of the suit in November, arguing that
`'sovereign immunity" prevented the court from issuing an injunc-
tion against a governmental body such as the BIA. The court denied
the Bureau's motion in February 1969.

The Mesquakies submitted to the court a proposal for a Mesquakie
operated and controlled school on the settlement to include grades
kindergarten through nine. The school would be contracted through
the BIA, and would include course work in Mesquakie history and
culture and the teaching of English as a second language. The Brat
responded with a plan that the status quo- -a Mesquakie day school
for grades One through fourcontinue for another year, and that
the public school takeover of Mesquakie education be delay; d another
year, The Mesquakie tribal council voted to accept the Bureau s offer
to continue operation of the Mesquakie settlement school for grades
one through four for another year, and the lawsuit was withdrawn.
The Bureau has also stated that it has extended its mutual readiness
policy so that no transfer will occur without approval by referendum
of the Indian people. No such provision has been written into the
Bureau's transfer regulation, though. aA
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The Mesquakie situation provides a glaring exaniple of many of the
problems involved in the Bureau's transfer policy.

The Bureau admits to initiating the transfer of all Mesquakies to the
local public schools, but it. contends there were no objections until the
last minute.

Some Mesquakies complained they weren't informed of the intended
transfer, or the meetings in which it was.discussed. Questions were
also raised as to how many Mesquakies actually ,thought transfer was
in the beet interest of their children.

But one of the main problem *areas highlighted by the situation was
the Bureau's "mutual readiness" policy, and the Bureau's means of
determining such readiness.

The impetus for the decision to transfer came from the pureau's
determination (or assumption) that the South Tama County pub-
lic schools were "ready" to educate all Mesquakie children, and that
the Mesquakies .were ready for the public schools to 11idle that
function.

In a July 9., 1968, letter to the Mesquakie Tribal Council from
the Minneapolis Area Office Director making the transfer official, the
Bureau noted that "the South Tama County officials are willing and
ready to assume the responsibility of providing quality education
for all children of the settlement, and have geared their educational
program for this transfer."

In response to a request by the subcommittee, Charles Zellers, BIA
Assistant Commissioner for Education, explained how the BIA had
determined the South Tama County public schools and the Mesquakies
"ready" for complete transfer. In regard to the readiness of the Mes-
quakies, he made the following comments :

"The criteria used for initiating plans for the transfer.of
the Mesquakie children to the public school are in keeping
with the overall policy of the Bureau to transfer the respon-
sibility for the education of Indian children to public schools
whenever 'feasible and when it is-in the hest interest of the
people.

Strong_ consideration was given to the fact that a progres-
sive num-ber of Mesquakie children in the upper grades and
high school were attending public school with no serious ob-
jections from the people.

The tribal council's resolution to support construction
of public school facilities to accommodate 200 of their chil-
dren would certainly indicate their interest in the transfer
of all their children to the South Tama schools. (In March
1966, the tribal council passed a resolution favoring a pro-
posal to utilize. t900,000 of Public Law 81-815 funds to con-
struct an addition to the schools.)

The following excerpts from the BIA response explain how the
public school's" readiness'' was determined :

For many years, the district has enrolled approximately
75 percent of the Mesquakie Indian children in its schools
and the teachers of these children have had considerable ex-
perience in working with them.
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The larger, modern public school facilities offer a better
learning environment, better teachers, an integration factor,
and the latest equipment ,plid facilities. Through the various
contacts with new students, teachers, and community, Mes-
quakie pupils will be better prepared to become a part of
the larger society.

Records indicate that Mesquakie students who have at-
tended public schools from kindergarten on, score better on
achievement tests, have better attendance records, and remain
in school longer than those who begin their education in the
Sac and Fox day school. (When asked to produce these
records, Zellers said he had never seen them, but had been
advised of their substance by his fieldmen. The subcommittee
sought such records from the 11Iinneapolis area office of -the
DIA and the South Tama County school officials, buy neither
was able to come up with them.)

As a regular part of the inservice training of teachers and
the administration. a workshop especially geared to receiving
the additional Memuakie children was conducted prior to
the opening of school. This included an information address
by the school superintendent.
'Special education is available to disadvantaged children,

but -no special curriculum is being offered -the Mesquakie
Indian students at the South Tama schools. Teachers are
made. aware of special needs of Indian students.

Indian otilture and history are taught only as a part of
he State social studies curriculum. The school library con-

t. ins many references to Indian history and culture. .

The resquakies maintained they were nut ready for the public
ell( Pols b s'a use the pablic schools were not ready for them.

"The pi gram or the curriculum has not been geared to our tribal
way of thitqcilig." Don Wanntee Of the Nresquakies Tribal Council
testified before the subcommittee. Mo. Wanatee also noted that "the
Indian children in their early years do not have the English Ian -.
!rave well enough to compete with the white children," but the school
has no special program of teaching English for these students. He
indicated the whole Tama atmosphere was hostile to the Mesquakies
because. the ivhite people refaced to try to understand .1fesquakie
viewpoints on education or the Mesquakie cultural heritage.

A n investigative report prepared for the subcommittee by Paul
Pelrafeso of the Uppe- Midwest Regional Educational Laboratory
bore out many of the Mesquakie complaints. Among the report's find-
ings were:

(1) The public school has not adopted any programs that
deal specifically with the teaching of disadvantaged youth or
Indian children. -1

(2) The schobl superintendent did not acknowledge any
language. problem forllesquaki e children. He admitted "hear-
ing about" a 'study made by a teacher which showed that
upon entering school many Mesquakie children are more
familiar with Mesquakie language than English. but he said
he had never read it.
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(3) In the past there have been no inservice training
programs for teachers to acquaint them with .problems of
teaching Indian ehildren. In a telephone interview with the
subcommittee staff, the superintendent said, "There has never
been time" to provicle such training and thatiny orientation
to teaching Mesquakies was usually restricted to "a one-
shot affair on the peculiarities of the Mesquakie4."

Mr. Petrafeso noted 'in his report that three Hanoi stuff members
will be attending a BIA sponsored workshop on Indian culture in the
summer of 1900, and that they are expected to set up an inservice
program for the remainder of the Soutli Tanta County public school
staff.

(4) The only steps taken toward ackni-mledging the pres-
ence of Indians in the schookaie the addition to the library
of a number of books on Indian history and culture, and the
high school history department's present project of develop'.
mg an Indian history unit in the American history course.

(5) No accufate data is kept on dropouts.
(6) Despite an Awareness that the achievement test scores

of Indian children show them several years behind the aver-
age level, school officials do not individualip instruction or
even prescribe special programs that would allow the child
to catch up.

(7) During the 1908-69 school year, Mesquakie students
averaged ahout 20 days of absence per student.

(E) Most Indian students are placed iii the general coarse
of &tidy track. Only eight. Indians 'are in the college prep
course, and none are enrolled in the vocational education
track.

The Bureau's 'Assistntit Commissioner for Education has said that
the Bureau conducts no formal evaluation of a public school's edudit-
tional program before Indians are transferred into public schools.
"We know generally what their education program is, he stated in
an interview. There seem to be enough discrepancies between the *
Bureau's analysis of Mesquakie education in the public schoOls and
Mr. Petrafeso% report to indicate the need for a formal evaluation
bef6re any transfer of Indian students is effected.

The 19W-70 school year has begun with the South Tama school dis-
trict operating the Sac and Fox Day School for grades 1 through 4.
The remaining. Mesquakie ehildren attend the Tama public schools.
The lawsuit has been withdrawn, but no one knows at this what the
lfesquakies' school- situation will benext year.

D. SUMMARY or PUBLIC SCHOOL FINDINGS

1. Indian Participation and Control
..interiran Indiana hove little, i f any, influence or control in the edts.

eat ion of their children in the public schools.
o A. Indian membership on school boards which have jurisdiction in
dist 'lets educating Indians is rare.
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U. The white power structure often thwarts Indian attempts to gain
representation on school hoards.

C. Indian attempts to win curriculum reforms which recognize In-
dian history and culture are often met with resistance from school
a dm in igtrators.

1). A strong feeling of powerlessness pervades Indian communities
in regard to their attempts to improve the education provided in
public schools:
2. Curriculum

Public schools educating Indians rarely inoludc eourseworle which
recognizes Indian history, culture or language, rind of ten use materials
and approaches which are derogatory toward bulimia.

A. Public schools in many States use history and social studies text-
books which ignore the Indian's role in history or grossly distort, that
role.

B. The primary result of the manner Indians tire treated in the his-
tory textbooks in use today is a propagation of inaccurate stereotypes.

C. Most. public schools do not take into consideration the language
difficulties of many Indian students.

D. There is a definitelack of bilingual and bicultural materials in
schools educating Indians.
3. Attitudes

school, admiiristiyitoes and teachers consider Indian pupils in-
Prior to white students, and thus ea them. io fail, both in school
and in life.

A. An anti-Indian} attitude is often prevalent in white communities
in which Indians reckive public school education.

B. Ninny school districts relegate Indians to the lowest level in their
tracking systems.

C. Sonic administrators refuse to cooperate with the Indian com-
munity in their school district and discourage or do not permit, Indian
participation in decisionmaking.

D. Indians are often promoted each year regardless of grades just
so they can be kept in school, thus assuring the local district of receiving
Federal old because of the presence of Indian students. One public
school district goes so far as to falsify Indian achievement-test results
because the students were so far behind national norms that "it just
wouldn't look good."

E. Teachers and administrator's are often insensitive to Indian
values and ignorant of Indian culture.
4. Transfer from MA to Public Schools

Little attention i.;x paid to whether Indians want their students trans-
ferred from a Bureau of Indian Alla;more.raird ftchool to a public
school, or ?oh ether the public school 0 ready to accept Indian students.
when the derision to make suck a tranSfer is made.

A. The Bureau's 'policy on transferring students from Federally-
operated to public ;chooli has changed teriodicallyover the yea rs,and
at this point, the official policy remains unclear,

B. Public schools are rarely equipped to handle the unique problems
with which \ they must deal alien they accept Indian students, without
special preparation and effort.
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C. Indians have not been given the opportunity to decide for them-
selves if they want their children educated i`n Federal schools, public
schools, or in some other educational program.
5. Federal Legislation and Indian Education in Public Schools

(a) Public Law 81.815
Lack of funding for Public Law 8141,5 prevents any construction,

of public school facilities for Indian students.
A. Indians are not included in the sections of the law which are

given priority in funding.
B. Many public schools accepted Indian students under the impres-

sion they would receive Federal money for constructing the additional
facilities necessary to educate those Indian students, yet such Fed-
eral money has rarely been appropriated.

(b) Public Law 81-874
While Indian education is receiving some flnandal assistance

through Public Law 81-874, it is hardly enough to provide students
with art equal educational opportunity.

A. Many public school districts educating Indians use Public Law
81-874 funds for a good share of their operating budgets, which re-
sults in a situation where Indian students receive insufficient benefit.

B. Indian districts are in greater need of financial assistance than
many other districts receiving aid under Public.Law 81-874.

C. Late funding for this law has created crises in school planning
and has been especially harmful to Indian districts which depend
upon it for so much of their budget

(c) Johnson-O'Malley Act
The intent of the Johnson-O'Malley Act to provide for the special

needs of Indian students is not &ling fully satisfied.
A. Johnson-O'Malley money is traditionally used by school districts

to supplement their general operating budgets rather than to provide
for special Indian needs.

B. The question of whether an Indian lives on or near Federal prop-
erty pl more important part in deciding if a district receives ,JOM
money than does the question of need:

C. There is very poor accountability for the use of JOM money.
D. Urban Indians receive no benefits under JOM as it is presently

administered.
E. Some States with substantial Indian populations are excluded

from JOM contracts.
F. The expanded contracting authority granted the act by a 1936

amendment has not been utilized to the fullest extent.
G. Indians rarely have .an opportunity to decide how the JOM

money, designed to serve their needs, is to be spent.
H. .TOM has not been funded at a level adequately meeting the spe-

cialproblems of Indian students.
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THE FAILURE OF FEDERAL SCHOOLS

A. BACKGROUND

The Bureau of Indian Affairs operates 22( schools in 17 States,
on Indian res(Tiations and in remote geographic areas throughout
the country. Of these, 77 are hoarding schools.

There are 31405 American Indian children currently enrolled in
,BIA hoarding schools, 15,450 in MA day schools, and 3,854 housed in
peripheral dormitories while attending public schools with BIA titian-.

support. In addition, 62,4176 Indian youngsters attend public
schools quilporied by the Johnson-O'Malley Act, which is admin-
iteml by MA.

In tiscal year 1969 there were 16,045 BIA employees. Of this num-
ber, 7,027 were employed in education. Education's allotment of funds
from the Department of the Interior's fiscal year 1969 appropriation
was $94,164,000. Other funds for education, from sources such as title
I of the ESEA, totaled $9,912,744, bring the total funding for the
yea r t to $104,067,744.

Atyording to statistics compiled by the BIA in 1968, 82.1 percent
of the -tudents enrolled in Federal schools are "Full Blood" Indians
an :Tightly more than 97 percent of students were one-half or more
Indian blood. Approximately 90 percent of the students will enter the
first grade with little or no English language facility.

Perhaps the most striking fact. about the Federal school system is
the. growth rate of the student population. The present growth rate
of the Indian population on reservations is 3.3. percent per year, or
three times the natural rate of increase for the U.S. popula-
tion at large. If the present rate of growth continues, the population
%%141 slonble in 21 years.' This tiraltlatie i_nTowlit rate is primarily a
furfction of substantial imprOvement in Indian health in the last 15
years following the transfer of the Indian health program from MA
to. the Public Health Service. Fertility rates have always been high
and haVe slightly increased but the death rate has substantially de-
clined.

The eonsequetteesof this extraordinary growth rate are reflected
in the following statistics. Enrollment in MA high schools doubled
in an 8-year period from 1959 to 1967. The increase from 5,661 stu-
dents enrolled in 1959 to 11,653 student4 enrolled in 19(7. On the
Navajo Reservation, in the 6 years from 1960 to 1966, the school ago
population increased by 48 Percent from 31,000 to 46,000. Unfor-
tunately, a substantial proportion of these children were not enrolled
in school. Line s0 a crash construction program in the early 1950's the
percentage. of tnrolled children increased from 52 percent in 195C
to Si percent in1955. After 1955 the percentage school-fir children

Wr Asgoria tea, '::r . tom nn. yAn. program rvvointillten t, and CostElt0,tiVOnoto
Iodilior of Inchnii Eatiwition for ho finvi.,Itt of Indian affairs;' ALIT Assecialfx,
C.Inehrinne. Mimi., Jame l'An, vas If 1p Aq.,
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actually enrolled remained relatively 'constant, showing only a slight
increase by 1966.1 The failure to close the gap following 1955 was
primarily a function of the "termination policy" and a consequent

ireduction in appropriations. A major construction program was again
launched in the early 1960's but could hardly keep pace 'with the in-,
creased growth rate. The failure of the Federal Gorernment to pro-
vide adequate classroom space for thousands of Navajo and Alaskan
native school-age children continues to be a tragedy and a disgrace.

B. GENERAL. ANALYSIS

Although great concern has often been expressed about the adequacy
of the BIA education 'program, one searches in vain for analytical
studies of the problems and performance of Federal schools. With
the exception of several important mental health studies of boarding
schools in the last decade, competent evaluations of instructional
practices done either by the BIA central office or independent agencies
are practically nonexistent. The last comprehensive survey appears to
bathe Meriam Report of 1928. . .

Following its initial hearings in December of 1967, the subcommit-
tee requested that the Bureau of Indian Affairs contract for a com-
prehensive study of its Federal school System. Dr. Charles Zellers had
already initiated plans for such a study, and further discussions be-
tween subcommittee staff and BIA officials resulted ins contract being
let to ART Associates, Inc., in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The ABT study involved more thanI20 professionals over a period of
2 year in extensive field investigation. The five volume report was
finished and made available to the subcommittee in June 1969.

More than 200 cla rooms were observed for the pu rpose of:identify-
ing educational objet ives and instructional practices were observed
and evalueted in 100 classrooms. The ABT duly provides a revealing
and discouraging description of the serious inadequacies of the BIA
education program.-In general; the findings of the ART study are con-
gruent with the findings of the subcommittee investigations and
provide a usefid geuerakoverview of problems and deficiencies.

1. EDUCATION BUDGET ANALYSIS

The BIA educationibudget was found to be greatly inadequate:
Since most Indian children begin school with the environ-

mental handicaps of rural poverty, cultural isolation, low
level of parent education, and in many cases a non-Englkh
native language, 'equality of educational inputs requires
greatly superior hischool. resources of teachers, curriculum,
facilities, and equipment to balance the inadequate preschool
preparation of moat Indian children. Such superior education
tas not been and cannot be supplied by the BIA on its current
budget of some $1,000 per student year, which must also pay
for the boarding exp rises of nearly half the students.'

It. has been pointed on that the Job Corps spent from $7,000 to
$9,000 per student year f r its resident high-school level education

Ibid.. vol. II, p. OS.
I Ibid.. vat. I, I), 2.
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program. A number of witnesses testifying before the subcommittee
have suggested that the amount of expenditure per pupil in MA
schools should be doubled or tripled if equality of educational oppor-
tunity is to be provided. The AI3T report appears to agree with these
suggest ions, stating, 4B IA. schools are at this time nsufhciently funded
to overcome the students' initial difficulties resulting from poverty and
cultural barriers. The price of this economy is ultimately paid in high
welfare payments and reduced revenues. Annual per pupil expendi-
tures, mar around $11,000 should be greatly increased on the basis of
conserving future wejfare costs and income tax collections.!' The sub-
routmittee has intrestirated the B1A education budget. and found the
following
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When inflationary factoreare taken into consideration, the following
chart makes clear that the BIA education program has been grossly
underfunded for a substantial period of time. More precisely, the
amount of real dollars for per capita expenditure in the BIA edu-
cation program decreased from $1,065 in 1958 to $1,006 in 1966. By
1968 the per capital expenditures of real dollars was $1,052, still below
the amount available in 1958, 10 years earlier. The chart reveals that
between 1968 and '1969 there was a budget increase for education
programs in BIA and the amount per capita increased slightly from
$1,058 to $1,075. It would appear that appropriations for the BIA ed-
ucation program have not taken into account inflationary factors
or the accelerated rate of student population growth during the last
10 years. In addition, it is apparent that the Bureau of Indian Affairs
has not been able to establish or clearly justify what would constitute
an "equal educational opportunity investment" per child per year.
The BIA is still using an old-fashioned line-item budget whid is based
not on program needs but rather on wliat the BIA "think it can
get." This lack of adequate standards or definition of equal educational
opportunity continues to be a major deficiency in BIA budget
requests.

A memorandum prepared by the Education Division of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs points out that:

The education program is faced with a severe funding
crisis in fiscal year 1969 which can only be compounded in
fiscal year 1070 unless additional funds above those already
before Congress are secured.

The report goes on to state
Over the past few year increasing cost of normal opera-

tions in addition to necessary actions taken in order to remain
competitive in the field of _professional personnel has caused
a dangerous erosion of ethiCational funding capability. In..
fiscal year 1969 this has reached a point that even with the
diversion of funds appropriated for innovative and improved
prrooggrr only a bare minimum of instructional supplies,
textboo ks, dormitory supplies and materials and replacement
equipment can be purchased for school operation and will at
the end of fiscal year 196Q have depleted all stocks of materials
through the normal opeiationcarryover will not be avail-
able in 1970. In addition, at the present time 420 sorely needed
educational dormitory personnel positions must remain va-
cant due to thephortage of funds.

The memorandum points out that an additional requirement for
$5 million above the present funding reQuest before Congress will be
needed simply to maintain a minimum base. For example, based on
the school management cost of education index, $40 per child repre-
sents an appropriate expenditure for textbooks, supplies, and ma-
terials. Presently the Bureau of Indian Affairs expends approxi-
mately $18 per child in this category, less than half the appropriate
national standard.

The, 5-year education plan for. the Bureau of Indian Affairs indi-
cates that in order to overcome long-standing deficiencies and achieve
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a minimum level of satisfactory funding an increase of $158 million
over the present $110 million budget request mill -.lie necessary. In

iaddition it points out- t hat there is a need fe $178 million in construc-
tion funds to provide for the replacement of many substandard build-
ings and new schools for increasing enrollments, as well as $18 million
for major alterations and improvements to existing facilities. These
projected figures indicate the substantial inadequacies of the past

theof the BIA education program, and the present failure of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs to even approach an "equal educational
opportunity investment" per child.

Equally disturbing is the fact that. a substantial portion of the
money appropriated by Congress for the education pct grnin is being
diverted- for other purposes. According to an investeration reportof
the Holise Approprlat.ions Committee in February 1968, "lilA i a Is
cited Six administrative-type programs and support activities that are
supported by assessments of the education program funds. In, fiscal'
years 1966 and 1967, these assessments to $11,073,-
000 and 81f4235,000, respectively." 5 Thus it is apparent that there
is relatively little inti`errity in the MA education budget.

It Amnia also be noted that the BIA he failed badly to esmduct
any meaningful long-range planning. to provide a reliable census of
school -age children. or to integrate its planning with other components
of reservation development : for example. roads ou the Navajo Res_
creation. The results have been side-wend numbers of Indian dill-
dren not in school and many times not even accounted for, severely
overcrowded school facilities. large numbers of Alaskan Native chil-
dren shipped out of the State to Oregon or Oklahoma so that they
can receive a. high school education, and a variety of unsatisfactory
makeshift arrangements (such as the conversion of dormitory space)
which must have a deleterious effect on an effective educational pro-
gram.

A study published by Dr. William II Kelly in 1967 was astounded.
to discover that 340 sebool-age children in the 16 -to -18 age category ,

and an additional 894 in the 6to-19 nee group were not enrolled in
Any school and could not be accounted for by BIA officials. And this
study covered only a part of southern Arizona.° Another recent, study
found 2,366 school -age Indian childreihmtAccounted for in the State
of New Mexico. In Alaska and on the Niibajo Reservation no one
seems to know how many school-age Indian or native children are not

ed-iise-eebeel,but it numbers in the thousands. The estimate of
-----Wavejo children rmii itrywhere from 4.000 to 8,000:

2. ACADEMIC T tliFOR MA SCE

The academic performance of students in rim pebookindienteA to
some degree the inagnitode of the problem, Only Gi) pvreeut of the In-
than students in BIA high schools graduate, compared with a national
average of 74 percent. Of the number of students who graduate front
high school, only 28 percent enter college, as compared with a national

Marling:4 Sotheantmitter en Indian Bilucalinn. pt. 1. 1949. pp. 442-145.
Hearings. -Department at the interior and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1949.-

pt. 2 p. 501.
ll.nrings, Snhcontolltter on Indian Edisentlen. pt. 3, 1363, pp. 106T-1110.
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average of 50 percent. Of those Indian students who cuter college, only
28 percent graduate. In additional,' less than 1 percent of Indian grad-
uate students complete a master's degree.

For every 400 Indian students entering Federal high schools at the
freshman level, only one will graduate from college. It is predicted
that only about "150 Indians will receive bachelors degrees in 1969.
Furthermore, here is no reason to believe that this situation
will improve if drastic changes do not occur." Also, the Indian stu-
dent in a BIA school is on the average 2 or more years -behind his
non-Indian peers in terms of achievement test. scores when lie gradu-
ates from high school. Thus to bring its program up to national norms
the Bureau of Indian Affairs must cut the number of dropouts in
half,, must doubt the number of Indian students going on to college
provide an adequate elementary and secondary education background
which will permit a doubling of the number of Indian students gradu-
ating from college, and a tenfold increase in the number of Indian
students completing a masters degree.

Unfortunately,.the Bureau of Indian Affairs does not have well-
specified goals, and has never stated how or over what period of
time they feel they can close the gap. The three charts on pages 61, 622
and 63 summarize the serious educational achievement deficiencies 02
the Indian student as compared with the non-Indian.

S. GOALS AND OPERATIONAL PH1LOSOPIIT

Ohe of the most important findings of the ABT study was the
dramatic disparity between the educational goals of the students
and the expectations of the teachers and administrators. This is par-
ticularly important because educational research has demonstrated
that teacher expectations have an important effect on student achieve-
ment. The self-fulfilling prophecy of failure seems to be a pervasive
element in BIA schools.

The study found that three-quarters of the Indian students wanted
to go to college. Most of the students had a reasonable understanding
of what college work entailed and 8 percent desired graduate studies
at the masters or doctoral level. The students clearly desired a firm
grounding in the core subject of English, mathematics, and science.

In dramatic contrast to the student goals, however, were those of
teachers and administrators. When asked to name the most important
things the schools should do for the students, only about one-tenth
of the teachers mentioned academic achievement as an important goal.
Teachers stressed the educational objectives of personality develop-
ment, socialization, and citizenship.

Administrators generally responded similarly to teachers:
this is not suprising, since all of them were formerly teachers,
most quite recently. Only one administrator of the 85 inter-
viewed was concerned primarily with the academic achieve-
ment of the student. The administrators do not generally
express any need for a more intellectually challenging
curriculum or for college preparations.'

I Oil. CIL ART Aimee fates. vol. II, p. 47.
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Apparently, many of the teachers still se e their role as that of
"civilizing the native." The study also found that, "teachers believe
in a quiet obsolete form of occupational preparation, for which stu-
dents show commendable little enthusiasm." One consequence of the
unfortunate situation is a serious communications breakdown between
student and staff and a serious lack of productive student-staff inter-
actions.

In terms of operational philosophy sever:11 other deficiencies were
noted: MA administrators and teachers believe that Indians
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can choose only between total "Indianess " whatever that, isand
complete assimilation into the dominant society. Thcre seems to be
little if any Rliderui mull 1g a two lituration proevsses or the desimbilify

. of "combining a firm cultural identity with occupational success and
consequent self-esteem." Thus, the goal of BIA education appears to
direct students toward migration to a city while at the same time it
fails to "prepare students academically, socially, psychologically, or
vocationally for urban life. As a result, many return to the reserva-
tions disillusioned, to spend the rest of their lives in economic and
intellectual stagnation." The counterpart of this Alice-in-Wonderland
philosophy is an almest..total neglect of reservation life and problems.
The study notes that "the common social problemsof family instability,
poor health, inadequate housing, alcoholism, and underemployment is
today almost unaffected by educational programs."

4. Qtrsizrr OP INSTRUCTION

The quality and effectiveness of instructional practices were found
very unsatisfactory. For example:

* The primary in-school cause of the low adequacy
achievement levels of Indian students is the inadequacy of the
instruction offered them for overcoming their severe environ-
mental handicaps. A great proportion of the teachers in the
BIA system lack the training necessary to teach pupils with

. the linguistic and 'economic disadvantages of the -Indian
child successfully. Only a handful of the Bureau's teachers are
themselves Indians, although some bilingual Indian teaching
aides are employed. Virtually no non-Indian teachers learn to
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speak an Indian language, nor are they given formal help to
do so. Many tend to take little interest in intellectual and
artistic achievement, and therefore fail to stimulate the de-
velopment of intellectual curiosity and creativity in their
pupils.*

enrrieulintis used in Bureau schools arr generally in-
appropriate to the experience and needs of the stdents.
Those for teaching linguistic skills are itarticularly ,

ftble, as they fail to respond to the Indian child's unique
language problems. Vocational training courses bear little
relation to existing job marketsTim teaching techniques
commonly employ e4 force upon Indian students a, competi-
t ion alien tot heir upbringings.*

Ibid.. to). II.
laid.. vni. II.
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6. GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING

Serious deficiencies in the guidance and counseling program in BI1
schools were discovered. For example :

* The ratio of guidance counselor:4 to dual-ins is now ap-
proximately 1: 600, counselors often lack professional train-
ing, anti receive insufficient supervision: career and occupa-
tional counseling are only rarely offered; and psychological
counseling is almost nonexistent. The ratio of counselors to
Students should be reduced to 1: 250."

* The common ratio of 1 dormitory counselor to well
over 100 children is unacceptable, especially in light-of the
generally low level of professional training of the dormi-
tory staff and the youth of the elementary school children.
A major improvement in the number and quality of dormi-
tory personnel is essential to bring supervision, guidance,
and counseling up to the standards even of medioor pri-
vate boarding schools. These improvements would presum-
ably require a sevenfold increase in expenditures on dormitory
personnel .n

8. DISCIPLINESTUDENT LIFE

School enviromnent was sterile impersonal and rigid, with a major
emphasis on discipline and punishment, which is deeply resented by
the students. They find the schools highly unacceptable from the
standpoint of emotional, personality, and leadership development.
For example

* Social activities involving both sexes, such as plays, con-
certs, dances, and social clubs, are relatively infrequent. Ac-
cording to the students, even when they are held they are
usually over-chaperoned and end very early. Many, teenage
students also expressed great frustration with the boredom of
weekends in the boarding school dormitories. Teachers and
all but a few counselors depart, and almost no social activi-
ties are planned; - it is hardly surprising, therefore, that stu-
dents occasion ally resort to drinking and glue-sniffing in order
to relieve their boredom." -

* Students complained bitterly of the lack.of privacy in
the dormitories, of the rigidity of their hours, and of the con-
siderable attention devoted by dormitory staff to inspections
and the enforcement of rules and order. At Haskell Institute,
students reported that all electric power in the dormitories is
turned off at night, to prevent them from reading or listening
to the radio. Several students mentioned that they often
needed flashlights to complete their reading assignments;
they would hide beneath their blankets, so as to evade the
notice of dormitory aides conducting bed checks."

*Dormitory discipline is often unnecessarily strict and
confining. Students in their late teens and early twenties are
often forced to conform to rules appropriate for children half

Pe Ibid.. vol. H.
a Ibid., vol. IL p.
" Ibid.. vol. II, p. a*.

Ibid.. vol. II. p. 68.
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their Age. Although students tend to observe these rules, this
does notquigate their harmful effect. on student maturity, i,e1 f-
reliance, And self-discipline."

T. maxsTai. PARTICIPATION AND COMMUNITY CONTROL.

The RIA has simply failed in its implementation of the "new
policy" goal of maximizing. parental and community participation
in the schools-in spite of the-wishes of the Indian communities:

* Despite a Presidential direetive issued more than 2
years ago. only a few MA schools are governed by elected
school boards. This may in part be attributed to the reluctance.
of Indians and Eskimos in many areas to serve on school
boards. Existing programs to enlist the participation of M-
ilian adults in thee control of the schools in their communities
hare enjoyed only partial success. In addition, no community
control exists over those high schools which are located off
the reservation and which include students from n.are than
one tribe."

(4) The relationship between school staff members and
parents is usually too formal and distant. On the rare occa-
sions when parents visit their children's schools, they often
feel unwelcome."

*With few exceptions, the ficilitiest staff, and equipment
of BIA schools are not used as community resources for adult
education and other activities."

* Indians participate little or not at all in the planning
and development of new programs for Indian. education
training, employment, and economic development, despite
approval ok such participation by the national office of the
MA."

8. ORO A N IZATION A ND ADM I N ISTRATION

The present organixation and adininistiation of the BIA school
system could hardly be worse:

* The special educational problems of a.culturally different
school population from unusually impoverished rural homes
require an unusual degree of : school system effectiveness, yet
BIA schools are organized and managed in an unusually
ineffective manner."

* There is' at present no central authority that can re late
educational expenditures to educational results. There is no
standardized information on Indian student achievement or
school profiles or teacher/student ratios or educational pro-
grams or educational curriculum which is used to make the
Ind 41 l 5;(11001 system a better school system..2*

* At present, there is no ckar chain of command from the
Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Education, to the

" ILid., rot. II.
.1 Ibid., vol, I. p. 41.
u Ibid.. vol. I. p.
11/ Md.. col. I. p. 46.
u MIL rot. I. p. 46.
19141.. vol. It, p. 191.

Ibid., vol. II. p. 197.
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individual schools. Schools are dependent for ninny of their
policies and resources on BIA admidistrators Navin ff no di-
rect responsibility for, or knowledge of, education. The con-
fusion and uncertainty of authority resulting from this lack
of a clear chain of command from highest to lowest education
officials has prevented effective program development, plan-
ning, budgeting, management, and control at all levels of the'

school system ?'
41 The Rik. schools are organized as if the municipal wa-

ter commissioner controlled a city's schools' textbook budget,
and the parks commissioner controlled the schools' facilities,
equipment, and personnel acquisitions, with the city school
superintendent only an advisor to the mayor, yet responsible
for the effective operation of the schools.0

gr.

O. PERSONNEL. SYSTEM

One particularly crucial area of concern in the overall effectiveness
of the BI.t shool system lies in Mc area of personnel recruitment, re-
tention, reward,, and utilization. The BIA. personnel system contains
major deficieneies which undoubtedly have contributed very sub-
stantially to all of the other inadequacies already cited.

The turnover rate of teachers is much too high, and often the most
ambitions and promising teachers leave the system first. The present
centralized recruitment systeni is cumbersome and ineffective and
controlled by non-educators.

In addition, the civil service status of BIA teachers and staff has
severe disadvantages. It is very difficult to reward the outstanding
teacher and even more difficult to fire the incompetent. It has been
sug ed that "the teachers ability to rely on their civil service tenure
mil s against. the total commitment needed from them." They tend
instem to pmeide a minimum of effort and time and "take little
interest in the problems of the. school and community." Also, the
rigidity of the civil service system leas made it difficult if not impossible
to permit Indian tribes and communities some authority over teacher
selection and training. Indian communities consider ihie to he the

'most critical aspect of their involvement in the school. The subcom-
mittee concurs with the ART report's conclusion regarding ETA
personnel :

The systems analysis of BIA schools concludes that while-
many of the problems of the schools are determined by forces
beyond their control, the existing staff is inivdeoltate, in
qnality and quantity, to deal with them effectively. ETA per-
sonnel from administrators to dormitory staff, frequently ne-
glect their responsibilities and take no individual initiative,
either from 'frustration or cynicism. Many of the most capable
personnel resign from the system after a short term of serv-
ice. A few dedicated persons continue to exert themselves, in
the hope that some Indian children will benefit by their
efforts.23

lbw,. Tor. It, p. If
vol. II. p,

1b14.. vol. U. p. 146.
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Why the Bureau of Indian Affairs has not considered its person-
_ tiel system a top priority concern, even to the extent of conducting a

thorough study of the problems -and alternative solutions, is difficult
to understand. It stands out as another example of the Bureau's in-
ability to confront its problems and carry out reform.

C. SPECIAL PROELEMS

1. ELEXIENTAEY BOARDING SLII001.S

As early as its first hearings in December of 1967, the subcommittee
was informed that 7,476 Navajo children, ages 9 and under, were in 48
elementary boarding schools, on the Navajo Reservation. Although
there are special educational and social reasons for placing children in
boarding schools, in this case it was simply a matter of not having a
clay school (public or Federal) available.

Daniel J. O'Connell, M.D., executive secretary of National Commit-
tee on Indiin Tram, and the Association of American Indian affairs_
went on record as opposed to the placement of children of this age
group in boarding schooli as a "destructive" practice which resulted in
emotional damage to the children."

Dr. O'Connelistated, "that there is almost uni versal agreement in the
field of developmental psychology that early separation of a child from
the family unit is a destructive influence." In addition, the point was
made that extended family relationships are more complex and impor-
tant to an Indian child than a white child and crucial to his develop-
ment of a sense of identity. Thus, separation from the 'family is
probably even more traumatic and emotionally destructive. The ele-
mentary boarding schools on the Navajo Reservation are totally inade-
(mite as a substitute for parents and family. Even with very
substantial improremeets, they can never be an adequate or desirable
substitute.

Not to after the first subcommittee hearings, a letter was received
from a BIA teacher in one of the largest elementary boarding schools
on the 'Navajo Reservation. It is a very perceptive letter and provided'
an excellent description of how one of these schools function.

- I've only had experience (2-Ivehrs) in teaching here at the
Tuba City Boarding School. But I've' seen enough here and
at schools that I've visited, and talked with enough people
from different places to come to somehopefully accurate
conclusions. I hope they prove to be valid, and useful.

One major problem of course, is the boarding school per se.
Although the idea of a boarding school, which draws in stu-
dents from a broad area, is undoubtedly less-expensive and
more readily controlled than a large number of small day
schools, and offers the students advantages such as a good diet
and health arid sanitation facilities, the problems that it cre-
ates are vast, and require solutions. The problems are often
recognized, and are often bemoaned, but little bas been done to
eliminate them. One of these is distance from the botne.

In an age' and area which need local community interest,
involvement, and understanding, in which we are supposed to

unirrogR. Subcouustittce a Indian Education. pt. I, MS. pp. 51-53.
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be building and maintaining a harmony between cultures, we
find many schools at such distances from the homes °Nile
students, that meaningful contact is difficult to say the least.
These distances make meaningful relationships, or even mere
visitiur, a. severe hardship. (For example, the two young
boys who froze to death while running away ;from a board-
ing school were trying to get to their homes-59 miles away.)
The lack of transportation and the ruggedness of the terrain
compound the problem.

As a result, most children on the reservation starting at
the age of 6, only see their parents on occasional weekends, if
that often. At these times parents are usually "allowed to
check out their children"-if the child's conduct in school
warrants it, in the opinion of the school administration. If'
he hal been a "problem" (e.g., has run away) parents are
often not allowed Wake him until he has "learned his lesson."
This "may take up toa month to accomplish. This may tend to
cut down on runaways, but it would seem that we should work
toward eliminating the cause, rather than punishing the
results.

However, these are often the lucky children. I have no evi-
dence of this, except the word of teachers who are directly
involved, but I have been told of schools le.g., Toadlena
Boarding School) at which parents are not allowed to check
their .children out on weekends, in order to eliminate run-
aw_ays (except for emergencies). .

Wien children are taken- from their homes for-9 months a
year, from age 6 onward, family ties are severely strained,
and often dissolved. Even brothers and sisters in the slime
boarding school rarely see each other, due to dormitory situ-
ations, class, and dining hall arrangements. The children be-
come estranged from relatives, culture, and much-admired
traditional skills. (For example 'few of my students have
been able to learn the art of rug weaving, or are familiar
with Navajo legends, and sandpanitings. )

Yet, this could almost be understood if we were replacing
it wi4h i something strong on which they could build a new
life. Ve are not.

something
may be providing some opportunities

for ,a ademie training. -but that is all we re doing.
For example, my own school, the Tuba City Boarding

School is-the largest on the reservation, housing I,9,00 ele-
nientary students. This alone creates immense problems. I
don't believe any public school system in the country would
tole-ate an elementary school of this size, for the simple rea-
son that the individual student would be lost in the crowd.
We have them here, not only for an ordinary school day,
but .24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 9 months a year.

The probleibs of properly running any institution of this
size are enormous --be it hospital, prison, or whatever: How-
ever when we are involved in what is actually the home situa-
tion of young children from another culture, we had best do
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everything possible to provideii.-eeclire, pleasant, stable, and
ilightening environment-16i them. We aren't.

For instance,...Wd0 schools are not possible, could we not
at least provide some overnight guest facilities for parents

_Avhc- would like to visit their children/ Nothing elaborate
or expensive woul be necessarya hogan would suffice and
could be put toget er easily by Navajos in the vicinity. Or,
a small frame build g might be constructed.

Yet, as far as I! know, this is not done anywhere. This
- might tend to makti the school more of a Navajo school, and
. less a white school ter avajus.

There are Many io er ways in which the schools could
serve. For iinstance,it ey could be opened in the evening to
pt./wide training, milt rural courses, or just things of interest,
to the people. A *Lich require instruction, such as Eng-
lish,t or writing, co Idibe taught by the teachers themselves.
In manplepressed r as, teachers earn extra Money by such
professional means. y, not here/ Also, many talented-Navii-
jos might wish earn tra money by conducting courses in the
weaving of quality gs, or in teaching oral English to the
people. Consumer a health education could be included,
with field trips to ke them meaningful. The possibilities
lire endless. Yet not ng is being done in this area. * *.*

However, no mat how lacking:our program may appear
to be, we always m age to Consider the academic depart-
ment to be high qualify when we compare ourselves with our
dormitory co nterpe , the "guidance" department. Herein
lies the most serious deficiency of-the entire boarding school
system, for these people, are in charge of the children 16 hours
a. day, 7 days a week] yet they are understaffed, underpro-
gramed, nndersupervised and overextended. For example,
each dormitory has only one teacher, and it is extremely
difficult to find suitable rsinnel for these crucial, demand-

- ing 'positions. Yet, even e finest teachers could accomplish
little, when they are woe with 150 children of a different
culture, and are resOo

I

nsibIslAir their care and welfare 7 days
.a week. ,

Of course, there are aids *orking with the teachersusually
two; but occasionally only tine on duty at a tinie. However,
what. with trying toi mend clothes, supply linens, check roll,
keep order, fill out farms, prettare children for meals, bathing,

-*school, and lead, there is littletime-to do more than keep the
walls from being pulled down; There is nothing to taknthe

-place of the homes they have\ left behind, or the personal
interest and training they wodjd have received from their
families. The social relationships and interaction which
brings about stability and contiiitment are denied them.

Even an effective guidance pkokrain could noerepl ace that.
Butt the truth is, wetdon't have an effective iliidanee program,
only a "maintenance",program, due t.o.he shortages of guid*-
mice personnel,' funding, and planning. This accounts for the
high degree of regimented confusion that abounds after the'
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schoolday ends. Vast blocks of time are filled with boredom or
meaningless activity. There are no learning activities, and
few recreational or craft areas being worked in.

The children search everywhere for somethingthey grasp ./most hungril v at 'any attention shown them, or to any straw.
. t that might oker escape from boredom. Yod can't help but see

it. in their face; *hen von visit the dorms of the younger chil-
dren. At the older bop's dormitories, they are used to the con-
ditionsvon can see that too. They no longer expect anything.
meaningful front anvone. Ninny have lost the ability to nccept
Itnything past the material level, even when it is offered. Un-
less you *lived with them over a period of time, and see the

Ictiteliness and the irnotony of the daily routine, you cannot
appreciate the tragedy of it but it's there.

Because of the shortage of personnel, there is a tendencya
promitinced tendencyto -herd" rather than guide. Theltoys
and girls nre yelled, at, bossed around, chaied here and there,
told and untold, until it is almost impossible for. them to at-
tempt to do anything on their own initiative except, of
course, to run away. The guidance people indefinitely need.
help."

Despite. the historical precedent of extensive utilization of Federal
day schools in the 19:30's and the fact that means ve been found to
bus 2,300 Navajo Headatnrt children on a daily basis to 115 different.
sites across the reservatior 'by leasing smaller bu ), the usual reason
put forward for the existence of elementary boaiding schools is the
tick of all -weather roads on the reservation. It 0 surprising, there-
fore, to discover that two - thirds of the Navajo children in elementary
boarding schools live 23 miles or less from the school they attend. and
90 percent of them live 50 miles or less. In lig t of this information
(which the..BIA._hnd not been aware of until uested to prepare the
data for the'subcommittee) one would nssume t ere would be an inte-
grated school and road construction plan. H ever, according to a
recent report of the Hbuse Appropriations C inmittee investigating
staff, "BIA has never requested or required study on the Navajo
Indinn Reservation which would show the eff t of wird construction
on proposed school construction and operation There are no present
plans to revise the 10-year road construction plan to take into con-
sideration BIA school- construction or opera ions. BIA procedures
require that separate proposals be submitted' for road construction
and for school construction." " The subcomm ttee hearings in Flag-
staff also revealed the- fact that Navajo fa 'lies and communities
are never involved in the planning or the site se ction for new schools.
They have objected vociferously on numerous occasions but linve as
ye to be listened to.

Despite a general agreement that elemeroary boarding schools are
destructive, no concerted effort has been made t do anything about
them, and a thorough study of the problem by , independent ream
of consultants has never been requ..sted or cond cted. In Mny 1967
the American Academy of Pediatrics Committee Indian Health re-
quested that such a study be conducted. Nothing ha hnppened to date.

Hearings. Subcommittee on. Indian Education. pt. 5. 1962. pp 2120-2133.
31 Hearin as, Department of the Interior and Related dimities Approprtattona for 1960.

t. 2, p. 597.
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Because of thislaek of sufficient data. the suhcommittee held public
hear' in the fail of 1968 to gain additional information. At those
hearin wo psychiatrists, Dr. Karl Mann Inge r _and Dr. Robert Leon,
testifies th t elementary boarding schools werelestructive and should
be abo'ish r. Robert Bergman, the psychilitrist presently serving
the Navajo rvation; has pointed out in a paper prepared for the
suboommittee t at the' boarding schools have a negative effect on the
Naili0 family'and Social structure as well us on the children.

Among the young adults who are the first generation of
Navajo In which the majority went to school, there are many
severe -problems. The problems that occur with excessive fre-
oneney are ones involving the breakdown of social control:
drunkenness, child neglect, and drunken and reckless driving.
Alarniing .numbers of people have lapsed into an alienated,
apathetic life marked by episodes of delinquency and irre-
seensibility. * * I 'have encountered many mothers who
take the attitude that they should not have-Ao be burdened
with their children and that the hospital or some other insti
tut ion should care for them. It seems a reasonable hypothesis
that their having been placed by their own parents m an
impersonal institutioTOContributes to such attitudes, and it is
noticeable that the boarding schools provide children and
adolescents with little or no opportunity to take care of other
children or e% \en of themselves.

The Meriarn Repdrt in 1928 had noted the same thing.
Indian parents nearly everywhere ask to have their children

during the early years, and they-are right. The regretable situ-
atious are not those of 'Indians who want their children at
bonne, hot of those who do not, and there is apparently a grow-

. ing class of Indian parents who have become so used to being
fed and clothed by the Government that they are glad to get
rid of the expense aneare of their, children by turning them
over to the boarding school.

2. 0171VSERVATION BOARDING SCHOOLS

As early as its first hearings in December of 1967, the Senate Sal,
committee on Indian Education was made aware of the mental health
problems associated with Indian boarding school*. Since that tine, the
subcommittee has sought to gather as much information as possible
about those boarding schools which appeared most problematic: the
elementary boarding schools on the, avale Reservation and the off-
reservation boarding schools in which students with a variety of
"social" problems are enrolled.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs operates boarding schools in all, with
a total student population that exceeds 34,000. More than 12,000 stu-
dents ettend the 19 off-reservation boarding schools; a .roximately
10,000 students are enrolled in the 13 offteservation boa schools
in rhick subcommittee staff and consultants have condu formal
evaluations. (These are published in a separate Committee print).

a Hearings. Subcommittee on Indian Education. pt, S. 1908. p. 1126.
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The following criteria are lewd as the basis for admission :
Is cr;ter;a.

1. Those for when a public or Feiieral thy school is not avail-
able.***

2. 'flits., who need special vocational or preparatory courses, not
available to them locally, to lit them for gainful employment. *

3. Those retarded scholaAtically 3 or more years or thos,t having
rmiouncixl * *

C c r; a
1. Those who are rejected or neglected for whom no suitable plan

can be made.
2. Those who belong to large families with no suitable home and

whose separation from each other is undesirable.
3. Those whose behavior problems are too difficult for solution by

their families or through existing community facilities. * * *
4. Those whose health or proper care is jeopardized by illness of

other members of the household.
The determination of 'eligibility" of students enrolled under one

of the social criteria is made by Bureau social workers on the student's
reservation. Although parental approval and approval of the reserva-
tion superintendent are also required, social workers usually initiate
the application process and are the primary decision agents. As John
Mork notes in his evaluation of the Flandreau School :

Decisions to send children to boarding schools are made at
the local level and may well be one of the most vital effects
upon his life that a child will ever encounter. Once in the
hoarding school system he is not likely to leave it."

Mr. Bjork recommends that the decisionmaking process by reserva-
tion school administrators, social workers, tribal councils, and the
eoprts is worthy of "determined study and analysis." The stfficom-
mittee concurs.

As the (wain:Ilion reports. make clear, the student population of the
11'-reservat ion boarding sehools is one with special social and emo-

tional problems. At the Albuquerque Indian School, 50 percent of
the students were enrolled under the social criteria; at Busby, 9%
percent; Chilocco, 75 percent; Flandreau, 90 percent; and Stewart,
Mt percent Further, the Bureau estimates that at least 2t percent of
the students in these schools are public school dropout. (or pushouts).
Others have accepted boarding school placement as an alternative to
a reformatory. And many -move from school to. school year after
year.

Stedent mobility among boarding schools causes its own particular
problem us. Reporting on the Pierre school, Bjork notes that

The academic record of a child generally accompanies him
without too much difficulty; the system fails, however, if the
child niree. frequently. Social summaries continue to he
brief and outdated in many ixistanees.:*

And, at the Intermountain school, the evaluation report cites the stag-
gering administrative problem caused by the arrival of hundreds of
students without records of any kind. This year there were over 600.

r, Compendium of Federal Hoarding School Evaluatlono:, Committee Print, so:.
tictolbor 1960. SobcommIttec On Indian 1Cdocotlon.

lbhl.
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Scattered among. the boarding school students who ere enrolled for
social reasons arc those whose presence is derit ed soley from the inac-
cessibility of education close to home. Several of the evaluation reports
highlight the difficulties of such heterogeneity. The Bureau's Inter-
mountain evaluation, for example, states:

A decision needs to be made about the dirtd ion of t he sabool
- and the type of student it will serve. At present Intermoun-

tain School hats such a varied student body that it is impossi
ble for the present *staff and. faculty to meet all needs of all
studeuts. Anal, again we heard the comment., we do not know
what our mission is, are we going to serve as a dumping
ground for youngsters the reservation schools do not want,
do we operate a vocational high school with some terminal
training, or do we operate a comprehensive high school pro-
gram a°

The effects on Chiloceo, as observed and reported by Richard ovis,
a student teacher, are similarly distressing:

The few delinquents at Chilocco give the whole school a
reform school atmosphere. A small number of the students ,

are sent there because thee can't get along anywhere else.
These students force the administration to be very strict with
rules and regulations. As a result, many teachers categorize
all the students as delinquent cases and treat them as skich.
It is no wonder that the students have little to say in class
when they are thought of as poor, ignorant, Indian juvenile
delinquents.° t

At Flandreau, the report quotes the principal's remark that he is
not sure anyone knows or agrees upon the goals of the school. To
the agency social worker and the superintendent, Flandrean is a
dumping ground. The principal stated :

Students now come for social reasons, but the staffing hasn't
changed one bit to meet the social reasons . . We talk social
problems yet respond in an academic manner.°'

The same lack of appropriate response to social problems is pre-
sented by Dr. Anthony S. Elite in his report of the Phoenix Indian
School: Dr. Elite says:

At the Phoenix Indian School alone, for example, out of
an enrollment. of approximately 1,000 students, over 200 come
from broken homes. Five hundred and eighty students are
considered academically retarded. There are at least 60 stu-
dents enrolled where there exists a serious family drinking
problem. From Septernberto December of 1967, there were 16
reported eases of serious glue sniffing. The school is often pres-
sured into accepting students with a history of juvenile
delinquency and overt emotional disturbance.

With this_ great change in the profile of the student Body
there has not been a concomitant change in staffing skilled
workers or training existing personnel to cope with thesb
problems.

Ito Ibid.
as DM.

9
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The situation has reached crisis proportions."
Although one would expect that the program offered to Indian stu-

dents in off-reservation boarding schools would differ from the
standard secondary fare, reviewers discovered quite the opposite.

The Oglala team, for example found the follow]
The curriculum is basically college preparat..-j. During the

freshman year, each student is r to take a course in the
practical arts; but, the advance offerings in this area are very
limited. During our visitation with students, they expressed a
desire for courses which would better preps" diem to go
directly to employment. The present curriculum has no
department which Is providing terminal education." \

At. Bushy, the evaluators conclude that "The program has practically
no relevancy to any student needs." About Fluidram, Bjork writes:

The seised appears to have resolved the old "saw" of
whether schools are pmviding "terminal" education with a
firm negative response from everyone, except those staff
Mem be I'S concerned with other than academic education."

At Stewart, the evaluators found students who required intensive
remedial work-. Instead, they were offered "watered-down 'easy'
currieulum".

The inathematies program _provides a good example. The
first course for "him, school" students teaches addition and
:4111itraetion. The second-level course deals with all four basic
operations phis fractions. The next course is concerned with
proportions for simple algebra, while the top course is finally
algebra se

Tilts Stewart evaluation concludes:
One of the major problems at Stewart is that no one seems

to have identified the fact that Stewart -is a specialized school
dealing almost exclusively with problem children who are' ow
ehievers. Eighty percent of the students are assigned to
Stewart for this reason and yet the school is operated as
though this wasn't true."

Atter reeding these reports, it is not difficult to understand why the
academic performance of boarding school students, as measured by
standardized tests in school after school, falls 21/2 to 3 pats below
grade level, sometimes more. Not only do the students bring learn g
handicaps at entry, but the educational program proceeds in ete
oblivion of their need.

If the evaluation teams found the schools' programs sorely in teed
of change, their impressions of staff adequacy were hardly mor en-
emunging. In many cases, neither the qualit nor the quantity of
sonnet was judged satisfactory. The reports frequently cite insuffi ent

y

numbers of dormitory personnel and lack of training for these p
lions as especially serious flaws.

The summary of the Seneca evaluation comments:
The boarding school staff is almost entirely Indian, with the

median age in the forties; many of them have &Mulled board-
"Ibid.

Ibid.
"Ibid.

° Ibid.
Ibid.
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ing school or have vent all or most of their working lives in
boarding schools. Their approach to dealing with youth,
whatever it may be, appears to be based on this background's

An evaluator of the Sherman Institute writes :
A rapid survey of the Institute produces the impres-

sion of a rigid, uncompromising, bureaucratic, authoritarian,
non-innovative feudal barony in which students are
"handled" or "processed" rather than educated."

And, in the reports on "landreau and Pierre, these statements
appear :

Staffing patterns should be adjusted to needs, of the pupils.
If the schools continue to be operated for children in trouble
of one kinder another, the proportion of education specialists
capable of remedial instruction, social welfare, guidance,
counseling, analysis, and recreation should be sharply stepped
up. These services are vitally needed now and there is prob-
ably no circumstance of redermement of the schools' mission
which should not include at least a modest increase in these
kinds of personnel. If 'schools assume a parental role and
provide a home, they should be vastly more concerned for
the hours of pupils outside the classroomin reereation,
games, entertainment, work, study, and personal growth.

Pre-service and in-service preparation of teachers must be
organized and pushed. It is not humane nor efficient to allow
teachers to learn their profession by practicing on the defense-
less. The preparation and development of instructional aides
and matrons is a matter of high priority:so

Neither the program nor the personnel, and obviously the two are
related, suit the majority of the student body of the off-reservation
boarding schools. In his report on Flandreau, John Nor* offers his
understanding:

The schools are operated solely by educators for students
referred, in the main, by social workers. The schools accept,
'knowingly, a wide variety °temples social, psychological,
educational and cultural disorders. Social workers and educa-
tors "use" the outmoded idea that sending people far from the
scene of their social and emotional problems will somehow,
almost miraculously, solve the problems. (The demise, years
ago, of orphanages and, more recently, large isolated state
mental hospitals, attist to the abandonment of this theory
in social and psychiatric thinking.) Further, it is commonly
acknowledged by BLit social workers and educators alike that
when social histories are written; the sophisticated referral
includes just enough damaging evidence to "justify" removal
of the child from his home community, but not enough to
preclude his. acceptance at the school. The school is, indeed,
a dumping ground. Should the adjustment process prove too
difficult for school or student, he is returned home or passed
along to another boarding school, day school,. public school,
training school, state hospital, or lost completely. For the

Ibid.Imo.
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student, the psychosocial nomadism and chameleon responses,
described by the Flandreau Paperst set in. For the staff, dis-
trust and alienation are heightened.

The situation demands imaginative and cooperative child
health, welfare, and education programing at the local level.
Fragmentation of effort is rampant and the power structure
is well established."

Not only at Flandreau, but all the off-reservation boarding schools,
the institutions are operated solely by educators for students referred
primarily by social workers. They' are not equipped to deal with the
problems for which the students were referred. Once the referral is
completed, there is little communication between the educators and
the social workers. Nor is there adequate communication between the
Division of Indian Health personnel and the school staffs. Clearly,
much of the blame for these schools' failings must be attributed to this
fractionalization of responsibility. Its effects are well described in the
Busby evaluation: _

It. is not doing any kind of a job of rehabilitating the misfit
children in its boarding school program; but then it was not
designed, funded or staffed as a mental lealth dinie_. The _ _ __.
Busby school, both day and boarding, seems to be operating
primarily as a custodial institution, designed and functioning
to give Indian children something apparently relevant to do
until they are 18 years old while creating a minimum of
anxiety for all concernedpupils, parents and staff."

Perhaps the greatest irony of all is that even as custodial institutions,
the Bureau's off-reservation boarding schools are not satisfactory.
Several reports point to examples of overcrowding in dormitories or
classrooms, of lack of privacy for the students, of inadequate areas for
study and recreation, of unappealing meals,.of rules which irritate
older students by their rigid enforcement and inappropriateness to the
student's age, and of punitive discipline. That the dormitories are like
"barracks": that the living conditions are "sterile" and "unimagina-
tive" and "institutional"these are the descriptions that reappear.

If the boarding schools acted only as custodial institutions, criticism
etiongh could be directed at their tiling to educate and at their failing
to meet the psychological and social needs of the students as indi-
viduals. A strong case can be made, however, that the boarding schools
contribute to the students' mental health problems. In testimony be-
fore the subcommittee, Dr. Robert Leon reported the following:

Some of the effects of Indian boarding schools are demon-
strated by the very ple who are now working in the board -
ing schools. Many tan employees, most of whom are.guid-
ance personnel, a themselves a product of the Indian
honrdins sci'ool. 1 have found that some of these people have
great difficulty in discussing their own experience as Indian
students. Many of them show, what I would call. a blunting
of their emotional responses. This I would attribute to the
separation from the parents and the oppressive atmosphere of
the boarding school."

It Ibid.
la Md.
$$ NenrIngs. SobcommitttLe on Indian. Education. pt. 5. 1068. p. 2152.
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Another observer, 1)r. Thaddeus Krum li, reported his "Thoughts on
the Formation of Personality Disorder" after a study of an Indian
boarding school population.. He concluded that the students' "fre-
quency of movement and the 'necessity to conform to (hanging stand-
ards can only lead to confusion and disorganization of the child's per-
sonality. The frequency of movement

disorganization
interferes with and

discourages the development of lasting relations in which love and
coneern permit adequate maturation.' 44 Other mental health experts
have expressed similar concerns about the. effects of boarding school
institutionalization. If they continue to exist, it is painfully obvious
that their mission, staffing and program must Ira freshly tailored to the
ery special itmls of their student bodies.

Of that., the summary of the Stewart evaluators leaves little douht:
Stated succinctly, we feel Stewart is tragedy. IIistoric,ally

au isolated school for problem children, it is now the school
to which Indian children from the Southwest are sent as the
only alternative to dropping out of education entirely. At
Stewart these children are passed from one vocational depart-
ment to another, never receiving sufficient training to prepare

-them for- jobs, and never receiving the remedial programs
necessary to cope with their deficiencies in reading and

English. They graduate from the school with a high school
diploma and a ninth-grade education. * * *

The teachers at Stewart know their task is hopeless. They
accept the "low Dotential" of their students, and expect to pre-
pare them for the lowest of occupations. They are indifferent,
uncreative, and defeated. The guidance staff attempts -to
ameliorate the schools' archaic social- rules, but must fight
derinitory aides who were educated at-Stewarde and who be-
lieve in and enforce strict discipline and puritanism. The prin-
cipal believes in trying new approaches and remedial pro.

. grams, but must work with teachers whom he-has not chosen,
and a completely inadequate budget. The students must obey
rigid social riletcharecteristie of reform schools, while liv-
ing under thtigie that they are actually reeeivinge. high school
education: They have almost no contract with the world out-
side the barbed-wire boundaries of the trunpus end cannot
everrireturn to their,homes for Christmas. Thaetbey remain
vibrantly alive human beings at Stewart Is neither an excise
for The schools' existence. nor a negation of the tragedy. They
remain children -'confused and threatened by White Americo,-
deprived of an adequate education and subjected to inhumane
rides restrieting every. aspect of their lives.; . -.1'

Dr. Jones M. Kilgore, Jr., a psychiatrist who since 1%O has-been
consultant to the Public Health Service and has worked with students
at rhe Phoenix Indian School, lies made the following recommenda-
tions in si report to the subeommittee . ,

In- illy -.rethinking the problems of a boardintrichool off ---

the'reserratItin; arrived..iit'several conclusions. There
tire treineridons probleins involved in hien-aging a hotirdi4\,
school' off the reservation in-terms ofteriellingand takinwetre

1

On. Cit.. committee mini. vol. S. Ceinher 1S09.'
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of the students as well as meeting their emotional needs and
giving them guidance in developing into young adults. Most
of the students come to the boarding school because they are
having problems on the reservation with the schools that are
locally available to them or with their parents and many have
Tether severe psychological problems imbedded within their
.early personality deveopment. a a * It is my opinion that
the boarding school, if it is to continue and be allowed to exist,
should be made into a "residential treatment center school"
with emphasis not only on giving adequate education, but also
providing adequate foster parents and appropriate plans for
mental health development and treatment of mental dis-
orders."

A similar recommendation for transforming the off-reservation
boarding school was made to the subcommittee by Dr. Robert L. Leon
in his testimony on October 1, 1968. Dr. Leon phrased his recom-
mendation this way

I- propose to you that funds be made available from the
Congress to convert many of the Indian boarding schOOls
into residential treatment 'centers for emotionally disturbed,
children. The schools which are converted into residential
treatment centers should be administered by mental health
personnel. The program should be planned and developed
jointly by mental health and educational personnel. All
educational and dormitory personnel should have training in
the care and treatment of emotionally disturbed and socially
deprived children."

In making this recommendation, Dr: Leon contendwthat the present
inadequacy of the boarding schools to treat the emotional problems of
the student nullifies the educational effort ; that, bluntly, the boarding
school experience "does more harm than good. They do not educate;
they alienate,"

Dr. Kilgore and Dr. Leon are not unprecedented in their suggestion.
The Menem report, some 40 ,years back, suggested that some of the
off-reservation boardingschools "might well become special schools for
distinctive groups of children":

For the mentally defective that are beyond the point of
ordinary home and school care; for * * extreme "behavior
problem" cases, thereby relieving the general boarding schools
from a certain number of their pupils whose record is that of
delinquents, who complicate unnecessarily the discipline prob-
lem, and for whom special treatment is clearly indicated-

Since so many of the students in the off-reservation boarding schools
do comprise a group with special psychological problems, these recom-
mendations make eminent good sense. It is unfair not only to these
students, but to their more fortunate classmates, to treat theni in an
undifferentiated curriculum. It is overly harsh to send these young
people to off-reservation boarding schools because of "social" reasons
and then to fail to provide assistance for their problems.

le Md.
Bearings. Subcommittee on Indian Education, pt. 5, 1965. p. 2156.
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D. SPEPIAL PROGRAMS

\ 1. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION '

.,
-I \' In 1928, thelleriam report criticized the inadequate and ineffectiveive

1 vocational training programs being offered by the BIA. As it result, a
\

s
number of changes were made and new programs initiated.

t-T- Vocational courses were improved and an attempt was made to relate
them to the economic base of the reservations. Although_ academic

urses were upgraded and increased and provision was made for
h.gher education, vocational education still dominated the Bureau's
a proach to Indian-education.

t was the Bureau relOcatioti program, begun in 1952 that spotlighted
th deficiencies in the Bureau high school vocational 'program. The

' ref atien progrem-wirdisigned to provide the means whereby Indians
cou leave the economically depressed reservations and go to an urban
area where jobs were mote plentiful.

Th Indian family or single adult was transported to certain cities
whe the BIA had established relocation field offices to Aceive them.

assists ffithem in findingfrndivnigded
general to .the

Financial support
wasp

Field

was p vided until the relocates was employed and receiving wages.
It n became apparent that' the undereducated, poorly trained'

Indian ith his rural background end culturaldifferences had not been
adequate y equipped to compete in the labor markeeor make an ade-
quate soc al adjustment to his new environment.

As a It of these defiCiericies, between 1953 nt! 1957, three out of
10 nsloca returned to the reservation in the same year they had *en
relocated. here are no statistics which would show how many eventu-
ally rt6ttir , but the "rough estimates run as high as 75
follow-up udy conducted by the Bureau in 1968 Ins relocated'
in 1968 indiated thpt only 17 percent in the area to which
they had been relocated. (

The general fail e relocation program to achieve thelobjec-
dyes lorLw.h.ichlt- bad been established -had a major impact on voca-
tionaMuclitipn rn the BIA and generated a reep.wise in two areas. New

----legislation wak passed in 1956 to provide training for Indian adults so
' that they could meet the labor-mar t standards of the cities i-here they

were relocate&I .

The second . Impact of the- re ation debacle was on the Federal
school system. The failure of the program'bcought into sharp focus the
shortcomings of the vocational education.program provided in high
schools operated the Bureau. In 1957, a period of study andievaluation
began and in 1963, a new policy was set forth which, in -theory, ended
vocational education in Bureau high schools.

tinder the news policy; BIA high schools would now provide only
provocations! education, Thus, at the- ighlchool level, a prevocational
curriculawould be adopted that would qualify students for- admission
to post-secondary schools. Such a, curricula. Would include; at the ninth
grade level, erntiliapis on reading, writing,' and arithmetk, a series of
"practical arts" courses which would teach purchasin, packaging,

oney management etc., and field trips to acqu4int students with var-
us occupational fields. it the .10th,-11th, and 12th grade level, the

;kA76
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curricula would be focused on preparatory or "exploratory" shop
courses which would give the student a basic knowledge and experience
in occupational fields. i

With a curricula-now giving primary.emphasis to academic courses
and offering only prevocational education, the Bureau established a
goal of 90 percent graduation rate by 1970 with 50 percent of those
graduating going on to college and 50 percent attending posts, :endary
'vocational schools. .

Recent data demonstrates that the 1983 policy- for p.ttieau high
schools falls far short of the goats set for 1970. The 1987 statistics
reveal a 40 percent dropout rate of students .entering high school with
only 28 percent of those who finish high school entering college. Of the
28 percent going to college, only one- foitith graduate. It appears that
45 percent of the high school graduates continue their triunrng other
than at college but information is not available on how many complete
their training. BIA schools maintain very inadequate followuthecords
or no records at all.

The success of the prevocational program is dependent upon the ade-
quacy of the academic program the ability of the students to master
the program, and the adequacy of vocational guidandeounseling. Sev-
eral studies have been made of the achieve an "-
dents entering high sctool-Maray-of we studies indicate that Indian .'

________students-bav irriaalevement level 2 or 3 years below grade level when
they' enter the ninth grade, and fall even farther behind in high school.
Obviously, such students will have great difficulty in, post high school
training programs. .

Other studies. point out a desperate shortage of trained guidance
counselors in the Bureau schools. Coupled with this is the fact that
ma ay of the qualified counselors in the Federal schools are ndt'being
used effectively or are 'not being used at all in their professional ca-
pacity. Moreover, qualified counselors rarely have a background in -

vocational education. Counseling in the field of vocational education ..

requires special knowledge. One study states that there is a "built -in'
bias" in all high schools in providing counseling for college -bound
students, but very little guidance for those students interested in voca-
tional schooling. Reports from Bureau personnel confirm that this
attitude is even more prevalent in Bureau schools.

i'Another source of information on how well the 1963 policy is func-
tioning with regard to prevocational training are the evaluations of
F ere Boarding Schools conducted by the subcommittee staff and
co ultants. The following excerpts and comments on the evaluation_
re . orts of four BIA schools point up dramatically the inadequacy of
the, present high school program.

Stewart Indian School." *' the Stewart experience falls far
short of an academic challenge." Students see the school "Wan easy
place." The "watered down" academic curricula. is `4...` given -sec-
ondary consideration to the vocational program.-'

However, the vocational program (prevocational except for house
and sign painting) is not much better.

Initially. students are rotated from one vocation specialty to
another t- until the junior year, after which they spend
One half day of each school day in one vocation * * The
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boys who do beet are encouraged to take painting or, car-
t, pentry, while the "low" achievers are placed ip general farm

from one two fiel Graf and home services (domestic
work and heavy uipment operations. The girls marchooss

work) or "hospital ward attendant" training, which the girls
considered a degrading farcea euphemism (they say) for
more domestic work,

the children,' are passed from one vocation
department to$ another never receiving sufficient training to
prepare them for jobs. They graduate from the school with
a high school diploma and a 9th grads education and expect
to compete with other Indians as well as non - Indians 14
post-graduatevocational schools and the job market**

It is readily apparent from such a description-elmt-noriiiili does
the hi h school prevocAgonal-eilortitt Sa-1--vart fail to prepare the stu-
dent but it also fails to, prepare him for further

--'vocational ;training.
Flandreau Indian Boarding School, Flandreau, South: Dakota.

The Flandreau schootreceives many of the academically retarded and
"social problem" students and is considered a "dumping ground" for
this purpose. The curr;cula is intended to be prevocationalt but the
evaluation team found considerable confusion as to the specific goals
of the school.

The students appear to want more vocational training as "[they]
are spending more time in 'the shops theft they did the previous year
when classes were in hour long. Students progress at their own
rate [in the shops] and take tests when they feel they are ready.
Of the upper classmen who do not take shop, half can't because they've
failed required courses. * Mr, Mullin [an instructor] admitted
that some of the training was being &dial with obsolete equipment."

In defense of the administrators of the Flandreau school, it can be
said that the "confusion" as to its purpose and goals refiqcts the in-
decision and vacillation at the policy-making levels of the Bureau.

Chilocco Indian School, Ohllooco, Okla.As with the Flandreau
and Stewart schools, Chilocco receives =many of the academically re-
tarded and socially maladjusted Indian students. Also, as in the Flan-
dreau schodl, there is pitiful lack of program direction. The evalus-
tion report states that "There seems to be a question of whether

. Chilocco should providt a vocational, comprehensive, or academic
m.p "

Arograccording to the administrators, "Chilocco is de-emphasizing its
'vocational progriim in accordance with-the 1963 policy statement, but
50% of its students entering 9th grade fail to graduate," and "the
number of graduates entering college is practically nil." One evalua-
tion team states that, "*-. the program at Chilocco' is inadequate
in every respect!? The classes are too large, there is not enough equip-
ment, and what equipMent they have is obsolete and inoperable.*

Sherman Institute, .Riveraide, California.The evaluators of this
school summarized their findings as follows:

"Op. cit.. Committee prick vol. 8, October lea.
*Md."Ibid.
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I. Inadequate outside evaluation.
2. Inadequate staffs both administrative and qualitative.
3. Inadequate administrative skill in' budgeting, use of surPlutf

property, MC.
4. Inadequate vigor in defending the interests of the students.
5. Inadequate admissioncriteria.
8. Inadequate feed back of results.

. 7. Inadequate funding.
18. Inadequately identified goals.
9. Inadequate plant facilities.

10. Inadequate vocational training."
- Even had the vocational program of the school been found adequate,
it could not hitve operated effectively in light of these serious general
deficiencies. .

The evaluators found that the industrial arts courses appeared to
be hobby shops."

The shops and labs are pro forma. Metal and wood working
machines and tools are limited in scope and are of World
War II vintage. By most minimal vocational training stand-
ards, they are inadequate in size, equipment, and staff."

One theme running through these evajuations is that the vocational
programs lack a central, unified, coherent structure And focus, both
'within each school and within the Bureau system. In summary, al-
though the current philosophy of thBureau is to prepare students for
off-reservation employment, it :foes' ". .1. not .prepare students aca-
demically, socially, psychologically, or vocationally for urban life."
It can equally well be said that the limited prevocational program in
BIA- schools has no relevance to manpower needs or economic develop-

; ment of the Indian community.

2. HIGHER ERDCATIOlf

In an average class of 400 Indian students, in Bureau high schools,
240 can be expected tO graduate from high school. Of those 240, 87 can
be expected to attend college. Of these 671, only 19 will graduate from
college. According to October 1966 statistics, 2.2 percent of the na-
tional population was enrolled in college. Only one percent of the In-
dian population was in college at that time."

Yet despite the few number of Indians in college, and the even fewer
number who graduate from college, Indian students have expressed a
definite &eke to attend college. The study by ABT miates, Inc.,
found that three-fourths of the Indian students in Bureau schools
wanted to go to college." Three percent desired graduate studies at
the Mestere or doctoral levels. Less than 18 percent wanted their edu-
cation to end after high school: The study found the students' aspira-
tions unmatched with their teacher expectations, though. According
to the report, "The majority of the teachers not only did net consider

Ibid. . .
assort of ADT Associate*. Inc.. Cambridge. Mao, prepared for BLI. IOW

" LeOelatIvo ftsterears Service, Library of Cooarelo. Wasblagtoto, D.C.
° AST filidf. P. dd. .
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college preparation the primary objective, but almost totally rejec
graduate education as a goal."

There are many reasons why there aren't nu.,e Indians in college,
and why,.once they are enrolled, they are mote Axone than non-Indians
to dropping out. The expectations of teachers, as cited above,, are
most important. If a teacher doesn't think his pupils are worthy of
college,, the pupil begins to internalize the teachers beliefs and looks
upon himself as unfit for college. The subcommittee hearings record
several examples of teachers and counselors discouraging Indians \
from higher education, in some instances, just because they Were 1

Indian. ;
Dr. Lionel H. de Montigny, Deputy Director of the Division of

Indian Health in the Public Health Service at Portland, Oregon,
reported the following incident in a letter to the subcommittee :

David Butler, a Makah Indian, wanted to enter collme with
the hope of entering medical school at. a later date. His local'
advisers told him that it was out of the question. No Makaht
had ever applied before and he could not be expected to make'
it. He was advised to become a cook"

Guidance counselors in Bureau schools often serve more as dormi-
tory managers and disciplinarians than as persons interested in guid-
ing Indians into higher education. Bureau guidance counselors tweet
civil service requirements, but very few are State - certified professional
counselors. A 1969 survey of the Navajo area school system showed
that only 30 of 160 guidance counselors were professional counselors \
certified the State."

When many Indians get into a college they find themselves inade-
qUately prepared academically to deal with college work. Most Llians
graduate from high school about 2 years behind the average non-Indian
high sohool.graduate in the United. States. The la nage difference also
serves 'a a *handicap to many Indian students. McGrath's study of more
thaii 600 Indian college students in the Southwest found that facility
with English, as measured by standard tests and instructors' evalua-
tions, was definitely correlated with success in college." Another study
showed that the bilingual toile gei student lacked self confidence, felt
unprepared to deal with the college environment, and, on the whole,
hid a more difficult time learning end retaining class material."

The emotional and social adjustment problems the Indian encoun-
ters in college also play a part in his inability to euoeeed in college.
4lthough most. college students' have problems in this area, studies
indicate the :problems of Indians to be of a more serious nature. Many
are thrown-into a new environment with different customs and different
values, and they never fully recover from the trauma. McGrath's study
indicated that difficulty in participating in social events, difficulty in
making on-Indian friends and difficulty even in making Indian
friends were all related to academic achievement. He said that IndiansI -,---

te 1b1d.. p. 49.
to Letter from Dr. Lionel R. de Montlgny to Adrian Penae ter.
II Legislative Ref~e Service. Library of Comptes. Washiagtodql.C.
ID McGratb.,_0. D.. et al. Higher Education In erlth Reference to

.Stictele end Valium Alison* State Valverettr, .
Arttchoker, John. and Nell M. Painter. The loon. tease Roes toplallese. laatgate of

Indica Stadler, Vaiveretty of South Dakota, Vermilion. 1959.
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with suoh difficultiesand several studies reported Indians as having
such difficultiestend to receive lower grades and eventually drop out
of college. Other studies have suggested that the difference in values
held by Indian groups and those held by the American educational
s_ystem hamper Indian adjustment to the college environment. As
Zintz stated :

The value system which gives direction to living and deter-
mines life goals for Indians has not established the kinds of
motivations, aspirations, and thought patterns necessary for
success in college."

Another contributory cause to the smith Indian-college enrollment
is insufficient funds, especially for clothing and spending money. The
research of Artichoker and Palmer found. this to be one of the decisive
factors in the Indian's academic failure." Financial difficulties were
generally found to be most severe for those who attended college at least
a year."'

Attempts have been made to deal with the causes of- Indian dropout
from college, but they have not adequately solved the problem. Loan
and grant programs available to Indian students, for example, have
increased considerably in recent years, yet still don't begin to meet
the need.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs made scholarship grants to 2,669 of the
approximately 4,300 Indians attending college on a regular basis in
1968. The grant averaged $859 per student." The total expended for
scholarships that year was $2,296,009. Just 5 years earlier, in 1963, the
Bureau was spending only about $56,000 for scholarships. The Bureau
hopes to increase its scholarship program so that by 1975, more than
7,000 Indians will benefit from it."

In addition to the BIA program, national defense loans and work-
study programs are also available to Indian students. A number of
States, including New York, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Montana, and 'Wisconsin, have State scholarship programs for
Indians." A number of tribes have their own scholarship and educa-
tional loan programs. McGrath reported, for example, that 14 of 37
Southwestern tribes studied awarded scholarships. The United Schol-
arship Service, a _private nonprofit corporation in Denver, Colo., has
aided Indians in finding.Scholarships.

But despite the growing number of scholarship and financial aid
programs, the full need is not being met: The number of applicants
is increasing yearly, and so is the cost of tuition and the other expenses
that are a part of college. The Bureau has been able to provide only
limited funding for graduate students. It estimated that some 400
Indian graduate students will be requiring money."

Because the Bureau scholarships do not provide any additional
subsistence for married students, such Indian students, especially those

Elate. Mlles v, Education Across Cultures. William C. Brown Book Co., Dubuque. Iowa.
1903.
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with families, must suffer serious financial problems or withdraw from
school. Between 350 and 400 Indian students attended school under
these circumstances in 1968. The Bureau reports that " "many others
could not accept single grant amounts and, therefore, did not attend
a. college at all." " Bureau regulations exclude from grant assistance
most Indians living away from the reservation. The Bureau estimates
there are at least 500 applicants in this category who need supplemental
aid." Indian students less than one-quarter degree Indian blood also
do not qualify for Bureau scholarshipsregardless of their financial
need. The Bureau is authorized to grant loans and scholarships only
"after all other sources of funds are considered." "

A number. of attempts are also being made to make the transition
from high school to college lees traumatic for the Indian student. The
programs attempt to satisfy both remedial skill building and self- °

control development objectives.
The Office of Economic Opportunity initiated a pilot program in

1965 to accomplish these tasks. The program, Upward Boimd, brings
high school students from low-income families together at college for
.a special program which emphasizes use of such skills as reading,
writing, developing thought processes, and explaining ideas. Some
programs are being conducted on or near Indian reservations, but the
number of Indians participating is small compared to the number who
-could benefit from this experience. Of the 10,000 Upward Bound
students who graduated from high school in 1968, only .1 piii t were
Indians. Approximately 1,200 'of the 24,000 youngsters in th program
are Indian. The program has had an enviable record of pre ring stu-
dents for college. For example, of the students who part' ipated in
1967 and graduated from high school, 80 percent were admitted to
college. In April 19681'92 percent of these were still in college."

Another program aimed at bridging the high school-college gap is
the summer precollege intercultural program at Fort Lewis Collep,
Durango% Colo. The 6-week program provides an intensive study of
the English language for bilingual students, as well as a guidance and
counseling program, a tutorial program, and an intensive math pro-
gram: About 200 students, 90 percent of whom are Indian. partici-
pate in thaprogram_,_which is in its second year. It is feders!iy funded
by title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965. Students need not
plan to attend Fort Lewis College in order to participate in this sum-
mer program. College officials report a 10 percent reduction in the
Indian dropout rate since the program's inception."

The University of Alaska in cooperation with the U.S. Office of
IEducation and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, began an Upward Bound-
Natives in Project

Alaskan Natives) which for
Our summers until funds were no longer available for it. The 6-week

program sought to increase the native student's chances of academic
success and social adjustment by combining work in language develop-

Ibid.
Itdd.
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went with a better understanding of his original culture and its rela-
tionship to the dominant society. The need. for such a program to be
reinstated is indicated by the.fact that more than 50 percent of Alaskan
natives entering the university drop out during the first year, and that
only 4 percent gnidnitte after 4 years." The University of Alaska has
graduated only one alit ve teacher."

Dartmouth College's ABC (A Better Chant%) program is another'
means of academically strengthening disadvantaged students, includ-
ing Indians, to prepare them for college. The students spend two or
three of their high school summers in the program, Ten Indians were
in the program this year. The college is seeking funds from the BIA
to increaseindian participation tolt0 youths."

The National Indian Youth Couneil, together with the University of
Colorado, have proposed an American Indian Academic Year Insti-
tute which would provide a continuing program for the Indian college
student which would improve his personal adjustment and his learn-
ing experience. The program calls for development of a curriculum
which would serve both functions. Faculty would be experienced in
teaching Indian students, students would receive adequate financial
support, and research and field experiences would be designed not only
to increase skills, but to broaden the student's ability to adjust to dif-
fering roles and situations. An Indian coordinating and advisory com-
mittee has been established to formulate policy for the institute and
coordinate curriculum.

Several universities already have special programs for Indian "stu-
dents or for students who will be working with Inlians. The University
of New Mexico, for example, has a special prograin for Indian law
students. Arizona State University has established a special curricu-
lum for teachers and administrators who will be working with Indians.
Such programs are promising, but to date they are meeting a very
small percentage of the total needs.

Beginning in 1963, the Bureau of Indian Affairs conducted an Up-
ward Bound-type precollege orientation program for Indian young-
sters at Haskell Institute in Lawrence, Kans. The program attempted
to provide a sininhited college atmosphere and to prepare students aca-
demically with accelerated instruction in English, mathematics,
and science, Another objective wits to develop within the stu-
dents self-Sufficient attitudes and positive self-concepts. More than 530
students have attended the program since it began. Unfortunately, the
Bureau has not collected enough follow -up data on the students to de-
termine how successful the program was in keeping students in college.
Due to a shortage-of hinds in regular program operations, the summer
program was not held in 1969. It appears unlikely that the Haskell
summer program will be resumed.

The Bureau's Institute of Anierican Indian Arts in Santa Fe,
N. Mex., by stressing cultural roots as a basis for creative expression,
has helped to develop in many Indian students the self-affirmation
necessary to enter college with pride and confidence. The Institute'
permits students to continue their education fora 13th and 14th year,

m The COPAN program .Educations for Survival." abstract by Prof. Lee H. Salisbury,
director. COPAN program.

" Submaluittteo bearings. pr. 6.
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thus giving many of them the additional educational background to
pursue a college education. Between 1966 and 1968, 86.2 percent of
the graduating students continued their education beyond high school-
23-2 percent to college and 68 _percent to the Iestitute's post-graduate
program or formal vacationer training. Stadants who graduated in
heir 14th year showed a college entrance figure of 42,2 percent, thus

indicating the value of this approach in preparing and motivating
Indian students for eollege.4

Indian students have expressed the c' 4 7:e for college educations. The
consistently high dropout rates of Inci.-n students, though, indicate
the need for a more adeijuate education in the preparation for college
and a better understanding by teachers, administrators and counselors
of the problems and needs of Indian students. A lot needs to be done to
upgrade the elementary and secondary education Indians are.now re-
ceiving. More programs are needed to assist, academically and emo-
tionally Indian students in college. More scholarships are needed

Iso that Indian students can attend college without financial problems
hanging over them.

1. ADULT EDUCATION

In the past, the Bureau of Indian Affai has made only token at-
tempts to respond to the need for adult education on Indian reserva-
tions. Adult eduCation personnel of the Bureau have been expected
to perfarin such duties as certifyingJohnson-Olialley funds, over- .

laming boarding school applicatiorA or serving as truant officers
or public licked relation specialists. The press of these. other duties
prohibited diem from performing much meaningfpl adult education.
Only within. the last 2 years has. adult education been recognized
ass, program with apriority of its own.

The adult education program of the Bureau of Indian Affairs has
traditionally defined candidates for literacy training as those having
less than 6 years of formal schooling. Estimates of the extent of the

a problem can be derived from census figures, and a recent study by the
Arizona Employment Security Commission concerning the Navajo
reservation.

If functional literacy defined as the ability to read and write at
a fifth geode schools level, some statistical data is provided by the 1960
census. This in however, that all Who spent 5 years in a
school have a fifth level of competency in literacy. In fact, the
contrary can be -nand and the target population is actually much
larger than thtstatistics indicate.

AMERICAN INDIANS WITS SASS TITAN 5 KARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETION

Norm Totals W aSm Nember

le "Native American Arty," by Indian Arts and Crete Beard, U.S. Thmertment of
Interior, p.13.
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Comparison with the total society shows that for the 25 and over age
group there is a national average of 8.3 percent who had less than fist
years of schooling (based on the 1960 census). But for the American
Indian the rate was three.and one -half times that at 21 percent.

It is not unrealistic, based-on the above figures and the probability
that fifth grade completion does not assure fifth grade competency, to
estimate that there are possibly 15,000 Indian adults who are not func-
tionally literate.

Further cause for concern is the report by the Arizona Employment
Security Commission concerning the Navajo reservation. The report
reveals the following information :

Of an unemployed labor force of 20,300 persons (represent-
ing an estimated 62 percent of the total labor force on the
Navajo)

(1) ixty-three percent have less than sixth grade edu-
cation (12,800 persons).

(2) Forty-two percent cannot speak English (426
persons).

(3) Fifty percent cannot read or write English (10,150
persons).

The report goes on to state that the lack of education of the labor
force indicates that an extensive program must be undertaken to bring
them to a state of employability adequate for entry level occupations.

Though basic literacy is a prime objective and a need, it is only a
beginning. More and more jobs are demanding high schoo!,,competency.
Yet, in the 1960 vs) tabs it is repotted flint MAT 18.5 percelit of American
Indians over the age of 25 had completed high school. This compared
with a national average of 41.1 percent. This clearly dramatizes the,
need for opportunity for high school equivalency study on reserva-
tions.

EVALUATION OF CURRENT SITUATION

The adult educatioU program in the Bureau of. Indian Affairs was
° revised and recognized in mid-1907. Statistical information on the

program has only been available since that date. The subcommittee has
determined that no high school equivalency certificates were awarded
in 1967, In 1968 there was a jump to 333 certificates awarded. A recent
report from Bureau of Indian Affairs provides the following
information:.

NUMBER OF PEOPLE SERVED IN BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AOULT EDUCATION PROGRAM

new= End=

12.407 33,43
13461 27. SRI

Web school wining coruscates swatded ................... 333

No " f o w l e d . On l y 4 1 1 1 ind i v i d u a l s u m te p o r b o d a s p l o p m d lot this ;ROMA Iluvagh indloklusl dud, ftdome.

-----TIECBUFORTI reports that of the above number, 2,165 individuals
.were - studying g in hasic.literaoy classes and 1,363 were preparing for
the high school equivalency ftrUficate.
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These figures reflect a mere beginning in meeting the needs of Indi-
an adults. It should be noted that the above program provides more
than just basic literacy and high school equivalency preparation. The
definition of responsibility outlined by the Bureau's adult. education
program is:

To provide educational opportunities and learning experi-
ences for Indian adults that will exiablethem to gain the intel-
lec&nal and social skills necessary to function efficiently and
effectively in the dominant culture at their desired level of
participation.

Thus, in addition to the basic literacy and high school preparation
courses, the activity offers courses and conferences designed to develop
social skills,. in such areas as consumer buying, family care, parent-
child relations, citizenship, and other areas of special interest to various
groups of adults on any given reservation.

Although the adult basic education program has been improved and
expanded, it is providing only a sinall fraction of the educational
opportunities needed by the adult Indian population. It seems highly
unlikely, given the present funding base, that it can significantly in-
crease its scope.

E. RECENT ATEENETS AT INNOVATION

In the fall of 1968, Dr. Leon Osview, professor of educational admin-
istration at Temple University, served as a consultant to the subcom-
mittee. He concluded a thorough investigation of the present structure
and operation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Education Division.
His report was received on December 6, 1968.

Dr. Olview's finding was that, "the present structure (BIAeduca-
tion) not only serves to reward unaggressive behavior and doCility
but punishes, usually by transfer, those who persist in-behaving-like
educational leaders: The reward system of BIA. discourages leader-
&di', on purpose. It is therefore not possible to conceive of change
and improvement in the present structure."

In arriving at that conclusion Dr. Osview makes the following
'Ants:

1. Education is not the Elk's highest priority, despite some
verbalized recognition of its centrality and despite its large
share of the BIA budget .

2. It is my deeply considered judgment that 'the present
* administrative structure makes dramatic improvement

in education fundamentally impossible. * The structure
enforces, I believe, a secondary role for the Assistant Com-
missioner. for Education in favor of a primary one for the
Area Director

3. For education, such a structure is disabling. It stifles
initiative, makes education no more vital than, say, land man-
spinent, and systematically makes the education ocials
bound by the iron constraints of protocol to noneducation offi-

60
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t
cials. To speak of the possibility of an "exemplary" Indian
education under these circumstances of ructure is pointless.

4. * * * the education function requ, professional- lead-
ership more than it does. managerial/ skill ,* * *. Even in
public school systems, there is no morepom mon course for me-
diocrity and failure than the superintendency's being' dis-
-ehariCii managerial rather thanleadershipterms.

5. Area Director can not be ag educational leader, and
because he now has the powers of one, the result is that man-
mernent actually displaces leadership. There is an Alice-in-
Wonderland quality about doing this sort of displacement on
pur8.

rposFe. fi e
is

om the perception of the ld, the budget is an Area
. Director's document. He decides /who gets what * * *. Ob-

viously, budget decisions are policy decisions * * *. Area
Directors are incompetent to inakA educational policy.

7. Nothing. like the relationship that exists between the
education official and the Area Director exists in public
schools. Few professional. eduCators * * * would willingly
allow their expertise to be so diminished by a middle echelon
manager who makes profes4onal decisions for them. The
way it is, to use an analogy, i# what it would .be like to see an
MD. submit4iig his surgical procedure plan to the * * *
hospital administrator for pproval, and then following vari-
ant orders. Unthinkable! 1aNpt in the present BIA. structure.
All that saves fhe situation from surrealism is that people try
to behave rationally * * *,/

8. It can be no accident/ that education officers are not re-
cruited as such from public schools. Rather: they grow up in
the BIA service. learning the system and its 4dernancls long
before they get to oecti pyleducat ion officer positions. Of course
the system does get inbred that way * * *. I

9. 'It is doubtful the very muili could be done with or to
the people in the orgy ization, given the present structure,to
encourage innovative ucational practice. Recent changes
are the exceptions whi h pprove the point. Most modest nt
changes are almost en %re y a function of ESEA title I. * *
The truth is that the title t proposals were virtually all old
ideas which 'had never beeri able to work their way through
the budgeting-Owes. for fuhding.rg

He recommends that i the Federal school system, is to be substan-
tially improvid it riust u dergq a rtidical restructuring and assume an
almost completely auto omous' gtatus within the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. "The authority f the area director for any educational Junc-
tion must be abrogated . . the divorce line must lie complete."

In.liglit of this seve structural deficiency one would assume that
recent attempts at innoVintion end change in ibeFederal schools would
have suffered accordingly. This is exactly what wail found. in the sub-
committee evaluetion Of the niew BIA programs funded under title I
of Public Law 89-40 and a detiailed case study of the new BIkkinder-
garten program.

!
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1. EIJIMENTART AND SECONDARY EDTICAT7ON ACT

Under the so-called "setaside" provision of the Elementary and See-
ondary Education Act, the Bureau of Indian Affairs receives title I
funds through the U.S. Office of Education. Title I money is to be used
for programs for disadvantaged students. The following amounts of
money have been appropriated under title I for Federal Indian
schools:
January 1967 65, 000, 000
Fiscal year:

1008 (061 per child)
9,

000,
000,

000
0001969

1970 8,100, 000

A breakdown of how the 'money was spent in 196Q is as follows:
theeevice tiainiest..
Teacher aides-
Pupil personnel se:oleos..

sl, NA Goo
1,625,000
1, 426, 000

925, 000
750, 000
EPS, 000
126,000
82,000
29, 000

1, 800), 000

Curriculum development-
Enrichment (field trips, etc.)
Language arts-
Health, toot etc
Kindergarten (ciassroornanot infixing) ,
Math and science..
Other

I Administrktive involvement of the U.S. Office of Education (OE)
in these programs is minimal. The usual pieties is for the BIA. to sub-
mit a list of its proposed projects to the Office of EthicatiOn. which
then automatically dispenses the funds to BIA. Tlw 13IA has devel-
oped no system of priorities in,regard to how title 1 funds should be
used. Although the Office of Education may question some projects,
it feels awkward about regulatiing another governmental agency and
therefore tends to give the BIA carte blanche authority over the funds.
In 1969 one of et projects proposed by the BIA was refused funding
by the Office of Education. OE conducts no field inspection of BIA,
administered title'! programs.

PERENT-13TIMENT INVOLVEMENT

Meaningful involvement in the_xlanning and evaluation of title I

grtilignirs webyre practicallyldnenerer invorvaed, partlyrwtlasybecause tlire
nominal.

maal:
jority of projects were at the elginentary.level and party because of
the .IA's traditiopal approach to education. Exceptions were Chem-
awa school in Orn and Intermountain school (Navajo area) in
Utah, which did involve their high school students in planning and
im lem9ntation of projects.

majority of reservation schools and agencies have developed parent
ad ty boards through title I. Ina few cases it was found that these

rds had been actively consulted, and listened to. in designing title I
proposals. In most instances, howeve^;school administratprs used the
boards as a forum to explain their own plans for title / funds.

ACOOIINTABILITT '

Because of the centralized method of accountin used by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, financial audits of BIA title 1 ESEAprojects can-
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not be performed at the local level. Most administrators of individual
projects are uncertain as to the amount of funds expended on their
projects. They must rely upon the area offices to distribute the project
grants approved by the central office. In some cases the area offices
used project funds for their own expenditures. Such procedures,
coupled with inadequate bookkeeping procedures at the central office
and local levels, lead to an almost complete lack of accountability for
title funds. In many instances title I money is mixed with the reg-
ular BIA school budget and is used for basic operational expenses,
such as, teacher salaries. The central office staff has been toa small.
(usually one person) to conduct any significant field inspection dr
evaluation.

OMER PROBLEMS

(1) A freeze on Federal hiring and a BIA job-ceiling delayed im-
plementation of some programs and eliminated others.

(2) Rather than being used for supplemental projects which would
/meet the apecial needs of poor children, title I ESEA money is often
used to offset the deficiencies in the BIA's regular programdeficien-
cies often caused because of the inadequate funds provided by
Congress.

(3) Those who write title I proposals do not aeequately define ob-
jectives, design programs to meet objectives or design evaluative means
of assessing the programs. .

(4) The central office has spent considerable money on long-term
curriculum developSnent projects which do not provide the payoff in- ie.
services to children which was intended by title I. Project Necessities, I.
a program to revamp social studies curriculums in grades. kinder -.
garten through 12 in all BIA schools, has already cost $300,000 (for
fiscal 1969) of an estimated $1.5 million. It will be another 6 Oft years
before the project will be ready for introduction' into classrooms, and i, -
there is no way the Central Office can compel its use then.

(5) Late funding and the temporary status of title I pos itions make
- the recruitment of qualified 'personnel difficult. The problems involved

in hiring personnel for only 9 months are particularly serious in BIA
schools since the employees often have to livein isolated areas with in-
adequate housing. Civic service procedures also tend to delay a person's
employment.

(6) Idost title I projects lack impact because inste id of e,oncentrat-
usuallyapretamit:_42._

among all the students.
Title I, in its third year in the 81A, has provilled an influx of funds

for special programs. Most teachers and administrators -state *;that I.
any innovation and experimentation is due to title I funds. Marty be- \
Hove that MA coiild not have operatedthis last fiscal year, in-the fare \
of considerable inflation and increases in enrollment, without the stddi-
tional funding.

Became of ,the great differences between operating a State project
and operatim a program spread over the entire Nation, it is difficult
to compare State title I and BIA title I programs. Accoading,oto Dr,
Samuel Alley who conducted the formal evaluation of the BIA title I .
progran"having read an assortment of State evaluations, it is my
impression that the problems and shortcomings of the BIA program

I 1 II/ 411 1 ' II 1 1 4:
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are similpr to those of most States. Poor evaluation, poor account-
ability, difficulty in community involvement and diluted impact are
commonly loned in State summaries."

There an .rave problems with the manner in which title I projects
,,were planned, administered, implemented, and evaluated. Some pro)'-
ects were not appropriate to the spirit of title I legislation. Still title
I has made certain valuable contributions to the children involved. It
has allowed for funding of innovative and exemplary projects which
would not have been likely under regular budgeting.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

1. Innovative Programs. Input of extra funds through channels
other than regular budget allocations has allowed the introduction
of projects of an innovative type which would not have been likely
even if standard funding had been increased. '

t. Comemenity Involvenunt.Thereas been a significant inerease
in community involvement due to title Ialthough in absolute terms
participation by Indians is still minimal in many instances. Because of .

the need for a "write off" from CAP agencies, they were at least con-
sulted on all local projects, and in several instances took part in the
planning of the program. There seems to be a trend toward contract-
ing projects (particularly personnel contracts ) out to tribil groups to
circumvent civil service and other governmental red tape.

3. In-Service Training.Prior to title I, little in-service training
existed on any level. since title I, almost all staff Nig partielipated
some :form oI training funded through title L Introduction of new
techniques such -as teaching English as a seoond language, hohivior
modification, micro-teaching, and so forth, has provided a stir in a
system Which was generally isolated and stagnant. Most in-service :\
training projects could be criticized for lack of adequate selection for
participants, lack of follow-up, and so forth, but thwint of involve-
ment of universities and private firms in training has been a re-
juvenating force. Unfortunately, in local schools the training for
title I staff, particularly in teacher aides, has been ignored or has been
of poor quality.

4. Provision of Teacher Aide.rerhaps the most popular outcome
of title I has been the input of paraprofessionals the classroom.
Most aides are Indian. This has served to bridge cultural gaps between

-teaeher-and-child- as well as school and community.. These jobs have
provided employment and upward mobility for many Indians. Unforr
tunately many aides are still in functionally. "dead end" positions.
Many teacher aides are involved in inappropriate tasks. Aides should
not be used simply as janitors,dishwashers, or clerksnor should they
be given full classroom responsibility.

5. Broadening of Serinces.Boarding schools, by necessity must
assume greater responsibility for the leisure time of their students.
These needs have been frequently neglected by theBIA. Title I has
provided an input of funds for the vitatneeds of students for leisure
time activities and for more and better dorm staff, for guidance and
counselings. Students have seen the after-school arts and crafts pro-
gram and recreational activities as one of .the most important con-
tributions of title I.
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2. MA KINDERGARTEN rROGRAII-A CASE STUDY

."-/Kinder_gartens are over a hundred years old as a proved educational
practice," Dr. Leon Osview points out in his consultant report. "It took
a new Assistant Commission iCommissioner determined to get the practice nstalled
to break through the barriers. And even so his success in doing so has
been less than total. Had it not been that Headstattexperience proved
so successful in creating the demand among Indians themselves, there
might still be n6 kindergartens."

The Bureau of Indian Affiirs implemented a kindergarten program
in response tea mandate by President Johnson on March 6, 1968. Ac-
cording to a BIA progress -report on the kindergarten program,
February 24, 1969:

Approximately 717 children are enrolled in 34'kindergarten
classes supported by regular BIA budget, at an average cost
of $24,000. This provides for a teacher, an instructional aide,
instructional equipment and supplies, food and transportation
costa'. An additional 105 5-year-old children in nine groups are
enrolled in classes through title I funds.

The above kindergarten programs' are planned on a coin-
prehensive child development basis, with provision for health
and social services, parent and conununity involvementin-
cluding concerned tribal groups, related public programs such
as Heedstart and Follow Through.

Th BIA kindergarten prograiii is a coescions attempt to carry out
the President's "new policy" mandate of an exemplary program with
maximum Indian participation and control. Its stated program ob-
jectives include:

1. Strong involvement of parents and Indian community.
2. Providing continuity with his. previous experience, using

individual and cultural- strengths of the child.
3. Optimal physieq, psychological, and cognitive development

of each- child.
The subcommittee hai ! found serious inadequacies in the program

and the accomplishment olf these objectives.
The first, objective, streng involvement. of .parents and the Indian

community, went. almost leompletelv imaccomplished. In a surve! of
27 kindergarten classes kir BIA early childhood education specialists,
only one class was rated !excellent in parent involvement. Nine were
rated poor-, and-in47-elassrs there was no-prri.ent inrolvement7Regarth-----
ing community involvement, one was rated 'excellent, three were fair,
one was poor, and 22 regi. tered no community involvement at all.'

At the national level tl kindergarten training program had been
contracted to an outside gency. Amludian resource group was %set
up to participate in the' tinning and execution of the training pro-
gram. Their. criticisms a suggestions about the kindergarten pro-
gram were not 'seriously moldered by the contractors or the ETA,
and many of the personn I the Indians admiredjind identified with'
were dismissed. A.ccordin to the Indian ResourA Group spokesmen,
they were not consulted o the 1960 contract negotiations until Plans

. were already written and -approved, although they had !specifically
requested the opportunity tie participate from the start:
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The second BIA objective, like the first, also has gone largely IMAC
coi iiplish ed : Providing continuity with the child's previous experience,

site nits reports that out of 27 kindergarten classes, only five had
*de o

usii individual and cultural strengths of the child. The summary of

a strong bicultural approacle-14 had none, and four were
very poor, one was poor, and three were fair.

A.c.cerding to one member of the training staff and team leader on
one of the reservations, "Many of the students were reprimanded for
speaking their native language in the classroom." Perhaps the most
outrageous violation of the bicultural approach was the fact that some

.._ 5-year:old children were separated-from their parents and placed in
131A dormitory facilities. This practice-is completely contrary to BIA
policy. The subcommittee has not been able.toascertain the extent to
which this was done, but several instances' have been cited. In her
report from the Sho school on the Na jo reservation, Mariana
Jessen remted that "1 dren, 4-to-5-yea -olds,' were in the group,
all housed hi the dormitory ge her with . : [the] ... other children.
This gross violation of BIA policy was q ioned.'! (It should be
iused that BIA transferred the kindergarte at Shonto to a second
location, beeau of the administrative deficiencies).

The third o jective_, providing comprehensive child development
wservices, a4 a ajor failure. According to the BIA. summary survey,

the quality iif ood service was poor at 18 kindergarten programs mid
fair at. eight p ers. No food service was repotted at one location. Re-
garding heal t services, 10 programs had none, 16 were rated poor,
and only ond.prograni was rated fair. Remedial services and social
services were rarely available. Only two schools had remedial services,
and they were both rated poor. Only seven programs offered social
services, and they were all rated poor. -

There was a significant lack of equipment and materials. A survey
in December 1968 found that "ill classes but one surveyed had 'no
outdoor equipment or supplies, and the one-was "poor. " Meanwhile.while.
inside supplies ranged generally from "very poor borrowed" to "Poor
improrised," with only a few passable:

Recruitment. -- Attempting to avoid the inadequacies of the recruit-
ing office in Albuquerque, recruitment was conducted by the BIA cen-
tral office in Washington, D.C. However2 lack of well-specified and
appropriate criteria and a good recruitment strategy resulted in well-
qualified people being excluded and many talented

strategy
not even

contacted. Only 8.7 percent were Indians, and there seems to have
Winn hr gayiited-Intlinninvolvementin-recruiting-tnrinees.

Many teacher were unsuitable for working with young children.
Most of those reeruittad were no liberal arts graduates, as- planned.
Six of the 84 teacheis were over 5 years old, the range,b:ung from 28
to 69. Six did not have degrees, three had M.A.'s, most had B.A. 's in
education. At least five of the 34 kindergarten teachers never received.
any training at tit, .. ^

Dr. Mary Lane, director of the,1968 training program, questioned
BIA's assumption that qualified' people were not available. She re-
ported to the siiiicommittee staff the availability of young, eager, and
creative people-in-werking in the program, in addition to

i ;
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interested persons with strong hackgrounds in early childhood educa-
tion. It had apparently been decided to recruit liberal arts graduates to .

teach in the kindergarten classes since it was assumed that individuals
with early childhood education would be difficult to recruit. No con-
certed effort to find early childhood' education personnel at major
training centers was made. Fifteen students from Lane's department
at San Francisco State had applied, but only one had received even an
acknowledgement of application.

The recruitment program apparently also suffered from disorgani-
zation which (combined with poor timing) led to positions not being
filled, positions being filled on a crash basis at the last minute, and
many serious breakdowns in communications. The effect was to seri-
ously jeopardize the implementation of the elaborate 6-week training
session. At the start of the training program, less than_ one-half of,
needed trainees were present.

Also, thtfeWas a great deal of confusion about who was to be at the
training sessions at Dilcon Boarding School and why they were to be
there:

Many of those who came to Dilcon who were notitinder r-
ten teachers had little or no interpretation as to why they a.
been sent. A few were informed only by the clerk that they
were to come. A great many had had only a few days' notice
and inadequate briefing. Consequently, many came with a
negative attitude. Since the number of kindergartens was cut
from 70 to 35, the individuals for whom the training had been
specifically designed were in a minority. The remainder of
the trainees were JohnsonO'Malley teachers from kinder-
garten through third grade, instructional aides, dormitory

iaides, special personnel. The majority of these individuals
were vague about their reason for being in the program and
many had made other summer plans which werereluctantly
canceled so they could come to Dilcon.

Some key people simply did not arrive at all:
The 20 ancillary services personner who were included in

the proposal to be trained did not materialize as did not the
eight early childhood education supervisors.

The 55 elementary school principals who were included in
the proposal to come in the last 2 weeks dwindled to a very
fewperhaps 12 or 16. Only three or four were there at the
beginning of their period of training and after a hurried call
went out to them, several came or sent substitutes -who were
unclear about why they had received "an urgent call to get over
to Dilcon."

It follows that the failure of the recruitment program seriously
affected the success of the training program (and the kindergarten pro-
gram ). The failure is particularly discouraging in fight of the large
investment devoted to the training project for the teachers and aides in
summer 1968. In fiscal year 1968, $332,986 of title I funds were directed
to the plantaing and implementation of the training program. In fiscal
year 1969, $278,633 title I monies were used for the program. This
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massive injection of training money was supposed to be a substitute
for competent 'well-qualified teachers. This was an unreasonably ex-
pensive and highly dubious procedure, according to Dr. Lane and the
independent evaluators of the program. In short, the program was
severely crippled before it got of theground.

It is estimated that at least one-third and Possibly as high as 50 per-
cent of the teachers are not continuing with the prove% the second
year. Atthe same time, there is no procedure for. training of l'Oplace.
=mei, in' a program where training is deemed so important by the

-administrators. Although many teachers attempted to proceed by plan,
some teachers did not follow the training programphrlosophy or pro-
cedure when they. got to their respective schools. It was often found

ithat few- of the concepts dressed in the workshop carried over into
classroom operations, sometimes due to interference by local school
administrators.

Although Mks p' rime object regarding the kindergarten pro--
gram were not fulfilled, the actual effectiveness of the program is diffi-
cult to determine, due to inadequate evaluation. The BIA invested
upward of $1,460,000 (regular funds plus $611,619 in title I funds) in
this program. Yet there were no provisions for pretesting or post
testing of participants, or any other means of collecting hard data
at the school level. None of the classrooms even had a plan for regular
program review. In addition, there was little effective supervision of
kindergarten programs by MA administration.

A further deficiency of the kindergarten program was blatant mis-
management. of financial resources. Congress had appropriated $25,000
for-each-of the 84 kindergarten programs.. Unfortunatel=y much of
the money did not reach the children or the teachers at all. "Creaming"
of the funds had taken place at many levels.

According to Dr. Mary B. Lane, in a hand count at the Albuquerque
follovrup training session, more than half of the kindergartens had
received little or nothing of these directed funds beyond the salaries of
teachers and aides. Instead, it appeared the money went to general edu-
cation funds in the school or was siphoned off by the agency or area
offices and not even used in the education budget. Even at the local
level, the remaining funds available were ften very poorly used. One
serious consequence was the severe lack of equipment and needed,
mateMrials.

ismanagement of personnel resources was a third factor behind
the program's failure. Kindergarten aidesIndians who speak the
language of the children and are considered trained to be assistant
teachers essential to the program were often used in low-level non.
instructional roles, in some cases for several weeks at a time, to wash
school lunch tdishes, drive the school bus, do dorm duty, watch older
children on the playground, Substitute in other classes, substitute on
field trips, or work in the office as clerk-secretaries. Other duties in-
eluded in various sdtools heavy janitorial work, work as handymen and
cooking. In one case, according to the Indian resource group, an aide
working in an office was put in the classroom only when M. Jessen sr-
rived for evaluation. Is this the "career ladder concept for teacher
aides" BIA talks about in its progress report?

It was obviously impossible for these Indian aides "to not only help
the teacher" but also to act "as a parent substitute to the children
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during their new experience away from home." In addition, many of
the ways in which teacher aides were used were demeaning and resulted
in hostility and disillusionment. An added discouragement was the
breaking of the agreement to employ Indian aides during the summer.

Recognizing the problems and mistakes with which any new program
is confronted, it is still difficult to believe the kindergarten program
will ever be successful while administered by BIA. A. major obstacle

s
to angel the inability of the BIA to accept constructive criticism
or n& For example

1. Dr. Mary Lane, 1968 Training Program Director, Kinder-
garten Program, was not rehired because of her disagreements
with BIA: policy.

2. Many 1968 training staff members were not rehired for the
1969 program. Some believe it was because they were not in accord
with BIA attitudes.

--3:-At-the-trainin-g-progranrairattientpt-wiwiiMilobiiild-Til-
dime, dignity, involve Indians in decisionmaking, and attempt to
learn from them. "When they got in their schools," writes a staff
member to the subcommittee, some of them were told in effect,
that 'those days are over; you are to speak no criticism of BIA.
or the school personnel if you wish to keep your job: "

4. Teachers and aides during the school year were prohibited
from corresponding with the training staff members, unless the
letter was signed by the principal. In oue case, apparently, a
principal was reprimanded for signing the teacher's statement
because it cited too many problems.

5. There was an incident of a teacher having her personal mail
opened by her principal as a form of censorship.

6. Many teachers were put "on report" (two "on reports" mean
automatic dismissal) for_ stating problems to a staff member.

The MA has thus failed badly on all three objectives which they
set for themselves and demonstrated sow, incredibly poor management
in the process. Boarding 6-yearold children and' creaming funds" is
outright malfeasance. There is little reason to believe that the program
will be much improved in its secohd year. Under these circumstances,
it would make more sense for the money to be used to stren
present programs rather than add low quality new ones. Early child-
hood education is important, but Headstart under tribal control would

appear to be a far superior approach.

F. SUMMARY OF FEDERAL SCHOOL FINDINGS

L Education Budget
The education budget of the Bureau of Indian Affairs is grossly in-

adequate to provide an. equal education) opportunity for its Indian
students. '

A. The ,BIA presently expends about $1,100 per student per year
in a Federal boarding school. This compares very unfavorably with
other residential programs. Schools for the physically handicapped
often expend $3,000 or more per student. Boarding schools in the East
often expend $4,000 or more per student..
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13. When inflationary factors are taken into account, the BIA budget
decreased from 1958 to 1966 and has only slightly increased since then.
The BIA estimates that a $158 million increase over its present budget
level'will be necessary to achieve minimum standards.

C. In fiscal year 1969, the BIA applied severe restrictions to educa-
tional expenditures, and still ended the year $5'inilliOn in the red. This
has necessitated many cut-backs in the fiscal 1970 program, including
not purchasing needed textbooks and supplies. The BIA presently
Spends only $18 per child on textbooks and supplies, compared with a
national average of $40.

D. The BIA operates many inferior school facilities and some that
have actually been condemned. They estimaie the money needed to
bring their facilities up to minimum standards at more than $178 mil-
lion. AK a result of a lack of high school facilities in Alaska, over 1,200
Alaskan natives are sent to boarding schools in Oregon and Oklahoma.

E:-ThoTrAnds-ot tinvatr-childreir are in darnuging e
boarding schools on the Navajo. reservation because of inadequate ap-
propriations for roads and day schools.

Y. The 131.1 suffers from gross deficiencies in both quantity and
quality of personnel. For example, there is only one psychologist for
the 926 Federal schools and the ratio of dormitory aides to Indian chil-
dren often exceeds 1 to 100. There should be at least a five-fold increase
hi expenditures on dormitory personnel.
II. Academic Performance

The academie performance of Indian students in Federal.schools is
seriaaml y deficient.

A. Forty percent of the students dropout before graduation.
B. Students graduating from Federal schools are on the average

more than 2 years below national norms on achievement tests. Many
students graduate with little better than a 9th-grade level of
proficiency.

C: Only 28 percent of the students go on to college compared with
a national average of 50 percent.

D. Only one out of four of the students who enroll in college
graduate.

E. Only one of 100 Indian college graduates will receive a master's
degree.

F. In summary: In an average class of 400 studenti entering a BIA
high school. only 240will graduate. Of those 240, 67 can be expected to
enroll in college. Of these 67, only 19 will graduate from college. The
chances are 09 out of 100 that the college graduate will never get a
master's degree.
III. Goals and Operational Philosophy

Teachers and administrators in Federal Indian sohool3 still see their
role as one of "civilizing the native."

A. The teachers and administrators stress citizenship and socializa-
tion and set educational goals far below those set by the student.

B. School personnel believe in a quite obsolete form of occupational
preparation, for which the students show little enthusiasm.

C. School personnel believe that Indians must choose between being
an Indian and living in poverty on the Reservation, or complete as-
similation into the dominant society.
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D. The goal of BIN education is to direct students toward urban
life, while at the WIII10 time it fails to prepare him academically; so.
vially, psychologically, or vocatibnally for urban life.

1..1. 1 here is almost total neglect of reservation life and problerds in
the Federal schools.
IV. Quality of Instruction

The quality and clfecticenesx of instruction in Bid sek0018 is very
anxiii;x.fact<

A, The prim y cause of low achievement of Indian students. is
the inadequacy o etion. A large proportion of the teachers
in DIA schools lack the 'necessary training to teach disadvantaged
Indian students effectively.

to the experience and needs of the students. The schools fail to eal
B. The curriculum used in BIA schools is generally inapprop

effectively with the language problems of the students, there is little
understanding of cultural differences, and the vocational training is
archaic and bears little relationship to existing job markets.

C. Teachers often blame their own failures on the students.
V. Guidance and Counselbtg

There are extremely xer;otts deficiencies in the guidance and
yc tigPreitleelhalf in 1114 lek001*, .

A. The present ratio of guidance counselors to students is 1:600. It
should be 1: 250. Many of the counselors lack professional training and
certification; career and occupational counseling is rarely offered and
psychological counseling is practically nonexistent.

B. The present ratio of dormitory aides to stndents is-well over;
1 : 100. The ratio should be 1: 25 or less, In elementary boarding schools,
it. F,liould be 1:15. Dormitory personnel. are very poorly trained and are
often of low quality. Yet they have the very important responsibility
of being Surrogate parents to the children, an impossible task under
present circumstances. There is also a serious lack of coordination,be-
t were the dormitory staff awl the instructional staff.
VI, DisciplineStudent Life

The environment of Bid schools is sterilet impersonal, and rigid,
Frith. a major emphases on discipline and punishment which is deeply
rexcated by the students.

A. There is a serious. lack of social and. recreational activities in
BIA schools. Student activities are closely regulated and little inter-
action between the sexes is allowed. Weekends are noted for their
boredom. Some students resort to drinking and glue-sniffing to relieve
the boredom.

13. Students have little privacy, are lockexl, into rigid schedules, and
arc placed under an oppressive 'lumber of rules and regulations.

C. Most dormitories resemble Artily barracks and some actually are.
Furnishings consist of double-decker beds, in closely spaced rows,
with steel lockers, lining the walls.

D. From the standpoint of social, emotional, cultural, and intellec-
tual environment, BIA schools must be rated grossly inadequate.

Parental Participation and Community Control
Indian parents and eon; in an ;ars hare practically no control over the

111.1 sehaah (Wareig their etilldren. The white man's school often
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sits in a compound completely alien to the community it supposedly
serves. It does not serve as a community resource nor does it recognize
community needs or desires.

A. Despite a Presidential directive more than 2 years ago, only
one of the 228 BIA schools is governed by an elected school board.

B. Parents visit BIA schools only on rare occasions and usually
feel unwelcome. Parental visitation is actively discouraged in a num-
ber of schools.

C. Teachers and administrators of BIA schools rarely visit Indian
parents in their homes. In many schools, this is actively discouraged
as "going native."

D. A result of the lack of control over the schools by Indians is that
the instruction offered is-inconsistent with the desires of the community.
The school is alien to the community and the community is alien to
the school.

E. Despite a Presidential directive 2 years ago, BIA schools are
seldom used as a community resource or even for adult education.
VIM Organization -atd Administrates

The'present organization and administration of the BIA 'school
system could hardly be worse.

A. Operationally, education is tar frcim being BIA's highest pri-
orit,y, despite the fact that it expends more than 50% of the131A budg-
et. Land management appears to be the dominant concern and bark-
ground of most administrators in the BIA hierarchy. Thus, nonedu-
cators make most of the important policy decision regarding the
education program. Funds slated for education frequently are si-
phoned into other areas.

B. There is a tremendous lack of reliable data about the BIA edu-
cation program. There is no attempt made to relate educational ex-
penditures to educational results; nor are there well-specified educe-
tionalfioalg, objectives, or standards.

C. The.BIA schools are organized as if the municipal water com-
missioner controlled a city's textbook budget, and the parks commis-
sioner controlled the school's facilities, equipment, and personnel ac-
quisitions, with the city school superintendent only an adviser to the
mayor yet zesponsible for the effective operations of the schools.

D. The present structure of BIA education not only serves to re-
ward unaggressive behavior and docility but punishes, usually by
transfers those who persist in behaving like educational leaders.

E. It is impossible to conceive of change and improvement without
a radical reorganization of the BIA school system.
IX. Personnel System

The BIA personnel system has grave deficiencies which have con-
trtZuted very substantially to all of the inade5uacies already cited.

A. Turnover rates are much too high and it is usually the most
ambitious and promising teachers who leave the system first.

B. The centralized recruitment system is extremely cumbersome
and ineffective and controlled by noneducators.

C. It is practically- impossible to reward outstanding teachers and
to fire incompetents.

D. The Civil Service System has made it impossible for Indian
communities to have any control over teacher selection and training.
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Parents are powerless to do anything about teachers that are incom-
petent, abuse their children, or denigrate their culture. Indian com-
munities consider this to be the most. critical aspect of their desired
involvement in the schools.

E. BIA personnel from administrators to dormitory staff, fre-
quently neglect their responsibilities and take no individual initiative,
either from frustration or .cyniciam. A few dedicated individuals con-
tinue to exert themselves, 131 the hope that some Indian children will
benefit by their efforts.
X. Elementary Boarding Schools

Over 74900 Navajo children ages 9 and under are placed in ele-
mentary boarding schools which are emotionally and culturally de-
structive for both the children and their families.

°A. There is almost universal agreement that early separation of a
child from his family is a destructive influence. the experience is
even more traumatic when the child comes from a different culture
and extended family background.

B. At best these sehools are totally unsatisfactory as a substitute
for parents and family. At worst they are cruel and barbaric. One
school has been reported where children are beaten, pervasive attacks
are made against their cultural beliefs, and teachers advocate the free
labor of 'Navajo girls in their homes, doing laundry, scrubbing floors,
etc, to teach them the American way of usekeping.

C. The children rarely get to see their s rents. There are no facilities
for parents at the school and they are uraged from visiting the
children because, it will "upset the child." Parents are allowed to
"check out" their children only if the child has-tot tried to run away.
It appears that one person in each, school is assigned the reripoiribility
of recapturing the, AWOL's, Hundreds of children run away from
the school. During the winter, some children freeze to death trying to
get home. For the first 6-8 weeks of the school year, children are ter-
ribly unhappy and upset, and often cry themselves to sleep at nieht.
'Because of s lackof space, children often sleep two to a bed 04 at
night there is one dormitory aide to 150 children.

D. The BLi. states that the primary reason for the schools is a lack
of roads on the Reservation. More than two-thirds of the children4ive
25 miles or less from the school they attend. The BIA has never in-
tegratedtits school and road construction plans qg. Large elementary -

boarding schools are still constructed the Reservation.
E. Boarding schools have had a direct effect on the increasing social

disorganization on the Reservation. Alarming numbers of
adults who have attended these sohools have lapsed into an alinn
apathetic life marked by episodes of delinquency and irresponstiglity:
Drunkenness, child neglect, drunken driv.ing, high accident rata., and
an increasing suicide rate are characteristics of the first generation

of Navajos who attended these schools.
XL OR Reservation Boarding Schools

Most of the 19 off -reservation boarding schools have become. "dump-
ing freebie' scrools for /Indian students with serious social and
emotional problems. These problems are not understood by the school
personnel l and instead of diagnosis and therapy the schools act as cus-
todial snatitutione at best, and repressive, penal institutions at worst.
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A. Although the student population of oneservation boarding
schools has changed dramatically in the last 12 years, no corre-
sponding change has taken place in their staffing, goals, or curriculum.

B. A. number of students have been ordered to attend one of these
schools as a subgettite for a reformatory. Approximately 95 percent
of the students are referred because they are dropouts or pushouts
from public schools.

C. Special proggrr and vocational education have been phased out
in most of the schoo ls, and they masquerade as strictly academic in-
stitutions, prep students for college. In fact, mental health prob-e
Isms have oriole proportions in many of the schools. The inter-
action between students and professional staff has been described by
consultants as malignant and destructive.

D. In summary, the schools do not rehabilitate, are not designed as
therapeutic agents, and in fact they often do more harm than good.
As one consuItant to the subcommittee stated: "They are a tragedy."
XII. Adult Education

The BIA has made only token attempts to deal with the need for
adult education on Indian reservations.

A. There are approximately 15,000 Indian adults who have not
completed a fifth grade education. There are thousands more who
have completed five or more wades, but cannot read or write Eng-
lish at a fifth grade level. This constitutes a functional illiteracy
problem of massive proportionsmore than four times the na-
tional average.

'B. Less than one-fifth of the adult Indian population has com-
pleted high school or its equivalent.

C. Functional illiteracy and a lack of high school graduates on
Indian reservations are a major cause of severe poverty, a 50:per-
cent unemployment rate, adverse health and housing conditions,
and the failure of Indian children in school.

D. The adult education program in the BIA. is barely scratch-
ing the surface of the problem. In 1968 only 2,165 Indians were
studying in basic literacy classes, and 1,358 were working toward
a high school equivalency certificate.
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. ]BART" II: A NATIONAL CHALLENGE--
SUBCOMMITTEE' RECOMMENDATIONS

I. POLICY AND GOALS

A. National Policy
I

The development of effective educational prog_ rams for'Indian coil-
/ dren must become a high priority, objective of the Federal Govern-

ment Although direct Feral action can most keadily take place in
the federally-operated schools, special efforts should te made to en-
courage and assist the publii schools in improving the quality of their
programs for Indian children. The U.S. Office of Education should
make much greater use of its resources and professional leadership to
bring about improvement in public school education of Indian
children.

The costs of improving the education of Indisin children are bound
to be high. In fact, a. truly effective program probably will require dou-
bling or even tripling the per pupil costs. But, the high educational
costs will be more than offset by the reduction in unemployment and
welfare rates and the increases m personal incomes certain to follow
as a result of effective educational programs.

One of the crucial _problems in the education of Indian children is
the general relationship between white society and Indian communi-
ties. This relationship frequently alienates Indians and Indian com-
munities, dampening both their potehtial for full self-development
and their opportunities for gaining .experience to control their own
affairs through participation in effective local government.

It is essential to involve Indian parents in the education of their chil-
dren and to give them an important voice- --both at the national and
local levelsin sett' policy for those schools in which Indian, chil-
dren predominate. sneer Indian tribes express the desire, assis-
tance and training_should be provided to permit them to operate
their own schools under contract. A precedent and one model for this
approach already exists at the Rough Rock Demonstration School
in Chinle, Arizona.

The curriculum in both Federal and public schools serving'Indian
children should include substantial information about Indian culture
and bistory and factual material about contemporary Indian life. This
is important for both Indian and non-Indian children if they are to
gain a better perspective and understanding of Indian heritage and
current circumstances.

The complexity of the problems associated with cross-cultural edu-
cation merit substantial research and development and the continuing
adoption of promising innovations as they are discovered or developed.
Th© present assumptions underlying the conventional approach of
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both Federal and public schools have not been valid, and a systematic
search for more realistic approaches is clearly in order.

The most iniportaSt step that can be taken as a matter of national
policy and priority is to convert Federal schools in different regions
of the -country into exemplary institutions which can serve as a re..
source base and a leadership source for improving Indian educa-
tion in public schools. They should provide models of excellence in
several areas. First, in terms of developing outstanding bicultural,
bilingual programs. Second, in terms of the development and utiliza-
tion of the most effectif% techniques for educating the disadvantaged,
student. Third, they should be staffed and operated as therapeutic iu--
stitutions capable of .maximizing the personality- development of the
Indian child as well as assisting him- in resolving his emotional and
behavioral problems.

In summary, the Federal Government must commit itself to a na-
tional policy of educational °Reenact( fiiiindian chilcMicnaxitnum
participation and control. by Indian adults and communities, and the
development, of new legislation and substantial increases in appro-
priations to achieve these goals.
1. The subcommittee recom*onde;

Thai there be set a national policy committing the
nation to achieving educational excellence for Ameri-
int Indians; to maximum participation and control by
Indians in establishing Indian education;progranis; and
to assuring sufficient Federal funds to carry these pro-
Crams forward.

B. National Coals
The ultimate criteria of the success of the new policy, and the ones

by which the Federal Government should gauge the adequacy of its
efforts, are the availability of high-quality programs for all Indian

'Government shohld set specific, measurable 'for rapid attain-
ment

and their actual achievement in The Federal

ment of equal educational opportunity for 'an childrex The size
and scope of the effort needed could be_ conwared with the "Marshall
Man" Which brought about the socioeconomic rehabilitation of Europe
following the destruction of World War n. Certainly the United,

-States has as great amoral and lmaloommitment to its Indian citizens
as it did to its European allies ands adversaries.
A The #aboommittee recommends

That the United States set as a =Menai goal the achieve-
ment of the following specific objeenves:

Maximum Indian participation in the development
eg,4itaipiary educational programs for (a)- Federal
Indian tithools; (b) public schools with Indian popu-
lations; and (c) model schools to meet both .social
and educational goals;

children
Excellent summer-school programs for all Indian

Full -year preschool programs for all Indian dill-
dren between the ages of 3 and '5;
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Elimination of adult illiteracy in 'Indian commu-
nities;

Adult high_gehoo;1 equivalency programs for all
Indiin adults,

of dropout rates, and achievement levels of
Indian' high school students with-national norms;
. Parity of college entrance and graduation of Indian
students with the national average;

Readily accessible community colleges;
Early .childhood services embracing the. spectrum

of need;
Bilingual, bicultural special educati nil ambito__

ante;
Effective prevention and treatment prove es for

alcoholism and narcotic addiction;
----Expunded-work4itudy and cooperative education

programs;
Workable student-ilhancial Asaistance programs at

all educational levels; and
Vocational and technical training related aces'.

rately to employment opportunities.
3. The subcommittee further recommends .

That national goals be set for healthNhousing, and em-
ployment -needs of American Indians.

C. General Recomisendations

4. The subcommittee recommends
Thatithe Congress authorize a White House Conference on
American Indian' Affairs and appropriate the funds neces,
sary for its planning and implementation.

The subcommittee has found that one of the primary reasons for
the failure of national policy and programslor American Indians has
been the exclusionor only token,,involveittentof Indians in deter-
mining policy or planning of programs. A White House Conference
on American Indian Affairs would be a dramatic reversal of this

unyieldingpractice. Such a White House Conference could prOvide
for broad scale participation of Indians in extensive deliberations at'
the tribal, local, and regional levels, in preparation for the National
Conference. The report of the Conference, with detailed policy; legis-
lative, and program recommendations, could serve as the blueprint for
reform and change over the next generation: As an indication of the
widespread support in the Indian community for this approach, the
National Congress. of American Indians has strongly endorsed the
need and desirability of such a conference in its 1968 and 1969 annual
conventions.

An authorization for a White House Conference should contain
provisions for adequate funding to permit large numbers of Indians
to participate at all levels in the planning and condubt of the Confer-
ence. In addition, it should provide the means for substantial technical
assistance so that the Conference can address all of the complex and

.
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'difficult problems facing American Indians. This would include thor.
ough evaluations of present Federal programs and their deficiencies.
Finally, the authorization should provide a clear. mandate for the steps
to be taken for implementation and followup of the Confece recom-
mendations. The Conference should be planned and carried out largely
by American Indians; not Government officials. The National Council
on Indian Opportunity could play an important role in' providing
technical support and a secretariat for the Conference and assuming
the primary responsibility for seeing that the recommendations are
implemented.

The subcommitteeleels that there is one issue of major importance
which deserves special attention and analysis in the Conference pro.
ceedingsthe organization and location of the Bureau of Indian ,
Affairs. Numerous witnesses and consultants have informed the
subcommittee that the present organization and location of the Bureau

el-indian-Affairs-is-unsatisfactory, and-seriously impedes the develop.
ment of Indian physical and human resources. The subcommittee be.
heves that if basic problems of policy, and program failure are to be
overcome, the Bureau of Indian Affairs must/he transformed into a
technical assistance agency which assist Indian tribes comma.

_ nities todevelop and operate their own programs and services. Row -
this can best be done without in any way infringing upon the Indians'
special relationship with the Federal Government should be a matter of
high priority-to be resolved by the White House Conference on Indian
Affairs; in effect, 1'y the Indians themselves. We have preciously hell
White House conferences on matters of high national,,concerns. The
heir included conferences on civil rights and on natural beauty. In
December, there will be one on hunger- lion. In 1970, there
will be one on aging: It is time for one on Ameri n Indians:

The National Council on Indian Opportunity' is the logical agency
to coordinate and support the proposed White house Conference on
American Indian Affairs. It is charged through Presidential Executive
Order 11399 with responsibility to coordinate, appraise, and innovate'
in the area of Indian programs. The Council is chaired by the Vice
President and consists of seven Cabinet officers having responsibility
hille field of Indian affairs. Also, there are six Indians on the Coun.
cil who, for the first time, sit at a high policy program formulation
level.
6. The fuheonwniltee recormunds

That there be !established in the U.S Senate a Select Contmit.
tee on the Human Needs of the American Indian.

The subcomMittee has found that the Federal Government has failed
to understand sufficiently and to effectively delineate the extent and
severity of theproblems confronting the American Indian. In addition,
the Federal Government has faired to adequately understand the .

human needs and aspirations of the American Indian. The result has
been a major failure of national policy.

The 1960's have witnessed 'a growing recognition of this failure,
and the emergence of many new Federal pro s to provide as-G
sistance. New legislation such as the Economic s . dungy Act, the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the anriovrer Develop-
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limit and Training Act, the Economic Development Act, and new
legislation in the held of housing, have spread the responsibility for
Indian affairs across the executive branch of the Federal Governmeat.'
The Library of Congress has recently compiled a list of 86 different
statutes which have specific provisions under which Indians and
Indian tribes can receive Federal assistance. This proliferation of
programs has led to confusion, overlapping responsibilities, programs
working at cross - purposes, a general lack of coordination between
agencies, and a complete lack of a unified policy. In recognition of this

- fact, President Johnson established by Er ecutive order a National
Council on Indian Opportunity, which included as members the
Cabinet officers from the seven major departments with explicit re-
sponsibilities in the field of Indian affairs. No corresponding action
has been taken by Congress.

The need far unified policy formulation and legislative oversight is
apparent. A Select Committee on the Human Needs of the American
Indian would be the best means for meeting this need. The executive
director of the National Congress of American Indians has testified
in support of. such a committee and the executive council of NCAJ
has strongly recommended its early establishment. Other organizations
of American Indians have expressed similar support.

One problem in evaluating the success of Fe.deral programs for the
American .Indian i* the extraordinary inadequacy of the statistical
data presently available. Mr. Stephen A. Langone, Library of Coi
gro.:s Indian Affairs Specialist, has recently prepared a paper 1pr the
Joint Econornii, Committee, _which points out that despite tlefact
th.ii. the Federal Government is presently expending in aggregate
more than $500 million per year in its multiplicity of Indian programs,
"It is literally impossible to obtain up-to-date and accumte-infornia-

. t ion on such basic questiotis as employment and unemployment; average
educational attainment, income, land ownership, reservation popula-
tion * " and so forth. Congress 'has had to rely on statistics "that
arc in many cases 5, 10, 20, or more years old, and often incomplete
and inaccurate." This constitutes a totally inadequate base for effective
legislative action. The most. damaging consequences of this lack of
reliable information are vividly demonstrated in the termination 'elks-
Igloo of the 1950's. Time after time, the Bureau of Indians Affairs

. provided an inadequate and often inaccurate socioeconomic profile of
- an Indian tribe which served as the basis for termination. The.results '

were disastrous.
The lack of reliable data also means that Congress cannot carry out

its legislative oversight function. As Mr. Langone states "* * * there
is no sound basis for comparison to determine the increase or decrease
of given problems or indeed the improvement or lack of improvement
in the economy of Indian tribes." Wifhout data, problems cannot be
adequately understoodor delineated and consequently are neglected.
For example, this subcommittee has found a serious lack of informa-
tion in the area of mental health and the American Indian, yet we
have been told by many witnesses that this should be a top priority
of Federal concern. This subcommittee has brought to light data on
Indian suicides and alcoholism which are extremely alarming: Yet *

no one begins to know the extent or. ull ramifications of the problem.
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Moneys cannot be appropriated wisely nor can effective and responsible
legislation be developed, without a unified and comprehensive infor-
mation base.

The Senate Select Committee On Nutrition and Human Needs has
made a major contribution in bringing to light the extent and severity
of hunger and malnutrition in this country. It has as well pointed up
the deficiencies in the Federal programs mined at the alleviation of the
problem. Its work and accomplishments are excellent precedents for
the establishment of a Select Committee on the Human Nee& of the
American ,Indian.

This subcommittee has worked for 2 years on the problem of educa-
tion of American Indians. We have developed much new information
and discovered many previously, unknown facts. We know full well
how extensive the work remaining is. We do not envision a select
committee as a permanent Senate committee; rather, we would see it
as a congressional complement to the White House Conference. Its
life need not be longer than 2 years, and its membership could be
drawn from the standing committees with principal jurisdiction.
Its work could help redirect the course of this Nation s American
Indian policies.
6. The subcommittee recommend's

That there be presented to the Congress a comprehensive
Indian education act to meet the special education needs
of Indians both in the Federal schools and in the public
schools. .

The subcommittee feels thaf a proliferation of set-asides for BIA
schools in Federal education statutes, such as ESEA, is au unsatis-
factory Means of bringing to Indian youngsters the advantages of
the wide variety of programs set forth in Federal law.: direct
route from the Federal agency immediately concerned should be
followed. rather than the cumbersome means of having one Federal
agency, the Office . of Education, transfer part of its appropriations
for Federal grant-in-aid programs to another Federal agency, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, and in the process decrease the amount of
such funds available to the States and communities.

As for the Johnson-O'Malley Act, which provides for Indian chil-
dren in the public schools, this law was last changed in 1936. It is
due for substantial revision. No other education statute has gone
more than 30 years without some modernization to meet changing
conditions. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act, for'exam
ple, was first acted in 2965 and was substantially revised in 1966
and 2967. Again this year, it is the subject of additional,, substantial
revision. In addition, the fact that administrative revisions reoom-
mended for JON over the years have never been adequately effectu-
ated points up the need for change by legislative means; trying the
alternative administrative route has consistently proven ineffective.

The comprehensive Indian Education Act which the subcom-
mittee contemplates would .join in a single coordinated statute all
Indian education programs, including those provided for set-asi,le
provisions ingeneral education grant-in-aid programs, public school
programs (except Public Law 874), and BIA programs. Such a statute
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would be generally parallel to the array of other Federal education
laws and would have, for example, titles' devoted to adult education,
to exemplary and model programs, to research, to library resources,
to the handicapped, and so forth, as well as a title or titles dealing with
areas unique to the education of Indians, such as Indian culture, and
biculturism. The set-aside programs referred to heretofore would expire
when the new Indian Education Act went into effect.

The subcommittee contemplates that the comprehensive statute
recommended here would include those applicable provisions which
have also been recommended by this report for inclusion in the John-
son-O'Malley Act, such as submission of plans, need for accountability
an evaluationevaluation procedures, involvement of Indians, contract authority
with tribes and communities, etc.

Just as the various titles Of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act have their own advisory groups comp6sed of persons expert
in the discipline covered, as well as community representatives, so
should the applicable titles of the Indian Education Act have advi-
sory bodies.' Such a procedure would help advance the subcommittee's
concept that Indians must play a significant role in the education
of their children.
7. The subcommittee recommends

That the funds available for the education of American
Indians be substantially increased, and that provision be
made for advance funding of BIA education programs to
permit effective planning and recruitment of personnel.

The subcommittee has found that BIA presently expends about
$1,100 per student per year in a Federal boarding school. A number
of witnesses testifying before the subcommittee have suggested that
this amount must be doubled or tripled if an equal educational oppor-
tunity is to be provided the students in these schools. Dr. Carl Mar-
hurger, who is presently commissioner of education for the State of
New Jersey (formerly the Assistant Commissioner for Education
in the RIA) has pointed out that comparable programs for physically
handicapped children have yearly per-pupil cost of approximately
$3,000. The yearly cost for students in boarding schools on the east
coast is between $3,800 and $4,200.

In fiscal year 1969 the BIA applied severe restrictions to educa-
tional expenditures. Yet it ended the year having to spend $5 million
more than it was appropriated. This has necessitated many cutbacks
in the fiscal 1970 program, including not purchasing needed textbooks
and supplies. The BIA presently spends only $18 per child on text-
books and supplies, compared with a national average of $40.

The BIA operates many inferior school facilities and some that
have actually been condemned. As tr result of a lack of high school
facilities in Alaska, over 1,200 Alaskan .natives are sent to boarding
schools in Oregon and Oklahoma. Thousands of Navajo children are
in damaging elementary boarding schools on the Navajo Reservation
because of inadequate appropriations for roads and day schools.

The education budget of the BIA is grossly inadequate: 'Until this
most basic problem can be overcome, little progress toward educational
excellent* can be anticipated.
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8. The subcommittee recommends
(a) That the Division of Indian Health conduct nutritional
surveys of Indian and Alaskan native groups to identify
the nature, extent, and location of nutritional problems in
order to confirm program needs and establish priorities;
(b) That officials of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and De-
partment of Agriculture involved with food programs
affecting Indians work with Indian Health Division person-
nel in implementing recommendations evolving from the
nutritional surveys;
(c) That a major effort be made to develop health education
programs for elementary and secondary schools educating
Indians. Such programs would seek to help Indians identify
and diagnose nutrition problems and to encourage nutrition
education.
(d) That the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and
Human Needs include as a specific part of its work an
analysis of the effectiveness of Federal food programs in
Indian schools and among Indian families.
(e) That the Bureau of Indian Affairs not reduce the school
lunch program provided with JohnsonO'Malley funds un
less it assures that every student who would receive a lunch
under Johnson-O'Malley will receive a school lunch under
some other program. ,

The subcommittee found severe problems of hunger and malnutri-
tion among many of the Indians and Alaskan natives it visited. These
problems result directly in poor Indian performance in the classroom.

Gross malnutrition, such as kwashiorkor, merest-me, and severe
vitamin deficiencies, occurs in several Indian groups, particularly
among Navajos and other Arizona tribes. Mild and moderate nutri-
tional deficiencies are relatively common among Indians. The sub-
committee heard testimony, for example, that between 1968 and 1967
the Indian hospital in Tuba City, Ariz., admitted 616 children with
malnutrition, 587 for retarded growth, 15 with kwashiorkor, and 29
with marasmus.

Research has indicated that severe malnutrition has a definite effect
upon the 'learning potential of children. In some cases, permanent
brain damage is the result. Studies in several countries have shown
that inadequate nutritional intakes during the first 8 years of life pro-
duces significant stunting of physical growth and irreversible stunting
of mental growth and development. A large number of preschool
Indian children face this possibility. Among the Navajos alone, for
example, it is estimated that 12 percent of the infants hospitalized have
anemia-of the irondeficiency type. It becomes essential, therefore, that
malnutrition and other nutrition problems be eliminated if Indians
are to escape from lifelong physical and mental impairments.

This means that more data on nutrition problems of specific Indian
groups is needed in order to design programs and establish priorities.
All agencies involved with Indian food programs must then work
together to see that nutrition needs are met. School lunch programs and
commodity food programs should be examined to make sure they are
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supplying particular tribes or communities with the foods needed to
7 nutritional deficiencies. Breakfast programs should be insti-

tuted in schools where there is a nutritional need, and free lunches
should alwaysbe available to those Indian students who cannot afford
to pay. The value of a good school lunch program was evident in
Alaska, where in some seAlaska, this one meal profided more than 50
percent of a student's daily food intake.

A thorough program of education in nutrition which considers the
food habits and cultural practices of Indian groups is essential. Many
Indians lack knowledge of proper nutrition, how to store and preserve
foods, or, how to purchase foods wisely. The Division of Indian Health
works in this area, but their programs need additional funds and
staffing. More programs should be developed for Indian elementary
and secondary students which would provide them with knowledge inthese areas.

Almost 25 percent of JohnsonO'Malley expenditufts are currently
for school lunches for Indian students. The Bureau of Indian Affairs
has indicated its interest in terminating this use of Johnson - O'Malley
funds and having the Department of Agriculture take over this func-
tion. The Bureau a JOM lunch program should not be reduced unless
assurances are made that Indian students who would receive lunches
under JOM will receive them under some other program.

The subcommittee believes the work of the Senate Select Committee
on Nutrition and Human Needs has special relevance to Indian nutri-
tion problems, and that the committee's recommendations deserve care-
ful attention.
9. The subcommittee recommends

The Civil Rights Enforcement Office of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare should investigate discrim-
ination against Indians in wheels receiving Federal funds.
Furthermore, the Civil Rights .Commission should investi-
gate the general problem of discrimination against Indians:

The subcommittee found, and has included in its reports, numerous
allegations of discrimination against Indians in public schools receiv-
ing Federal funds. The evidence indicates that there are possible viola-
tions of title VI of the Civil Rights Act. The Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, the Civil Rights Commission, and the Depart-
ment of Justice, all have jurisdiction to investigate these instances, yet
none is giving sufficient attention to them. They are urged to investigate
such cases and act as appropriate.

The subcommittee also believes that the Civil Rights Commission
should examine the application of the 1968 Indian Bill of Rights, and
other matters relevant to its statutory authority relating to discrimina-
tion against Indians, at the earliest practicable time.

The subcommittee tecominetuir
That the Federal Government shall not terminate Federal
responsibility and services in educational Melds to any
indka tribe, band, group, or community, unless such termi-
nation is consented to by those Indians affected by such
termination.
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The subcommittee has found that the termination policy of the 1950's
has continued to be an expression of the intent of Congress in the
1960's. The fear of termination has poisoned every aspect of Indian
affairs, has undermined every meaningful attempt at organizational
reform,, and has been a major psychological barrier to Indian socio-
economic development. Termination bulb are still introduced in Con.

rsAwards by the Indian Claims Commission are still used as a
visie to induce tribes to apply for termination. The subcommittee

feels that the best. corrective measure for this dilemma is to establish
a procedure whereby no termination of responsibilities and services
in educational fields will be carried out by Ue Federal Government
unless consented to by those Indians affected.
IL ThAl_subcoramittee.recommends -

That a comprehensive attack upon alcoholism among In-
dians be begun at the earliest possible time, and that it include
(a) coordinated medical, paramedical, educational psy-
chiatric, social, and rehabilitation services, both public and
private, including non-medical and non-professional personnel
as appropriate; (b) strong previution programs, relying upon
concerted public education efforts; and (c) concerted efforts
to identify and deal with the causes of Indian alcoholism.

Alcoholism is a pressing problem among American Indians today.
Yet it has failed to attract the attention it deserves. Both Government
agencies and Indians themselves have been reluctant to recognize the
severity of the problem, and surprisingly few attempts have been made
to collect the data necessary for adequate problem definition and
analysis.

The consequences of our failure to act are many, and include the
physical and social impairment of large numbers of Indian adults; the

Isevere disorganization of many Indian families and communities;
exceedingly high accident rates; alarming numbers of homicides, sui.
tides, and assaults; the failure of Indian children in public schools;
and the placement of large numbers of Indian children in boarding
schools. The cost to the taxpayer of providing medical care, welfare,
and police services to deal with the excessive drinking problem is
obviously high. If alcoholism could even be partially alleviated. a
significant amount of scarce public resources could be conserved for
other pressing needs.

Alcoholism is, of course, not a problem for Indians alone. It is a
major public and mental health problem for millions of Americans.
We are, as a nation, learning more and more about effective prevention
and treatment methods. What we do know, now, we should make
available to American Indians.

The Division of Indian Health of the 'U.S. Public Health Service
conducts a number of alcoholism prevention and treatment programs
for Indians. The subcommittee WAS dismayed to discover that Johnson.
O'Malley funds, to be used for educational and health services for
Indians, are not being used for any alcoholism programs Use of such
funds should be part of an intensive effort to bring to bear all available
resources to combat this problem.
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12. The subcommittee recommends- -
Full funding of the National Council on 'Indian Opportunity
for fiscal year 1970, and for subsequent years.

The National Council on Indian Opportunity was created by ,Execti-
tive Order 11399 on March 6,1988. The purpose o f the Council as stated
in the Executive order is to encourage full use of Fedeial programs
as they relate to Indians, apprise the impact and progress of Federal.
programs for Indians, and suggest ways to improve such programs.

By including six Indians as members, the Council affords the Indian
people, for the first time in the history of Federal-Indian affairs, an
opportunity to sit at the highest administrative level and have a direct
say in the formulation of policies and programs as they relate to
Indians.

'President Johnson and President Nixon both have given their strong
support to the Council. The National Congress of American Indians,
the largest Indian organization in the country, indicated its strong
support for this program in a_postion paper adopted May 6,1969, in
Albuquerque, N.Mex. The NCAI commented that the creation of the
Council was:

a milestone in the involvement of Indian people with the ad-
ministration of this country, and as such it can be a vital mechanism
for Indian involvement in their own progress. There is no other like
body which gives the Indian ..people such vital participation in the
discussion and solution of their problems. The National Council, on
Indian Opportunity must be continued and funds appropriated for
its continued operation.

As more and more programs for Indians are begun in agencies other
than the Department of the Interior, the need for program coordina-
tion and appraisal becomes even more acute. Nearly half of the total
Federal outlay in Indian Affairs goes to agencies other' than the Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs. These departments, whose secretariegi along
with the Vice President as chairman, and the Indian memben- men-
tioned above, sit on the Council, are: Agriculture, Commerce, Labor,
HEW, HUD, and 0E0. Additionally, it is expected that the Depart-
ment of Justice will embark on its first Indian program during fiscal
year 1970. In judgment of the subcommittee% the Council is the only
agency equipped with the authority to coordinate all Federal Indian
programs. .

-On September 3, 1969, the Senate passed on authorizing resolution
continuing the Council. The resolution is now pending in the House
of Representatives and the subcommittee recommends favorable action
be taken as soon as possible. ;.

It is expected that another request for funding of the Council will
be included in a supplemental appropriations bill to be sent to Con-
gress later this fall. The subcommittee concluded that favorable action
on f und ing the Council is imperative.
13. The subcommittee recommends

That the Bilingual Education Act (title VII of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act) receive sufficient funding so
as to enable expanded programs for Indian children, that
the act be amended to include schools opOrated for Indians
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by nonprofit institutions, and that BIA schools undertake
expanded bilingual education programs of their own, along
the lines of those outlined In the Bilingual Education Act,
to meet the needs of Indian pupils.

There are nearly 300 Indian languages in use today in the United
States. More than one-half of the Indian youth between the ages of

and 18 use their native language. Two-thirds of Indian children en-
tering Bureau of Indian Affairs schools have little or no skill in
English.

At the same time, a substantial number of the teachers instructing
Indian children are unfamiliar with the only language their Indian
students understand. It is estimated that less than 5 percent of teachers
in BIA. schools are native to the culture and language of the Indian
children they teach. Thus, thousands of Indian children who know only
their native language are taught by teachers who essentially know
only English.

Of the $7.5 million appropriated for the Bilingual Education Act
(title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act)a
vastly inadequate amountonly $308,000 is being spent on Indian
bilingual programs benefiting but 778 Indian children.

This program can do much more than enable the child to learn En-
glish through use of his native language. It can emphasize the history
and culture of the Indian, provide for native aides in the classroom and
develop a system of home-school coordinators to improve the relation-
ship between school and family. The bilingual education program offers
opportunities to sensitize teachers to Indian culture through inservice
and preservice programs. Programs can be provided to train teachers
in the native language of their Indian students. One effort presently in
operation provides for a curriculum guide for mothers of Cherokee
children so that they can work with their children in understanding
new language concepts.

Title VII, ESEA, offers a unique opportunity to provide bilingual
and bicultural education for Indian students, as well as btr initiate
programs which would give teachers a better understanding of In-
dianlanguage,culture and history.

While the bilingual'eduration program requires expansion to meet
the needs of all non-English speaking children, an intensive effort is
needed now to provide Indians with culturally sensitive programs.

The Rough Rock Demonstration School on the Navajo Reservation
in Arizona, operated as a nonprofit corporation, has shown that re-
markable progress can be made by using culturally sensitive teaching
materials and teachers trained in the bilingual education approaches.
The children learn English faster this way, while at the safe time sus-
taining pride ii. their culture. To receive bilirmal gducation funds un-
der this title, Rough Rock must be defined as a local educational
agency.
14. The Subcommittee recommends

That a major effort be undertaken immediately to (a) de-
velop,. culturally sensitive curriculum materials, (b) train
native teachers, and (c) promote teaching as a career among
Indian youth.
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The subcommittee was .shocked to find, not only the absence of bi-
lingual materials, but the absence of hardly any culturally sensitive
materials in the Federal and public schools it investigated. In. 11111 ny
cases the materials used by the children either completely ignore l the
contributions of Indians to society, or meowed fattens in insulting
stereotypes. In some instances the teaching materials in use were totally
irrelevant to the experiences of the children. In Alaska, for example,

subcommittee found schools using "Dick and Jane" ;'eederit which
referred to cows, farms, cities, grass and other items completely un-
familiar to the Alaskan native. Only at the Rough Rock Demonstra-
tion School in Arizona were children being taught with materials
related to their native culture and designed by Navajos themselves
Nothing underscores more the insensitivity of the present paternal
method. of educating Indian children than the continued absence of
bicultural materials. This situation must be corrected immediately.

In addition, new programs to train native teachers are required im-
mediately, as is a program to encourage Indians to undertake teaching
careers. The number of Indian teachers in public schools in infinitesi-
mal, and even in the all-Indian BIA schools Indian teachers con-
stitute only about 16 percent of the teaching staff. The percentage of
these Indian teachers who teach children of their own tribe and lan-
guage is smaller yet. A special effort should be made to recruit Indians
into teachertrammg programs, and a means should be established
whereby Indian teenagers would be inforined early in their secondary
school years of college opportunities in teacher training.

U. ADMINISTRATION OF INDIAN EDUCATION

A. General Recommendatiois
The most difficult question confronting the subcommittee was what

organizational changes are necessary if Indian schools are to become
"models of excellence" in terms of both program and Indian tiontrol.
The subcommittee has found that the Bureau of Indian Affairs suf-
fers from a severe bureaucratic malaise, which militates against change
and innovation as well as. actively discourages Indian control. The
present structure of the Federal school program, as an integral part,
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, places primary control over educa-
tional deeisionmaking in the hands of area directors and noneduca-
tors. It destroys educational leadership and rewards mediocrity. It
is therefore not possible to conceive of change and improvement in the
present structure. If an exemplary program is to be developed, it will
require a radical and comprehensive reorganization.
15. The subcommittee recommends

(a) That the Position of the Commissionerof the Bureau
of Indian Affairs be upgraded by giving him the concur
rent title of Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs.
(b) That the Bureau of Indian Affairs be removed from
the authority of the Assistant Secretary for Publie Land
Management and be placed under the authority of this
new Assistant Secretary for Indian Affair&

At present, the BIA is one of four bureaus under the Assistant Sec-
retary for Public,Land Management.iThe four are: the BIA; the Bu-
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reau of Land Management; the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation; and
the Office of Territories. This Assistant Secretary is thus principally
concerned with the conservation, management, and development of
some 458 million acres of the nation's public lands,'ind the adminis-
tration of mining and mineral leasing on federally owned lands. He is
also the focal point of Federal activities related tc outdoor recreation.

It is perfectly plain that the present administrative arrangement
short-changes the BIA) which must compete with other bureaus (whose
interests are diametrically opposed) for the Assistant Secretary's
attention.

The present arrangement has resulted in inadequate budget levels,
neglect of educational programs and problems, and lack of forceful
leadership for improvement. The change in placement and status of
the BIA should permit higher budget levels, more effective leadership,
and more rapid innovation.

There exist ample precedents for this dual title. For example, in the
Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Assistant Sec-
retary for Mortgage Credit is also the Commissioner for Federal
Housing. Furthermore, the Commissioner of the MA, Hon. Louis
Bruce, endorsed this step in a meeting with the subcommittee on
Oct. 2, 1969.
16. The subcommittee recommends .0"

That there be established a National Indian Board of
Indian Education with authority to set standards and
criteria for the Federal schools. -

Structurally, this recommendation is patterned after the organiza-
tion of education in the States, with the National Indian Board of In-
dian Education as the centerpoint of citizen participation much as is
the State Board. It would, as do the counterpart hoards in the States,
have oversight over the operations of the schools and have authority
to set standards and criteria and determine policy within the frame-

- work of the law. The National Board would receive funds for its
operations.

The National Board would be composed of some fifteen members,
representative of the Indian tribes and communities, serving staggered
terms of three years. They would be appointed by the President from
lists of nominees furnished by the Indian tribes and communities and
would be eligible to serve no more than two consecutive terms. At
least annually, but more often if necessary, the Board would submit
to the Congress and to the President reports and recommendations
for administrative action or legisThtion thus giving the Indians them-
selves leverage in effecting change. Tie National Board could elect
to ex officio membership no more than five non-Indian individuals ex-
pert in areas of concern to the Board.

The National Board would be authorized to utilize the expertise
of the U.S. Office of Education, the Office of Economic Opportunity,
and other Federal agencies.

While this recommendation envisions the appointment of the Na-
tional Board, the subcommittee believes that the matter of election of
the members of the National Board merits careful consideration.
Therefore, the National Board should be empowered to establish the
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mechanism for electing the Board, and an equitable means by which
such members might be elected. It should submit a plan for election
of Board members, to the Congress, and to the President. If this plan
is not rejected by either House of Congress, following the procedure of
congressional action u prescribed by law in the case of executive re-
organization plans, then the election procedure would be. put into effect.

The National Board would also be empowered to participate in the
negotiation .of contracts with individual tribes and communities to
run local school systems for Indians.

The Board would present to the Department of Interior its sugges-
tions for nominees for Assistant Commissioner for Education as well
as presenting its-views on any candidate that the Department may be
considering for the post. Since the Assistant Commissioner for Edu.
cation would be serving for one or more terms of 4-year duration,
the National Board would have the foregoing review responsibilities
also with respect to reappointment.

Finally, the National Board would serve in an advisory capacity
with respect to Federal education programs involving Indians in the
public schools. For example, the Board could review school district
use of Johnson-O'Malley funds to assure they were being used for
the needs of Indian students.
17. The subcommittee recommends--

That Indian boards of education be established at the local
level for Federal Indian school districts.

The powers of-such local boards would be similar to those powers
traditionally held by local school boards. The boards, for example,
would have supervision over curriculum and the hiring of faculty in
the schools in their distriats. Generally, they would have jurisdiction
in Indian school districts containing elementary and secondary schools
situated a proper geographic, tribal, or community area. These
boards would be either elected by the Indian district in which they
would serve, or be appointed by the tribal or community authority
there. It is assumed that the method of selection would vary from area
to area. Approximately 80 percent of local hoards throughout the
country are elected.

In keeping with the practice throughout the Nation wherein the
..overwhelming majority of local school boards areelected, the subcom-

niittee expresses the hope that local Indian boards will likewise be sub-
ject to election, keeping in mind that in a minority of areas as else-
where in the country,local preference may dictate that the board be
appointed.

The local boards would have direct lines of communication with the
National Indian Board of Indian Education, and would be empowered
to convey to it recommendations for °versa policy.
18. The subcommittee reeonvraends

That Indian parental And community involvemefit- be
increased. .

The BIA. has been particularly lax in invoPring the particikation' of
Indian parents and communities in-he education prpess. Such in-
volvement would have a beneficial 'effect on the' attitude of Indian
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children toward school and their own educat4on, and could hi helpful
ned and enhealced educition p

Trit...,"b!hat:tprens.t.in ity-invelvemen school
" level complexents the local and national Indian boards recommenueu

above.
19. The subcommittee recommends

That the Assistant Commissioner for Education of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs be given the responsibilities of
a superintendent' of Federal schools, having direct line
control over the operation of the !schools, including
budgets, personnel systems, and en orting services. It .
also recommends that the ,term of ce of the Assistant
Commissioner be limited to 4 years, subject to reap-
pointment.

This would -place the Federal school system outside of -sires, office
and reservation agency control, and leave the Federal school system
as an autonomous unit within the 131.A.. Furthermore, it would permit
the Assistant Commissioner much greater authority to negotiate with
State and local school boards and agencies for augmented Indian edu-
cation programs in the public schools.

The subcommittee u'r'ges that the Assistant Commissioner for Edu-
cation retain decisionmaking authority over policy matters, and
delegate only ministerial functions to his subordinates.

10. The subcommittee recommends
That the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and
the Department of the Interior together with the National
Council on Jointlyointly devise a plan of action
for a united effort between the two Departments for the de-
velopment of a quality education program for Indian children,
and that such plan be submitted to the Congress no later than
March 1,1970.

Two Federal agencies presently have the special eicpertise required
to upgrade the education of Indian children. The Bureau. of Indian
Affairs has direct responsibility for educating children in Federal
Indian schools, the U.S.;0ffice of Bducition concerns itself with
public school programs, some of which affect: Indian children. Both
agencies have the same goal of quality education. Unfortunately, each
agency pursues that goal within the context of its own plans and op-
erations. There is little, if any, sharing of ideat(or resources. These
two Federal agencies do not work together to reach solutions to com-
mon Indian education problems, primarily because no working mech.
amain exists for that purpose.

In 1967 the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee posed the
question of where in the Federal structure responsibility. for Indian
education should be located in order to best serve the interests of
Indian children. An interdepartmental committee (HEW-Interior)
was established and a careful review was undertaken by both Depart-
ments. Despite the fact a number of meaningful recommendations
were made and supported by the two Departments, relatively minor
progress hes beenachieved.
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'rho subcommittee believes that the failure to implement' the itaer-
departmental eonunittee's recommendations was due in large measure
to the absence of a commitment to a joint coolierative effort between
Interior and HEW.

The subcommittee therefore. strongly urges the Secretary of the In.
terior and the Secretary of limit lt, 1J:titivation, and W.Ifare, together
with the NCR), to ileviseoi plan of action for a united etior, by the
two Federal Departments, and other relevant departments and :igen-,
cies for the development of a quality education program for Indian
children irrespective of pinee of enrollment.

In developing such a plan the two Irepailments sloodd consider
ways in winch personnel from both Deparinicnts %%orliiin: on the
united effort could work %vial the proposed National [Wiwi Board
of Indian Education. a

The subcommittee requests that such a plan he sitionitted to the
Congress no latter than March 1,1!)76.

THE ROLE AND FUTURE OF FEDERAL SCHOOLS

A. An Exemplary School System

In the past, Federal Indian school have primarily served as agents
of coercive assimilation into the dominant cultore and to a substan-
tial extent they are still playing that role. They have been chronically
underfunded and understaffed and have largely failed to recognize
the special needs of their students. Only reently have they been
conceptualized as a potent ial national resource.
V. The subcommittee recommends

That the Federal Indian School System be developed into
an exemplary system, which can play an important' role
in improving education. for Indian children. Federal
schools Mould develop exemplary programsyin at least
these three areas:

. I. Outstanding innovative programs for the education of dis-
advantaged children.

2. Bilingual and bicultural education programs.
3. Therapeutic programs designed to deal with the emotional,

social and identity problems of Indian youth.
In order to implement this recommendation, the subcommittee notes

the following areas seriously in need of immediate attention:
(a) An' effort to develop more effective preservice and in- service

training for teachersand administrators.
(b) (i) Substantial upgrading of teacher 'personnel practices= in-

cluding recruitment, certification, and retention'. The Aihcommittee
received many expressions of concern that despite the devotion and
ability of most teachers, there are significant problems regarding the
professional capacity and effectiveness of mimberS of teachers in 111A
schools.

Civil service practices should be modified when They eontl iet, with
a kcal school hoard's authority to discharge the 1;Nsponsibilities tra-
ditionally held by local public school boards: Local Indian hoards
should hare traditional local powers to hire, and release. facility.
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(ii). The development of model environments and incentives for
attracting and holding outstanding teachers and adiOnistrators. The
teacher turnover/rate is a very serious problem in schools serving
Indian childreyand the Federal 'bureaucracy is at its worst in under-
mining initiative, imagination, candor, and professionalism. The fun-
damental importance of attracting and holding outstanding teachers
and administrators throughout the Federal school syitern demands
that a major effort be undertaken outside of BIA to study the existing
system and to recommend how-this goal can be achieved. -

- (c) Pupil personnel services have beentreatly neglected by schools
serving Indian children; due to a lack of adequate funding. Yet this is
an area of great need. There must be a very substantial expansion of
personnel and programs in the areas of special education, guidance, and.
counseling and psychological services.

(d) Model prevocational and vocational training programs should be
davejopcd'at the secondary and postsecondary levels, and there should
be innovative programs demanding the best of students, including
cooperative education programs, and aiming at the job market. of the
future, not the past.

(e)'-Major upgrading of 'skills and competence in the teaching of
English, with emphasis on bilingual educational programs. More atten-
tion should be given to teaching Indian languages as a second language
to school personnel on Indian reservations.

(f) A general strengthening and upgrading of all academic pro-
grams utilizing the best educational techniques and innovations
available.

(g) A substantial investment should be made in sophisticated re-
search and development activities serving a number of experimental
programs and schools. Part of this can best be done by contracting with
outside agencies, but it is essential for-Indian schools to be thoroughly
self-critical, self-evolving institutions. This requires local expertise
and some research and development capability.

(h) Major efforts should be made to involve Indian adults- and
communities in the work of and control over the schools. This should
not be done on a token or patron basis, but rather by establishing
actual community school boards and Contracting the operation of,
schools back-to Indian groups and communities.

(i) The. overall budget for the Federal school system has heen
grossly inadequate: This is in large part due to the inability of BIA
to establish appropriate educational standards and calculate the real
costp involved in providing an equal educational opportunity for
Indian students. The education budget of BIA needs a complete over-
haul and adequate standards must be developed. It can be assumed
that actual costs must double or triple if an effective program is to
be developed.

(j) The BIA should establish a procedure for planning and evaluat-
ing education programs for Indian children. This procedure should be
designed to ascertain specific educational needs of Indian children, set
forth goals in meeting those needs, plan programs .and projects de-
signed to achieve those golfs, and evaluate the effectiveness of those
programs and projects in achieving the purposes for which they
ars established.
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B. Special Problems

1. ELEMENTARY BOARDING SCHOOLS

ee. The subcommittee recommends
That as rapidly as possible, the elementary boarding
schools on the Navajo Reservation should be replaced
by day schools.

The subcommittee believes that elementary boarding schools are
emotionally damaging to the ehildren who attend. Two steps should
be taken to deal with this problem during the period of time needed for
phasing them out

(a) A thorough investigation of these schools should be conducted
by a team of mental health and child development professionals' to'
determine how the school environment and practices' can be sub-
stantially improved.

(b) it massive effort should be undertaken to improve these schools
while they are being phased out. To begin with, the ratio of dormitory
aides to children supervised should be lowered to 1: 15 or less and the
aides must be well-trained.

2. OFF-RESERVATION PnARDINt; sciirear,s

94. The subcoritnittee recommends
That the National Indian Board Of 'Indian ,Education,
In concert with a team of professional consultants com-
petent in areas of personality development and mental
health, should conduct a detailed investigation' of the off-

4. reservation -boarding schools to determine Which ones should
be converted into therapeutic treatment centers. These centers
would be administered by Prblic Health Service's Mental
Health personnel in cooperation with the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

Off-reservation boarding schools have generally become dumping
grounds for Indian students with serious social and emotional prob-
lems. Vn fortunately, ,there are also some students who are enrolled
simply because there is no other school available to them. It is highly
questionable whether or not these t wo groups of students should be
without any plan, mixed together.
24. The subcommittee recommends

That the present distribution and location of Federal boarding
schools and the pattern of student placement be thoroughly
reexamined by the National Indian Board of Indian
Education.

The subcommitteel'hes found that over 1.200 Alaskan natives are
presently being sent to Federal boarding schools in Oregon and Okla-
homa, thousands of miles from their home. In addition, we have
found that over, 400 Indian students from the. Northwest are being
sent to Federal boarding schools h Oklahoma. These placement pro-
cedures are questionable and were strongly opposed by Indian and
native leaders testifying before the subcommittee.
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The present distribution and location of offreservation boarding
schools should be carefully scrutinized by the National Indiltn Board
of Indian Education. The present system owes more to historical
chance and expediency than rational planning. new rationale and
plan should be developed and implemeted.

3. OUIDANUE AND COUNSELIND

es5. The subcommittee cerommends
That the guidance and counseling program in BIA boarding
schools be substantially expanded and improved.

The guidance and counseling program in BIA schools suffers from
numerous defiCiences. Presently, the guidance function is combined
with dormitory, administration, and disciplinary responsibilities,
many of the personnel lack profes.sio nal training, and counseling serv-
ices are often not available on weekends or after school hours. .A major'.
effort should be made to overcome these deficiencies.

The guidance department should contain only trained professional
personnel. Guidance Department staff other than professionals- -
should be recognized under a separate department to divorce com-
pletely the guidance function from the housekeeping and disciplinery,
responsibilities. Guidance staff should be available to students through
out the regulat schoolday, evenings, and weekends.

C. Special Programs

1. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The suboommittee recommends --
That there be a thorough review of the vocational educa-
tion and manpower programs in the BIA.

A thorough review and evaluation of vocational education and man-
power programs in the BIA should be conducted by a grow of inde-
pendent experts, similar to the excellent study which resulte in many
of the reforms written into the Vocational Education A dments of
1968. Indian parents and tribal teadert'should play gnificant role
in the review and planning process of this effort, e.study should
necessarily_ include ,eistployMent and economic opportu es available
for`thoselndians who may the reserve or live
close to it. Attention should also be given to the number o -voca-
tional and manpower programs offered by various agencies and a
mean§ for coordinating them.

The vocational training program should take cognizance of the
desire of many Indian people to remain on the reservation and pre-
pare students for hoth on and off reservation employment. Vocational
training programs should be closely articulated with economic develop-
ment programs on reservations.

2. HIGHER EDUCATION

r. The subcommittee recommends.
(a) That stipends for Indian students receiving MA echo!.
arships and fellowships (including allowances for sub-
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sistence and other expenses for such persons and their
dependents) be brought into line with practices under
comparable federally supported programs and the BIA
allocate sufficient funds for this purpose.

For several years there has been an effort in Congre* that student
stipends (including allowances for subsistence and other expenses for
such persons and-their dependents) be consistent. This effort ha.; been
reflected in amendments to the law (e.g., the Higher Education
Amendments of 1008, Palle Law 90-575) and changes in ad-
ministrative practice in Federal agencies (e.g., the National Science
Foundation).

The subcommittee would like to bring to the attention of the Bureau
of Indian _Affairs a passage in Senate Report No. 1387 issued by the
Senate Committee on Lahor and Pnhlic Welfare on July. 11, 1908, in
conjunction with the Higher Education Amendments of MS, as
follows:

"Therefore, the conunittee requests that the U.S. Ogee of Education
and other Federal agencies concerned give high priority tin equalize
through administrative action the terms and amounts of institutional
and individual academic support programs. If this equalization cannot
be accomplished by the administrative means suggested by the com-
mittee in both this report and in Senate Report 1137, thin it is re
quested that the Office of Education and the other agencies concerned
submit to this committee a report on the reasons therefor together with
approprifite legislative recommendations to accomplish the equaliza-
tion."

The subcommittee found , for example that inadequate funding pre-
vents the BIA from granting additional suhsistence money to married
students. This is inconsistent with the practice of the Off ;:e of Educa-
tion which grants $500 for each dependent.

The BIA estimates that thete are about 400 sktdents in this situation
and at least an additional 400 needing assistana for graduate studies.

(b) That the Bureau of Indian Affairs should expand
scholarship programs so as to provide expanded support
for Indian students in graduate studies.

It has not been until recent years that the Bureau of Indian Affairs
has recognized Indian graduate students and their need for scholar-
_ship assistance. The Bureau has heen able to provide only limited.
funding for,e'raduate study, though. Since many of these I6dian stu-
dents will take major leadersliip roles in society following their studies,
it is essential they be given every opportunity to pursue their tels:sa-
tional goals. The Bureau should therefore expand its scholarship
program so as to substantially increase funds availahle to Indian
grad mite students.
48. The 4-ubcommittee recommends ----

That the BIA's regulation for financial aid for higher
education be changed so that need rather than location
of residence will determine a student's eligibility.

The present regulation states that Indian students living on or near
reservations should he given preferenee in determining eligibility for
grants. The needs of many Indians in urban areas are often as great
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as Indians near reservations, and tines a student's financial needs
should be the major determinant of his eligibility.
29. The subcommittee recommends

That the Bureau of Indian Affairs should contract with
colleges and universities to develop programs to help
meet the special concerns of college students. -

There is a definite need for a core curriculum in Indian history
and culture which touches upon.tlie many aspects of Indian life. Skill-
building programs which consider the Indians' culture and language

I are needed. The Johnson-O'Malley Act should be utilized to contract
for such programs.
$0. The subcommittee recommends

That a special effort be made to disseminate information
on loans and scholarshiPs and special programs to Indian
students desiring to attend college.

There is a definite need to coordinate the information 'on BIA
grants which are available and other grants available to Indian stu-
dents. Many Indian students are never apprised of the funds avail-
able to them for higher education. Such art intensive effort could
include establishment, of a clearinghouse which (mold also in form In-
dians of special programs for Indian students, such as those pre-
college orientation programs at Fort Lewis College in Colorado, and
Dartmouth College's ABC program. 4

31. The subcommittee recommends- -
A graduate institute of Indian languages, history, and
culture should be established.

Them is at present no graduate level program encompassing the
language, history, and culture of Indians. The information such an
institute could disseminate, as well as the research which it would con-
duct, would greatly increase public knowledee and understanding of
the American Indian. Such an institute established by Federal legis-
lation, might very well be operated in conjunction with the Smith-
sonian Institution.
$2. The subcommittee recommends- -

Colleges and universities should include within their
counselor and teachOr-training curriculum, courses-de-- --------
signed to acquaint fitture teachers and counselors with
the needs, values, amid culture of Indian students.

Too many Indians never
complete high school, becau
teachers, counselors, and ad
do not understand Indian c
persons who have such in
years be knowledgeable ani
$S. The subcommittee reco

The Institute of Am
N. Mex. should be rat
supported by the Bur
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The institute has had considerable success in instilling a cultural
pride in Indian students by providing them with opportunities for
creative expression. The individual-oriented programs recognize the
importance of a sense of identity. P' becoming a colle.e, the riistitute
could provide a collegewide curriculum fnf Indians tslnclt considers,
their culture and historysomething unique in higher education. The
valuable lessons learned and put into practice by the Institute should
be expanded into a college ellfriC1111111 so that the Institute might be-
come a model for colleges interested in developing innovative pro-
grams, such as it, teacher-training, whicb recognize Indian needs.
34. The subcommittee recommends --

The Bureau of Indian Affairs should provide continuing
support for the community colleges on or near Indian40

. reservations, such as the.Navajo Community College.
With more Indians expected to attend college each year, it is essen-

tial
en-

dal that.a sound community college program be in operation which
recognizes the problems of Indian students. The Bureau can take a
leading role in this area by providing continuing support for Indian
community colleges. The. Bureau-should conduct a study exploring
the feasiliility of Indian eommunity colleges, and then of working to-
ward the est:dal:4mPa of such Dalian- controlled institutions.
35. The subcom»tittee recommends

That the Bureau of Indian Affairs should fund in insti-
tute in Alaska, possibly in cooperation with the Univer-
sity. of Alaska, similar to the Institute of American
Indian Arts in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

There is a need hi Alaska, as tilers has been in the Southwest United
States, for a center which would tisMst natives in functioning
in today's world while at the same time retaining-their cultural iden-
tity. A center is therefore needed emphasizing the traditions of native
people, their arts and crafts, their music and dance their poetry and
philosophy. Such an institute could serve a leadership role in develop-
ing innovative programs aimed at meeting the needs Of native students,
36. The subcommittee recomends

Mat programs aimed at recruiting and orienting Indian
. students to college should be expanded and funded at a

more adequate level.
Talent Search,-Upward Bo'n'd, and Special Services programs

should be expanded to include more Indians. Other similar programs,
such as Project (:( )PAN-at the University of Alaska and the .BIA's
precollege program at iLiskell Institute merit increased funding; they
have !worm their value, i/1 in college, yet many have
been discontinued or 'h,tv4 lien Ina(lequo,tely funded.
87. 7'he suheommittce recommends

That title III (Developing Institutions) of the Higher
Education Act be strengthened so as to include recently
created higher education institutions attended by Indians
located on or nearby reservations as eligible for assist-
ance under that title.
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Title III of the Higher Education Act has for its purpose "to

assist. in raising the academic quality of colleges ahick hare the desire
and potential to make a substantial contribution to the higher education
resources of oar Nation hut which for financial and other reasons are
struggling for survival and are isolated froin the main -currents of
academic-life. . . ." Section 802 of the act provides flint institutions
to be nided must have been in existence for nt least 5 years. However,
since there has been only in yr' 1.ecent times an naive interest in
.stablishing such institutions for ;,iinns, and since the Federal Gov-
ernment has* special responsibilit1 'or the education of lnd 'taunt the
postsecondary as well ns the elementary and secondnry levels, it is
suggested that the IT.S. Commissioner of Education be authorized to
waive the 5-year requirement of title HI to include recently estnblished
colleges for edileating Indians, such as the Navnjo Community College
in Mnny Fnrms, Ariz., which lens estnhlklued in January 1969.
$8. The subcommittee recomanend4

That the Education Professions Development Act, Part F
of section V of the Higher Education Act, and the Voca-
tional Education Act be amended to include schools and
programs operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

This recommendation should be implemented by :unending sec-
tions 503(a), 504(n), 505, 552, mid 553 of the Higher Education Act
and section181 of the Vocntional Education Art. It would enhance the
development of highly skilled personnel in n11 locations of Federal
Indium school:411nd encourage young Indians to enter into the teaching
profession.

The subcommittee'S recommendation is also in keeping with the
suggestion contained in the set onil annual report of the National
Advisory. Council on Educntion Professions Development, dated
January 31,1969, which stated :

Schools and programs operated by the Burenu of Indian Affairs are
apparently not now technically eligible for personnel development
benefits provided by the Education Professions Development Act or
the Vocational Educntion Act. We recommend that acts providing
education personnel development programs be nmended to remedy
this oversight.
89. The subcommittee recommends-
-9hat4he-perceittagoot-Teacher-Corpantembersallocated_

to elementary and secondary schools operated by the
iBureau of Indian Affairs be increased.

As the law is now written, not to exceed 3% of Teacher Corps
assignments in total maybe made to Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
and BIA schools. The - subcommittee's recommendation should be
implemented by amending section 513(c) (2) of the Higher Education
Act so that the BIA schools may receive not to exceed 5% of Teacher
Corps assignments and Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands would
continue to receive, in total, not more -than 8% of Teacher Corps
members. Thus, additional Teacher Corps members could be assigned
to Indian schools, thereby providing the stimulating effects which the
Corpaimembers have initiated in the past on a larger scale.
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3. ADULT EDUCATION

The subcommittee reeomin4nds
(a) That an exemplary program of adult education be
developed which will provide for the following:

(I) Bask literacy opportunities to all non-literate
Indian adults. The goal should be to wipe out Indian
illiteracy.
(ii) Opportunities to all Indian adults to qualify for
a high school equivalency certificate. The goal should
be to provide all interested Indian adults with high
school equivalency in the shortest period of time
feasible.
(iii) Surveys to define accurately the extent of the
problemi of illiteracy and lack of high school com-
pletion on Indian reservations.

; (iv) A major research and development program
to develop more innovative and effective techniques
for achieving the literacy and high school equival-
ency goals. This would include multi-media instruc-
tion (including teaching machines, videotape, radio,
and TV broadcasting) and the development of cur-
riculum material that is practical, meaningful and
interesting to the adult Indian.

(b) That the adult education program be effectively inte-
grated, with the rest of the BIA education program. The
adult education Program should as much as possible be
placed under Indian control and contribute as well as
benefit from the development of Indian controlled com-
munity schools.

A major commitment should be made to the adult education pro-
grams for American Indians. The national need for such a commitment
is all too evident in the low economic status, rise in alcoholism, lack of
employment capabilities, the inability of too many Indian adults to
read and write, and the general lack of fulfillment of Indian adults
on reservations.

D. Innovation and Research and Development
2. ROUGH ROCK

41. The subcommittee recommends-- -
That the BIA take a stronger role in assuring that the Rough
Rock School continue functioning as an exemplary demon-
stration school and that similar demonstration schools be
established and appropriately funded on other Indian res-
ervations.

The subcommittee has found that the Rough Rock Demonstration
School has had a tremendous impact on the development of new and
more effective educational programs for Indian children in both pub-
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lio and Federal schools. In addition, it is still the only example of a
successful school under tribal control. There is a continuing need for
demonstration schools. Rough Rock has been funded at a much higher
level than other schools on the reservation, and this is a major reason
for its important accomplishments. The BIA should provide strong
financial support for a sustained exemplary education' program at the
Rough Rock School, without in any way infringing on the autonomy
of the school (as a nonprofit corporation) to plan and carry out its
own programs. In addition, the Rough Rock school should be included
in any nationwide array of demonstration schools funded by the
Federal Government.

One of the most promising mechanisms for the, development of
additional model schools would be the contracting of their operation
to a nonprofit corporation with an Indian board of directors similar
to the Rough Rock school. The Indian board could in turn have the
power to subcontract on a competitive basis the operation of the
school to any appropriate profit or nonprofit organization capable of
developing the model program in keeping with.the policy guidance of
the board. Decentralization of the Federal school system by means of
this contracting defies would permit meaningful local control, diver-
sity of approaches, and a healthy sense of competition between differ-
ent schools.

2. RELATIONSHIP TO OOLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

40. The subcommittee recommence --.
That close ties be developed between institutions of higher
education and Federal schools.

Relationships should be established, funded either by contracts or
grants, to stimulate and sustain a long-term interest in improving
Indian education on the part of universities and colleges. Universities.
should help develop new curriculum materials, train teachers and
guidance personnel, conduCt research, and providcontinuing technical
assistance. -

In some instances a university or a group of universities may wish to
directly operate a Federal school. Such arrangements with appropri-
ate Indian involvement should be encouraged and Adequately funded
on a long-term basis.

3. CONSULTANTS

4$. The subcommittee recommends
That the BIA increase its use of consultants.

This report has already recommended a number of areas where con-
sultant assistance is desperately needed by the DIA. The BIA should*
have a budget sufficient for independent consultant assistance and
use them extensively. This is clearly preferable to an attempt to de-
velop substantial in-house specialization. It is impossible to attract
the kind of talent needed under present, civil service rules and_
regulations.
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IV. FEDERAL ROLE AND NON-FEDERAL SCHOOLS

A. Public Law 81-874

1. FORWARD FUNDING

44. The subcommittee recommends --
. That forward funding procedures be implemented for

Public Law 874.
A number of school districts educating Indians depend upon Public

Law 874 for a substantial portion of their budget. Fifteen different
States have one or more districts in which Public Law 874 money con-
stitutes at least 25 percent of the total budget, and in many instances
that is considerably higher. It is essential that such districts
be assured o operating funds at least a year in advance as now au-
thorized by law. Late funding procedures have caused great uncer-
tainty for many districts and have prevented them from adequately
planning programs to meet their students' needs.

2. FULL FUNDING

45. The subcommittee recommends
That Public Law 874 be fully fundet

As explained above, some districts are so dependent upon Public
iLaw 874 money that it is essential their education programs are not

handicapped because of a lack of full funding.

B. Public Law 81,815

1. PRIORITY IN FUNDINO

46. The subcommittee recommends
That section 14 of Public Law 81-815 be declared as de-
serving of priority funding.

More Indian students continue to be transferred into public schools
yearly, but because of inadequate funding for Public Law 815, these
public school districts are receiving no funds for construction of addi-
tional facilities, which the presence of increased Indian enrollment
may necessitate. Public school districts located on reservations must
also provide housing_ for the teaching staff, and often} districts must
depend upon Public Law 815 grants for such construction. It is essen-
tial that section 14 funding be given the priority needed to provide ade-
quate facilities for Indian students. Because of no funding in recent
years, there are areas (Navejot N. Mex., for example) where the ques-
tion is not of adequate facilities, but of no facilities for Indian sti
dents at all.
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2. MORE ADEQUATE immix°

47. 2'hs subcommittee recommends
That Public Law 81-816 be more fully funded.

Politic Law 81-816 has been inadequately funded in recent years. The
9611 appropriation, for example, was only for 19 percent of authoriza-

tion. Requests for 1967 still haven't been funded. It is imperative that
more attention be given to funding this legislation, particularly for
those sections under which disadvantaged students, such as Indians,
are suffering with inadequate facilities. It is difficult enough to teach
children with special needs, without having to face the added difficulty
of inadequate facilities.

C. JohnsonO'Malley Act

:R. The subcommittee recommends
each state applying for a Johnson-O'Malley contract

should be required to submit a definite plan for meeting
the needs of its Indian students.

Too often the plans submitted by States, are vague and meaningless.
Speeifie programs are rarely outlined, and there appears to be no
l'onetiti pit attack on the problems of the Indian. State plans should de.
tail the use for which Johnsoil-Olfalley money will be put, ex-
plain how the 'TOM contrihution fits into the statewide plan for help-
ing. meet the special needs of Indian students.
O. The subcommittee recommends

That better accountability and evaluation procedures
should be instituted at the State and local levels.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs should require improved evaluation
components at the.State and local levels. The only accountability mea-
sures now are a State's annual report, which vary tremendously in
quality and content, Some uniform data collection technique should
he established, and States should be required to report the results of
their JONI programs rather than just the fact that such programs
were in operation.

It is a fair measure of the MA's lack of concern for the education
of Indian children in public schools that the subcommittee could find
no evid nee of any serious effort by the BIA to assure that JOM funds
were used for educational programs for Indian students. The funds
are given to local public school districts, which often use the money
for general educational purposes rather than the special needs of In.
Man students. The subcommittee cannot emphasize too strongly that
these funds are to be used for the education of Indian children only,
and that the BIA should condition their release upon that purpose
with proper accountability.
:;). rho subcommittee recommends ---

That Indians should be involved in the planning, executing
and evaluating of JohnsonO'Malley programs. A\ kState
or district's JOM plan should be subject to the approval
of the Indian participants.
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The Bureau of Indian Affairs, ass. prerequisite to JON contract ap-
proval, should require Indian participation in the planning, execution,
and evaluating of JOM plans. Indians should be involved at both the
local and State levels in formulating the JOM budget request, and in
seeing that the plan is carried out. All proposals and plans must be
approved by those Indians participating.
51. The subcommittee recommends

Thai technical assistants should be hired by 'the BIA to
work with local agencies, State departments of education

. and Indian participant groups in helping to identify
special Indian needs and in developing programs which
would meet those needs. ..

The assistants should be Indians who Can serve as special consultants
to the parties involved in order that the best possible JOM contract
can be negotiated. They should not be desk -bound nor assigned to such
an expansive territory that they are unable to get out into all parts of
the field.
51'. The subcommittee recommends

That Johnson-O'Malley funding should not be conditioned
by presence of tax-exempt land.

The criteria for approval of a Johnson-O'Malley contract should
be.: (0) an exhibited need for programs aimed at meeting the special
needs of Indian students, and (b) a proposal which details how those
needs will be met. The presence of nontaxable Indian land should
not have any bearing in determining the eligibility of children for

JOM money. When the law originally was passed, congressional in-
tent was for the act to serve primarily those Indians who were "to
a considerable extent mixed with the general population." That intent
has not been fulfilled.
5:3. The subcommittee recommends

That the expanded contracting authority authorized by
the Act's 1936 amendmentIshould be utilized for the devel-
opment of curriculum relevant to Indian culture and the
training of teachers of Indian students.

Only in recent years has the Bureau shown some creativity in
.utilization of the expanded contracting authority. This amendment
offers far greater potential for innovative educational projects than
has been demonstrated. It could be a very good vehicle, for example,
to improve curriculum for Indian students. and to train teachers who
will be teaching Indian students. Universities and nonprofit corpora-
tions might be contracted to develop special curriculums which roc-
°vim. Indian culture, and to develop and institute teacher-training

- programs which include recognition that teachers of Indian students
have special responsibilities.

The subcommittee recommends
That tribes and Indian communities should be added to thc,
list of agencies with which the Bureau of Indian Affairs can
negotiate Johnson- O'Malley contracts and that full use be
made of this new contracting authority to permit tribes to
develop their own education projects and programs.
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The subcommittee has -found that very few Indian tribes and coin-
muniti have developed educational plans which identify problems
and es blish goals. However, the subcommittee was impressed by the
fad; at Indian communities have a better understanding of their
educ ion needs and problems than schools that serve them. The
schools rarely understand the Indian community and cultural dif-
ferences, and the Indian community rarely has any influence on the
school. Johnson-O'Malley contracts with Indian tribes and commu-
nities could do much to break down these barriers; and place the initia-

tive and responsibility for change and improvement in the hands of
those who best understand the problems.

Johnson-O'Malley contracts with Indian tribes and communities
could serve a variety of important purposes. For example, tribal sur-
veys and factfinding efforts to determine educational needs; the devel-
opment of education plans and goals; developing effective liaison be-
tureen Indian parents and public schools; developing Indian edam-
thin leadership; planning, funding, implementation and evaluation of
special education -programs for Indian children in cooperation with
public school districts; education programs and projects run directly
by theztribe itself (for eXample, summer school programs).

The basic responsibility. for development of this program should be
vested in the National Indian Board of Education. It will require clo.e
coordination with the development of strong_ Indian' school board,
on those reservations with Federal schools.

An important and promising precedent for this tribal-contracting
approach has recently been initiated by the Indian Health Service.
The Indian community health representative _program is worthy of
careful study by the National Indian likarditil Education to determine
its applicability to the field of Indian education.

D. Transfer of Responsibility
55. The subcommittee Acomeneteds

That Indian tribes or communities should approve in a
formal referendum the transfer of their children to pub.
lie schools before such a transfer can be effected.

The Bureau's transfer _policy, as presently stated in the Indian A (-
fairs Manual, gives the Bureau the authority to determine when I n,
diak students should be traired-Wom Indian schools 1E1 TAW'
wheats. Despite former Commissioner Bennett's statement that tribes
will decide in a referendum when they are ready for transfer, no such
written PolkeY exists. If the Bureau's "mutual readiness" policy is to
mean an hang Indians must have the opportunity to determine when
they are "ready" for transfer..
60. The subcommittee recanktnenda

Thar public school districts be required to demonstrate
clearly they are ready for transfer of Indian students by
developing programs aimed at meeting the children's
special needs and Involving the Indian community in
the school.
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School districts ant icipating Indian enrollment must provide more
than teachers and space for their Indian students. They, must show
they have developed programs aimed at meeting the special needs 'of
Indian students. These .programs should inelude such things as cur-
riculums which recognize the unique character of Indian culture,
teaeher workshop designed to sensitize teachers to the special prob-
lems of Indian students, and provisions for meaningful Indian
development in the operation of the school.

The eubemonnittee steam mends
That Buieau bf Indian Affairs should hold the public
schools accountable for the education of Indian students
transferred from BIA schools.

The performance of the Indian gudent in the public school should
be the test as to w'...ether the school is fulfilling its educational obliga-
tion. The Bureau should make periodic checks of Indian performance
data in public schools, and that data should be reported to local and
State school authorities, the Indian tribes or communities affected, and
the U.S, Office of Education when OE programs are involved. The
dearth of such data now makes it extremely difficult to assess Indian
performance so that the problem areas can be identified and dealt with.

V. OTHER MATTERS
58. Tit subcommittee recommends

Th t State and local communities should facilitate and
en urage Indian community and parental involvement
in he development and operation of public education pro-
g ants for Indian children.

Th subcoMmittee especially noted a lack of participation, due to
sever. 1 causes, of Indians in education operations in the communi-
ties. n several localities, where a substantial' number of Indian
yowl ters are attending public schools, Indian involvement in the
(per: tions of the schools attended by their children was practically or
c»tir ly nonexistent. There are opportunities which can be iitilizea to
enlin ce this participation, however, as evidenced by what transpired

ew Mekico where local school boards were enlarged to accommo-
ant Indian- members. Other means to enlarge Indian parental involve-
mei are ill-GM; It irefivridirtelt.lt-mtglit-be- :added; that
Allol parental involvement will have tareneficial effect on the attitude
of I idian children toward school and their learning.

I i States where there are a significant number of Indian children
att tiding midi* schools, an Indian should be engaged by the State
ech cottonsil agency to advise on Indian education problems and to
participate and giye oversight to Indian schooling. This is now being
done, for example, in California and Minnesota.

Rally, Indians should be involved in State and local educationally
advisory groups, especially those established for Federal programs.
0. The subcommittee recommends

That Indians should be considered for appointment to the
advisory groups functioning within the US. Office of
Education, including those established by statute as well
as those created by administrative action.
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Such advisory groups should be requested to give special atten-
tion to problems of Indian education, where appropriate. In particu-
lar, the 'National Advisory Council on the .Education of Disadvan-
taged Children should give Indian education its continuing attention.
Copies of this report should be brought to the attention of the Council
and other Federal education advisory groups.

The U.S. Office of Education indicates that theie are within OE
some 2 dozen education advisory groups established by law or ad-
ministratively. Indians are inadequately represented on these groups.
60. The .subcommittee recommends .

That in receiving funds under the set - aside- provisions in
the several titles of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act, the BIA should be required to prepare and sub-
mit its proposals to the Office of Edutation for approval
and shook) bear the-same responsibility for maintenance
of effoit as the States.

It is evident that the BIA: does not meaningfully involve the U.S.
'Office of Education in its programs under the Elementary. and Sec-
ondary Education Act for which BIA receives.funds administered by
OE. States receiving these funds submit to OF their State plans which
indicate that thefunds are being used in accord with thelaw and that
the ESEA funds are supplementing, not supplanting, State and local
expenditures; the BIA should follow a similar procedure.
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APPENDIX
The Failure of National Policy: An Historical Analysis '

In Feburary 1968, Mr. Lloyd New, director of the Institute- for
American Indian Arts, testified before the Senate Indian Education
Subcommittee. Speaking as an Indian, a distinguished artist, and di-
reetor of the Institute of American Indian Arts at Santa Fe,'New
.Mexico, he summarized the effects of the failure of national policy
regarding American Indians:

For almost five centuries the American Indian has been
subjected to a process of attrition which has slowly eroded
the roots of his cultural (and economic) existence. His physi-
cal ways have been completely obliterated in many areas and,
presently, his spiritual existence is in extreme jeopardy.

The many and varied attempts that have been made to
"help" him, and particularly "educate" him, have been largely
unsuccessful,

Perhaps in part because it was assumed that the sooner the
Indian was forced to abandon his ways and

But
the melt-

ing pot of America, the better off he would be. But he has 'dis-
played unique resistance to that idea, possibly because his
psychological ,relationship to the land was different from that
of the immigrant groups who eventually surrounded him.
Failure on the part of those who have dealt with the Indian
to understand the basis of his tenacious observance of his own
cultural mores has resulted in the abortion of almost every
attempt to assist him. Even now, various kinds of human
salvage operations, such as urban relocation, employment as-
sistance, on-the-job training, and other rehabilitation efforts
are: at best, only stopgap efforts to meet his worldly needs,
while failing miserably to provide the cultural and emotional
substance required to.put his life in balance.

The American Indian has always been devoted to a philoso-
phy which holds that one's existence should blend into the
comparatively passive rhythms of nature, as opposed to the
dominant society's quest for control of nature through scien-
tific manipulation of its elements. In the main: direct attempts
to switch him from his philosophical position have failed,
much to the consternation of those who have tried.

In the past, public apathy and disinterest permitted him
to maintain a certain degree of privacy, in this way of life
but in recent times he has been forced into the public struggle
for economic survival,. due to the lack of an environment sup-
portive of his old ways. With limited land holoings and the
inevitable encroachments of the dominant society the Amer-
ican Indian is hard pressed in his efforts to maintain his view-
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point while adjusting to the exigencies of the modern world.
No longer, in a position to make war with the opposition,

the Indian, in general, has adopted a tendency to withdraw
and he quietly in the remnants of his old world, only half-
heartedly picking at the offerings made to him by his multi-
tudinous and dominating neighbors.

Poverty, poor health, unemployment, and a growing rate
of alcoholism among Indian adults, and a shocking prevalence
of suicide, dropouts, and delinquency among Indian youth at-
test to the fact that there has been an overall failure to pro-
vide an educational approach sufficiently effective to promote
constructive social transition,

1. MISSION PERIOD

it important to make a distinction between education and formal
education when considering the American Indian. As Dr. Brewtcin
Berry has pointed out, "Education * * * is not an invention of the white

iman. nor is it his sole possession. Every human society devises means
for socializing the young and transmitting its culture." The impor-
tance of this distinction is pointed up dramatically in an exchange
cited in Benjamin Franklin's "Remarks Concerning the Savages of
North America." In 1744, after the Treaty of Lancaster in Peruisyl-
vania between the government of Virginia and the Six Nations, the
Virginia Commissioners offered to the chiefs to educate six of their sons
at a college in Wil Harrisburg, Va. The chiefs replied as follows:

Several of our young people were formerly bronght up at
the colleges of the Northern Provinces; they were instructed
in all your science; but when they came back to us, they were
bad runners; ignorant of every means of living in the woods;
unable to bear either cold or hunger; knew neither how to
build a cabin, take a deer, or kill an enemy; spoke our lan-
guage imperfectly ; were therefore neither fit for hunters, war-
riors, or counselors; they were totally good for nothing. We
are however not the less obliged by your kind offer, though
we decline accepting it: And to show our greatfu1 sense of it,
if the gentlemen of Virginia will send us a dozen of their
sons, we will take great care of their . education, instruct
them in all we know, and make men of them- (Benjamin
Franklin, Two Tracts, etc. (2d ed., 1794), pp- 28-29.)

The important truth to be drawn from that exchange has been
largely ignored in the 400-year history of formal education. for Ameri-
can Indians. According to Dr. Berry, "Formal education of the Ameri-
can Indian began with the coming of the white man, and has continued
to the present time, with conspicuous lack of success." 2

Starting with the first mission school established by the Jesnits for
Florida Indians in 1568, the first 300 years of formal education for

a Dr. Brirtan Dorm "The Education of A11101101) Indians. a Survey of the Literature..
prepared tar the Special Subcommittee on Indian Education. 9let Cong., first seas., Feb-
note MPp. .

Sp.
S.

a Ibid..
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Indians in the United States was dominated-by the church: The basic
goals of this period were to "Christianize" and "civilize" the heathen..

A few Jesuits were in Florida in the 1500's, and for a time
they worked in the Southwest, but their principal activities
in the present United States covered the teriod from 1611 to
the end of the 1700's. They were mostly o French extraction,
they entered the continent by way of the bt. Lawrence River,
and their activities centered around the Great Lakes, and the
Nfississippi and its tributaries.i.

fn addition to converting them to Christianity, Frenchifi-
cation of the Indians was the Jesuits' goal. Louis XIV, who
gave them considerable financial support, repeatedly -gave
orders that all possible efforts should be made to "educate the
children of the Indians in the French manner." Layman
maintains that it was their policy to remove the children.
from their families and tribes, to stress French language
and customs, and to emphasize the traditional academic sub-
jects. -

Protestants were else bent upon Christianizing and civi-
lizing the Indians, and the Virginia Colonists began thinkjng
along those lines as soon as they had won a secure foothold.

King James I, on March 24,1817, called upon the Anglican
clergy to collect money "for the erecting of..some churches
and schools for ye education of ye ehirdren of these Bar-
barians in Virginia." The following year the Virginia Co.
directed the Governor of the colony to choose a convenient
place for the building of "a college for the children of the.
infidels," and to" acres of land were set aside for that
purpose. It was not until 1691 that the College of William -
and Mary was finally chartered. Many Indian students were
brought there in the succeeding years.5 O

In Massachusetts, the charter a the Bay Co. declaredihat the main
objective of the company was the conversion of the natives. The board-
ing school approach, separating Indian children from thtir families
and tribes, was initiated by Rev. John Sareant in Stockbridge, Mass.,
along with an "outing system," whereby -Indian pupils were placed
in Puritan homes during their vacation periods, to keep them from
returning to their tribal ways. A similar program was developed
by Rev. Eleazar Wheelock :

who founded a training school for Indians at his home in
Lebanon, Conn. His philosophy involved rein-oval of
the Indians from their natural environment, surrounding
them with the influences of the Puritan home, and teaching,
them the rudiments of secular and religious knowledge and
"husbandry." Later he moved his school to Hanover N.H.,
where it was named Moor's Charity School, and later imame
thirtmoutik Coliege.4

lbtd.. p. T.
Ibid.. 0. T.

*Ibid.. p. R.
ibid.. p. 9.
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The general attitude of the Puritans toward the Indian is revealed
iby an incident in 1637 when the Pequot Tribe resisted the migration

of settlers into the Connecticut Valley. A. Pequot village was burned
to the ground and NO Indians were burned to death or shot while
trying to escape. The surviving Pequots were sold into slavery. The
Puritans gave thanks unto the Lord that they lost only two men,
and Cotton Mather was grateful to the Lord that, "On this day we
have sent 600 heathen souls to hell." 7 -

it is difficult to evaluate the sticoess of these various religious efforts
but the outcome was questionable, to say the least. Dr. Berry- eites
a fair.ly typical lament attributed to a Mr. William Byrd:

Man the .children of our neighboring Indians have
roudit up in the College of William and Mary. They

have been taught to read anti write, and have been carefully
instructed, in the Principles of the Christian Religion until
they came to be men. 'Yet after they returned home, instead
of civilizing and converting the they have immediately
relapt into infidelity and barbarism themselves.*

Layman refers to the "almost complete failure of the Jesuits to
attain their educational purposes." And refe-ring to the period 177$-
1871, he states:

The net results of almost a hundred years of effort and the
expenditure of hundreds of thousands of dollars for Indian
education were a small number of poorly attended mission'
schools, a suspicious and disillusioned Indian population,
and a few hundred products of missionary education, who,
for the most part, had either returned to * * * (their tribal.,
ways) or were living as misfits among the Indian or white
reipulation.*

2. TREATY PERIOD

From the beginning, Federal policy toward the Indian was based
on the desire to dispotwss him of his land. Education policy was a
function of ourland policy, and until the final Indian uprising in the
late 19th century, took place in the context of wave after wave of in-_

vasion by white settlers reinforced 'by military oonquest. Treaties, al-
most always signed under duress; were the window dressing whereby
'we expropriated the Indian's, land and pushed him back,across the
continent.

Beginning with President Washington, the stated policy of the Fed-
eral Government, was to replace the Indian's culture with our own. This
was considered "advisable " as the cheapest and safest way of subduing
the Indians, of providing a safe habitat for the country's white in-
habitants, of helping the whites acquire desirable land, and of changing
the Indian's economy-so that he would be content with less land. Edu-
cation was a weapon by which these goals were to be accomplished.

' Peter Perla "Mac's Rise to Civilization as Shown bp the Indians of North Anme.lea From
Primeval Times to the Coming of the Industrial ntate," 12. P. Dutton Co., Inc., Pew Tort,1888, p. 247.

Dr. Brewton Berry. op. cit.. p. 9.
Ibid.. p. 9.
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The Indian's "lack of civilization " was the justification used for tak-
ing his land. Benjamin Franklin observed that it was necessary "to ex-
tit.pate the savage in order to nuke room for the cultivators of the
earth." President Jefferson "had hoped that trading posts would en-
eourage Indians to accumulate debts, which they could pay off by ced-
ing hind." Ilerprofiol-ed that the Government would then "settle the
Indian benignly on agricultural reservations where they would learn
to farm .end tome e like their white neighbors." President Monroe,
writing in 1817, stated: "The hunter or savage state requires a greater
extent of territory to stistain it than is compatible with the progress and
just claim of civilized life * * * and must yield to it." Senator Thomas
Hart. Benton of Missouri claimed that the whites must supplant
Indians beratise whites used the land "according to the intentions of the
Creator."

Education was clearly to play a very secondary role to the use of
force. President Andrew Jackson, who had been raised on the frontier,
denounced treaties with Indians as an "absurdity" and a "farce." In
S*), he sought and obtained from Congress legislation permitting the

forced removal, of all Indian tribes east of the Mississippi. During
the next 10 years, an estimated 70,000 to 100,000 Indians were cap -
tured and herded westward, acrosi the Mississippi. Thousands more
died from disease, exposure, and starvation on the thousand-mile
ft.reed march west.

From September 17, 1778, when the first treaty between the United
States and an Indian nation was signed with the Delawares, until
1871, treaties established the main legal basis for the Federal .poli-
cies with respect to Indian education. The earliest treaty containing

specific provision with respect to education was the treaty with the
Oneida, Tuscarora, and Stockbridge Indians of December 2, 1794.

Through treaties and agreements, the Indian tribes ceded to the
rnited States almost a billion acres. Although treaty provisions vary,
in general, the Indians retained lands for their own use which were
to be inalienable and tax exempt. The Federal Government in turn
agreed to provide public services such as education, medical care,
teefinical and aglieulteral training. Specific education provisions were

. included in a ,substantial number of treaties.
On March 30, 1802, Congress appropriated not to exceed $15,000

manually to "promote civilization among the aborigines." This was
the tirsi statutory provision establishing congressional responsibility
for Indian edncation. -

At the request of President Monroe, the Congress passed. an act
on March 3, 1819, which Felix Cohen calls "the organic legal basis
for most of the education work of the Indian Service. "° The pur-
pose of the act. was to "civilize" by converting Indians from hunters
to agriculturists." The funds involved were apportioned among
those societies and individual:; `usually missionary organizations
that bad been prominent in the effort to "civilize' the Indians. As
dieitty funds became available, these were disbursed in the same way.
The annual appropriation, known as the "civilization fund," con-
tinued until the end of the treaty period and was repealed in 1873.

The Office of Commissioner of Indian Affairs was created by Con-
gress as a part of the act of July 9, 1832, although the Bureau itself

v robes, "Huilbook of Federal Indian Law." 1940 ed, I). 239.
13 Worcester V. Georgia, Os. 1932, 81 U.S. 616, 6 Pot. 516, 8 L. Ed. 483.
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had been established in 1824. The office was under the direction of
the Secretary of War, and subject to the regulations prescribed by
the Pre.ident. Indian Affairs remained under the jurisdiction of the
War Department until 1849, when it was moved to the newl3- estab-
lished Department of Interior. Under this act, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs passed from military to civilian control. This had little prac-
tical etiect on actual administration, however, since Army officers
continued to be employed as Rents.

The attitudes of the early Uommisioners of Indian Affairs shaped.
the policieS of Indian education for the century that followed, given.
the broad legislative discretion granted by Congress to the Secretary
of Interior, and in turn, to the' Head" of Indian Affairs, to manage
the educat ion of Indians. The annual reports of the Comniissioners are
clear indicators of those attitudes.

In his second annual report, the first Head of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Thomas L. McKenney, in urging increased appropriat ions for
the support of Indian schools, pointed out that the schools served an
important pacification role in our conquest of the West.

" * these establishments go further, in my opinion, towards
securing our borders from bloodshed, and keeping peace
among the Indians themselves, and attaching them to us, than
would the physical force of our Army, if -empleyed exclu-
sively towards the accomplishment of those objectives."

In his annual report of 1848, Commissioner W. Medal provides us
with a disturbing insight into the prevailing atitudes of the times:

Stolid and unyielding in his ways, and inveterately
wedded to the savage habits, customs, and prejudices in which
he has been reared and trained, it is seldom the case that the
full blood Indian of our hemisphere oan, in immediate junta.
position with a white population, be brought farther within
the pale of civilization than to adopt its vices; under the
corrupting influences of which; too indolent to labor, and too
weak to resist, he soon sinks into misery and despair. The
inequality of his position in all that secures dignity and re-
spect, is too glaring, and the contest he has to make with the
superior race with which he is brought into contact * * * is
too unequal to hope for a better result.

While to all, the fate of the red man has, thus far, been alike
unsatisfactory and painful, it has with many been a source
of much misrepresentation and unjust national reproach.
Apathyt barbarism, and heathenism must give way to energy,
civilization, and Christianity; and' so, the indian of this con-
tinent has been attended with much less of oppression and in.
justice than has * " been * * believed. If, in the rapid
spread of our population and sway, with all their advantages
to ourselves and to others, injury has been inflicted upon
the barbarous and heathen people we have displaced, are we
as a nation to be held up to reproach for such a result."

.10 Altana' report for 1828, OMee 0 Indian Atoll% P. 308,Animal report for 1948. Bureau of Indian Afalre. P. *91 f.
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Commissioner Medili's successor, Orlando Brown, appears to be
more sanguine about the prospects for effective assimilation of the
Indian. The weapons are to be the sword, the plow, and the primer.

The dark clouds of ignorance and superstition in which
these people have so long been enveloped, seem to be break-
ing away, and the light of Christianity and general knowl-
edge to be dawning upon their moral and intellectual darkness.
The measures to which we are principally indebted for the
great and favorable change that has taken place are the con-
centration of the Indians within smaller districts of the
country, where the game soon becomes scarce, and they are
compelled to abandon the pursuit of the chase, and to resort to
agriculture and other civilized pursuits; and the introduction
o manual labor schools among them, for the education of
their children in letters, agriculture, the mechanic arts, and
the domestic economy. These institutions being.in charge of
missionary societies of various religious denominations, and
conducted by intelligent and faithful persons of both sexes,
selected with the concurrence. f the Department, the Indian
youth are also carefully instructed in the best of all knowl-
edge, religious truth, their duty toward God, and their fellow
beings."

Commissioner L._Lea; the next in line, was the third Indian Commis-
sioner in a row to announce a blatant policy of coercive assimilation :

It is indispensably necessary that they (the Indians) be
Rlaced in positions where they can be controlled, and finally
compelled, by stern necessity, to resort to agricultural labor
or starve?*

Commissioner Lea advocated the expansion of the number of manual
labor schools, as "efficient auxiliaries in imparting * * * a knowledge
of letters, agriculture, and mechanic arts, and of advancing them in
civilization and Christianity." He pointed out that a merely book-
taught Indian will resume the barbarism of his original condition"
with nothing more to show for his education than a "more refined
cunning, and a .greater ability to concoct and perpetrate schemes of
mischief and violence." ie

It is only possible to understand the strident inhumanity and arro-
gance of such policy statements in the context of the frontier settler
constituency to which the Federal Government was responding. For
example, in the same y

'
ear that Commissioner Lea was suggesting

starvation as an assimilation tactic, a Kansas newspaper summarized
the general feeling of the frontier toward Indians as follows:

A set of the most miserable, dirty, lousy, blanketed, thiev-
ing, lying, sneaking, murdering, graceless, faithless, gut eat-
ing skunks! the Lord has ever permitted to infest the earth,
and whose immediate and final extermination, all men except
Indian agents and traders, should pray for."

14 IMO Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. p. 21.
1656 1teport or the Commissioner of Indian AffitIrs. p. 1.
1M2 Report of the Commisidoner of Indian Affairs, p. 6.

11 Peter Farb. op. fir., p. 255.
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'lite reality was often as brutal as the rhetoric. One historian has
graphically tieseribeil an extreme example of white settler attitudes
and violence.

In California. the gold rush attracted thousands who inun-
dated the Indians in the northern and central parts of the
State, obliterating their villages and overrunning their hnt-
ing:and guthering grounds. Blown about like leaves in a storm,
Indians struggled to survive. Their desperation turned some
of them to robbery and pilfering of miners, and the whites, in
retaliation, formed posses and massacred the natives guilty
and innocent alike. In time, white attitudes hardened against
the Indians so that no excuse was needed for hostility against
them. The white population viewed Indians as vermin who
had to be eliminated from the California scene. Indian chil-
dren were murdered with the explanation that "nits breed
lice." Indian women were raped, formed into concubinage, or
slain without mercy. Nlattv adult males were rounded up and
employed as slave labor. bisease cut deeply into the Indian
population also. It is estimated that as many as 70,000 Indians
died from one cause or another in California during the
decade 1849-59." -

As early as 1838, the educational policy of civilizing Indians through
manual training in agriculture and the mechanic arts became estab-
lished practice. At that time, 16 manual labor schools serving 800 stu-
dents, and 87 boarding schools serving'2,873 students were in existence.
It is also interesting to note that a-large proportion of the expense
for the operation of the schools came from Indian treaty funds and not
Federal appropriations. During the 10-year period from 1845-55, more
than 8t million was expended. Of this atnount, only one-twentieth, or
about $10,000 per year, Caine from Federal Government
appropriations."

During the later part of the treaty period, greater concern was
expressed over the reluctance of Indian children to attend the white
mait's schools, and treaty provisions regarding compulsory, attendance
were developed. Treaties with the Sioux and Navajo in the 1860's pro-
vided for a school and a teacher for every 30 children who could be
indueed or compelled to attend.*

In 1$71, the treaty period came to an end when Congress decreed
that henceforth, "No Indian nation or tribe within * * * the United
States shall be acknowledged or recognized as an independent nation,
tribe, or power." This did not rescind, however, the ohligations of the
Federal Government under the nearly 400 established treaties.

it. ALLOTMENT PERIOD

In response to the demand for more land, the Homestead Act`was
passed in 1863, which opened up the Plains to the settlers. To facilitate
the process, "encouragement was given to the slaughter of the big

,0 Atria M. Joie by. Jr.. "The Indian Heritage of America." Alfred A. Knopf. New York.
,, Report of the Secretary or the Warier. Sea. Ez. Doc.. No. 1. pt. 1. 34th Cong.. first sees.

p. SRL
° Peter Farb. op. cit.. p. 23. 1968.
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buffalo herds. 11w Indians principal source of food; with their tyleat
gone. it was lielived the tribes would be forced onto the reservaions
by the promise of rations," 21

By the bison were virtually extinct, and many of the Plains'
Indians were starving. In addition, many Indian tribes were decimated
by epidemics of smallpox, cholera, and `other infectious diseases which
%ere it rialneed by the U.S. Army and white settlers.=

By Is71. graft and corruption of the Indian reservation agencies
had readied seautlalous proportions. President Grant, under pressure
front humanitarian reformers, initiated a new approach known as
t.te pc:ice volley. -Reservations were distributed alhong the major
religion; denominations, which, in an unprecedented delegation of
power by the Federal Government to church bodies, were given the
vightifl ii'nninate new arms, and direct educational and other activi-
ties on the rem.ry a t ions.' 22 The experiment was a failure that left deep
scars on Indian communities and marked the denouement of the
(iovernment's policy of subsidizing religious groups to off licate Indians.,

The reformers had argued that the more benign methods of the
wonld hasten the pacification and assimilation of the

tribe. -. In actuality, * * njany reservations had come under the
authority of ulna amounted to stern missionary dictatorships whose
fail:die zealousness had crushed Indian culture and institutions, sup-
pressed religions and other liberties, and punished Indians for the
least show of imiliendence."" And, the military was frequently
called in to reinforce the missionaries' orders.

In the last three decades of the 19th century, Indians !ought with
I*neat ferocity in the final defense of their homeland and freedom.r.I ribe after tribe rose in rebellion, only to be crushed by the 'U.S.
Armythe southern F lains tribes in 1874, the Sioux in 1876, t} Nez
Perce in 1877, the northern Cheyenne and Bannock in 1878, the Me
in 1879, and the Apache throughout much of the 1880's until eron-
imo finally surrendered with his remnant band of 36 survivors.

"Anguished rebellions against the intolerable conditions on reserva-
tions gradually became fewer, and many Indians turned, instead, to
making appea.ls for help from the supernatural. It was futile. The
Ghost Dance, which promised the return of the buffalo and the dis-
appearance of white men, spread from the Nevada Paiutes, where it
had originated, to the Plains reservations. In, 1890, ilia was crushed
out sternly with the the murder of Sitting Bull and the massacre of
a Sioux band at Wounded Knee, S. Dak. The episode marked the.
completion of the white man's conquest of the Indian in the 'United
States." "a

The bai approach of subsidizing various religious groups to op-
erate seho.ds for Indians did not come to an end until 1897. How-
ever. the Bureau of Indian Affairs started building its own educational
system in the 1870's. The system was based on the "model" Established
by Gen. R. II. Pratt, who founded the Carlisle .Indian School in
Pennsylvania in 1879 in abandoned army barracks. The school was

In Akin M. Jogephy. Jr.. 00. cit.. p. 3n.
Petry Part) op cit., p. 255.

ti Alvin Jogepby. Jr.. op. Mt.. p. 330.
Pi Ibid., p. 540.
" I bid p. 342.
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run in a rigid military fashion, with heavy emphasis on rustic voa-
tional education. The goal was to provide a maximum of rapid eoer-
cive assiinilat ion into white society. lt was designed to separate a child
from his reservation and family, strip him of his tribal lore and mores,
force the complete abandonment of his native language, and pivpare
him in such a. way that he would never return to his people. General
Pratt utilized the "outing systein" of placing children in good Chris-
tian homes during the summer so that they could not return to their
families and suffer a relapse into tribal ways. The children were
usually kept in boardi ng school for 8 years during which time they were
not permitted to see their parents or relati ves."

Obviously, the process required severe discipline, and was deeply,
resented by parents, tribes; and children, who had absolutely no voice
in its eotalact. The Carlisle School set a model and pattern which was
to dominate the Federal Government approach to Indian ellaeation
for half a century until it came under devastating attaek in the Meriam
Report of 198. Although the Carlisle School no longer exists, a num-
ber of off -reservation boarding schools established at that time are

ill in existence :
\Haskell Indian School, Kan as, 18Th.
Chem:tn.:I Indian School. Oregon, 1880.

\(\''Itiloeco
Indian School, Oklahoma, 1894.

tflatquerque. Indian School, New Mexico, 1886.
:i, ewart Indian School, Nevada, 1890.

An act f Congressin 1882 facilitated the development of the Fed
cral schoo \system, by authorizing the use of abandoned Army posts
or barracks. Atost of these facilities were obviously inappropriate and
inadequate at the time, and some have continued up to the presint
under severe physical Wandicaps.

For example, the subcommittee visited the Fort Apache Indian
sekool in Whiten ier, Ariz., and the Fort Wingate Elementary School
outside of Gallup, /if. Mex. Both of these schools are converted Army
poas with grossly inadequate physical facilities, dating back to the
19th century. It is nearly incredible to note that the Fort Wingate
School, pointed out in the Meriam Report of 128 as a particularly
deficient facility, still continues to operate today as a Federal boarding
school.

Kliickliohn and Leighton, in their classic study of the Navajo, have
provided a description of the

on
nature of the Federal boarding

school system and its impact on thousands of Navajo children:
The gu'i ding principle of early Indian education was that

children must be fitted to enter white society when they left
school and hence it was thought wise to remove them from
home influences and often to take them as far away as Cali-
fornia or even Pennsylvania in order to "civilize" them
faster. The policy was really to go behind the existing social
organization in order to dissolve it. No effort was made to
prepare, them for dealing effectively with Reservation con-
dit ions. Yet more than 95 percent of the Navajo children
went home, rather than to white communities, after leaving

A Peter Farb. op. cit.. p. 257.
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school, only to find themselves handicapped for taking
part in Navajo life because they did not know the tech-
niques and customs of their own people ". The children
were forbidden to speak their oWn languages, and military
discipline prevailed. Pupils thus spent their childhliod
years under a mercilessly rigid system which could not over
the psychological advantages of family life in even the
poorest Indian home?

Although ninny changes have taken place, h is still possible to
find examples of practices which approximate the' approach of
70-years ago. A 'Proniinent anthropologist has reported an exainple
baied on recent field work by one of his graduate students. The re-
port describes a boarding school on the Navajo Reservation, where,
"Children are beaten, pervasive attacks are made against their cul-
tural beliefs, classes ;tart with the Lord's Prayer, and teachers advo-
cate hie free labor of Navajo girls in their homes, doing laundry,
scrubbing floor et cetera, all clone on students' after-school time,
`to-teach them the American way of housekeeping.'" se

The counterpart of the educations( policy whose objective was to
"dissolve" the social organization of Indian life on the reservation was
the Dawes Severalty Act of 1R87, which was designed to "dissolve" the
Indian land base. This legislation ushered in what is known as the
"Allotment Period" in the history of Indian affairs, and was carried
out with a missionary zeal and devastating impact until it was halted
by the reform 'legislation of the New Deal. Ironically, the legislation
was supported by humanitarian reformers who realized that although
the Army could keep the -Indians on the reservations, irntild not. keep
the-white settlers off. Thns, the act war; Seen as a means for securing
part of the Indian land-base.

The real aim of this bill is to get at the Indian lands and
open them np to settlement. The provisions for the apparent
benefit of the Indian are but the pretext to get at the lands
and occupy them * * *. If this were done in the name of
greed. it would be bad enough : but to do it in the name of
humanity, and under the cloak of an ardent desire to promote
the Indian's welfare by making him like ourselves, whether
he will or not, is infinitely worse."

President Grover Cleveland summed it all up in a terse comment
following his signing of the Dawes Act :

Hunger and thirst of the white man for Indians' hind is
almoist equal to his hunger and thirst after righteousness 70

In 1948, the Hoover Commission's evaluation of the allotment policy
stated the folt-wing:

Two-thirds of Indian-owned land, including much of the
best land, was alienated before the Allotniont policy was

IT Clyde 1Doekbohn and Dorothea Leighton, "The Navaho.- Doubleday &
Garden City. N.Y...19112. p.141,

so Hearings. pt p. 2133.
Plaettbaeber. Norturneatal Treatise. a Study of the Role of the Federal Government la

the Education of the Atnerlean finnan." 19117. p. 331.
s' Peter York op. eit., p. 206.
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machined. If the DO million acres lost through the proemc
1 remained'. in ownership, the problem of poverte
ong most tribes could be solved with less difficulty and with

more certainty \today * * 41.
Giving a man a title to land, whether it. be in trust, or a

patent in fee, tenches him nothing. The rationalization behind
t policy is so obviously false that it could not have prevailed
for so long a time if not supported by the avid demand of
others for Indian lands. This was a way of getting them,
usually at bargain prices. The unalloted lands were declared
surpluS and sold, and the Indian in nearly all cases got his
fee patent and sold Ii is allotment."

Senator Robert F., Kennedy, testifying before the Semite Indian
Affairs Anbcommittee on March 5, 1968, sunimarized its consequences:

The Allotment Act succeeded in the period of the next 40
years in diminishing the Indian tribal economic base from
1.40 million acres to aroximately 50 million acres of the leastpp
desirable land. Greed for Indian resources and intolerance of
Indian cultures combined in one act to drive the American
Indian into the-depths of a poverty from which he has never
recovered.

(The Bureau of Indian Affairs classified these remaining lands as
14million acres critically eroded, /7 million neres severely eroded, and
25 million acms as slightly eroded.) 22

Ni one apparently has made a thorough assessment of the impact of
the Allotment Act on the Indian family or social structure, hat it is
_fairly obvious quit a net result was in many instances severe social tlis-
organizaion and a malignant, hostile-dependency relationsh4) wills
the Bederal Government.

In 1901, Theodore Roosevelt sent a progress report to Congress:
In my judgment, the time has' arrived and we should

definitely make up our minds to recognize the Indian as an
individual and not as a member of a Tribe. The General Allot-
ment Act is a mighty' pulverizing engine to break up the
Tribal-mass. It acts directly upon the family and upon the
individual * * * We should now break up the Tribal funds,
doing for them what Allotment does for the Tribal lands;
that is they should be divided into individual holdings."

The interrelationship between the educational policy and the land
policy of this period is obViouseoercive assimilation at any cost. It
is interesting to note that, under sectipn 5 of. the Dawes Act, purchase
money to be paid by the Federal Government for surplus lands not
alloted to individual Indians was to be held in trust. in the Treasury
of the United States, and was to be "at all times subject to appropria-
tion by Congress for the educatior and civilization of such tribe. or
tribes of Indians or the members thereof." Thus proceeds from the

Isis: Lyman Tyler, 'Indian Affairs: A Wort Paper on Terraisaiion: With an Attempt to
Show Its Asteeeclenta." Brigham Youog University. Provo, Utah. 1964, p. G.

ss Peter Farb. op. Mt_ p. 267.
8. Lyman Tyler, op. cit.. p. 5.
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destruction of the Indian land base were to be used to pay the cbstsof
taking Indian children from their homes and placing them in Federal
boarding schools, a system designed to dissolve the Indian social
_structure.

Many Indian families resisted the assault- of the Federal Govern-
ment on their lives by simply refusing to send their children to school.
Congress, desiring to break this resistance at any cost, par:sed legisla-
tion in 1893, which..used the technique of starvation to enforce com-
pulsory attendance : .

The Secretary of the Interior May in his discretion estab-
lish such regulitions as will prevent the issuing of rations
or the furnishing of subsistence either in money or in kind
to the head of any Indian family for or on account of ally
Ladled child'between the ages of 8 and 21,years who shall not
have attended school duting.the preceding year ' '" .

The Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion, with-
hold rations, clothing, and other annuities from Indian par -
ents or guardians refuse or neglect to send and keep their
children of proper school age in some school a reasonable por-
tion of the year.34

Similar provisions are contained in other acts such as one applying
to the Osage in 1918.

Despite the fact that Congress qualified the law forbidding. agents
from withholding rations to force parents to send their children out-
side of the State in which they resided, the practice continued., In
the 1920's, it was brutally applied to the Navao Reservation.

In 1919, both Ioth the Congress and the Board of Indian Commissioners
inquired into the Navajo school situation and came up with some
startling statistics. Of an estimated 9,618 Navajo children eligible
for school, the Board of Indian Commissioners found that only 2p89
wereactually attending school. These and similar investigations else'

. where culminated in 1920 in a campaign' to educate the Indian in
record time. The Secretary of the Interior was charged by law in.
1920 "to make and enforce such rules and regulations as nifty bim.'
'essary to secure the enrollment and regular attendance of eligible
Indian children who are wards of the Government." Indian parents
whoa refused to comply with the new regulations were subject to fines
and imprisonment."

In 1920, the chairman of the House Indian Affairs Committee in-
i formed the Bureau of Indian Affairs that the desire of Congress was
' that every Indian boarding school in the countr should he filled to
I capacity at all times, and where this could not. be accomplished, it was

Ins committee's intention to close those schools. (From this time on,
Congress was to continuously raise the question ;is to whether or not
all the seats were filled in Federal boarding schools, and educational
appropriations were to be dependent upon, having every school
crammed as full as possible. This resulted in- moving Indian children
around the country to wherever the empty spaces were found.) This

25 VAC. $48. Feb. $,1887 e. 119. No. B. 24 Stat. 889.
Is Act of Mar. 18.189$, c. 2 0 9 , No 1, 2 7 Stat. 828, 830 ; 26 C.S.C. 288.
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mandate from Congress forced the Bureau of Indian Affairs to take`
drastic net icAns in regard to the Navajo."

Driven by criticism to educate the Navajos quickly and yet ham
pered by the congressional reluctance to build the necessary schools.
Commissioner Burke attempted to meet the situation by lir.iiting the
reservation boarding schools to the first three grades, transporting
all Navajo children in and above the fourth grade to other nonreserva-
tion boarding schools throughout the West'and Southwest. Each agent
on. the re,ervation received a quota which he had to fill. The methods t

used were both cruel and reprehensible. The Navajos themselves pro.
Jested through their newly formed tribal council in 1924. They
pointed out the U.S.'statute which prohibited the Governent from
sending the children out of State wi

Government
thout the voluntary consent of the

parent.. The statute laid been blatantly violated and in many instances
the-children had been taken away. from their homes by force. In addi.
t the to.s of the children to the family had a severe economic effect,
in that the children were not available at home to tend sheep."

The House Appropriations Committee took no heed; fill up the
schools, or the funds would be cut. The roundup of children continued."

A well-established tactic for coping with grossly deficient appro.-
) priat ions _was to reduce the 3St of running a boarding school through

the use of child labor. Despite the fact that there had been a great
reduction in the average age of the children now attending boarding
schools, the workloads were not materially reduced. Although the
practice was protested by Indians and others, -,othing was to be done
shout it until it was \exposed by the Meriam report. in 1928. The
Merriam report was also to find that many boarding schools were
enrolling substantially more students than could reasonably be accom-
modated.

4. THE MERIAM REPORT AND TILE NEW DEAL PERIOD

During the 1920's corruption, exploitation, mismanagement, and the
general failure of our Indian programs became'a national scandal, and
enough pressure and general concern was generated to stimulate a pro-
longed Senate Indian Affairs Committee investigation which began in
1928 and lasted for 15 years. More important, the best critical survey
ever conducted of Federal Indian programs was completed and pub-

' fished as ^he Meriam report of 1928. Both investigations called for
sweeping changes and led to our Nation's most creative and innovative,

. but relatively short lived, period in Indian affairs. This new mandate
resulted. in the passage of the Indian Reorganization Act. !IOU) and
the offing leadership of President Roosevelt. Secretary of the Interior
Ickes. Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier, and the superb
legal support Felix. Cohen and his staff in an ambitious effort to
shape "New beat for American Indians." Despite the intellectual
and initial political force of this reconstruction effort,.hoth the ideas
and the finencial s1ipport had lost momen'ann or heen un,terreineil
before World War II was brought to a close.

I.3r. nap C. KptIF. -The Novi 10 Indians and Federal Indian Polley. The University
of art oas Pre.s Tucson. An 19%S. p. 173." P. 174. -

o 1. I T.:,
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Probably the most significant investigation ever conducted in the
field fer Indian affairs was initiated in 1926 at the request of the
Secretary of the Interior. The investigation was conducted by a review
team coLimissioned through the Brookings Institution in Washington,
D.C. (ther known as the Institute for Government Research). It was
directed by Lewis Meriam of the University of Chicago. The report
was to be a comprehensive survey of social and economic conditions of
the American Indian. The report was devastating in its criticism in two
major areas which constituted the most serious deficiencies in Indian-
administra don : The exclusion of Indians from the Management of
their own affairs, and the poor quality of services (especially health
and education) rendered by public ofhciels not responsible to flie In-
dian y.sopie they served. It is striking, to say the least, that these are
two major findings-of the present sukonimittee investigation. -

One eliapter of the Meriam report is devoted to edneation and many
of its findings parallel the findings of this report. Completed over 1
years ago, many -of the report recommendations are vet to be accom-
plished. The report was highly critical of boarding schools and called
them g:rossly inadequate. Criticisms included overcrowded dormi-
tories, deficient diets, inadequate medical facilities, and a daily sched-
ule of work and study which was overly demanding. The curriculum
was called unrealistic, classroom instruction ;techniques were found
ineffective. Low teacher salaries were blamed for low educational
sta nclards. Staff personnel were considered inadequately trained.

The report said the most fundamental need in Indian affairs was a
change-in point of view. Although eventual:assimilation should e

0 be the goal of the Federal Government, this could best be :
complished by strengthening rather than destroying the Indian fluni13,
and social StriToture: To accomplish this would require a radical
reformulation of the Federal school program, which could ouly be
done with more enlightenediand competent personnel :

* * The surest way to achieve the change in point of view
i in raise the qualifications of teachers and other employees.
After all is said that can be said about the skill and devo-
tion of some employees, the fact remains that the Govern-
meat of the United States regularly takes into the instruc-
t ional staff of its Indian !schools teachers whose credentials
would not be accepted in good public school systems * * *4°

However. the report places considerable emphasis on the fact that
even good schools" with traditional curriculums were not the
answer. awl should not send as\the model for the Federal schools to
emulate.

course of study, routine classroom methods, tra-
ditional types of schools, even if they were adequately sup.
1,lied--and they are not2-avo Id not solve the problem. The
tn'thods of the average public hool in the United States can-
aot Fafelv be taken over bodil, and applied to Indian cdwa-
rion. Indian tribes and indivi ual Indians within the tribes
vary so much that a standard (intent and method of educa-

1.3;t7:11/1. **TL. Problem of Intlinh Atimiu1411lon. 1925. p. 541:.
I /
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tun, no matter how carefully they might be prepared, would
be worse than futile."

The report. stressed repeatedly the need for a relevant instructional
curriculum, adapted to the individual needs and background of the
students, and the failure of the schools to take into consideration or
Adapt to the language of the child.

The report condemned the taking or children from their homes
and placing them in off -reservation boarding schools, pointing out this
was at variance with modem views of education and social work,
which regard home and fainily s essential institutions front which it
is generally undesirable to Uproot children. "The report noted that the
onreservation boardingschools also had serious inadequacies; for ex-
ample, they were overcrowded and poorly staffed. The report sug-
gested that "ultimately most of the boarding schools as the. are
presently organized, should disappear." The report recommended i that
substantially improved day schools should replace boarding svhools.42

Although emphasizing the eventual goal of educating, Indians in
the public schools the report warned of the Government temptation
"to save money and d wash its hands of responsibility for the -Indian
child." The report explicitly stated a distrust for State supervision and
the ability of States to meet the special needs of Indian pupils. It
recommended that "Federal authorities retain sufficient professional
direction to make sure the needs of the Indians are met." 3

Coinutunitv participation in'the direction of the schools was si rongl)
reeetowndea by the report. The process should begin 'ov enlisting the
service of Indians on school committees in the day schoofs;as a gradual
preparation for service on boards of education. The report foresaw
the Gorerninent schools as models of educational excellence which
could provide assistance and leadership to public schools. Forty years
later that goal remains unrealized."

The report also commented upon the need for furnishing adecjuate
secondary schooling and scholarship and loan aids for Indian higher
education; the need or educational spbcialists rather than adininistra.
tors to direct education programs; and the expensive "habit" of using
unsatisfactory abandoned Army forts as schools.

The Meriam report had a substantial impact. In 1929, the rational
Advisory Commission on Educatimi was organized -by the Secretary of
the Interior acting for the President, and its report, published in 1931,
added to the weight of the Meriam study.

John. Collier
weight

Commissioner of Indian Affairs under the
Roosevelt administration on April 21, 1933, and held the office until
succeeded by Will bun Brophy in 1:35.

In his first report as Commissioner, Collier made clear his intentions
to carry out the recommendations of the Meriam report :

The redistribution of educational opportunity for Indians,
out of the concentrated boarding school, reaching the few,
and into the day school, reaching the many, must be con-

Ibid.
Ibid.. p. 403.

p. 415.
dl ibid.. p. 414.
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tinned and accelerated. The boarding schools which remain
must be continued and accelerated.. The boarding schools
which remain must be specialized on lines of occupntional
need for children of the older groups, or of the need of some
Indian children for institutional care. The day schools must
be worked out on lines of community service, reaching the
adult as well as the child. and influencing the health, the rec-
reation, and the economic 'welfare of their local areas.

Working with his Director of lndian Education, Willard Beatty.
Collier initiated a series of new approaches and innovations in a major
effort to overhaul and remodel the Federal school system. Beatty re-
mained Director of Indian Education after the resignation of Collier,

t until the Dillon 'Myers compiissionership, beginning on Alay 8 1950,
when in Collier's view, "Under Myer's retrogressive policies, Beatty
could not function, and he resigned * **." 43

Legislatively, the keystone of the Collier commissionership was the
Indian Reorganization Aet of June 18, 1931, which ended the allot-
ment era begun in IS87 and was designed to further the Collier policies
of:

Economic rehabilitation of the Indians, principally on the land.
Organization of the Indian tribes for managing their own

affairs.
Civil and cultural- freedom and opportunity for the Indians."

The act itself was unique in that it was submitted to and discussed
with the various Indian tribes before being submitted to Congress,
and when passed, became operative for any tribe only after the tribe
itself had adopted the act by majority vote of its adult members.

Section 11 of the act authorized loans to Indians for the payment
of tuition and other expenses in recognized vocational and trade
schools and colleges. The IRA Contemplated a progressive decrease
of Federal involvement in Indian Affairs, and greater autonomy for
tribal government, and has been called the "Indian Bill of Rights."

Under the leadership of Collier and Beatty, the BIA initiated ef-
forts at bilingual education and adult basic education. Effort was made
t9 recruit and train Indian teachers. Bilingual instruction and the
imblication of bilingual curriculum materials was initiated with
illustrations by Indian artists. Bilingual motion pictures were de-
veloped. and courses in Indian languages instituted at the University
of Oklahoma. An effort Was made to bring the cultural heriteige of
the Indian child into the schools, and a number of special educational
innovations, including leader training schools, special activity.sehools,
nurses training schools, and health schools were attempted. Various
inserviee training programs to upgrade BIA teachers were instituted.
.1 sitimitary of these programs written in 1946, reported that :

A decade of effort has brought extraordinary aehievement
* * * education and material gains have crystallized in be-
ginnings that are promising in spite of adverse Congressional
action.

Collier. "From Every Zetilth,, ' a memoir. p. 195.
. Collior, op eft., p. 173,
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The perpetual reorientation of education for a decade.
although a piecemeal procedure and at times a delaying tire.
.:as produced not only worthwhile but alfo per1nam4it
sults. *

lit 1943, there were 25 Government schools with an en-
rollment of 34,000 * * *. From 1933 to 190, there was a loss
of PI boarding schools and a gain of 8.t day schools * *
enrolhncnt had shifted from three-fourths in boarding
schools in 1933 to two-thirds in day schools in 1943. * *

Li the reservation boarding schools * * the course of
study is related closely to reservation economy in order to
give the students a better understanding of local needg..

There is no indication * * that the boarding school ean
be wholly eliMinated, nor is it desirable to do so as long as
certain eonditions in reservation life prevail * *- * institu-
tional labor still exists but not as the serious problem it once
was. Some of the work is performed by unskilled labor,
and some of it has been converted into profitable, cooperative
enterprise with instructional significance. The maladjustment
of the student placed in schools at a distance from his people
has disappeared. All the schools are in or near an Indian
environment, and instruction is designed to give the student
a better understanding of his surroundings. * "

Indian public school enrollment has been advocated
for more than half a c4..ntury. Naturally the public school
system has influenced the Federal program of Indian educa-
tion, and at times, adversely. There was a long period when
the Government school imitated the public school so closely
that it failed to meet Indiawneeds. Only recently has the rela-
tionship been balanced advantageously for the Indian.

The provision of funds to maintain the Indian student in
the public school, and the irrelevance of public school instruc-
tion to Indian requirements have been the chief difficul-
ties * * *.

The major criticism against the public school has been its
failure to meet specific Indian needs, particularly with ref-
erence to language difficulties, vocational training, and
economic adjustment's

Unfortunately, lack of funds and what Collier called "retrogressive
policies" during the late 1940's and 1950's undermined and reversed
the experimental and innovative policies of the Collier- Beatty period.
During the war years, the. BIA was moved from Washington, D.C., to
Chicago, and funds were drastically curtailed. Rather than close.their
day sehoolS the Navajo communities took over a substantial part of the
operation themselves.'*

TERMINATION PERIOD

In 19n, following the completion of an extensive slimy begun in
192s by the Senate Indian Affairs Committee; six bills were intro-
duced in Congress aimed at limiting the Indian Reorganization Act

Adams. "American Indian Education." 01946), pp. 79-136.
La wernce C. Kedly, pp. at., p. 194.
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19.:4. Some of those opposed to the IRL were merely interested in
the ,,:ciperty reseued to the Indians, while others complained of com-
munistic i',..iideucies inherent in Indian culture!'

lktween 1937 and 1944 there was eonstant friction between Collier
:1114 thi. :.:(,!elito and floiiv Indian Affairs Committees. The friction
Iva:lied a climax when in 1944, a select committee of the House macla
its re( oininciulutions on achieving "the. final solution of the Indian
problem * *." Although the committee named education as the pri-
mary means of solving the "Indian problem," its ideas of education
were (Unmet ricilly opposite to those of Collier, and called for a return
to the policies aria practices which has been so thoroughly discredited
by the Meriam report in 1928."

It eritirized "a tendency in ninny reservation day schools to adapt
the education to the Indian and to his reservation way of life rather
than to adapt the Indian to the habits and requirements he must de-
velop to succeed as an independent citizen earning his own way off
the reservation." 31

It said that if "real progress" is to be made, Indian elementary
school children must be taken from their homes and placed in off-res-
ervation boarding schools:.

The Indian Bureau is tending to place too much emphasis
on the day school located on the Indian reservation as com-
pared with the opportunities afforded Indian children in off-
the-reservation boardino schools where they can acquire an
education in healthful and cultural surrounding without the
handicaps of having to spend their out-of-school hours in
tepees, in shacks with dirt floors and no windows, in tents,
in wiekiups, in hogans, or in surroundings where English
is never spoken, where there is a complete lack of furni-
ture, and where there is sometimes an active antagonism
or an abysmal indifference to the virtues of education."

The committee seemed to feel that the solution to the whole prob-
lem was in deAndianizing the Indian:

The goal of Indian education should be to make the In-
dian child a better American rather than to equip him sim-
ply to be a better Indian. The goal of our whole Indian
program should be, in the opinion of your committee, to de-
velop better Indian Americans rather than to perpetuate and
develop better American Indians, The present Indian edu-
cation program tends to operate too much in the direction of
perpetuating the Indian as a special-status individual rather
than preparing him for independent citizenship."

In the same year as the report- of the select committee was issued,
1044, "the Senate Indian Affairs Committee proposed a long range

1 Lyman Tyler. Indian Affaire, oA Workpaper on the Tertninatirna : With an Attraniot
119 Shoo/ itR Antecedenta." Brigham Young Ioniveralty. 1904. p. 22.

6*. Report of the Stied Committee to investigate Indian Affnirg and Conditions. House
Iteparta.. pnrationt to R.R. 160. "An Investigation to Detrtnine Whether the Changed
Statue of the Indinn Require% a Recielon of the Laws nItd Regulations Affecting the
American Indian." 1044. p. II.

ol Ibid
to Ibid.
43 Ibid.
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program for the gradual liquidation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and the Howe began its own investigation of the BIA." "

In 1943, John Collier, after 19 years as Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, resigned and was replaced by William A. Brophy, who, at
the Senate hearings to confirm his nomination, was repeatedly re,
quircd to assure.the Senators that he would follow the policies of
Congress.

In 1946, Congress reorganized its own procedures under theLegisla-
tive Reorganization Act, transferring to the Committee on Public
Lands, later iinamed the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
House and 6enate jurisdiction pertaining to relations of the United
States and Indians and Indian tribes, as well as consideration of
measures relating to the care, education, and "manage aent" of
Indians."

The Indian Claims Commission Act, introduced in its original form
to Congress in 1930, was finally passed by the 79th Congress in 1946.
The act crinited a commission to hear all Indian claims against the
United States.

The select committee report in 1944 had endorsed the proposal
with one dissenting vote, as a step toward termination. Thus, speaking
of outstanding Indian claims, they reported:

Their existence
s

however, serves to hold the Indian to his
life on the reservation through fear that separation from the
tribe might deprive him of his share of a settlement which he
believes the Government may some day make."

Of the prevailing congressional attitude, Tyler says:
It is evident that one of the main reasons Congress was

wilting to consider it favorably was the fact that they saw it as
a step in the preparation of the Indians for Federal with-
drawal."

Commissioner Brophy, in ill health, WAS unable to personally direct
the activities of the BIA during the years 1947 and 1948, which were
critical to the formation of, the termination policy. The 80th Con-
gress had committed itself td a pledge of reducing "big government"
and cutting the costs of Government.. In this interest, a demand was
made of William Zimmerman, Jr., who became Acting Commissioner
on June 3, 1948, when Commissioner Brophy retired, that he inform
the Senate Civ=il Service 'Committee of what specific reductions of ex-
penditure the Bureau might put in force immediately.

When a direct reply was not instantly forthcoming, the
Acting Commissioner was subpenaed by the committee and
required to return on the following day with information and
supporting documents to show what tribes could be removed
at once from Government supervision and what amounts of
money would be saved for each tribe so removed."

"T yler. op. tit.. p. 23.
at) Ana. p12. ESP. secs. 103, 136, tas-139: as report In iandbook of Federal Indian

Low." ICS ed.. p. 134.
Select comouittre to Investigate Indian Affairs and Conditions. op. et.. P. 6.

17 S. Lyman Tyler. op: cit.. p. 30.
M trey and 31eNttake, 'Indians sod Other Ameritans," pp. 133-134.
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Zimmerman set forth a fourpart formula for measuring a tribe's
readiness for withdrawal of Federal services :

The first one was the degree. of acculturation; the eecond,
economic resources and condition of the tribe; third, the
willingness of the tribe to be relieved of Federal control ; and
fourth, the willingness of the State to take over."

Also in 1947, the Puillic Lands Committee of the Congress
"compelled" -the Indian Bureau to give them a classification of tribes
with target dates for"freedom from wardship."

Lists of tribes under three categories were prepared; but
deciding what tribes should go under which headings. once
the obvious choices were made, was like a blindfolded man
picking names out of a hat. The answers giverrtirthe Senate
were tentative, and could net have been otherwise, without
time to review the facts about each.

The information supplied to the committee in this manner
was used repeatedly in Congress as evidence that the time had
come to terminate immediately Federal trusteeship for the
tribes specified by the Acting Commissioner, and for all others
at the earliest possible date. The attempt by the Acting Com-
missioner to suggest criteria its guides to congressional action
was ignored * * *."

By 1948, Congress had begun to cut funds requested by the RYA
for education, apparently without regard for consequences to the In-
dian -children, prompting Acting Commissioner Zimmerman to re-
port :

During 1948, the failure of Congress to appropriate the
funds needed to meet the increased cost in commodities and
the increased enrollment which followed the termination of
the war, resulted in the elimination of :73,143, children from
Federal boarding and day schools in the States and
in the closing of 18 day schools in Alaska serving 600 chit- .

dren.42
Jelin R. Nichols. became Commissioner -of Indian Affairs on April.

14,1949> He pointed out Congress was as much to blame as the Bureau
of Indian Affairs for the continuation of the "Indian problem," and
that what was needed was "development" not "termination" of serv-
ices:

Problems of human adjustment do not solve themselves,
not-when the people seeking to make the adjustment. are ham-
pered by lack of education poor health, and deficient re- --
sources. The expenditures which have been made over the
years in behalf of our Indian people were not based on any
long-term plan for the orderly serving of the problems they
faced. Rather, the record indicates that these expenditures
and the physical effort released by them have been sporadic,
discontinuous and generally insufficient.

Tyler. op. dt.. p.
Per and hteNIckle. op. eft.. p.134.

41048, Report of the Comolsotooer of Indian Affairs. pp. 883-884.
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This record explains why today many Indian children of
school age have no school rooms and no teachers to provide
for their education; why many Indians are still without any
kind of health care; why thousands of Indians are without
any means of livelihood, either in the form of productive re-
sources or marketable skills; why irrigable land,: by
the Indians lie undeveloped in the aridWesti why countless
Indian communities are without roads on which to travel to
sclicipl, to hospital, to market *. "."

The extent of the development effort needed was pointed up dra-
matically when a survey found that less than 50 percent of Navajo
school age children were enrolled in school primarily because of a lack
of facilities and teachers. In 1868, the Federal Government had signed
a treaty with the Navajos which had pledged over a 10 year period to
provide a teacher and a schoolroom for every 30 children. The Nation
was aroused. and Congress was pressured tarespond.

In May 1949, Congress appropriated $3,375,000 for the remodeling
of an Army hospital near Brigham City, Utah, so that it could be used
as a school for 2,000 Navajo children. In 1950, Congress passed the Na-
vajo-Hopi Rehabilitation Act. Commissioner Nichols, pointed out that
the act would provide facilities for only half of the 19,800 Indian chil-
dren who are still without schools.G4

Despite the perennial attention drawn to the Navajo problem, 13,000
Navajo children were still without schools in 1953 and Congress was
pressed to take another emergency action. A plan was formulated in
1954, which provided for the construction of large, elementary board-
ing schools on the reservation, increased enrollment in off-reservation
boarding schools, and the establishment of Federal dormitory facili-
ties in communities bordering the reservation, to get the children into
public schools.

Navajo ,children were sent as far away is the Chemawa Boarding
School in Oregon, and m turn displaced hundreds of Indian students
from the Northwest who were rerouted to boarding schools in Okla-
homa. This procedure was deeply resented by the Northwest tribes and
was brought to the subcommittee's attention n its Portland hearings.
The situation continues very much the same today. In the dormitory
program, elementary school-age children have been sent as far as Albu-
querque, N. Mex. Another example of this emergency response to long-
standing "development" needs was the decision made in the late 1950's
to send hundreds of Alaskan native children without schools to the
Chemawa School in Oregon and the overflow to boarding schools in
Oklahoma. Last year more than 400 Alaskan natives were sent to the
Ohilocco Boarding School in Oklahoma."

This lack of attention by Congress to the "development" needs of
Indian communities has had two particularly tragic consequences on
the Navajo reservation. Due to the crash construction program on the
reservation and the massive deportation of Navajo students to off-
reservation boarding schools throughout the Western part of the
United States, the percentage of enrolled children increased from 52
percent in 1950 to a peak of 81 percent in 1955. After 1955, the per-
centage remained relatively constant and had even decreased by 088."

a 1949. Report of the Contratasioner of Indian Affair'. pp. 338-341.
el 1949. Report of ibe Commissioner of Indian Affair*, p. 333.
", Subcommittee hearings. 1060, pt. I. p. 58S.
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The subcommittee found in its hearings at Flagstaff, Ariz., that thou-
sands (the estimates range front 4,000-8,000) of Navajo school-age
children are still not in school."'

The subcommittee was told that not all of this was due to a lack of
facilities. Many Navajo parents object to giving up their young chil-
dren to the white-man's boarding school. The majority do so only
becauk of their poverty-and with deei? misgivings.' Because of the
"crash" nature of the program and the desire to meet the tremendous
needs most efficiently, it was decided to build large elementary board-
ing-schools. Not only was this the least expensive way to do the job
but it provided the added advantage of 'providing a controlled environ-
ment for carrying out a program designed to assimilate the children
into the dominant society with little interference from the parent.
There are presently over 1000 Navajo children in 47 elementaryboard-
ing_ schools on the reservation who are 9 years of age or tinder."

These schools have been severely criticize:lin subcommittee hearings
as cruel and reprehensible and expert witnesses have established that
they dainage both the children and the Na vajo family structure. This is
a matter of great concern to the subcommittee and is examined in
greater detail in.a later section of this report..

The boarding school approach of the 1950's and continuing up to
very recent'y with only modest alterations is a reversal and repudiation
of the enlightened policies of the 1930's, and the important reform
recommendations of the Meriam report. The educational counterpart
to the termination policy which was rapidly emerging in the early
1950's was to be one of pushing Indian children into public schools as
rapidly as possible and regardless of consequences, and the reestablish-
ment of a forced assimilation approach in utilizing Federal boarding
schools. Iitaddition off-reservation boarding schobls were increasingly
to become a "duniping ground" for the large numbers of Indian stu-
dents who had failed or been afiled by public schools .'n

Commissioner Nichols' argument that Indian tribes and individuals
needed "development" not "termination" we.nt unheeded and after
only 1 year of service, he was replaced by Mr. Dillon S, Myer, on
May 8,1950, Mr. Myer embraced the termination policy with enthusi-
asm' and proceeded to lay the groundwork for carrying it out.

Termination was to be merely the latest installment of what had
always been the dominant policy of the Federal Governmentco-
ercive. assimilation of the American Indian. The goals were to get
rid of Indians and Indian trust land once and for all by "terminating"
Federal recognition and services and relocating Indians into cities
off the reservations. (Dillon Myer had been in charge of the program
in World War II which relocated thousands of Americans of Japanese
descent.) The eolie was viewed as a major catastrophe by the Indians,
and to carry it oiit the BIA would have to deal with substantial
Indian resistance. Felix S. (...7ohen has provided a well - documented
critique of the "Erosion of Indian Rights, 1950.1953" in a Yale Law
Journal article published in February 1953.

Mr. Cohen cites numerous examples of a coercive and manipulative
The following is a partial list which has been abstrheted

from his article:
SONMO:littee bearing.. 1905. pt. 3.
Subcommittee bearings. 1068, pt. 1, p. is.
Subcommittee hearings. 1965. Pt. 5.
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1. By the use of Federal funds to influence Indian tribal
elections and by the direct interference with local election
arrangements.

9. By setting up regulations to control both the selection
of attorneys by Indians and the activities of attorneys so
selected. /dr. Cohen mentions 40 instances of such
interference.

3. Penalizirigndian criticism of the BIA by impounding
tribal credit funds.

4. By refusing to remove liquor restrictions unless the
tribe would agree to abolish their tribal courts and police.

5. By closing down many hospitals and clinics on various
Indians reservations to "encourage" Indians to move off the
reservation.

6. By interfering in and disrupting Indian religious
practices.

7. By supervising intimate details of an Indian's personal
life and interfering in his recreational and "business
activities.

8. By implementing regulations which work toward de-
creasing Indian landholdings and by leating Indian land
and property without Indian consent.

9. By restricting the use of tribal income, tribal credit
funds, and tribal property.

10. By issuing an order which gave local Bureau agents
power to spend an adult Indian's income without his consent.

11. By testifying in opposition to every bill in Congress
aimed at expanding Indian civil libertiesfor example a bill
to rescind a law which required Indians to secure approval
from Government officials before selling their cattle.

12. By proposing legislation to authorize employees of the
Indian Bureau to carry arm's and to make arrests, searches,
and seizures, without warrant, for violation of BIA regula-
tions (despite strenuous efforts on the part of Mr. Uyer the
bill was defeated).

18. By proposing and supporting legislation which would
reestablish the infamous "forced patent" system which had
been the worst_practice of the allotment period and usually
ended with the Indian losing his land.

14. By proposing and supporting legislation which would
unilaterally end tax exemption of Indian trust land."

Mr. Cohen points out that Commissioner Myer devised a new
"area office" system for programing termination activities at a regional
level and stripping reservation superintendents of their powers. The
"area offices" served to facilitate the "management" and manipulation
of Indians; the avoidance of accountability to Indians; and made
protest efforts,; r communication by Indians to responsible officials
much more difficult. In the words of one expert, "policy regressed to
the 19th century with startling speed, and with a. vengence. ' e°

Yale Law Journal. No. 3. February 1953.
NascY Lurie. "Current Anthropology, vol. 2. No. 5, December 1961, p. 480.
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Another significant termination effort was launched in 1952. It was
called' the voluntary relocation program. Dr. Nancy Lurie has
summarized this program as follows:

The relocation program of 1952 was ostensibly designed to
give Order and system to an established activity aitd the term
"voluntary" in the title was reassuring that Indians' wishes
would be respected. Bit it soon became evident that. the devel-
opment of reservation resources Jagged farbehind the efforts
devoted to relocation and that real alternatives were not being
pkovided. Then relocation was not seen as voluntary but as
forced by economic necessity. It soon became known as "Oper-
atien Relocation" and Indians expressed many and specific
griiiyanees about the whole program. A bright picture was
painted of city life to entice Indians to leave home and when
they`got to the city they found themselves placed in the low-
est paying, most menial work and located in the poorest hous-
ing. The jobs were often temporary and of a type adversely
affected by the slightest dip in the national ec,onornic picture.
Many 'Indians were left unemployed after, a period of Indian
Bureau responsibility for their employment had run out and
before they had filled term-of-residence requirements to re-
ceive local forms of welfare. Skilled workers often did not
have the money to keep up union dues so that. when jobs were
again available they had lost their eligibility. Relocatees
were not adequately. screened for ability to adjust to city life.
The relocation program sought. to place people in cities as far
from their home conummities as possible to discourage easy
return and many Wiens were left stranded and in desperate
straits: Most important, whereas Indians view relocation,
whether through their own efforts or under the Government
program as a temporary measure to gain capital, knowledge,
and skills to enable them to support themselves at home, the
Indian Bureau viewed it as a sort of "finaLsolufron" to the
Indian problem.'o

By an act of August, 3, 1956, (Public Law 84-959), Congress pro-
vided for an expanded program of l'Oelt t ional education for unem-
ployed Indian adults. The act was designed primarily to strengthen
and. supplement. the BIA "relocation program" which had been under
heavy criticism. Many of the Indians who had been relocated, either
returned "disillusioned" to the reservation. or ended up on urban
welfare rollsor became part of a povertystricken iirbvn nuderchiss.

In 1952, the MA closed clown all Federal schools in Mali(); Afield-
pn, Washington, and 'Wisconsin, and loans to Indian students author-
ized in the Reorganization Act of 1934 were discontinued. In -1953,
19 Federal boarding and day schools 4vere closed and enrollment of
California, Indian children in Federal schools was prohibited. Initial
steps were taken to cut off Federal funds under the .Johnson- O'Malley
'program for the "special needs" of Indian children, in public schools

California. This was accomplished several years later, and the Cali-

., MK. Pe. 450-4R1.
n Act at Aug. a, 1958. c. 990. sec. 1: 20 Oat. 955, 25 505.
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fornia precedent, was used to sit/)(w a similar withdrawal in
Oregon."

In 1953, the legislative baso for the "termination policy" was laid
when eotig,ress-pa.ksed Public Law 280-and House Concurrent Resolu-
tion 108. ''Public Law 280 transferred the Federal jurisdiction over
law and order on certain Indianreservations to indiv Mita l States. Only
five States were involvedbut they had sizable Indian populations. The
Indians protested, accurately predicting not only that problems of
law and order would be aggravated (because the'States would be
unwilling to assume the cost of their new responsibilities for Indians
living on tax-free lands) but also that agitation would begin for
taxation of Indian lands."

Under Public Law 280, States were given the right to -enact meas-
ures that could vitally change the character of the communities in
which the Indians lived without any option on their part. .A. State could
wipe out most tribal-customs, reduce or destroy the family's traditional
control, abolish customary or undocumented marriages-and so make
children illegitimate, change the inheritance laws, and apply a compli-
cated criminal code* to a simple people." The confusion and injustices
stemming from this law are legion. According to the Kennedy task
force of 1961, the transfei,:pf law and order responsibilities from the
Federal Government to the States often resulted in "inferior protection .
of life and property, denial of civil rights, and toleration df
lawlessness."

House Concurrent Resolution 108 called for the end of Federal
supervision over Indians and making them subject-

* * * to the seine laws and entitled to the same privileges
and responsibilities as are applicable to other citizens of the
United States, to end their status as wards <4 the United -

States, and grant them all of the rights and prerogatives per-
taining to American citizenship *.13

The resolution failed to mention the fact that Indians were already
citizens by virtue of congressional action in 1924, and that unless spe-
cially CCOMpted by, treaty agreement, statute, or Federal regulation,
they paid State and Federal taxes. Fey and MeNickle in their recent
book Indians and-Wher Americans, described the resolution as "inac-
curate and wholly misleading" and as completing "the repudiation
and abandonment of the considerable 25-year effort to hernanize and
bring technical skills to the field of Indian affairs." To many Indians,
the resolution implied the renunciation of all Federal Indian treaties,
and the complete abdication by the Government of its responsibilities

,.to the Indian community."
Little time was wasted in implementing the policy. In 1954,10 termi-

nation bills were introduced, with six of them passing. In 1956, Con-
gress passed bills terminating. Federal supervision over three separate
Ok1ahol'u 'tribes on successive days. Ihe termination period was

" Flschbacher. op. cit.. p. 381.
n Nancy Lurie. op. cit. p. 480. ..

n "The Indian. America's Unfinished Business." compiled bp 1.1.71111em A. BeophY sod
do hie kialblg ; 1988. University a Oklahoma. Prem. p. 182. .

_ "F. end Mc141ekle, op. di, pp. 18.-137. - .
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brought to a partial ;nth on September MI 10:gi, when Secret:IQ of i lie
Interior Fred A. Seaton announced in a speechat Flag,staff, Ariz., that
no tribe henceforth would be terminated without its consent.

'Unfortunately, as the Fund for the Republic, report pointed out
From the date of Seaton's speech until 1961, confusion has

existed, the Secretary seeming to espouse one policy and the
BIA another. All the time, moreover, H. Con. IZes. 108, stat-
ing the policy of Congress, has been in effect." s.

The Emergence of a "New PoWy"Tht 1960's
In his recent paper, "'The American Indian and the Bureau- of

Indian Affairs-1969," Mr. Alvin M. Josephy, Jr., has provided an
excellent summary of the effects of the termination policy of the 1950's: .

In 1961,hen President John F. Kennedy's Administration
took officeithe Indians of the United States were. confused,
disoriented, and filled with-anxiety and worry. Considerable
progress had been made under the enlightened Indian Reor-
ganization Act of 1984., which, bringing to an end the long
and Indian-impoverishing allotment polky, encouraged tribal
self -government, extended a minimum of financial credit to
the tribes, commenced an improvement in the Indian's econ-
omies-end educational and health lacilities,.restered certain
freedoms to the Indians, and promoted a revival of their cul-
tures and therefore, of pride in themselves. In 1953, with the
passage of House Concurrent Res. 108 by the 83rd Co
an attempt to hasten Indian assimilation by declaring n-
grfts' intent to terminate federal relations with the tribes at
the earliest possiple dateits progress had teen sharply
balled. Several tribes were hastily and ill-advisedly "termi-
nated' and plunged close to economic and social chaos. Policies
an programs within the Bureau of. Indian Affairs were
halted, reversed, or redesigned to hasten the tribes to termina-
tion. All tribes felt the threat and became immobilized; ready
or not, they faced the prospect of being turned over to the
states, most, if not all, of which could not or would not assume
the services, 'protective responsibilities and other obligations,
which the Asderal government had originally assumed by
treaties and !various agreements in the past which the tribes
still urgently required.'

In addition, under Public Law 280, states were given the right to
"enact measures that could vitally change the character of the com-
munities in which the Indians hired without any option on their part.
A state could, wipe out most tribal customs, reduce or destroy the
family's traditional control, abolish customary or undocumented mar.
riages and so make children Illegitimate, change the inheritance laws,
and apply a complicated crisrunal code to a simple people."' The

1,13/1>b). anal Abttle. op. et. p. 78.
Tha American Mina* and She Boreal of Inchon dffabs-160: A Stady. with- Recent-

meadmiens. by Alvin )11. JoimPhY, _Jr.. rob. lz. 1889.
a The Indian. America's thultdshed avenue; compiled by William A..11roPhY and Sophie

D. Aberle ; published 1988. Looser:illy of Oklahoma Pees*. p. 154.
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coolie:hat and fiji I ie es Ouunitte from this law are legion. Accord-
ing to the Kennedy Task Force of MI, the t of law and order. ,
responsibilities from the federal overomem to I lie :totes often re-
'suited in "inferior protection of life and property, denial of civil
rights. and t °feral ion of lawlissues..." -

The legacy of the 1950's wit!: to be what .fosephy has called a "ter-
mination pychosis-, a basic and ali peryatling sir:TU4m of govern-
ment motives in regard to ill new policies and programs for the
Ameriean Indian in the MO's. In 1967, a White House Task Force
on.Indian Affairs found that, "to a ionsideraltle extent, the termina-

tion issue poisons every aspect of Indian Affairs today. The issue of
..termination is a major psychological barrier to Indian socio-ectutomie

development.''
In essence, the termination policy said to the Indian tribes, if yon

.4.demonst rate economic progress you will he punished for it by means
of premature withdrawal toiFederal services. Clearly this was a self-
defeating policy as well as unjust.

Althongli the termination policy as it was carried out in the intes,
had been temporarily blocked, it- continued to he a strong expression
of Congressional intent. Indian spokesmen point out that it. is to

common practice to attach termination 6:tom's to judgment distrilat-
time bills which stem front awards made by the Indian Claims

"Commission. Perhaps a I111.11' obvious e.xample of the continued
Persistenee on the part of Coogress to press for the continuation
of termination action :trt the rtatiirmatiot.heariags 44 two Com-
mi,sioners of Indian Affairs in the MO's. It is clear from the.record,
and from :t ehrsory reading of the reports regarding the appointment
of Mr. Robert Bennett by: President Johnson, and of Mr. Millen
Nash by President Kennedy, that they were expected to carry forward
the termination policies:1M: all I V it IPS a tire 1 930's.'

Thus, he first important iteti011 of the 19utrs, mtld be to formulate
a newt policy framework which would first serve as a reason for
reversing and rejecting flit ter/11;11M !On liftlieV of the IO's; and
seeondly, work towards a clarification of an eiighteneil 10'mi policy
for the two. administ rat ion.

l'UNI) Tr E ataltt.tc immure

Formal reaction to the policy and pratetiee of termination began
as early as :IN I"57. %Own the Caudal -..ion Hits, Lihert los and
Responsiltilit hes of the Awe] lean Judi:it: was eAtittli-licti by the
Fond for :he Republic. In addit ion to documenting the failures of that
a pproailt to I ndian A ffairs, it F,ought to establish an up-todate analysis
of Indian needs. -

A preliminary report was not forthcoming until January. 1961.
Therepitrt, which was to be later published as a book entitled "The
Indian : Americas rofiniAted Business" was reminiscent of the
Meriam report. U focused attention on the injustices of termination

. - ettod..p..1:11.. ..

Ibid.. p. 5.
a Krim./ of the Committee MI toterioe and fright:se .kfitiN On the NonlitsAtinn of Roheft

Larodrite Bennett to he Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Exec. Rept. No. 1, ROth.Cong.,
2nd Key... 10411. e. 4 5.
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policy, the paternalist ie attitudes awl practices of the MA, and the
inadequacies of services provided to Indians. Unfortunately, the Re-
port was haically el mediatory in tone anal did not priiiide a. blueprint
for reform as the Nferian Report had done in 1928.

rilale it argued for Increased Indian determination of and
involvement - orograml affecting their lives. The eril leitibl Of OM
(111:11i1 V or Mlle:16011 ty;l:=. 1101 confined to BIA schools: it
extenae(1% 0 public seliools serving Indians as well. In commenting on
the experience of !Vim:nil Indians in Oregon public schools, the report
ohserved : ''.1oparently.:?7 years is not.enough time in which to bring
Indian children no to the public school norms where the curricnla are
designed for the white-collar stratum of society." And further, that

1 f the edite ional level of ilk Indian child's parents are such that he
begins .zeliool without handicaps. then obviously the public school is
his lug -.t choice." 1 [owevcr, this was rarely the 'case for neat Indian
children. A good untidier of them were found to he doing very poorly
in piddle schools.'

.talniiniitration of the 131 A -edneation program :was fit' from ade-
quate, according to the Report. "It observed that 'The Washington
MA Department of Education has only staff authority, and the lack.
of achnimstratice centralization is apparent in every part of the sys-
tem. No coordination exists between the 'Washington qffiee and the
field, nor is there intercomniunication between the area/offices them-
selves.' The Report points out that because of the inedripleteness of
records in Bureau schools, it is impossible for the Washington staff or
anyone else to carry out. a meaningful evaluation of the quality of
educational programs in federal schools." 7

Another finding was that the bureau did not carry out its statutory
responsibility to Indians in public schools.

In no case should public schools attended by Indians be re-
quired (or permitted) fo- lower their standards In making
arran mints for attendance of tribal India' s at ublic
schools, the federal government, in fulfillment f its o liga-

-tions, should require that adequate standards maintained.
If standards drop-the federal government she ld no longer
allocate money to the school .8

It is interesting to compel. this recommendation 'vith a similar one
in a consultant report prepared for the Subeonunirtee by Dr. Leon
Osview.

Dr.Osview states:
I was shocked to find that BIA does not, ap arentIy as a

matter of policy, engagj in any programmatic cooperation
with public school people, of whose desire and -wilingness to
do justice to their Indian' students there can be no oubt. BIA
knows about Indian children, of if they don't, t ey should.
Public schools don't, and can't really be expected on their
own:*

Stophy,and Aberte, Op, CU.. to. 140.
I Ibid., 167.,
ibid.. p.
figibtipio Wee hearings. 1950. pt. 1, p. 298.
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Apparently little progress has been made in the itt-t nine years.
The record rk. inmends that teachers in federal selloo!:; should

have a work year c ttilavent in length to that ete2tontary in public
schools. This has yet ) be accomplished. The I., pot.' poiits iett that a
sti-ong parent-teat.her 1 lationshm sheath! be (10%.01(1.e.t ant -,!. ',ut-
ility schools reestablishet '1'11;s is barely lieginniii!, to be areool .klieil.
The report recommends We:vitae seholatships, grants. :.1:ti 16 :tos. lie
provided for Indians in need of Snell aid. There is still a ttu.ier.:, :Rade-
titittey in the amount of hails available for these poiposes.

With respect to upgrading the quality of instruction received by
Indian students, the report.stated :

The schoolsfederal, public, and privatewhich Indians
attend, should have the best. curricula, the best programs, the
hest teaching methods, and guidance, employed in educating
white students, with all these factors being modified and
augmented to meet the special requirements of Indian
students'"

Based on the findings of this Subcommittee as reported, it is clenr
that accomplishment of these goals has not yet been achieved.

DUCIARATOO4. OP INMAN PURPOSII

The Fund for the Republic Report. was published in January, 1961.
In June of 1961, an important two week conference was held at the
University of Chicago, which brought together 420 Indian leaders of
67 different tribes. Again, the task at hand was clearly a repudiation
of the termination policy of the 1050's, and a desire to assist the new
Administration with the formulation of a more enlightened policy
and program :1. Moreover, the Conference was to serve as a forum for
what the individual Indian desired for their programs. as well as
expression of their desire to play a decisive role in the planning of
such' progi.ims. Although the Conference published a forceful -and
eloquent statement entitled "A Declaration of Indian Purpose," it
went unheeded by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

According to Mr. Josephy, "The long report emanating front this
Conference paralleled many of the, programmatic proposals that were
to come out of the Udall Task Force Report. Its relevancy today, like
that of the Fund for the Republic Report, lies in its appmaehes to
what the Indian should he allowed to do for himself, but it goes fur-
titer than the Fond Report by statin g. more speeitlealiv bow the In-
dian would like things to happen." " It was clear that tfir Indians felt
that a reorganization of the Bureau of Indian Affairs was necessary
if ()Id policies were to be reversed, greater Indian participation and
control was to be achieved, and new, aggressive, and imaginative pro-
grams were to be initiated. It was also clear that the Indians wanted to
play an important role in determining how the Bureau of Indian
Affairs should be reorganized.

The organization of the Bureau of Indian .Affairs stemmed from
an organizational pattern that had been designed cud implemented

10 Braid** And Aberle. Op. Cf C..11. Jr"
it J0R0P119. OP. Cit.. pp. C3-34.
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. in 103, following a "Binisou Survey." It. had been designed for the
purpose of unilateral management, of Indians and to facilitate the
termination of federal services. Nevertheless, the Fund Report rec-
ommendations for organizational change were relatively imam-nous.
The "Declaration of Indian Purpose" is considerably more specific.
It stated:

Basic principle involves a desire on the part of Itelians
to participate in developing their own programs with help
and guidance as needed and requested, from a local, decen-
tralized, technical, and administrative staff, preferably lo-
cated conveniently for the people it serves. Also in recent
years, certain technical and professional people of Indian
descent, are becoming better qualified and available to work
with and for their own people in determining their own pro-
grams and needs. The Indians as responsible individual
citizens: as responsible tribal representatives, and as respon-
sible tribal counsels, want to participate, want to contribute
to their own personal and tribal improvements, and want to
cooperate with their government in how best to solve the
many problems in a business like, efficient, and economical
manner as rapidly as possible.z2

The Declaration called for a program of fairly radical decentraliza-
tion. It asked that the position of Reservation Superintendent be
strengthened to permit far broader exercise of responsibility and
authority to act on significant and important matters of daily opera-
tions in Indian problems. It also suggested-that the position qualifica-
tions require the employment of superintendents with courage and
determination, among other qualities, to help with local problems and
be willing to make, without further referral to higher levels, decisions
commensurate with the delegated authorities. It also stated that "The
Superintendent should be charged with the responsibilities of co-
perating with the local tribal governing bodies in developing the
federal program and budget for that particular tribe or reserva-
tion." 13 it also recommended that an advisory hoar:I tc the Secretary
of Interior be established (the appointments to be made by the Presi-
dent) and that one-half of the members of such an advisory hoard
should be of Indian descent.

The Declaration stated further that. "We believe that where pro-
grams have failed in the past, the reasons were hick of Indian under-
.4.i-tending; planning, participation, and a pinoval.' 'I 11SII'V104111
should be responsible for preparine. in detail its own resource and
human development plans, and "requests for annual appropriations of
funds be based on these statements and requirements, and adequate
for carrying into effect these individual development plaits. " 'R It sug-
gests that this should beimilar in operation to a -Point IV" Nan.
Unfortunately, as Mr. Josepby pointed out, the philosophy inherent in
these recommendations, made little or no impact on the members of
the Udall Task Force, which bad begun its work earlier that Spring,

1, Ibid., p. 34."Ibid., p.
14 /bid., p.
1* Ibid., p. 36.
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iand in addition has had little or no impact on Indian policy. Mr.
Josephy continued, "It can never have impact as long as attitudes
prevail, in the Department of Interior, the Ilnreau of the Budget, and
the Congress, that Indians are not mature enough to be allowed to
play I lecki ve roles in notnaging their own affairs.- es

TANK, SlItCE I:10111:1*

Between publication or the Fund for the Republic Report in Janu-
ary, i961, anti the Indian Conference at tlw University of Chicago ail
June. the Kennedy Administration was her/inning to develop its plans
for Indian affairs. According to Mr. Josephy, "When the Kennedy
Administration entered olliec with a burst of vigor and a state of fresh
ideas, characterized by such "New Frontier" concepts as the Peace
Corps and the Alliance for Progress, it. conveyed to the American
Indians its intention that they, too, %conk] he the recipients of new and
dynamic thinking, and action which would strive to solve problems
that had long defied solution. The first job was to conduct a thorough
study. of the status of Indian Affairs, and for this the Secretary of the
',no lo'. appointed a Task Force." (Two of the members of the Task
Puree were to lavome ranking officers of the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs following its completion). According to Mr. Josephy, "In aTre-
liminary meeting on February 9, 1961? with members of the Task
Force and various officials of the Interior Department, Udall stated
that his goal was, "an administrative reorganization and policy re-
orzinization of I he Indian Bureau. "'

"The Task Force held hearings among Indian groups through-out
the country, studied the Bureau, conferred with numerous Indian
interests and organizations, religious groups, members of Congres-,
sional committees and their staffs? Bureau of the Budget, tribal at-
torneys, private groups and individuals, members of bureaus within
the Department of Interior and other government agencies, and on
July 10, 1961, suhmitted its report, with recommendations, to the
Secretary. Br the time that it was puhlished, it was neither fresh nor
hard- hitting, and in fact, it was something of an anti-climax." ID

Perhaps one of the reason for the limitations of the report is re-
fleeted in Secretary Udall's statement at the February 9 meeting. He
told the Task Force members that "while they should test their think-
ing against the thinking of the wisest Indians and their friends, this
does not mean that we are fttli11Z to let, as someone put it the Indian
people themselves deride what the policy should he." 2° According to
Mr. Jo-,ephy, -The prininal eemontentlations in the Task Force's
Report. when it was submitted on July 10, 1961, pertained to policies
Intl programs for the Indians, rather than psychotherapy for an ail-
ing STA, and reflected a cautious groping away from the termination
peril Kr 7( its main throat was that the Bureau of Indian Affairs
should shirr its emphasis from termination to primarily economic de-

" I. :Ill
," Mb! , 77 lit,

IMO .
I^ M./ . p. le,

004 , p. 21.
2' 11441 p, 22.
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velopment. The basic assumption underlying this redirection of policy
was that Indians constituted a "special rase of rural poverty. "fhe
primary emphasis of the new Commissioner of Indian Affairs was
thus to be on efforts at accomplishing eeonomic development on Indian
reservations.

In education. the aA Force Report did tea provide :1 petiet tat ilia
ur throtodi critique Of the inatlequacie.: of federal olocatittinti 1)1V-
grams for 1 litli:111S. It suggtn-ted ilen.peielent Ovaliut-
tion should be conducted with the assistance of the MA, In addition,
the Report recommends the following:

(I) The Task Force of 1901 favored the liteation Of schools
as close as possible to the Indian people.

(2) The Task Force recommended that spec:al summer ses-
sions for Indian students planning to enter college he instituted,
and that counseling services for Indian students should be in-
stituted for all levels.

(3) The Task Force indicated that- the Bureau needs more
funds for scholarships and that more of these should be fully
sustaining.

(4) The Task Force indicated its disfavor with the practice of
placing in boarding schools many Indian youngsters who need
institutional care.

(5) The Task Force said the Bureau should give serious eon-
sideration to using school facilities in a year-round basis with
some systent of rotation by semester, and/or aecelerated programs
to permit Indian young;ter v4implet,e their primary and sec-
ondary education in fewer than P vows.

(f) The Task Force also along this line that school
faeilities should be used during the slimmer mouths to help Indian
children make up educational deficiencies and to assist' them with
using their leisure constructively. that there is a need for
organized recreational and educational activities for Indian boys
and girls during the summer months.

(7) The Task Force favored the establishment of publicschool
districts on Indian ref,ervations and the ultimate transfer of
MA responsibilities to these diarists; that the districts havino
inadequate tax base for a sound school program should be
assi:ued 11v the Federal Got ernmeet ; and that thy school plaits
transferred to districts should be in gond condition.

(8) The Task Force recommended that the Federal Govern.
meld must improve the school physical plants And construct new
school buildings as well as improving the roads used by school
buses.

(9) The Task Force recommended that the Bureau must make
a greater effort to involve Indian parents in school planning.): and
to give the parents of youngsters attending school more oppor-
tunity to participate in the formulation of the -school program:.
with theestablishment as rapidly as possible of parent-teacher
groups where these*had not already been formed.

(10) The Task Force recommended that the children or Gov-
ernment employees attend Federal schools on Indian reserva-
tions in an integrated manner with Indian yonnasters.
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(11) The Task Force recommended that the Bureau make a
special effort to keep abreast of the latest developments- in lan-
guage t raining and instruction and carry on inservice training pro-
grams to be conducted, in conjunction with the universities and
colleges located nearby to meet this responsibility.

Mr. Josephy has summarized the import of these recommendations
as follows:

In the field of Indian education, the Task Force recom-
mended a wide range of new activities and changed practices,
from increased funds for scholarships to the encouragement
of Indian parent participation in the formulation of school
programs. But Indian education was scandalous in 1961 (and
still is)-, and the Task Force failed entirely to note that fact
or come to grips with fundamental problems that would
impede or make impossible many of the proposals it ad-
vanced. Most of its recommendations had a fine ring to them
and would be repeited in successive studies throughout the
eight years, but with Indian education relegated to a suh-
ordinate branch within the Bureau, as it was until mid-1966,
and without a single professional educator in the branch, the
Task Force's recommendations were hollow and would
depend for their implementation on the personal interest
and intercession of the Commissioner. Little that was mean-
ingful came of the Task Force's educational recommenda-
tions."

The Report was disappointing. It constituted at least a partial
repudiation of the termination policy of the '50's, but it seemed to
sugggest that termination was merely something to be delayed over
a period of time until the Indian was perhaps more ready for it.
Similar to the Declaration of Indian purpose, the Task Force recom-
mended a 15-member Indian Affairs A.dvisory Board to the Secretary
of the Interior Nothing came of this proposal.

The Task Force did comment on the organizational inadequacies
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs but did not come to grips with the
basic issues: The Report pointed out that, based on everything they
could learn from talking with people in the field, the Bureau was a
terribly slow and inefficient bureaucracy, penetrated throughout with
administrative delay and poor communications between the field and
central office. A intior cause of this serious breakdown in communica-
tion was the "substantial layering" of the Department. The Report
Mates, "The most frequency heard complaint about the administra-
tion of Indian Affairs related to the 'area office:' * * * Critics of the
area offices seek their abolition on the ground that they interpose a
barrier between the Indian and the Department in Washington, and
they take away power and authority front the Superintendent." "
Nevertheless, the Report indicated that the abolition of the area offices

4- would be impractical and would lead to "poor management." The
:1* report simply suggested that there should he better delegation of re-

IS I$4., p. 24,
p. 26.
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spnnsibility from the area offices to the Reservation Superintendents.
Mr. Josephy has summarized the outcome of the Report by stating:

A- a whole, the Task Force Report paved the way for a pol-
icy reorganization of federalIndinii relations (away from
termination- mindedness and toward economic development).
but did not preparc the ground for the ,ecood pout that
Udall had mentioned to the Task Force members t)n Febru-
ar 9, 1961. namely an administrative reorganization. As a
result, from 1901 to 1941, the Iiiieati_did shift its policy di-
ection, and did zninpi and begin to implement a number of
important programs designed for the eeonomic and commu-
uitv development of the Indian people. but. it did almost

to refashionshion the Bureau into an effective instrument
for carrying out the new policy and programs. Frustrations
anti delays continued, am] even inereased. alai Iiidirni chafing
and restlessness became more pronounced."

Three major efforts and docoments came out of the Spring of
1961, which Attempted' to define a new policy for Indian Affairs in
the 1960'v. Unfortunately, unlike the Meristm Repo'rt of 1928, all three
efforts were too preoccupied with rejecting the termination policy
of the past, and consequently lack a clear and thoroughgoing vision
of the future. Of the three, the Udall Task Form Report is probably
the most disappointing. It provided a laundry list of items in various
functions where the Bureau of Indian Affairs could improve its serv-
ices. Desititetheir mandate to clearly think out a reorganization plan
for the Bureau of Indian Affairs, they failed to come to grips with
this issue, although they do note numerous and serious complaints made
by Indians in the course of their field study, and by other informed
people. More importantly the Task Force Report did not give voice to
Indian needs, aspirations, and desires. This is clearly evidenced by
the force and eloquence of the 'Declaration of Indian Purposes,' in con-
trast with the Task Force Reports. Apparently, the Task Force Re-
port did not listen to or pay any attention to the University of Chi-
cago Conference of Indian leviers. One thing clearly does emerge
from the Task Force Report, and that is the expression thnt the major
new focus of concern and initiative for the "New Frontier" should
lie in the area of economic development on reservations. Unfortu-
nately, there were no strong or original,pew ideas about how this could
beccomplished.

The Fund for the Republic Report is in:Portant because of its much
clearer statement of the serious inadequacies of both public and fed-
eral educational programs for Indians. It points out that the failures
of the past. have been setiglas, and that education must become a pri-
ority in the 1960's. aeon, it clearly states that the new standard
for federal schools must. 1u:excellence in every respect.. Federal schools
must verve as examples of the best. practice, and must provide leader-
ship for the impmvement of public school education for Indians. The
Report notes that the JohnsonO'Malley program,, tdministered by
the Riirean of Indian Affairs. has not been used in a meaningful way

p.
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to improve public school education for Indians, and that this must
rlfange.

In addition, the Fund for the Republic Report provides a fairly
strong argument for substantially increased Indian control, a re-
jection of the bureaucratic paternalism, which it finds to be a serious
problem, and an expression that the Bureau of Indian Affairs 'mist
be remodeled in such a way that it can become responsive to the needs,
desires, and self- determination of Indian communities. Unfortunately,
the Report did not. provide an explanation or a plait for how this
can be aceoniOished.

The most interesting and eloquent of the three documents which
contains at least a partial vision of what should come in the 1969's,
and equally important. contains the nucleus of a plan of action for
accomplishing that vision, was the Declaration of Indian Purposes.
Far more than either of the other two docnitseut5. the 400 tribal
leaders point out in the report that if the new vision is to be achieved
and Indian self-determination to he meaningfully accomplished, a
thorough-going reorganization of the Bureau of Indian Affairs will
be necessary. It also suggests that Indians play an important role
in deterinining how the BIA should be reorganized.

The contributions of the first half of the 1960's in the area of im-
proving education for Indians were rather disappointing. Neverthe-
less, some new initiatives were taken and some progress was made.
Emphasis was placed on school construction, for example, and some
40 projects accommodating 2,786 students were initiated, during FY
1962. In addition, summer programs for Indian students were ex-
panded threefold. The construction effort continued its momentum
into tl* next fiscal year with 38 additional projects. Much of the im-
petus for the construction program came from the revelation in the
Commissioner's Report of 1961, that of the 9,000 Indian children
of school age who were not in school _almost 5,000 were not enrolled
because of a lack of classroom space. Thus, due to the terma-
don policies of the 1950's was being reversed.

m

Some effort was made to increase the educational budget of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, but it was not totally successful. An exami-
nation of budget increases between 1058 and 1966, taking into con-
sideration inflationary factors, reveals that little progress was made.
In fact, real dollars to be expended per student were less in 1966 than
they were in 1058. In terms of imaginative new programs, there were
not many examples. However two can be mentioned.

Bureau opened two new special schools in Fiscal 1963, aimed at
doing a better job of meeting the special needs of Indian students.
First, the Institute of American Indian Arts was opened in Santa
Fe, New Mexico. (Actually, it was superimposed on an old BIA
boarding school which imposed serious constraints on its effective
development)'. The Institute was designed to provide an academic
program with special emphasis on the vocational implications of the
fine and applied arts, particularly as they related to the cultural back-
ground and heritage of the American Indian. Secondly, a special
demonstration school was opened at Concho, Oklahoma, which was
to be concerned with finding new solutions 4) the drop -out problem
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and developing new programs in the area of special education. Un-
fortunatelb neither of these schools was conceptualized in a way that
could provide leadership for making improvements throughout the
Bureau school system. In effect they have had little impact except
as isolated endeavors.

In 1963, the Vocational Education Act was passed by the Con-
gress. Unfortunately, the Bureau of Indian Affairs did not qualify
under the Act. This was probably more a matter of oversight on the
part of Congress, and inattention and neglect on the part of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, than it !Ku one of purposeful exclusion.
Nevertheless, Bureau of Indian Affairs schools could have benefftted
tremendously from provisions under the Vocational Education Act.
In 1069, the Bureau of Indian Affairs is still not included under the
Vocational Education Act, although the legislative proposal has been
made.

Mr. Josephy has summarized the period of the early '60's as fol-
lows: "Together with- the fear of termination, the frustrations of
the Indians' desires (as set forth in the Chicago Declaration of 1961)
underlay Indian Affairs during' the Kennedy Administration. 'In
May 1964; several hundred Indian leaders, assembled in Washington
for a Capital Conference on Indian Poverty, in spelled out their
demands that frustrations at the reservation level cease, and that
Indians be given a decision-making role in their own progranis." 23
Finally, the Indians had found a receptive audience, and important
new initiatives were to come out of the Economc Opportmatty Act
of 1965.

A NEW COMMISSIONER

In 1965-66, the BIA went through a protracted change in leader-
ship and an attempt at self-examination. Not only were Indians dis-
appointed with the accomplishments of the first four years of the
1960's, but so also were Secretary Udall and the Congress. As a con-
sequence, Commissioner of Indian Affairs Philleo Nash resigned, and
after a period of considerable confusion and delay, a new Commis-
sioner, Robert Bennett; was appointed. -Noteworthy is the fact that
Mr. Bennett was an Indian, and the first Indian to serve as Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs in the 20th. Century. It is also noteworthy
that Mr. Bennett came from thirty years of experience as an employee
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Perhaps, as a consequence of that
fact, as Mr. Josephy points out, "The self-examination of the Bureau
which was directed by the new Commissioner Mr. Robert Bennett
was informal and superficial."" Not much was to come of that re-
examination of the Bureau other than a new 'rhetoric of self-deter-
mination for Indians, but little organizational change. Three years
later. with another change of administration, the new Commissioner
Mr. Bennett would leave his office almost as ignominiously as Philleo
Nash had left it in 1965, and with equally strong feelings,of frustra-
tion.

so Ibid.. p. 57.
lblif.. p.
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LANDMARK LIKKILMoN

Two importaniPpieites of landmark legislation were passed in 1965,
which had important implications for the conduct of Indian Affairs
in the second half of the 1960's. As usual, the initiatives were to come
from outside the Bureau of Indian Affairs, which has proven to be
the case throughout the 1960's, The Economic Opportunity Act pro
vided for a number of new pro_grams which had important benefits
for Indian Education. Had Start provided the first meaningful
effort to provide significant early childhood educational experiences
for Indian children. In 1968, about 10,900 Indian children benefitted
from Head Start programs. On the t Navajo Reservation alone, the
Tribe operated over 115 different HreetSetdart programs throughout
the reservation. No program has been with greater enthusiasm,
rapport, and support, by the Indian community. No program has
permitted greater participation and Control on the part of Indians.
No program has demonstrated ter imagination in coming to
terms with the educational vantages of Indian children. -The
results have been substantial and significant.

The Upward 'Sound program, initiated by the Office of Economic
Opportunity, has-benefitted a substantial number of Indian students..
who would probably not have gone on to college or been able to suc-
ceed in college without its assistance. The Job Corps program reached
a number of Indian youth who were without it, dropouts, rejects, and
probably Welfare cases to be. Several JOb Corps camps were located
directly on Indian reservations, and the Kicking Horse Job Corps

iCenter in Montana was specially designed to meet the needs.of Indian
youth. A decision on the_part of the Nixon Administration to phase-
out this particular Job Corps camp has met strong? out - spoken, and
concerted Indian opposition. It is clear that the Indian population in
the United States feels that they have benefitted from the Job Corps"

Itrealinly part of the Economic Opportunity, Act which mentions
Indians specifically was the VISTA program. The VISTA program
has brought hundreds of idealistic and committed volunteers to Indian
reservations to provide services in a variety of ways to Indian com-
munities. A promising new formulation of the VISTA peogram
appears to be taking shape. The Navajo Conimunity Action Program
has recently presented a proposal to the Office of Economic Oppor,
tunity, which recommends that the total VISTA program on
Navajo reservation be taken over and controlled by the, Tribe itself.
The program will utilize indigenous reservation Navajos as VISTA's,
to serve their own people. The program will be controlled by a Navajo
board of directors, and planned, administered, and evaluated, by
Navajos.- The Office of Economic Opportunity has responded favor-
ably to this new development

Many other initiatives of importance hive come out of the Economic
Opportunity Act, but by far the most significant development was
the establishment of the Indian community Action Programs. In
terms 'of demonstrating the capability of Indians for running their
own.affairs, in terms of demonstrating how a contracting relationship
could be established between a federal agency and an Indian tribe, in
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terms of demonstrating the importance of Indian initiative and self-
determinations, in terms of demonstrating the ability of Indians to
darry out effectively their own programs, tube CArs on Indian reserva-
tions have been the most it iortant innovation of the 1960's. More than

- silty Community Action Programs presently exist 'involving 105 fed-
eral reservations in 17 states. The Community Action Programs have
been assisted by a consortium of universities which have provided
training, leadership development, business and technical support _to-

-:-the 'ttibal Community Action- Programs. Thui, in terms- of Indian
contra), self-determination, innovation, and new imaginative initia-
tives,' the Economic 0 portunity Act constitutes the most important
piece f legislation in time field of Indian Affairs in the 1960's.

In. t e field of Indian education this is dramatically borne out by
the est blishment of the Rough Rock Demonstration _School' on the
Navajo rvation in Arizona.

The ough Rock- -$choorii the most important experiment in the
field of ndian education in the 1960's. As a "demonstration" it hag
been ext ordinarily influential in shaping a "new _polic " and a
reform m vement in the field of Indian education. Rough has
become a ymbol of Indian participation and control and educational
innovation) Established on June 27, 1966, as it--private non-profit

.__.organizati the school is run by a fivemember Navajo school board.
Only two o the school board members have had any formal educe-..

tion and w kly school board meetings are conducted in iiNavajo.
It is high instructive to note several facts about the genesis of

the project. irst, the initiative, came from Stanford Kravitz, the
Associate Di' dor for Research and Development within the Orme
of Economic pportunities' Community Action Program, and the
basic ideas Ca ie from Dr, Robert . Roessel who was to become the
school's first Pi ector.

Four co cepts that Roessel mentioned seemed particularl
meritoriou to Kravitz: (1) Indians would never give schools
their- wholehearted moral support until they were involved
significantly.. as adults and given a measure of control. (2)
English must be-taught as a second language tolndian chit,
dren, not as something_ they could learn immedi
ately throug mere exposure. (8) The schools should be re-
sponsible, no , only for educating Indian children, but for
assisting in thi development of focal communities, through ex-
tensive adult education opportunities and other means. (4)
The schools should help transmit to the young the cultures of
their parents; tribal elders should be used by the schools, for
instance, to teach traditional materials.

Second, the first attempt to launch the experiMent at Luktchukai
was a failure because a new "demonstration staff" was superimposed
an a traditional BIAI boardinLschool. When the demonstration staff'

,- and the newly crested Navajo School Board attempted to launch un-
conventional _programs, they encountered resistance from the regular
school staff, who saw most new approaches as incompatible wth BIA
policT."

Tlvird, a decision was made to "start fresh" with a newly completed
BIA school plant at Rough Rock and Mr. Kravitz of the Office of

-4.
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Economic Opportiii6ty argued successfully. that the experiment
would fail again if the usual civil service requirethents and BIA poll-

. ties remained in 'force. Thus, BIA provided the plant and the standard
per.pupilfiscal allotment while permitting the experiment to function
mdependently.

Fourth, if the school was to serve community development purposes
as well as develop new iiintivative educational programs, it was clear
'that substantial funding above the regular BIA level was necessary:
This money has heenprovided by 0E0..Thus,. it-was 0E0 leaders
in cooperation with Dr. Roessel that brought Rough Rock 'into t-
epee and defined its purposes and .organizational requiremen .

A second landmark piece of legislation was passed in 1065. The
Elementary alid Secondary Education Act (Public Law 89-10) 'made
it a matter of notional policy and priority that all disadvantaged
youth in 'this country should receive an effective education. The act
called for substantial innovation in achieving this goal, and provided
a number of new approaches for accomplishing this objective. Title
I of the act provides for billions of additional dollars to be spent
on disadvantaged students. It made clear that unless there is a willing-
'less to spend substantially larger amounts of money, an equal educa-
tion opportunity for disadvantaged youth could not be accomplished.
In 1966, title I of Public Law 89-10 was amended to iclude the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. It seemed only too apparent that the Indian
student population was the most didadvantaged in the country, and
that the most disadvantaged were in federal schools. It was also clear
that the operational budget of the Bureau of Indian Affairs was total-
ly inadequate for providing_ a quality, education for these children,
and that therefore additional monies would be necessary.

As -a consequence of Lis amendment, approximately five milliop
dollars -was set aside for federal schools in fiscal 1968, and approxi-
mately nine million dollars in fiscal 1969. These Monies have provided
an important boost both moral and new programs Within federal
schools.

.oblic-Law 89-10 provides for the establishment of-
special supplementary innovation centers which would provide backup
support to public school districts in the development, and the develop..
ment of new educational methodidogies foi disadvantaged students.
Title II.; was clearly intended to provide a new institutional force for
ecliacaticinal change, and to provide a complementary support for
public school districts in their attempts to use Title I money effectively
and wisely. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has also been included by
amendment under Title III, although the amounts of money received
have beeh relatively small.

Title IV of Public Law 89-10 is a general research title, but in addi-
tion contains important new initiatives. Perhaps the most important
was the development and establishment of 15 egional Educational
Laboratories across the country, four of which have functioned to
proiide leadership for developing new and more effective`programs
for-Indian, students in federal and public, schools.

The Regional Laboratories, as evidenced by the testimony rebeived
by the Subcommittee, haveyrovided one of the-Most important' forces
for innovation and change in the field of Indian education. They have
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conducted a number of important research studies, they ale %iorking
on development of new curriculum, they have worked with develop-
ing important new models of school programs in the field, they have
been effective in disseininating a number of new innovative ideas and
techniques, and they have provided a kind of sophisticated leadership
that has been sadly lacking in the`past. TWo additional amendments
to Public Law 89-10 provide monies in areas of major importance in
terms of solving-problems in the field of Indian education. These new
areas are "Drop-Out. Preventjon" and "Bilingual Education." In
summnry,. the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has provided
a new national PolicY'Of educational excellence for the disadvnntaged.
.A clear-cut implication of this new national policy is that if the fed-
eral government has a special and necessary school system for Indian
youth, it should indeed be one'that demonstrates the best of practices
and leadership for all schools in this country.Setondly, it makes clear,
that if this goal is to be accomplished, much greater investments will
be required.

rue FIRST ASSISTANT . COMMISSIONER_ FOR zoistaxiortnu
The general policy enunciated in the Elementaiy and Secondnry

Education Act of 1965, was to become manifest in the Bureau of
Indian Affairs with the appointment of Dr. Carl Marburger to as-
sume the position of director of the Education Division within' the
Bureau,. of 'Indian Affairs. It had been clear for a long time that the
organizational status of educational programs in the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs were clearly inferior to the size and importance of their
operation within the Bureau. Considering that education program s
constituted more than 50% of the total, budget of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, is astounding that as late as Spring of .1966, the edit-
eational programs in the Bureau of :Indian Affnirs constituted one of
several branches in one of several divisions in the Bureau of Iirdinn
Affairs. Commissioner Robert Bennet hanged ,the status of the.
branch of education to a division i mi -1966, and following the
appointment of Dr. Carl Marburge the- end of the new division
became an Assistant Commissioner the urenu of Indian Affairs.
Dr. Marburger, who had been an nt, Superintendent in the,
Detroit Public School System responsi for innovative federal pro-
grams. brought! a new vision, a new. of urgency, and a new set
of standiuds and competence to the B u of Indian Affairs. Equally
imponnnt, brought a dyna nse of leadership and a desire for,
change. Although he was to remain in his position only a year, Dr.
Marburger managed to accomplish a number of important things.
Most importantly were the new policy formulations which he artic-
ulated both within and outside. the Bureau of Indhin Affairs. The
new policy formulation centered on Indian pnrticipation and control,
and secondly, the vision that the federal school system for Indians
should provide a model of excellence for the nation in terms of effec-
tive education for disadvantaged youth, or in short, as he put it, it
should be "exemplary." The following is a brief list of a number of
new and important initiatives thativere taken
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(1) Action was :taken to include Bureau of Indian Affairs schools
under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. D .14arhurger
provided the testimony and the amendment was success

(2) Dr. Marburger specified 6, number of new policy
isregard to Indian control. This waereflected In -the estab ish

a new National Indian Education Advisory mmittee comp
16,Indien leaders which was to advise the Assittant Commission
Education on all important policy decisions. A major new eniph
was placed on the importance of the Indian family and the I d
community in terms of its involvement,in educational prograins.
meant.a thorough-going rethinking of the, whole BIA boarding sch
system, Out of which came a statement of policy that elements
boarding schools should be discontinued as rapidly ai possible, an
that whatever new approaches were needed td accomplish this should,/
be taken. It was clear that day schoolst were preferable to elementary
boarding schools, and that elementary bokrding schools might _very
well be damaging to the children in terms ottheir emotional and_per-
sonality development. In addition, a new noblte statement that federal
boarding high schools should no longer be placed long distances from
the populations they were to serve, but should be near or on the Indian
reservations where their students would be coming from.

(4) Important new emphasis was placed on the developnient of bi-
lingual educational approaches, teaching English as a second lan-
guage, and' the development _. of culturally relevant curriculum
Materials.

(5): A clear statement was made that Indian children should not
be transferr 'd willy-nilly to public schools as they had been in the
past, until .4 could be clearly demonstrated that public schools could
effectively assume the responsibility for the education of these
children.

(6) An effort was initiated to build a strong evaluation, consultant
utilization, and research- and development component in the Educa-
tion Division of the Bureau of Indies Affairs. Prior to this time, no
consultant or research and development money had been available.

(7) -A number of new positions for educational specialists were
established in the central office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to
effectively evaluate and provide leadership for innovative change in
the field. Perhaps the most refreshing aspect of the new leadership
he brought to the Bureau was a sense of candor and honesty about

.the many and extremely seribus inadequacies of the federal school
- - system for Indiens:-

Change is always painful, and r haps this had something to do
with the fact that Dr: Marbuiger was received with mixed emotions
within the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Whatever the reasons, it is clear
that Dr. Marberger did not receiVe the kind of support he needed to

carry out his neW policies and programs effectively. The major issue'
was whether or not he actually had any control over what was going
on in the more than 200 schools he was responsible for. During his ten-
pre asAssistant Commissioner, as he has made clear in his testimony be-
fore the Subcommittee, it became increasingly clear to him that with-
out line control over schools in the field, be was not going to be able
to make many of the important changes that he deemed necessary.
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Recognizing that line control was not going to be. permitted Dr. \
Marburger resigned only a year following hisappointment. Never-
theless, the impact of he new leadership and policy guidelines were
substantial iand continue to be an important force for change in the,
Bureau.

Dr. Charles Zellers, moving from a position of Deputy Assistant'
Commissioner for the Elementary and Secondary Education Bureau
in the Office of Education, to the position left open by the resignation
of Dr. Marburger, proceeded to carry on in a forceful way many of
the new policy initiatives and programs which had been established
in the previous year. But he also has made it clear in his testimony
before the Subcommittee that he has been hamstrung, in effectively;
carrying out what he felt, were necessary changes and in implementings
new programs by the same factor that had thAvartml. Dr. Afarlaiger's.
efforts. He in turn has received inadequate support for his attempts
at major change within the Bureau educational system, and has been:
increastigly frustrated over his lack of line control over the school:4,
for which he is responsible. It is abundantly clear aethispoint, that--
if substantial meaningful change is to take place in terms of improv
ing federal sehnols and reaching any first approximation of the con-
cept of a Model school system and exemplary practices, that The
Assistant COMMISi011ff for Education must- have line control over
the schools. The serious question still remains whether or not this will
prove to be adequate in and of itself.

SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION I I

Iithe Fall of 1966, similar to the Spring of 1961, three events took
place which were of major importance to the development of a "new
policy" in the field of Indian Affairs. The President instructed the
Secretary.--df Interior to develop a. basic piece of legislation equal in
importatice and promise to the Indian Reorganization Act of 193,1.1n
addition, the President quietly established a White Rouse Task Force
of experts from a variety. of tliscipltnes and occupations independent
of the Federal government. The Tilsit Force was given the assignment
of conducting a thorough independent review of the BIA and other
Federal programs for the American Indian and to preparedetailed*
report with recommendations for the Presidebt. In Congress, Senator
Goodge McGovern introduced Concurrent Resolution 11 on.October 13,
1964
_Senator McGovern's .Concurrent Resolution called for !fnew,na-

tional policy" in the field of Indian Affairs. It pointed out that the
"first" .Arixerica.n was, still the "last" 'American in terms of income,
employment, health and education. Secondly, it pointed out that fluc-
tuations in national policy had been a serious impediment in finding
appropriate and workable solutions to the problems which the Indian
fixes, and had in many instances, proven Co be mistaken, resulting in
a perpetuation of Indian poverty rather than alleviating it. It was
clear that one of 'the' major intentions of the Concurrent Resolution
*as to disavow the termination policy of the 1950's. Third, the Reso-
lution pointed out that although a number of new government pro-
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grams had been added and greater sums appropriated in recent years,
the nation had really just begun to establish meaningful break-
throughs and needed to recommit itself to a much greaterl more syste-
matic, sustained and enlightened effort to solve these problems.

When Senator Robert F. Kennedy testified before the Senate sub-
committee on Indian Affairs pertaining to Concurrent Resolution 11
on March 5,1968, he said the following regarding the implications of
the 'new statement of national policy' for Indian education programs:

What are the implications of this bill with regard to fed-
eral res_ponribility in Indian education? I am convinced that
the Federal Government has a moral and legal commitment
to provide or subsidize not just an average educational pro-
gram but an educational program unsurpassed in its excel-
knee and effectiveness for as many Indian children as can be
properly considered within the Federal Government's direct
or indirect res_ponsibility.'As Dr. Carl Marburger, recently
the Assiitant Commissioner of Education for the Bureau of
Indian Affalis, stated the goal: The Bureau of Indian Affairs
should be running an educational system second to none or,
as he put if, ",exemplary" in the fullest sense of the word. We

.are a long way from accomplishing this goal, but I certainly
agree with his stated objective.

I would go even further than this and say that if our pres-
ent practice of moving children4nto public schools as rapidly
as possible is to continue, then the 'government should bear a
substantially larger burden than it presently assumes for see-
ing that these public school systems are adequately staffed
and financed for an effective and exemplary: program. I am
concerned that too often in the past, out of ideological fervor
for "state responsibility," out of concern for lowering federal
expenditures and demanding "rapid assimilationwhatever
the cost," we have forgotten -or simply overlooked the fate of
the Indian Child. I am also concerned that far too often this
transfer of, resporisibility is decided without the adequate in-
volvement or acceptance of the Indian parents Or Indian com-
munity. It is obvious that, in manxinstanoes, transfer from a

, BIA school to a public-school district plites,the Indian child
in a small rural school, underfinanced and understaffed, un-
prepared to cope with his Special needs, and, in some in-

", stances, openly hostile and unfriendly. This is not to suggest
-*. that I-auropposed to the concept of integrated education lila'

state responsibility. Tt does suggest that the real test is educa-
tional performance and the ultimate responsibility for
historical,:.legal, and moral reasons lies with the Federal
Government. I do not think that we have lived up to that re-
sponsibility nor have we provided viable, options to Indian
patents and their children. I think Concurrent Resolution 11
makes the same point.

The 'resolution passed the Senate but did not pass the House and
has been reintroduced again this year.
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TEE INDIAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT ACT

In response to the White House request to draft maw basic legisla-
tion, the Department of Interior developed a bill which became
known as "the Indian Omnibus Bill" which was introduced in Con-
gress on May .18, 1267. It was called the Omnibus Bill because it
contemplated meeting a broad range of Indian problems. It was hoped
that the bill would have the same degree of importance as the Indian
Reorganization Act of 1934. Despite its ambitious title, the bill, after
having gone through a number of drafts, turned out to be an act
primarily aimed at providing financial resources for tribes and Indian
individuals. This was entirely consistent with the emphasis on eco-
nomic development which had emerged out 'of the Task Force Re-
port of 1961. Josephy points out that while Department of In-
terior officials were working on the bill, Commissioner Bennett con-
ducted regional hearings among Indian leaders in the field, inviting
them to make recommendations on what should be included in the
legislation.

The Indians took him at this word and went to great lengths to
prepare their presentations. At the hearings, they proposed a total
of 1,945 separate recommendations covering all phases of Indian
Affairs. It was probably the most comprehensive and detailed ex-
pression of Indian interests, needs, and aspirations in the history of
our country. It is interesting to note that V% of the recommenda-
tions were in the field of education. There were to be no educational
provisions in the Omnibus Act and it became clear that the Indians
weren't to have anything to say about what was to be in the Omnibus
Act. "While the hearings were still in progress, the first draft copy
of the bill which the Department had been working on, was made
public, and disillusionments set in among the Indians, who suspected
that, once again, the government had no intention of taking a recom-
mendation seriously." n In addition, once the bill was made known,
it:became clear that the Indians objected to a number of major titles in
the hill and clearly felt that one of the intentions of the bill was "ter-
mination." It was also clear from the beginning that the bill would
be rejected and it was unfortunate that this could not have been fore-
seen by the Department of the Interior. It would have prevented seri-
ous disillusionment among the Indians who participated in the region-
al conferences and a terrible embarrassment to the new Commissioner

. of Indian Affairs.
__ Perhaps the importance of this abective effort lies in the fact that

once again the Department of the Interior proved that it did not
understand Indians' needs or desires, nor could it operate in other
than a purely paternalistic way, and last., that a basic "termination
attitude' still existed within the Department.

PRESIDENTAL TASK Form REPORT ON THE AMERICAN INDIAN

In the Fall of 1966, an outstanding group of men from various
disciplines and occupations outside of government came together to
form a Presidential Task Force on the American Indian. This group

ibid.. p. 43.
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deliberated for a period of three months and produced a substantial
report with recommendations for the President in January of 1967.
This document probably constituted the most important statement
in the field of Indian Affairs in the 1960's. Education received top
priority attention in the Report. It made clear in no uncertain terms
that both federal schools and public schools were failing Indian
children. The Presidential Report, in contrast to the Omnibus Dill
and the Udall "Task Force Report, recognizes the fact that "the first
step in- any program concerned with training and employment of
Indians must be that of the development of a far more effective
ethic iostal system." 25

The Report is particularly blunt on the failings of public schools.
It states, "Milian children attending 13IA schools are more disad-
vantaged than those attending public schools. Fran so, public schools
arc not notably more effective in educating Indian children than the
Bureau schools, and, in many places, are considerably less effective."
The Report continue; "Moreover, the strong factor of. social preju-
dice is present in many areas where substantial Indian populations
exist. These astitiales make for a very inhospitable climate for edu-
eat lids Indian children in public schools. The assumption that "inte-
grated education" is invariably better * * * would not appear to be
villiamider present ckreitinstanees in many areas." 25

The Report notes the `'overwhelmingly inadequacy of data on In-
dian education, and the inadequate effort to comet this deficiency.'
The Report stated that, "The assumptions underlying the conventional
approach to Indian education evidently have not been valid and a
syseematie search for more realistic approaches is clearly in order."'c
ft was "shocked" to find that the MA did not have a Research and De-
velopment budget for this important t ask. made clear that Research and
Development is a basic neednot a frilland the Research and De-
velopmen effort and leadership must come from the Federal Gov-
ernment.

Two facets of a "new policy" were delineated. First, improving the
effectiveness of the education provided to Indian children must re-
main a high priority objective in the Federal Government. Although
direct federal action can most readily take place in the federally-
operated schools, special efforts should be directed to encourage and
assist the public schools in improving the quality of their educational
programs for Indian children. But rather than .eontinue to press for
the transfer of Indian children to the p.ublie schools irrespective of
whether they are- .1. and able to provide the srie. attention
needed by Indian children. the Federally operated Indian schools
*hould 8e. made into modals of excellence for the education of dis-
ad rantafted children! 32

The report points out that aca'omplishing this goal will be expen-
sive, Probably requiring a doubling or even trebling of the per pupil
costs. The Report emphasizes that this is an investment, not an expends-

" Prostdon Ifni Ts,* Von., ; $..12.
fbid..p. 15.

11 Ibid.. 17.- -
im Ibid.. p. IT.
32 ibid., p. 17.
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ture, that in the long run, this kind of investment more than pays for
itself. 43

The second facet of the "new policy" received particularly strong
emphasis. Indians must not only participate in, but control the devel
opment of, the "model system." The Report made clear that Indian
parental and community participation is very slightIndian control
is practically non-existent. The Report called for school boards to be
established at every Federal school. It stated that without such boards,
school administrator paternalism will persist. Also, such boards would
be necessary to develop meaningful parental participation and the
use of schools as centers for adult education and community develop-
ment. Special stress was placed on the fact that school administrators
world strongly resist the change, and the boards must in fact have
authority, not )ust an advisory function.

In addition to school boards, the Report called for Indian control
at the top in the form of a National Advisory Board on Indian Educa-
tion. It points out "Ideally, this should be a statutory hoard, but
since it will take many months for Congress to consider and act on
legislation, in the interim, the Secretary of the Interior could eFtab-
lish a twelve-member hoard of which at least half should he Indians;
the ethers should be outstanding educators and private citizens with
broad backgrounds in public affairs!'" The most important task of
the National Advisory Board will be the development of a compre-
hensive plan for making the Federally-operated schools into a model
system.

In the final section of the Report, the Presidential Task Force faced
up to the problem of how could its many creative recommendations
be carried out. The reaction 'to the BIA had been unanimousit was
a tired, ineffectual, and in-bred organization, accustomed to lethargy,
not change. Secondly, it was hurled under the Assistant Secretary
for Public Land Management in the Department of Interior, yet its
mayor responsibility was in the area of developing human resources.

Could the leadership come from the topobviously notthe 1960's
had already demonstrated that. In addition, there was the disturbing
question about basic conflicts of interest between BIA and other parts
of the Department of Interior over Indian resourcesland, water,
timber, minerals, ete.

After much deliberation, the Task Force recommended that the
primary responsibility' for Indian Affairs be transferred from the
Department of the Interior to the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, where it was to be placed intact as a new agency under
an administrator for Indian Affairs who would report directly to
the Secretary of HEW. The question of reintegrating

i
the Indian,

Health Service which had been transferred to HEW n 1955 was
not raised. The consensus of the Task Force was that the Indian
Health Service had improved dramatically as a result of the transfer,
and argued that the same would be true for the rest of the BIA. Clear-
ly HEW had the kinds of technical support needed for BIA programs
and in addition a tradition (unlike Interior) of substantial eendi-
tures for Research and Development and consultants. Nevertheless,

Ibtd., p. 18.
ta Ibid., go. 28.
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this still left Unanswered the challenge of how BIA could be re-
formed internally. Certainly most. of the same personnel would re-
main. This was left as a moot question.

The Report concluded with a clear warning against acting pre-
cipitously and without full explanation and consulation with the
Indian tribes. Nevertheless, the President seized upon the idea and ,

moved secretively and in a way which aroused Indian anxiety. When
the proposed transfer was hinted at by Secretary Gardner at an Indian
Manpower Conference in February 1968, they reacted as if it was a
termination proposal (the assumption was that the' various func-
tions of BIA would be scattered throughout HEW)I and the matter
was dead before it ever got openly explained and discussed. Worse,
as a result of this initial failure the Report and its many important
recommendations was filed away.

TIME PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE ON INDIAN APPAIRS.

Following the demise of the Presidential Task Force Report. in the
spring of 1967, a Second Interagency Task Force was organized in
late summer which prepared a report, that went to the President in
October. This report served as a basis for the Presidential Message on
Indian Affairs to Congress on March 6, 1968, and most of its salient
features were included in that message. The first task force report had
recommended the need for a Presidential address on Indian Affairs
which would serve to clearly put to rest the fear of termination on
the part of Indian tribes and would pledge the nation to a respect for
Indian identity and Indian participation in all new programs and
decisions affecting him. In addition, the message was to lay out a hold
new program of fe;:eral initiatives to help raise the health, educational
and economic status of the American Indian.

The Interagency Task Force was essentially a programmatic one,
charged with the responsibility of evaluating all federal programs for
the. American Indian and determining where additional amounts of
money could be invested to the best advantage and to ditermine what
new program areas should be "initiated. Many Of its proposals were
strongly influenced by prior recommendations inthe Presidential Task
Force Report. Although it was specifiCally instructed not to deal with
the question of transfer of the Bureau of Indian Affairs out of the
Department of the Interior, it is interesting to note that the Inter-
agency Task Force in its report to the President felt it mandatory
to make two new organizational recommendations. Although the Task
Force made no serious examination of the Bureau of Indian Affairs'
structure, and its internal inadequacies, it did point out that the posi-
tion of the Bureau of Indian Affairs under the Assistant Secretary
of Public Land Manmement was undesirable, and that the organiza-
tional status of the Bureau of Indian Affairs should be elevated to
that of a new Assistant Secretary of Interior for Indian and Trust
Territory Affairs. The report pointed out that both Indian affairs and
trust. territory affairs were primarily matters of human development
or, as the report put it, "people oriented" and that consequently they
deserved to have a new and different kind of leadership within' the
Department of the Interior."

Josepby. Op. cit., P. 52.
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.Secondly the report pointed out that government programs for the
American Indian across the executive branch were malty tunes incoli-
iiistent with each other, that there was no mechanism for effective
coodination between them, that although the Bureau of Indian Affairs
had been charged with the responsibility for coordination it Was in-
capablo of doing so. The report recommended creating a new coordi-
nating and ombudsman type mechanism called the National Council
on Indian Opportunity. The Council was to consist of eight !adieu
leaders with the Vice President of the United States as chairman,
end with Cabinet level representation from each of the departments
wil kb had significant Indian programs.

Although the report did not grapple with the question of the in.
adequacies of the organizational structure of tho Bureau of Indian
Affairs, it did point out several factors that grossly inhibited the ex-
ecution. of sound Indian policy. These factors included paternalism
towards Indians by BIA personnel; BIA self-protectiveness, defen-
siveness and insularity; lack of vigor and innovativeness; and "two
principle factors which inhibit further progress in promoting Indian
selfsufliciency; personnel quality and ii-sound data base for planning
and policy coordinsitiou." :0

The primary concern of the Usk Force had been bow to distribute
it proposed budget increase of approximately $50 million among, the
various different Federal government programs for the American
Indians with some thought to be given to what new programs should
be initiated. As Mr. Josephy observes, "the programmatic recom-
mendations of the Interagency Task Force fell fur short of the mas-
sive therapy and funding whit+ the Presidential Task Force had con-

- sidered mandatory, if the government were to solve the problems of
the reservation." In general, the Interagency Tusk F,Orce Report is
a disappointing document consisting primarily of a rehash of previ-
ous!), existing ideas and recommendations along with substantial de-
scriptive information on federal programs and-recommendations for
budget increases. The report called for an increase of some $76 million
in the total Federal budget of $525 million for Indian programs. This
increase appears almost ludicrous when contrasted with the extremely
ambitious goals and programs laid out in the Presidental Message Oil
Indian Affairs. In addition, the amount of the increase was cut back
to approximately $52 million in the Presidential Message, and cone
siderably less than this amount of money was actually appropriated.

The Presidential Message of 'Indian Affairs of March 6, 1968, re-
jects termination as a policy and suggests in its place programs which
stress self- determination. In addition, it pledges itself to substantial
Indian control and 1-. a rticiration in all federal programs which affect
them. It argues against paternalism and in favor of partnership and
self-help. The only organizational recommendation contained in the

was the announcement of an issuance of an executive order
gressgSlish a National Council on Indian Opportunity similar to the
one that had been recommended in the Interagency Task Force Re-
port. It was to consist of the Vice President of the United States aa.
chairman, the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of Agriculture,

Mkt, p, 68.
Ibld,, p. 55.
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Commerce, Labor, HEW-, and HUD, the Director of 0E0 and six-
Indian leaders appointed by the President for terms of two years. The
Council's functions were "to review federal programs for Indians,
make broad policy recommendations, and to insure the programs re-
flect the needs and desires of the Indian people." The President went
on to state, "I've asked the Vice President, as Chairman of the Coun-
cil, to make certain that the American Indian shares fully in all our
federal programs.'" 36

The Message placed the highest priority on the improveinent of
education for American Indians and includes a substantial section
If recommendations in that regard. The Mesiage pointed out that
present educational programs for American Indians are failing them
badly,' and that much more intensive and imaginative programs are
needed. It pointed out that legislation enacted ,n the past four years
can provide a considerable inipetus for improving education for
Indians; the challenge is to use this legislation to the fullest advantage
and creatively for the benefit of Indian students. In addition, the
Message called for a substintial increase in 'the Headstart program
for Indian children and the establishment for the first time of kinder-
gartens for Indian youngsters. It also recommended substantial in-
creases in the college scholarship grants program to include for the
first time living allowances for Indian students and their families,
and that the Upward Bound program in die Office of Economic Op-
portunities Astablish a special program for Indian high school stu-
dents. By far the most interesting and far-reaching recommendation
is a spec:al seetion entitled Federal Indian Schools.

It states:
Since 1961, we have undertaken a substantial program to

improve the 245 federal Indian schools, which are attended
by over 50,000 children. That effort is now half-complafed.
And it will continue.

But good facilities are not enough.
I tun asking the Secretary of the Interior, in cooperation

with the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, to
establish a 'model community school system' for Indians.
These schools willhave the finest teachers, familiar with
Indian history, culture t and languagefeature an enriched
curriculum, special guidance and counseling programs, mod-
ern instructional 'material, a sound program to teach English
as a second language-serve the local Indian population as
a community center for activities ranging from adult educa-
tion classes to social gatherings.

To reach this goal, I propose that the Congress appropriate
$5.5.million to attract both talented and dedicated teachers
and to provide 200 additional teachers and other profession-
als to enrich the instruction, counseling and other programs.

To hely make the Indian school a vital part of the Indian
communit, I am directing the Secritery of the Interior to

Indianndian school boards for federal Indian schools.
HR Doc. 272. 90th Cong.. 2nd Bees.. p. S.
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School board membersselected by their communitieswill
receive whatever training is necessary to enable them to carry
out their responsibilities.a*

Thus, the new national policy statement for Indian education had
emerged full-blown and consisted of two parts. The goals would
be maximum Indian participation and control, and the pursuit of
excellence in a model school- system in the federal schools. As Mr.
Josephy points out, "As a whole, the President's Message was more
a statement of goals and principles than a satisfactory blueprint of
methods and means by which to achieve the goals." He continues,
"at the same time, the only slightly increased level of spending was
hardly enough to suppoirt many of the programs that were proposed
and was totally unrealistic if a meaningful impact was going to be
made on the worst problems. Sights were scarcely raised in. the field
of housing, and many of the fine goals for education would remain
simply goals."40 In addition, "the President's silence about the B1A
was deafening to critics of that agency. Many of the program's aims
and programs, particularly in the field of Indian education, were
unattainable, and not alone because the funding for them was too
low, but because the Bureau's structure and administrative operations
would preclude their effective realization. Without attending to the
defects in the Bureau, the agency's malaise would continue, making
much of the President's u image mercrhetorip." 41

The Organization Question

Both the White House Task Force Report and the Presidential Mes-r
sage to Congress had called for a major transformation of the etluca7
Lionel programs in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Roth the Report and
the Message had recommended an "exemplary." educational program
in the Bureau of Indian Affairs which would maximize Indian par-
ticipation and control. In addition to providing a quality and effective
education for Indian students, a "model school': system was en-
visioned which would be capable of demonstrating the most innova-
tive and effective 'educational programs for disadvantaged students.
The "model school" system would be capable of providing national
leadership for improving the education of all disadvantaged stu-
dents. The Task Force Report had made it clear that the Bureau of
.Indian Affairs was incapable of carrying out the "new poli0". Un-
fortunately, the Presidential Message 'did not deal with the problem.

In an article entitled "Lo, the Poor Indian", Ralph Nader corn-
mented on the failure of the Presidential Message to deal with the
basic problem which he called a "bureaucratic malaise". He states:'

* * * is there anything new here, other than further
action-displacing sympathy that has bred a hard skepticism
into most Indians long resigned to poverty in perpetuity?
Clearly, a direct White House commitment to Indian better-
ment, for the first- time, gives the mission greater visibility

tbad.,,p. 3.
Josepby, Op. CU., p.

41 ibid.. p. 61.
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and importance * but.heyond that, the President's Mes-
sage avoided dealing with the enduring organizational dry
rot upon which these programs are being advanced; namely,

--the-Bureau of Indian Affairs." .

Mr. Nader suggests that the Bure4 of Indian Affairs! "dryirot" is
a function of its conflict of purposes and historical failures. He sum-
marizes this allegation as follows:

One hundred and nineteen years ago, the BIA was estab-
lished in the Department of Interior with both presumed and
actual missions. The former dealt with'improving the lot df
the Indian; the latter dealt with facilitating the eficroach-
pent on or exploitation of Indian lands and resources. Under

`the- Bureeit's aegis and congressional directive, the Bureau
land base shrunk from 150 million to the present 58 million-
'Aroabout the size of New England. For generations the
Bureau presided over people without a, filture. Indians were

called "wards ", were culturally devastated, physically 'pushed
around, and entwined in a most intricate web of bureaucratic
regulations and fides ever inflicted anywhere in this nation's
history. Thoy still are.*

!;.A.ccording to Mr. Nader, this historical legacy of ,failure has con-
-tinned up to present constituting a. fundamental "bureaucratic mal-
aise" which must be dealt with in a radical fashion if real progress

iis to be made in the field of Indian affairs. In support of this conten-
tion, Mr. Nader points to the findings of the White House Task Force
Report. He stat,L,--

_Thereifis a disgust and despair felt by_natt.ny of the Task
members about the performance of-the Bureau. They

took note of the widespread impression that too-many BIA
employees were simply time servers of mediocre or poor coin-
petence who remained indefinitely because they were willing
to serve in an unattractive post, at rates of pay for ,long
periods of time; .that too- many had unconsciously anti-In-

. diall. attitudes and were convinced that Indians-were really
hopelessly inoompetsnt and their behavior reflected that
assumption." ..

As a result, the Task ForceReport had recommended a thorough-
going reorganization of the Bureau of Indikn .Affairs and its coin,
plete transfer to the

reorganization -of
of Health, Education and Welfare.

Mr. Nader suggests that the Task Fdrce "might have made a far
stronger case against the BIA," and he proceeds in the rest of the.
article to do so. Mr. Nader charges that:

I. The 13IA provides generally very low quality s ervices
-
-f

its programs. In addition, there is an uneven distribution of services
as a result of Bureau politics-playing favorites with certain-Tribes.

2. Bureau schools fail both in terms of quantity and quality. The
schools breed despondency, cultural inferiority awl alienation, and
consequently thedrop-out rates are exceedingly high.

a "Le. tbe rotor ladles!' Ralph Nader. The New Republic, biotech 30. 1968. Pt. 14.
la MK, pg. 14.
t Ibid.. pg. 14.
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3. He cites a number of examples of BIA mismanagement of Indian
land, timber, and water resources. He suggests; that BIA has man-
aged to Oversee the leasing and franchising of valuable reservation
property rights and income opportunities into predom' 4,ntly non-

nalian hand.
4., He cites

s
the general lack of data from the Bureau of Indian

Affairs about their programs, and their "Byzantine secrecy" in not-
providing data for certain important problem areas such as Indian

/trust funds.
5. Despite their fumbling attempts to encourage economic develop-

ment on reservations, the IR.A.hashad little impact on the fundamen-
tal problem of Indian unemployment. He states that the basic economic
problem of Indian communities could be solved by the provision of
40,000 jobs. If the Bureau were in any way a creative organization, it
would have recognized that them was a solid precedent for mem% le
job creation in the Indian Emergency Conservation Work Program
during the thirties, where 15,000 men were put to avork in a fee months
time.

7. With the exception of some advances in India'n health, reserva-
tion conditions remain as bad or worse than ten or tweety yearsago.
In the meantime, the BIA has prospered. growing to its present size
of approximately 16000 employees providing the services of a federal,
state and local government in one single bundle. And, despite its fail-
ures, the BIA budget has been increasing at a rate that has doubled
in the Past decade's

Mr.-Nader's critique of the "bureaucratic-malaise" of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs yas symptomatic of the substantial and long-standing
feeling on the part of many. Congressmdtt and informed citizens that
the BIA was an extre,nely ineffective organization. and one that UV
failing in many ways in its basic mission. It was this.suspicion iii-re-i
.gard to the BIA education program which led to theestablishment `of
the Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education. .

INTERDEPARTMENTAL REPORT /

The Interdepartmental report, entitled. "Quality Education for
American Indians, a Report on Organizational Lociftiini," was re:
ceived by the Senate Education Subcommittee on-May 11, 1967. The
re Port was in full agreeMent with the "new policy!' recommendations
of the WhiteHouse Task Force *Report and Ch.! President's Message.
In regard to establishing exemplary educational programs, the report--
states:

"Wherever the locus of respopsibility resides, the depart-
ments believe that the federally-run Indian education pro-

Srshould
be an exemplary system directed at providing

highest quality education 4) meet the special, needs of In-
dian people. All the resources required to achieve the desired
goals, should be made available.° /

46 Lila/re-15.
I "Qo IModities for Atotriels Iodeaso, A Report oo-Orgosiestlooridlodatiter. pro.

pored for gobeemmittee on Nampa& of he Committee on. Labor Lod FORne Warn.
s Vaned SW* emote. Max 196/. p. 1.
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In regard to the need for Indian participation and control, the re-
port stated the following: --

".Every. effort should be made to encourage' Indian parent's
and tribal leaders to assume increasing interest in, and ke-
sponsibility for, the education of Indian children in accord-
ance with the concept of community action. School boards,
elected by the community and entrusted with appropriate ro-
sponsibiltty for,education, should-be adopted as standard op-
erating procedure. Specialized training programs should be
instituted for Board members.. Study should also be given to
the possibility of making grants directly to Indian groups to
administer their own educational programs."

Although the report does not examine in any. detail the organiza-
tional effectiveness df-the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Or the quality
of its educational programs, it .does list a number of 'recommenda-
tions for change which clearly imply important defects. In two areas,
the repore points out basic deficiencies that clearly would impede inno-
vation and change. First, the report states that the Assistant Commis-
sioner for Education in the Bureau of Indian Affairs presently serves
in a staff capacity, which does not permit him to be an effective leader,
or to carry oast needed changes. The report recommends a significant
reorganization of the BIA education function, calling for line con-
trol over the schools by the principal education officer. It states:

"Tito principal °Mao' rcvsponsibile for education should be
in a role comparable to thftt of a superintendent of a major .

school systems i.e.z with full responsibility for the total educe- ,

tional enterprise, including school construction, operation, and
maintenance.

Secondly, the report calls for a thorough-going overhaul Of the staff-.
big policies and procedures. The report states :

"Staffing policies and Proceduresshould be reviewed to de-
velop procedures for recruitment and selection to assure em-

. ployment and retention'a the highest quality staff. Positions
in education should be aligned wit'l the rest of the education
profession, e.g.., in terms ef work year, incentives such assal-
ary, opportunity for continuing education, etc. Consident-:

don should be given to acquiring staff for schools in isolated
areas by creating a volunteer or limited assignment etaegory
which might increase theilikeljhood of attracting well-quali-
fied staff committed to _wpiking with the Indian child. Pro-
grams such as Teacher COrps and VISTA should be fully uti-
lizsd. The Mee of teacher and dormitory aides and other
supportive personnel shctuld receive appropriate considers,-
Lion, particularly as a =leans of involving the community.'

In addition to these two ke 'areas, the report points out a number of
additional areas where BIA rformance must be improved. These
include : developing more effective liaison and coordination with the
Office of Education; Indian ungsters should be moved out of board-

Ibid.. pg. 8.
111)140 PC 7.
Dino pg. 8.
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ingsehools and placed' in communitx schools on the reservation AR soon
as this can be clone with no reduction in quality of education; more
effective coordination with *ate departments of education and local
'school districts in assisting them to develop strong and effective pro-
grams for Indian children; more effective prim:adores should be- de-
veloml for transferring Indian students from federal schools 'to
integrated (public -school:4; more effective ways slusuld ho found to
provhle a higher ion opportunity for Indian children, includ-
ing the einsuirsigemnt of jumpr or community 4:UMW% on and near
the larger reserviiiions.'

Three recommendations in the report._ sugge.4 the need for con.
siderable reexaminiation and bold new initiatives on the pait of the
NIA education program. The report calls for a "comprehensive study
of the educational needs of Indians and the effectiveness of present
progniaaw7-federal, state, and localin meeting tfiese needs." 10 Sec-
mitl,4A review of vocational education opportunitic forIniliati young_
people and adults should be Undertaken " this s lost extensive pro-
-main of vocational education possible should be scv ilahle to Indians,
la ginning with the high school level,'and should lie kloselY tied to job
livaibibiltty and family mohility. Every Indian who completes high
school should have as pportunity for college or additional vocational
training." " ih report calls for a boider vision

'
and substan-

tially greater ation, in carrying out BlA education
rospousi 1 ity.

Tim report states ts, g

V-4
14111e8tinti itikt.gf he viewed as a single, continuing process

which ranges frail pre-school through adulthood, itcginnirrg
with 1ms-school experience for all Indian children, the re-
search and development capacity of the appropriate agencies
should he' strenttnened, in order to tailor educational pro-
grams to the net s of Indian people. Study should.bemade of
the possible application of 'new educational technologies.

,Greater attention and support should be given to edu-
coition, since Viet* is a high incidence of disability and bandi-
caps among Indian children. Attention should be given to
funding experimental programs at universities to assist
Indian youth in adjusting to contemporary American society.
Consideration should be given to supporting it center for
graduate study Of the languages, history, and culture of
American Indians!'

In summary, the Report had pointid out a mimberof -areas where
substantial improvement was needed in,13IA education pmgrains,in-
eluding some Important structural change*

In arriving at its decision as to whetherjor not the educational func-
tion of the IITA should befiransferred to the Office of Edueationt the
Report considers the prior transfer of the Indian Health responsibility

---- --from the Bureau to the rublicifela Eh Service in 1955. The ReportCimm
Ibid., pm 7-8.

so Ibid.. pg. 9.o Ibid.. pg. 9,
II pg. 8.
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emphasizes that the-transfer of the health function to the Public Health
Service had resulted in larger appropriations, greater professionalism,
and "there has been a marked- improvement in the state of Indian
Health."" Nevertheless, the report indicates an important difference
between the transfer of health and education. The difference was, "The
Public Health Service's experience in the operation and control of hos-
pitals and other medical facilities, whereas the Office of Education
has never operated schools or a school system." " Therefore, the-Report
felt that the transfer of the health' functions in 1955 did not stand as
an adequate precedent for the transfer of the education function.

The Interdepartmental Report concluded that the education func-
tion should not be transferred from the Bureau of Indian Affairs to
the Office of Education. The Report states:

Because education is inextricably linked to the other human
service functions, and because transfer of the education func-
tion wotact result in further fragmentation of the total 'spec-
Crum of services now afforded American Indians by the
federal government, the Departments recommend that the
Bureau of Indian Affairs should retain the education function
at this time, working in close cooperation with the ()fficc of
EduCation eo develop a high quality program of Indian edu-
cation. This recommendation also reflects prevailing Indian
opinion."

In arriving amts conclusions, the Report had weighed the following
advantages and disadvantages:

ADVANTAGES OF TRANSFER
ICP

1. The quality of Indian education might be expected to
increase as a result of the augmentation of significant pro-
fessional expertise,* research capability, and financial
resources.

2. A more positive public image of Indian education could
result from greater identification with the education
profession.

3. The Office of Education would have great incentive to
build a model program for the education of Indian youth,
particularly since this would be its only direct operational
program.

4. A more effective transition of education functions from
federal to state governments might take place with the more
viable relationships which exist between the Office of Educa-
tion, State departments of education, and local education
agencies.

DISADVANTAGES OP TRANSFER

1. The portion of the Bureau remaining after transfer of
the education function might be handicapped, and the quality
of remaining services might deteriorate. At present approxi-

II tut'. ps. S.
2i Ibia.
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leg Relloole alail Placed in community schools on the reservation as soon
as this can be done with no reduction hi quality of educatimet more
effective coordination with state departments of education 'and local
school districts hi assisting them to develop strong and- effective pro-
grams for Indian children; more effective procedures should be de-
veloped for transferring Indian students from federal schools to
integrated radii: schools; more effective ways slcpuld he .found to
provide a higher education opyortisitity for Indian did/Iron, includ-
ing the encouragement of junior or community colleges on and near
the larger re serval ions. , ..

Timm recommendations in the report suggest. the need- for con-
siderable motaininiation and bold new initiatives on the part of the
R mRYA education progra. 'lite report calls "comprehensivefor ma "prehensive study
of the eclueat ional needs of Indians and the effectiveness of present
prograrny.--.federal, State, and loc' alin meeting these needs." s° See-
ceid,"A review of vocationaleducation opportunities for Indian young
people and adults should he undertaken * * the most extensive pro-
gram of vocational education possible sixtuicl be available to Indians
beginning with the high school level, and should be closely tied to jot;
evallabilty and fancily mobility. Every Indian who compliers high
school should have an opportunity for college or additional vocational
training." " Third, the report calls for a bolder vision, and substan-
tially grislier littioyatioti, in carrying out 1th education

4- re/ polls' Isi I ity.
The report states :

It/location must be viewed as a. single, continuing process.
which ranges from pre-school through adulthood. Beginning
with pre-school experience for all Indian children, the ro-
wan+ and development capacity of the 'appropriate agencies
should be strengthened, in order to tailor educational _pro-
grams to the neck of Indian people. Study should be Made of
the possible application of new educational technologies.
Greater attention and support should be given to special edu-
cation, since there is a high incidence of disability and Nandi-
raps among Indian children, Attention should he given to
funding experimental programs at universities to assist
Indian youth in adjusting to contemporary American society.
Consideration should be given to supporting a center for
graduate study of the languages, history, and culture of
American Indians:"

;-,

In summary, the Report had pointed out a number of areas where
substantial improvement was needed in BIA education programs, in-
cluding-some important structural changes. .,

In arrivin at its decigion as to whether or not the educational func-
tion of the should be transferred to the Office of Education, the
Report consi the prior transfer of the Indian Health responsibility
from the Bureau to the Public Health Service in 1955. The Report

Ibi. pp. 7-9."IOW. pg. O."Ibid.. pg...
" ibid.. pg. 8.
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nudely 70% of the total BIA budget is allotted to education
activity. Because of the intricate dovetailing of funding
structure, personnel functions, and other services which have
developed over the years, education is closely related to other
BIA. activities. Al transfer of the education function doubtless
would result in a period of dislocation.

2. Indian people ten to visw a transfer of this nature as an
additional step to On of federal responsibility,
a policy strongly apposed by most Indians.

8. A transfer of education alone would result in further
fragmentation of services which would necessitate Indians
dealing with yet another Federal agency. This diffusion of
services is viewed as eventually decreasing the measure of
total, integrated assistance to Indians, when it would appear
more beneficial to be consolidating or in other ways improv-
ing the coordination of direct personal service programs."

In considering the advantages and disadvantages stated, it is ap-
parent that the Inter-departmental Task Force felt that the quality
of Indian education _programs would be substantially improved by
the transfer to the Office of Education, and that the new location
would provide a far better opportunity for the development of a model
program. On the negative side, the Task Force felt that the removal
of the education program from the BIA. might have a deleterious
effect on the rest of the BIA programs. More importantly, it was clear,
that the Indians felt that the transfer would reflect a termination of
federal responsibility.

On November 8,1966, a meeting-. had been held in Denver, Colorado,
-discuss the transfer question with eighteen Indian tribal chairmen

and members of tribal education committees. At this meeting
Indian representatives expressed concern about the transfer

of education from BIA to the Office of Education. They were
fearful of 'termination' of federal activities in their behalf,
and were generally opposed to the disruption of the tradi-
tional relationships winch existed with the governinent. They
indicated disttust of the fragmentation oi Indian services
within the federal establishment.. They felt their welfare
would suffer if theie functions were further divided between
agencies rather thin remaining concentrated in the Bureau
o Indian Affairs.''

An important consideration was whether or not the Office of Edu-
cation would actually assume the responsibility with enthusiasm, an
carry it out with good faith. Indians seemed to feel that the Office of
Education not having had prior experience with an operational pro-
gram, and strongly beholden to state departments of education, might
quickly transfer its responsibilities back to the states. Based on prior
experiences with state governments, Indian representatives felt that
this would be a disaster. It would result in a substantial reduction of
both quantity and quality of educational services available to Indian
children.

a ask Pp. 64.
jilt., p. 6.
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In addition to the stated reasons for rejecting the proposed transfer
of the ecrucation function, two other factors probably played a role
in the final determination. First, it might be considered-a foregone
conclusion that an Interdepartmental Task Force would operate in
such a way, as to not embarrass either of the two ,departments involved.
Such a format provided for relatively little independent judgment.
Secondly, it is clear .from the record of the meetings that *ere held,
that the U.S. Office of Education expressed no enthusiasm for as-
suming the new responsibilities.

Having opted for the status quo, the.Interdepartmental Report
provides the following rationale for achieving the "new policy" goals
of maximum Indian participation and control and exemplary pro-
grams. First, the Report takes note of the new leadership and new
policies which had emerged in the Bureau of Indian Affairs, follow-
ing the appointment of Dr. Carl Marburger, as Assistant Commissioner
of Indian Affairs for Education. The Report comments favorably on
the new leadership and suggests that it should be given a chance to
prove itself. Secondly, the Report calls for closer liaison and coopera-
tion between the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the U.S. Office of
Education. Third, the Report recommends that the Bureau of Indian
Affairs authorization for Titles I, II, and III, of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Aot, should be extended beyond the pl'esent
expiration date and made consistent with the timing of the balance
of the act. In addition, other legislative changes should be enacted
which, would permit the Bureau of Indian Affairs to take full ad-
vantage of new funding authorities available under programs ad-
ministered by the Office of Education.

SENATE SITISCOMWITEE ON INDIAN noucaTioir

There was no official response from the Senate Education Sub-
committee following the receipt of the Inter-departmental Repciri.
On July 18, 1969, Senator Paul J. Fannin, a member of the Edueattieti
Subcommittee, sent a letter to the Subcommittee Chairman, Senator
Wayne Morse, soliciting the establishment of a special subcommittee
on Indian education. A memorandum was attached which pointed out
the abysmal educational status of the American Indian, and the rela-
tionship of this educational failure, to the extreme and desperate
poverty of the Indian tribes, whose birth rate exceeded twice the
national average. The memorandum indicated the general lack of in-
formation and data on the quality and effectiveness of education pro-
grains for Indians, and pointed out that although Congress had
authorized a comprehensive study as far back as 1956, the study had
not been funded.

The critical question raised was that of past and prescat educational
practices of the BIA. The memorandum stated:

B3r and large, Indian education has been administered in
the Bureau of Indian Affairs by taking the children from
their families at an early age to attend boarding schools, often
hundreds of miles from home. How has this forced separation
affected the Indian family? How has this separation affected
thechild's learning process/ What has been the effect of segre-
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gating these children in the' non-Indian communities! Are
Ahem alternatives! For example, would it be wiser to set up
schools on the reservations, run and controlled by the Indians
rather than the federal government! Can adult education be
effectively combined with the education of the Indian child! 1$

In contrast to the BIA, the memorandum pointed to the innovative "
Rough k Demonstration School as the place to look for answers.
It stated:

* * * school is organized independent of the govern-
ment as a p te, non-profit corporation * operated and
controlled by Indians. The example set by this unique
school may help us find the pattern for future methods of
Indian education?* ,

In August of 1967, the Senate Subcommittee on Indian Educatiop
was authorized by the Senate, with Senator Robert F. Kennedy as ifs
first chairman. By November, professional staff had been hired, and on
December 14 and 15, the Subcommittee held its first. hearings in Wash-
ington, D.C. An important part of its mandate from the beginning was
to evaluate the effectiveness of the BIA education p and to
search for new models end organizational alternatives. Was the BIA
capable of carrying out the new policy" called for by the White
House Task Force Report and the Presidential Message on the Amer-
ican Indian? Could the BIA with a long history of excessive paternal-
ism, maximize Indian participation and control? Could the BIA
bring about a "model of excellence!" These were to be the central
questions in the Subcommittee investigation.

In December, 1968, Senator Wayne Morse, Chairman of the Sub-
committee on Indian Education, wrote to the Departments of HEW
and Interior, asking them to comment on the implementation of rec-
ommendations of the May 1967 Inter-departental Re . rt. The question
was also asked, whether or not their position had c
to the transfer of the BIA education function to the 0 ce of uca-
tion.

Both of the reports indicated that some progress had been made,
that some new initiatives had been undertaken, and that coordination
between the two Departments had improved. Both reports indicated
that their position had not changed in regard to the transfer of the
education function to the Office of Education. The Secietary of HEW
commented that:

the American Indians can perceive significant and
newly-added material benefit arising from transfer action, the
experts will be convincing only themselves.

The response from the Secretary of Interior simplyatated that:
Indian education has made significant_progress under the

Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Interior Department, and vre
believa the Bureau should retain the education function at
this timer

sHeastaga at Senate SlabcoataIltte* on ladka illtiarattaa. United Mato &mato, Part L
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The Secretary of HEW indicated, that his department had become
more aware and attentive to Indian needs, and that this wa&retlected
in the establishment of an Indian desk at the Secretarial level and in
the Office of Education. The Secretary of Interior pointed out that
the basic challenge was not the organizational location of the federal
responsibility, but rather returning basic policy control to the local
communities concerned. He states

. -
We believe the President has indicated a 'direction for the

transfer of Indian education ; namely, the involvement of
local Indian communjties, and the transfer of school functions
to them under the control of local school boards. s.

Careful examination of the status reports reveals.that a number of
important recommendations have not been accomplished and that'
others had run into problems,,,Kost_impoAen_tly414r. Carl Marberger
had resigned because the recommendation pertaining to line contra
over the schools had not been implemented. He found it impossible to
provide effective.4eadership under these, circumstances, and left the
BIA to become Coinmissioner of Education in the 'State. of New Jer-
sey. Dr. Charles Zellers, who became the new Assistant Commissioner
of Education in BIA, has expressed similar deep frustration and con-
cern. Without line control over the schools, effective educational leader-
ship would continue to be crippled, and the most serious nroblems
would go -unresolved. Secondly, a thorough-going review of-the per-
sonnel problems and staff policies and procedures of the education
function of the Bureau, ha not beta accomplished. Serious personnel
problems were evident throughout the educational activities of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. Teachers were still working on a 12-month
year basis, and recruiting had only been slightly improved. Third, al-
though the Bureau' of Indian Affairs hadan re authorized under
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Congressional reels-
tan% had prevented the BIA from being included in several other
important pieces of educational legislation, and important objections
had been raised in reLerd to anpropriating funds for the BIA pro-

triunder Titles 1,-11, and of the Elementary and Secondary
llion -Act. Yourth, a review of the Vocational Education Pro-

grams in the Bureau had not been conducted, and the policies and
practices in this area remained thoroughly confused and inadequate.
Fifth: although a 'road study' had been conducted on the. Navajo Res-
ervation, little if any.progress had been made in replacing boarding
schools with community day schools. Sixth, although a new kinder-
garten program had been implemented in some BIA. schools, serious
problems had arisen over the quality of the programs and meaningful

icipation of Indian parents. Seven, although the first bteps have
ta in the direction of providing some form of local control for

Indian communities over the schools which their children attended, the
basic issue of school boards had not been resolved, and in fact appeared
WI* blocked in the Solicitor's ace of the Department of the Interior.
The advisory school boards that had been set up appeared to be serving
only a perfunctory and superficial function.

In summary the basic problem had not 'changed, it had only been
somewhat ameliorated. The intervening year and a half had not dem-.
onstrated that the Bureau would be capable of developing an ex-

-1 I
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-amplery program, or a "model school system" The. Subcommittee
hearings in the "'Spring of 1969 revealed thit the fundamental proli-

of "bureaucratic millitse' still continued, and that other alterna-Clem
jives must be sought.

Two important studies focused on this problem and suggested- al-
ternatives in the Spring of 1969.

--THE J6SEPHY STUDY .r)

In December of 1368 Mr. Alvin M. Josephy Jr., was rbquested to
Hprepare for the White Mouse a study of the BIA withrecommenda-

tions for reorganization, Loth internal and external. Mr. Josephy was
an editor of the American Heritage Publishing Company, and the
uiiih-or several important studies of American Indian.
don, he had been a member of _the. Indian_ Arts and Crafts Board of
the Department of the Interior, aid had played in iniportiiiti role-m-
ale establishment and support of the innovative Institute of American
Indian Arts in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Mr. Josephy provides .a.
thoreugh an... extended analysis of the many attempts and recom-
.inendations for reform in the 1060's. Why had most Of them failed f

One of the major reasons lies in what Mr. Joseph has called the
"termination psychosis" of the Indian tribes. He defines this as "an
almost ineradicable' suspicion of the government's motives kir every
policy, program, or action' concerning Indians." The depth and in-
tensity of termination fears had been revealed in .1966 during the
regional meetings, conducted by the Commissioner of BIA to discuss
the new "Omnibus Bill." In 1967, these fears led to the unanimous
opposition to "Omnibus Legislation" despite the fact that Indian
tribes approved of some parts of the new legislation. In 1968, "termi-
nation fears" led to the rejection of the important proposals made by
the White House Task Force Report, and caused the rejection of the
proposed transfer of the BIA education function to the Office of Edu-
cation. The conchasion drawn is that if organizational reform of the
BIA is to be accomplishedi,"termination fears" must be allayed and
Indian leaders must participate in deciding on the changes, and feel
that the government Is acting in good faith and in the Indians' best
interests.

Mr. Josephy emphasizes that the fundamental problem does not lie
with the Indians, but *her with the Federal government and its gen-
eral failure both in terms. of policy and administration. He cites a
number of important factors which have resulted in the "bureaucratic
malaise" and the failure to carry out Meaningful reforms:

1. Basic deficiencies of lenctokdge about Indians among
non-Indians who are responsible for policy formulation and
the "management" of Indian Affairs. Indians have long com-
plained about officials who liken to thein but don't seem to
understand them, resulting in actions and programs that
are imposed -by well- intentioned whites, but bear no relation
to the realities of what a tribe, fashioned by a *macular

w"Tbo American Whit sad theSoreou of balsa Alralte-111.),"--A Study with
rocoromodotloos prepared for the White Nooserebruary 11, 190. pp. 5-111
tonal in Soboostafttee ashrtipll. VOL VIappoodisi.
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history and culture, needed, desired, or could accept and
carry out witksuccees.

2. d general lack of vision and historical perspective. In
the great mass of treaties, statutes, laws and regulations that
have been built up during the long course of Federal-Indian
relations, the non-Indian, either does not understand, or for-
t:toot:3r basic truths about Indians that must never be

Indianii have been here for thousands of years.
This is their homeland.
They evolved their own distinctive cultures, and did not

share the points of view, attitudes, and thinking that
came to the rest of the American,population from Judeo-
Christian, and Western Civilization legacies.

Although the Indians were conquered militarily (and
era fie only portion of the American population that
reflects that experience), they 'are confirming the lesson
of history, namely, that no people has ever been coerced
by another people into scuttling its own culture.

Although acculturation and assimilation do occur, they
occur only on the individual's own terms. A

3. Lack of self-government. Indians are still governed, not
entirely unlike colonial subjects, by strangers whom they
neither elected or appointed, and who are not accountable to
them. As late as 1994, the rule of the "governor" was abso-
lute; since then, tribal counsels like the legislatures of many
modern colonies, have acquired authority over a broadening
range of tribal affairs. But the"governor" is still present with
the apparatus of management, and the powers of direction,
influence, finances, and veto to use when and where they really
count. A recent articles entitled "The Indian,. the Forgotten
American," published in the Harvard Law Review, in June
1968, summarizes the suffocating, _bureaucratic, paternalism
that still exists. It states: "The BIA possesses final authority
over most tribal actions as well gas over many decisions made
bylndians as individuals. BIA approval is required, for ex-
ample, when a tribe enters into a contract, expends money, or
amends its constitution. Although normal expectation jti
American society is that a private individual or a woup mIy
do anything unless it is specifically prohibited by the govern-
ment, it might be said that the normal expectation on the res-
ervation is that the Indians may not do anything unless it is
specifically perniitted by the government.".

4. Lack of understanding of the Indian experience and the
Indian, point of view. From the standpoint of the Indian.
the present is ,_continuation of an unbroken narrative of
policies, programs;' and promises, often abrubtly changing,
disorganizing, contradictory and unrealistic, and a people,
many of whom still 1 lly remembered, who gave . rom-
isea and orders, and who sometimes worked for . and
sometimes for harm. The Indian point of view is a egacy of
pacification, army, and missionary rule, punishments and
repression, allotments, treaty sessions, and sacred promises,
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laws and special rights acknowledged in return for lunurces=
skint, and adept given by the government, in ie 1920.1s, coun-
termanded in the 1080's, countermanded again in the 1950's,

. and countermanded once more in the 1960's. The Indian-point
of Blew is conditioned by the knowledge of a "Mt-. hit!'" or
a "Captliin Jones" who came to the reservat ion as the agent of
a President in the mid-19th century, and told the tribal lead-
ers something that, their descendents have kept alive from-
generation to generation. He will cover his reactions to a pro-
no;tal with the ever-green memories of battles wokor lost, of -
Injuries and injustices, of land taken from his people by
fraud, deceit and corruption, of lost hunting, fishing and .
water rights, and Or zigzag policies of administrations that
earns to aloe, and then left.

5. Inability to Wen or accept Indian recommendations for
change: Indians hid long assertid, but usitally to deaf ears, that
the individual WWI knew better than the government what kinds
of programs they needed and wanted, and that if they could play
deeisive roles in the of such program's, they could, with
technical and financial'issistance, demonstrate an ability to lcatn,
quickly, to administer, and to execute them successfully. *
This assertion was stated forcibly in a "lktelaration'of Indian
Purpose" by soma 420 Indian leaders of 67 tribes at a gathering in
Chicago in June 1061, but * * * it received no serious recognition
or encouragement from the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The

'Indians were deemed not to know what was best, for them - and
programs continued tab° imposed. * * I Included in the "Decla-
ration of Indian Purpose" was an important recommendation for
reorganizing the Bureau of Indian .A 1 ta i rs Addition] recom,
mendations of this type have been put forth at various different
times during the 1060's by. Indian groups, but none have been
accepted or paid attention to.

Recognizing the serious and basic deficiencies in the4dmintion
of Indian Affairs, Mr. Josephy concludes that "the primary iirgeney-
in Indian Affairs 'facing the new Administration in 1060, is the reel.- --
ganization of tke. present Bureau of Indian Affairs." Ile recom-
mends the following: "This study recommends that a meaningful,
and determined reorganization of, -the administration Of Indian
Affairs, together with the providing of an effective administration.
pledged to go forward to the opportunities of tomorrow and not
simply solve the problems of yesterday, can only be accomplished by
moving the Bureau of Indian Affairs to the Executive Office of the
Presidency,. for the objectives of Indian -Affairs in 1069 require
nothing less than the priority, mandate, and visibility which the
President himself can give them." Mr. Josephy adds that the terms
of Bureau and Commissioner are outmoded; and should be changed.

Mr. Josephy supports his recommendation with the following
arguments:

(1) Transfer of the Bureau to the Executive Office of the Presi-
dent, would give it high visibility -and strong mandate for .

change and improved performance.
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(2) Transfer of the Bureau to the Executive Office of the Pres-
ident would keep it intact while at the same time permitting a
thorough -going reorganization.

(a) Transfer to the Executive, Office of the President would
probably be acceptable and perhaps even received enthusiastically
by the Indians.

Other sub-optimal reorgatiization .prbposals are considered. If the
Bureau of Indian Affairs must remain in the Department of Interior,
provision must*, be made for a thorough-going reorganization along.
the lines proposed in his study-The reorganization would provide for
radical decentralization of influence, power, and authon#,- to the
tribes; primarily a contracting relationship between the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and the tribes, and line authority olver the schools by
the Assistant Commissioner for Education in the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. In addition, he recommends that the Bureau should definitely
be elevated to the status of Assistant Secretary for Indian and Tern-
tonal Affairs, in the Department of the Interior. The Bureau's present
location under the Assistant Secretary for Public Land Manage-

kment is clearly unsatisfactory.
If the Bureau of Indian Affairs is to be transferred to the Depart-

matt of Health, Education, and Welfare, "a deliberate and careful
effort' ifi have to be pad, to win -the Indians' understanding and
agreem6nt. The fears of termination will have to be. recognized, and
the Indians will have to be persuaded that their concern, not alone
about termination, but that they will be submerged and placed in a
disadvantageously competitive position for services with non-Indians
who greatly outnumber theme is generally groundless." If the BIA.

rM is to be transferred to HEW, it should be transferred to a single new
agency -under an Assistant.Secretary or at a minimum, an Adminis-
trator for Indian Affairs in that De_partment. (This parallels the
recommendation of the Presidential Task Force Report.)
..The lest option considered by Mr. Jose by is the creation of an

independent agency-or commission, not in4lie Executive Office of tie
President. He states: :'

This would not have the impact or commitment which Indian
Affairs truly requires in. 1969, but it would extricate the Indians
from old adversaries in Congress and the:Bureau of .the Budget,
would raise diwould their present submerged position in- a
Department oriented toward non-Indian matters, and might
place them in a better competitive position for government
services fora]] Americans. .

Mr. Josephy concludes with a strohi admonition :
'Wherever the present Bureau of Indian Affairs is positionedtioned'

within the Government, its- .structure must be thoroughly
reorganized,

TIlE OARNEGIE -REPORT"

In March, 1969, r... Francislifc.Kinley and Dr. Glen'Nimnicht
testified before the Senate Supeonunittee on Indian Education in
reitaiWto s research project wluch they had been conducting over the
past year funded by the Vernegie Potmdation. Mr: McKinley had
developed aiuunber of innovative educational programs, asa member,M11.

Mho Nona Vowel &We. 24veetles, Report Funded hi_ the Come& *repetition
ass PoParedeagi Plod* Mss lacy, Stobeis Berne sad Glen lebssleht. reprinted Is ob.
eerealttee h pt. 2.19e0, epees la. p, 155 . .
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of the Ute Tribe in Utah, and had served as l?irector.
Wien-Education Program at Arizbna State University

the unique
r. Nimnicht

was a natiohally.mognized expert in the field of ' .y childhood"
Y Othltati011:130th were presently on the staff of the tar West Laboratory

,-- for Eiraoiti on id Researcji and Development in Nerkeley, California.
-On. June i2,1969, the Subcommittee received a draft of their 'final .

report to the Calinegie_Poundation containing important findings
and.reconunendations forimproviiiIreducation for American Indian
students. The study was designed to be a field analysis of the education ...

of Indian children at a, representative sample of ten public and fedeial
.schools. The Study. focused not only on the students and the. school
but als, more importantly, on the relationships between the school .
and the Indian community:The results of the survey-study were to be .
used in the development of eight -to denionstration schools, to test
wfiat'Inight be accomplished when" Indian people have a major
voice in setting education policy fo the '.schools their children are °

-,,...,

attending..As the inthors state .. 1 . ..

Among other things, it was expected that the curriculum
of there 40 model schools would be modified to reflect local
Indian hittry

9
culture, and values, and that noteworthy edu-

-. . .7., cations' m ovations would be introduced to raise the educe-
Vona achievement level of the Indian 'students.

The authors point out than although Abe full study is not yet com-

nclusi 4coplated,
the data finally available ill% support the following

I The education proyided".Indian children is a failure .

whin measured by any reasonable set of criteria. rae educe-
Alone' system has not succeeded in providing a majority of
'Indian children with the minimum level of competence neces-
-sery ,to prepare them to be productive citizens in. a larger
society.' Additionally, very little attempt has been made to

the values and culture that might be unique to
tPl:Letrantepeople, provide them with a sense of pride4n their-
own heritage, or confidence that the _y can effectively control
their own future development. It should be noted that the
fault for these inadequacies in education does not lie entirely
within the schoOl; the whole system of. relationships between
the white majcwity community and the Indians is the source
of the problem. Wle the schools, both public, 04 Bureau
of Indian Affairs supported, are in great need of improvement
in curriculum, methods, teacher training, teacher turnover,
and in the tatielor's.unclerstsnding of the unique. problems .
of the students and their parents, any increase in money,
time, and effort 'spent on Indiin education can Only - relieve
some of the more 'important symptoms of the underlying
problem. These efforts will be relatively ineffective unless the
Um relationships between Indians and whitpeople can also
Vtered, and, speCifically, unless the paternerelatlen- ,
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ship between the white power structure and the Indian com-

oanmuniq be
2. The cruci alehitg:Ide.m in the education of Indian children

. is the general relationship between white -iety and the
Indian people. ThiS relation:Ship fremfently demeans Indians,
destroys their self-respect and ieWconfidence, 'develops br
encourages apathy and *sense of alienation from the educe-
tional processt and deprime them of an opportunitX to develop
the ability and expenehce to control their own affairs through
pkrticipation in effective locaLgoiernment.

In, their report, the authors cite many examples ,of the complete
breakdown of communication between school officials and the Indian
community and between teachers and Indian children oiri the class-
room. They arrive at the conclusion that meaningful Indian parental
or community participation in either public or federal schools, simply
doesn't (ttist.

Dite the fact that the Bureau of Indian Affairs is officially on
record as encouraging, and supporting control of schools by local
Indian school boards, one still encounters the _same old paternalistio
uttitudes. They cite an example of o BIA. area direetor for aducition
Who told them, "We cannot alio ). a board of illiterates to run the
schools," and anotherSTA official who told a group of Indialeaders,
"Tho_best thing you can do about education is to the decisions to

Irlius. The reau schoolk have been good for you ook *where you are
now I" .

They examine in considerable detail, an effort to develop *a column
nity school with a local Indian school board on the Pine Ridge Reser -'
Teton inSouth. Dakota. Despite a tremendous amount of effort and
involvement, a expression of support cud interest, and copal&
erable planning on '6 part of the Indian community,- the effort was
abortive due to la of encouragement and supporCon the.part of the
Agency Superintendent, the Area Director, and ultimately the Com-
missioner of Indian- Affairs. A variety of *zeal% *ere used for not
supporting the project, and ultimately it became embroiled in tribal
politics. However, with elibotrragement, support, and technical assist-
ance on the part of UIA, the effort might have been successful.

. The. authors conclude that Indian control over thoitoin Pothook is a
difficult _process and one that is likely to' take a Variety of different
forms. Given the difficulty of the task, and the need jor considerable .

imagination and flexibility from those providinefechnical support,
it is highly 'unlikely that the Bureau of Indian Affairs will-be able to
carry out its mandate to bring about meaningful Indian oniiirol.

Despite the complexity of the task, important precedents -do exist
for Indian-controlled schools. They point to the extraOrdinail.suo-
cess of the Choctaw and Cherokee school systems which constituted
two ofthe finest school systenis west of the tfississippi at the turn of
the century. For a more recent examplerthoy point to the Rough Rock
Demonstration School on the Navas, Reservation. In addition, they
provide an interesting case study of a movement towards community,
control, of a.sinall rural public school in North Central Oklahoa. The
authors had assisted in conducting an action research project in the
Pond Indian community of White Eagle, located five miles from
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Ponce& City, (Aria lionet. The White aa sehool, which was the fettles
of attention, had' een considered a "blight on the community." Attend-.
once wee, sporadic, achieenient %Ens far below state norms, and the
dropout rate by etxtli grade was an inerediltle 87%. 'rhe school was
attended exclusively by the Ponca Indian children. Though the effort
was only partially successful and met with cimsiderable resistance,
there were :t number of important accomplishments including the else-

, tins% of Ali ludiait to the school bt:ard for the first time in twenty
years.

!laving made ;; strong rase for the al ohne lit,essily for 'quintet com-
munities 10 he allowed to assume major ipspidisibility f.pr the eilmat-
t ion of their children, and the need for o, new kind of organi`zation to
curry inn this mandate, the authors conclude (heir report with the fol-
Joeting rectimmentlat ions:

rrro molt
1. We recommend the ereet1;oa of tt Fedeeol roiontiss:on to

osontioe eon roof Itsdinn (ducat th. extilieit motolote
to fro o.ler this control to Inlli,in commun. tics within floe
years, or f ter which. the Commission numb/. cease to ex:4.

The Commission would as-itute responsibility for the fol-
lowing: (a) expediting the transfer of coal r61 over education
id Indian continue' ies by providing legal services; (It) (rain-
ing Indiaiiellueators lo administer and Stull' I lic schools tc)
IbroViding ciiitsultant assistance to Indian school boards to;
ward establishing and ()penning .a. local school syst.o1 (d)
providing funds for revising curricula to reflect the 1111Itory,
culture, and valttes of the-Indian people the school serves; and
(e) serving as a. conduit for Federal support funds, including
Johnson-O'Malley funds.

. The documentation which this report gives to a continuing
history of paternalistic relationships between the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and Indian communities provides a strong ra-
tionale for immediate implementation of a program to trans-
fer quickly the control of education from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to Indian communities.

Three models now exist for such a transfer. The first model
Is the Rough Rock Demonstration School which is operated
by Dine,'Inc., a Navajo non-profit organization. The seconds
model is the Blac.kwater Schooon the Gila River Pima In-
dian Ites:ervation in Arizona whene an ill-Indian Sol
Board of Education has assumed jurisdiction for a fon*ttll
MA day school. A more recent model is the Tama Commu-
nity School which will be operated by the Tama Indian Com-
munity beginning with the 12011-1970 school year. (rhaBIA
had planned to close this school and to transfer the students to
a nearby public school. The Mesquakie Indians of Tama In-
dian Community protested, and succeeded in getting a court
order sustaining the school.)

We would add that the definition of "community" in the
.transfer process need not be a monolithic one. The Commis-
sion could conceivably transfer.wentrol to local groups such
as ifeadstart parents advisory committees, tribal councils, or

4
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intertribal organizations such as the .trizona Indian evelop-
ment Association or the California Indian Education
Association.

We consider the following factors to be favorable to adop-
tion of thespecific method of control transfer which we have
recommended above:

The time limit is long enough to insure that the transfer
of control will b_c orderly, and short enough to ra,iire,
the Indian peo ple that t he change will oetir quickly.

The limited fife and 'impose or the C'ominksion will
avoid the problem of replacing one vested interest Im-
reancraev with -another.

With itilegnato support for training ildminktratoni
teachers, and school noaril members, rot revising cur-
-it-taunt, and for introdeiring ;omit intinvatjons,
the Federal Government ran transfer-the Aeliooli; to coral
people in it manlier that. will greatly enhance the schools'
chances for suc..-es.;:

This proposal Will not prevent mistakes from being made
in the provision of education for Indian children. How-, ever, the mistake; will be made by the Indian peoplo
themselves, and no -by a federal bureaucraey. trousider-
ing that. our analysis 'has shown education for Indians
to be largely a failure, we do not feel that the otistates
made by th; Indian comimmities would make the Sitita-
tio:a any worseiltan it. is HOW.

ecomme»d that,' ;11, thr interim leu111, the Commis-
&ion is initiated. there he on ;turn:limo n the criteria used
lcithin. the Ituo.oa of 'Indian Alfoirs foe mokilig 4/',"iil;/)/Pt
about promotions and 'burnt:id re wiirelk.

Rather than rewarding field personnel for aecnrate report-
ing and tight administration as is now the general practice,
renairds should be granted by the degree. to which the reripi-
lent has (a) :successfully involved members of the Indian
community in decisioniniking at the highest level ; (J,) trans-
ferred sonie of his responsibilities to liolians; (e increaQed
the number of Indians holding responsible positions; ;tad
(d) etteburageti experimentation and innovation. If the.se cri-
teria were applied to all aspects of the BIA's operations, the.
result should be. an inerease in the opportunity ifor local
Indian people to govtrn their own agairs, at least to the
extent that similar opportunities exist for non-Indian
communities.

3. In the interim ?nail the Commission is forni,d, we rec-
ommend changes in the proetitures of reeruiting and selecting
educational persOnnel within the Iiureau of Indian Affairs.

The standards of the education profession rr,aiier than
those of the Civil Service should determine whicAliall teach

- Indian children. Currently, principals must akeept a staff
__thAsett .bv.fite_..Bnrean Area Office from Civil Service regis-

tries, and thus find themselves often burdened by teachers
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poorly qualified and unadaptable to the special conditions
inherent in teaching Indian children.

4. In the interim, we recommend that a definite otatemeht
of goals and purposes be made for each of the boarding schools
operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The boarding schools haves never been, and are not now,
simply "high schools," although that is what they purport
to be. We recommend that the boarding schools be converted
to special purpose institutions such as terminal vocational
centers, academic high schools, remedial and special educa-
tion centers, junior colleges, special subject schools (such as
the Santa Fe Institute of .American Indian Art) or regional
schools, rather than keep their confused and archaic status
as mixed academic, remedial, and disciplinary institutions.

We wish to be perfectly clear and explicit that, the above
recommendations are not intended in any way to support
"termination." We feel that Indian communities have the
right to their present legal privileges and immunities for as
long as they wish to perpetuate them,- and that it is the
responsibility of_ the Congress as well as of the Indian com-
munities to sec that these rights are protected.
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APPENDIX II

Statistical Tables
TABLE 1. ENROLLMENT AND AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE (ALL AGES) BY TYPES OF SCHOOLS OPERATED BY

THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, FISCAL YEAR 1968

Area

Wed total Boarding Day

Enrolment ADA

WOW*
_

Emellment AOA

29.9

Enrolkneet AOA Enrolment ADA

Greed total.

Aberdeen
Albolleorque___
Anadarko
IMOD
Chorineshomey. ..
alimesehoe .
alimmaPolis
Meshes,*
Naiad
Phoenix .... ......
Penland
Seminole

51.558 45. 003. 5 35.309 30, 971. 3 16.139 14.003.3 110

6,162
L 371
3.152

297
1.047
6.793

44
58

1.881
21.373
5.465

876

.

39

6.679.4
2.096. 9
2. 589.6

215.0
879. 3

6. 109.8
39.8
55.5

1,536,4
31398.6

5.009.1
857.0
37.1

3.805
1.004
3.152

287
.

905

1.653
20.351
3,276

176

3,141.1
872.

2.5$9.6
207.9

VS 8

1. 3311. 7
16.054.3
3,061.5

857. 0

.,.

4,290
1.324

10
1,847
5.888

44
58

228
1:022
2.189

39

3.521.2
1.209.7

7.1

5. 264, 0
39.8
55.5

197.7
944.3

1,947.5

67
43.. ___

. -

... ....... . .
.. . ....

. .. ........

.. .....

.. . .

14.1
14.8

..
..

. .

....
. ..

*yam' locilifei were provided for a told of 55.799 children. 4.204 of whom lived Ni kart dormitories and altonded
Intblie mho* and 37 of wham were enrolled in the Conan Oemonstration School.

Some: &raw of Malian Albin, Sadie,' &Malian stItiaticat summary (NW.

TABLE 2.NUMBER OF SCHOOLS DPERATE0 BY THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, BY TYPE, FISCAL YEAR 19811

Ana
&sod
total 1

&seeding
lett

Day

Total fowler Trailer INNPItete

Grand total

Aberdeen
Albuquerque
Anadarko
Diann
Chord's
3aeau
MIccesekee
iliff440olis
1Antketee
NavelsMete
Portland
Satiate

226
Q

77 149 145 2 2

11
6
2
1

75
1

1

9
56
23

1

1

6
3

rg
1

2

5
43
6
1

29
12

1

1

73
1

1

4
9

17

1

211

11

1

1

73
1
1

4
7

17

1

2

1

1

1 The Bureau also operate(' 18 dormitories for children atteedinp public schools.
r Includes 1 special school with a capacity of 44 which m4011,041 pupil% during the school year 1966.4 of those pupils

tionsterred to other Bureau schools Jed ere refuted in the enlarged of these adds,

(209)

-Pt 3-054,00-4AX
v-
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TABLE 3.-604001M SCHOOLS OPERATED BY TIM SHWAS OF INDIAN AFFAIRS-FISCAL YEAR 1968

Arm State school and PM Om
address: 2110 cods

EaroMmiud
5111511 daily attendance

rd-
Total

Boa
ins Day Total Boarding , Day Grades

Grand total 35,309 31.769 1550 30911.3 28.016.5 2. 954.

14bankoir

*Rin Dakotatb
gondola Rock. Fort Ulm N. Oak.

NSA
Wommoo. Wahooton. N. Oak. 51075 .

3.806 2.370 1,436 1161 1.943.9 1.2E0. 2

MO
168

112

62 5
113

412

355
356

365.7

400.3
103.6

365.7

1019
303.9 1-1

1-I
Saadi Dakota

Chmonoriall 06110. bile Butts. S.
Oak. 5762_1

:Fishmeal& Flandroan. S. Oak. 37078
Om la community. Pins Rides. S. Oak.

577/0.
Piano, Piort.S. Oak. 57501.. ,

Alboolteignit N. Mu

Albutionitio. Albuitseegus. N. 110. 87100-
Caminito, Laguna. N. IMs. 87026
Institut, of American tonna Arts, Santo Fs,

N. Mot 87501. -

2.925 1.145 1.01O 2.370.9 1.474.8 856.3

ass

643
1. 087

329

379

643
151

329

467

593

ex a
493.9
746.4

291.8

361 2

493.9
320.7

291.8

470.6 1-124

..... 9-12
121 7 6-52 -3

.... 1-1
1, KM 970 25 172.1 851.5 2Di9

569
69

365

.
11

......
25

51t

303.3

505.6
12.6

301.3

..... 7-124
269 6-2. - 4-14

Anardarka, Kansas

HMO* lostitula. Lawrence, Kans. 66044

3.152 3,152 2 589 6 2, 589.11

1,220 1.220 937.3 937.3 . 13-14

Oklahoma

Ch7 oymino-Arspallo. E011011. OWL
M2.

Chiming. Malmo Olds 71635
Fort SiN. Lawton, Oki& 73503
Riverside. Anadarko, Okla. 73005

Billion. Montane

1.932 1.932 1.652.3 1.652.3

195

1.101
268
362

198

1.104
268
362

110.1

967. 5
220. 7
323.7

140.41

967. 5
220. 7
323.7

2-8

...... 4-149-12...... Do.
287 95 192 207.9 65.3 142.6

Busby. Busby, Moot. 59016

Jammu. Alaskii

287 95 192 207.9 65.3 112.6 1-12

905 905 815.8 815.8

Wt. 60mostalair. Mt. Edtaiambo, Mask*
99835

ndell nstitute. Mongol( Alaska 99929_Ma I
673
232

673
232 ........

635.0
210.8

635.0
210.8

t12

Muslim*.

Wississlord
Bos:lotto, RL 2, Ploladotpina, Wassg
Con/batik Conehatto. Miss, 39057
Choctaw Central, P161661606. MISS.

39350

1.653 910 683' 1.336 7 757.5 581.1

9:1

172

179

606

273

35
39

199

683

137
140

406

824.1

13,1. 5
176.2

518.1

213.7

-.. 16.4
37.9

180.4

5811

,, tit i 14
138.3 1-1

328. 7 1-12

Oklahoma 697 697 513.9 513.9

Sonma, Wyandotte, Okla. 71370
Seque7all, T0616060, Okla. 71161....

237
160

237
160

110.8
333.1

180. 8
333.1

B-11
9-12

Nivb10-

Arizona..
Chinn. Omit. Am. 86503
Crystal, Fort DoRancs, Ariz, 67504
Donshcbt, RaysMa, Ariz. 86033
Oilcan, Winslow. Ara. 86017
Eroasowood, Condo, Ariz. 56505
Mantas Point. St. Michaels. Ariz

16511 ..... ..
Rondo. Lowor liiiiii; Ai& ........
Ralboto, Upper Tonalm_k_in. 86011..
Itayonta, Oman, Mit 61093.
Wolk** Ganoila, Arit.16505
Low. Lam% Ark./4616

Chink nrn. 86503.
Lek I. Lukachual. Ads 86507._
Mom onos, Chin* Ariz. 41503
116A01. esnedo. Adz. 116505.
Pl31/0601.110../ek, Alit 06506
Pi o6. POI% Adz. 06510.. .......

20.351 19,257 1, MI 18,051.3 17. 155.6 090.7

10. 751
986
152
287
476
655

181
218
487
640
212
664
121
MO
591
135
13

2S0

9.141
986
138
280
269
537

181
200
420
640
212

61
272
I14-

12
244

910

14
7

207
1111

II
67

67
212

1

20

9,555.8
851.5
117.5
257.7
403 3
512. 4

174.1
200. 8

a I
1191 2
591.8
93.6

392.9
147. 3
109.2
3L E

240. II

18014
151.5
114. 0
251.6
223.1
179.8

174.1
183.0
351.9
610. 5
180.2
5916
110

225.9
WO. 3
109.2
3111

221 1

751.4
6-7

i3.5 B-S
6.1 114

180.2 11-7
102. 4 . 11-41

,, 114
17.5 11-1561 74

6-7
14
B-11

47.6 8-2
167.0 B4

11-0
(FS

1.0 0-1
p12. 7 S-3
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TABLE 3.-BOAROING SCHOOTSOPERATE0 81 THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS-FISCAL YEAR 1968 -Coat;

Enrollment

Area Siate school and post office
address; 2IP code Total

Board.
mg

184
87

122
76$
848
611

1, 120
170
- - -

6.799
-

51
87

635
1.050

112

94
316.
197

67
213
8 9 0 _ .

50

90
438 .
357
65

975

1,571 .

2.617 ..

44400 _ .
2.177

f0 '. ..
- &

3, 155
- - -
1.684 ^121

308
1.032 .

71

273
655

Average easy alteedame

OaY Grades

25, 2 8 5
40.1 8-2
. 8 -3

B-8 S
82.5 9 4-5

. 9-7
1 Et

I 0 8-5
I17.3

8-1.
1.6 8.2.

_ . 8-8.
443-S.

6. 7 0-4.

27.3 93..
. 8-6.

10.6 8-4.

25.1 B-2.
15.1 8-4.

. . 9-8.
S.

8 -2.
_.. 8-6-S.

B-$.
9-2.
9-1.

27.9 8-5-S.

9 to 12.

--._
II-5-S.
9 -13-S.
8 -1.

Day

26
47

105-
...
1

-
154

5

7

30

IS

31
48

48

- -
.-

121

.

121

Total

200.1
119.7
119.8
DM 3
849.3
608.2

1,032.3
168.9

6.036.3

49.2
89.5

555.7
857.4

106.5

I tS. 7
278.5
187.1

79.0
252.8
535.4

49.9.

86.8
383.0
326.9
55.0
35.4

SU. 3

874.6

2.162.2

348.8
2.075.3

38.1

Boarding

174.4
79.6

119.8 ....
M. 3
766.8
608.2 .......

1,037.3
167.9

5.889.9

49.:
55.2

555.7 ..
857.4

99.8

88.4
278.8 .
175.5

53.9
247.7
835.4 . .
49.9

86 I .

383.0
326.9 .

55, 0
35.4 _

7119.$

874.6

2.462.2

348-8
2.075.3

38.1 ..

Rook Feral, Chtnie.' Ariz. 86503- ... 210
Reeky awe lute City. Ant. 118045... 134
Saba Del lo,. Wallow. fuji, 116047.... _ 122
Shoat& Tomtits. MI. MOH-- .. MS
Ter:gawps& Temmospos. _msg. 116514 . _ 953
Tope. Gaogdo, Agit MM. 681
Tow ob. Tops (My, Ark. 85045 1.120
WU Ruin, Chemben, Arts. 86502, 171

Now Moto . - 6.983

Saga Psovitt N. mos. 57045.. 51
Cheoctulgeettto Gallop. N. Max. 87301. 92
Chinks, lobatthi. N. Mos 87325 635
Cievingetsi. Crogropeutt, N. Mex. 1.050

lair. Valley, Crownimiel, N. Mex. 119
87313.

Marian Lake. Gag& N. Meg. 37301 . 124
Nenalisegat Oakland. N. Meg. 87301. 518
Pueblo Pielado. Crownlielet, N. Meg. 212

87313.
IMO Rack. Sopptock. N mug. 87420 . 98
Sanoskee, LAM Water, N. mos. 87420 261
Unpack. Shipreck, N. Met 8 7 4 2 0 _ _ 890
Standing Rock. Crownpeord. N. Mex S9

87313.
Thoreau, iterfai. N. Meg. 07323. . 90
Toadies& oadleita. N. Meg. 17324 . 438
TAWAS. Tokattlu. N. Mai. 87325 _:. 357
?man. Cale, It met. 87013 ._. . .. . 65
Vibes Noise. Cgovinpoint, N. Mex. 39

87313.
Wingate elementary. Fort Viintate. I.023
, N. Mes. 87316.

Wiagal e High, Fort Viiegalip. N. Meg. 1.021
8?316.

Utah._ ..... . . 2.617

Alletb. Ann*, Blab 84510 . , . 400
Intetmounlaut. Brigham City. 11320 . 2.177
Nays* Mountaio, Tuba City. Ana. ID

W.M.

Weans 3.276-
Arizona . . . . _ _ 1805

Kearns Gioia& Roams Galion. AIM.
30e

Ptsoemx Indian. Pboenni, Ant 85000 _ 1032
Santa Rosa, SOIL Ant. 115634, . 192
71101ipte 500$0.011. fen Apatb*, Alit.

85926 ......... . 273
Nevada 655

3,861.5'

1.662.6

296.6
958.0
180.7

227.3
629.4

2.950.2

1.551.3

296.6 .

958.0
69.4

227. 3
629. 4 .

111.3

111.3

8-8
. 7.12ni,i 8-7

...... 3-28

SlewarL Stewaft. Nov. 89437.. ... 655

California ..... . _ 816

655

816

629.4

Mt 5

629.4

769.5

8-12-S

Mittman Insblute. ftivetside. Cals.
92502 .......... 816

Portland. Oregon- ....... , _ _ 874

816 .

876

. 769.5

857.0

769. 5 8-12

857.0

Cltemsvo, Chemwm, OM. 91022 ........ 136 876 857.0 557.0 9-12

SPECIAL WAROING SCHOOL
Moduli*:

Oklahoma Conch* demonstsabee, collet*
Ow 0422
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TABLE 4.-DAY SCROOLS OPERATED BY THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. FISCAL YEAR 1968

- Area Nifty and
State school Post Mfics address

AllIges

Glades
Enroll.

Zip code meat ADA ,

Grand total

Aberdeen

Cheyeehe Rover. S. Doh

SNOW.. - - . ... - _. gown. S. Oak.. ,.
Cherry Creek. _ . ... .. Cheri' Cceek. S. 'Pik.... ,e-
Proems* Nobudge. S. Oak.. . .

Red Scaltold....... ._ Rooms. S. Oak. _ f'

Svidt &M.__ _ . . . Gettisbuts. S. Oak
. .....

Waite Norse_._..... ... . White Rome. S Oak.... . _

Feat Berthold. N. o p c

Nandarse_. Mandato. N. Oak..
Twin Bulls _.. ) . . _ Natirday. N. Oak _ .
White Saield...... a.... Emmet. 14. Oak

hero S. Oak.

Fort ThemOson Commundy. Feu, Thompson, S. Oak...
Lower Site Lower &Me. S. Oak .

Pure Rolge, S. Doh..

Allen_ Allen. S. Dab .
lattle Wound. Kyle. S. Oak _

tonemau . .... ... _ Oelata. S. Oak ..
Mandersou Nandemen. S Dak
Romps* Petunia*. S Oak ...... ... .
Womble* Woublee, S. Oak .... ......

Sisseton, S. Oak

Bib Coulee hover. S. Oak
Enemy Swim Natty, S. Oak
Old Agency Sisseton, S. Oak.

Standing Rook. N. Osk.

Bullhead &atom]. S. Mt
tdtle tate LOU* Eagle, S. Oak

Tuttle NeuMaiu. N. Osk

°unseal. Ounsedh. N. Dale
Fort laden Fort Totten. N Dik
Great Plater (NUNN, N. OA
KouN do
Romi dog.
Turtle monism Commumty... do-

Albudueiture

United Pueblos. N. Max

Acomila... San Fidel, N. Met
Met 1Meta. N. Men
learn . lame/ Pueblo, N. Moo
Latrine Laden. N. htes
San FeliNr ... AN/Worms. 74, Mex..- . -
Sim Ildelonso Seals Fe. N. mu
Sao Juan San Juan, N. Mix
Soots Clara EsPanota N moo
Taos Purdue Taos,N. Mes...... ....... _
Temple Sant Fe. N. Men_
21a Sao Voldre, N. Ilea

Billings
Northern Cheyenne, Mans_

Bib*, Burnet Moat

Cherokee
Cherokee. N C.

Cherokee Caotral Chereket N.0

P;

. ..

.......

.

. -

. _ ..

.....

....

'
1

16.139 14.003.3

.4.290 3.52T9

252 194.6

57148 35 .19.2
57622 65 51.9
51661 21 ie. 7
57748 50 38.0
57442 35 24.5
57661 46 42.

443 417.9

58757 216 04.5
58636 7r1 65.1
51534 173 1511,3

332 2697i

57339 237 MA
57548 95 54.3

1.20 986.7

51714 110 :
57752 279 235.2 II
57764 25? 188.6
57756 Z23 170.4
57772 286 163.0
57577 174 130,4

86

..,..
''"-.

--
-6
6
6
6
5

-8

l 12-
1 8
1 17

1 8
1 8

8
0 It S
1 8
B8
8 9

57257 10 9.2 1-3
57273 32 29 4
57262 44 35.3

id 177.5

1 6
itG

6

r

8
6
5

.

8
B-6
B-6
9-6
9 2
9 6

9-6

B-3

57621 95 83.1 1

57639 107 84.4 1-8

1, 7911.386.5

58329 92 77,2
58335 224 115.3
58316 53 43.5
58316 79 59.8
58316 51 41.8
58316 1.207 918.9

1.324 1, MA. 7

1.324 1.209.7

87049
--__-
0 .

87022 219 209.0
87924

420
63.4

87828 365.5
87049;; 133.2
87991 51 47.6
117*5 51 49.3 11.6
117532 $4 74.2
87571 164 145.6 tt-a
87501, 19 17.7 11-5
97053 32 31.9

10 1.1
10 .7.1 -

59012 10 7.1- 1-3

1.047. 879.3
1,047 879.3

28719 1.047 979.3 B-17=====
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TABLE 4.--4)601, SCHOOLS OPERATED BY THE SUMAS OF IONIAN AFFAIOS, FISCAL VEA1 1968--CostIONO

AIN May asei
Stile Wool test elk* aftliess

*11 ,1.8..

Blades2194000 swot AOA

home
Masks

Akita*
Alilsk..

1'441471 p
- Barter laiiii.

Surat
=VmAldlasloo.... .....

ftes Viiii....
or".tii .. .

C781qm88- - -
Dioss l
Eek

Eavaemak
Gala* .Gambill....

wt
Goodeows Bay._ .
0021leti . .

Woks.

92ek. . ..
Naos.

IWO* . . .
slelevse

Nowebli ,..
toy*. . _ .
twalklint
livseilliapk
moinkoisk. .. ...
Lower MAU.-
msetruii... ....
Months %Nap..
NaPakiak .
Napaskiak

1441011014
Nostak
Nuifalk..

-,

Nameiediek... _ ..
Ossais11,
PilotStalion. ...
Point Naps.. . .
Ahab Thom* :.. ._
St. lAishael
946140164 .:. .....
SUMMOO sig -
Salawik ..
Skagakill. . ........
'Seakkoollk.. ..
ik:kleis Nei

sastof.. ,.
Neosaak.

Sisebauto
Stabbiss.
lissass Villop
sasen411.... ..... ...
Tottia _
Tana Soy
Teleksak
Teatinullek
thislaklatt....l*VenaWalownskt

" Wales
Wei* Mountaia. .

Ifixesakso.
klicalsekes, Fla

lascosekek

Akisellet. Alaska
Ali .1411. Masks...
Alassok.644110.. .... .. ..
Mac 1/11111e. Alaska.. , . .

.. knot WINO. Aiiika.: ... °....
Allah .. ...........Saavai.,Allske. ... ......

&felt glob% Alaska
. Seaman. Masks. . ..

%um. MIAs...
.. Ceskryilalk, Alaska.- -

. .. Coeval'. Alaska-- .., . Chiote411Aaska

L1._Olem.7410..
EIVAlaska.. ...
Elks. Alaska

.. . . Ealsiosek, Masks..
Wins Alaska -

.
_ .. - Alaska

ova Sas. Alaska ..... .

.. ... tuayiing Alaska. .
. .. How Boy. Alaska . .

. salskag Alaska. - . - -.. 1:it...... .1iek, Alaska . .1

.-. Rana. Alaska. . . .
010601. Alaska.. .

.. Illvalias. Alaska...
. Maws,. Alaska...

.

..

.. ... Kotz Masi... . _ . . .

. ... Sala, A ask* ..... ..... . .

linottlek, Alaska .. : .. .... :
swigilliseak. Alaska.

. . . twialiagaii Alaska... .. .. . .
Low*, Kaiaks& Alaska_ . - . .- .

. mokoryek, Alaska. . ,,*... .
. . mmalsis vitmo. Alaska. ., ...

Naptikiak, Alaska_ .. ....
14**Iliek Alaska._ . .... ..
Toksosk lay, Alasiga._ ..... .. .
Noatek,.Alaska .... .. .... . ..
Nowalk. Alaska.
IlaoapittAuk, Alaska... . .... ..
NapastAsk, Alaska.... ..... ..

.... PilatStatiOa. Alaska ..... . ......
. _ . ...: roan Nook Alaska._ . ..... ._
.... BINA C*9 ?Asks

St. kliskaal, Alaska
- - Saveolla, Alaska.. , .. ...... -

. ... Stammeo Boy Alaska
Wont. Alaska

.. .. *adult, Alaska.... .. . ....

. .. 31101,41k, Alaska- . .- ...
Salem losial Alaski....... .....

. ... Shiskmann. Alaska . . ... ...
. Sliafissak, Alask4

SlaMniete, Alaska. -. .... .,..
Slabbiss, Alaska.. . ..t..

.. Maven* Villas*. Aliska ...... ....
. Tasimak, Alaska. .. _ ...

Felts. Alaska . , .. .. .:
Takao% Bay, Alaska .. , ....
Teleksek. Alaska
Telitalellak. Alaska - . ..

. . thialskleat. Alaska
waste. Alaska
Wm/mails. Alaska. . . .
Wales. Alaska... .. ..

.. Wiiit4 Meestais. Mosta

Boa 1381,1kamestaad. Fla

5,9111 5,2600
5.2414.0

11111
NM
99722
99723
:997742/
99724
9971f
99727
99144
99780
99513
NMI
19736
*162
1 9 5 7 9

99739
59361
19741
99742
19762
995*
99590
99606
99607
9974s

W149

99915014

19131
99620
99752
19153
91621

Mg
91626 .

9961tMu
90034
99635
99636
99637
99761
99163
19641Iva ,
99766
99140,.
99769'
99769
99662
99770

'99665
91771
99966
997/2
99773
*OS
99671
99176/1

.- 99779
. 9963?Ma

711
82

99783
99784

._

33030

74 993 0-6
55 '14.1 0-1

107 *1 11-11
21 it1

517 511.3
37 34.9
30 2100 31.4 0

- 32 302 B
10$ 13.0 1

KS 0
141 1213 08
50 i S
26 A II
26 23.4 OS
5 5 *1 1
to 91.1 .1.$lit 112.5 8

100 Iii i 114
102
27 25.4 0-6
55 50.3 0.1
43 42 5 07
205' 191.4
15
67 It I
81 /5.4
91 116
96 67.0
50. 41.9
.21 29.1
65 61.4

520 . 461.0
44 41.4 11-9

117 106.2
93 11.1
$7 it 1 11-7"
51 47.4II 93.1

' Is zd $517.1 11.6-88

. 41 42.9
-43 33.1 11.1
79 48.7

138 125.1
131 123.2
19 16;1
64 74.1 '94

111 16.304
c 20 16.0

66 St 2
114 103.4 1311

53 51.7
1311 113.0

:91 :1'.?
31

61.23
54 - 51.9
21 22.9

II if: t
it II:I
74 60.5
57 46.2
47 39.1

113 . 115 6
39 . 27.4
91 83.0
4 . '39.5
50 46.4

9
9
7

it

9-S
1i
9 5

11

4
1
8
11

6
5
0. 5

04
0-10-3

0-1
54
9-5
54

tli
9-5
0-1
s-s
94

9-7
94
0-1
11-1

1-411;

14
epi

11
S.$
64.
1-9
1-10
9-6
04
11-1
14

S

_=_.........m.,---=
44 39_8
44 35.1
*4 39.8
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TAKE 4.-DAT ICNOOLS OPERATED SY 111E MOO Or MOAN AFFAIRS. FISCAL YEAR 1164-Cutinesd

AO nes

Area way and outStie 011sel Pest olla address . 2i, sole out ADA Endo t..

Mienoadolis 11 515
Sse and Fei. lees

5,2331* 1.1 14Su dad Fed Tam, raw*
leleslmse 225 147.7

Chubw. Miss 224 117.7

/691initee. Junerelle, La.. 70544 27 217 14
Rsd Wake Carthage. Miss 40451 90 79.0 1-7
Stand* Pies 01.2 Walnut Crow. Miss 39189 66 53.1 14
Tulsa PhiladoloMs. Miss. 39350 . 45 . 42.4 1-3

Kul& 1,022 $44.3

Realer day atoll 834 743. 7
Argus 501 411.5

New Cotioesend Chlate. Ads 86503 337 261 3 11-6
Ited.Lalta. Tamales. Ads SOU 164 1412 5-5

Now Maio 313 392.2

swimipi Shiolvsk. N. Max 87420 . 62 56.6 11-4 .
Demo Peas ',reedit. N Ms% $7045 79 511.6 5-4

fave4SP611.1
Gallup, N. Mu $7301 49 47.7 9-4
Shipeck N. Maz $7420 TO U. 6 5-5

loses Ranch Gallop. N. Mu 87301 43 34.0 94
Trailer *shoals 188 640.0

ChiltMalete Ramie. Ariz 85033 112 90.6 11-4
00 Isis. Cuba, N. Man $7013 76 50.0 9-3

Plioenis 2.169 1.947.6

Colorado River, Ariz. 26 24.6
Sour &soak kit. 86435 26 24.6 8-2

Fod Apache. Ara.:: 277 249.$

r Ciber.se Ciao*. Ariz 0431 224 202.6 B-8
John F. Binned, While Rivet, Ariz 85941 53 47.2 B-3-. - -

Nook Ark . 879 783.2

No &sib& Aris!Joni,
Aria

46034 210 213.4 .54
68030 100 11.3 94 "

4toescopl...... ..... . Tuba City. Ark .. '. .... ..._ 86045 U 77.4 1-4
Palms Polacca. fail . _. ..... . _. , ........ 86042 1111 165.1 14
Second Mesa.. Second Mess. kit 86043 269 236.0 54

Nevada. Now 23 33:9

Goshete Minh. Utah 8434 21 10,6 94.
Par. Ark 172 151 0

Barrio /SellsArt 85634 48 42.0 54
Suds Rota Ranch. do 85634 42 s0.8 9-7-S
trays Chin do 85634 82 3.2 54

Pima. Arit.. 454.1__..._
Casa Bianca Banhole. Arit 85221 129 121.1 14
Gila Crossiat Layout. Ariz 85339 '109 101.4 1.5
Pins, Central Snook Ark. $5247 262 230.9 34

Salt *Ivor. kit

Salt Itivar. Scoltsdata, Ads.

San Carlos. Ara

San Caries San Carlos, brb

Unsinela.

.Seminelo. Fla

Ahtaeldue lles 10. Clewiston, Na

lit 133.2

65251 165 133.2 1.
148 126.1

85550 148 -126.1 1-4

39

39 37.1,.

33440 39 37.1 0-4

37.1
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TABLE 5.-00101TOROES OPERATED BY TOE 9UREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS FOR CHILDREN Ammo PUBLIC
501001.5, FISCAL YEAR 1961

Area derositerY hit oho address
21P

cods

(AU ages)

.
meat AOA Grades

Grand MO 1.204 3.615.2

Atardeu. 375 231.1
Rom lied Mission, 5. Oak $7555 315 231.9 11-124

Atbequenwe 1.112 933.5

iteateratiori Umbriav
_Tmimp-...-

169 623. i

Immo" loads. Cole 91137. 169 - *50.5 1-12
lkardls .. . .......... ......_ .... Valet N. Mira. . ...... .. 1- - 10529 162 156.0 1-12-S
Magdetoas
Rio it

Magdalena, N. Mei
hulk N. Mu . 1

.:

I71125
117321

271 ', 166.5 11-12
151 152.1 1-107 ZZ ==41MI. ' '
113 -7, 310.4Peripheral dormitory .

Allamomera. Albuquarque. N. Mu__ _...... . 67100 353 310.4 1-12-5

adaugsktest
, . lif 71-i-61

Boarding. &Wain& Mont. . 59417 OS 156.9 1-12-
:r

*askew. 321 00 4
Uttar Smeary. Ardmore. 011a.... ........ .... 73401 163 143.2 1-12 i
Erdal& . Eufaula, Okla . 74432 79 43.0 11-12-S
Jones Academy NarbOomie Okla 74547 216 222.2 1-12

Novara 2,004 1,7114. 6
Nawriatiea Peratitory.. 100 69.3

Nuartaao Oloomleed N. Max 67413 100 69.3 04
Peripheral dormitorias 1.104 1, 715.2

,
147 -- 135. 7-12.. Attu Aztec. N. Max 17410

--.16001
174111:::. .-- 1:4:11M..... . . ,... 18875

316 252.8 2-12
430 4154 2 12

0.1aneelito Nall . , Gallup. N. Mori... . . 117301 611 446.1 2-12
Rio:Mold. .... ....... . Riatotd. Utah $4711 132 117.2 1.12

Saerrilaite , Snotallake. Aria.... ..... ... .. 1507 . 116 . 0.9 9-12
Winslow. Yriellow. Ara 10047 .264 243.5 1-12

'TABLE G.-COMPLETIONS AND NUMBER OF GRADUATES OF 501001.5 OPERA1 ED SY TNE BUREAU OF INO1AN
iFFAIRS, FISCAL YEAR 194 .
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... ..
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VS
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APPENDIX III
Acknowledge/Joints

Many individuals and organizations Nice been of assist-
owe in lw work, of that isselssiminittois and the preparation of this
iveort.

The Hotwomotittee i....hes to OXptItt4 ii8 appftic.intiOO to sit of them.
They include:

'rho members of the sulocintunilee staff: M. Heists, E. Anderson,
Mr. William M. Anderson, Mr. 16491. (liernikof, f, Mr. Philip S. l)si-
tdoetw, Miss Karen ltiirlieneanx, Mr. Ilarohl Finn; Mr. debit 14,

tray, .1.r., Mr. I lantld M. (Irmo, Mrs. Margo I lipon, Mr. Peter ifsty,
Miss lAkiiiso Linkefodder, Mile Theresa Mel/maid, Mrs. Diana
'Middleton, Mr. Ilerschel $atimannt, Mrs. Judith S..Silverirsan, and

Tabor. Wis Iviah to mingle out for our *special eppreia-
thin Mr. Aarian Pii meter, who directed the n-ork of the subcommittee
fur **Ay :1 years.

()titer Sensite,stait members: Mr. Robert 0. Ifirris, stair director
of the Consinitlee on labor soul !Wilk Welfare; John S. leorsyth,
general counsel of tins igner ernithlifiett; Mr4 Roy I1. Milleismon, mi-
nority Iwofyrikeionni staff member of the-144mo committee; Mr. ltich-
ard J. Sprits, logislati re assistant. to Senator ihinsinick; awl K. Dien
(litford, legislative assistant to Senator lionnesly.

()theft: mr. Stoillion .1. lonigone and Mrs. Mary 'I'. ()loin of tho
Library of Congress: Mr. John llelindo of the National ('singreits of

Mr. Peter Edelman, formerly translative as-
*Want to t.teilator Robert Ketipedy and now suezwiate director of t114
lloliert le. Kennedy Memorial:

- There ire additional individuals and organizations whose work,
counsel and sugitestint6s helped us to Om* the report. To them, as
well as to those mentioned above, we extend oar appreciation.
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SUPPLEMENTAL V114.1V8 OF MESSRS. IK)M1N1CK,
SAXIIE; AND SMITH

:the undersigned minority members of the sobcommittee gave sup-
port to the study and report,' consistent. with the historic sponsorship
and support of-constructive action in education on a bipart is:ill basis.

Corriiuitirtaisxx or rist: Misoarrs:.

We ate particularly gratified to note that some earlier misunder-
standings between the minority and majority have been dispelled and
that in drafting this report. full and fair eonsideration was given to
proposals advanmdby the minority. As a result, mime important major
recommendations by Iteiiiihilean members were iiielfsded in the report
As finally approved. These. include

(0 Recommendation No. 16, that there he established a Na-
tionl-Indian Board of Indian Educntion with authority to set
standards and criteria for Federal schools*.

(2) Recommendation No. 17 that Indian lboards of edlicat ion lie
established at she loid level Mr Federal Indian school districts;

(S Recommendation No.15 that tiie.,Cininiiissioner of Indian
Affairs lie iiiturnided to As44ant Sibrrotaa and that the Human
of Indian Affairs be upgraded accordingly:

(4) Recommendation No. 6 for the presentation to Congress
of a. comprehensive Indian nekto meet the special needs of In-
dian children both iii leederal :cud public schools, and to replace
the present structure of fragmented mid tiagequate edncittion

- legislation. °

in) Recommentlatin» No 12 funding for the National
Council on I ndian. Opportunity

('8) Recommendation No...52. that Johnson-O'Malley funding
should not. beComlitioned by parsons of tax -exem pt bind ;

(7) llecommendation No. that the 111P.W Eights En-
forcement Off ce hivestieute against Indians in
school receiving Federal binds:

(a) Reconiniendatiop No. IS that Indian parental and commit-
it y involvement be i mire:wed
(9) Rerommendation No. that the iklkartments Of interior

Tienith, Education, and Welfare, together with the National
Council on Indian Opportunity, devise a joint plan of action to ..
develop is quality education program for Indian children;

(10) Recommendation No. 25 that hoarding school
nitre and counseling 1)rogranig be substantially expanded and.
improved;

(ii) Recommendation No. 37 to strengthen title III (deirelop-
ing institutions) of the Iiiglier Education Ail' tiiinebale recently
emoted higher eclavatioo just ittit ions For Indians on or near reser-
vations:

ne
(12i Reeommendation No. 88 to es ad the Education Prato-

sionavelopment Act, the Higher E neat ion Act, and the Voca-
tional Education Act to include BIA is and programs;
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(18) Recommendation Na.- 5$ that State and local communities
should encourage and facilitate increased Indian involvement in
the dlopment and operation of education programs for Rain
child

(1, Recommendation No 59 to appoint Indians to U.S. Mike
Hof Education advisory groppa i and

(15) Recommendation No. 80 that the "BIA shciuld have the
same responsibility to the U.S. Moe of Education for set-aside
fends under Federal grant-in-aid education pr rams u do the
States for similar prog:rams.

Ih addition, thee Minority was also responsible for ininor`and tech-
n seal contributions to the report.

Finally, we take especial pride in the key role in the creation of the
subcommittke played by Senator Paul Fennin;of Aria** the sub-.
committee's ranking mmority member, during the 90th Coignes. As
the late Senator Robert'F. Kennedy Stated at the opening hearing on
Dereraber 14, 1887:

Thestimulation tor the e#i0lishineneof this subcommittee '
cams from' my coltedgue, Senator Fannin, of thee State of
Arizona, who has always been interested in Indian education.

..

Oreearizon RZ001431MNDWIION von &NATE Stmt. 'COzorrniut .

While endorsing the greater part of the report, we do take excebtion
to tie recommendation that there be establi4wd a Senate Select t1om=
tnitteJ on the Human Needs of the American Indian.

Alienate select committee is not a legislative committee. It may only .

investigate study and is not empowered to consider and report
'legislation. Thus, the recommended select committee mould mean yet

more additional. studies of Indian problems., There ie.& surfeit of such
studies. .

The Indian Education Subrommittee,-orer a period of more than
2 years, has produced six volumes of hearings and a volume of appen-
dix, five committee prints, 14 consultant. reports, and final report.
This comes to a total of approximately One page of study, for every
85 school -age Indian children, aged to 18.

. . In addition; the subcommittee is recommending that .other studies, ?
be undertakenby the White House Conference on-American Indiai
Affairs and by the National Indian Board of Indiah Education. How-
ever, these studies pr a'aignificantly different dimension, for they
will be studies conducted by °Indians about Indian problems, whereas
the select committee would I* just another in a series of governmental
study efforts 'dominated by non-Indians. By utilizing-studies by In-
dians about Indians instead of surveys-by government bodies or by
non-Indian 'academicians, we will be making the transition .from reh-,
ante on Indian experts, as at prelent, to a reliance upon expert Indiana'.
The latter course seems the. wisest and in the hest tradition of govern-
anent by the consents of the governed.

t Piznon

\.been. issued looking toward improvement 'of -the lot of our Indian
For too many years study after study and report alter report neve

citizens which, while resplendent with promise, have come to newalir.
. , 4
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We Alves realization over promise, especially as concerns what is per-
haps the most important recommendation contributed by the Rept&
lima membership of the subcommittee; namely, a means to achieve
the themselves of the education of their own
children throuEh national and local Indian boards of education.

To achieve these goals, we pledge to work fur realization of the
recommendstions contained in this report so that the education of
Indian children shall be, in accord with the precepts set forth by
President Abraham Lincoln, of, by, and for the Indian people.

Pmta H. DOMINICK.
Gams ,MUIPHT.
WziLiazz B. Seam.
RALPH T. Slum.
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CHAPTER

MAJOR FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Special Education Subcommittee of the National Council on Indian

Opportunity was initiated by the Presidential Policy Message of July 8, 1970

to 1) provide technical assistance to local Amerier and Alaskan Native

communities wanting to establish local boards of education and 2) toreport

the status and monitor change in American and Alaskan Native education

through a national review and annual assessments. The- Special EdUcatiOn

Subcommittee was established as the primary mechanism for implementing the

policy of seIf-determination without termination in the educational sector

of American and Alaskan Native affairs. g\ lbe nine meatier Subcommittee con-
.

ducted regional hearings in the contiguous\orty-eight states and Alaska.

MAJOR FINDINGS

On the basis of testimony by American and Alaskan, Metive people and

Subcommittee deliberations, the following summary amps findings is presented;

1. The Federal Goveronent is failing to implement its proposed

pc0Acy that federal elementary and secondary day and boarding"-

schools on or off reservations be placed under organizational and

operational control of local school boards with all deliberate speed.

The federal bureaucratic agencies charged with this responsibility are

reluctant to abandon the paternalism and pattcnia of influence which

the new policy sought to eliminate. Since July 8, 1970, only eight,

out of an approximate total of 200, federal day and boarding schools

1
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on-and-off reservations have been placed under the control of local

boards of education with Native people as members. An additional

six Native communities can be said to be in the process of establish-

ing local boardsto operate existing federal elementary and secondary

schools, Those instances of actual and proposed assumption of con-

trol by Native people have generally been instigated and pursued by

the people themselves. Middle and Wier echelons of the Federal

Goverment have not planned for nor pursued implementation of the

nroposed policy, After two years under the new policy, nem local

advisory boards have been create', but the actual operational control

of the federal schools for Americin and Alaskan Native children

remains in the hands of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, The pager to

guide and effect this policy clearly resides in the agencies of the

Federal Government;- it has not been exercised.

2, The July 8, 1970, Presidential Policy Message also called for

the vesting of a greater degree of programmatic control over education

ofNative children in public schools by contracting for the expenditure

of Johnson O'Malley educational funds directly with tribes and communities.

During fiscal year 1971, approximately 819.652.000 was allocated to

Johnson O'Malley educational programs, Of this total, $919,000 coi

about 4,67 pertint.was contracted directly with tribes or other Native

coaramities, During fiscal 1972, $2,750,000 or about 12,16 percent, f

the total Johnson O'Malley educational budget of 822,600.000 was contracted

directly with tribes and local comaunitieM. The Subcamtittee interpreted

-the-ssal-l-proportions of JohnSe64)44alley contracted directly-to-tribes

to be evidence of hesitancy or actual failure in policy implementation.

2
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The small proportion of Almon O'Malley funds actually contracted

directly with tribes may be in part die to the fact that needed

enabling legislation has not yet been passed by the congreis. In

its hearings: the Subcommittee found that the pcmdse of vesting a

significant degree of educational programmatic control with Native

people at the local level remains' largely unfulfilled.

3. A division of organizational authority and respOnsibility reduces

the effectiveness of educational programs and services for American

and Alaskan Native children attending public schools. Two uncoordinated

federal agencies. the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the United States .

Office of Education, administer separate programs which have major

significance for the education of Native children enrolled in public

schools. The Johnson O'Malley program is managed by the 81A, and the

USOE distributes resources authorized under P.L. 81S. P.L. 874. several

Titles of ESEA. theiVocational Education Act. and other 1ms;

The Presidential Policy Message recognized the dual relationship

of the Federal Goverment to American and Alaskan Natives stewing

freer (1} special treaties, statutes, and executive orders; and (2)

rights and responsibilities attending United States citizenship., Under'

treaty provision or other arrangements. the °Federal Goverment is

obligated to provide educational services to'Native children living

on designated federal trust land. While the Subcommittee *rises

centralized control and.student boarding features of the federal

scoholsfrit recognizes the important and necessary function of the

-

special federal relationships with Native people.

3
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Wien American and Alaskan Native children attend public schools

on or off reservation land. a different set of relationships steaMing

from citizenship applies. The principal Channel of control for public

schools flows from a state legislature through a state department of

education to lbcal school boards. The principal channel, aptiVdescribed

by one *committee member as a maze, forlederalsupport and limited

Control flowsfiva the legislative branch to the USOE'and from there

to state organizationBz These channels of authoritative mamnication

constitute the formal organizational structure for public education.

The Bii is not part of this organization, in'spite of the fact that

it disbursed $22,600,000 in Johnson ()Willey funds and received an

estimated $16,116.226 in set-asides or project grants from the USOE

during he fiscal year 1972. Beyond the amount of set-asides and

grants to the Interior, the USOE has actual and potential impact on

the education of Indian children throUgh such varied programs as

Compensatory Education, Bilingual Education, Drop-out Prevention. and

other programs not aimed at particular ethnic grasps. The passage of

the Indian Education Act provides an important opportunity to provide

better coordination of educational services provided for Native children,

enrolled in public schools.

4. The Subcommittee, conceived as an action agency

to provide

by withhol

cal assistance, was reduced to a eaten Indian group.

official and financial support. The Subccmmittee was

appointed roe the Office of the Vice President of*the United States,

but the restige of that office was not infused in Subcommittees"

credentials in spite of repeated requests. The magnitude and importance

,

4
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of the specific charges to the Subcommittee merited greater official

support fray the Executive Branch of the Federal Goveropeo% if

performance expectations really went beyond the mere preparation Of

another written report. The effectiveness of the Subccemittee'as an

administrative mechanism was neutralized through inadequate allocations

of financial and/or human resources. The first charge to the Sohottatittee

was to provide technical assistance in the formation of local boards of

education in Native communities wishing to assume local control of

(federal schools. Assumption of control of education is a complex

task. A imam of legal, financial, indeducatiqpal specialists is

-needed to create awiable organizational structure. The Subcommittee

members were experienced educators, but none of them were lawyers,

accountants, or organizational specialists'and all of them were employed

on a bill-time basii in demanding positions. Technical assistance in

developing local boards of education to take over federal schools is

not a part-time job. The Subcommittee was promised, but did not receive

the resources necessary to fora an effective technical assibtance team(s)

that would be accountable to them. '

The second charge to the Subconmittee was the preparation of a

national review-status report on Indian education. The third charge

called for an annual report that would serve a monitoring function.

A national assessment is an undertaking of great magnitude. The 1928

Neriam Aeport and the seven volume Senate Subcommittee Report each

took two years to ccmplete, while the recent Havighurst Study required

nearly three years from its inception. The Havighurst St6dy for

example was performed on a grant of $500.000. The Special Education

$.74.610 0 - 74 12
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Subcommittee proposed to meet iticharges. on a rather conservative

budget of $101,000. The needed support was not .forthcoming and only
..

af 'r considerable negotiations, a total of $21,000 plus travel was

available for the Subcommittee technical aSsistance, national

status reporting and Mussel assessment functions. This lack of resources

engendered the feelings of tokenism on the Subcommittee ard'the impression

that implementation of the self- determination without termination policy

did not have stroll/ or healthy roots in the Federal Government. Only the

'collective and individual Subcommittee member caradtments to improve

the quality of education for Native people deterred resignation of the

Subcamdttee.

S. The Special Education Subcommittee sensed two general sentiments

or points of view among Native people toward local control of education

atthe hearings it conducted. One point of view was characterized by

'hesitancy and a fear that local control of education would eventually

mean a loss of support; another approach to termination. Support-for

this point of view was phrased in entrants that Native people,are not

yet ready to assume cOntrol, that sufficient numbers of trained Native

personnel are not available, and that an assumption of local control

might jeopardize existing programs and the progress that has been made.

. This point of view tended to be held by.Native and.non-native people

whose status or career goals were linked to the perpetuation of the.

.status quo. this point of view has a strong chance ro prevail because,

its proponents tend-to be in positions of influence or have access to

.those in power. If the impletnertation'of local control of education

is left to Natives and non - natives inclined toward this point of view,

the process will be prolonged and difficult.

6
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ihemeonnlpoint of view toward local-control of education by
a.

Native people was characterized by receptivity and enthusiasm.

People who held this point of view were generally those who felt!

that they had little to lose as a result of change. These are the
c

Native people who seek relief from the family strain's_of boarding

school, who curricula and programs which would help their children .

achieve better in basic subjects, and who wantlschBol climates which

would Ve.more'sympathetic to the Indian and Alaskan Native experience.

By and large, the Native people wbo advocate the assumption of local
.

control see it as swans to better education for their children.

Their concerns are not with formal organizatiMul structure hutkwith.-

sensitivity to academic, personal, and social needs in the' classrock

6. The ralmof the Special EducatioaSubccamdtCee is unclear. It was

unable to execute.the specific charges it was given. Its.relatioadt*

to other American and Alaskan Native Education advisory groups in the

ral Government remains undefined. The future isven more untertain.

e recent Indian Education Act created a National Advisory Council on

Indian Education in Health, Education, and Welfare. The language of

the act charges the Nat, anal Cm:mil with same of the same responsibilities

as the Subcamaittee. .FOr example, in Section 442(b) (3) thi National

Council is chargedwith responsibility for the evaluation of any program

or project involving Indian children or adults carried out under the

auspices of Health, Education and Welfare. This respOsibility for '

evaluation overlaps with the second and third specific charges to the,

Subcdmaittee which call for a status report andrasial assessments.

Section 442(b) (4) states that the National Council shall "provide

technical assistance to local educational agencies and to Indian
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educational agencies, institutions, and organization to assist them

in imprOtring the education of Indimmcdhildren." The language of this.

provisioll clearly inEludei the primary charge to the Subcommittee in

which it was to provide technicvl assistance to Native communities

seeking to establish local boards of education.

fie Special Education Subcommittee is concerned that the proliferation

of advisory councils of American and Alaskan Natives can became ocmnter-._

productive. Native involvement in policy formulation is essential, but

too many councils or committees can impede real progress in the improve-

ment of educational opportunity. Tha Federal Government must be

Came?ded for its efforts to involve Native people, bus it must make

a concerted effort to minimize role ambiguity for the advisory bodies.

it creates. The pressing educational needs of Native people canlot

afford duplications of effortshichmay-relult in ineffective and

inefficient use of available sesames.

RECOMMENDATIONS

ID The educational concerns of American and Alaskaniative people

beyond the problems referred to in the charges to the Special Education

Subcommittee. Hearing testimony'and Subcomaittee deliberations led t4the
et

following recommendations:

RECONENDATiON ISO. I

%*EREAS; the cultural backgrounds, economic ci7mstances, educational r

needs, and degree of desired responsibility for the management ofrediaclion

\\\* are too diverse toibeimplemented by a single set of operationafpolicies or

procedures without violating the eindividaality of Native people or the spirit

of selfdetermination;

8
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IT IS RE00043433) VAT, all agenciel of the Federal Government meet.

"the obligation to airport Native education and implement'thapolicyof self-

aetem...riation through a variety of contractual arrangements which ared--N.

sufficiently.flexible to meet the needs of Indian peoptm living under the

diverse circumstances of - native communities on or off reservations and in

pluralistic urban areas.

RECCKSENDATION KO. 2

WHEREAS, the local community constitutes the fundamental level at which

'individuals, families, and other social groups act out their social, political

and econoadc interdependence, AND WHEREAS, the local community is the institution

which preserves; adapts, and reinforces group mores and cohesiveness, AND

WHEREAS, people hive the right to join together to provide educational

opportunities for their children. AND WHEREAS, there exists a special relation-

ship between-the Federal Government and Native people. AND WHEREAS. Native
os

c.

people do exisr in both rural and urban Communities:

IT IS RECCHNENDED THAT, social thange in the Native community be

officially accepted by all agencies of the Federal Government, AND THAT,

for educational purposes. native tribes, clans, bands, chapters. villages,

land claims settlement corporations. or nonprofit educational corporations

of parents, who trate theiVineage to several traditional Native nations be

recognized by the Federal Government as agencies eligible to contract with

the Federal Goyernnent for the support of the education of *heir children%

AND THAT. guidelines for recognition and appropriation of suppwt be legislated

by the Congress of the United States.

RECOMNDAT1ON NO. 3

WHEREAS, the family is the basic unit of social structure in American

9
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and Alaskan Nativeculture, ANDIMEREAS, the family is the most important

social institution for the rearing and nurturing of children,.

IT IS HECCM4B4DEDThAT, federal implementation of self - determination

take policy directions and procedural forms which preserve, support, and

reinforce the American and Alaskan Native family, THAT, boarding Schools

is a normative education process for Native children be phased out-as the ,

. /
result of road construction and decentralization programs until the boarding

school experience remains only a minor program component of some day schools

to accommodate exchange students or local students with special personal

circumstantes, AND THAT, the emerging day schools be governed by organizational

structures which encourage end require direct and elected representative,

coanamitv educational goverment.

RECOMENIATItt4 NO. 4
4

MEWLS, Indian children attending public schools have rights to

educational opportunity attendant upon state and federal citizenship, AND

WEREAS, the ditiisicm of responsibility for the education of Native children

in public schools badman the.BIA and the USOE tends to inhibit program

coordination and eifeCtiVe6ss, AND 11HEii.ASr the Indian Education Act has

created an organizational mechanism within the USOE capable of coordinating

all educational efforts in the public schools;

IT IS REcameributimr, all programs involving the-education of Native

people through public school organizations be administered or coordinated by

the Bureau of Indian Education in USOE under the direction of a new Deputy

Commissioner, AND. HAT, the responsibility and authority vested in the new

Bureau specifically include the management and distribution of .Johnson

O'Malley funds.

*10
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REO:teliNEVITION NO. $

WHEREAS, schools serving children of Native communities need to becdine

an integral wit of that community, AND WHEREAS, Native people want a choice

to hire competent Native teachers, oonmselors, and administrators, AND

WHEREAS, it is to the benefitf the Native and.non-natives to have Native

educators working in public schools which serve few, if any, Native chi4dren..

AND WHEREAS, colleges and universities training teachers should have Native

people represented on their staffs;.

IT IS RECCIMENDEDVHAT, federal resources be made available to colleges

and universities which have demonstrated involvement of Native communities

and organizations and which are prepared to provide quality programs with

Native policy input to recruit, train, and assist in placing Native teachers,

counselors, curriculum specialists, librarians, special education teachers,

school administrators and other educational specialists, AND THAT, a Native

organizatidn with a research capability be employed to assess the supply

and demand function fosuch programs.

RECONENDATION NO. 6

WHEREAS, the revival of interest in Native history and culture is a

vital part of an effort by Native people to giin a meaningful social

perspective for their liVes somewhere between a romantic, but unrealistic,

return to the past and a complete, but artificial assimilation with trans-

planted European culture, AND WHEREAS, many of the educational materials

are historically incorrect and prejudicial to the image of Native people;

IT IS RECCWHENDED THAT, federal resources be allocated to Native,

organizations for the development of instructional materials, curriculum and

library resources which will lead to unbiased perceptions of Indian history

11
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and culture by both Native and non-native students'il pursuit of Native

studies and for incorporation into the study of religion, art, music,

dance, and other disciplines of study at elementary, secondary and collegiate

levels.

RECOMENLATION NO. 7

WHEREAS, the knowledge and skills offered by institutions of higher

education are essential in the conduct of native affairs, AND WHEREAS, it

is important to Native people to have non-natives became better informed

about the past, present, and future of Native life in the context of higher

education, AND WHEREAS, Native people must have increased access to general

and professional programs in established colleges and universities, AND

WHEREAS, the emergence of Native institutions of higher education is a new

trend which pranises unique orientation to the needs of Native people. AND

WHEREAS. the costs of higher education have risen beyond the means of most

Native students;

IT IS RECOMENDED THAT, federal resources continue to be made available

to established colleges and universities to stimulate Native studies and

special professional training programs for Native people with mandatory

programmatic control shared with representatives from Native communities,

AND TUT, sufficient federal resources be made available to emerging Native

institutions of higher education scthat they have an adequate opportunity

to demonstrate their effectiveness in meeting the-needs of Native people,

AND MAT, the level of finding for both undergraduate and graduate Native

students be increased.

REaONNENDATICH NO. 8

WHEREAS, Native students are not adequately informed about undergraduate,

12
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graduate and vocational scholarship opportunities in the various colleges,

universities. and technical schools, AWIDWHEREAS,.there is no formal

structure established for the effective dissemination of information already

available:

IT IS. RE0344ENDED THAT, a central clearinghouse be established with .

assigned responsibility for collecting, cataloging, and disseminating

inforaition from federal. state, tribal and private agencies. regarding

the nature of opportunities and leyels of support available for Native

...................ortss in vocational, technical, and higher education, AND THAT. regional \

branches be established throughout the United States to facilitate communication

and the accommodation of diverse geographical needs' AND MAT' application

procedures to various sources be .consolidated to produce snore simplified,

uniform. and expeditious procedure, AND THAT, part of each clearinghouse

organization be a Native Student Scholarship Opportunity COMMittft to actively

disseminate scholarship information to Indian high school and college students

and recruit applicants for these opportunities.

RECCMHENIVITION WV. 9

MEREAS, the movement of Native people to urban areas is predicated

an an often unfulfilled promise of ecommic opportunity to live a richer

life. AND WHEREAS. the movement to urban areas tends to drain trained

leadership away from Native communities which need the social presence and

the services these individuals can provide:

IT IS REM96419:0 THAT, the policies and procedures for the implementation

of self-determination in Native education should reach into other areas of

Native affairs so that the impact of vocational. collegiate, and professional

training of Native people is felt more strongly in Native communities, AND

13
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TWIT, long -range plans for staffing the Public Health Service, Legal Assistance,

-Land Management, and other services provide on-reservation jabs at Many skill

. levels for Native people who have completed appropriate training programs and

wish to render service, other than in education, to their home or other

reservation community.
/

RECUMMENDATION M. 10

WHEREAS, American and AlaMmtNatives are citizens of the United

States and enjoy all rights and privileges, ANDINERFAS, the Native people

have a unique relationship with the Federal Government through treaties,

statutes, executive-orders, AND WHEREAS,- such treaties, statutes, and

executive orders conflict with other federal statutes such as the Civil

Rights Act of 1964, AND WIfEAS, federal funds are appropriated for education

and disinpsed to public schools, universities and colleges, state and federal

agencies and profit and non-profit organizations subject to the conditions of

47
the Civil Rights Act, AND talEREAS, educational funds most also be expended

to meet the educational needs of Native citizens residing in eitler on -or-

off- reservation calamities;

IT IS RECD THAT, legal clarification be immediately undertaken

to resolve the status of Native children in school desegregation plans of

districts located on or adjacent to reservations; AND SW, such clarification

provide that desegregation plans being enforced by the Federal Government

through Civil Rights Act of 1964 not apply to Native people, iND THAT, until

such time as the'Vederal Goverment officially clarifies the implications

of the Civil Rights Act for Native.people, desegregationplans'not be forced

upon or accepted by reservation or non-reservation Native commudities.

14,
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RECCINENIATICIN PS). 1

WHEREAS, the areas of technical, vocational and related skills are

expanding rapidly and now offer career opportunities which were not previously

available to Native students, AND NMEREAS, Native students have traditionally

been educated for selected technical and vocational careers that have not

reflected the diversity of vocational opportunities nor specific skills.

demanded in the society in which they must compete. AND WHEREAS, the need for

skilled technicians and tradesmen is severe on reservations and other Native

comunities, AND WHEREAS, a shift of national priorities is reflected in

increased federal and state funding for vocational and technical education;

IT IS RECOMEICEDIVAT, federal agencies provide human and financial

resources for training Native people in all facsis of vocational and

technical eduaticm. AND THAT, federal agencies pool their efforts to have

maximum impact in supplying trained Native citizens in various occupations.

Mlie.ENDATION KO. 12

WHEREAS, American and Alaskan Natives have one of the highest dropout

rates of any group of people in the United States, ANDWHEREAS, educational

achievement for Native students remains a critical issue, AND WHEREAS.

traditional Adult Basic and Continuing Programs have not set the needs of

Native people;

IT IS RECOMENDED THAT, 4itional federal resources be allocated to

Adult Basic and Continuing Education, AND 'MAT, these programs be redesigned

with more mandatory involvement of Native people at the local level to

increase their effectiveness in terms of existing opportu-nities.

RFAXMENDATIONka. 13

WHEREAS, there are American and Alaskan Native children attending public

(.
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federal, and mission schools who are in dire need of special education

programs to deal with physical handicaps, emotional problems, mental

retardation, and learning difficulties, ANEOIHEREAS, human, plant facility,

and funding resources have been inadequate or ntexistent by federal and

state governments to accommodate these Native children, AND WHEREAS, special

educational training programs for professional and pare-professional staff

have not beendeveloped in colleges and universities with a specific focui

on the pro:blew:Of Native children;

IT IS REMM4ENDEDTHAT, the federal and state governments, schools,

universities, and colleges =Make concerted effort to provide the human

and financial resources to develop comprehensive programs and special

facilities to meet the special educational needs of America= and Alaskan

Native children, AND THAT, such resources be extended to include follow-

through programs as the children becalm adults by providing' resources in

developing skills and job placement, because special education is a continuing

process.

RECOMENDATIONNO. 14

WHEREAS, the Special Education Subcommittee established by the President's

Message on July 8, 1970,related the following specific charges:

The Subcomnittse will provide technical assistance to
Indian camemities wishing to establish school boards,
will conduct a nationwide review of the educational
status of all Indian school children in whatever schools
they may be attending, and will evaluate and report
annually on the status of Indian education, including
the extent of local control.

AND WHEREAS, the Subccomittee did not receive adequate resources to

actively and adequately perform the responsibilities with which it was

Charged, AND WHEREAS, the relevance and need for a thorough performance of

16
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those responsibilities continue to'increase, AND NIEREAS, the local school

systems located on.andnear reservations and in urban settings have not

been sensitized to the special and unique educational needs of Native youth,

AND WHEREAS. the state and federal agencies have had limited effect in

monitoring their programs and resources for the education of Native children,

AND WHEREAS, the Indian Education Act has created a National COuncil with

responsibilities overlappinuthose of the Special Education Subcommittee;

IT IS RBOMENIEDTHAT, the role of the Special Education Subcommittee

be clarified, AND TINT, the Subcommdttee be continued with sufficient human

and/or financial resources made available to insure effectiveness' in pursuit

of the assessment charge and further study and development of the local

organizational control model.

RECOMNENDATION h0. 1S

WHEREAS, educational resources allocated under the Johnson O'Malley

Act are of major importance in the education'of Native children, AND

WHEREAS, the utilization of these resources has beenksubject to recent

intense criticism, AND WHEREAS, there appears to be extreme differences in

the utilization of these resources-among the various states;

IT IS RECCSMENDED THAT, a comprehensive study of the distribution and

utilization of Johnson O'Malley resources among the various states be conducted,

AND THAT, the data collected be employed to formulate more uniform guidelines

for the allocation and expenditure of these important resources.

OVERVIEW OF THE REPORT

The major findings and recommendations pmesenterarthis chapter are

the end result of activities and deliberatidna presented in subsequent

chapters. Chapter 11 describes the formation of the Subcommittee and presents

17
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the general guidelines for its operation. The Subccmmtittee's deliberations

on the basic local control issue are presented in Chapter III. A research

design for meeting charges two and three is proposed in Chapter IV. A
-

summary of Subcommittee deliberations on othir topics and issues is presented

in Chapter V. An appendix to the report provides brief biographical sketches

of the Subcommittee members, and a calendar of Subcxmmattee activities.
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WPM II .1

APPOINTMENT AND CHARGES TO THE

SPECIAL EDUCATION SUBCOM *I TTEE

The national soreness and concern for the education of Native

Americus is groWing. During the two-year pericd.between July 1970 and

July 1972, two major milestones in Native education were passed. The

first of theseXiilestanes was the proposed federal policy of self-deter-

mination Without termination as set forth in the Presidential Meisage of

,. July 8, 1970. lbe aecawfmilestone was the passage of the Indian Education

Act by the Congress of the United States in Arne of 1972. The Presidential

Message of July 8, 1970 proposed a new federai'policy for Native affairs -

which would vest control in the hands of Native people and created Special

Education Subememittee to promote and monitor the leplesentation of the

. proposed policy in the educational sector..

THE SPECIAL EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE
.

The seriousness of problems in the education of Native people was

'z\ed in the Presidential Policy Message by the following wards:

,One of the saddest aspects of Indian life in the United
Atates is the lot quality of Indian education. Dropout
rates for Indian are twice the average and the'

average all wider supervision
is loess than six school years.

The new self - determination policy called for assuiptist of control by

American and Alaskan Natives in federal schools as the key to resolving the

problems of education. The following quotation Eros the July 8, 1970 Message

..

Aur
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expressed this intent, established the Special Education Subccemittee, and

charged the Subcommittee with primary duties and responsibilities:

Consistent with our policy that the Indian commmity should
have the right/to take over the control and operation of
,federally funded programs, we believe every Indian community
wishing to do so should be able to control its own Indian
schools. This control would be exercised by school beards
selected by Indians and functioning much 'like other school'
boards throughout the nation. To assure that this goal is
achieved, I an asking the Vice President, acting in his role
as Chairman of the National Council on Indian Opportunity,
to establish a Special Education Subcommittee of that Council.
The members of that SUbcomaittee should he Indian educators
who, are selectedbythe CoUncilts.Indian members.. The'Stb-
committee 1) will provide technical assistance to Indian cm-
munities wishing to establish school boards, 2) will conduct
a nationwide review of the educational status of all Indian
school children-in.whatever schools they muy be attendihr,
and 3) will evaldfte and report annOiliton the status-of
Indian education, including the extent of local control.
(Numbering and underlining of charges added by the Subcommittee)

In addition to turning fontrol of federal schools for Native people

ever to Native careinities, the need for action to benefit an estimated

141,000 Native children enrolled in public schools was recognized. It was

proposed that.-Congress amend theJohmsonOldalley Act so that the approximate

20 million dollars in Johnson O'Malley funds for the fiscal year 1971 could

be channeled directly to tribes and ommanities. Ihe intea of this change
o

was -to enable Wive people to haie a stronger voice in the policy and

managemeatof the public schools their children attend and,'in same instances,

to setup new school systems. This provision of the Policyqdessage had

implications for Ahe Subcomitteebecause 1) there are an estimated 89,000

Native children attending Johnson O'Malley schools and 2) the Subcommittee

was charged with conducting "a natio:amide review of the educational

of all Indian school children in whatever schools they may be attending,"

The work and activities of the Subcommittee were governed by the
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srcific charges identified in the Message of July 8, 1970, the general

charges to the Council established by Executive Order 11399, Naich 6, 1968,

and by approved operational guidelines. The general charges to the Council

which were applicable to the Subcommittee are as follows:

Section 2. Functions of the Council.
The Council Shall: . .

(a) Encourage full use 9f Federal programs to benefit the
Indian population, adapting them where necessary to be
available to Indians on reservations in a meaningful way

(b) Encourage inter-agency coordination and ration in
carrying out Federal programs as they re to to Indians

(c) Appraise the impact and progress of Fede 1 programs fOr
Indians

(d) Suggest ways to improve such programs

The approved guidelines for operat4onal activities %f the Subcommittee

were described as follows;

1, Through periodic meetings of the full Sthcannittee the scope ,
of work programs is (to be) defined. The scope and priority of
activities (will be) given to the full-time Washington Education
Coordination Staff of the Council in order that it can render proper
assistance to the Subcommittee in executing its responsibilities.

2, The Washington Education Staff (will) maintain constant contact
with Federal agencies dealing with' Indian education to provide
current information to the Subcommittee membership whenot in
formal session. Also, in conjunction with the Subcommittee, the
Council education staff disseminates information to tribes,
individuals, state, and federal offices.

3. The Subcommittee will hold periodic meetings with the staff.
of any federal agency having programs concerning Indian education,
including members of the education offices.of the BIA, 0E0, (and)
HEW. Also, discussions may be held by the 8thcommittee and/or
education staff with representatives from.Congressional offices,
the Civil Service Commission, and other stoups concerned with
Indian eduCation.

SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE REPORT

The Subcommittee members were concerned by the f011aning factors which
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-impeded the proceedings of the Subcamittee. and iiimed limitations on the

report.

1. The Subcommittee was not provided with the resources

necessary to marshal technical assistinuMhteems which would

help individual Indian ammunities to establish school. boards

to create new schools or take over existing4ederal Indian

sChbols.

2. The Subcommittee, made up of Indian educators who have

full time responsibilities, was unable to meet the charge of

conducting a nationwide status study of Indian education.

Available resources did not panit employment of a professional

staff Aortas assignment of staff personnel already employed by

federal agencies sufficient to conduct a national study.

Subject to these limitations, the Subcommittee attempted to maximise

the impact of those resources which were available. The-Subcommittee members

combined information from their experience, published documents, hearings,

I

and visits conducted in diverse areas of -the country. The report attempts

to provide a national focus an the problems and policy *sues Involved in

making equal educational opportunity available to Indianpeople. While the

;Subcommittee observed and discusiectamny educational problems iun load

Native communities, it made no attelpt.to recommend solutions for local

situations.
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CHATTER III

LOCAL CONTROL' OF EDUCATIONAL

'OPPORTUNITIES FOR AMERICAN

AND ALASKAN NATIVES

The first charge in the Presidential Massage 'of July 8, 1970 wan that

.. the'Subammittee provide technical assistance to Native. camunities wishing

to establish'school boards. This chapter presents the issues andiprobiems

encountered by ;be Subcamdttei in making local cattrOI of Oducition a '.
e

reality for Native pekple. Vesting control ofeducation with the parents of \
. Native 'children is a temples task. Recent passage of the Indian Education Act .

had A direct bearing an the deliberaticns of the Suboamittee. The \basic
.

' issues in the establishmint of local control revolve about 1) the nature of

dontrol,.2) the =tun of camunities, 3) the diversity of Native people,

4; development of a model for alternative modes of control, and Subccemittee

operations and progress in .4iPlementatith-

THE NAT Rr OF CONTROL

The Prelideniiil Message of July 8,, 1.47(1.rapresents an historical milestone

in the affairs of Native people. It acknowledged both the Federal' Government's.,

special cbligatian to Native people and a eight of Native people .to guide

their am destiny. Self-determinationjs the new policy for Native education

proposedto Congress by the Executive Branch of the Federal Curseriment. Thin

proposed.policy has been enthusiastically received by many Nellie people ,..
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became it promises alleviation of educational hardships endured by Native

children 4n federal and public school:. It brings to these Native people

a new hope that educational opportunity will become adequate and relevant

for their children through' their assumption of control. The *ben of the
Subcommi:tee share in the enthisiima for self-determination in the affairs

of Native people, but are.e.oncerned that the new hope for educational

opportunity maw Native people will not lead to new despair over differences

between promise and perforrasnos.

The application of self-determination to Native education raises

issues involving its congruity with the purposes of education and the

nature of its control in a pluralistic society. hitile the old American and

Alaskan Native nations are leer/ such a part of our tradition and culture,

NatiVe people are also United States citizens' . As tribes, and nations, Native

people have the sovereign authority to 4:n4e exclusive Native schools, but

do they really want to take this course oflaction? Under sane geographical

and social 'circumstances there any be no choice as tkey seek to serve the

best interests of their children,, But the system of education in the United

States is also the system for Native people and should be made to respor

--sensitively to the needs of Native The isolated confrontations ad

legal proceedings now underway to create Native school districts may result

in Native control but without producing the kind of educational experiences

that Native people really wait for their children.

The crucial elements of control in the educational systems that have

developed in the United ¶tates are listed below:

- The collective social power of goverment to require Participation

in formal education and to stipulate the conditions of that partici-

pation., this element of control is exemplified by state legislation
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of compulsory attendance and specification of age levels of persons

for wham: educational resources can be expended.

The authority to make and the poor to enforce decisions that

&Pm:Witte resources from the society at large and allocate than

'to the educational sector. Federal *appropriations for Indian schools

and state public school aid fteemlas illustrate the control of the

financial elearent of school opera:ion.

141

The authorily to create educational organizations in whidt_performance

exoectationstand. role relationships are specified. This element of

educational control in our society is illustrated in the lines and

regulations that create school districts and license persons, meeting

specified minimise requirements, to serve as teachers.

The authority to legitimatize a sequence of learnim experiences to

constitute a curriculiiror educational program. This element of

control is illustrated by state minimum subject requirements and the

broad range of electives that is open to local educational agencies.

The SUbcameittee anticipates that few, if any Native CatuUnitieS will

want to assume the absolute degree of control cceweyed with all the elements

described above. NicetNative,people who have attended SUbctemittee hearings

have not talked in terms of absolute and ultisiate control, but mainly in terms

of a degree of control that would make schools responsive to the needs of

their children at the local.comunity level.

SUbcnmmitree proceedings and deliberations concerning the nature of

educational control identified several dangers or pitfalls that nor-moony

the opportunities of educational self - determination. The faltering list of

potential dangers shod be recognized by native leaders, but should not deter
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then. in their efforts to particpate in the control of schools which serve

itheir.children.

- Focusing attention on Native control of education as an end in

itself should not be allowed to obscure basic cperationalprobleia.

in providing meaningful learning experiences for Native children.

- There is an acute shortage of Native people trained as teachers,

counselors, and administrators. Native children need and deserve

the skills of highly qualified educational professionals. Native

assuaption of educational control does not necessarily mean the

employment *fan all-Native staff. Native communities can exercise

policy control of their schools and still employ both Native and

non - native personnel.

Answers to all the problems of Native education will not be found

within the local community. The Native - controlled schools need the

help and support of other agencies such as colleges, universities,

and state departments of education. Their contributions in the areas

of curriculum development, hone - school relations, camel*, special

education, and administration are needed in Native tonalities which

have not had extensive experience in the management of educational

opportunity.

Self-determination could become a fete of termination. The total

society might use the rhetorical appeal of Native control of Native

education as a ploy to reduce federal, state,'and local responsibility

for the education of Native children.

While these potential dangers are real, Native people shOuld not let

them stand in the way of seeking and exercising the degree of local control
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or participation they desire in educational management. Fair of obstacles

and failure should generate caution and thoughtfulness, but not paralysis.

Native people have a right to make mistakes and learn from them, as they

seek to gain a greater degree of local control in education.

THE CHANGING NATURE OF NATIVE COMMUNITIES:
THE NEED FOR REDEFINITION

Beyond the funny, the local community becomes the basic unit of

social organization. In spite of prcbleam in defining ccmunities, there

was an agreement that the local community is essential to the way of Native

life. CONWRitift are more than places. They =Mist of aggregates of

human relationships and interdependencies. In societies of all eras,

natural communities have been identified and officially recognized as 'feudal

estates, states, cities, or villages. In American and Alaskan Natilki.pations,

tribes, clans, bands, villages, and other units emerged as recognized communities.

Patterns of economic development and migration in the United States have

caused the birth or re- vitalization of same cammunities and the decline or

disappearance of others. With the exception of the Indian Reorganization Act

of 1934, the Federal Goverment has made no attempt to officially recognize

Native cam unities other than those tribal groups which existed during the

18th and 19th century period of European colonization and western expansion.

Implementing the federal policy of selfdetemination in education which

seeks to bring control down to basic organizational levels accepted by Native

people requires that the Federal Government recognize a variety of Native

communities - all in states of dynamic change. Many groups of Native people

are true ammunities, even *will their Watery cannot be traced to a federal

treaty, statute, or to incorporationwnder the Indian Reorganization Act.
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Revision of recognition policies can be made by the Federal Government

because of its special historical relationship to Native people.

Native people who moved to Labia areas either of their own accord or

under the auspices of government relocation progress can constitute a '1Utive-

ccammity" amen they form organizations to maintain cultural traditions or

advance camman interests. Likewise, a "Native mounity" can exist under

the circumstances of the terminated *nominee people, in spite-of the fact

that they no longer have tax exempt status'for their lands as a result of

the Federal Goverment teminatim policy of 195O's. Formal education

is typically a community endeavor. To bring control of education to all

Native people, the Federal Goverment must recognize the real communities

in which Native people live rural or ur.sru on-or-off reservation land.
. .

The conditions of recognition must be established by the Congress of the

United States after adequate involvement by Indian people. The Subcommittee

agreed that not any group calling itself "Indian" should be automatically

recognized. The Indian Education, Act accepts this principle in alleging

Indian' organizations, other than official local educational agencies, to

receive funds forIndian education programs. Similar recognition policies

are needed by other governmental agencies.

DIVERSITY OF NATIVE AMERICANS

The -word "Indian" has been used to refer to the descendants of over 300

tribes which had different languages, religions beliefs, and life styles

adapted to diverse geographical circumstances. Since these differences are

documented in the sewing body of literature by, and about, American and

Alaskan Natives, recounting and describing them is beyond the scope and

intent of this report except for illustrative purposes. The primary concern
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of the Subcaunittee was that the significance of these differences be

recognized by federal, state, and other agencies which attempt to plan for

the implementation of self-determination in education for Native people.

The extent of diversity among Native people goes beyond historical

background and includes such contemporary factors as differences in 1)

degree of assimilatioh with European society, 2) impact of federal "Indian"

policies, and 3) geographic and social isolation from forces shaping regional,

national, and international life. Recognizing, understanding, and accepting

these differences are essential in planning and implementing so.ial programs

such as education. These differences are real in the lives of Native people

and must be accommodated by governmental agencies which seek to improve the

quality of life and, at the same time, respect the individual and collective

dignity of Native people.

The Subcommittee unanimously agreed that a flexible plan, or model,

with several options is needed to effectively vest local control of education

with Native people. If self-determination is to mean what it implies, Native

people must have a voice in determining the extent and conditions under which

they accept control of education. The diverse circumstances of the St. Regis.

Mohawks in New York, Miccosukees in Florida, urban Indians in Minnesota.

Navajos in Arizona, Elamaths in Oregon, Tlingit and Hai& Tribes in Alaska,

Mandan-Arikara and Midatsa Tribe in North Dakota, and the Five Civilized

Tribes in Oklahoma, are cited here to illustrate the need for a flexible

model to give Indian people a stronger voice in the control of education.

The Mohawk people on the St. Regis Akwesasne Reservation in New

Yorkfid not seek recognition under the Indian Reorganization Act

of 1934." For the tribe of approximately 6,0db people, the St. Regis
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Reservation is a state, rather than federal reservation. The

reservation area is divided between the United States and Canada

and the status of the Jay Treaty which defined relations during

the colonial period is unclear. Mohawk children receive educational

services under the auspices of the Province of Ontario, the Province

of Quebec, and the State of New York.

The Miccosukee Tribe in Florida has only about 230 members and is

recognized by the Federal -Government for the provision of sane social

services. The Miccosukee people caummicate in Their native language

and evidence little assimilation as compared to the Mohawk people

just described. This small tribe -has already assumed local control
A

of education through a contract with the Bureau of Indian Affairs to

operate an ungraded elementary school serving approximately 40

pupils which was built and formerly operated as a.federal Indian

school.

Approximately one-third of the estimated 35,000 Native people in

Minnesota live in the Twin City metropolitan area of St. Paul and

Minneapolis. These Native people come from many tribal backgrounds.

Their most carnally shared experiences cam from being part of the

movement of Native people to urban areas. In response to common

problems, a number of Native organizations have been formed. The

Native people tend to live-in concentrations within the inner city.

With the exception of an attempt by the American Indian Movement

(AIM) to operate a free sdhool,Nstive.childrenare required to

attend public schools in which they are truly minority groups.

The Navajo Reservation has, apopulation of approximately I30,000

people and is the largest reservation in the United States extending
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into the states of Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah. The Navajo Tribe

has established programs for managing its am affairs, including

education.- lts geographic isolation has preserved its native

lawne and a strong sense of tribal identity. Through their am

tribal organization and political expertise a weber of educational

innovations and variations include the Rough Rock School operated

by a truly local board of education and the Navajo Calamity (3allier)

College. Large ambers of Navajo children are still served by

federal day and boarding schools and by public schools.

The Klamath Tribe of Oregon had approximately 2,133 sabers teen

termination proceedings were completed in 1961. As a result of
.

termination proCeedings, all 2,133 =hem relinquished their rights

to federal service, approximately 1,600 members accepted cash settleC-

ments, and the remaining members retained hunting and fishing rights

on remaining property held in trust by a commercial bank. The

responsibility for education rests with the public schools.

The Tlingit and Halide Tribes of Southeast Alaska have .approximately

11,000 members scattered in about 24 geographically isolated coastal

toms and villages. A new and unique factor in the tribal life of

the Tlingits and Haidas is the. formation of the Se Alaska Corporation.

The Southelst Native Regional Organization was created in response

to the passage of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, The

formation of/the Sealeska Corporatist will enable the Tlingit and

Haida Tribes to make a regional response to education and other affairs

and to project the Tlingits and Haidas into a more effective and pro-

fessional relationship with the economic and social forces that shape
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their lives. Regional and village corporations organized in

response to the Claims Act will require a concerted-approath

-to the development of programs to produce personnel needed to

administer the Claims Act Corporations. Today Tlingit and Heide

children attend a state-operated school, a NIA boarding school.

one WA day school, and a 'weber of cammunity public schools.

An increasingnumber of Tlingit and Heide people are serving on

official and advisory school boards. The Tlingits and Haidas are

a vital people and are actively seeking 4 greater role in the control

of education and other affairs that will determine their future.

The Mandan, Arikara and Hidatsa Tribes, with a.total population of

4,437, have approximately 2,750 members living on the Fort Berthold

Reservation in North Dakota. In 1960, the educational median level

ensured at the seventh grade, and by 1972, the median increased to

the tenth grade level, Known as "e Three AffiliatedlTribes,_theK

have been activeii,interested in the education of their children.

During the last four years approximately ninety percent of the high

school graduates have entered college and vocational schools;, and

during the same period they have maintained one of the largest per-

centages of Indian college graduates in the northern plains area.

This is not to say that the dropout problem has been solved, but their

educational progresS lesbeen achieved in spite of unfortunate past

circumstances caused by the construction of the Garrison Dam. The

den project brought an inundation of tribal lands and hams, causing

families and ccamunities to move to higher ground and became scattered

and permanently removed from historical landmarks and traditional ties

to legendary sites. The children attend schools on and near the
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reservations and three Bureau schools. Parents are serving officially

an school boards ..4 on advisory commatteesrequired by JOW and Title.

I programs. Inasmuch as there are no boarding school facilities on

the reservation, an extensive bus system has been necessary. The

Tribal Business Council has supported and sought educational progress

that will continue to educate their children, since they clearly

recognize that education is the key to continued progress of their

people and the development of their land and natural resources.

The tern "Five Civilized Tribes of Oklahoma ", designating the .

Chickasaw, Choctaw, Cherokee, Creek and Seminole, has been in

continuous use since 1876 when the United States Congress and the

Office of Indian Affairs referred to them as such because, by that

date, they had made remarkable advancements toward civilized life

and custMs. For almost three-quarters of a century, the Five

Civilized Tribes had lived in Indian Territory (now Oklahoma) after

forced removal from Southeastern United States, as sovereign nations.

Each had their own legislative, judicial, and executive branches of

goverment and impressive capitol buildings.

With the advent of statehood in 1907, the Five-Civilized Tribes_ _

gave up their sovereign tribal governments and became full citizens

of Oklahoma. The administration of tribal affairs and government

of the Five Civilized Tribes was carried oat by the Principal Chief

or Governor, who was appointed by the President of the United States,

until 1970 when all of the tribes held popular elections.

The Five Civilized Tribes now live in 42 counties of eastern and

southern Oklahoma. The cultural status of tribal members ranges
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fraepersoms who are highly educated and possess assimilated

culture caaparable to the most advanced non-Indians of the area, to

those who are wholly uneducated and living at a very low level of

existence. This is due primarily to lack of training which would

prepare them for better employment opportunities and thereby permit

them to improve their social and economic status. Along with the

poverty is often found the language handicap, illiteracy, bad health

conditions and other elements of minority adjustments which have left

Indian calamities socially and econcnically;behind. Before, tie

Five Civilized Tribes were noted for their excellent tribal educational

systems and schools which were established as early as'the 1830's;

however in 1907, these were turned over to the State and Indians

have not kept pace with the non - Indians.

'Today appromimtely 90 percent of lndian students hiving in the

Five Civilized Tribes area are attending public schools. There are

two federal Indian Boarding Schools and three peripheral.dormitori7s

located in the area. There are 97 schools participating in the /

Johnsen O'Malley Program, serving over 12,000 Indian students, and

earl school has a five-member Camamtty Indian EaucatianCamelttee.

There are knows to be 134 Indians serving on.legally electiad school

boards._

These examples only begin to illustrate the diversity ofermagements

which exist for Native educational opportunities. Each of'these =augments

stemmed from a unique set of historical and organizational circumstances, The

' illustrations could be compounded many times by citing further illustrations

from other tribes, villages and rancherias.
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The diversity of circumstances affetting the education of Native

children is further extended by the variations in existing state orstems

of education. While each state has unique characteristics, the organization

and pattern of support for education in Alaska is of particular interest.
. -

Alaskan Native children attend three types of elementary and secondary

schools. 1) state operated schools scattered across the entire state and

under the control of a niee-member board appointed by the Governor, 2)

burrough or public schools controlled by locally-elected school board

members and 3) federal schools operated by the Bureau of 'Indian Affe

All three types of school systems have day school and boarding a ernatives.

Of the 4.6 million dollars in Johnson O'Malley funds alloca to Alaska

'in fiscal year 1972 nearly all was spent for basic s .rt. Approximately

1.8 million dollars were spent for dormitories and .1 million dollars for

the boarding home program. An additional S "pion dollars are spent by state-

.

,operated schools, a portion of.which, suppprts boarding prograMs.

The implications of this one uni u(state system of education for

local Native control are numerous The appointed board for the state-

operated schools already has resentation of Native people. Sane of the

bUrrough school districts erve primarily NatiVe populations and have duly

elected Native peopl on their boards. Federal schools typically have

advisory boards. a diverse organizational circumstmices, plus the geographic

isolation, canplete implementation of the self - determination policy in

educati extremely complex. The implication for Native assumption *of, control

ove tion in Alaska continues to change. In response to the Alaska

tiveClaims-Settlement Act, twelve Native Regional Corporations haVe been

. formed under the laws, of Alaska. These corporations have control over tribal
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affairs under different circumstances than do tribal councils in the contiguous /.

-forty-eight states. Thcy are actually profit corporations which hold land*

in fee.simpIe as opposedto the governnek trust status of reservation land.

in the lower forty-eight. These regional Native corporate entities are

expected to form nonprofit counterparts to manage education ariclother social

affairs.

The Policy Message was aimedspecifically at federal schools on-
.

reservations and Johnson O'Malley funds for Native children attending

public schools. However, NatiVe people living under the various circumstances

of reservations, large cities, and in small towns and rural areas awayfrpm.

reservations -- all found new hope in the new policy statement. 'Matrve
1-;

control of federal schools serving reservation conmunatied woad probably

bepsiest to achieve. However, all Native groupsor reiervationareasAre

not served by local federal iChaolS. The diirersity of clicteretances, among

reservation communities,-.by itself; rules out the-possiblity of a single
.

federal procedure for implementing sllf-deternination 'which would effect,

Native control of schools in reservatioaccmmunities. The problems would

be in additiongto the resistance to change offered by the size of Ome federal-

school bureaucracy and the vested civil service rights of employee.

In the large cities and small off-reservation towns, NatiVe children

attend public schools. The control of these schools is vested in state-.

legislatures which typically delegate powers to local boards of education.

In the-cities and small town high school districts; Native people area

minority group and are seldom represented on boards of education. Two reasons

for this areltheir lack of expertise in elections and inertia due to their

Still referred to as "reservations" for conyenienci, in this report although
the status is different.
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inner feelings of powerlessness to change the educational systim of,the
\ to

,total society. Recently, Native voices have been heard on advisory and

human relations committees and have been amplified by militant groups,

but'nevertheless have so far had limited effect on crucial educational

decisions. Giving Native people direct control of Johnson O'Malley funds

will give -them a meaningful voice in the education of their children where

Natitve children constitutea significant proportion of the school population.

In most public schools serving Native children, the Johnson O'Malley portion

of the income budget is too small to support basic educational changes that

represent more than partialor token responses to the educational needs of.

Natiim children.

D EVELOPMENT OF A MODEL FOR ALTERNATIVE
10DES OF INDIAN CONTROL OF EDUCA,TION.

. ,

The Subcommittee deliberated at length in search of A theOretiVil

-frambwork or model that would vest organizational control of education

with Native people in a wide variety of local communities. 'The model

needed sufficient flexibility for application to both on:and-off reservation

Native communities and to accommodate a widerange in degree of local control

desired. -Development of the flexible model required operation definitions

of "control" mmi"Indina community ". The Subcommittee defined "control" as

the power or ability to influence the outcame,of decision-making processes

'which govern the operation of local schools. Local "Indian communities" were

defined as tribes, clans, bands, villages, chapters, non-profit corporations

of parents and Native regional corporations who trace their lineage to

traditional American or Alaskan Native groups. The Subcommittee was in

agreement that educational benefits should accrue to both reservation and
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non-reservation Natives, but retained that distinction in developing and

defining organizational role relationships with other units of government

for the delivery of educaticinal services.

Within the definition of control presented above*, two kinds of

/

control emerged in Subcor4tee hearings and deliberations. Ilme too kinds

of control can best be described as "organizational" control and *'programmatic"
. .

control. A Native camsunity has organizational control of thb schools serving

its children when Native residents are duly elected or appointed to the bOaid

of education. Under these tircumstances, Native people do, in fact, have

,policy control overall school affairs. Programmatic control was identified

with influence over special programs for Native'children generally supported

1

_

by outside: funding. The vehicle for programmatic control ip typically an
p

advisory' committee or boardlcf Native people who most apprlive special projects

or program before they will be funded.

Of the two kinds of control, organizational control is more durable

and pervasive, but may be extremely difficult, if not imlOssible, to

'12

tyattain in areas where Native peCOle are truly in amino status. The

Indian Education Act relie primarily on programmatic trol. *Under its

provisions, there must be evidence of-Indian invol t before grants to

local educational agencies will be made. The Subc tree interpreted

the Policy Message of July, 8, 1970 as a clear call fir organizational control

for federal schools cn reservations and programmati control for public

schools receiving Johnson O'Malley aids. The sch ic chart presented in

Figure 1 is a graphic portival of the Subcommittees latest version of a

model for vesting control PE education for Native piople in keeping with the

self-determination policy announced on July 8, 1970. The purpose of the
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model is to define m variety of relationships that could exist between local

Native communities and tribal, state, or Federal Goverment.
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Figure 1

Organizational Model for Relationships
Among Local, Tribal, State and

Federal Agencies Providing
Native Educational Services
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On government-trust lands designated as Indian reservations by

treaty, statute, or execative order, and land held"by Alaskan Native

regional corporations, the flexibility of the model provides for several

options. Villages, chapters, bands, nonprofit corporations of Native

parents, the reservation-wide tribal authority itself, or a regional

corporation, could become the recognized local Native community for providing

educational services. The conditions of. recognition would be negotiated

between each tribal or corporate governmentvand the appropriate agency of

the Federal Government. If the tribal council or regional corporate board

established itsell(or an elected or appointed education committee) as the

exclusive representative on educational matters, then bands, chapters, clans,

or education corporations on the reservation or in the corporate area, ;could

not'deal directly with the Federal Government. On the other hand, if the

tribal council or regional corporate board saw fit to all a local unit

located on the reservation to operate independently of a tribally established

system of Indian education, it would specify the conditions under which the

local cannunitY would provide educational services and receive independent

recognition. In other words, local control of education would be vested

with the tribal, councils on reservations or regional corporate boards,.

except in circumstances where the Native governing body saw fit to delegate

this authority to a local commurity, for example, Rough Rock.

The relationship of a local an-reservation Native community (other than

the tribal council) to the state in matters of education would depend on the

relationship between the reservation tribal council or regional corporate

board and state educational goverment. Three broad conditions could exist

under self;determdnation;
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1. If the tribal council or regional corporate board choose not

to became involved in education, the state would be obligated

to provide public education to all local Native calamities

(officially recognized or not) under their responsibility to

provide equal educational opportunity to all citizens. The

attendance unit3 would not have to be located in the Native

comunities, nor would the school district be ooteraints with

the reservation.

2. The tribal council or regional corporate board could establish

a reservation wide school system and negotiate with the state for

recognition of the reservation area as an independent school district.

The terms of this negotiation would specify conditions of state

recognition including class size, minimum program, teacher certification,

and other factors affecting quality education. Under these conditions,

there would be no direct relationship between local Indian communities

and the state department of education, except through the tribal

Council or regional corporate board.

3. A third set of circUmstaiCes would occur if the tribal council or

the regional corporate entity set up a tribal school vet" recognized

by the state, but specifically excluded one or more local conmunities

because of previous arrangements with public schools, geographic

isolation, or other circumstances. Under these unusual circumstances,

the relationship of the local Mativecammunity to state educational

goverment would be the same as in Point No. 1 above or possibly

under state regulations pertaining to private schools.

The relationship between the reservation tribal goverment and state

educational government would exist under one of four sets of circumstances.
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i. The reservation tribal or regional corporate government could

decide to not became involved in a tribal educational system.

Should they make this decision, there would be no relationship

between the tribal and state educational agencies.

2. In the event that reservation tribal or regional corporate

government establishes a tribal school system which is recognized

as a school district by the state through a negotiations process,

the tribal council, the regional corporate board, or a designated

uca tonal governing body would have the same relationships with

the state as any other school board.

3. Should the reservation tribal orregional corporate board

government establish a riservation school system which is not

recognized by the state, the relationship with the state'would

be the same as that of any other agency operating a private school.

4. The tribe could be served by a federal school supported

exclusively by the federal goverment or by a cooperative arrange-

ment with the state. Under these circumstances the relationship

between the state and the tribe in the area of education would

depend on what arrangements might be negotiated between the state

and federal government.

TheSubccMMittee noted that transfer of control to Native people could

be most easily. accomplished in federal Native schools. They also noted that
. -

this transfer of control has not taken place in most cases.. The. Subcanm*Itee

is concerned that progress has not been more rapid because of the control that

'the Executive Branch of government has over the operation of federal schools.

Does this lack of progress where the turnover of control would be the easiest
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mean that. the executive Branch does not intend to actively pursue the

implementation of its own proposed policy? Does it mean that the vested

civil service rights of employees in the massive federal Indian education

bureaucratic system take priority over meeting the needs of people it was

established to serve? Does it reflect an ambivalence on the part of Indian

communities themselves for fear of termination or lack of manpower?

The Subcommittee agreed that further study of implementing self-

.

determination without termination in the federal Indian school system is .

needed. The relationship of the Federal Government to the state in the

area of Native education would depend on what relationship had already

been established between the Federal Government and local Native communities

and reservation tribal or regional corporate government. If no direct

arrangements were made between the Federal Government and local Native
dB

communities and/or reservation tribal government, the Federal Government

could contract directly with the state to fulfill its special obligation

-to Native people. However, if the Federal Government and local Native

communities and/or reservation tribal or regional corporate government

agreed go a system of federally-operated or supported schools, the state

would not be expected to provide a dual system of public schools. Agree-
.

ments between states and the Federal Government could provide for combination

of. federal and state-supported education.

Non - reservation Native communities which could consist of tribes,

bands, clans, chapters, villages, or nonprofit Indian education corporations

would have to be recognized by the Federal Government. The conditions of

this recognition were passed by-the Congress of the United States in the

Indian Education Act. The relationship of the state to off-reservation

I
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Nativecceunities would be twofold. First, the state has an obligation

to provide publicly-supported educational opportunity for off-reservation

Native communities equal to the educational opportunity provided in any

other community. if the Federal Government were to recognize an off -

rIservation Native community and to support local effort to the extent of

providing a separate Native school, the relationship of the state would be

as to any other federally- supported Native school.

,Obviously, this model needs further study and development by present

and future members of the Subcommittee. Same of the relationships would

not be accepted by some Native commznities and many non-native communities.

Nevertheless, the'Subcaanittee agreed that the development of this prelim-

inary model is an important first step. Its importance has been enhanced

by the- strong programmatic control provided by the Indian Education Act.

SUBCOMMITTEE OPERATIONS A N p PROGRESS IN

POLICY IMPLEMENTATION

The Presidential Message of July 8, 1970 set up the Subcommittee as an

action- group to provide technical assistance to local Native communities

desiring to establish boards of education% The Subcommittee was unable

to go beyond the discussion and model building stage activities described

in preceding sections. While the discussion of issues and the development of

organizational models are important, they cannot, by themselves, accomplish

-the goal of local control in Native education. The Subcommittee was not

able to function as an action agency because of a lack of financial and/or

human-resources.

Creating local boards of education is a complex task with legal,
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financial, and social, as well as educational dimensions. School boards

re agencies of government that must operate within recognized guidelines.

The legal relationships of a Native school board with state, federal and

tribal government must be clearly established. The mechanisms for establish:

'ing these relationships may include enabling legislation, special regulations,

executive ordirs,76nd/or contracts. the development of each of these

mechanisms requires highly specialized legal help if ambiguities and _

misunderstandings are to be avoided or, at least, minimized.

An organizational structure vested with authQty is not enough for

the successful operation of a sch6o1 system. Financial resources are

needed which can be converted into learning experiences; pupil personnel

services, and other components of school operation. Budgeting or planning

for the receipt and ex)enditure of financial resources requires detailed

work that must be closely coordinated with IducatiOnal program objectives.

Typically, Native communities have little natural or industrial wealth

and a high dependence on agencies of the Federal Government for social

services, including education.- Without a carefully developed plan for

the support of education, many Native leaders fear that creation of a local

school board may result in a loss of federal support for education. The

support -base for Native education most be made Secure and also planned to

minimize the dis-economies. of small-scale operation. Many Native communities

which may want to assume control of education may not have developed the

cans pity political cohesiveness to agree on the structure of a local school.

system. Traditionally, federal. programs operated in conjunction with local

government have created long-lasting rifts and factions within Native

communities.
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Subcommittee are not technically prepared to draft educational

contractsi'develop budget'and accounting systems that meet state and

federal requirements, conduct school board elections that meet existing legal

requirements, and other similar tasks which are necessary if Indian people

are to assure control of their schools in other than an advisory capacity.'

Furthermore, the Subcommittee members are all employed on a full-time basis.

For these reasons it was imperative that the Subcommittee be given adequate

resources to establish task force teams of legal, financial, and educational

specialists capable of giving reel and sustained assistance to local Native

communities desiring to assume caitrol of their schools. Neither the

allocation of adequate financial tesources nor the assignment of competent

personnel already employed by federal. agencies were accomplished to an

extent utich allotted the Subcommittee to fulfill an action role in making

local control of education for Native people a reality.

In spite of the fart that the'SUbcomaitteeems unable to fulfillan

active, role in providing technical assistance, sane progress was made'in

implementing the self-determination policy in education. To obtain reliable

data on several questions relating to the extent and problems of policy

implementation, several requests for data were submitted to appropriate

personnel in the Bureau of lotian Affairs. The questions and resporses

are quoted below

A._ Wow many Federal Indian schools were placed under the control

of a local Indian Board of Education_during Fiscal Years 1971

and 1972?
.

The foliating school programs were under contract for management

and operation:

ca
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Fiscal Year 1971

Rough Rock (Navajo)
Ramah Navajo (Albuquerque)
Blackwater (Phoenix)
Stephan (Aberdeen'
St. Michael's (AL.:deen)

FiCcal Year 197

Wind River (Bill'
Miccosukee (
OW* 04RCY)
Unto.

(Me
Lakota

ral Office)

(Aberdeen)
se,Center.

Sher Education
nter (Aberdeen)

B. What specific efforts weremade by Bureau of Indian Affairs

to implement-the Wit!), in speci c Indian coin0nities, but

which did not become aperatit 1 for reasons beyond -the BIA's

control?
// .

Issuance of 20 BIM 6 a formal manual release served to

--tlattfy many of mismderstendings and nu& of the confusion

central to tional management contracts. Orientation and

informati essions were provided by Central Office Contract

and Edu riot staffs to th,,BIA Indian Education Advisory

tee, Area Contract Officers, Area Directors of Education,

ESEA Title I Coordinators, and in'local Indian Communities

toichool Boards.' Sessions are planned for the National Tribal

ChairmulAssociation.and Arei JON Coordinators. Ineddition,

information meetings are held at the'request of the.local_fleld

.alit or Indian.community..

\Bureau guidebieshave:etaowl that the initiative for educational

. .

contracts must come from the local Indian level rather than fro,

ihe Federal Government. Hence, the Bureau serves' in an advisory'

aid supportiverole, depending on local desires.

00
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Several general problem areas that have been encountered

during -the past 1S months in the school contracts program

are as foilcws: "(1) Indian cam uni appear reluctant to

make a major change frail either federal, mission, or public

school status for their children. There appears to be a "wait

and-see" attitude to qpserve what happens to the initial contact

schools. (2) Fears of termination - -if school contractiniqequrs--

.!
have been expressed in many instances by Indian camotaties as a

major reason for not contracting. (3) The uncertainty of year-

to-year funding by the Congress, the relative. independence of

the-contractor, and divided sentiments in the local calamity are

other major considerations.

In our opinion, the Bureauihould negotiate all education manage-

ment and operation contracts for school programs with the Tribal"

Council,.rather thanith the Tribal School Board or other

designated entity on the! reservation. to conflict and_misundor-

sranding can arise with the latter conrract, particularly when the

formal authority -c' the Council is bypassed. T#is has occurred at

Lqneman School where differences of opinion regarding the Lontract .

optfon transpir(l'between the Tribal Council, its advisory school

board,_the Loneman school board, the Lonelier' PTA and members of

the Pine Ridge coinunfty. This situation is gradually being

clarified:

C. What were the total amounts of resources allocated for the operation
4

of Federal Indian, schools during Fiscal Years 1969, 1970, 1971, and

49
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1972? What "proportion of these resourceswere actually blndled

by an autcmcaous local lndian,Board of Education during each of

these years?

F.Y. 69 F.Y. 70. F.Y. =71 F.Y. 72

Total Edit.
Appro.* $96.44 $117794 $143.6M $1694

Federally
Oper. Schs. 81.94: 96.9M 116.84 125.94

Indian School
Boards. 300,000 1.031 1.514

*This sun includes appropriations for Federal operation of
. .

:schools non- Federal programs (Higher Education-andfJON

programs), The difference between line 1 and line 2'are

the non-Federal program appropriations.

D. What were the total amounts of resource's allocated to JG

eduCaiional efforts during Fiscal Years 1969, 14700 .1971, mated

1972. What proportions of these amounts were Channeled directly

to Indian tribes and ccumunities?

TOTAL JCI4 ALLOCATIONS

F.Y. 1969 ' $11.54
F.Y. 1970 $16.34
F.Y. 1971 $19.6N
F.Y. 1972 $22.64 I

TOTAL JN-INDIAN CCP:TRACTS

"F.Y:'1969 $0
, F.Y. 1970 .

F.Y. 1971 5519,000,(United Tribes of North Dakota)
$400,000 (Nebraska Intertribal- Development Corp,)

F.Y. 1972 $650,000 (United Sioux Tribes of North Dakota) -

$500,000 (Omaha Tribal Corp. 6 Nebraska
Intertribal Development Corp.)

$1.04 (United.Sioux Tribes)y

SO
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These data indicate that progress toward policy implementation has

been relatively slow for a variety of reasons. The-4ubccwmittee

expresses its appreciation to the Bureau of Indian Affairs for its

excellent and prompt cooperation.

TUE USCiE. AND THE POLICY MESSAGE

The responsibility for the education of Indian children does not rest

alone with the Bureau of Indian Affairs'. The Subcommittee agreed that a

separate organizational component suCh as the Bureau Indian Affairs is
-ma '

necessary and appropriate for carrying out special obligations of the

Federal Goverment arising from treities, statutes, or executive orders

relating toIndian people. The form and procedures employed in the performance

of this function should follow the guidelines set forth in the Presidential

Polici Message.

Oeyond the special obligations of treaties and other provisions, the

Feder41 Government has responsibility for the education of Indian children

thatare at least equal to those for children of all other ethnic groups.
.

This reaponsi.ility is exercised through state public school systems. With

42, the exception, of the judicial influence, the support and control of

'e'clucatione'l opportunity offered by the Federal Government is channeled through

the United States Office of Education. Mile the USCE cannot deal separately

with Indian children on the basis a race 91 ethnic origin in the same 'ray
_.

.that is-legitiMate for the BIA, ilf does have the same degree of responsibility

for their education as it doer for children of all racial or ethnic groups.

The present organizational cleavage betweeutthe Education Section of the BIA

and the various sections of the IISCedeters the fixing of; responsibility and
. .

accountability.
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The USOE fOnmed a Task Force an Indian Education in response to the

Presidential Message of July 8, 1970. While the Task Force identified isSues,

gathered the best available data and made some recommendations, nevetthel
\

ss,

their report produced only slight changes in the organization of the USOE

and produced,n6 perceptible changes in USOE program operations. *lie the

Task Force report represents a creditable piece of work, its importanCe has \

been somewhat overshadowed by the. passage of the Indian Education Act.; This \

act authoriZes the establishment of a Bureau of Indian Education within the

USOE headed by a Deputy Commissiemer and guided by a National Indian Education

Council giving policy direction.

'the Subcommittee is not prepared to recommend what USOE policiesishould

be regarding Indian education. However, the Subcommittee is in agreelment

that policy. guidelines are needed and that their formulation be assigned

high priority. The need for developing these policies is necessitated by:

(1) the rapid increase in involvement in Native education starting with

administrative responsibility for the federal impact. laws in theI9SO's,

ei, the 'arge number and proportion of Indian children served by public

.:elementary and secondary schools, ant (3) the need for a concerted 'and

coordinated effort in program development for Indian students. The following

quotation from the USOE Task Force report substantiates the growing involvement

in Indian education:

The ffice of Education p ays a funding role in Indian education
that as grown over the 1 st 20 years to its present level of
some 9 million dollars. As indicated earlier, this is is
primarily to the extension of P.L. ' 874 in 1958":to cover local
school districts which enroll students liVing-On federal reservation
property, and to the inclusion of BIA schools into Title I ESEA
in 1967.' During this.time, the amount of resources going to
Indian or Indian-related projects through discretionary programs
has also in creased to a significant level of 22 million dollars.
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Data from the 1970 Federal Census indicate that nearly three - fourths

of the America., and AIaskaH4ative children enrolled are attending public

schools. The data tabulated below is quoted from the USOE Task Force

report and indicates that "Indian education" is in fact, public education:

TM of School Percent Number

Public Schools 73.5 197,245

BIA 19.6 52,591

Private 6.9 18,323

TOTALS 100.0 268,323

The USOE is the appropriate federal agency to relate to,public education.

The inadequacy of the present federal organizational delivery mechanises

for concerted and coordinated programs for Indian children in public schools is

reflected in two factors. These factors are (1) the increasing demand on the

USOE by Indian educators and groups who are dissatisfied with federal school,

prtgrams or who lack adequate service because Of a non-reservation status and

(2) USOE's own recognition that its organizational mechanism is not adequate.

The growing member of urban Indians not served by th.t BIA is perhaps the

greatest single source of dissatisfaction among Native people in the area oft'

education. the following quotation from the USOE Task Force report substantiates

their recognition of organizational inadequateness: .

Among Indian groups and.snebers of Congress, there is a
conviction that majot steps must be taken if the full
potential of OE's participation in Indian education is
to be realized. Both the."Even Chance" study and S.2482
assume that OE must focus increased and.diligent attention
to Indian needs if the agency is to meet responsibilities .

to that population implied by its present role of deliver-
ing more general program such as Title I, P.L. 874 and
developmental activities.
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In short, Many Indians and some Congressmen believe that
while-the OE programs allocate significant dollar amounts
to Indians, the impact too often does not reach the people.
They conclude, therefore, that a separate structure of
management and legislation is needed within OE to deliver
what should have cone through the broader programs, out
in their opinion, has not.

the Subcaneittee appreciated the excellent cooperation received from

the 'staff in the USOE.
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ICHAPTER- IV

T.IIE STATUS OF INDIAN EDUCATION

The second ,and thibi special charges to the Subcommittee were cloSely

related. The second charge called for a "nationwide" review of thteduca-
a

- *
tional status_of all American and Alaskan Native school children in what-

ever schools they may be attending. The third special changecalled for
-

an annual report on the status of Indian education, including the extent

of local control". This chapter presents Subcommittee actions and deliberv
ations in connection with these two special charges. The recently passed

Indian Education Act-has implications for both of these charges.

If! F..'N A T 110N II I D E REVIEW

A national study of any aspect of education_is an extensive undertaking.

The financial and-human resource limitations discussed in preceding chapters

are equally applicable to the charge that a.nationwide review of Native

education be conducted. Thii charge obviously did not take into account the

diverse circumstances of Native people. It'posed tremendous problems in

defining and identifying the population of Native children and the school
. -

Systems to be-included in the study. A study of this magnitude would

remuire.two or more years indesiin and ipplement, unless an inoranate

amount of resources were to be allocated to its completion. To illustrate
. .

the time requirements of a Major study, the Meriam Report required two Years-

to complete, the seven-volume Senate Subcclimittee Report required more than



. ,
two years, and the recent Navighurst study was in progress for nearly a

'three-year period. Again, a nationwide status study is not the work of

a part-time Subcommittee, unless it is given extensive resources to employ

staff personnel.

The Subcommittee agreed that a sufficient number of studies of Native

education have already' been conducted using funds from federal and other

sources. While the data collected in these studies may be fragmented,

uncoordinated, or open to questions of validity. they consistently indicate

that the status of education for Native people is far below the average

for the United States. Mit of the data collected under the auspices of

the Federal Government should be readily available to agencies that wish to

use it. The Subcommittee agreed that its report would serve little useful

purpose in re- presenting and re-digesting data which'were gathered by the

.office of 'Civil Rights. the Office of Education (Indian Education Task

Force}. the Coleman Report. the Havighurst Report, legislative study

commissions, and similar organizations or agencies. the Subcommittee agreed

that further status studies which 'collect relatively fragmented data would

only serve as a delaying tactic in the effort to improve educational

opportunity for Native children.

The Subcommittee did agree that a status study which would provide

comparison data on a monitoring-basis over an extended period of time would

'be most useful. This useful purpose'could be served by Investing available

Subcommittee resources in the development of a research design which would

make the status report described in the second special charges into the first

report produced under the third specific charge. This combination of

activities would not only be more efficient, but would facilitate the imple-

mentation of the self-determination policy in education for Native people.
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ANNUAL STATUS REPORT

The Subcanaittee agreed that the type of report described in the third

special charge is greatly needed in Native education. Actually, the third

charge was interpreted as giving a longitudinal dimension to the status

reporting activity in the second special charge. The Subcommittee utilized

the resources available for this purpose to make preliminary field visits

and to develop a"proposed research design. The research design would'collect

data from Native- camaunities so as to perform a monitoring function in.

Native assumption of" educational control and other factors with particular

attention to the impact of the Indian Education Act. The folltwing research

design is proposed by the Subccsmaittee for further development by flitUre

Subcommittee ambers and fUll time staff or an established agency of the

Federal Government.

TITLE:

A Research Model for Monitoring Changes in Indian Education

SUBMITTED BY:

Special Education Subcommittee, National Council on Indian Opportunity

ABSTRACT:

The.pUrpose of this project is to establish a system of data

collection that will yield comparable information about education

for American and Alaskan Natives on an annual basis over an

extended period of tUme. The collection of these data will

all a monitoring function to identify changes or trends in

Indian control, achievement, pupil retention, and other factors

of educational importance. The method employed should consist of

1) identifying public, tribal, and other schools serving Native

S7
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children which are eligible for elementary and secondary

educational grants and aids earmarked for Native education

and 2) utilizing a comprehensive data-gathering instrument

designed to provide status informationon topics of educational

concern. A uniform data collection procedure over a period of

several years would produce useful trend data.

BACK Of THE PROBLEM:

1h education of Native children has been.highly institutionalized

subject to changing policies and politics which have not

affected the children of other sub-populations. Initially,

the education of Native children was considered to be primarily

a federal responsibility. The system of federal boarding schools

required that children of school age leave their families to

attend school. Under the assimilation policies, Native children

were not alloWed to use their langauge and were told that their

"Indian ways" were inferior to the mores of the dominant society.

Under these circumstances, parents were deliberately and systematically

denied.irmlvement in the formal education of their children. The

federal Native school, as an institution, had little reason to be

responsive to the people that it served.

With the loss of Native trust lands, migration of Native people

sway from reservations, urbanization, and the extension of public

education; the education of Native children took on new dimensions.

The old boarding schools continued to operate, but more Native

children were enrolled in public schools. Many of these children

in public schools were part of an increasingly visible sub-population

called "Urban Indians". As Native people moved away from
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reservations, they acquired a truly minority group status. In

terms oreducation, their children found themselves in a very

different envinnmmnt. Again, the control of the public school

environment was effectively removed from Native parents by their -.

Minority status in local school board elections.
. ,

The official policies and social forces that have shaped and

transformed Native education have been augmented by other

factors. Prejudicial attitudes, atigh incidence of social

problems. family instability, and poverty have left their marks

on the education of Native children. Studies of Native education

have consistently shown high dropout rates; poor attendance, and

ti low achievement. The basic problem today is to reverse these

trends. Many pdlicy alternatives are available, which include

vesting a higher degree of control with Native parents. Whatever

policy alternatives are implemented,..tbere is a need to monitor

change. Most studies of Native education have not been designed

to monitor change over time. This priposed study would provide

the type of information needed for policy determination -and decision

making.

STATEMENT OP THE PFOLEN:

The problem addressed in this 'proposal is further defined by the

following questions which will be answered by the data to be

collected from schools serving Native children and which are

recipients of grants and aids earmarked for the education of

. - Native children or for poverty impact are in which large numbers

of Native children reside.
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. To what extent are titive people represented on local

boards:Of education which actually exercise organizational

policy Control oVer scbools serving .Native children?

2. To that extent are Native people represented on advisory

-boards *ling with policy matters, curriculua, Johnson;

O'Malley budgets, Indian Education Act programs, and other

%matters affecting the education of Native childrebefore,

And after:, the Indian Education Act?

3. What descriptive characteristics do the selected school

Systems have in terms of total enrollment, proportion of

Native pupils, expenditure per pupil, pupil-teacher ratio,

number of sectidary level instructional units offered,

specialsduCation serVices available, and provisions for

including Native history and culture in the curricupm

before, and after, theIndian Education, Act?

4. How does the average performance'of Native children compare

with the average of non-natives in terms- of percent of

attendance, dropout4rates, achievement in basic subjects,
- 0

satisfaction with school, participation in ectivitieso and

attendancel4ast-high school institutions. before, and after,
a

the Indian Education Act?

5. What types of programs and projects at elementary, secondary,,

post-high school-and adult levels were initiated as a result

13k of fields being made available under the Indian Education Act

in the.following areas?

a. Innovative.proglhaps for educationally-deprived children

I
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b. Bilingual and bicultural education

c. Special health, nutrition, and related areas

d. Remedial and compensatory instruction

Vocational tnstruction
O

f: 'Guidance and counseling services

g. Special education for handicapped

h. Library and other instructional materials

i. Native adult education

Community college education

k. Ethnic heritage study programs

Now much and what proportion of theachool's income budget

Iron state And federal sources can be attributed

presence of Native children in the school? How is the

identity of these funds maintained in terms of expenditure

patterns?

7. What changes or trends in the items listed in the questions

above can be obterved in the data collected fray year -to -year?

Axelhere any discernible relationsbetween assumption of

Native control or changes in input vatiAbles nd the output

performance of Native children?

DESIGN OF THE S1UU!:

The basic design of the study is set forth in the'following sequential

steps:

1. Designation, employment, or estallihment of an agency qualified

and staffed to refine and develop the- details of this basic

proposal, implement the design, analyze and repoit the results,



"'sustain the research effort over a prolonged period of time.

2. Develop lists of public, tribal, and othSr schools sewing

,',./49tive children fray each state. All school systems
0
receiving

, . 0

federal support or aid because of tLe presence of Nati

children should be included. A sampling procehure is not

appropriate because the subject schools do not constitute

a single population.

1. Develop a cceOlehensive data gathering system that would

yield uniform information to the largest possible extent,

0 -
The data gathering system should maximize the use of electronic

data processing techniques. Involved schools should not be

required to change theii operailrqc procedures to conform to

the data collection system.' The information gathering system

'should be sufficiently flexible to.utilize results Of local

tt4ting programs or to provide testing programs to schools

4*

which do not have one'of their own.

4. Train a staff of field assistants to implement the data gathering

system and bez-essigned to the districts or schools by region.

The field assistants would be in *iodic communication with

schools to answer questions and to actively assist in data

Compilation.'

5. The reslts of the first year's study would be analyzed and

reported. These data would meet the requirement of the

second charge in the:Policy MeSsige of Jul; 8, 1970 and would

serveas a baseline fur subsequent years of study. The study

would then be repliAated in succeeding years in effort to

identifying changes, trends, and, hopefully, progress toward

62.
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providing better educational opportunity for NWtiire.children.

SIGNIFICANCE OF ME SVEN:

This study would systematically and objectively meet the needs

--itentified.in the second and third special charges to the Sub-

committee and, at ilte same time; assess the impact of thet

Indian Education Act. ,For the first time, a:reporting system

would be established to take the pulse of Native education

throughout the country. With these data,oit would be possible

to make realistic assessments of policy and to improve operational

ecisioT.1

The Subccaidttee agreed that the development of this design, or

one with appropriate modifications, was the best "first step"

it could take. In implementing this design there should be a

maximen involvement of Native people. If implementation is done

OD a contractual basis, it ihould be acc9mplished through a

Native research agency o through an agency which regularly

employs Native people. tesponsitality for this evaluation

'could be integrated with. the evaluation responsibility of

the National Advisory Council an Indian Education created by

the Indian Education Act. Integrating the status study charges

(

to the,SubCommittee With the evaluation responsibility legis-

lated to the National4uncil would make more efficient utilization

of resources and avoid lunnecessere duprcations of. effort.
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CHARTER V

OTRER ISSUCES AND .CONCER.NS' IN

SUBCOMMITTEE .116LIBERATIONS'

In addition to the problems mentioned in the three specifiecharges,
.. 0

the tibcommittee encountered other issues and concerns in its hearings

4
and deliberations. These additional problem areas included 1) federal,

i

boarding schools, 2) the need for More Native educators, 3),biased reporting

of Native history and culture, 4) higher-education opportunity, SI econaic

development. nd migrationi 6) civil rights legi4lationeaadult and'
i 1

vocational, education, 8) Special education and 1,) federal funding procedures

for Indian education. The Subcodaittee did save the time and resources' ..

. , i

Yo conduct eXhaustive'researchpe studies in each of these areas. However,

the findings and deliberations

is summarized f this chapter.

F Fok ERAL B O A R D I N G "S C H 0 0 L S

. -

Several points of view concerning Went] boarding schools for Native

.hildren were expressed in'SUbcommittee deliberations. These points of

of the Subcommittee on each of theie topics

. -

view included the following:* .,

eoardpng schools are necessary because ofthe
i
geographical'

cirrstances under which Native people live.. s'

-The boarding schools could have been largely phaieout by now,

if,an adequate program of road buildingand day-school development

had been itarted'several years ago.

a

;
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There will always be a need for boarding schools because some

Native parents cannot provide the quality of home life or level

of nutrition that Native children need.

- Boarding schools are the only economically efficient way of providing

broad educational programs at-the secondary school level.

Through all the deliberations, there was a feeling that these were good

arguments for a bad thing. The basiC problem with accepting the- boarding

school as a normative mechanism foi delivering educational opportunity to

Native children was its effect on the Native family. The Subcommittee agreed

that the traditional role of the Native family is so important in developing

cultural cohesiveness and identity that educational institution& ought to

support, rather than negate, this relationship. The strengtheni4 of the

Native family social structure should be a major objective of Native education

and the boarding school concept is contrary to this goal.

The educational process begins at birth and continues throughout the

life span, therefore, concern should be, not only with formal education of

youth, but also of parents. A greatly expanded adult education program is

highly desirable to enable adults to assume the responsibility and provide

the encouragement and'aotivation which all children need. Boarding schools

cannot give the attention, love and association that parents can give to

their children. Therefore, one goal and objective should be to phase out

federal boarding schools, beginning with the off-reservation boarding schools.

THE NEED FOR NATIVE EDUCATORS

For those who are acquainted with the "American Indian Problem" and the

history of the governmental concern for Native affairs, the story is an old

6$
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one. The U. S. Government and the concerned general public have devoted

years of effort and large amounts of money to do good for the Native people,

but never with their involvement or self-determination. Only in recent years

has the problem been apkroached with the idea that the American and Alaskan

Native would be able to help resolve his plight. Native leaders, often

uneducated in conventional terms, have demanded education for their children

and their treaties testify to this fact. Often, outstanding Native leaders

are quoted in texts and'documents to the effect that their people and their

children must learn the ways of the whiteman in order to survive.
.

Regretfully, for various reasons, few Native students have graduated

tram colleges. Those who'have graduated have typically gone to work in the

dominant society and very few have returned to their people. Within the last.

few years, the Native people have become aware of the need for the return

of their educated people. The greatest segment of Native population to be

effected consists of school children; hence the great need for Native teachers,

counselors, administrators and other educational specialists. With few

exceptions, Native people generally identify more easily with Natives and with

identification comes the opportunity to learn commitment, attitude, and

responsibility. Native teachers and other educators would be particularly

effective. The Native educator who merely makes demands on students to

succeed like he did presents a suffocating domination of children.

Although current surveys and recent studies reveal that there is an

oversupply of teacheis and counselors, educators of Native ancestry are

extremely scarce. The answer to the question why we need Native educators, is

simply that Native Children need to learn from sane of their own people.
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AMERICAN AND ALASKAN NATIVE
HISTORY AND CULTURE

The grading national awareness of minority groups has stimulated a

new interest in Native American anJ Alaskan history andculture. The

Subcommittee shared a concern that popular interest in these traditions

, 'frequently lacked depth and real understanding. In Subcommittee deliberations,

a very broad interpretation of "cultural studies" was necessary. Not only

was consideration being given to the reasOn(s)'why an emphasis on ethnic/

cultUral studies has occurred, but, and perhaps more important,these studies

were considered in terms of hew they could be applied in contexts of personal

and ccmamity need. If =Wawa benefit is to be realized fray cultural_

studies an4 associated programs, there must be impact and meaning from such

efforts in new approaches to educational programs at all levels of instruction.

Cultural studies must be capable of providing insight and appreciation for

Cultural diversity between Native and non-native, as well as among the Native

people themselves. More specifically, Subcommittee discussions followed two

general directions: (1) cultural pluralism and its appreciation in,American

and Alaskan Native education, and (2) response to cultural pluralism--programs

and activities in Nativs.,camainities.

CONCEPTS OF CULTURAL pwroku91 AND ITS APPLICATION IN AMERICAN INDIAN EDUCATION

The uniform curriculum works badly because it does not
permit of relating teaching to the needs of the particular
Indian children being taught...(Further) The curriculum must
not be standardized. The textbooks must not be prescribed.
The teacher mist be freejo gather material fran the life
of the Indians about her, so that the little children may
proceed fray the known to the unknown and not be plunged
into a world where all is unknown and unfamiliar. The

little desert Indian in an early grade who is required to
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read in English'fraft a standard schota reader about the
ship that sails has no mental background to understand what
it is all about and the task of --the teacher is rendered
almost impossible. The material, particularly the early
material, must come from local Indian life, or at least
be within the scope of the child's experience.

Both the government and the missionaries have often failed
to study, understand, and take a sympathetic attitude
toward Indian ways, Indian ethnics, and Indian religion.
The exceptional government worker. . (has) demonstrated
what can be done by building on what is sound'in the
Indian's ewn life.

The methods mat be adapted to individual abilities,
interests, and needs. Indian tribes and.individual Indians
within the tribes vary so greatly that a standard content
and method of education, no matter how carefully they
might be prepared,, would be worse than futile.

The missionaries need to-have a better understanding
of the Indian point of view of the Indian's religion
and ethics, in order to start from what is good in
them as a foundation. Too frequently, they have made
the mistake of attempting to destroy the existing
structure and to substitute something else without
apparently realizing that much in the old has its place
in the new.1

The foregoing remarks are found in the Meriam Report of 1928 and

referred to studies conducted in Indian program administration, a situation

that had became critical by the 1920's. A quick survey of recent recommendations

in the Ilavighurst Report, Kennedy Subcomattee-Hearings, andother studies of

Native education will have an ironical similarity to these passages. The

Meriam Report resulted from the issues and concerns that many expressed over'
/ .

the ,manner in which Indian programs were administered; especially education.

That issue had its origins, institutionally and in policy beginning, about,

1867 when the. Indian Peace Ccemdssion recommended to Congress certain measures

for reducing Indian hostilities along the advancing frontier in the Western

United States. Recommendations included progress that would replace Indian

1. Wriam Report, 1928
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language use with English. Missionary schools opposed this measure, since

their programs had relied uponitilization of Native language as an

educational technique. Probably, traditional institutions and culture

identification.were maintained through such language prqgrmms.

With the establishment of the off-reservation school system came maximum

governmentgovernment control over education of the Indian. Contemporary and corollary

events in socio-political areas were manifest in the 1887 Woes Severalty

Act which fragmented Indian land-holding patterns, shifting from communal,

tribal ownership to individual title-holding patterns. The interpretation of

o
motivations behind actions of those who saw these measures as necessary to

bring Indian people into the greater society and those who were pragmatic

politicians and/or militarists continues as the subject of great debate.

Regardless, the outcome remains the same. Indian culture, language, tra-

ditions and - strong- sinews - of connection with family or tribal traditions

were either cut or severely altered bY these acts.
\

This brief overview of cultural factors in education must be viewed in

even a greater context of academic approaches and concepts. Central to thii

discussion is the manner in which indigenous civilizations of the Western

Hemisphere have been portrayed and considered as subjects of study in history,

anthropology, behavioral sciences, and other academic disciplines. The

disciplines* have done such to influence the development of textbooks, teacher

training, and other'education programs. To a certain extent policies under-
-

lying programs dealing with the Indian people also have been affected by

academic studies. To understand this development of theory, one authority

and his work may illustrate the character of study that marked early research

and writing about American Indians. The noted anthropologist, Paul Radin
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wrote in 1927 (interestingly coincidental to the Meriam RepOrt):

When a modein historian desires to study the civilization
of any peoOle, he regards it as a necessary preliminary
that he divest himself, as far as possible, of all pre-
judice and bias; He realizes that differences between
cultures exist, bid does not feel that it is necessarily
a sign of inferiority that a people differs in custom-
from his own. There seems, however, to be a limit to
what a historian treats.as legitimate difference, a
limit not always easy to determine (emphasis added).

The term 'uncivilized' is a very vague one,.and it is
spread over a vast medley of peoples, some of whom have
comparatively simple custams'and other extremetycompli-
cated ales).

Radin went on to discuss the importance.of social Darwinism, ambined with a

certain amount of romanticism, that often distorted the concepts of primitive

culture.

Within one hundred years of the discovery of Aeerica,
it had become an ineradicably established tradition that'
all the aborigines encountered by the Europeans were
simple, untutored savages from wham little more could
be expected than from . . . dhi/dren, individuals who
were . . . slaves of their passions, of which the
dominate one was hatred. Rich of this tradition . . .

has persisted to the present day. The fundamental
position taken during these years was based on the
doctrine that " . . primitive peoples represent
an early stage in the history of the evolution of
culture"

Radin was occupied with the philosophical thought of primitive man. In

this investigation he presented a principle that remains near axiomatic as

am...insiders the basic charactiristics necessary in the evaluation of any

"civilization". Rodin considered legitimate philosophical systems as

functioning in all societies: to a great extent the issue was irrelevant to

matters of complexity or primitiveness of society.

"Complexity of civiliiation has . . . comparatively little
to do with the existence of such formulations (language,
systemic categories. etc.). Indeed a complex civilization
may very well stifle the urge to philosophize where it does
not actually prohibit it."

1. Radin, 19S7.
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. in his discussion of approaches relating to philcmophica.1 thought and

systems among societies, Kadin touched the real issue when he bean to

consider whatmost authorities of his time would.accept as valid riteria,

for gauging the existence of philosophical formulations. For those who

would evaluate the validity of such formulations the ultimate conceptual

frame of reference was

" . . . the integrated philosophical system which began in,
Western Europe with Plato and Aristotle" Finally, he commented:
At the bottom of all these theorists as well as many of the
ethnologists whose data they have used, whether theyadhdt it
to themselves or not, predicate a special kind of mentality
for all but the Greeks and their-cultural descendants'.' -

*tile these statements tend to oversimplify a highly'complex subject, still,

it seems:that pragmatic and scientific forces have combined to form a

collective met. of limiting factor; in considering the status, role and

vitality of American Native cultures. Fran-such forces and influences

emerge unfortunate limitations on the appreciating of Native cultures,

history and society.

From premises patently stated or tacitly understood, a host of qualifying

factors enter the consideration of Native society and its place in national

or world civilization. The result is myopic and destructive not only to the

concerns of the Native community but to the greater society which loses

Much of the enrichment and perspective that, canes from acceptance of pluralism

that includes Native contributions in- society and cultural development.

Interestingly, some of the great achieveMents in European culture sit up

fundamental propositions which later conflicted with the institutions and

ethics of the Native American. The legacy of those historical forces resulted

in-the myth of the "melting pot" as the ideal for American society. The

melting pot was never recognized as antithetical to a more realistic and heal*
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acceptance of pluralism in our society. Until recently the greater study

of effects of contact between European and feerican Indian civilizatlans

has been conducted in Latin American history and anthropology.

RESPONSE TO CILTUR/U:PWRALISN: PROGRAMS AFEIACTIVITIES IN 'IHE INDIAN OJ4IJNITIES

In 1968, the National Congress of American Indians, meeting in Omaha,

Nebraska, passed Resolution 17 wbiCh urged all educational agencies and

organizations to remove materials that were prejudicial to Indian Oilture.
. .

Further, the NCAI recoMmended that there be a strong effort to replace

such information, with valid materials that ". . represents Indians

as they actually were and are, hawing . . . that such materials will

improve public reactions to Indians and create an increasing sense of

pride in the Indian people themselves." NCAI concern and recommndations

were not new. As early as 1926 (again, contemporary to the Meriam Report),

the Grand Council.fire of American Indians, formed by Indian persons living

in Chicago, criticized the educational literature used in the city schools

as less than accurate or fair. More recently, Congress has heard familiar

criticism and old issues raised. In 1969, the Report of the Committee on

Labot. and Public Welfare, U. S. Senate, in its Special Subcommittee.on

Indian Education, Intoned again the Meriam Report, pointing to the failure

of textbooks to deal adequately with American Indian history and culture.

Recently, the American Indian Historical Society, an organization entirely

administered by Indian people, published a comprehensive study on the

inadequacy of curren0exts in dealing with Indian history. This study,

Teldbi and the American Indkas4-includeg-27Opages of evaluations,

d readings and other pertinent data on selectiln and appraisal of
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the literatiae. Under the guidance ofMbll and Lee Antell, the Department ,

of Indian Education, State of Minnesota, in conjultion with the University
. .

of Minnesota, published a key document, American Indians, An Annotated

gibliegraphy of Selected Libiary Resources, 1970, which combines criteria

for mateiialt (all media) evaluation,' resource information (bibliographies,
. ..

fibnographies, etc.), the human resources Of the State of Minnesota, and support
i .,

?agencies that can provide funding or other consultant assistance for educational
7
/ Programs that recognized cultural needs in teacher training, curriculum

development, and materials development. It is a definitive model for resource

guides and evaluation. More recently, achievements have been made in further

developmentof.culturally pertinent instructional material. While quite

numerous, a few of these projects are outlined below as representative. of the

trend now gaining momentum through the nation:

Local/Calamity projects: Beginning with early projects, such as the a.

Montana Reading Centeseries under John Woodenlegs, Northern Cheyenne culture

has been disseminated more broadly to all calemities in a literature series.

Similar efforts have takea place aMeng,the Cherokee who have produced stories
. \

and legends for publication for a number of years. Combined efforts of the

Western History Center, University oflitah, the.Uintah Ouray Tribe and Uintah

SchoolDistrict, led to the iiimblication of a textbook, Ute People, An Historical

Study, in 1970. 'This project demonstrated the manner in which university,
\,

public school, tribal authorities;,parenti% and pipits could cooperate,in a

major undertaking for the betterment' of education information about Indian

_ -

culture.

Through the assistance of the Doris Duke Oral.tlistory Centers (Utah,

Oklahoma and Arizona Universities, principally), the Bureau of Indian Affairs
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isorking with the Zuni, Southern Ute, Nez Pero., Cheyenne-Arapaho, and

Paiute-Shoshone in the publication of texts cult the histOry and/or literature
., .

of these peoples: Sale twenty pro other proposals ate pending, all,similar

tc.the Nez Perce, Southern Ute, Zuni and other projects. . %bile the immediate
. .

objective of the publications programs is to bring about *OW and More.-

representative literature for study of American Indian culture and history,

a faTgor, moreifignificant goal also exists: through a survey of the existing

literature about themselves, complemented and enridied by materials being

derived through sudh.publicatiams. projects, each tribe, rigf lly. ihould

become the expert abo;Ut their history and culture., Through expepfencwbf

research, writing, editing and publication, the tribes develop a community

expertise that serves in educational leadership and consultant roles for

* teacher training, otrriculum development, and continuing projects in educatiOn

materials production. The Library Project of the National Indian Education

Association, now in completion of, its initial phase achieves similar results

in developing community-level expertise and definitions of progyanCihauding.
,

culturall/relevant materials in resource centers.

Regional/State Programs.; Another program, under Mr. Dennis-limber; Director,

Indian Education Staff, United Tribes of North *Dakota, represents a-more

comprehensive research and applied cultural studilS program. This project

affects almost all areas of instruction, education planning and development;

all related to Indian tribal needs. Curriculum, materials-divelopMent, and

teacher training are integral components of the North Dakota effort. -The

et Navajo Curriculum Center haiIiing engaged in production of materials. Tay
, .

have available a list of numerous publications. The subjects include linguistic

manuals, a two-volumehistory of the Navajo tribe; and a volume ofbiOgrphies



of fahous.cmastanding Navajo leaders. liiitructional materials and trainthg
ow

progress are cancamitants of the publications gait. Ccapialenting these

achievements are more publicized programs such as thdde conducted by such

agencies as the Southwestern Cooperative EdUcational'iaboratory, Project

NECESSITIES, American Indian Historical Society, Ford Foundation Program

with American Indian Organization, and'others. Works by Indian authors,

including Pulitzer Prize Winner?, N. Scott Momaday, Vine Deforia, Alfonso

Ortiz, and others highlight the literary aactivity now commonplaCe among

the Indian conninity.

Community Centers: Whether terae4 community or cultural -centers, another

manifestation of cultural programs among Indians can be seen in the consittuction

of camsuniti/cultura centers. The tconUaie Development lkinistratibn list

over fifteen such centers. These centers range from arts and crafts Centers

(San Juan Pueblo) to more govenaentally-oriented centers where tribal

politicaractivity occurs (Southern Ute), In the latter case, however, an.
1 0.1

extremely significant archive of ratified and unratified treaties is housed.

This collection has attracted mcre than-passing curiosity among the Southern

Utes; research-of the documents has provided grounds for investigating

Certain legal issues that emerge from seemingly passive historical

docileentation. These miters can easily move, from materials-Collection or

archive facilitiei to active publications houses or similar programs which

continuePto build on the almost Wiliness human and material resources of

the cconimity. The final results of cc:inanity and regional programs as '

those briefly outlined ab6ve are impoisible to forecast: however, based 'on

the development of organized cultural materials programs such as these, some

of the programs that could evolve include:
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- 1. "Writing of.original histories and studies an value systems. The

Interamerican Indian Institute of Mexico publishes a series

entitled "Legacy of the Americas"(E1 Legado de Las Americas). It.

covers the philosophical thought of 1iexican.il South American Indian

civilizations before and after the Spanish contact. Stich a major

publication counterpart might be established in thi; country.

2. Studies on Indian government and legal'systems. (e example idght

be thestecent issues involving Pueblo Indians' xlesirei to be exempted

from the 1968 Civil Rights legislation (PhblicLms 90-284, Title ny.-

It is necessary toatudy the legal philos,oplr, and t ?aditioJal

.imatituti2ns of Pueblo Government to'creyeheraWhat the Civil Rights

legislaation fan Mean to the mirviVaI of baiic institutions-that

sustain Pueblo culture.

3. Linguistic information. The richness of Indian languages should

be placed on,tape and typescript fur use by student and teacher.

4. lAdian literature. Content themes might include traditional folk,

tales, recollectionsof historical,events, intertribal relations,

contemperary,problems of youth, geiteratiob, gap, reminiscences of

reservation life, oratory, ceremonies, personal life histories --

all have'great significance for the imtential,Indian'novelfst or

historian,

S. Curriulum change and development. With more !dam represe6ation

on school boards, the next step should be to change curriculum and

instructional materials to accurately reflect Indian culture.

New approaChes inherent to the programs listed above will require
-

greafer interdiscifinary effoA and suggest basic edutation outcomes such as:

8
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1. Balanced and accurate representations of Indian culture in
-7--ictrn-W. world Mutual respecFOrunErMliang

betweentwir-rdrpra non--Indian should be based on a recognition
of the special nature of societies, religion, governments, and
other institutions found ln the American Indian world-. It is
ironic that primitive life is studied to solve crises of modern
society. Studies have been funded to study pre - Colombian
agricultural techniques in Colombia, Peru, and the Southwestern
United States to determine how the early inhabitants conserved
the environment. In such studies may rest solutions to ecologi-
cal problems that face America today. There was greatness of
urban development in ancient America. Few persons, other than
specialists, realize that there were Indian cities in the most
-modern sense of the word. The achievements of American Indian
civilization in mathematics, science, medicine, social organization,
military genius, political organization, architecture, agriculture,
oratory, and literature should be more generally and firmly
established through new works at the primary, secondary, and. ..,

higher-educational levels. An extremely rich store of literature
should be placed in all comparative literature programs.

2. A better understanding. of the fact that American Indian and
Ilia-inNative cultures airlemint, and not Eiiiples
5r 15615F1117-7.--erminaiiotiirvil riWesM7:-: -.ussions,

,,,fhe Zuni program, and the emergence of Navajo nationalism
demonstrate that change is occurring;.but that change must take
place at the tribes' own pace"and discretion. However, even
with change there is still a deep-rooted traditional identification.
too often%cystcms and practices are viewed as. symbols of static
tradition, wh$n they should be seen as signs of.cultural integrity.
Such individual features of Ainerican.and..Alaslian.Native

rn
lie must

Walkbe considered as part of the total American {Western ere)
'culture to understand the people and provide intelligent rams
that consider and respect particular values and yet acommnodate
to present forces of change. Through greater interdisciplinary
studies, involving maximum Native contributions, symbols and
parts of the total culture may be better understood.

3. Understand cultural value systems and world views. As Dr. Edgard
1%ii-,7Cfeit"-F,erVQ7, there arTiirgainZii-ins conceptualizing
philosophical, religious and other systems that exist among Indian
people. In his discussions, Dr. Dozier contrasted the Pueblcs of
New Nexico-and Arizona with western man. A lineal. "cause-and effect"
system of knowledge and its structural counterparts in institutions
or attitudes marks the western Eurjgen-heriCage. Dozier points out
the "interrelated wholes ", manycfaceted, views of life characterize
the Pueblo World NIO. Dualism, in the latter sense, is not so
ImiCh good-veraus-evil, as it is that two correlated elements operate
in a balanced universe. Each part is seerias necessary to the other;
neither subordinate to the other. (Dozier, 1970: 112). Through
development of materials derived from the tribal'community, one can
gain insight and understanding to the basic values of another, non-
western thought and philosphical system.
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4. Wake curriculum chews that honor-the value of cultural
MiTerecedealwitliTh7TiEroTIPEinfileiTsT"ciety
TRAREW

S. king about changes in teacher trainingthrouak reservice
and insFiVrce training ro rams or institutes whic utilize

oriTigirmateria s ve opedN the Indian, people.
irstitutes ofWirtype have been erriiiiT2Teasing numbers
throughout the Indian community. The training of aspiring
teacher and faculty in university schools of education should
be a target of this component.

What may be ultimately achieved by projects and programs of this

nature may be better understood by means of an incident reported in the

writings of Benjamin Franklin. Franklin referred to an offer made by the

Government of Virginia to the Six Nations in-1774. In response to an

offer to send six Indian youths to Williamsburg College, the Indian leaders

replied:

"(The English) Rust know that different Namicms have
different conceptions of things; and you, therefore, not
take it amiss if our ideas of this kind of education
happen not to beothe same as yours. We have had some
experience of it; several of our young people were
formerly instructed in all your sciences, but when they
came back to us, they were bad runners, ignorant of
every means of living in the woods, unable to bear either
cold or hunger, know neither how to build a Cabin, take
a deer, or kill annemy, spoke our language imperfectly,
were therefore neither fit for hunters, warriors, nor
counselors, they were good for nothing. We are, however
not the less obliged by your kind offer, though we decline -
accepting it; and to show our grateful sense of it if the
Gentlemen of Virginia will send us a dozen of their sons, we
will take great care of their education, instruct them in
all we know, and make men of them." (quoted in (Adams,. 1966)).

These remarks have great significance in any development of basic understanding

of need and objectives in cultural studies programs. The caaPrehension of; and

respect for, cultural differences in values and needs must lie achieved before

programs.are initiated. Once the understanding is achieved, a new stage in

deloping texts, teaching techniquei and curriculum may be at hand.
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The future of the American and Alaskan Native will be determined to a
\

Barge extent on the acquisition of skills to live in a rapidly changing

technological society.. What Native persons in the days ahead will be

depends perhaps more greatly on what is retained as the record of American

Naive culture developed and passed on by the Native people themselves.

ThiFugh university and more Native community participation, this record

could be a means of establishing better understanding between Natives and

non-Aarives, and perhaps more important, among the Native: tribes and groups
1

in cukrent American society. The development of materials and programs,

based the information provided by the Native people can take many form

and be 'conveyed through many processes. nhatever form or process used in

finding,\ organizing and distributing this information, the oral tradition

and its *terary-historical contribution to world culture makes possible

an approaCh though which cultural confusion may be somewhat resolved.

Established' through the investigation and evaluation of these materials

and living s
\
Natements is the clear identity of the American and Alaskan

Native to himAelf and to others. Such identity can do much to define

direction for 'the future.

RIGUER EDUCATION

Subcomnittee.deliberations on higher education took three general

directions: 1)_programs at established colleges and universities, 2) support

of Native institutions of higher education on reservations, and 3) scholarship

programs. The prirOpal concern with programs at established institutions

of higher education was that their Indian studies programs be more than a

means to attract federal funds. To alleviate this danger, Native people Rust
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be involved in the program planning and funding process. The Subcommittee
":.

also recognized the legitimacy and importance of making non - natives aware

of the Native past, present, and future at'the higher education level. The

point was also made that financing Native higher education programs should

not happen at the expense of new Native colleges that are in the process of

development.

Native institutions, such as the Navajo Community College, represent

a new dimension in Indian education. Several programs were,discusi.ed as

appropriate for institutions of this type. These offerings included

transfer programs, selected vocational-technical progimms, and adult

education.' The Subcommittee felt that the closeness of these institutions

to the needs and circumstances of Native camminities make them particularly

worthy of support and further- development. The Subcommittee felt that more

attention,should be given to the development of these institutions in future

deliberations and in national plans for Indian education.

The Subcommittee discussions of Native scholarship programs had two

emphases: 1) the dissemination of scholarship information and2) the nature

of scholarships that should be made available. The problems and proposed

solutions associated with the dissemination of scholarship information will

be further discussed in a sub-section. The Subcommittee's response to the

types of scholarships that should be made available is summarized in the

following points:

1. The number of Native students who graduate from high school is

relatively small at the present time. For-those who do complete

high school, every effort should be made to further develop their

talents as a long-range investment in the improvement of life for

Native people. It follows from this position that resources for
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undergraduates be sufficient to offer. collegiate opportunities

for every Native student who'can'andwill put them to good use.

2. The Native people now recognize that high degrees of skill

in technical and professional areas are needed to manage thei.

affairs. The Subcommittee sees this desire as a trend'in Native

affairs and agrees that additional resources'are needed for

graduate scholarships and, in sane instances, special' graduate

programs for training Native peopbe in law, medicine, education,

business management, engineering, and other fields.

DISSEMINATION OF NATIVE sammaa SOWOLARSHIP INFORMATION

There currently exists the common complaint by most Native students

throughout the United States that there is a lack of adequate inforiation

about undergraduate. graduate, and vocational training programs. COincldiig

with this complaint is the lack of an adequate information source concerning

funds and resources available to Natfve students wishing to-acquire higher

educational goals. Added to this is the confusion created by current

recruiting programs by colleges and universities who feel it is necessary to

recruit Native students to their particular colleges, in order to meet Native

population demands for their federally funded Indian studies programs. Such

practices do not-always offer prime consideration to the educational needs of

the prospective Native student, but clearly neglect an attitude of camnercial-

ization of limited Native resources.

What is needed to alleviate this problem and expedite necessary information

.regarding funding source* 'and institutions of higher education is a National

Clearinghouse. The establishment of such a clearinghouse would serve
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basically as an infoptation inter. This central office will have the

responsibility of coordinating and collecting all available information

regarding the names of colleges, universities, and vocational programs-

for Native students. The centre) office will also coordinate and collect

information regarding funding for Native students, using such sources as

federal, state, tribal, and private scholarship organizations who have

fundi available for Indian students.

It will be the responsibility of the central office to disseminate

this information to the regional offices. These regional offices should be

established throughout the United States, including Alaska, to facilitate

ccmwaanication and to accommodate the various and diverse geographical needs

of-the Native people. Since Native people are generally accustomed to

dealing with the government at the BIA area office level, there would be

an advantage in locating field staff offices an, or near, such sites. The

regional offices would utilize their collected data, schools, and resources

to assist and inform all eligible Native studeils in'theii regional areas.

Of necessity, regional offices must obtain such structural and fiscal

flexibility to accommodate the existing and changing needs of its Native

students.

The regional offices should fulfill the following responsibilities:

1. Establish commznication lines with all Native students, Native

ccemunities, Primary, and secondary school officials, and

institutions of higher learning in their respective regions.

This is to alleviate the current problem of inadequately

'informed eligible Native students, and inform them as to what

possibilities they may consider for'higher education achievements.
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bolting with primary, secondary and collegiate level

officials serves the purpose of &militating the

information and sources which might be utilized.

2. Wile in preparation and processing application forms and .

seeing that these application procedures to various sources

are 'consolidated to produce a more.Ainklifed, uniform.

and eigtious prOcedure.

3. Provide guidance and counseling services to Native students

molesting information for their particular educational needs.

It is important to member that not all desire college degrees,

but some are more interested in safe type of voc.fttonal training.

4. Provide a data collection. system which would be the base for

the future evaluation of the success of such programs. A data-

collection system could provide.neoessary valuable:information
.

regarding the redier of Native students in colleges, universities

and vocational training resources most utilized by these students

and their degree Of7achieVemesit.

S. To conduct and finance regional Native education seminars with

educators at all levels of learning.

Finally,. in those instances where Nativgstudents attend public schools,

some-thought"sliculd be given to studying existing Johnson O'Malley guidance

and counseling programs now being.implemented jointly between school and

Native authorities. Such programs have provided the means for meaningful

control by Native people in an otherwise non-native-dominated established

school system.

The success of local Native guidance and counseling programs in public

school systems would seem to provide the most basic criteria in the consideration
v.
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of the policy of Natinrselfditermination. Such programs would also provide

the local camorinications absolutely necessary to make the proposed centralized_

systems workable.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, MIGRATION AND

INDIAN EDUCATION.

The migration of Native people from rural reservations to urban areas

still is in existence, however, the Motivation and policies behind this push

,fOradgration has changed drastically in recent months. The migration of

Native people to urban areas continues to have a direct ivact on the

reservation economy and tribal identity. Primarily, the impetus has been °

influenced most by economic opportunities more readily available in urban

settings. In mart-years, federal policies, through with efforts as the

Relocation Program, have accelerated this migration to major proportions.

Until recent.times, the Federal Government had the policy of indluencing

economic and educational opportunity migration through She EmPloYment

Assistance Program, an outgrowth of the 1950's termination policies'.

'The young students, especially, were encouraged to leave their reservations

on relocation programs, only one-third returned to the reservation to offer

their, acquired skills or moreuften, to find their skills not in demand.

Because of the training and opportunities the remaining two-thirds found

in the .urban areas, they had no desire to return to an unemplcyment situation.

The new direction of the Bureau is a result of years of frustration for both

the Federal Government and Native people who have been involved with the

disastrous. workings of the previous policies.
e .

The philosphy ofrelecating reservation Native people toUrban areas,

for whatever reason,.has generally succeededuniy in transplanting Native
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profile= from the reservation to distant unfamiliar surroundings. Ironically,

the Federal Government appears to have succeeded in divesting itself of

responsibilities it might otherwise have, while urban and reservation Native
I., c.

people engage in bitter altercations over limited funds. The impact of the

continuing "brain drain" on efforts of reservations to. develop industry and

resources has been a major factor in the stagnation of Native cannunities.

Inadvertently, perhaps, past policies geared to educational and training

-programs that encourage, if not direct, relocation have threatened vigorous

tribal identity. Native priorities have identified the need to abandon

budgetary considerations of education for relocation to one that encourages

education for developing local. resources. In recognition of Native priorities,

the Bureau of Indian Affairs announced its new Five Point Program for the

70's on January 12, 1972.

Inasmuch as the Bureau of Indian Affairs has deemed it necessary to

change itspolicies, as stated in their new approach for the 70's,

inherent that programs be implemented_foxLcoordinaticM policy between

Office of Education and the Bureau. It would be more advantageous if

the Office of Education would, whenever feasible, direct its educational

program where they would co-relate with the new federal polidy.

The new Bureau policy is geared to provide reservation - interest jobs

at all levels. Whenever requiring training, the Office of Education should

consider a coordinated effort with the Bureau to best achieve this goal.

keeping in mind, however, that this job training.for reservation economy
. 4

improvement does not conflict with an individualts.cwn career choice.

Whenever feasible.he Office of Education should be gearod.to the new

directions the Bureau'is iimplementing, ii-oviding job training -and educatiohal

assistance whenever programmed for reservation development. .

534.0112 0 . V4 .23
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THE' INDIAN AND CIVIL RIGHTS

The dilemma-of enforcing the Civil Rights Act of1064 in Native

reservation'or'non-reservation communities will confront the Congress and

courts with new challenges. The American and Alaskan Natives civil rights

have been established by treaties, statutes, and executive order as well as

the Federal constitution. The question of equal jurisdiction is complicated

by what supercedies treaty, statute, or executive order.

Indian reservations were created -by the aforementioned decision documents.

There is ample evideire to suggest that the states may nothave legal jurisdiction.

over civil rights of Native people on reservations. However, the Federal

Government has delegated some responsibilities and powerssuch.as health

service and school attendance to the states. There are some obvious contra-

dictions in existing law which will have to be clarified.

Jurisdiction becomes an important issue whri self - determination is

applied to reservation sch ools. Compliance. with Title II.of the Civil

Rights Act W-1964-is -fast beaming a critical concern for federal agencies

and Native people. All-Indian schools, which are segregated school buildings,
I -

no doubt will cause delays and obstacles for self-determination should the

Federal Government.attempt to enforce those portions of the Civil Rights Act

of 1964 which require desegration.

Native people throughout this nation are striving for control of the

affairs which affect their lives. There is ample evidence to suggest that

the Federal Govermnent will embark upon a calculated plan to desegregate

public schools serving Native children. Public schools located on reservations

could be seriously affected by the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and enforcement

by the Justice Department. Before the federal government puisues a policy
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of desegregating schools serving Native children, the Congress of the

United States and the federal'courts must clarify legal questions'on

conflicting statutes and treaty rights of AmeriCan and Alaskan Natives.

Thereis confusion in some Native communities as tewhether the

_Federal Government.has a trust responsibility to Native people who do not

reside on a reservation. Numerous court decisions have been rendered and

there seems to be no clear understanding as to whether the failure of the

governleent to honor this responsibility is based on treaty, statute or,

policy. The mounting pressures exerted by urban Natives to be,eligible

:"for identical services as reservation Natives suggests this is a policy of the

Federal Goverersent and can be changed. This further coMplicatem,the civil

sights of Native people living off reservations. Which jurisdiction will

/
apply?

There are clear understandings and expectations of civil rights and Title

V1 when federal funds are used by educational institutions to serve Native

citizens. Report after report indicate that Native people have been discriminated

against by public schools, state and federal agencies, colleges, universities,

and profit or non-profit organizations who receive federal funds under the

guise of providing services to American and Alaskan Natives. ComplianCe with

Title VI and the use of federal funds Must be immediately accelerated to

insure Native citizens equal protection and opportunity under the law.

ADULT- EDUCATION REDEFINED

The concept of adult education has last its vitality because of stereo

typic images that have emerged from countless narrowly conceived programs.

The Subcommittee perceived a need for an innovative; revitalized adult
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education for Native communities. 'The redefined approach to
q
adult education

, -. .- ..

would-include'b6th general and vocational education opportunities for people

beyond secondary schoql-age levels. The expanded adult program would include
.-

- schillarShip finds which would enable interested,persons to obtain training
1.

. .

necessary for new job-entry skills or to upgrade existing skills.
. . .

. .
Thershortcaiings, prdblems, and despair with traditional adult

education programt are reflected in the following representative statements

by.Subconwittee members: .

-- The greatest failure in education is in the
education of-the Indian adult. This failure is princieally
the inability,to-generate adequate funds. to carry out
meaningful programs. Periodically;Ahd-bureau of Ihdian--

. , Affairs.becames disturbed at the failure of programs
designed weducate-Indien adoltsard'they open the faucet

. and allot/ a few drops to tackle forth: -There has'never-"

been and there does not appear in the future, any sustained
and massive adult education. It is utterly ridiculous to
have a successful adult edudation program,such as that
presently operating at Nav jo Community College ad&ndit
be able to find'adequate unds to atrium& to support
it on a continuing basi . The goverment ha; too many
programs-of a "denionsttation" naturVehidt allow; innovations
to be, realized but there are inadequate programs/and funds
sealable to sustaiii the successful demonstration programs
a a consinuing,basis.

I personally am omnpletely =winced that-there would have
been Indian control over Indian educatiOn SO years sooner
if there had been a successful program-to involve adult
Indians in adult education. I sometimes think the exclusion
of the adult Indian from many meaningful educational programs
was deliberate because as long as he knew little or nothing
about educatidti he was in a weaker position with regard to
demanding a voice in control of education.

This csunth was founded on the principie that an educated
electorate was essential for successful democracy. Never-
theless, we fail to make any effort, anclidhat is even worse,
we today continue to fail to make any effort or to deblop
needed massive programs in adaltaducation for the American
and Alaskan Natives.
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;- TOO often in those few.pliCes-where we do have adult
education we think of.it merely as an illtteracy
program or program in which we are trying Wscrub
the Older Native peOpItInto acting and thinking like
white people. These pig:stems generate little interest
in Native peopleendwe use their failure as >Jr defense-
of *O. adult. education has not been effective. .

. . t.

-- The keys to success of any eduCational program are mainly
tbe determination of the content of the progres to be
madk,by. the Iddiawthemselves. and the freedom and
-resources to-dirrvout the programs so identified. Ica
often we use outside experts'who have advanced degrees
from illustrious colleges.and universities in determining
the scope arid-Content of our adult education efforts.
We then implant these programs on the Indian reservations and
act-surprised when.they fail. The-only successful. approach .

wauld be.forAhe*hmlians themselves to determine the scope
andcOntent of the-adbit education they want then to provide

thed-with the resources and freedom to ca out those programs,
These principles. of course, apply to all facets of education
and account for the ma* failures we have in'Indian education
because we depend too often on the professional expert rather
than on the people and students to be served for our direction,
guidance and control. .

-- Adult education was not one of the Committee's major or minor
discusston items. That is symptomatic of the concern generated
for the subject. -There is just very little concern for the
educatiorc of'adults -- Indian or not -- in this society.

-- Adequate funding levels are not the only solution. There is
a desperate need for imaginative programs. The solution to

. that problem is the heart of this report. Let-the Indian
create the programs that satisfies his needs! -

VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONAN ADDED DIMENSION -,

VocationalMducation is important in Peehcan socilety because it provides
".=

a means by which individuals can-learn skills that give them a productive

place in the society and a means to share in its g/ss national produtt.. For

/. a.

sometime, stereotype statements about "Indiansberng good with-their hands"

'"Ted well - meaning educators to prescribe vocational education for Native

students. Unfortunately, vocational education carries a stigma of being-

"second class" and vocational education programs offered toNative students.
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were often inappropriate in terms of the actual jab market. Tor exaegile, ite
,--,I .

sone areas of the country metiers of Native people,have been trained Ai'Weiders

when there w tvally no demand. As a result,- ,vocational education received

a bad n among NatiVS people.mat . ' - .

.

.

bNevertheiess,.there is a real need for vocational educiiion among Native
. .

people. This, training should be aimed'at enabling` -them Amprove their

own housing and living cceditiois on reservations and to take advantage of 4

em ployment. opportunities both on and off reservations. TOO often the ;laming 0,

of vocational educationahas not bad sufficient involvement of Native people

in the planning process. However, local Native involvement alone-is ndt

enough. Well-planned vocational education programs require liaison relation-
' !..

ships with buiiness, labor and industry. .Vocational educatioA in its
7.

broadest sehse is of growing impOrtlike in American society because of its

opportunities to learn proddctive.skills. Native'people need to share in

these opportunities. .

The redefined adult education which cavern a broad array of educational

opportunities, templed with support plans which enable Native people to take

advantage of the opportunities, holds promise for the future,- Adult education
. .

.

programs that offer little more than basic education will eventually fail

becaUie they do not offer enough: Basic education plus vocational training

programs that lead to employment opportunity mist be madelailable to all

Native people who might perceive themselves is having finished their formal

educaiion.

SPECIAL EDUCATION

The experiences of the Subcommittee umbers tended to-indicate that'

pver one-third of Native elementary\and secondary students had problems
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that require spr.ial educational programs. Native education has 4et kept

pace in terms of providing special programs for the handicapped and the

socially or emotionally disturbed. That-Subcommittee felt that this phase

of education is in need of further study and will probably became an

important new emphasis in the future. When one looks at the achievement

record of Native Children, the need for programs that deal with special

learning,and behavior. difficulties (SLED) the need is overwhelming. There

is clearly a need for studies to determine the special education needs of

Native children.

FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR NATIVE EDUCATION

The Subcommittee discussed the various sources of support for Native

education. It did. not have the time or the resources, to collect the data

necessary for an analysis that would yield.specific recommendations on funding

leveli, and distribution formulas. The Subcommittee has a general concern for

the overall level of funding froth all sources anckfor the impiicationi of

funds being administered by seieral-federal agencies.
.

*Thaconcerns, fOr the overall level of funding ceniered:iround the

educational imoliCations of the federal- hiring; freeze and cutback policies.

lbe federal hiring freeze caused vacancies in federal schools to go unfilled

and required trnsfers of people who were not always qualifiedto fill the

needed professional eduCational ;40. The Subccumittee understands the need

to control inflation, but.mas not. convinced that jt should be done at the.

expense of education for Nati* children. Hence, the consensus that'federal

support for Native education should he adequate to meet basic and'specil1 needs.
.

The Subcommittee agreed upon Jamalistudy of the man'enr in which

funds for Native education are accessed.' The primary concern in this area
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was the need for grantsmanship skills in order to get grants for special

education projects. Those tribes which have more resources and political

expertise tend to fare better in obtaining discretionary federal funds.

The Subcammitlee agreed that an agency which would coordinate sources of

funds for Native education would enable Native communities to develop

more comprehensive educational Opportunities for adult, special, vocational,

and other aspects'of education. .The establishment of this agency could

also provide for bettei policy control by Native people as to who would

be the recipients of federalineony for Native education. Further study

and deliberation are needed. .
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION ABOUT

Tribe:

SUBCOMMITTEE MEMBERS.
Will Antell, Chairman

.White Earth Chippewa

Director of Indian Education
Minnesota State Department of EducatiOn

-B.S. Degree, Social Science Education,
Bemidji State College, Bemidji, Minnesota
M.S. Degree, Social Science, Mankato
State College, Mankato, Minnesota
-Doctoral Candidate, Educational Administration,
University of Minnesota.
-Nine years teaching and coaching experience
in public schools.

-Four years administrative experience,
Minnesota State Department of Education.

Present Position:

Background in education:

Alonzo T. Spang, Vice Chairman

Tribe: Northern Cheyenne

Present Position: Superintendent, Northern Cheyenne Agency,
Lame Deer, Montana

Background in education: -B.S. Degree, Counseling and Psychology,
Eastern Montana College, Billings, Montana
-M.A. Degree, Counscling, Arizona State
University', 'Nmpe,-Arizona.
-Doctoral Candidate, Education, Arizona,
State University, Tempe,. Arizona,
-Two years teaching experience in public
school.
7We years teaching in federal Indian schools.
-Fiore years of higher education administra-
tive and teaching experience at Arizona
State University, Cook Christian Training
School, Navajo Costimity College, 'and
University of Montana.
-One year of administrative experience as'

i"
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Tribe:

Present Position:

John Borbridge: Jr.

Tlingit

President and Chairman of the Board
Sealaska Corporation, Juneau. Alaska .

-B.A. Degree, Political Science, University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
-Graduate work at University of Washington
and University of Nickiigan.
-Six years of teaching experience in public
schools.
-Six years of teaching experience in
boarding high schools and junior colleges.
-Five years of administrative experience in
Alaska Native Public Health Service and
Central Council of the Tlingit and Maids
Indians of Alaska.

-Member*, Alaska State Board of Education.

Background in education`:

Ned A. Hatathli

Tribe: Navajo

Present Position: President, Navajo Corona nity College
Many Farms, Arizona

Background in education: -11.S. Degree, Northern Arizona University,
Flagstaff, Arizona.
-Graduate work, University of Colorado.
-Honorary Doctor of Laws Degree, Eastezn
Michigan University, Ypsilanti, Michigan.
-Twenty years of administrative experience.

Overton James

Present Position:

Background in education:

9S

Chickasaw

Administrator, Indian Education Division,
Oklahoma State Department of Education
and Governors Chickasaw Nation.

-B.A. Degree, Education, Southeastern State
College, Durant, Oklahoma.
-M.A. Degree, Education, Southeastern State
College, Durant, Oklahoma.
-Ten years teaching and coaching experience
in public schools.
"-Seven years administrative experience.
Oklahoma State Department of Education.
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Linda St. Peter

Tribe: Wai/aki-Wintun

Present Position: Student

Background in education: -Education student at Eastern Montana

College. billings, Montana

John Rainer, Jr.

Tribe: Taos Pueblo-Creek

Present Position: Studenand Counselor in General College,
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah

Background in education: -8.A. Degree. Music Theory, Brigham Young
University, Provo, Utah,
-Masters Degree Candidate, Guidance and
Counseling, Brigham Young University,
Provo, Utah.
-One year teaching experience in general
college.

Tribe:

Present Position:

Background in education:

418

Jon C. Wade

Santee Sioux

Education Specialist, B.I.A.. Aberdeen
Area Office, Aberdeen; South Dakota

-B.S. Degree, Education, Northern State
College, Aberdeen, South, Dakota,
44.A, Degree, 14athematics University of
South Dakota, Vermillion, South Dakota.
-Doctoral Candidate, Educational Administration,
University of Minnesota.
-One year teaching experience in public school,
three years in BIA school.
-Three years riitrative experience as
State Dire or of Indian Education, South
-Dakota; ree years in Bureau of Indian
Affairs:
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Dave-Warren

Tribe: - Santa Clara Pueblo-Chippewa

Present Position: Director, Research and Cultural Studies
Center, Institute of American Indian
Arts, ianta Fe,. NewMexico

Background in education: -B.A. Degree, University of Hew Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
44.A. Degree, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
-Ph.D. Degree, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NewMexico.
:ha years-teaching experience in puBlic
schools.
-Six years of higher education teaching at
University of Nebraska, Oklehomi State
University, and University of New Mexico.
-Seven years of administration experience
in Air Force, Peace Corps.' and Bureau of
Indian Affairs.

The Subcommittee received staff assistance from Mr. James Bearghost, :

Mandan-Arikara, Assistant Executive Director of the National Ceuecilon

Indian Opportunity.

Subcommittee Activities

In performance of the duties described in the general and specific

charges and in accordance with the approved guidelines, the Subcommittee

engaged in the following calendar of activities:

Activity: Organizational Meeting

Date: February 2S-26, 1971

Place: Washington, DI.C.

Purposes: -Orientation to Subcommittee roles and responsibilities by
Vice President Agnew and NCIO staff.
-Hear report on Havighurst Study by Dr. Estelle Fuchs.
-Hear. report on Even Chance ny mafr-rud0TSrRrIxosard-----
Bear King.
-Hear report on Kennedy-Mondale bill by Tom Susman and
Forrest Girard.
-Hear report on Bureau of Indian Affairs education progress
by George Scott.
-Hear report on Performance Contracting and Drop-Out
Prevention by Henry W. See, Joel Kay. and Fran Tarkington.

-Hear report on U.S. Office of Education programs by
Helen Stheirbeck.
-Hear report on Indian Calamity Center by Midhael Gross.
-Hear report on Ramah and Wind River Projects by Michael Gross.
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-Hear report on Rocky Boy Project by Indian school
board members.
-Election of (Miriam and Vice-Chairman

Activity: General Committee Meeting

March 7-8, 1971

Place: Kansas City, Missouri

Purposes: -Meeting with Indian members of NCIO
-Clarifications of Subcommdttee's procedural statement
and budget.
-Hear testimony from native leaders from throughout the
country on self - determination.
-Hear"Vice President Agnew's statement on President's
Message of July 8, 1970.

ACtivity: Role of Subcommittee

Date: May 10, 1971

Place: Washington, D. C.

Purposes: -Chairman meetingwithWCD3 staff and Indian wasters of
NCIO to iron out difficulties in fulfilling responsibilities
of Subcommittee.

Activity: Working Session

Data: May 24 -25, 1971

Place: Portland, Oregon

Purposes: - Reported concerns and progress of Subcommittee to
John Rainer, Sr. and Julia Vadala.
- Completed work on Procedural Statement.
-Set meeting dates for next two sessions.

Activity: Hearings on Indian Education Program in California

Date:

Place:

420

July 30%31, 1971

San Francisco, California

ffrcu of
Education by Colleen Reimer.
-Hear report on Bureah of Indian Affairs education
programs in California ky James Hawkins.
-Hear report on Bureau of Indiin Affairs education programs,
Indian control and Indian self-determination by
James Hawkins.
*-Hear report on D.Q.U. by James Racine.
-Hear report on returning lands to native people by
Grim Thorpe.
-Hear report on "Task Force Report on Indian Educatiatin,
U.S. Office of Education by John Driscoll.
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Activity: Hearings on Indian Wucltion

Date: August 27-28, 1971

Place: Denver, Colorado

Purposes: -Near report on United Scholarship Service by Tillie Walker.
-Hear report on native education on the Wind River
Reservation by Larry:Murray.
-Hear report on Problems of Johnson O'Malley Program in
Wm Mexico by- Willard Scott, Myron Jones, Seferino Tenorio,
and Bernard Koyote. -

-Hear report on U.S. Denver Regional Office of Education by
Leroy Sevenson, Jill Kincaid,-John Rork,. Rudolph J. Him's,
and Charles Emery.

Activity: Hearings on Federal Agency Indian Education Programs

Date: September 29-30, 1971

Place: Washington, D. C.

Purposes: -Near progress reports on U.S. Office of Educations'
program on Indian education by Helen Scheirbecleand
Dick Hayes.
-Near progress report'on Bureau of Indian Affairs .

education program. by Janes Hawkins and George Scott.
-Hear report on Indian Health Service Programs by
Dr. George Blue Spruce.
-Hear report on Advisory Committee to Bureau of Indian
Affairs education programs by Dan Nonahni.
-formulate plans for preliminary report.

Activity: Progress Reportof Subcoamittee

Date:- October 27-28, 1971

Place: Portland, Oregon

Purpose: -Presentation of progress report to Indian Council members
of NCIO by James Bearghost,.John Borbridge, Jr., and
Jon C. Wade.

Activity: Planning Session

Date: January 4-3, 1972

Place: St. Paul, Minnesota

Purpose: -Prepared topics, assignments, and time schedule for
report to the Chairman. Dave Warren, James Bearghost,
and Will Antell attended the meeting.
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Activity: Hearings anIndian Education in Florida

Date: January 19-21, 1972

Place: Miami, Florida

Purposes: -Working Session of Subcommittee
-On site visitation of Miccosukee Schools, Indian controlled.

Activity: Working Session on Preliminiry Report

Date: February if -14, 1972

Place: St. Paul, Minnesota

Purposes: -Assiimakiii of specific topics to members of Subcommittee
by Will Antell, and preparation of budget allocations
for consultants to members of Subcommittee:
-Members prepared preliminary writing assignments.
-Subcommittee evaluated writing assignments.
-Set time table for Preliminary Report to be presented
to Indian members of NCIO

Activity: CoMplete Preliminary Report

Date: March 9-11, 1972

Place: St. Paul, Minnesota

Purposes: -Collected all, papers by members of Subcommittee
and their consultants.
-Completed preliminary report.

Activity: Reporting and Planning Session

Date: March 21-23, 1972

Place: San Diego, California

Purposes: -Presented Preliminary Report to Indian members of
NCI).
-Planned First Report to the President of the United States.

Activity: . Hearinasselative Student Education

Date: April 24-26, 1972

Place; 'Gallup, New Mexico

Purposes: -Visited schools under local Indian control (Ranh,
Rough-Rock, and Navajo Community College).
.Hearings on Gallup-McKinley County, Chinle, and
8 Zuni Public Schools
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Activity: Field visits for Native Education

Date: May 22-23, 1972

Place: Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Purposes: -Hearn report of Department of Public Instruction and
JON Programs.
-pear report of BIA at Musk**, Assistant Area Director
of Education.
-Hear report of BIA at Anadarko, Assistant Area Director
of Education.
-On site visitation to BIA boarding schools.

Activity: Reporting and Planning Session
0

Dates: June 4-6, 1972

;0011Place: Washington, D. C.

Purposes: -Orientation by Commissioner of USOE concerning advisory
role of Special Education Subcommittee. ,

- Presentation -of USOE programs by Deputy Camsissioner.

Activity: Status Report to Indian Members of NCI)

Dates: June 14. 1972

Place: Washington, D. C.

'Purpose: -Progress Report to Indian Members of NCB).

Activity: Report Preparation Session

Dates: ,;,June 29-30, 1972

Place: Duluth, Minnesota

Purpose: -Reaction and revision of preliminary report. Dave Warren,
James Bearghost and Will Antell attended the meeting.

Activity: Hearings on Indian Education in Alaska

Date: July 10-12. 1972

Mace: Juneau andAnchorage

Purpose: -Presentationi by State Department of Education, Native
Alaskan organizations and federal officials to acquaint
Subcommittee with educational circumstance-of Alaskan
natives present and future.
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Activity: Working Seision on PreliminaryReport

Date: August 26-27, 1972

/lace: Denver, Colorado

Purposes: -Review of progress of report by Subcommittee.
-Review of operating budgets with NIEA.
-Suggestions for indepth analysis of USOE programs
for Indian Education.

-Activity: Progres, Report of SUb:ommittee*

Date: August 30, 1972

Place: Washington, D. C. .

Purpose: -Presentation of final draft of report to Indian Council
Members of NCIO by Jim Bearghosz and John Borbridge.
Sulacoamittee received approval and instructions to
proceed.

Activity: Review of the Final Report,

cpate: No4eMber 1-3, 1972

Place: Seattle, Washington

Purposes: -Complete review of final report.
-Plan procedure for presentation to the National Council
of Indian Opportunity.

I
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Toward Economic Development for Native
American Continuities

Part I: DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS AND PROBLEMS

A STATISTICAL PROFILE. OF THE 'INDLUIT: THE LACKr OF NUMBERS

By STSPIINN A. Litilitt:0111*

FOREWORD

. UMW planning and,rsecattenof geograinsmaMbe
bibbed ore secants- Information current ecoaesele and
mufti *WU*n and change* la these bans over time. Stephen
A. Lingerie points our that' inch Male *mar not stellshio with
respect to the American Indians. Inanimation complied on a reserve-
den bails was more adequate a haridred years ego than * le et
pretreat. davit. the tact that over this period Federal aspenditoses_
dor Indian programs have risen frent-$7 inWion to pedalo ENE mit.
Hen (boom knows*. meet total), and the somber of Indians ander
Federal jurisectida has risen from-200,000 to neadr ORM After
aricribing and analawIng this enrrintiack of imilormetdom, Lenges*
prevents a detailed ontlinsitor Ain tiforsoadorret handbook on the
Ammeters Indians deidened * vide the embank and 1340 date
iehich are esentlei to say development program ,.

Introduction -

The purpose of this paperlis to point out the absence of adequate
statistical information on the American Indian and the need for such
information by the Federal:Government, the various States, the tribes
themselves and the private °maid:cations active in the field. In the
Library, of Congress Main Catalog there areunder the. heading
Indiana North Asterical2 drawers of cards. Twelve drawers con-

. tam ,ap ro mately 18000 cards and of this number only 16 cards are
a I1 cards under the subheading

Census. -Yet under the subheadings 'Pottery and Legends there are 103
for the former and 314 for- the latter. -1.Inder the subheadings Popula-
tion and Income there are no cards at all. The only reason for this
observation is to point out that a person with an interest in the Ameri-
can Indian can get much more information on subjects such as pottery
and legends than be can ou the income, educational attainment,
land, etc., of the American Indian today.

In any discussion concerning statistical information about the Amer-.

O lean Indian, hi problems, and progress, one of the prime sonrcet of an-ti, formation would-seem. to be the Annual Report of the Commissioner of-
00 L'Aipmeg cOs India Ail' GoverA a d flea it Itedoareh DM.

61414111.4141141=arirlagtei 61471e t of the Interior, Bureau
of Indian (Lairs on the Sadler) is not s c in public libraries

cpbemuse-
(I) there is no program to circulate such items to the libraries and (2) it

is not combined in one publication that could be pm ted at the Government-
= * Printing-OM* sad seat to depositary libraries.
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Indiaii Mail?. One hundred years ago--1269the Animal Report of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, E. S. Parker, was published in
book form and contained 019 pages of information. The report in-
cluded a 42-page statement by. -the Cothinaioner concerning general
problems, policy decisions during the year., and a summary of the
situation at venous field jurisdictions, then xlehtified_ as: Was
Oregon, -California, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, New Mexico, Colorado,

Idaho, Montana, Dakota, the Northern Superintendency
(Nebraska), tip Central Superintendency (Kansas, Indian Toritory)

west of Arkansas Independent Agencies, end Indians Not Embraced
the Southern (Indian country south. of Komi' and

in Any Agency.- ollowing the Commissioner's statement are reports
from each agency, some miscellaneous reports concerning Indians, and
a section on statistics (in addition to local statistics given throughout
the report) .34. pages long, containing 'detailed tables on _pomlation.
educalion, apiculture trust funds, trust land sales; and titlee of
the U.S. Government..

In contrast the latest.. available Annual Report of the Colitmis-
sioner 1 -1967 at ..this writing contains 15" pages (double spaced)
including approximately. six pages of pictures. Statistical tables
(two-thirds of one page) =dude (1) is erds by Indian Claims Coin-
Mission, (2) Budget, Department of the Interim; Bureau of India
Affairsrand (3) Income from Mineral and Surface Leasing of Indian
Lands. Of course, the Bureau publishes separate reports that en-
com other subjects, for example: U.S. Indian Population and
L.nd; Statistics Concerning Indian Education; etc., but the popula-`
tion statistics are seven years old, those for land are six years olds
and those for education are twp years old.** The Bateau of Indian
'Affairs complies 'various statistical reports but they are 'either for
administrative use pay or ittsoine cases, not anent enough for
effective use. An example is the Summary of ReservationDsvelopossi
Studies) a continuing y, begun `;In responie40 a growing aware-
ness of the need for more reliable harem and naturid...rosouroOk
data *. Other publications such airthe Annual Statistical Sus-
'nary * compiled by the Branch of Employment Assistance and the
Annual Report-on Indian Lands' would be VI mach more value to the -
entire Fedfral Government_ structure, the' Indians 'and private or-
genizatioge if they were (1 ulishedNpt, __hen (2) in a_ einoe.AohA.
different from; and (3) covered the same period -of time.

These observations are not intendedee an indictment of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, tut to illustrate'thatit is oonsiderabbressier for a,
L_ *There is a septet with statistics up to 1010,30, 19613, but ibis is ovitietiP for
limited use shiest the Older pubileatiost retarrod to is soot in answer: to mows
ott Wise bad.

*nib report coves Indian students. It' dose act provide intimation ea the
education of the Iodise' labor brae whisk would be via modal. .

Atlas. annul v. Cosaudoket jadlas Again made to
Firtigeau amt Mgt& Cass Aida 1 ; lipeet tram the Caw

We, A1.1mtattuas),somlbe: Is War
$004.101 "Mostly No lab eeiattsshrtthrel=1: =AO,

St Comarto hoeilm lesaitims, float Tow Intl Hauptleterela touter,
iteThr000 onftfiklMost AmIst: Assisi

-1171147:4 nibs, Abbot Ammo mews ea mean sane nit 4114, et a
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researcher to study the 'conditions of tht_Aniartcan ndian 100 sears
Igo than it is to study conditions today. The mformation neededetodgr
as scattered mom te and in some caset, unavailable, nonexistent,; A-,*Palast. er understandable that the Bureau of Indian

airsstatistic to is geared to the Bureau's Mai needs and Iiiiiited.
by available funds and staff: But there is a real need for more complete
and current information throughout the government.

In Mama port one of the (Meat sources of information was the annual
report of each wog -superintendent that appeared, in the Bureau
Annual gepotts during the 1800's. Agency reports were a primary
source providing a "bird's aye" view of the reservation, and any
problems the Indians might have had, but the publication of such

. reports was discontinued,early in this century. The absence of such
reports today prevent, the study'of a given reservationand the exist-. i conditions--over s period of years. Whatever information is avail-
a by agency, Is generally found in congressional studies.

the comparative.informational picture-1989 and 1889 --iii
mind, wealth' point out that in 869 the ture of the Bureau o

-Indian Affairs_ Was_fiL042.921. ev ApDroxi92 7 km
it

mg
289 778 .un r the lion of die

overnment. ifril veer 1969. . contrast!, t urersi-of
ma n is a' '---v ' " tk $2501000/090, OW stal-

e . ut 300,000 Indians Iiving__on trust
In addition the De .aitment orfleidth

91.17*Yr-71Wrr L'..r =7,7. '71.711 ItfICIDAPTI:11 ..-Lal_ilin .14. - a

$4, . ce o , . nonnc i rtumty,1 4 I 1 I .. ,4I . . .

1101113C. poen. Administration Small Business Administration,
. Department of Ho and Urban Development, Farmers Home

Administration, Rural ectrifcation Administration, Forest Service
Bureau of Fisheries and Wildlife, Bureau of Commercial Fish:
erisi,. U.S. logical Survey, and the Department of Labor Man-

wer,Development sad Trrniiig Act) gne44aavallyan additional
re In

aafrir)w Tim it'IrT17777WItil 1 , , 0 ,0
7:717 r/.71,t'IT777717/7111=i7r,:mwrmirmfrInn

If rrn 1 y myosin 7 to o , tun u , , , , . accurate , ormatron on
mentions ak largo t and unemployment.. average

, n . . ula-
tertet a .,_. _In re : ureau o n . , elm

does-hot have a , organizatidp that can provide the Congress
with such up-tood- ate information and Congress, as a result, has been
forced to undertake much of the basic research necessary.to legislative
action in the'field of Indian affairs' . The only alternative for the Con-
gress is to contras itself with statistics that are, in many cases, five,
as, twenty, br wore Tear. old, and often incomplete and inaccurate.
rm. result of this bblem is a lack of continuity of statistical informs-
Hon on the conditions of tip American Indian. Therefore there is no
sound basis for comparison to determine the increase or decrease of
even problems or 'mdeedir=aproventent or lack of improvement in I
the economy of Indisa

The Bureau of the Censue_publishes rather detailed information on /
indiend every *ode, but as the Bureau of Indian Affairs points out IL- /

4DINA. MR Maim reiwkno aim" Soma i 3. 'e 427
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Because the enunierlion districts for the Decennial Census do
not generally match reservation boundaries, and trust laud may
be scattered in some areas, the Bureau cannot use Census data
for estimating and planning for potential service requirements.

In discussing the general Census, the Bureau of Indian Affairs ,toted
that:

The count of Indians in the 1960 Decennial Census was the
most accurate since 1930, when all persons were asked if they
were Indian and additional questions were asked of those who
said they were Indian. In 1940 and 1950 enumerators did not
ask questions about race and used their own judgment. This
resulted in many undercounts, espftially large cities, and
in counties and states without Federal Reservations where the
scattered Indian iiopulation was not generally recognized and
recorded.

In 1960 people in postal areas received enumeration sheets by
mail on which they recorded the basic information about them-
selves, including race. In non-postal areas enumerators were
instructed to ask questions about race. The result was a higher
count of Indians than ever before.

The major problem encountered in using -Census Bureau statistics
is that the Federal Government Indian program does not extend to
all persons of Indian ancestry but only to those under the jurisdiction
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Another related problem that has been
a question for generations is "Who or what is an Indian?" Neither
the Congress nor the Executive Branch has defined Indian other than
for the purpose of a specific piece of legislation. An "Indian" can be a
person with anywhere from a drop of Indian blood to a full-blood in
the present confusion over definition. For example, there are people
recognized by the Federal Government as Indians, others recognized
by the various States, and others by the Census Bureau. As another
example of the confusion, the Bureau of Indian Affairs publication
on Indian land and-popnlation carried a covering memo stating:

iBecause of differences in definitions and in the wording and
timing of requests for population data, there has been wide
variation in statements about Indian population. This has some-

led to misunderstandings. To prevent such misunder-
standing, the data in this publication should be used throughout
the Bureau for public statements and- replies to information
requests until later figores are available and officially distributed.

During the 85th Congress, the House Interior Committee published
a study on the American Indian' and pointed out that during the
study it had encountered the same problem of definition:

Another aspect of the committee study included an analysis
of expgnditures by the various state governments for assistance
to Indians. In drafting the questionnaire directed to state officials,
the committee again encountered one of the most perplexing
questions in this field: Who is an Indian?. Various Federal laws
define an Indian for the purpose of the legislation itself and Fed-
eral Government agencies are not in agreement concerning the
recipients of services provided by them to variously defined

Presto* Relations of Om Palma Governimed io the Americo* Committee
Pilot 14m as. 940 p.
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"Indians." 'Discussion of the term "Indian" follows.] This is a
general racial definition of the people known as "Indians";
however, the ,problem at the moment is. who are "Indians"
for the purpose of supplying services to these people by the Fed-
eral and State Government? .

The Committee then went on to point out that the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare

considers an individual to be an Indian "lithe is regarded as an
Indian by the community in which he lives as evidenced by such
factors as membership in a tribe, residence on tax-exempt land,
ownership of restricted property, and active participation in
tribal affairs."

For the purpose of a State receiving financial assistance for Indian
education, the Code OiFederal Repletion* required % or inure Indian
blood: For the purpose of eligibility for cattle loans the reqnirement
was membership in a tribe end or more Indian blood. However,
under the regulations concerning law and order any person of Indian
descent and a member of a recognized tribe was considered an Indian.
The. Indian Rtforganization Act of 1934 (48 Stat..984) authorizes the
tribes themselves to define "Indian" for purposes of triballitember-
ship. In contacting States with large Indian populations the Com-
mittee found 'that two States accepted the individual's opinion, four
used the "recognition in the community" approach, Alaska required
% Indian blood, five accepted residence on a reservation, and one

, used the Census Bureau definition. The Committee concluded its
discussion concerning the definition of Indian with a statement that
is undoubtedly as accurate today aeit was then:

The definition of "Indian" presents one of the most difficult
ernsiktin field-of Indian affairs and no doubt accounts for

many of the inconsiitencien In _various data supplied to tie
committee. Altke4b anaged in use the terna751-
dians,?* by ipying the many aiid.vaiiedreCnitions we perceive

kaleidoscope' of ever.changing groups. This'acrowitilor miuo
g.f the frustrations RA ,diffettities in dealing: Indian kip,-
latioN

The research done over the years, by the Commas, to obtain
adequate information on areas, within the field of Ii idian affairs, of
legislative concern, has been eiwried on with the committee staffs
available and the assistance of Library of Congress staff, as needed.
As far back as 1904 when Charles J. 'fiapplera Senate Indian
Affairs Committee staff membercompiled the first two volumes of
his four volume publication, Indian Laws ern/ Treaties, the very same
informational problem *silted. The introduction to Kappler's Volume
I states that

aw accurate compilation of the treaties, laws, executive orders,
and other matters relating to Indian affairs, from the organization
of the Goveriunent to the present time, has been urgently needed
for many _years, and its desirability has been repeatedly empha-
sized by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in his annual reports
to the Congreez.."

I' 1.51.. Metre Linn one Thaties. 11111b Cower. $11 meolook. . Senate Document Do.
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In the Sabi Congress when the "compilation" it was published, the
Thins* Interior Committee pointed out that it 'Ind

ian* recognized the need for gathering into one compilation all
available important statistical information relative to the Indians
under the committee jurisdiction and the laws affecting such
Indians.

In 1952 when the revised compilation Is was published the Committee
stated that

Congress wants information on the blistery of the special legisla-
tion' affecting the several tribes, and statistical information re-
aarding the effects of this legislation and the policies pursued
Under it, on the social and economic progress and welfare of the
tribes themselves.

During the 85th Congress (1958) there was some concern about
the diminishing Indian land base. The Senate Interior Committee
found that "detailed statistics on the extent of Indian trust land dis-
posals were not available in Washington" and undertook an extensive
research project entitled Indian Land Tramactietae." The problem
was again pointed out in 1959 when the House Interior Committee
published a study " on Government-Indian relations and statedthat

In past years the Congress has been frequently handicapped by
the lack of available up-to-date and accurate information re-
lating to the various problems within the vast field of Indian
Affairs.

Another extensive study was made in 1959 by the Senate Interior
Committee on the Indian heirship land problem it and the Chairman
stated that his

Intention was to make available to the members of this Com-
mittee a detailed analysis of the problem which could be used
in drafting corrective legislation.

The Congress has relied heavily on its own staff, with some assist-
ance from the Library of Congress staff to carryout extensive studies
on specific issues before the Congress. However, in each case, the staff
starts from "scratch" and must contact pertinent 'Government
ageficies, tribes, individuals, Indian interest organizations, and, after
collecting the basic data, proceed to the analysis. This has Leen mostly
a "one-shot" approach since neither the congressional committees nor
the Library of Congress has the staff necessary for continuous data
collection, analysis, and publication. The following citations indicate
the depth of research and the span of subject matter that the Congress
has covered in the field of Indian nffairs:'
1904 58th Congress, 2d Session. Senate. Committee on Indian

Affairs. Charles J. Kappler. Indian Moira: Laws and Treaties.
Vol. I. (Laws, 1162 p.). Vol. II. (ties, 1099 p.). Senate
Document 319.

it Noose. 81st Cowles, 24 seados. Committal. on Public Laois. Subcommittee on ImilauAtC o m p li s s i o u o a m o r a l . ; p
a

tto tha 1.141a at Si mow awes sod elm Tyr.
Atom of Atargs,I Citotello-Lrig. Tram** Affselkse Rua Widow, 18.IMO. Sala No. W. 1110 p.

toesiiimi te NOON Wff3a3330110 to 13* MOW Rasoktitess Loaborisiog Ote
**Noose. 821 nessiou.._Comdttse ea laltator Inds, Alain, Scab.

camalittaa staler sad heautaTAfflotra to CouNoet Asessilpoidos of Ma Nome elimam ars. nopat_idele Wu 1ST espssal Wm),
Zarrranidaemongraime paLlirir 5.14 lassiar Again. 1.2111

a See tooloolo L p. 4.
Seams. Mb Perms. SO Swim. gomm4itoo 03 OM UMW Main. SadismBdr Lemillerm. Committee Pilot. 3 oak. p. I.
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1913 62d Congress. 2d Session. Senate; Committee on Indian
Affairs. Charles J. Happier. Indian Affairs: Laws and Treaties.
Vol. Ill. (Laws). Semite Document No. 719. 798 p.

1929 70th Congress, 1st Session. Senate. eoinmittee on Indian
, Affairs. Charles J. Happier. Indian Affairs: Uwe and Treaties.

(Laws). Senate Document No. 53. 1406 p.
1050 81st Congress, 2d Session. House. Committee on Public

Lands. Subcommittee on: Indian Affairs. Compilation of Material
Relating to the Indians of the United States ant the Territory of
Alaska, Including Certain Love and Treaties Affecting Such
Indiana. June 13, 1950. Serial No. 30. 1110 p.

1952 82d Congress, 2d Session. House. Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs. Report with Respect so the House Resolution
Authorizing the Committee on. Intoner and Neldar lairs to Con-
dud an Investigation of the Bureau of Indian A airs. House
Report No. 2603. 1594 p. (plus 157 mans and index).

1952 82d Congras, 2d Session. House. Committee on Interior and
Insular Maim. Statistical awls Regarding the Indians of the
United States. 45 p.

1954 83d Congress, 2d Session. House. Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs. Report with Respect to the Heise Resolution
Authorizing the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs to
Conduct an' Investigation of the Bureau of Indian Affair*. House
Report No. 2880. 578 p.

1958 86th Congress, 3d Session. Senate. Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs. Indian Land Transaction.: An Analysis of the
Problems and Ejects of Our Diminishing Indian Land. Boa,
1948-1957. Committee Print. 838 p.

1969 85th COTIEMS, 2d Session. House. Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs. Present_ Relations Q f the Meng Government to
the American Cothmittee Print No. 38. 346 p.

1959 86th Congress, let Session. House. Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs. indirect &Mite. and Expenditures by the Fed-
eral Governinent for the American Indians. Committee Print No.
14.81 p.

1960 88th Congress, 24 'Session. Senate. Committee on Interior and-
Insular Affairs. Indian Heirship Land Survey. Committee Print.
2 Vols. 1186 p.

1980 86th Congress, 2d Session. House. Committee on Interior and
Insular-IA/aim. Indian Heirship Land Study. Committee Print
No. 27..2:Vols. (Vol. I,.555 p.; Vol. II, 1010 p.).

1962 87th Congrose,_241. Session. Senate. Committee on Appropria=
tions. Federal Facilities for Indians. 1955-1961. 209 p.

1963 88th Congress,_lst Session. Senate. Committee on Appropria-
. tions. Federal Facilities for Indians. 29 p.

1964 88th Congress, 2d Session. House. Committee on Interior and
Insider Affairs- List of Indian Treaties. Committee Print No.
33. 45 p.

1964 88th Cones Session. Senate. Committee on Appropria-
dons. Fe Facilities for Indiana. 26 p.
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1964 s8th Congress, 2d Session. House. Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs. I n f o r m a t i o n on R e m o r a ' o f Restrictions on A w l -
i c t i n Indians. Committee Print No. 38. 90 n-

1965 89th ('ogress, 1st Session. Senate. Committee on Appropria-
tion. Federal Facilities for Indians. 390 p.

1966 /89th Congrfts, 2d Session. Senate. Committee on Appropria-
lions. Fetkral Facilities for Indians. 856 p.

1967 90th Congress Ost Session. Senate. Committee au Appropria-
,tions. Federal Facilities for Indians. 862 p.

The studies listed represent only a selection of congressional publi-
cations on the subject of Indian Affairs, but show the continuing
co nal interest in the subject and the intent to pass effective
Mgt; ation even though extensive research is required to establish the
basic facts. While them studies have been moetkelpful at the time of
publication, andfor lack of more recent informationstill payment
the latest. "information" in.aorne cosset they could be much more
useful if they were current.plowever, with the Federal Government
spending increased amounts on Indian programs and more and more
agencies providing services to Indians, 'we seem to be lit a position
of having less information while programs, expenditures and staff are

creinasing.
Where does one go to find a complete list of all agencies and bureaus

in the Federal Government operating Indian programs! How much
does the Federal Government expend on Indian programs each year?
Are all the programs using different definitions of "Indian"? How
does an Indian or an Indian tribe 6 out&bout all the programs and
how they can benefit from theme? ow can the Congress legislate
effectively and how can the Execu 6 Branch program effectively, if
we do not have accurate and current statistics on unemployment,

- educational attainment nd interests, income, etc., for those Indian
residing on reservations , ere are some of the questions that have
been brought up from - , . to time by the Congress and researchers
in the field. There obviously is a real need for current information,
published in usable form, and available throughout the country.

The experience of Representative William V. Roth in attempting to
untangle the mass of all Federal assistance programs is instructors. Fol-
lewmg_ad eight-month study in which some 1,091 distinct programs
we" identified, Representative Roth noted that "no one anywhere;
knows how many programs there are; information on some programs is
virtually impossible to obtain." The results of the Roth study of
Federal assistance programs in general are an accurate reflection of the
problem in the field of Indian programs, and there should he a similar
concern to develop comprehensive and detailed information on Indian
program&

Fortunately, in this dity and age, the problem could be approached
through the used computers and the centralization of source material.
Once the information is fed into computers the basic task is correcting
and up-dating statistics and program information. In an attempt to
determine the types of informs tion that be Moat useful in such a
publication careful attention was to Congressional needs in the
field of Indian affairs over the = t few decades. The following outline
will give the reader an ation of how valusble s "Handbook"
could be.
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PART I

INDIAN TREATIES, AGREEMENTS, AND EXECUTIVE
ORDERS

(This part would be based on lap Laws and Treaties,
Royce's Indian Land Cessions, and the National Archives'
Litt of Documents Concerning the Negotiation of Ratified
Indian Treaties. The organisation could place the treaties,
agreements, and executive orders in chronological order with
atifieetps and lists of related documents with the pertinent
treaty.)

PART U

HISTORY, LEGISLATION, AND CURRENT CONDITIONS
ON INDIAN' RESERVATIONS

Norz.The following would be a "form" report filled out
by the Federal Officer in charge each year. It is; Wised on a
"questionnaire on a reservation profile" drafted by the
Bureau of Indian Afferis a few years ago. Some changes
have been made.
A. Namencletare.

I. Proper name of tribes. If unorganized the generally
accepted name.

B. Load.
I. Untie*. Describe the reservation's geographic loca-

tion within a State or States and county or counties.
Describe the proximity of trade centers, identifying
the same and giving * general statement concerning
size, population, and industry.

2. amok. State the length' of the growing season, the
length of the tourist or recreational season, and 'give
'warms temperature ranges and average annual
geespitation.

3. Histories'. Give the initial date of establishment of
the reservation and groups and/or tribes for whom es.
tabliehed, and citations to treaties, laws, and mew
live onion and original and present land area of the
reservation.

4. Otaneraleip.(a) Tribal (trust and fee separately),
trust allotted, Government-owned (totals as of June
30, last fieweyear). (h) Characteristics of ownership.
Show the pattern of ownership, whether it is checker-
boarded, scattered or contiguous. Make a brief
comment on the possible improvement in the charac-
teristics of ownership by unitization, syndication, etc.

5. Present Land Use. include the major categories of
land use on the reservation with an average by per-
centage of each type, e.g. farming, grealog, commer-
cial, etc. The percentage of Indian and non-Indian
use of Indian land should also be given The various
categories of use should include a breakdown between
individual Indian trust land and tribal lands.
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6. Heirship. Number and percentage breakdown of

allotted trust, tracts belonging to a single owner, 2-10
owners, over 14 owners. Number of probate CAWS
completed' during the last fiscal year and the number
pending. Total acreage in heirship status. Describe
the heirship problem on the reservation.

7. Potential. Give a brief statement on reservation land
potential. Describe tribal land acquisition program,
if any. Indicate income froin tribal land purchases
made during the last year and the. rchase price.

8. Transportation. Describe the major .highways giving
access to the reservation and the ultra-reservation
roads. How many miles of roads are there on the res-
ervation? How manyy miles of roads are Bureau main-
tained? What j on(s) maintain the balance?
Indicate commercial airports and railroads nearest to
the reservation. hat by percentage use of tranepor-.
tation, such as truck, car, horse, public, etc. Dose
the present adequacy or ihadequacy of the road
system hinder or help economic development of the
reservation or the Indian's work opportunities?

C. Popitlation.
i. Resident Toted. (a) Give the total number of Indian

residents on the reservation; number of families,
average number per family, average_ age, and other
pertinent data. (b) Provide similar information for
Indians residing adjacent to the reservation, i.e.,
service area population. (c) State briefly population
trends. (d) Provide total number of adults (over 18),
subdivided by sae and the total number of minors.
(e) Provide the total number of Indians residing on
the reservation who are members of tribes other"&en
those in residence.

2. Tribal Membership. (a) Give total membership of
tribe at present tame. If an estimate, indicate, (b)
Date of latest tribal roll.

D. Tribal Administration end Government.
1. Governing Bak. Give history of the tribal governing

boil its functions, and membership.
2. Btt et. Give income and expenditures for the last

year differentiating between tribal and other
funds.

3. Member Civic Participation. Describe the interest and
activity of tribal members in tribal or social affairs
and off-reeervation, non-Indian affairs.

E. Diaposition of Judgment Amer&
1. Poet. Describe and evaluate the use of any judg-

ment awards in the pest.
2. Current. How does the tribe propose to use funds

from the current award? (Attach any resolutions or
program outlines.)
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F. Economic Activities and Potentials.
I. Ravioli** Dettet01301elti. Indicate both resource de-

velopment and industrial or commercial potential for
the reservation.

2. Labor Pores. (al List the number of resident Indians
employed on or near the reservation. (b) List the
number of unemployed under the headings: tempo-
rary, seasonal, and permanent. A breakdown by sex
should be included. Also distinguish between those
residing on the reservation and those adjacent to.

S. Employment Opportunities. (a) Briefly state the live-
lihood source history of the Indian population.
(b) Discuss the livelihood sources for non-Indians on
the reservation and in adjacent areas.

4. IIICOIN1 front Resereetion Resources. (a) List the total
income from surface hisses of all types, both to the
Indians and non-Indians. If free use, or less than
fair market value, is approved to Indian operators,
calculate the rental rate on the average income from .

non-Indian use. (b) For grazing permits, use the
same as above. (c) For timber, give the gross dollar
income from stumpage sold; give estimated value of
free-use forest products harvested. (d) For minerals
include income from lessee, bonuses, royalties, etc.
(e) For commercial recreation, give the net profit
from Indian and tribal recreational enterprises. (f)
Under business enterprises, list the net profit from
tribal enterprises other than recreation.

. 6. home from inneloyment for Reservation &giants.
.. (a) This should include a breakdown of those self-

employed, and the Indian operator's income, less eco-
nomic rent for land and operating expenses. (b) For
those self-employed, other than in agricultural opera-
tions, calculate the disposable income from the busi-
ness. (c) Other than self-employed should include all
income from ware for Indians living on and working
on, or living on and working near the reservation.
This should include all types of employment (Federal
Government, tribal, industrial, and private business).
A breakdown of major employers by skilled, semi-
skilled, or unskilled workers should be included. (d)
Estimate the value of services received from the
Federal Government that 'a non-Indian in the sur-
rouing area would have to pa for.

6. Income pun Rsoources and Emp eat. For purposes
of comparison, the total income from resources and
employment should be divided by the number of
families on the reservation to indicate the average
amount per family that can be expected from these
sources.

7. Median Elective Family Buying Income in Surround-
ing Combos. Include a comparison of on-reservation

0,
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income per family with the income of non-Indians
living in counties surrounding the reservation. This
appears to be the best measure of income that should
be expected for Indian reservation residents. A
national or state income level is too general and has
less application to the program objectives.

G. Health.
1. United States Public Health. Service. What facilities

are krovided by the Unit l'' Public Health
Service?

2. Adequate. Are these facilities adequate to meet the
health needs of Indians?

3. Use. Are the facilities fully used by Indians?
. 4. Needs. What are the major health needs of the Reser-

vation?
5. Water and Sahitation. Describe briefly the availability

of water and sanitary facilities to meet normal
needs for both family and community.

6. Comparison. How do each of these services compere
with those of non-Indian families in the surrounding
areas?

H. Welfare.
1. General Assistance. Give the BIA general assistance

for the last fiscal year by number of rases, persona,
and amount, and a breakdown of high and low
months for such assistance.

2. Other Financial Aeeistance. Any Federal, State, or
county assistance to Indians received through
county Departments of Public Welfare. Include
types of cases, total cases, and total number of
persons involved.

3. Commodity Program. The numbers involved and the
cost of any commodity program.

4. Summary. Give total of tribal members receiving
assistance and indicate categories.

5. Attitude. What is the' attitude of State and local
officials regarding welfare to Indians?

II Education.
1. Level. Give the average educational level for the

following age groups in terms of the highest grade
completed.

Mal

. 111-2S yews, Wink,
. 2i4S yam

pm asol ova

2. School Age Population. Give the numbers of resident
tribal members in the following age groups.

Fmk

11 %pm kelsike13ivi
15-1`15-1`

e
pew

1S-21 pm.
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3. School Facilities: Give the following data regarding
school facilities on the reservation (lest fiscal year).

WM ends
Meek Caw* saw/ -empootity Seenilwo

Neu fecollawit

ruitizer
Mei, semi.

simola.

4. Special. (a) Describe briefly participation of Indian
parents in school affairs. (b) What is the attitude of
tribal members toward education? (c). Special prob-
lems related to school attendance, dropouts, etc.
(d) Special services such as counseling, adult educa-
tion. Mo. available or needed in local schools and

icommuniim. (e) Scholarship aid (if any) provided
by the tribe.

3. If available, provide the some for 1, 21 4 (a). and (c)
concerning the non-Indian population in "mounding
arse.

J. Housing.
1. &saint Cleaditipaa -(a) Briefly state the adequacy

of existing housing. (b) Give the percent of Indian
homes with electricity and telephones. (o)-;13144).
demi* the availability of water and sanitary

(d) Provide the same information fornon-Indians
of surrounding areas.
/foamy Autikeritg. ass the tribe established a holis-

thty?
3. st

au
are

wi
current plans for (a) new homes, and (b)

of homes?
Reloosition,
1. Brapievategt Ass-lasses. List the number of units and

peopla assisted in placement in direct employment
throuei the employment assistance programs.

2. Retaratio. Estimate by percentage those who have
returned from relocation and the major reason for

. returning
L. Readiness of to Maser Their Own Affairs.

1. Problem. AN* Evaluate the capacity-of tU members
of this pa:tinder tribe to menage their own affairs.
Discuss any major problem areas.

2. Oultnrei holatioit. This entails an evaluation of
participation by liwisn, on or off the reservation in
what may be described as distinctly Indian culture
(including language `use, religious or secular cere-
monies, social mores rilating.io an older Indian till-
ture, etc.) The iiroportio(n of Indians (irregordless of
degee of blood) contained in the "core" of cultural

iIndans constitutes a pea\ measure of the degree of
acculturation experiences by the tribe.

S. Non-/adios Commuaity. Evaluate the 'relationship of
this tribe or reservation to the non-Indian community,
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i.e., local, county and State. This cl.udeir not -only
attitudes kit abilities of these governmental units to
parry any economic services necessary for future
development.

4. Bureau Appropriatione. Provide breakdown of appro-
Priations, by activity, for dues fiscal years: (a) Actual
expendituresslass fiscal year; (b) Funds programmed
current fiscal year (or expended whelp applicable);
(c) Funds programmed next fiscal year,

'NI. Other Government Programs.
1. List all other-Government progriusis in operation on

the reservation or assisting the reservation population.
2. Briefly describe each program, the number of partrzi-

. pints, etc.
. PART III

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INDIAN PROGRAMS,
ALL AGENCIES'

This part would be based on-a 'form annual repOrt fOr all
agencies, bureaus, and departments in the Federal Govern-
ment responsible for any aspect of Indian programs. The re-
ports would containas indicated in the online below
specific information on the program and expenditures.
Should the Program Information Act (H.R. 3i60, Represen-
tative Roth) ,become Sectien woul4 prohibit all
other compendiums, of program information "morder. to
make the catalog the exclusive source of such program in-
formation-both for the public and for the program *Ikon."
In developing a proposed:catalog of Indian program. infor-
mation, every possible attempt could berried° to incorporate
the findings and recommendations of the Roth Study in
de the information to be included and the format
as well. could be expected to result in 'an efficiently
organized and extremely useful compilation-with a minimum

$, of unn duplication of 'Sort. If H.R. 3860 is googol,
this part wo d simply be an extract of all Indian programs
from the posed alop of Federal Assistance Prepisset
A. Mend of Organization.

1. ull legal name of progriun.
2. List each administrative level between As Program

and the highest agency or department.
3. Enabling legislation. .

B. unding.
I. Actual expenditures/or the past fiscal year.
2. Appropriations for the present fiscal year.

C., Purposes. --
1. Briefly outline the programs.

*The Idea for this part carat from the Roth Study entitled Littliea eirOperatinp
FederstAmatence Propos.* as Com_pdhot Doris/ the RAI as* b the Honarable
William V. Roth (Coopeadonal Reseed, Juno 26. 1948. pp. H5441 -55$5; and
Rouse Document 890, 90th Cowes* 2d seatian). This estates ha best as
extremely useful reference tool and the' miter has hemeted not only from the-
information contained but the maids reference orsambatles laiksiali of the
report itelf.
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2. Are thrams?ere ,any plans for expanding or reducing the

Whgat3. What has been the reaction of the Indians or Tribes?
4. Are there any other Government programs closely

related to this one?
5. What, ere the eligiblity requirements for participation

in the program?
D. Ofices.

1. List headquarters office, contact officer, and tele-
phone number:

2. List all field offices, contact officers, and telephone
numbers.

E. Personnel.
I. How many employees .were there on the last day of

the preceding fiscal year?
2...Of this number how many were full time and how

many part. time?
3. What were the total man-years expended in the pre-

vious fiscal year?
4. What was the total administrative overhead of sup-

plying, equipping, and servicing those man-years?
F. Publications.

1. List all repOrts published during the past fiscal year
by author, title, and pagination.

2.. Provijcte a brief summary for each publication.

PASer IV
STATISTICAL COMPILATION ON INDIANS AND

INDIAN RESOURCES
A. Pordatioe. . .

1. Total Indian population in the United States (Bu-
reau of the Census).

2. Reservation population (Bureau of Indian Affairs).
*. Living on Aftwvations.
b.; Living on trust lands (not on Reservations).
c. Living near Reservations.

3/Service population.
/ a. Total "service" population and definition of same

(Bureau oIndian Affairs).
b. Total "service" population and definition of same

(Division of Indian Health, Public Health Service).,
1. Infant death rate compared to non-Indian.
2. Life expectancy for Indiana as compared to non-

Indiana.
3. General statement on the Indian's health today in

comparison the pen - Indian.
4. PrOrna.

a., ow many hospitals there are (location, number
of beds, pIrsininel service population, etc.).

b. How many kiealth centers (location, personnl,
service population, etc.).

534-092 0 -?4 - 29 \
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cc. How many health stations (location, personnel,
service population, etc.). .

d. How many-beds are available in cumin hospi-
tals built through Public Law, 85-1 f ame of
hospital and location).

C. Entplopment and Unemploynient. \
Total population.
1. Between the ages of 18 and 55 able ta, work.

a. On the reservation, male, female.
b. Near the _reservation, male, female;

2. Working full time.
a. On the reservation, male, female.
b.- Near the reservation, male, female.

3. Warkini part time.
a. On e reservation, male, female. .

. b. Near the reservation, `male, female.
4. Between the ages of 18 and 55, physically able and

wanting to work, now unemployed.
a. Comparison. with non-lndian labor force in area

D. Education.
1. Level. Average educational level for the following age

groups in terms of the highest grade completed:

OW, heft
1645 yen. ledaive.
1.41480s.
4 jars sod ewer

2. School Age Population. Number of resident tribal
members in the fohowing age groups:

.14 yam ladarsiti
1-1.7 lam
1440 jamjam

3. School Facilities. On the reservation.

tosismost

*mom coma 010043+1 Sollatar

?Aft
OK. .
Maim .
Oiler

E. Lend.
1. Total acreage of tribal land.
2. Total, acreage of tribal fee land.
3. Total acreagaof tribal trust land.
4. Total acreage of individual trust land.
5. Total acreage of individual trust land in heirship

status. ..
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a. Number of tracts.
b. Number with 2-10 owners.
c. Number with more than 10 owners.

6. Total acreage of Federal lands on Indian
Lions.

F. Law and Order.
1. Number of reservations under State law.
2. Number of reservations having:

a. Traditional courts.
b. Courts of Indian Offenses.

PART V.

STATE AGENCIES AND PRIVATE ORGANIZA-
TIONS IN THE FIELD OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

A. State Agencies.
Nore.General statement on each state agency,

operation, staff, budget, programs, publications, etc.
B. Private Organizations.

NOTE.General statement 'On each private organi-
zation, Aces, operation, budget, publications, pro-
grams, etc.

p PART VI

PUBLICATIONS AND REPORTS IN THE FIELD OF
INDIAN AFFAIRS

Nov*. -- Those published on a continuing basis by all
levels of Government concerned with the Indian problem,
the private organization publications, tribal newspapers, etc.
The intent would be to annotate each publication indicating
content and providing thereby a comprehensive fist of publi-
cations 'containing current information from all over the
United States.

PART VII

INDEX

A "hendbook".as outlined above might well becomes prime mover
in the field of Indian affairs by providing a conceintratioh of available
information and by _reveahng the many deficiencies in our knowledge
of the American 1Nin today. In addition, the inclusion of all pro-

whether Federal, State, county or privatewould,..for the
rrrtsii;ie in the history of the subject, create a complete picture of
the Jiro area and those organisations active in the field. Another
positive- t is thatwith continued up-datingthe Federal Gov-

.. ernment w uld have a handy yardstick aveilabie to measure progress
in terms &education, income,. ftnployinent, and Other factors.

In the author's opinion all the good intentions of the various gov-
ernmental autgoritireCongressional, Executive and Stateare
weakened by the fact that the problem itself has not been clearly
delineated. An opportunity to determine rates of improvement-4f
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anyin the American Indian's economic condition is a necessary
foundation to any programs designed to solve the "Indian problem."
The picture of the American Indian today is hazy and confusing and
the statistical information aysilable, fails to clarify that pietism. A'
central collection and publication point for the basic statistics neces-
sary to adequate consideration of the subject matter, and the Indian
peoples concerned would, in the writer's opinion, result in more lid-
van us use of the monies appropriated and the creation of a

yardstick with which to measure Indi1 ii progress.
!goal of the Federal Government, State governments, and private

organizations active in the Seld of Indian affairs is to improve the
economic conditions on Indian Resery , and in that manner raise
the Indian's standard of living to tha o the non-Indian in this
country. The attainment of the goal require s vast improvement
in our knowledge of IndiaM of ourselves, j

1::
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TITLE IVINDIAN EDUCATION

SHORT VI=

Sac. 401. This title may be cited as the "Indian Education Act."
;1

Naax ik-RE.TISKIN or pcp.scran Ann% Pacenosz As IT RELATES !O
1! INDIAN CHILDREN

It

ANIMMACENTS TO PURI= LAW at ;, RIGIITYFIRST CC,1NORESS

Sac. 411, (a) The Act of tembec 30, 1950 (Public Low 874,
Eighty -first tharates), is anded by redesignating title III as title
IV, by.aedosignaturg mations 301 through 308 and references thereto
as meAms 401 thrafth 403, respectively, and by adding titer title II
the following new tide:

"TITLE IIIFINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO LOCAL EDUCA-
TIONAL AGENCIES FOR THE EDUCATION OF INDIAN
CHILDREN

"SHORT TITLE

"Sac. 301. This title may be cited as the ;Indian Elementary and
Secondary School Assistance Act'.

64 Stat. 1100,
20 SSC 236.
79 Stat. '35.
20 SSC 242,
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86 Sig& 135.
Pub. Law 92'.318 . 100 June 23, 1972

"uscs.utanoN or POLICY

"Sac. 302. (a) In recognition of the special educational needs of
iIndian students in the United States, Congress hereby declares it to

be the policy of the United States to provide financial assistance to
local educational agencies to develop and carry out elementary and
secondary school programs specially designed to meet these special
educational needs.

"lb) The Commissioner shall, in order to effectuate the policy' set
forth in subsection (a), carry out a program of making grants to local
educational agencies which are entitled to payments under this title
and which have submitted, and had approved, applications therefor, in
accordance with the provisionsof this title.

"imams TO LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES

Entitlement "Sex,. 303. (a) (1) For the purpose of computing the alltOuht to
-ocmputation. which a local educational agency is entitled under this title for any

fiscal year ending prior to July 1,1975, the Commissioner shall deter-
mine the number of Indian children who were enrolled in the schools
of a local educational agency, and for whom such agency provided
free public education, during such fiscal year.

"(2) (A) The amount of the grant to which a local educational
agency is entitle4 under this title for any fiscal year shall be an
amount equal to (i) the average per pupil expenditure forsuch agency
(as determined under subparagraph (C)) multiplied by (ii) the sum
of the number of children determined under paragraph (1).

"(B) A local educational agency shall not be entitled to receive a
grant under this title for any fiscal year unless the number of children
under this subsection, with respect to such agency, is at least ten or con-
stitutes at least 50 per centum of its total enrollment. The requirements
of this subparagraph shall not apply to any such agencies serving
Indian children in Alaska, California, and Oklahoma or located on, or
in proximity to, an Indian reservation. -

Average per w(C) For the' purposes of this subsection, the-average per pupil
Pupil *Vend- expenditure for a local educational agency shall be the aggregate cur-tture rent expenditures, during the second fiscal year preceding the fiscal

year for which the computation is made, of all of the local educational
agencies in the State in which such agency is located, plus any direct
current expenditures by such State for the operation of such agencies
(without regard to the sources of funds from which either of such
expenditures are made), divided by the aggregate number of children
who were in average daily enrollment km whom such agencies provided
free public education during such preceding fiscal year.

tion.3.000. eau- "(b) In addition to the sums appropriated for any fiscal year for
oational man- grants to local educational am under this title, there is herebyelse. authorized to be appropri - for any &sal year an amount not in

excessof 5 per centum of the a unt appropriated for payments on the
basis of entitlements computed wider subsection-( a) for that fiscal year,
for the purpose of enabling the Commissioner to provide financial
assistanceto schools on or near reservations which are not local educa-
tional agencies or have not been local educational agencies for more
than three years, in accordance with the appropriate provisions of this
title.

"uses or PEDERAL rums

"Sac. 304. Grants under this title may be used, in accordance with
applications approved under section 305, for

" ( 1) planning for and taking other steps leading to the develop-
ment of programs specifically designed-to meet the special educe-
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done] needs of Indian children, including pilot projects designed
to test the effectiveness of plans so developed; and

"(8) the establishment, maintenance, and operation of pro-
grams, including, in accordance with special regulations of the

iCommssioner, minor remodeling of classroom or other space used
for such programs and acquisition of necessary equipment,
specially designed to meet the special educational needs of Indian

ildren.

APPLICATIONS FUR GRANTS; CONDITIONS TOR' APPROVAL

06 STAT. 336

"Sac. 305. (a) A grant under this title, except as provided in section
308(b), may be made only to a local educational agency or agencies,
and only upon application to the Commissioner at such time or times,
in such manner% and containing or accompanied by such information
as the Commissioner deems necessary. Such application shall

" (1) provide that the activities and services for which assistance
under this title is sought will be administered by or under the
supervision of the applicant;

(s) set forth a program for carrying out the purposes of sec-
tion 304, and provide for such methods of administration as are
necessary for the proper and efficient operation of the program;

"(8) in the case of an application for payments for planning,
provide that (A) the planning was or will be directly related to
prroogg or projects to be carried out under this title and has
resultor is reasonably likely to result, in a program or project
which will be carried out under this title, and (5) the planning
funds. are needed because of the innovative nature of the pro-
gram or project or because the local educational agency lacks the
resources necessary to plan adequately for programs and projects
to be carried out under this title

"(4) provide that effective procedures, including provieions for
appropriate objective measurement of educational achievement
will be adopted for evaluating at least annually the effectiveness
of the p and projects in meeting the special educational
needs of In iaa students;

"(5) set forth policies and procedures which assure that Fed-
eral funds made available under this title for any fiscal year will
be so used as to supplement and, to the extent practical, increase
the level of funds that would, in the &hawke of such Federal funds,
be made available by the applicant for the education of Indian
children and in no case supplant such funds;

"(6) provide for such fiscal control and fund accounting; pro-
cedures as may be n to assure proper disbursement of, and
accounting for, Federal ds paid to the applicant under
title; and

"(7) provide for making an annual report and such other Reports.
reports, in such form and containing such information, as the
Commissioner may reasonably require to carry out his functions
under this title and to determine the extent to which funds
provided under this title have been effective in improving the
educational opportunities of Indian students in the area served,
and for keeping such record and for affording such access thereto
as the Commissioner may find necessary to assure the correctness
and verification of such reports.

(b) An application by a local educational agency or agencies for a
grant under this title may be-approved only if it is consistent with the
applicable provisions of this title and- -

"(1) meets the requirements set forth in subsection (a) ;
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Application
amendments.

-(2) provides that the program or project for which application
is made

utilise the beet available talents and resources
(inci persons from the Indian community) and will
substantially mawse the educational opportunities of Indian
children in the area to be served by the applicant; and

"(B) has been developed
(i) in open consultation with parents of Indian chil-

dren, teachers, and, where applicable, secondary school
students, including public hearings at which such persons
have had a full opportunity to understand the program
for which assistance is being sought and to offer
recommendations thereon, and

(ii) with the participation and approval of a commit
tee composed of and selected by, parents of children par-
ticipating iu the program for which assistance is sought,
teachers, and, where applicable, secondary school stu-
dents of which at least half the members shall be such
parents;

"(C) sets forth such policies and procedures as will insure
that the program for which assistance is sought will be oper-
ated and evaluated in consultation with, and the involvement
of, parents of the children and representatives of the area to
be served, including_ the committee established for the pur-
poses of clause (2) (B) (ii).

ic Amendments of applications shall, excepts the Commissioner
may otherwise provide by or pursuant to regulations, be subject to
approval in the same manner as original applications.

"raxisztrrs

-Sac. 306. (a), The CommissiOner shall, subject to the provisions of
section 307, from time to time pay to each local educational agency
which has had an application approved under section ,303, an amount
equal to the amount expended by such agency in carrying out activities
under such applicstion.

uattatioas. "(b) (1) No payments shall be made under this title for any fiscal
year to any local educational agency in a State which has taken into
consideration payment. under this title in determining the eligibility
of such local educational agency in that State for te aid, or the
amount of that aid, with respect to the free public education of chil-
dren during that year or the preceding fiscal year.

"(t) No payments shall be made under this title to any local educa-
tional agency for any fiscal unitise the State educational
finds that the combined effort (as determined in accordance
regulations of the Commissioner) of that agency and the State _with
respect to the provision of free public education by that agency for
the preceding fiscal year was not less than such combined fiscal effort
for that purpose for the second preceding fiscal year.

"aiwarr3carrs wittuti lezcaserraTED 'ay aPPROPIUMONs

"Sec. 307. (a) If the sums appropriated for any fiscal year for mak-
ing min/sets under this title are not MI:lent to pay in full the total
amounts which all local educational agencies am eligible to receive
ender this title- for that fiscal year, the maximum amounts which all
such agencies are eligible to receive under this title for such fiscal
year shall be istably reduced. In case additional funds become avail-
able for malting nick payments for any fiscal year, during which the
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first sentence of this aulieec tion is applicable, such reduced amounts .

shall be increased on the same basis as they were reduced.
"(b) In the case of any fiscal year in which the maximum amounts

for which local educational agencies are eligible have been reduced
under the first sentence of subsection (a), and in which additional
funds have not been made available to pay in full thetotal of such
maximum amounts ander the second sentence of such subsection, the
Commissioner shell 'fix dates prior to which each local educational

. agency shall report to him on the amount of funds available to it,
undo the terms obiection 306(a) and subsection (a) of this section,
which it intimatesnikaccordance with regulations of the Commis-
sioner, that it wi l expend under approved applications. The amounts
so available to any Focal educational agency, or any amount which
would be available to any other local education agency if it were to
submit an approvable application therefor, which the Commissioner
determines will not be used for the period of its availability, shall be
available fur allocation to those local educational agencies., in the man-
ner provided in the second sentence of subsection (a ), which the Com-
missioner determines will need additional funds to carry out approved
applications, except that no local educational agency shall receive an
amount under this sentence which, when added to the amount available
to it under subsection (a), exceeds its entitlement under section 303.".

(b) (1) The third sentence of section 103(a) (1) (A) of title I of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1465 is amended so Stat. 1191;
to read as follows: "In addition, he shall allot from such amount to 81 Stat. 787;
the Secretary of the Interior 04 Stat

" (i) the amount necessary to make payments pursuant to sub- 2° USC 241"
paragraph (B) ; and

"(n) m the case of fiscal years ending prior to July 1, 1073,
the amount necessary to make payments pursuant to subpara-
graph (C).".

(2) (A) Section 103 (a) (1) of such title I is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:

"(C) The maximum amount allotted for payments to the Secre-
tary of the Intetior under clause (ii) in the third sentence of sub:
paragraph (A) for any fiscal year shall be the amount necessary to
meet the special educational needs of educationally deprived Indian
children on reservations serviced by elementary and secondary schools
operated for Indian children by the Department of the Interior, as
determined pursuant to criteria established by the Commissioner.
Such payments shall be made pursuant to an agreement between the
Commissioner and the Secretary containing suoh assurances and terms
as the Commissioner determines will best achieve the purposes of this
part. Such agreement shall contain an assurance that payments
made pursuant to this subparagraph will be used solely for programs
and projects approved by theSecretary of the Interior which meet the
applicable requirements of section 141(a) and that the Department 79'Stat. 30;
of the Interior will comply in all other respects with the requirements 81 Stat. 707;
of this title, and (2) provision for carrying out the applicable pro -a4 Ste." 126.
visions of sections 141 (a ) and 142(a)13)". 20 use 241.

(B) The fourth sentence of section 103(a) (1) (A) of such title I is
amended by striking out "and the terms upon which payment shall be
made to the Department of the Interior.".

(3) The amendments made by this subsection shall be effective on Effective date.
and after July 1,1972.

(c) (1) Subsection (a) of section 5 of Public Law 874, 81st Con-
gress, as amended, is amended by inserting "(1)" after "(a)" and byes Stat. 1106.
inserting at the end thereof the following new paragraph (2) : 20 t1Sc 240.
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88 STAT. 339

20 USC 238.

Amite, P. 334.

Ass p. 326.

64 Stat. 1100;
79 Stat. 27;
11 stet. 611.
20 USC 23.
"Indian lands."

79 stet. 55;
80 Stat. 1204;
01 stet. 816;
84 Stat. 153.
20 USC 881.

tnaerrias pro.
gives, Mama,
preFerenee.

Pub. Law 92-318 - 104' - June 23, 1972
"(2) (A) Applications for payment on the basis of children deter-

mined under section 3(a) or 3(b) who reside, or reside with a parent
employed, on Indian lands shall set forth- adequate assurance tlytt
Indian children will participate on an equitable basis in the school
program of the local educational agency.

(151 for the purposes of this paragraph, Indian lands means that
preperty' included within the definition of Federal property under
clam* (A) of section 403 (1).".

)(2)114.).* The Cosnmissioncr shall exercise his authority under sec-,
tion 425 of the General Education Provisions Act, to encourage local
parental participation with respect to financial assistance wider title I
of. Public Law 874, 81st Congress, based upon children who reside on,
or reside with a parent employed on, Indian lands.

(B) For the purposes of this paragraph, the term "Indian lands"
means that property included within the definition of Federal prop-
erty under clause ( A) of section 403(1) of Public Law 874, 81st
Congress.

PART BSerAl.ti, PRoORAlia AND PROJECTS To 1MPRUVE Bot:CATIoNAL
OProRTHNITIES FOR INDIAN CHILDREN

AMENDMENT To TITLE YIIE or THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
EDUCATION ACT OF 11,85

SEc. 421. (a) Title VIII of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act of 1965 is amended by adding to the end thereof the following
new section:

"IMPROVEMENT OF EDUCATIONAL. OrroltrUNITIE8 FOR INDIAN CHILDREN

"SEC. 810. (a) The Commissioner shall carry out a program of mak-
ing grants for the improvement of educational opportunities for Indian
children

"(1) to support planning, pilot, and demonstration projects,
in accordance with subsection (b), which are designed to test and
demonstrate the effectiveness of .programs for improving educa-
tional opportunities for Indian children;

"(2) to assist in the establishment and operation of programs,
in accordance with subsection -(c), which are designed to stimulate
(A.) the provision of educational services not available to Indian

-children. in sufficient quantity or quality, and (B) the develop-
ment and establishment of exemplary educational prograMs to
serve as models for regular school programs in which Indian
children are educated; - .

"(8) to assist inthe establishment and operation of preservice
and inservice training prog in accordance with subsection
{ad), for persona serving Indian children as educational personnel ;

"(4) to encourage the dissemination of information and ma-
terials relating to, and the evaluation of the effectiveness of,
education programs which may offer educational opportunities
to Indian children.

In the case of activities of the type described in clause (3) preference
shall be given to the trainingof Indians.

"(b) The Commissioner is authorized to make rants to State and
local educational agencies, federally supported e tary and sec-
ondary schools for Indian children and to Indian trl organizations,
and institutions to support planning, pilot, and demonstration projects

. .
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which are designed to flan for, and test and demonstrate the effective-
ness of, p for improving educational opportunities for Indian
children, inc uding

"(1) innovativelprograms related to the educational needs of
educationally deprived children;

"(2) bilieguai and bicultural education programs and projects;
"(8) special health and nutrition services, and other related

activities, which meet the special health, social, and psychological
problems of Indian children; and

"(4) coordinating the operation of other federally assisted
programs which may be used to assist in meeting the needs of
such children.

"(c) The Commissioner is also authorized to make grants to State Education;
and local educational agencies and to tribal and ether Indian Coln- enriohnent
munity organizations to assist and stimulate them in 4:bveloping and programs and
establishing educational services and p specifically designed ?""'""
to improve educational opportunities for dian children. Grants may
be used

" (1) to provide educational services not available to such chil-
dren in sufficient quantity or quality, including

"(A) remedial and compensatory instruction, school health,
physical education, psychological, and other services designed
to assist and encourage Indian children to enter, remain in, or
reenter elementary or oecondary school;

"(B) comprehensive academic and vocational instruction
"(C) instructional materials (such as library books, text -

books, and other printed or published or audiovisual mate-
rials))and equipment'-

"(p) comprehensive guidance, counseling, and testing
services;

"(E) special education programs for handicapped;
"(F) preschool programs;
"(0) bilingual and bicultural education programs; and
"(H) other services which meet the purposes of this subsec-

tion; and 1.
.

"(2) for the establishment and operation of exemplary and
innovative. educational program, and °eaten, involving new
educational approaches, methods, and techniques designed to
enrich programs of elementary and secondary education for
Indian children.

"(d) The Commissioner is also authorised to make grants io sewer ten
tutions of higher education and to State and local educational agencies, esnoonno..
in combination with institutions of higher education, for carrying out
programs and projects .

"(1) to prepare persons to serve Indian children as teachers,
teacher aides, social workers, and ancillary educational personnel;

. and
"(2) to improve the qualifications of such persons who are

serving Indian children in such capacities.
Grants for the purposes of this subsection may be used for the Indians,
establishment of fellowship programs leading to an advanced degree, Antennae.
for institutes and; as part of a continuing program, for seminars,

: symposia, workshops, and conferences. In carrying out the programs
authorized by this subsection, preference shall be given to the training
of Lidless.

"(e) The Commissioner is also authorized to make grants to and
contracts with, public agencies, and institutions and Indian tribes.
institutions, and organisations for-
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1) the dissemination of information concerning education
programs, services, and. resources available to Indian children,
including evaluations thereof; and

"(2) the evaluation of the effectiveness of federally assisted
programs in which Indian children may participate in achieving
the purposes of such programs with respect to such children.

- (f) Applications for a grant under this section shall be submitted
at such time, in such manner, and "hall contain such information,
and shall be consistent with such criteria, as may be established as
requirements in regulations promulgated by the Commissioner. Such
applications shall = ...,

"(1) set forth a statement describing the activities for which
assistance is sought;

"(2) in the casof an application for the purposes of subsection
(c), subject to such criteria as the Conunissionershial piescribe,
provide for the use of fends available under this section, and for
the coordination of other resources available to the applicant, in
order to insure that, within the scope of the purpose of the proj-
ect, there will be a comprehensive program to achieve the pur-
Poses of this section; .

" (3) in the case of an application for the purposes of subsection
(c), make adequate provision for the training of the personnel
participating in the project; and

"(4) provide for an evaluation of the effectiveness of the-project
= in achieving its purposes and those of this section. ,

The Commissioner shall not approve an application for *grant under
subsection (b) or (c) unless he is satisfied &stench application, and
any documents submitted with respect thereto, show that there had
been adequate participation by the parents of the children to be served
and tribal communities in the planning and development of tke proj-
ect, and that there will be such a participation in the operatmin and
evaluation of the preet. In approving applications under-this section,
the *Commissions shall give priority to applications from Indian
educational &gen organizations, and institutions.

"(g) For the pu of making grants under this section there are
hereby authoriiiecl-to be appropriated $25,000,000 for the stectleerar
ending June 80, 1973, and 335,000,000 for each of the two ing
fiscal s::

(b)
year
(1) (A) The third sentence of section 202(a) (1) of the Ele-

mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1905 is amended by striking
out "July 1, 1972," and inserting in lieu thereof "July 1, 1978,".

(13) The third sentence of section 802(a) (1) of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965 is amended by striking out July 1,
1972," and inserting in lien thereof "July 1,1973, "

(C) Clause (B) of section 812(0(1) of. Public Law 91-280 is
amended out "July 1,1972, and inserting in lieu thereof
"July 1_,_1 ".

(2) For purposes of titles II and III of the Elementary and
;Secondary Education Act of 1015 andIpart B of title VI of Public

Law 91-2301 the Secretary of the Interior shall have the same intim
and responsibilities with respect to funds paid to-him under such titles,
as he would have if the Department of the Interior were a State educa-
tional agency having responsibility for the administration of a State
plan under such titles.
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PAirr C--SPECIAL PRoORAMS RELATING TO ADULT EDUCATION FOR
INDIANS

AMENDXENT TO THE ADULT EDUCATION ACT

Szc. 431. Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Amendments of 1966 ( the Adult . Education Act) is amended by
redesignating sections 314 and 815, and all references thereto, as
sections 315 and 316, respectively, and by adding after section 313 the
following new section :

413WROTEMENT OF EDUCATIONAL OFFoRTusinEs FOR ADULT momns

"Sec. 314. (a) The Commissioner shall carry out a program of
making grants to State and local educational agencies, and to Indian
tribes, institutions, and organizationsoo support planning, pilot, and
demonstration projects which are designed to plan for, and test and
demonstrate the effectiveness of, programs for providing adult educa-
tion for Indians

"(1) to support planning, pilot, and derionstration projects
which are designed to test and demonstrate the effectiveness of
programs for improving employment and educational opportuni-
ties for adult Indians;

"(2) to assist in the establishment and operation of programs
which are designed to stimulate (A) the provision of basic literacy
opportunities to all nonliterate Indian adults, and (B) the pro-
vision of opportunities to all Indian adults to qualify for a high
school equivalency certificate in the shortest period of time feasi-
ble;

"(3) to support a major research and development program to
develop more innovative and effective techniques for achieving
the literacy and 'high school equivalency goals;

"(4) to provide for basic surveys and evaluations thereof to
define accurately the extent- of the problems of illiteracy and
lack of high school completion on Indian reservations;

"(5) to encourage the dissemination of information and ma-
terials relating to, and the evaluation of the effectivene& of,
education programs which may offer educational opportunities
to Indian adult&

"( b) The Commissioner is also authorized 4o make grants to; and
contracts with, public agencies, and institutions, and Indian tribes,
institutions, and organizations for-

"(1) the dissemination of information concerning educational
programs, services, and resources available to Indian adults,
including evaluations thereof; and

"(2) the evaluation of the effectiveness of federally assisted
programs in which Indian adults may participate in achieving the
purposes.of such programs with respect to such adults.

"(c) Applications for a grant under this section shall be submitted
at such time, in such manner, and contain such information, and shall
be 'consistent with such criteria, as may be established as requirements

. in regulations promulgated by the Commissioner. Such applications

"(1) set forth a statement describing the activities for which
assistance is sought;

'12) provide for an evaluation of the effectiveness of the proj-
ect in achieving its purposes and those of this section.

84 Stat. IS%
20 USC 1201
note.
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Tribal imrtioi. 'rho Cominissioner shall not approve an application fora, grant under
poi on; Indians, subsection (a' unless he is =treed that such application, and any doer
priority. uments submitted with respect thereto, indicate that there has been

adequate participation by the individuals to be served and tribal
communities in the planning And development of the project, and
that them will be such a participation in the'operation and evaluation

gout:dee& In approving ipplicatiops under subsection (a), the
on* shall give priority to applications from Indian educe-

tional agencies, organizations, quid institutions.
"(d) For the purpose ofmatinggrants under this section there are

authorized to be apesrAtriaied $5,000,000 for the flood year
ending June 80, 1273, and ,000 for each of the two succeeding
fiscal years.".
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PAST bOFTICIIi or EDVOnTION

Offs= or INDIAN zoncsitort

Szc. 441. (a) There is hereby ;established, in the Office of Education
a bureau to be bioan as the "Office of Indian.Education" which, made;
the direction of the Commissioner, shall have the responsibility for
administerin&the provisions of 'title III of the Act of September 80,
1950 (Publi w 2_74, Eighty -first Congress), as added bythis Act,
section 810 of title VIII of the Elementary and Secondary cation
Act of 1965, as added by this Act, and section 814 of tins III of the
Elementary and Secondary Edu'cation Amendments of 1960, as added
by this Act. The Office shall be beaded by a Deputy Commissioner of:
Indian Education, who shall b4 appointed by the CommissAerpf
Education from a list of nominees submitted to him by the /National
Advison Council on Indian Edication.

(b) The Deputy Commission* of Indian Education shill be com-
pensated at the rate prescribed for, and shall be placed inigrade 18 of
the General Schedule set forth in section 5382 of title 6, United States
Code, and shall perform such duties' as ere delegated or assigned to him
by the CODINtiaSIOZEGY. The position created by this subsection shall be
in addition to the number of positions placed in grade 18 of such 'Gen.
eral-Schedule under section 6108 Of title 6, United States Code.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INDIAN IsDuCATION . .

Sec. 442. (a) There is hereby established the Notional Advisory
Council on Indian Education (referred to in this title as the "National
Council"), which shaltconsist of fifteen members who are Indians and
Alaska Natives appointed by the President of thUnited States. Such .

appointinenta shall be made b the President from lists of nominees °
furnished, from time to time, by Indian tribes efid organizations, and

`shall represent diverse geographic areas of th! country.
(b) Monitions' Councitshal

(1) advise the Commissioner of Education with respect to the
administration (including the development of regulations and of
administrative practices of any -program in which
Indian children or adults 'ciliate from which they can bone-
fit,including title III of e Act of September 80,1950 (Public
Law 874,14hty-first Congress), as added by this Act, and section
810,title VIII of the Elementary and Seeondaty Education Act of
1965,-u added 'by this Act and with respWt to adeqqatelnading-
thereof ;.
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(2) review applications for assistance under title- Ill of the
Act of September 30, 1950 (Public Law 814, Eighty-first Con-
gress), as added by this Act, section 810 of title VIII of the Ele- Ante p,
mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, as added by this Ante p.
Act, and section 814 of the Adtilt Education Act,-as added by this AAnte. p.
.44"/M make recommendations to the Commissioner with respect
to their approval; .

(3) evaluate program and projects carried out under an pro.
gram of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in
which Indian children o$ adults can participate or from which
they can benefit, and disseminate the results of such evaluations;

(4) provide technical assistance to local educational agencies
and to Indian educational agencies, institutions, and organiza-
tions to assist them in improving the education of Indian children;

(3) assist the Commissioner in developing criteria and regu .
batons for the administration and evaluation of grants made under
section 303(b) of the Act of September 30, 1$50 (Public Law
874, Eighty-first Congress) rand

. (6) to submit to the Congress not later than March31 of each
year a report on its activities, which shall include any recom-
mendations it may deem necessary for the improvement of Fed-

. eral education progkarns in which Indian children and adults
participate, or from 'which they can benefit, which report shall
include statement of he National Council 's recommendations to
the Commissioner wi respect to the funding of any such pro.

(cj With respect to f ictions of the National Council stated hi
amuse.. (2), (8). and (4)r of subsection (b), the National Council is
authorized to contract isfith any public or private nonprofit agency,
institution, or organization for assistance in carrying out .such
functions:

(d) From the sums appropriated pursuant to section 400(c) of the
General Education Provisions Act which are available for the _pur-
poses of -section 411 of such Act and for part D of such Act, the Com-
missioner shall make available such sums as may be necessary to enable.
the National Council to carry out its functions under this section.

PART EMISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

AIEENDHENT 140 TITLE v OF IiI0HER EDUCATION ACT or 1986

Sac. 451. (a). Section 503(a) of the Higher Education Act of 1965
is amended by inserting after "and higher eduCation," the following:
"including the need to provide, such programs and education to
Indians,".

(b) Part D of title y of the Higher Education Act. of 1965 is
amended by adding after section 531 the following new seetion

"TEACHERS FOR INDIAN CHILDREN

"Sac. 532. Of the sums made available for the purposes of this part,
notlets than 5 per tontine:than be used for grants to, and contracts
.with,. institutions of higher education and other public and private
nonprofit agencies and organitations for the purpose of preparing
persons to serve as teachers of children living on reservations serviced
by elementary and secondary schools for Indian children operated or
supported by .the Department of the Interior, including public and
private schools operated by Indian tribes and by nonprofit institutions
and organizations of Indian tribee.In carrying out the provisions of
this,sectioik preference shall be given to the tramingof Indiana.".
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.
June 13, 1972

ANENDIESNTIO THNNUNt5NTANY AND BECONDAZiEDOCATION AC205 1945

Szc. 452. Section 706((x) of the Elementary and Secondary Educe:
Lion Act of 1965 is amended to read as follows:

"Sec. TOO. (a) For the purpose of carrying out programs pursuant
to this title for individuals on or from reservations serviced by elemen
tart', and sec-)ndary schools operated en or near such reservations for
Indian children, a nonprofit institution or organization of the Indian
tribe concerned which operates any such school and which is ap-
proved by the Tonunissioner for the purpose of this section, may be
considered to b, a local educational agency, as such term Is used in
this title.".

DEFINITION
-

Sac. 453. For Lie purposes of this title, the term "Indian" means
Any individual who (1) is a member of a tribe, band, or other orga-
nized group of Intlans, including those tribes, bands, or groups ter-

-, minatol since 1940 end those recognized' now or in the future by the
State in which they reside, or who is a descendant, in the first or sec-
ond degree, ol any such member, or (2) is considered by the Secretary
of the Interior to be an Indian for any purpose, or (3) is an Eskimo
or Aleut or other Alaska Native, or (4) is determined to be an Indian
under regulations promulgated by Or Commissioner, after consulta-
tion with the National Advisory Council on Indian Education, which
regulations shall further define the term "Indian".
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To the Prsident of the Senate and the
Speaker of the Hotise of Representatives

1

- This is our report on the Department of the Interior's, '.
opportunity to improire Indian education i schools operated
by the Bureiii-oflisdihn Affairs. 1 . .;

iOur review was made pursuant to the Budget and Acr
counting Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 531, and t sr Accounting and Au-
diting Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

Copies of this report are being 'ent to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget; she /Secretary of the Inte-
rior: anti the Executive Director, National Council on Indian
pportunity.
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LDNFTROLLEN GENERAL'S
REPORT TO IRE CONGRESS

DIGEST

OPPORTUNITY TO IMPROVE
INOIAN EDUCATION IN
SCHOOLS OPERATED BY
THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
Department of the Interior
B-161468

wRI Tann-VW WAS MADE

American Indians and Alaska Natives are considered to be among this
country's most disadvantaged citizens, whether the scale of measurement
i employment, income, housing, health, or education. It generally is
recognized by Indian leaders and Government officials that education is
a key element in the ultimate solution of the problems that these dis-
advantaged citizens face.

In recent years both the President and the Congress have focused con-
siderable attention on the continuing problems which have beset Indian
education. Senate Report 91-501, entitled "Indian Education: A National
Tragedy - -A National Challenge," outlined a number of serious inadequacies
in the Bureau of Indian Affairs' (BIA) education program and recommmided
that the Federal GoVernment set specific goals for rapid attainment of
equal educational opportunity for Indian children, including parity of
achievement level of Indian high school students with national norms.

During the,S -year period ended June 30, 1971; 9/A expended about $500
million to operate Federal schools and dormitories having a total annual
enrollment of about S0,000 Indian children. Although complete and ac-
curate data was not available, BIA estimated, on the basis of limited
data available in_1968, that Indians graduating frdn BIA high schools
generally had own about a ninth-grade education as measured by standard-

, ized academic-achievement tests.

The General Accounting Office (GAO) made this review to, evaluate the
management methods used by BIA in meeting the goals set for education of
Indian children in BIA-operated schools.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

T L 1L. m i close a cation a
between Indians and other ericans .v ra s no t aca em c-ac evement,

level of Indian students up to the national average by 1976, It appears
.that relatively little orooress has been made toward achievino this goal.

(See P. 9.)

Teat Skeet 1
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In fact B1A's education programs have not been designed to achieve this
goal. Officials at five of 12 schools and at one of three area offices
visited told GAO that they were not even aware of the goal. Officials
at the remaining schools and area offices stated that they had not made
a specific effort to design their programs to reach this goal and had
not received any guidelines cr instructions concerning it from the BIA
central office. (See p. 11

Certain factors which advert y affected students' ability to achieve
at the national average were not fully dealt with in the established
school programs. For example.

--Inability to communicate effectively in the English language gener-
ally was recognized as a primary restraint to normal educational
progress. Standardized achievement tests indicated that almost all
students in the schools GAO visited had communication skills defi-
ciencies. GAO noted, however, that the schools generally did not
have adequate programs to deal with this problem. (See pp. 12 and 13.)

--BIA officials estimated that the number of Indian children in their
schools needing special education for physical, sensory, mental, or
emotional handicaps was at least double that normally found in public
schools and might be as high as 50 percent of total enrollment in
boarding schools off the reservations. Six cf the 12 schools visited
by GAO, however, had not established special education programs, and -,
some of the special education programs which had been established at
several other schools were not adequate. (See pp. 15 and 16.)

--BIA's guidance programs generally have emphasized dormitory adminis-
tration in boarding schools and have not provided Indian students
with a broad range of professional counseling services, including
academic counseling. The counselors' activities were concerned pri-
marily with social and personal problems of the students. (See

pp. 16 to 18.)

--Of the 12 schools visited, 10 did oxit'have adequate provisions for
obtaining substitute teachers to assume responsibility for classes
when regular teacherS were absent. (See P. 19.)

.

BIA did not have an effective management information system which would
provide education program officials with data necessary for identifying
educational needs of Indian children, designing programs and activities
for accomplishing educational .goals, allocating resources to these pro-
grams. and evaluating the costs and benefits in relation to the educa-
tional goals. (See pp. 20 to 24.)

litrONOWDATIONS OR SUGGESTIONS

ThepepariMent of the Interior should require the Comaissioner of Indian
Affairs to

2
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--Clearly apprise all operating levels of the goal of reaching a level
of academic achievement for Indian students equal to the national
average and the date by which it is to be accomplished.

--Identify and assign priorities for dealing with all critical factors
knout to impede progress toward accomplishment of that goal.

--Develop a comprehensive educational program which is designed specif-
ically to overcome the factors which impede progress in meeting the
goal and which is flexible enough to meet the needs of students in all
BIA schools.

--Establish periodic milestones, such as the amount,of improvement in
the academic-achievement level necessary at the end of each succes-
sive year, to accomplish the established goal.

-- Periodically evaluate program results on the basis of these prede-
termined milestones to allow timely redirections of effort as may be
necessary.

--Develop a management information system providing:

1. Meaningful and comprehensive information on the academic aptitude
and achievement levels of students inv,the BIA school system.

2. Program-oriented financial management reports geared toward the
management needs of BIA education program officials. (See pp. 26
and 27.)

AGENCY ACTIONS AND UNRESOLVED ISSUES

The Department of the Interior stated that it. was in general accord with
GAO's findings and that GAO's conclusions and recommendations would con-
structively support BIA's efforts to improve its education program.

0

The Department stated that it would be normal to expect that from 5 to 10
years would be required to statistically prove any increased effective-
ness through student test results. The Department noted that GAO had not
given due cognizance to departmental and_congressional commibeents and ef-
forts to improve educational opportunity for the American Indian.

GAO agrees that it would have been desirableeto obtain student academic -
achievement data covering several years. Such data mss.not available,
however, and by necessity, GAO's evaluation of-progress achieved by BIA
was limited to available data.

The Deparbnent's comments on GAO's recommendations are discusssed below.

--A task force was established in March 1071 to review the goals and
oblectives of BIA's education program and the necessary organizational
changes to achieve them. The Department did not indicate, however;

Tear Shoal 3

Map
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Oast action meld be taken to apprise a)) operating levels of the
well of reaching a level of academic achievement equal to the national
average and the date by which it was to be accomplished.

--The Department outlined a number of steps to be implemented in fiscal
year 1973 for identifying and assigning priorities for dealing with
all critical lectors known to impede progress toward adomplishment
of its goal.

--Concerning GAO's recommendation for development of a comprehensive
education program that would meet the needs of all students in BIA
^schools, the Department stated that actions were being taken to up-
grade the ability of school personnel to deal with the special nature
of the students served. GAO believes that, although these actions
should' help to improve BIA's education program, action also must be
taken to ensure that the special needs of all students are identi-
fied and met.

--Regarding GAO's reoommendat4ons for establishmentoOredlestenes and
for periodit evaluation of:program.results, the Department stated
that these exercises were impractical since the BIA goil mist be
tempered by the reality ofIndian self-determination, the special
nature of the students served, and the availability of funds. GAO
believes that effective management requires the development of an ap-
propriate strategy for meeting established goals and the periodic eval-
uation of progress toward meeting these goals. ifer

--Concerning GAO's recommendation for development of an eduCation man-
agement information system, the Department outlined various activi-
ties which would be undertaken to design and implement sucn a system.
GAO believes that effective use of information provided by the system
snould assist BIA in managing its schools. (See pp. 29 to 31.)

mamas FOR consnourros Br THE coganks

In view of the concern which has been expressed by the President and
by members of the Congress regarding the quality of Indian education,
the Congress may wish to consider enacting legislation requiring BIA to
furnish certain specific information as suggested in this report, which
the Congress could use to evalurte the progress being made in improving
Indian education. (See pp. 27 and 2B.)

s



CHAPTER 1

ClifitiOCT ON

American Indians and Alaska Natives (hereinafter re-
ferred to as Indians) are-considered to be among this
country's most disadvantaged citizens, whether the scale
of measurement is employment, income, housing, health, or
education. It generally is recognized by various Indian
leaders and Government officials that education is one of
the key elements in the ultimate solution of the complex
problems faced by these disadvantaged citizens.

In recent years both the President and the Congress
have focused considerable attention on the continuing prob.
leas which have beset Indian education. Ina July 1970
message to the Congress, the President stated that one of
the saddest aspects of Indian life was the low quality of
Indian education.

In November 1969 he Special subcommittee on Indian
_Education, Senate Comiittee on Leber. and Public Welfare,
concluded a 2-year investigation by issuing Senate Report
91-501, entitled "Indian Education: A National Tragedy--
A National Challenge." The Subcommittee outlined in its re-
port a number of serious inadequacies in the education pro-
grams of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and concluded that
"The present organization and administration of the BIA
school system could hardly be worse."

The Subcommittee recommended that the federal Govern-
ment commit itself to providing Indians with.an excellent
education, including maximum Indian participation in, and
control of, Indian educa*Ion programs. In addition, the
Subcommittee recommended that the Federal Government set
specific goals for rapid attainment of equal educational
opportunity for Indian children, including parity of
achievement level'of Indian high school students eitbna-;
tional norms.

Because of the national interest in Indian education
mhiCh had been expressed by the President and the Congress,
the General Accounting Office undertook a review of the

S
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management of the NA school system. Our review was con
oersted primarily with evaluating management methods used by
DIA to meet the goals set for education of Indian children
in BIA-operated school's.

OVERALL PERSPECTIVI1

Each administration since 1960 has announced a policy
calling"for full participation by Indians inAmerican life
and a standard of living and an education equal to the na-
tional average;

DIA established certain educational 'goals in 1963,
which were directed specifically toward Closing the educe-
tion gap between Indians and non-Indians by 1970. Except
for a change in the target date, these goals have continued
into the 1970's. The goals'outlinid in MA's fiscal years
1971 and 1972 Frogramtamorandume,1 dated June 1969 and
May 1970, respectively, are that (1) 90 percentofall
Indian, youth graduate from high school, (2) by 1976 the
achievement level ofJndien students at least equal that
for non-Indian youth; (3) 50 percent of the graduates enter
.college, and (4) the remaining 50 percent be either em-
ployed or enrolled in technical training.

The DIA goal of raising the academic-achievement level
of Indian students at least up to that attained by non-
Indian students appears to be consistent with the educa-
tional goals of the Indians themselves. For example, a
private firm conducting a study of Indian education in 1969
reported that Indian students and parents, school adminis-
trators, teachers, and educational consultants were in
substantial' agreement that the goal of Indian education
should be equal opportunity for Indian and non- Indian
Americans. The study report further defined this goal as
academic achievement for Indian high school and college
graduates equal-to that of non-Indians.

0

%IA program memorandums are documents which present state-
ments of major prograissues requiring decisions in the
current budget cycle, and which have implications in terms
of either present or future costs or the direction of p
program or group of programs.

6
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t This goal was articulated by an Indian school board
member during an April 1969 education conference at the
Fort Apache Reservation, Arizona, as follows:

"Our ultimate goal should be to educate our chil-
dren so that their qualifications for any open
position will be-on an equal par with, if not

,better than, the non-Indians. This is the goal
we should strive for."

A study of Indian education conducted by a former MA
Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Education under a grant
by the Office of Education, Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, focused on the',19600s and the accomplishments
during that decade. That study indicated that BIA had made
progress in increasing the flercentage of Indian children
enrolled in school and in increasing the number of Indian
high school graduates. In 41: 1972 Program Memorandum,
however, BIA estimated that the 'academic-achievement level
of Indian children graduating from BIA high schooli was
3.3 years below the' nationaliaverage. We could not readily
ascertain the reliability of!this estimate because BIA does
not accumulate achievement test data from its schools.

O

Poolumoute

During fiscal year 1971, about 200,000 Indian children
were enrolled in elementary and secondary schools. Those
schools included Federal, public, private, and mission
facilities. About 50,000 of these students were enrolled-

. in 200 BIA-operated schools. Also DIA operated 19 dormi-
tories for about 4,000 Indian children attending public
schools and provided funding for five schools operated by
Indian school boards under contract with DIA. In addition,
BIA operated two postsecondary schools having a total en-
rollment of about 1,300 students.

The program for the education of Indian students in
these federally operated or federally funded schools is
administered, by BIA!s central office in Washington, D.C.,
and its 11 area and 76 agency offices.

During fiscal year 1971 BIA'sappropriation for edu-
cational assittenge, facilities, and services totaled

7
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$146.2 million, of which $118.6 million via expended in the
operation of the Federal facilities discussed, above, in-
eluding the five schools operated by Indian school boards.
The remaining $27.6 million was expended for assistance to
pupils'in non-Federal schools, adult education and community
development. Also in fiscal year 1971.BIA expended $13-mil-
lion received through other Federal programs, such as the
program funded by the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 241a) administered by the Office of
Education. These funds were for special education programs,
such as remedial reading.

During the 5-year period ended June 30, 1971, BIA
expended about $500 million, including about $50 million
received through other Federal programs, to operate Federal
schools and dormitories having a total average annual en-
rollment of about 50,000 students:-,,

8
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oPmeiTuterms FOR IMPROVING INDIAN EDUCATION

The major goal of BIA's education programs is to cloali
the education gap between Indians and non-Wiens by rails*
the'aeademic-achievement levalof Indian studaftto up to
national,everage by 1976: It appears, however, that BIAta
:made relatively little progress toward attaining this goad;'
Largely becausetIA ha; hot adequately communicated this /.
goal to -its area offices and 9choels and has not deveio
a specific plan for identifxing and overcoming obstacles to,
or-for. measdring progress toward, the accomplishment/of this

-goal.

Our review Showed that they did not pro-
vide sufficient information to determine the'actual progress
that had been made toward raising the academic - achievement
level of Indian children. As discussed,in more detail on
page 20, the formulation of academic achievement- testing
programs was left to the discretion-of the educationffi-
ciale at each, of BIA's 11 area offices and the established
testing programs differed from area tarea. .also individ-
ual schools within the areasften did not fellow the estab-
lished programs. Further the results of tests that were ad-
ministered at the schools were not compiled and eyaluated on
a national basis'at the BIB central office. As a result the
centrel office did not have the comprehensive academic-
achievement data needed for comparing progress in attaining
the goal of the education program on a school-to-school and
year-to-year basis.

Academic- achievement data thatwas available at thi 12
schools we visited shoved relatively little evidence of prog-
ress from year to year. For example, the folloaing table
shows the gap between the national "erase and the average
achievement level,of Indian stUdente at three elementary
schools in the Phoenix Area, as leasured by California

9
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Achievement Tests administered in the'spriAg of 1970 and
again in the spring of 1971.

Year in Achievement gap
which Grade
tested 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(years below national average}

'1970 0.7 0.8 1.4 1.2 1..3 1.6 1.3 1.9

1971 0.9 1:4 0.5 1.5 1.4 1.8 1.7 2.0

4f shown ah6ve the gap between the national average and the
average achievement level of Indian students shows a reduc-
tion in onlythe third grade.

The results of California Achievement Tests adminis-
tered to students at three Off-reservation secondary board-
ing schools located in the Navajo, Phoenix, and Juneau 'Welts
also disclosed that-there had been little evidence of pros-

. sass, as shown below.

'4ichievement wow

Year in IdiONShpOU. Nigh school 8 Highischool C
which . Grade Grade .0rade
Castel 9 10 11 12 9 10 11 12 9 10 11 12

(years below national average)

1970 3.3 3:6 4.6 5'43 1.8' 2.5 2.7 3.6 ,0.6 1.2 1.1 1.6
1971 3.5 3.7 4.5 5.3 2.9 2.6 3.4 4.4 '0.7 1.3 1.9 2.1

We'discussed the above agademic-achievement,dera with various
educftion consultants, all of whom a'greedl that it showed
that! there had been little evidence of progress.

1
The
"Calbfornia Achievement Test is one ofM number of-stan-

dardized tests used by educators in elementary and second-
ary schools to-measure the academic-achievement levels of

- their. students. Other standardized achievement testsAlse0
in NA schools we- .visited included the Netrbpolitan
Achievement Test and the Stanford Achievement Taste.
. ,
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NEED TO ORGANIZE PROGRAMS AROUND
o

ESTABLISHED GOALS-IOW INDIAN EDUCATION

We found that BIA had not developed'a specific plan to
accomplish its goal of raising the academic - achievement
level of Indian student§ up. to the national average r'-Al-
thoughthough the"goal had been establis ed and included in BIA's
annual ptogrem,memorandums, BIA id not plan and organize
its education programs to achiev it,

'Officials' at BIA's central office and at the three
area offices and 12'schools visited agreed that the educe-
tion programs were not designed to reach the goal of raising
the achievement lever up to the national average by 1976.
In fact officials at five schools and at one area office

, told us that they were not even Mwere of this goal. Offi-
cials at the seven other schools and two area offices told
us thatthey had heard of the goal. They said, however,
that they bad not made a specific effort to design their
programs,to reach this goal because they had not been offi-
cially, notified of it and had not received any guidelines
or ins ructions from the central office concerning it.

The educstional,goals set forth in BIA's/Manual, which
. was furnished to the schools'end:area offices, dated back
' to r)s1 and were very general. These dealt primarily with

such matters as physical, mental and moral development;
citireAlLip; and health habits. The goals did net include

-,,

closing the academic-achievement gap.
.

.

School officials cited a number of matters which had an
adverse effect on the quality of education provided to chit-

, dren in BIA schools. These matters included the need for
compensatory training in English communication- skills, spe-
cial education programs, professional counseling services,
and substitute' teachers. These matters, which are discussed
below, are not intended to repreAnt all the factors which
have an impact, on the quality of Indian education; instead,
they are intended to illustrate that BIA has no* organized

-Its education progred to accomplish its goal.

334-012 0 - 1,1 31
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Need fortraining to compensate for \\
comanunicatiton

The importance of i4asic communications skills is ,

stressed in the pubii.ation "Education: An Answer to Pov-
erty," which was developed jointly by the Office of Educa-

. tion an the Office of Economic Opportunity and which 'lints
out that:,

"**4: reading and the development of language
skills are the chief foundations of knowledge.
Without them, all later schooling is built as
4hough on quicksand and soon collapses." __----

Officials atthe 12 schools we visited told us that
the inability of Indian students to coimuniCate effectiirely
in English was a primary restraint to their achieving at

. the national average. 1

i

At one of the schools we visited, it had been deter-
mined that Apache was the predoMinant language in the Stu-
dents,' homes; a survey of 32 howls had revealed only one
case-An which English was spoken in the home.! The problem
mai complicated further by the students' isolation from any
Culture other than their own. Thus it was difficult fOr them

/
'to visualize a need for learning English. The survey showed
that the, students lived 43 miles from the nearest non---,

! Indian community, thatabout 50 percent had no adequate
means of transportation, that fewer than 20 percent hid
television, that an equally small percentage had radios,

!...., that only 4 percent had telephones, and that there was no
`....local newspaper. The entire student body (pre -first through

eighth grade) at this school.was deficient in English cosi-.
lanication skills.

.....
,. .

Although the standardized achievement tests at the 12
schools we visited indic tedted that about 95 percent of the
students were-deficient i English communication skills,
only one of these schools had established what the school
principal considered to'be an adequate compensatory train-
ing program to overcome the students' deficiencies,

I

1

Nine other schools had established compensatory com-
munication training programs. These programs were often

12
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"lieferred to as readir, laboratories and involved the use of
various types of special audio-visual equipment, as illus-
trated by the photographs on page 14. These programs, how-
ever, usually were funded through Office of Education grants
under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965,
which are restricted by law to a limited number of students.
For example; only. about 120 students were enrolled in one
high school's remedial reading program. Of the 42S students
tested at that school, 409 had reading scores belo0 the
national average, including 382 who were 1 year or more be-
low the average. This remedial reading program was de-
signed, however, to bring students up to only the sixth-
grade level. As a result many students were trying to cope
with regular high school subjects, such as history and sci-
ence, although their ability to read was substantially be-
low the high school level.

The principal at the school whiCh had established what
he considered to be an adequate compensatory English com-
munications training program stated that the program was
designed specifically around the students' needs as identi-
fied by the teachers and through analysis of standardized
achievement test results. Each student spent one half of
each day in English language instruction. In conjunction
with this, all other courses were designed to reinforce the
students' skill in English communication.

The principal said that he belieVed that the program
provided students with a firm base in English communication
skills without compromising other course work necessary for
their development. Although the program was only in its
first year of operation, the principal was of the view that
students could raise their overall achievement level up to
the national average within S years of entering the program.

13
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Students working with cc ntrolied-reAding machines in a reading laboratory
e funded by an Office of Education grant.
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Weed for special edullOgn Dreg:rens

Officials at the schools we visited told us that spe-
cial educat on programs were needed at their schools"for
certain is with physical, sensory, mental, or emotional
handicaps. ttle or notate, however, was available con-
cerning the ant of these handicaps and tha specific types
of special education needed.

One 81A efficial estimated that the somber of Indian
children BiA schools needing special education was at
least double'.that normally found in public schools. Another
81A official estimated that as many as,50 percent of the.
students enrolled in BIALoff-reservatiOn boarding schools
needed some form of special education due to poor early
childhood health care, malnutrition, and social conditions
on the reservation.

Of the 12 schools visited, six had not establiihed any
special education programs. Officials at several of the
schools which did have special education programs told us
that the programs were not adequate. _Ent. example, one of
-the established programs could handle only 18 of about 75
students who had been. identified by teachers as needing
/Racial education. The special education teacher said that
undoubtedly all students needing special education had not
been identified.

Information obtainea at one off -reservation secondary
boarding school which did not have a special education pro-
gram indicated that a large number of handicapped students
at the school needed special education, We noted that one

° of the criteria under which students could be enrolled at
this school was unusual social behavior too difficult to be
solved at home or through existing coimunity facilities.
A survey by a psychologist showed that more than one half
of the students had been enrolled on that basis. Randomly
selected standardized test results at this school showed
that studentsl academic-achievement scores generally were
substantially below the' national. average in all aubJect
areas tested, although their intelligence scores ranged from
"above normal" to no lower than "dull normal."

15
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The Chief of the Division of Special Education, Cali-
fornia Department of Educe on, told vs that, on the basis
of the above information, i appeared that a number of stu-
dents at this school might educationally handicapped- -
students Who were. not men ly retarded but who were hindered
in academic achievement by learning or behavioral disorders
caused by emotional disturbancesand therefore eight be in
need of special education. He added that, in California
public schOols, ouch educationally handicapped students were
handled general ...by special;full- or part -time classes or
through individual tutoring.

Need for professional counseling services
in BIA schools

Although 11 of the 12 schools we visited had counselors,
the counselors' efforts were concerned primarily with social
and personal problems of the students.

BIA officials told us that historically their guidance
programs were directed toward dormitory administration in
boarding schools rather than provIdi.4 tread range of

,professional counseling services. it

According to the American Personnel and Guidance Asso-
ciation, a national association of professional guidance and
counseling personnel, some of the major functions of pro-
fessional codnselors in elementary and secondary schools
include:

--Planning and deVeloping the guidance program.

--Counseling individuals and small groups.

--Appraising students, including accumulating and in-
terpreting such information as standardized test re-
sults and ecedemic records, and identifying students
having special abilities and/or needs.

--Assisting student& in relating their interests, apti-
tudes, and abilities to current and future educe-
tionel and occupational opportunities and require-
manta,

16
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--Consulting with school administiators and members
of the faculty relative to the curriculustehich will-
meet the abilities, interests, and needs of the stu-
dents.

--Placing students in appropriate school subjects-and
courses of study.

--Referring students to other pupil - personnel- services:
. specialists..

--Meeting with students' parents. c

We found, hovider,*that (1) at 10 of the 12 schools
visited by us, the counselors did not make useof the re-
sults of standardized achievement teats to Identify student
and curriculum need/4 (2) at nine schools they did not par-
ticipate in the placement of students in courses of study,
and (3) at eight schools they verenot involved in develop-
ing the curriculum. .

Some of the above-mentioned functions of counselors'
were being performed in varying-degrees by other school-per-
sonneli Per example,st one off-reservation boarding school,
the placement of students in courses of stialyves*done by

, the academic department head on the basis of the State-
approved corric4Pme for public schools. He told us that
such tools.as standardized academic aptitude and achievement
test results should be analyzed and used for placing stu.-
dents in classes on the basis of their individual strengt41,
.weaknesses, and education needs but that he did not have the
time to make such analyses because of other administrative
reeponsibilities. Academie counaelUmems being performed
by classroom teachers in some instances, but most of these
teachers -said that they did not have the tinevtraining, or
experience necessary to do the jdb effectively.

The accumaation and interpretation of standardised
test results is one of the major functiona.ora.counselor.
Officials of the American Personnel and Guidance Assoctation
and of the Office of Education, told us that, ideally, pro-
fessional counselors also should administer these tests be-
cause they hive been specifically trained in this eves.
Although testing generalkOMarbetffiTdona-At-thel2 act Obis
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visited, the student's regular teachers, rather than
counselors, administered the tests at eight of the schools
and counselors were involved only to a limited degree in
administering the test at a ninth school.

According to the American Personnel and. Guidance As-
sociation, a counselor's student-appraisal function includes
coordinating the accumulation, organization, and maintenance
of filesof pupil dote, including standardized test results,
academie and biographical records, personal data forms, and
rating scales. We found, however, that counselors generally
:did not.maintain such data.' At one school having 800 stu-
dents, the counselors developed files for only 11 students.

'A DIA official told us that some efforti recently had
been lade to get counselorsoire involved-in thit broad range
of professional counseling services' but that these efforts
were still in the early stageof development.--Por instance,
in an experimental-program-which had been impleMented at
Ana schools in the Navajo-Area, the counselorspo-looger
supervise dormitory operations but areresponsible only.for.:
providing Counseling services. .

*For DIA to provide the full range of professional coon=
seling services to Indian children, the current qualifica-

-tion standards for counselors may Ltve to.be.upgraded.
BIA's academiostandard.to qualify for a positiOns a guid-
ance.counselikie4uires:

--Cempletion of.a-4-year course of study leading to a
bachelor's degree in any major.

* .

--Completion of 24 semester hourstn professional eduL.
cation,Ancluding 12 semester hours in guidance and

.psychology subjects directly related to-education
(notnecessarily graduate work).

This academic standard its significantly below the
academie standard established by the Amerieen:Personnel and
Guidance Association -which recommends completion of a 2-year
graddate program in.the field of counselor education. 1.47:

eordingto.a 1965 publication of the Office of 'Education,,
of 55 States and outlytng areas, such as the Canal Zone and
Guam, 46 required master's degrees, or other specified _
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amounts of graduate-level e4cation, in the field of counsel-
ing for permanent certification as a school counselor and
two required additional graduate -level education in the
fibld of counseling beyond:a master's degree. Accordtng to
Office of Education offictMls, most States generally re-
quired 1 year of graduate-level education in the specific
field of counseling and the .hand was toward a 2-year grad-
uate program.

Of the 78 counselors at the schwas we visited, only
'15 had master's degrees in the field of counseling and five'
had bachelor's degrees in counseling. The remaining 58 had
degrees in such fields as education or social studies.

Need to obtain substitute teachers

Although officials at the 12 schools we visited told us
that it was important to have substitute teachers to assume
responsibility for classes when regular teachers were absent,
only two of the schools had made what school officials con-
Sidered to be adequate provisions for obtaining substitute
teachers. At'the 10 other schools,, either no provision had
been made for substitutes or the number of substitutes on
call was insufficient, generally, according to the officials
at these schools, because of persohnel ceilings or lack of
funds.,

We reviewed leave records and other data at several
schools to ascertain the extent of the need'for substitute
teachers. At two schools which had no substitute teachers,
we found that, for 39 and 58 days, respectively, a regular
,teacher was absent for.at least one half a day during the
180-day school year. These schools attempted to fill the
vacancies with supervisory personnel or teacher-aides.

At another school.four high school class periods had
\ been without a teacher for about 2 months; students were

used as monitors to keep order in these classes because the
school's only substitute teacher was filling in for another
teacher who was on extended sick leave.

At another school which had no substitute teachers,
school officials said that an,average of two teachers a day
were absent and that the studehts were sent back to the dor-
mitory when teachers were Met:
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MO TO I'ROVV
BIA'S wituAnnama INICiRMATION SYSl

An effective management Information system would seem
essential .n developing, impleMenting, and evaluating an
educational program. Such a system could provide education
program officials with the'data they need for identifying
the educational needs of students, both individually and
collectively; for designing programs and activities for ac-
complishing the desired educational goals; for budgeting
and alloCating resources to support these programs; and for
evaluating the costs and benefits of these programs in re-
lation to the planned educational goals. BIA officials
generally agreed that they did not have an effective man-
agement information system for providing such data.

Need for academic aptitude
end achievement data

Central office education officials stated that the re-
sults of standardized academic aptitude and achievement
tests not only would be useful at the school level in iden-
tifying students' needs and measuring their progress but
also would be needed by them in formulating and evaluating
the results of programa designed to accomplish the goal of
raising the academic - achievement levelof Indian students
to the national average. --

BIA records did not contain sufficient information for
determining the actual progress tha had been made toward
the accomplishment this goal, nor didA nave an overall

1student-testing pro am for obtaining such information.
Education officials t each area office decided on the test -
ing program to be followed by schools under their jurisdic-
tion; however, test results were not compiled and evaluated
at the central office. Outlined below is a brief comparison
of the testing program followed in the three areas we vis-
ited.
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Academic-.
a6hievement Area
Mine Imam ChNsnia 0=12

Cried* levels to All gredes All grades 2d. 4ch. 6th,
be tested and lich grades
*doh year

Tice of year Volt Spring Approximately
students are midyear
to be tested

type of achieve- Metropolitan for tither Metropolirv, Stanford
none tests qouy.,elementary grades ,'!'.0.or California

that is to be 2 aidTetIforntafor
used aocondery grades

is it requited Yes Yes Yea
that results
be submitted
to the area
officer .

'. Aosdesdc-
Putitlie tett-ire

Is aptitude. No ' Yea (7th No
tearing rl- 1 grade only
quired? \

. In a number of cases the established area testing pro-
gram was not followed. For example, the Phoenix Area Office
directed that academic- achievement tests be administered'
'each spring to all student's, that either the Metropolitan
Achievement Test or the California 'Achievement Test' be ac-
ceptable as long as'one was.used consistently, and that re-

.

sults be submitted to the area office. However:

--One school did noradminister the.spring academic-
achievement tests for"3 years.

--Another school changed from the California Achieve-
ment Test to the Metropolitan Achievement Test and
back to the California Achievement Test during a
period of 4 years, which made it difficult to com.
pare results from year to year.

-.Area office education officials WA not use test re-
sults for program planning and evaluation purposes.

The testing program established by the Juneau Area Cof,
fice required that in the fall the Metropolitan Achievement
Test be administered to students in kindergarten through
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the eighth grade and that the California Achievement Test
be ministered -to students in the ninth through the 12th
grades. At one school, however:

--Kindergarten and -first -grade students !Joie not tested.

-.the Metropolitan Achievement,Test, rather than the
4 California Achievement Test,'!was administered to the

ninth -grade students.

--Students inthe 10th through the 12tkgrades were
not tested.

Although test results have not been compiled end eval-
uated at the central office, the value of a testing program
has been recognized. Education officials- kt the central of-
fice advisbd us that they were in the process of developing
a BIA-wide testing program.

Need for progtem-oriented
financial management reports\

The operating cost'of the SIA.school system for ffscal
year 1971 was approxliately 6118.6 million. We found, how -.
ever, that central office education prosy, officials did
not know'by,whosa 'or for what purposes these funds had been
used.

Central office education'program officials did not
know how much of he $118.6 million in operating costs ,had
been incurred by Bach of MA's 200 schools, 76 agency of-
fices, and 11 area offices; nor did they receive any finan-
cial management reports which-would readily provide this
data. We found that they had not receiVpd financial man-
agement reports which would show how much of the operating
lost hail been incurred for such education activities as
Administration, curriculum development, instruction, pupil-
personnel services, support services, and dormitory opera-
tions.

We were able to identify onlyone report which con-
tained data on BIA program costs. This monthly "Report
on Operating Budget" details both the programmed and the
actual obligations-and cost's charged against the 24 BIA
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programs. Education is the largest of these programs and
accounts for' about 50 percent of BIA's operating budget.
The Deputy Director of Management Services confirmed that
this was the only report which showed BIA's program costs

Our examination of the "Report on Operating Budget"
--for the year ended June 30, 1971, whichronsisted of 3,000

pages of computer tabulations, showed that the $118.6
lion in operating costs was itemized by detailed costs on
the basis of.locatien codes. The education program costs
were not totaled for each school, agency office, and area
office, nor were costs summarized by the various education
activities discussed above.

.

According to central office eihication program officials,
they receive only that part of the "Report on Operating Bud-
get" which shows the education program costs incurred by
the centrel office.

irriecoff4Cial. .commented that, even if the entire cost
report were rieei4i8,1t-VOUla'not be'effectively used for.
prograswaanagement purposes because it. was too voluminous
and the data was not sumprized into a program-oriented
format. The SIA Director of Education Programs said that
the /baited financial management data made available to.him
was not adequate for such purposes as determining and evalu-
ating the costa for each pupil of the various education ac-'
tivities or making cqst-benefit analyses of education pro-
grams in ith schoolsz Braid that such information was
essential for effect1ve managemeht of the ILA school system:

Our observations concerning the need for program?
oriented financial sOnagement reports are similar to those
reported in Bey 1971 by a special management assistance
adrvey team, which bas organized. by the Office-of Manage-
ment and Budget at the request of, the Secretary of the In-
terior. In referende to the various financial reports
produced,by the Inlan Affairs Data Center, the survey team
stated that: .

9*** We.found Oat operating officials at Central
Office made vsky little' use of these report, be-
cause they we rP too volueinoui and because the
officials werel not familiar. with the computer
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language. .No 'flash' or summary reports were
prepared for use by the executive. staff."

The survey *team stated also that:

71011c,ye cannot over - emphasize the need for effec-
tivemication b4ween the Division of Fi-
nancial Management and its customers at all levels
to bring about an effective importing system."

We believe that, to effectively manage a program of the
size and-complexity of the BIA school system, the Director
of Education Progrdms should receive program - oriented fi
nancial management reports which show for what purpose and

'by whom the financial resources are being used.

4
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CHAPTER 3

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIAKI

CONCLUSIONS

Improving the educational achievement level of Indian
students appears to le one of themost important keys to
overcoming the problems the Indians face. Information
available at the schools we visited revealed relatively lit.
tle evidence of progress.

Although BIA had established a goal of eliminSiing the
disparity between educational achievement attained by Indian
children and their non-Indian peers by 1976, it did not ade-
quately communicate this goal to the operating levels nor did
it develop and implement a specific plan of action by Which
At intended to:raise Indian students' academic - achievement
level. Certain constraints to improving academic achieve-
ment, such as English communication handicaps, were evident;
yet established school programs did not deal With them com-
pletely and in some cases did not deal with them at all.

Considering the magnitude of the goal that was estab-
lished by BIA and the obvious complexity of the problem, it
appears that it is essential to have a well organized and
managed program specifically designed to accomplish that
goal. We believe that such a program should be formulated
through a systematic analysis of (1) the program's goal and
(2) the critical factors contributing to, or impeding effec-
tiveness in, achieving that goal.

In view of the limited progrits eade'to date in raising
the academic-achievement level of Indian children to the na-
tional average, it may be necessary for BIA to evaluate the
reeconableness of the 1976 target date. We believe, how-
ever. that. reeardless of the target date Which might be es-
tabliahad. BIA will not achieve its _goal unless the funda-
mentalconceats of a sound management system are implemented.

We believe also that BIA should develop an effectiYe
------sminamement information system to assist the program manager

in assessing the specific educational needs of the students,
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in identifying the major problems that must be dealt with,
in devising the specific strategy for overcoming these prob-
lems, in implementing en education progiam responsive to the
students' needs, in measuring progress toward stated goals,
and in assessing the effectiveness of each responsible level
within the BIA school system in achieving the established
educational goals. The system should provide for comprehen-
sive and consistent data on the students' academic aptitude
and achievement levels and program-oriented financial manage-
ment reports.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO TM
5ECRETARY OF'THE INTERIOR

We recommend that the Department of the Interior require
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to:

-- Clearly, apprise all operating levels of the goal of
reaching a level of academic achievement for Indian
students equal to the national average and the date
by which it is to be accomplished.

- _Identify and assign priorities for dealing with all
critical factors known to impede progress toward ac-
complishment of that goal.

-- Develop a comprehensive educational program which is
designed specifically to overcome the factors which
impede progress in meeting the goal and which is flex-
ible enough to meet the needs of students in all BIA-
operated schools.

--Establish periodic milestones, such as the amount of
improvement in the academic-achievement level neces-
sary at the end of each successive year, to accomplish
the established goal.

--Periodically evaluate program results on the basis of
these predetermined milestones to allow redirections
of effort as may be necessity.

--Develop a management information system providing:
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1 Meaningful and comprehensive information on the ac-
ademia aptitude and achievement levels of students
in the BIA school system.

2. Program-oriented financial management reports
geared tqpard the management needs of BIA education
program officials.

MATTERS FOR CONSECRATION BY THE CONGRESS

The Special Subcommittee on Indian Education, Senate --
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, noted at the conclu-
sion of its field investigation in 1969 thdt:

"One'of the most serious problems encountered was
the lack of meaningful information and statistics
that amid be provided by the BIA, the Agency of
the Federal Government directly responsible for
Federal Indian programs. Time after time the
staff was faced with inadequate, incomplete or
nonexistent information important to the conduct
of such a study. One can only wonder how an
agency with such a responsibility for so long a
time can possibly determine the effectiveness of
their own programs' without having available- -and
without making the effort to compile it--basic
information necessary to evaluation."

The Subcommittee stated in its report that the lack of reli-
able data meant that the Congress could not carry out its
legislative oversight function and that monies could not be
appropriated wisely nor could effective and responsible leg-
islation be developed.

As #scussed in chapter 2 of this report, the situation
has not changed significantly since 1969. BIA still has not
developed and implemented an information system which would
provide the data needed for effective administration and
management of the BIA school system.

In view of the concern which has been expressed by the
President and by members of the Congress regarding the qual-
ity of Indian education, the Congress may wish to consider
enacting legislation requiring BIA to furnish certain
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specific information which the Congress could use to evalu-
ate the progress being made in improving Indian education.
Such information could include:

--A statement of MA's educational goals and the crite-
ria with which BIA plans to measure progress toward
these goals.

--A comprehensive plan to accomplish these goals. Such
a plan should identify the critical tasks that need
to be performed to reach the estabilished goals;
should assign priorities; and should include esti-
mates of the cost for required staffing, equipment,
and facilities.

N--An annual report comparing actual program results
with the predetermined milestones on a BIA-wide ba-
sis, as well as summary statistical data on the re-
sults achieved at each BIA-operated school. Such a
report should identify progress in critical areas,
such as English communication skills, and should com-
pare progress in these areas to overall student prog-
ress. The reasons for, and the proposed solutions
to, any significant shortcomings also should be ex-
plained in the report.
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CHAPTER 4

AGENCY COMMENTS AND GAO EVALUATION

The Department of the Interior, in commenting on a draft
of this report in a letter dated March 16, 1972 (see app. I),
stated that the Department was generally in accord with the
report findingft and that it expected that the conclusions
and recommendations would constructively.support BIA's ef-
forts to-improve its education program.

The Department stated also that'when making

"*** an evaluation of the program it would be im-
possible for a correct analogy to be concluded on
the results of tests conducted the previous year
against future program plans."

The Department stated further that programs could not be
conclusively evaluated within such an immediate time frame
and that it would be normal to expect that, in a program of
the magnitude of DIA'aeducational endeavor, from 5 to 10
years would be required to statistically prove any increased
effectiveness through student test results. The Department
noted that we had not given due cognizance to departmental
and congressional commitments and efforts to improve educa-
tional opportunity for the American Indian.

We recognize the problems associated with using the re-
sults of tests conducted the previous year in evaluating'
the effectiveness of BIA's current and future programs. As
discussed in chapter 2, B1A does not have an adequate sys-
tem, however, for measuring the progress of students and for
evaluating the effectiveness of its educational program in e'

-meeting its established goals. We agree that it would have
been desirable to obtain student academic-achievement data
covering several,years. Such data was not available, how-
ever,mnd, by necessity, our evaluation of progress in meet-
ing BIA's education goals was limited to the data which was
available in the schools we visited. Therefore we had no
meaningful basis for giving recognition to the various com-
mitments and efforts to improve educational opportunity for
Indians, including the,quality of that education. One of the
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key issues discussed in this report is the need for a men -
agement information system which, we believe, is essential,
for evaluating the effectiveness of BIA's education program.

he Department stated -that it would respond directly
to the Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, Seuate Oositittee on
Interior and Insular Affairs, concerning the matters dis-
cussed in chapter 2. The Department's comments on our rec-
ommendations to the Secretary of the Interior are discussed
below.

The Deportment did not indicate what action would be
taken to apprise all operating. levels of the goal of reach-
ing a level of academic achievement equal to-the national
average and the date by which it was to be accomplished.
The Department stated that a task force had been established
in March 1971 to review the goals and objectives of BIA's
education program and the necessary organizational changes

----to achieve them. -------

The Department outlined a zalmber of steps to be imple-
mented in fiscal year 1973 for assigning priorities for
dealing with all critical factors known to impede progress
toward accomplishment of its goal. We believe that effec-
tive implementation of these steps will assist BIA in
strengthening its education program.

The Department's reply vas, not fully responsive to our
recommendation that BIA develop a comprehensive education
program specifically designed to meet the needs of all stu-
dents in BIA schools. The Department stated that Indian
students attending BIA schools were geographically isolated,
had atypical social conditions in their homes, or had emo-
tional or:economic problems which could not be handled in
traditional school setting. The Department also noted that
first attention must be given to compensatory activities
which would enable the child to function in a school envi-
ronment, and that emphasis on the special needs of the stu-
dents met continue es a prime goal, together with efforts
directed toward academic achievement.

One of the key issues in this report is that, although
BIA has known for years that most Indian children in BIA
schools require some form of special or compensatory -

4
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education, its eJucationiprogrem has not been designed .to
fully meet these needs. BIA has not established a system-
atic means of determining the special and compeisatory needs
of its students.

The Department stated that specific actions were being
taken to upgrade the ability of school personnel to deal
with the special nature of the students 'served. These ac-
tions should help to improve the quality of MA's education
program, provided that appropriate action is taken by BIA
to ensure that the special needs of all students are iden-

' tified'and met.

Concerning Our recommendations for establishing peri-
odic milestones--such as the amount of improvement in the
academic-achievement level iecessary at the end of each
successive year to accomplish the established goal- -and for
making periodic evaluations of results, the Department

---------itited that these exercises were impractical since the BIA
be tempered by the reality of Indian self-

determination, the special nature of the students served, and
the availability of funds.

We disagree that it is impractical tO)establish mile-
stones and evaluate program results, particularly in an ed
ucation ptogram. We believe that, regardless 'f the goal or
goals established for Indian education, effective management
requires the development of an appropriate strategy for
meeting established goals and the periodic evaluation of
progress toward meeting these goals.

Concerning our reconmenoacion for development of an
education management information system, the Department
stated that 131A, would work with all levels of school manage-
ment to design and implement a system which would incorpo-
rate existing data and interrelate it with data collected
about pupils, property, program, and community and that the
output from the information system would be custom designed
to meet the requirements of all users of BIA educational

: information. We believe that effective use of information
to be provided by the proposed system should assist BIA in
managing its schools.
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CHAPTER 5

SCOPE OF REVIEW

Our review vas directed toward evaluating the effective-
ness of the management methode followed by BIA inits efforts
to improve the quality ,f Indian education and to raise the
academic-achievement level of Indian children up to the
national average by a specified date.

The work was done primarily at BIA's central office in
Washington, D.C.; at BIA's Navajo, Phoenix, and.Juneau Area
Offites located in Window Rock and Phoenix, Aritpna, and
Juneau, Alaska, respectively; and at 12 BIA schools under
the jurisdiction of these area offices. Although B1A has
a total of 11 area offices, the three included in our re-
view were responsible for ithoolm having about 64 percent of
the total BIA school enrollment. The 12 schools visited
accounted for shout 17 percent of the total BIA school en-
rollment and included four off-reservation secondary boarding
schools, one on-reservation secondary boarding school, four
on-reservation elementary boarding schools, two on- reservation
elementary day schools, and one combined elementary and
secondary day school.

We reviewed the applicable policies, regulations, proce-
dures, and practices pertaining to administration of BIA's
school system at the central office, area and agency offices,
and school Bevels. We examined pertinent records, reports,
and documents and interviewed BIA officials, tribal leaders, .

school administrators, teachers, and counselors concerning
the problems and issues of Indian education. We examined
also a number of studies and research projects dealing with

--Indian education.

Those issues in this report which are of an educational
nature were discussed with professional educators at BIA,
the Office of Education, the American Personnel and Guidance
Association, Northern Arizona University's College of EdUca-
tion,'and the Office of the Los Angeles County Superintendent
of Schools.
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APPENDIX I
United States Department of the Interior

Mr. Max Hirschhorn
Associi ilrectbr
Civil Divi on
U.§. General Accounting Office
Washington, C. 20548

Dear MT. Hirschhorn:

The repartment of the Interior has reviewed with interest'your draft report,
"Opportunity to Improve Indian Education in Schools Operated by the Bureau
of .Indianiffairs, Department of the Interior,111Mand are generally in accord
with its findings. We expect that its conclusions and recommendations will
constructively support the Bureau's efforts to improve its education program.
Weconcur that the draft report reflects the program levels as of the date
the material was initially colleoped, July 1971. Wben taking an evaluation
of the program it wouldbe impossible for a correct analogy to be concluded
on the results of tests conducted the previous year against IVture program
plans. Our concern is that the programs cannot be conclusively evaluated
within 'such an immediate timeframe. It would be normal,to expect that in
a program of the magnitude of the Bureau's educational endeavonthat from
five to ten years would be required to statistically prove arty Increased
effectiveness through student test results. We believe the GAO has not
given due cognizance to the Departmental and Congressional commitments and
efforts to continue to lisprove the educational opportunity for the American
Indian.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

MAR 16 1972

Recommendations or suggestions

1. The Commissioner of India, Affairs should clearly apprise all
operating levels of the goal of reaching a level of academic achievement
for Indians equal to the national average and the date by which it is to be
accomplished."

In March 1971 a task force was established to review the goals and objectives
of the guapau's Indian Education.Programs and the necessary organizational
changes to achieve them. The funding necessary to carry out these specific
programs is planned for FY 1973. The goal for academic achievements for
Indian students was developed in 1963. The goal of bringing Indian high
.school graduates tocl, level equal to the National average by 1976 is probably
too optimistic but remains our commitment.

2. "Identify and assign priorities to all critical factors which are known
to impede progress toward accomplishment of that goal."

As part of our major-program thrust in the projected plans for FY 1973,
have identified and assigned priorities as fo3low3:

a. To measure growth of pupils individually and in groups;
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b. To NimPurt zroeti: of ineividuels s.u9 greups with other
reference groupe;

t. To obtain: clues for curriculum seleptation and improvesent;
d. To help students pinn foreeuceLion and vocational euala
e To assist in grouping, scheeuline, and progrnmmine;

-f. To help educators plan for 3edividual or group needs; and
g. To diagnose difficulties so remedial work ewe be platted.

Althoegh the above- priorities have been identified end assigned, we would
ceut.Zon against ebsolute relienee on the remits, since recent information
indieates that many of themeasuaement'instruments currently aveilable_ere_____.-----
eulterally biased and do not reflect accuvately student developolet and
achievement.

3. "Develop a comprehensive educational program which is specificelly
desiened'to overcone the factors which impede progress in meeting the
goal, and which iellexible enough to meet:the needs of students in'all
of B1A's schools."

The enrollnent pattern of Bureau-operated schools is of a special nature.
Ahont three-fourtns or the Indian students living on reservations attend
public schools. lhe Bureau-operated schools serve the one-quarter who are
the sort ecographically isolated or have atypical social conditiont in Cie
home or hew emotioreal or econorie problems which cannot Le handled in a
traditional school setting. First ettention, then, must be given to
compeneetory vhich will enable the child to function in u
school environment. This emphasis on the specie/ needs of the students
must continue as &prime goal, together with efforts directed toward
academic achievement,

In this.regarle specific actions are now being taken which will effect an
overall upgrading of the ability of school personnel to deal with the special
'nature of the studen.s served. Upgrading of academic seehievement may be
expected'.

4, "BatainIsh pericdic milestones, such as the amount of improvement in
academic achievement level necessary at the end of each successive yeer
of the program to accomplish the established goal."

We feel that at this; juncture in a changing educational program emphasis
-- -this Goal must be tempered by the reality of Indian self- determination,

the special nature of the students served, as well as the avai/eWity of
Dubai all of which greatly compliette the situation and make this exercise
impractical.

5. 'ikariodiesUY evoluate program results based on these predetermined
milestones to allow timely redirection of effort as may be neceaearY,"

Se* above.
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N '6. "Develop a management. iliformatiJn system prftdding (a) meaningful
and comprehensive information on tm, academie aptitude and achievement
level of students in the BIA school system. (b) Program-oriented
tinanciar.mourgement rePorts, geared toward the management needs of DIA
edmatiOnt program officials."

Oir approach for developing an educational management information system
Ansthe Bureau of Indian. Affairs -is, working with all levels of school"
management, to design and implement a system which will take advantige of
the -data existing as a result of the present operating procedures for
schools, and interrelate thesefiles with data collectedabout pupils,
property, program, and community. The "output" from such an. information
system /ill be custom designedto meet the requirements of all users of.
BIA educational information... .

%PPecifically, it is anticipated that the following activities will be
bndertakent

a. Financial Management Systim--The Office of Education Programs
has requested a restructure o.t" assigned cost feature accpufit codes.
The necessary software changes should be completed during Ey 1972.

"

b. Pupil Accounting Systen -- Permanent student records should be
completed on every BIA student and on file in the Data Center.
.Pilot work on this project will be completed before the end Of,
the ).973 Fiscal Year and'student data should be available to3sers
on a predetermined and scheduled basis. ;... .

c. Staff or Personnel System - -Much work haealready been done in
this area. By FY 1974 the few additional-items requiredlby
Education about teachers should be completed.

d. Curriculum or Program Information- -This is-the comp&
denominator or the linkage which will eventually pull all files
together for the Educational Information SYstem. The key to the
establishment of this file is the development and acceptance of
standard tens and definitions about curriculum and program.
Once'the terms have been defined, the other files' shOuld be
updated with specific assignments of courses by teachers and
specific courses completed by students.'

e. During the 1974 Fiscal Year there will be an increasing need
for.IADC services in the area of test scoring and analysis.
The measurement of student achievement his been described as a
priority program need for years. A special-task force report
will. describe the services required.
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Due to the limited time allowed in reviewing the draft report and Atm.
discussion evolving with the members of the Senate Subcommittee on -*

Indian Affairs of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs during the
hearing on the Comprehensive Indian Education Act of 1972.regarding your
draft report, we will respond directly to the Subcommittee-concerning
the specifics in your Chapter 2.

Secretary Loesch in testifying during those hearings statedr "Much'
has been written and said of the educational deficits of Indian AmeriChns.
Less has been written or said, however, about the rather substantial
progress which has taken place during the past ten to twentY Years."

"It sesms possible that the dismal Picture which has been'put forward
has reached a point or being counterproductive to far as the morale of
the Indian peoples is concerned. This is also true of the morale of
the many dedicated pmnxt serving them in schools of all types'."

We suigeet thst in developing the final report that daeqUate note be
made of the positive - elements ofthe Bureau's Indian Education programs'
be Included to place the probieme inrcontext.
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APPENDIX II

PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS OF

THE DEPARTMENT OF INE INTERIOR

RESPONSIBLE FOR ADWINISTRATION OF ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR:

Tenure of office
Frooi To_

Rogers C. B. Morton Jan. 1971 Present
. Fred J. Russell (acting)

Walter J. Bickel
Stewart L. Udall

Nov.
Jan.
Jan.

1970
1969
1961

Dec. 1970
Nov. 1970
Jan. 1969

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC
LANDMANA(2262M

Harrison Loesch Apr. 1969
\

Present
Vacant Jan. 1969 Apr. 1
Harry R. Andesrson July 1965 Jan. 1:1:,

DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
INDIAN AFFAIRS:
William L. Rogers lip 1971 Present

CCHMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS:
Laws Bruce Aug. 1969 Present
T. V. Taylor (acting) June 1969 Aug. 1969
Robert L. Bennett Apr. 1966 May 1969
Philleo Nash Sept. 1961 Mar. 1966
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_..... ......._

President Nixon Sets New
Indian Policies and Goals

The President's Message to the
Congress of the United Suds on
the American Indians.

July 8. 1970

Paul POMO debt and lion On lino Romero of the Teas Pueblo swath as President Metes& M, maws signs into hu IC c all on
(bummer t 1.5910, retuning to the pueblo about alinoo aces of lead end Blue Late es mooted in hie Mesmer, Mom: Susan of
totem Won. U.S. Departmentof the laieriaa

A New Era for the American Indians
The first Amens's.' - the Indians - are the most deprived and most isolated minority group in out nation. On

virtually every scale of measurtmem - employment, income, education, health - the condition of the Indian people
tanks at the bottom.

This condition is the heritage of enmities of injustice, From the lime of their first contact with European
steins, the Asterism Indians have been oppressed and brutalised, derived of their ancesttal lands and denied the
opportunity to content their own destiny. Even the Fedetel programs which are intended to meet their needs have
rustically mama to be ineffective and demanding,

But the story of the Indies in America is something more than the record of the while man's frequent
aggression, broken agreements. intermittent amuse and polonged theme. It is a record also of endurance, of
survival. of adtpution and creativity in the face of overwhelming obstacles. 10 is a record of enormous contributions
to this country - to its an and culture, to its strength and spirit,* its sense of history end its sumo( purpose.

It is long put time Ulu the Ionian policies of the Federal government began to recognise and build upon the
copulae' and insights of the Indian people. Volk ts a matter of justice and as a matter of ehlitOtteited social policy.
we must begin to ass on she basis of what the Indians themselves hive long been telling us. The time has come to
break decisively with the past end so crew the conditions for a new en In which the Indian fusion is determined by
Indian eels and Indian decisions.
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Self-Delerminalion Without Termination

The grit and most hash question that must be
answered milt respect to Indian policy woceril3 the
historic and legal relationship between me Federal
government and Indian communities. In the past, this
relationship has oscillated between two equally hint,
and unacceptable extremes.

On the one hand, it has-al various tines dump
pies lout Adnionitioniens been the smell Folk), ttb
root of both the Executive and Legislative branches of
the Federal government eventually to terminate the
trusteeship relationship between the Federal government

.and the Indian people. As recently as August of 19$3. to
liouse Concurrent Resolution 106. the Congress
declared roe' termination was the looprange goal of in
Indian policies: This would mean that Indian tribes
_would _cAntup;,- lose any special standing they had
under Fedceal law: the sex exempt tutus of their laniic
would be discontinued; Federal responsibility for their
economic and rods) weit.beina would be repudiated: and
the tribes themselves would be effectively dismantled.
Tribal property would be divided among individual
members who would then be assimilated into the society
at large.

This poticy of forced termination is wrong. in my
judgment. for a number of reasons. First, the premises
on which it rests are wrong. Termination implies that the
Federal government has taken on a erusteelinP fe-
sponsibility for Indian communities as an eel of
generosity toward a disadvantaged people and that it can
therefore discontinue this responsibaity on a unilateral
basis whenever it sees Rt. But the unique slams of Indian
tribes does not rest on any premise such as this, The
special relationship between Indians and the Federal
government is the result instead of solemn obligations
Which have been entered into by the United States
Government. Daum through the years. through written
treaties and through fermi and informal agreements,
our government has made specific eommitmenu to the
Indian people. For their part, the Indians have often
surtendered claims to vast tracts of land and have
accepted life on government reservations, hi exchange.
the government hes speed to provide community
services Sikh as health, education and public safety.
services which would presumably allow Indian corn.
mutinies to enjoy a standard of livingcomparable to that
of other Americans,

This gal, of count, has never been achieved. But
the special relationship between the Indian tribes and
the Federal government which arises from these agree.
mane Continues ro tarry immense moral and legal from.
To 'seminal* this telationship would be no MOOD
spyropriate than to laminate the citizenship rights of
any other American. ..
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The second reason for rejecting forced terntrontion
it that the practical results have been cleitly harmful in
the few instances in which termination actually has been
tried. The removal of Federal trusteeship responsibility
has produced conridetable disorientation among the
affected Indians and has left them unable to relate to a
myriad of Federal. State and local assistance efforts.
Their economic and social condition has often been
worse after termination than it *as before.

The durd argument l would make against forced
termintoon concerns die effect ii has had upon the
ovetwhehning majority of tribes which still enjoy a
special relationship with the Federal government. The
very threat that this relationship may someday be ended
has created a gest deal of apmehension among Indian
groups and this apprehension, in tuns. has had a
blighting effect on tribal prugrsss. Any step that might

result-in grearer.social, econontic.ro polilical_aitiofftimY
is regarded with suspicion by many Indians who fear
that it will only bring them closer to the day when the
Federal government will disavow its responsibility and
cut them adrift.

2

In short, the feat of one extreme policy. forced
teranariort, has often worked to produce lire opposite
extreme: excessive dependence on the Federal govern
meet. In many eases this dependence is so peat that the
Indian community is almost entirely run by outsiders
who are responsible and responsive to Federal officials in
Washington, D.C.. rather than to the communities they
ate supposed to be serving. This is the second of the WO
harsh approaches which have long plagued our Indian
policies, Of the Department of the Interior's magma
directly serving Indians, for example, only 1.5 percent
ale presently under Indian control. Only 2,4 percent of
HEWS Indian health program rue run by Indians. The
result is a burgeoning Federal burrommen PropsnIS
which ate far less effective than they ought to be, and 311
erosion of Indian initiative and morale.

t believe that both of these policy extremes see
wrong. Federal termination errs in one direction, Federal
paternalism errs in the other, Only by clearly rejecting
both of these extremes can we achieve a policy which
truly serves the best interests of the Indian people.
Seltdetermination among the Indian people can and
most be encouraged Milian the threat of mensal
termination, in my view, in fact, that is the only way
that self-determination can effectively be fostered.

This, then, must be the goal of any new national
policy toward the Indian people; to strengthen the
Indian's west of autonomy without threatening his
stow of community. We must moire the Indian that he



can 3SSOMC control of his own life without being
separated tor Womanly fawn the tribal group And we
must make it Neat that Indians:au beconie independent
of Federal control without being cut oil hum Federal
concern and Federal support. My specific recommenda
rams to the Congress ate designed to carry out this
pork,.

Repeal Termination Law

Because temunanon 1s morally and legally win:
cepiable. because it produces bad practical results, and
because the mese ducat of terimoatton tends to dis,
courage greater self-soft:woo among Indian groups,
am asking the Congress to pass a new Concurrent
Resolution
and repeal the termination pultey as expressed in House
Concurrent Resolution MB of the 83rd Congress. This

to continued existence of all Indian tribes and Alaska
native governments. recognizing that cultism' pluralism is
a source of national strength. It would assure these
poops that the United Stains Government would con-
tinue to catty out Its treaty and trusteeship obligations
to them as long as the groups themselves believed Mat
such a policy was necessary or desirable. it would
guarantee that wiwnevet Indian groups decided to
&SW* Ci1111$01 OS responsibility for government sconce
programs, they could do so and still receive adequate
Federal financial support. In shun, such a resolution
would reaffirm foe the Legslative branch-as I hereby
affirm for the Executive branch -that the *tom
relationship between the redetal government and the
Indian communities cannot be abndged without the
consent of the Indians.

For years we have talked about encouraging Indians
to exercise greater self.deinnination. but our progress
has never been commensurate with our promises. Pert of
the reason for this situarton has been the_ thaxt of
ternurielion. But another reason Is the fact that when a
Jccision is made as to whether a Federal program will be
tinned over 10 Indian administration, it is the Federal
authorities and not the Indian people who finally make
that decision.

this actuation should be reversed. in my judgment.
at should be up to the Indian tnbe to determine whether
it o willing and able to assume adnunanative responsi
bdity for a service pollens which is presently ad-
minineted by a Federal agency. To' this end, I am
proposing legislation which would empower a tribe or a
group of tribes or any other Indian community to take
over the control or operation of Federally-funded and
administered [migrants in the Department of the Interim

__and_the_Limatthient_of_Heallik-EdOcatiOn_andiffelfart -._
whenever the'tribal council Of COMpidabit communily
governing group toted to do so.

Under this legislation. it would not be ageism for
the Fedetal agency administering the program to ap
prove the transfer of responsibility. It is my hope and
expectation ihm ntost such transit's of power would
still take place consensually as a result of negotiations
between the local community and the Fedeal govern-
ment, But to those cases in which an impasse onset
between the two parties, the NM determination Mould
rest with die Indian community.

Under the proposed legislation. Indian control of
Indian propels: would always be a wholly voluntary
meta. it would be possible fin an Indian group to
select that program or that specified portion of a
program that it wants rOftifi without assuming responsi
bility for °thee components. The "right of retrocession"
*bold also be Suaredleed; this means Mai if the local
community elected to administer a program and then
later decided to OE it back to the Federal government,
it would always be Mk to do so.

Indians Pima Programs

Eveo as we reject the goal of forced termination, so
must we eject the suffocating pattern of paternalism.
But how can we best do this? In the past. wettest often
assumedobat because the ',treatment is obliged to
provide certain services foe Indians, it therefore must
administee those same services. And to gekrid of Federal
administration, by the ate token, often nwani gating
rid of the whole Federal pogrom. But there is no
necessary reason II)p this assumption. Federal support
programs fee nondadiatt. communities-hospitals and
schools are two eady examples-we ordinarily ad-
ministered by local authorities. There is no reason why
Indian communities should be deprived of the priviese
of self determination merely because they emelt*
monetwy support from the Federal government. Not
Mould they lose Federal money because they reject
Fedetal manual

3

Appropriate technical assistance to help local or
ganizationa successfully' operate these programs would
be provided by the Fedeild government. No tribe would
pith economic disadvantage from managing its own
progamE under the proposed legislation, locally-
administered ptograms would belonded on equal terms
with simile services still administeted by Ritual
authorities. The legislation 1 propose would include
appropriate protections against any action which en.
angered the rights, the health, the safety or the welface
of individuals. It would also contain accountability
procedures to gated against gross negligence en mis
management of Federal Mods.
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This legislation would apply only to seivices which
go directly from the Federal merentnent to the Indian
community. those StIVICe$ which are channeled through
State or local governments could sob be turned over 10
Indian cannot by mutual consent. To run the activities
for which they have assumed control. the Indian groups
could employ local people or outside omens. If obey
chine to hire Federal employees who had formerly
administered these projects. those employees would still
enjoy the privileges of Federal employee heath'
programs -under special legislation which will also be
submitted to the Congress.

Loges 'Mos which guarantees the right of Indians In
contract for the control or operation of Federal-p
grams would directly channel more money into Indian
communities. since Indians themselves would be ad-
ministering moons and drawing salaries which now
often p to oon.holisa administrators. The potential rot
Indian control is significant. for we are talking ahem
peo/fams erielch-anitualtY spend over $400
Federal foods. A policy which encourages Indian ad-
ministration of these programs will help build greater
pride and testitucefulnew within the Indian community.
At the same rime, programs which are managed and
operated by lndtans are likely to be more effective in
meeting Indian needs,

speak wash added confidence about these antoi-
pared results because of the favorable experience of
programs which have already been turned urn to Indian
control. Under the auspices of she Office of Economic
Opportunity. Indian communities now run more than 60
community action agencies which ate located on Federal
reservations. 0E0 is planning to spend none $57 million

Fiscal Year lei71 through lndimconuulled greaten.
'Few Over four Yeats. many 0E0-funded programs tom
operand under the control of local Indian organizations
and the mutts have been most heartening.

Two Indian lobes-the Sale Rover Tribe and the
?Anil Tribe-have recently extended this principle of
local control to virtually all of the moments which die
Bureau of Indian Affairs has traditional's, administered
for them Many Federal officials. including the Agency
Superintendent. have been replaced by' elected tribal
officers or tribal employees. The time has now come to
build on these expenences and to extend local Indian
control as a ease and to the degree that the Indians
themselves establish.

Restore Blue Lake to Taos Pueblo

No government policy toward Indiana can be fully
effective unless there is a relationship of trust and
confidence between the Federal government and the
Indian people. Such a relationship cannot be completed

4
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.overnight: it is inevitably the product of a loos attests(
words and actions. But we can contribute signiftcandy
to melt a relationship by responding to just grievances
which are especially important to the Indian people.

One such grievence concerns the meted Indian lands
at and near Blue Lake in New Mexico. From the
fourteenth century. the Taos Pueblo Indians used these
areas for echelons and tribal purposes. In 1001,, however.
the United States Caiveromesit appsopristed dine lands
fur the creation of a mown' forest. According to a
tecctit determination of the Indian Claims Commission.
the government "took said lands from petitions" with.
our compensation.-

For eat yews. the Taos Pueblo has been trying to
again possession of this sacred lake and watershed area
in order so preserve ii in its natural condition and limit
its nondadian use. The Taos fndians consider such
action essential to the protection and expression of their
religious faith.

TtirestoTaToi-t- a the Blue Lake lands to the Taos
Pueblo Indians is an issue of unique and critical
importance to Indians throughout the country. I there-
fore take deb opportunity wholeheartedly to endorse
legislation which would room 411.000.acres of sacred
land to the Taos Pueblo people. wish the statutesy
promise that they would he able to use these lands for
traditional purposes and that except for with uses the
lands would remain forever wild.

With the addition of some peefealng ainendinenti,
legularion now pending in the Congas would mopeds,
achieve dos goat. That legislation (H.R. 471) should
promptly be emended and enacted. Such action would
stand as an important symbol of this government's
responsiveness to the ins grievances of the American
Indians.

Local School Control

One of the saddest aspens of Indian life in the
United States is.the low quality of Indian education.
Dropout rates for Indians are twice thd national avenge
and the average educational level for all Indians under
Federal supervision is less than six school years. Agin.
at lean a pan of the prohlarsseems from the fact that
the Federal government is crying to do for Indians what
many Indians could do better for themselves.

The Federal greernmem now has reeponsibilify for
some 221.000 Indian children of school age. While over
50.000 of there children attend schools which are
operated directly by the Burceu`of Indian Affairs, only
750 indian children are entolkd in schools where the
responsibility for education has been contracted by mite
BIA to Indian school boards. Fortunately. this condition



is beginning to change. The Karnali Navajo Community
of New Mexico and the Rough Rock and Black Water
Schools rn Arirorm are notable examples of schools
which have recently been brought undo local Indian
cannot Seven' other communities are now negotiating
lot simile! anonymous.

Consistent with our policy that the Indian corn.
inanity should have the tight to take over the control
and operation of federally funded pogroms, we believe
every Indian community wishing to do to should be able
to control its own !Damn schools. This control would be
exacised by school bowls selected by ladies' and
limetioning much like calla school Dowd' throughout
the nation. To assure that this goal is achieved. 1 am
asking the Vice President, acting in his tole as Chairman
of the Notional Council on Indian Opportunity, to
estoblish-a Special Education Subcommittee Orrlia-T
COUnal. The members of that Subcommittee should be
Indian educators who are selected by the Council's
Indian members. The Subcurnmitlee will provide
technical assistance to Indian communities wishing to
establish school beads, will conduct a nationwide
review of the educational status of all Indian school
children in whatever schools they may be attending, and
will evaluate and report annualliFon the status of Indian
education, including the extent of local control. This
Subcommittee will act as a transitional mechanism; its
objective should not be self-perpetuation but the actual
transits of Indian education to Indian communities.

We must also take specific actiop to benefit Indian
children in public schools. Some 14000 Indian
children presently attend general public schools near
Omit homes. Fifty-two thousand of these are absorbed
by local school districts without special Feder& aid. But
119,030 Indian children attend public schools in such

high commutations that the State or local school
districts involved are eligible for special Federal as
instance under the Johnson-O'Malley Act. In Fiscal Year
1921, the fohnsonDlealley program will be funded at a
level of some 120 million.

This lohosonDMalley money is designed to help
Indian students, but since funds go directly to the school
districts. the Indians have little if any influence over the
way rn which the money vs spent- 1-thetefote propose
that the Congress amend the lohnsonD'hlidley Act so as
rte optimum the Secretary of the 'nano, to channel
funds under this act dieted) to Indian tribes and
communilies Such a prousion would give Indians the
ability to help Shape the selishe, whht their children
aliend Ant us me 10$14111.e,. la SCh lip new
quenn 01 Plum 1.144 At the %drift rinse, t .tin ,rueolirt
the Sekies.111. at 114., iur.u,o t isee% droll I.

634.0112 It 37

elUtite that lohnsoolibialley funds which ate presently
directed to public school districts are actually spent to
improve the education of Indian children in these
districts.

Economic Development Legislation

Economic deprivation is among the most serious of
Indian problems Unemployment among Indians is ten
limes the national avenge; the unemployment tateuns
* high as 80 percent on some of the poorest reserve.
tons. Eighty percent of reservation Indians have an
income which fails below the poverty line; the avenge
annual income for such families is only f t,500. As I said
in September of 1968, it is critically important that the
Federal government support and encourage efforts

_which_thelpindians-detelop-their-orvrreconeunk
structure. To that end. I am proposing the "Indian
Financing Act of 1970."

This act would do two things:

I. It would broaden the existing Revolving Loan
Fund, which loans money fee Indian economic do
velopment projects. I am asking that the 'when:anon
for this fund be inctemed from approximately 125
million to 125 million.

2. It would provide additional incentives In the
form of loan guarantees, Nan insurance and **test
subsidies to encourage privete lenden to loan more
money for Indian economic micas. An aggregate
amount of 1200 million would be authorized lot loan
guarantee and loan Insurance PIMP/W. ... -

I also urge that legislation be enacted Which would
permit any tribe which chooses to do so to enter into
leases of its land for up to 99 years. Indian people now
Oren over SO million acres of land that is held in trim by
the Federal government, In order to compete in attune-

. ins investment capital rot commtacial, industrial and
tecteationol development of these lands, it k gisential
that the tribes be able to offer longterm 'eases.
Longterm leasing is preferable to selling such ptcigerto-."
since it enables a Mies to preserve the bust ownership of
their reservation homelands. But existing law limits the
length of lime for which many tribes can enter into such
leases. Moreovei. when long-term leasing is allowed, It
has been panted by Congress on a casercam basis, a
policy which spin *fleas a deep-rooted pattern of
paternalism- The iwenly maw/alma which have already
been peen authority for longterm leasing have waived
Imporiant benefits flom that privilege and this tip.
gutimittl should now he emended to all Indian tribes.

111.11111111g Is .1110111ff UM{ where our efforts

'ill he Signifkatint, ontst)ed llue commehcnsoc
c.,r1011, development plant Shut kir, been ,tealed by
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both the FionaMaricopa and the Zuni Tribes provide
outstanding examples of (attorney cooperation in
fostering lotion economic growth. The Zug( Flea, for
example, extends for at team Ave years and involves a
total of $SS million from the Departments of Intetior.
Houses and Urban Dere known', and Health. Education
and Welfare and from the Office of Economic Op-
Pn* litettY and the Economic Development Ad-
ministration I am dittoing the Setter; of the Interior
to pie, an active role in coordinating additional protects
of this kind.

More Money for Indian Health

Despite significant improvements in the past decide
tiiHap :Oro 25

years behind that of the general population. The avenge
age at death among Indians is 44 years, about onethird
len than the national average. Infant Man/Oily is neallY
SOS hirer for Indians and Alaska natives-than foe the
population at huge,the tuberculosis rate is eight times as
hip and the suicide rate is twice that of the general
population Many infectious diseases such as trachoma
and dysentery that have all but disappeared among other
Americans continue to afflict the Indian people.

This Administration is determined that the health
status of the first Americans will be improved- In order
to inmate expanded efforts in this mu. I wEl request
the allocation of an additional III) million for Immo
health programs tor the cunene fiscal year. This
nrengthened Federal effort will enable us s3 address
ourselves more effectively to those health problems
widen are pariiculaely impatient to the Indian com-
munity. We midi:oleo& fat example, that Ness of
greatest concern to Indians include the prevention and
control of alcoholism. the promotion of meted health
and the control of muidle-eat disease. We hope that the
tamps of middle-ear disease - a Paciicolatly acute
disease among Indians can be brought undo control
within five years

These and other -Indian health programs will be
most effective if more Indians art involved in running
them. Yet - :Imam unbelievably - we are potently able
to identify in this country only 30 physicians and fewer
than 400 nurses of Indian docent To meet this
situation, we will expand our efforts to Maui Indians for
health careers.

Helping Urban Indians

Our new census will probably show that a Iota
puiponott of Amman's Indians are Swing off the
reseration than eves befute on our history. Some
lennonlieS even estiruate r11.11 inure Indians art hvineln
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Odes and towns than are tennining on the reservation.
Of those American Indians who ate now dwelling in
urban areas. apptoximately threefourths are Info/ in
poverty.

The Bureau of lotion Affairs is °mailed to zone
the 462.000 reservation Indians. The Ides respond-
batty does not extend to Iodises who have left the
nutrition, but this point is not always eleadY under'
stood Asa molt of this misconception. Indians living In
urban areas have often lost out on the opportunity to
participate in other programs deigned no disadvantaged
groups. As a first step toward helping the urban Indians,
I am instructing appropriate officials to do all they can
to ensure that this misunderstanding is corrected.

fiat misunderstandings are not the most important

faced by those Federal. Slate and local mamma which
are trying to serve urban Indians Is the difficulty of
locating and identifying them. Lost in the anonymity of
the city, often cut off faun (inlay and friends. many
lotion Indium are slow to establith new community ties.
Many drift (tent neighborhood to neighborhood; many
shuttle back and forth between reservations and urban
areas. Language and cultural differences compound these
problems. Asa molt. Federal, State and local grogram
which are desiped to help such persons often miss this
most deprived and least understood segment of the
whoa poverty population. --

This Administration is already taking steps which
will help remedy This donation. In a joint effort, the
Office of Economic Opportunity and the Demonism of
Health. Education and Welfare will expand support to e
total of seven urban Indian commis major cities which
will act as Bob between existing Federal. State and local
testis programs and the wino Wiens. The Covert-
moos of Labot. Housing and Urban Development and
Commit, have pledged to cooperate with such ex-
perimental tuba oaten and the Romeo of Indian
Attain has exposed Its 'Adopts to contract with
these coder, for the performance of relocation awakes
which mist reservation Indians In their transition to
when employment.

These efforts represent an important banning is
recfmnizinn and alleviating the severe problems faced by
urban Indians. We hope to Seam a peal deal from there
peOleett and to e spend our Woo le rapidly as possible.
( am directing the Office of Economic Opportunity to
lead those efforts.

Indian 1 oast Counsel Anehority

The United Slates Government sets ass legal trustee
foe the land and water tights of American %alas Them
rights are often of critical economic importance to Ike



Indian people; frequently they toe also the subject of
extensive legl dispute. In many of these legal conftonta
twos. the Federal government n laced with an inherent
conflict of interest. The &ccetaty of the Interior and the
Attorney Central muss at the seine nine advance both
the manor& interest in the use of land and water rights
end the tweeze Interests of Indsans in land which the
government holds as trustee-

Fiery orusice has a legal obligation to *Mama the
interests of the benclimanes of the trust without
'nervation and with the highest delta of diligence and
skill. tntler patent conditions. u is often difficult for
the Department of the Interior and the DepartMent of
Justice to fulfill this obligation. No seffirespecting liw
firm would ever allow itself to represent two opposing
clients in one dispute; yet the Federal government has
frequently found itself in precisely that position. There
0 comidetable evidence that the Indians are the knots
when such situations arise. Mote than that, the credi
'MO of the Federal government is damaged whenever it
appease that such a conflict of ruttiest exists.

In order to correct this situation.1 am calling on the
Congress to establish an Indian Trust Counsel Authority
to assure independent legal representation fin the
Indians' natural resource tights. This Authutity would be
governed by a ihreemai board of directors, appointed
by the- President with the adviceand consent of the
Senate. At lest two of the board members would be
Indian. The chief legal office( of the Antinomy wouid'be
designated as the Indian Trust Counsel.

The Indian Trust Counsel Authority would be
independent of she Departments of the Interim and
Justice and would be expessly empowered to bring suit
in the name of the United Slates In its trustee capacity.
The United States would waive its sovereign immunity
from wit in connection with litigation iiwolving the
Authorrty.

Assistant Secretary for Indian and
Temilorial Affairs

To help guide the implementation nl a new national
policy concerning American Indians. 1 am tecommend-
ing to die Congress the establishment of a new positron
in the Departpront of the Interior - Assistant Secretary
for Indian and Tedlotial Affaits. At present. the
Cononistioner of Indian Affairs reports to the Secretary
of the Interior through the Assistant Senetary for Public
Land Management - an officer who has many responsi-
bilities in the animal menden area which compete with
Iris concern for Indium A new Assault Secretary for
Indian and Tenitorial Affairs would have only one
concern - the Indian and territorial peoples, then land.
and their progress and well-bang. Secretary Rickel and I
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both believe this new position represents an of
Indian *flans to then proper role within the Department.'
of the Interior and we urge Congest to net fooniably on
this proposal.

CONTINUING PROGRAMS

Many of the new roogran474715 >In outlined
this message have grown of this Adminntiation's ex-
perience with *diet Indian pejects that have been
initiated or expanded during the last 17 months.

The Office of Economic Oppowunity has been
particularly active in the development cif new and
expenmenial efforts. CEO's Final Year 671 budget
request for Indian-related activities is up 111 percent
from 1969 spending. In the It year alone - go Mention
just two examples - 0E0 doubled its funds foi Indian
economic development and wiped its expenditures for
alcoholism and recovery programs. In mess such as
human, and home Wynnewood. health ease. enletteneY
fwd, legal services and education. 0E0 pawn's have
been significantly expanded. As I said in my recent
speech on the economy. I hope that the Congress will
support this valuable wink by appropriating the full
amount requested for the Economic Opportunity Act.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has already begun to
implement our policy of contiscong with like/ Indians
for the operation of government posterns. As I have
noted. the Salt River Tribe and the Zuni Tribe haw
taken over the bulk of Federal services; other projects
ranging from job trainingcentets to high school counsel-
ing pogams have been contracted Olit to Indian groups
on an individual basis in many areas of the country.

Economic development has also been stepped up:
Of 19S commercial and indusnial enterprises which have
been established in Indian areas with DIA assistance. 71
have come into operation within the last two years..
Thew enterprises provide jobs for more than 6.000
Indians and are expected to employ substantially more
when hag capacity is reached. A member of these
businesses are now owned by Indians and many others
are managed by them. To further income individual
Indian ownership. the MA has this month initiated the
Indian Business Development Fund which provides
equity capital to Indians who go into business to
reservation areas.

Since late 1967. the Economic Development Ad-
mintstration has approved approximately S80 million in
projects on Indian reservations, including nearly S60
Anion in public works projects. The impact of such

activities can be tremendous; on the Gila Meet Sturm.
Stan in Adana. for example, economic development
projects over the last three years have helped to lower
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the unemployment ate from.% to 18 percent. increase
the median family income by ISO Pement and cut the
wave rate by SO percent.

There has been addidond Molten on many other
fronts since January of 1969. New "Indian Desks" have
been erected in each of the Inman moon* &pentium:
of the Faded Oottoornatt to help coordinate and
acceleate Indian programs. We have supported an
increase in funding of . S4 odium for the Navajo
Irrigation Project. Housing efforts have picked up
substantially; a new Indian Police Academy has been set
u p; Indian education efforts have been expended - in
studio; an income of 5848.000 in stholstships for
Indian college students and the establishment of the
leavejo Community Collett. the lint eviler in America
planned. developed and aerated by and for Indians.
diropther. °Motional authority for Indian programs
sun by the Rand Government has Moused from a
little over $598 million in fiscal Tear 1970 to almost
$626 million in Fiscal Year 1971.

Finally. I would mention the impact on the Indian
population of the series of wain reform proposals I
bare sent to the Congress. hecause of the hip ate of
unemployment and undemmployment among loans.
thet4 la probably no other group in the country that
would be helped as directly and as substantially by
Maims such as the new Family Assistance fun and
the proposed Family Heath Insurance min. it is
estimated. for example. thal mote than haif of all Indian
families would be eligible fee Family Assistance benefits
and the enactment of this legislation is therefore of
etilicalimpottence to the American Indian. .

This Adminisristion his broken a good deal of row
ground with aspect to Indian molgemi in the last 17
months. We have learned many thinp and es a result we
have been able to formulate a new approach to Indian
affairs. Throughout this entire meas. we have regaladY
consulted the opinions of the Indian people and their
views have piriad a major role In the forinulation of
Federal potty.

As we love ahead in this incortano crook. it is
mantel then the Indian people continue to lead the way
by participating In policy development to the greatest
posailrie degree. In woof to facilitate such participation,
I am asking the Indian nimbus of the National Cowl
on Indian Opportunity to sponsor field borings
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throughout the nation In ordet to establish continuing
dialogue between the Executive Match of gramma
and the Indian population of our country. I have asked
the Vice President to see that the first round of field
hearings are completed before October.

The recommendations of this Adonitistration from
sent an historic step forward in Indian policy. We are
proposing to Weak sharply with post approaches to
Indian problems. In place of a tong series of piecemeal
reforms. we suggest a new and coherent straitly. In
place of policies which simply mil for More spending, we
summit policies which call for WWI spending. In place of
policies width oscillate betimes the deadly extremes of
foxed tersthostion and constant patenselism. we suggest
a policy in which the Federal government and the Indian
---rounity play complementary toles.

Hut mod importantly, we have turned from the
question of **ether the Federal lowonowel has a
responsibility to Indians to the question of how that
tesponsibdity can best be fulfilled. We have concluded
that the Indians will get better programs and -that public
monies will be more effectively expended If the people
who ve most affected by these programs are responsible
for *rating thedt.

The Indians of America need Federal
assistance - this much has tong been cleat. Whet has not
goers been clear. however. is that the Federal gov.
eminent needs lbdian energies and indite leadruthip if
its assistance is to he effective In 111WwwW41 the
conditions of Indian life. It is a new and balanced
selarionship between the United States government and
the first Americans that is at the heart of roue approach
to Indian problems. And that la why we now approach
these problems with new confiderrie that they will
tuccemfully be overcome.

RICHARD NIXON

THE WHITE HOUSE.

July 8.1970.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
000n C. S. Meria0.0...0.y
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To the °ingress of the United Sawa:

THE AMERICAN INDIAN

For laden people the policy of this Adminisnation
will continue to be one of advandni their opportunities
for stlf.delermination. without termination of the spe-
cial Federal selationstup with nicavitted Indian tribes,

Just as it is essential to put more dmisionenaking ta
the Web of Mate and local 110VOMInellti. I °WOOe to
believe -That Milan tribal governments should assume
realm impossibility for programs of the Rowse of
Indio Affen and the Department of Health. Education,
and Welfate which opiate en their veserratiom. As I
gm proposed in It* I recommend that the Congress
enact the necessary tegislatiorr to facilitate this ugeover
of teSPoodhilitY. Also. r POCINOptOrki thm the iggy
emotination erenhaion be Nomad Meanwhile the new
statutory, provinant be Indian total governments under
Genteel Revenue Sharing will assist tesponsible Heber'
governments hi allocating entre 'mantes' with Stealer
flexibiity.

f shell also propose new legislation to fritter fowl
Indio seifikannirtaion by developing ai Interior
Depth:sem mignon of bloc grim so Federally "cop
Mad alga as a teparcematt for a anode, of existing
economic and tatouree danklasent propanis The
shimmy purpose-of these pants would be to provide
tabal lawanments with Nada which they could me et
their own &CRUM to 1011101O development of their
miervations.

Jethro alba orgaiisaions and Indians seeking to
enter business need easier seems to tome and credit
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opportunities /parroted in 1470 sod Mlle:as PtoPose
legiefation a' aceompliA this objective.

Demure /adieu rights to name, terources treed better
avactem. ( WO apain wen the Concert to Mai an
Intft That Comma Authority as latetentte Foolevt:on.

In the Iwo and one half yews that Indigos have been
wailing for the Cowes: to enact the major leghtation i
have Molimetl, we leave moved ahead administratively
whatever possible. lek have restated 21.000 acres of
vrtangfully merited Govmarnens land to the Yakima
Tribe. We have Wed a Pecedenasening suit in the
Someone Coon tolbotect Indian watertight' In pyramid
Lake. My Ilacal yam 1974 budget proposes total Federal
outlays or SI AS Mon far Indies affairs. ep increase of
mom then IS percent ova 1973.

To ssatetate organisational edam. 1 have directed
the SeeretelY of the Interim to trader day to day
eferellow0 ectlirrnea of the Rumen of Indian Albin out
of Millington to in geld offices. And I ant Win atkiild
the Congas* to creme new Assistant Secretory Position
within the interior Department to deal with Indian
mutat

THE WHITE HOUSE,

March f, 1973

A

RICHARD NIXON
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Books that Giva Background In Indian Affairs
(Corers may be obtained limn male lame libesties

or borrowed through interlibrary loan.)

A History of the mains tithe United Slain by Angie Debo. A book *tech confines itself to the halloo, of Indians in
what a now the United States, beginning with the Indians in their homebred and progressing thiough the twists
an* turns of Federal Indian policy to the present. F.01231 ,lad informative. with a comprehensive biblioMaPb.
1Vell indexed. Norman; Uttiversity of Oklahoma Press. 1970.

The !adios Healer of Anima* by Alvin M losephY, Jr. A factual history of the Indians of Ronk, South, andrentral
AMMO through the patio,* Administration. losephY is also the author of a report to the White Home In Mich
he advocates putting the Duman of Indian Affairs directly under the President. New York: Sulam boob and
Alfred A. Knopf: 1968.

Red MenI Americo: .4 History of Indians is the United Semi- by Ruth Underhill. This bock describes the cubists of
the tamp Indian moupinm including the five civilized tribes, woodlands Indians. Southwest coin mowers. buffalo
hunters. Potlatch givers. One chapter is on the meows takers by the Government on the Indians behalf. Mies
Underhill is a former Boman employee. Chicago: UnivenitY of Chicago Press. 1953.

The indoor: Anterice's Unfinished Business: Resort of the Conenistion on the Rights. Liberate.and Responsibilities of
the Animism:Mass by William A. Brophy and Sophie D. Merle. This book bangs the dilemma of the modem.
Indian into sharp focus, and is the first comprehensive investigation of the condition of the American Indian since

. the publication of the Meriam Survey Repast in 5928. Norman: UniversitY of Oklahoma Press, 1969.

The Probleins of Indian Adrnivistretion by LAWS Menem. Although this book is now outof.peino, it is the dermitive
ineatiption of Milan matters made by a speed staff of the Institute for Goyernment Research. R kidders an
examination of all faceta of Indian life of the 1920's and is a study that modern week in the field can build upon.
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1928.

The American Hewer Book of Wilmsby Miltrkan Heritage Publishingro. Describes the pre-history and the cultural
history of the American Indian people-at-emploliffes Indian pad and touches only lightiy_ppon the modem

-Indians. New-York: Mimi & Schuster,

Indians of Ike Anterifirs by hduirollier. This Commissioner of Indian Affairs who meted tenger than any other
describes the evolution of today's Indian tribes from Piekislori to the New Deal Period, when he was in the
frock onl'of Maim politics. He sem the controlling facto of Indian life at the time the book was published as the
triumph of group activity. New York: W. W. Norton. 1947.

From the Indian Point of View

Custer Dre.l for Your Sins; Air Indian Mamfeiw by Vine Deloda, Jr. The ambit, with we end insight, presents in a
meliorative manner the Vievances of today's Indians. He alto #vitia picture of reservation life as he relates how
the white iv has molded and shamd it. Toronto, Ontario: McMillan, 1969.

House Mode of pawn by N. Scott WomadaY. A Pulitzer Prize winning novel that demobs the trauma on Indian faces
when he leaves reservation life. New Toth: Helm a Row, 8968.

The New Matra by pans Bremer. TThe fins Miler* mimes of the gathering "Red Power" Movement...a revolt against
the white man's culture and its debasement of the ultra way.NewVOIlt: Harper di Row, 1968.

Red PoWel: The AMOiCOR 11141111S. Fish; for Freedom by Alvin M. Juasphy. "The aim of red. or Indian power-the
right of Indians to be free of colonise nine and to run their own affairs, with security for their lands and rights-is
the mayor theme of contemporary Indian affairs and of this book" says the author in the that paragraph. The
book contains excerpts bons speeches. oracles. and the like. New York: American Heritage Press, 1971.

Ammteen Indian and FedoraAid by Alan L. Sorkin. The author undertakes so evaluate the effectivesets of 'Odin*
propane provided by the federal government so aid Indians living on lacerations. Washington. Or.: Brookings,
1971.
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Want More Information?
The following list of publicasions. Published by She Bureau of Indian Affairs. can be purchased from the
Superintendent of Doormen, US. Costumed Palling Office.

..
INDIANS. ESKIMOS AND ALEUTS OF ALASKA:INDIANS OF ARIZONA; INDIANS OF CALIFORNIA:INDIA NS
OF TILE DAKOTAS: INDIANS OF THE GULF COAST: INDIANS OF MONTANA AND WYOMING: INDIANS OF
NEW MEXICO: INDIANS OF NORTH CAROLINA: INDIANSOF THE NORINWF.ST: INDIANS OF OKLAHOMA:
INDIANS OF THE CENTRAL PLAINS: INDIANS OF THE GREAT LAKES:INDIANS OF THE LOWER PLATEAU:
and INDIANS OF TILE EASTERN SEABOARD This is a *flea of boukiess describing she cutouts end Inge* tar
tribes whose past is linked with various Slate and tante of the toiletry. These Include facts abatis Indian KR today
and Federal ptomains that serve seservatiue dwellers. 15 emus tack, with die encomiast of INDIANS OF THE GULF
COAST: INDIANS OF NEW MEXICO: INDIANS OF NORM CAROLINA; and INDIANS OF THE GREAT LAKES:
which are 20 cents each.

ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT AMERICAN INDIANS - Answers to questions most flequendY asked by
the general public regarding economic status, education. iteolth, land, cisimeship and othei subjects constraint

' American Indians: selected reading loss; ads and crafts sources. 35 cents.

INDIAN LAND AREAS. Gomel - I. mule-color map that indiction the location and size of Federal Indian
Reservations and she location of Slate Reservations Indian groups without Hest land, and federally terminated tdbes

'and moire. In addition it has on is tourist complexes both existing and planned on Indian Reservations. leseasthte
Ilialtways. National Forests. National Paths or Monuments. and National Wildlife Refuges. 35 cents,

INDIAN LAND AREAS. Is - A 3colur map that indicates the location and size of Federal Indian Rem-cations
and industiel Perks and auims a Anions upon them. In addition. Inter-snit Highways are oeihe map. 35 cons.

AMERICAN. INDIANS AND THEIR FEDERAL RELATIONSHIP - A listing of all Indian tribes. bands or groups for
which the Bureau of Indian Affsiis has definite responsibility. Also hoed ate those tdbes that have been laminated
from Bureau services in leant Years. those revognised only for the thspositioniat money awarded by the Indian Chins
Commission 0. because theY have claims pending, and certain other categories. This listing is keyed su INDIAN LAND
AREAS - Genes*. 30 cents. .' ..
INDIAN AND ESKIMO CHILDREN - A collection of capsioned photographs designed so explain today's Indian and
Eskimo children to nolerban youngsters: preschool and lower elementary school level. 50 cents.

a
FAMOUS INDIANS: A COLLECTION OF SNORT BIOGRAPHIES - (Unseated vignettes foe a representative
sampling of 20 well-known Indian leaden. Definitive bibliographies are included for mote advanced students. 35 cents.

AMERICAN INDIAN CALENDAR - Lists outsianding events that reguktlY lake place on Indian mem/eons through
she year. Listed are ceremonials. celebritions, and exhibitions of ledhn arts and crafts. where visitors may observe

'assets as won and purchase their products. 25 moss.

Tut Bureau of 'WSW Affairs dues not handle the oak or ohne Publications. Checks, mosey orders. of Superintendent of
Docuinents coupons should be sees with orders foe these items so:

Superiatendent of Documents
U.S. Contemns rinsing Office

. . Washington. Dr. 20402
..,

A disiaunt of 25 percent is allowed on quadlitY orders of 100 or more, if mailed to one address. Orders for thew.
including the appiepriase charms. should be sent directly so that office.

uNrrao STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Room S. S. *Aso, esernew
SURIAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
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Secretary of the Interior- Morton
Reporti on Indian Matters

Mode Park. Calle
Much 1973

To inn iinEltlean Pgorts:
There has been and is

being much written about
the American Indians. Much
of the editorialise* is oat of
tocue.The reader Is often left
with the impression thot the
Federal Government is some
kind of -a monster on the lair
*db_ trying to destroy the
American. natives. Nothing
could be farther from -the
truth. I am not trying to de-
fend the past. I am the first
to admit that the formulae
of the past fell abort of the.
mark and resulted In a rela-
tive bolding action is the
o truggle for existence faced
by the Indian tribes.

President Nixon recognised
this early on in his first ad-
ministration and on tidy 8,
IWO b9i messese to the Con-
gress on Indians orate-
abated a new erection and a
new get - of policies. The
major thrust of his WMge
was toward complete mit dr
terininatloa as opposed to the
historic doctrine of tennin-
sane Belt determination
means -Indian direction and
management of Indian af-
fairs. It means that the tribes
themselves eau the tone. But
It dos not mean that any
tribe will be left doundering
without leadership. direction
or fts fair share of the *Roca-

led rem/Incee. It does not
mean that accountability ftir
the me of Federal lands is

,t,., foregone or forgiven. It does
mean that the Indium, it and
when they desire. can grow
out of begin a ward of the
Mate into involvement and
toll participation

The President called in the
Congress to -provide author-
By the tribal takeover of M-
eat programs to he fended tw
the government through coo
tracts with the tribes. He
proposed new levels and more
money for education, health
services, and economic devel-
*pont. Ile proposed the re-
turn of Blue Lake. In spite of
the fact that most of the leg-
islation the President asked
for remained unconsidered ,,by
the Congress much of the
President's program has been
Implemented within existing
authority.

Beres are some facts that I
think every American ought
to have at hand before charg-
ing Into the judgement seat
to pass on the pros and cons
of the counters relatleaship
with and resPeadthIll to llo
indlitineas people.

The programs and services
et the 'Bureau of. Indian
Affairs of Interior are by.
raw erected oral' to federally
recognised' -tribes. These are

- tribes and groups for which
the government has a specific
trust responsibility, !fie origin
of which Is a treaty or agree-
meat.

Most of the -federally rer
oohed tribal people live on
reservations, allotted bads or
is- the native villages of
Alaska. It is estimated that
there might be as many as
400000.0e0Ple loving 21016 or
more Indian blood who live

in the cities or away from the,
Inauenee of the tribe. There
are a few tribes that are not
federally recogoised: some of
these are recognised and ser-
viced by the states In which
they are located. A few have
terminated their reratlesabip
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with the sower:meat. To say
Waal, the total Indian
silty lo beteregeneOss
are located all over the

esuntry. However. all of the
tribes of. over 1.000 people are
wear. et the Ilimisedrip' I Dim.

India= or native people
who are not pert of the
family reeogrdsed or state
g riwierd MIMS are all fill
S edge& (*hens of the ratted
States. as are all Indians
and eligible for all possess
@ relish* to everyone else is
the same sorb-mama* sta-
tus. TM. Indian to govern-
ment relationship is under
deem*. The question . la
should an Indian outside the
federally recognised system
be treated or serviced by
government differently or
separately hoe@ individuals of
other racial origins This is
a matter of national policy
and should he dealt with by
the Congress.

There are 478 federally ree-
ogidaed tribes or groups to

488.000 native people.
The largest' la the Xavajo
with a population of over
,125,000. Some groups cough*
'Of only a few families. The
great bulk of the total falls
withla the 2$ largest tribes
sad the Alaska -natives.

The tribes to a degree
genera themselves through a
democratic system. They elect
a Cbairnimi or- Chief and a
Trani Council. The Depart-
meht of the Interior and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs re-
ticulate tile' elected Mimi
governiseat. It Is the policy
of the Department to work
with glee trihat sowienments
to mimed deplicatios of et-
fortto ilialliakto the hen-
Oita of available programs to
the members themselves

. The Department of the- In-
terior through the BIA me-
rles out on'y part of the to
tal federal effort for Indians
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For example, -the 1874 budget
provides total federal fund-
ing for Indian programs of
over $1.200,000.000 of which
the BIA portion la approxi-
mately #420,000.000. This rep-
resents a massive increase of
dater effort during the
Nixon years The- BIA. for
example, was funded at the
$810,000,000 level when the
President came to Ake in
Met

Another fact Is that the
BIA is ,an Indian oriented,
organkatioa. The Bureau
hires and promotes on an
Indian preference basis. Dar-
ing the last tour years two.
thirds of the top odicisla in
the BIA were Indian !acted-
leg the Coannissioner.

One-third of all the BIA
employees who are so often
critielse2 because of their
numbers (17800 are teach-
era In Indian schools The
DIA higher educe** schol-
arship Program of .20 million
dollars per* year virtually
guarantees an ladles boy or
girl a college education if
they VA qualify themselves
and wort at it. The spectra=
of vocational training has
lien broadened with new op-
portunities at all levels.

The approved -budget re-
quest for fiscal 1874 by In-
terior for Indira training and
manpower development la
285.8 millios The total vo-
cational and manpower train-
lag mosey will he about
84434 million. If vocational
training were funded at the
same rate for the total Ameri-
can population the annual coat
'quid be over 120 balks.

Economic Development : this
la a slow and arduous task.
Thp investment of capital la
only a small port of It. Great
Magasines, for example, are
not just printing presoes.and
pulp forests They are an or '
ganised group of dedicated,
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skilled People. The same is
true for a successful Indian
enterprise, but it doesn't come
*bout over night.

There has been progress.
We are moving ahead with
more industrial Jobs avail-
able every year and More
new successful Indian enter-
krises in being The critic
Mines on the Indian Caere-
ployment figure. It is high,
very high. about three times
the national average. Part of
this le- becalm he is not
where the work ispart of It
is because he does not bare
the skill requiredpart of it
is his own leek of motivation.
The road of least resistance
la all too often not to work
or go out and seek a job._But
in spite of the odds imposed
by these cireunistances, more
money. government and pri-
vate, Is being invested, more
jobs are available and more
Indiana are working for pay.
In the last few years, 8,000
jobs have been opened up to
Indians through BIA efforts.
There are 4Th new Indian
Owned enterprises in being.
Bone will fail. but most will
'seem&

It is dank to generalise
when describing the dam-
teddies of the Indian Cow
cruelty. There is great vari-
ance in Point of view and
attitude among individuals
and wide diffeences is the.
styles and approach to life
from tribe to tribe.

On the fringe of all of this
there has grown up in the
wake . of the black militant
movement in this country a
revolutionary Indian element.
Dramatic violence is their
pattern. The occupation of
Alcatraz, Nike sites, the fed.
oral *Ste building in Wash-
ington. the village of
Wounded Knee and others all
fail into it. Their effort -
symbolic. rather than sub-

. -

dilative. They believe that
the pursuit of their cause
transcends their criminal
methods. Their deminds are

-vague and change from day
to day. They do not represent
a constituted group with
whom the government can
contract or can nerve.

Some of their leaders are
star struck with mit-right-
eousness. some are renegades.
some are youthful adventur-
ers, some have criminal rec-
ords. They come forth with
great gusto when there is
hell to raise, otherwise, they
are loosely organised slip-
ping from one expenelve-to-
tbotaspayers event to the
nest under a cloak of false
idealism. The bloody past is
the color of their banner.
publicity is the course of
their future.

There is no way to relive
the past. History is full Of
atrocities. You don't break
the poverty cycle by reliving
the Sioux massacre at
Wounded Knee. And you gain
little revenge by glorifying
the fall of Custer. With
former Commissioner Bruce,
I have maintained a wide
open policy of communication
with all Indian groups, fed-
erally recognised or not. I
will continue to do so. The
militants knot, that

It is not a problem for
them to sit down with me, the
Department, or Members of
the Congress or Modals in
other agencies of the govern-
-meat and discuss ways and
means to improve the Indian
to society or Indian to gov-
ernment relationships. AU of
the so called "rights" prob-
lems which the militants
dramatise. fail into one of
these categories.

The Courts and the Claims
Commission' are loaded with
"rights cases and I am sure
will be for some yetim to
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come: Rome of these are very
dillicult. In many cases it's
hard to And where the equity
really is. Nobody argues that
we should discontinue a vig-
orous pursuit of juitice and
settlement in the whole spec-
trum of water rights, boun-
daries, mineral rights, dis-
crimination, and all the rest.
I wish we could speed it up.
The' President's Trust Conn-
ell proposal which the 92nd
Congress ignored would help
if it became law. This pro-
posal provides for the In-
dians a .separate legal counsel
eliminating the inherent con-
flict of interest which now
exists In the government's
effort to seek remedies and,
to determine Indian rig:its.

There is one thing of which
I am very sure. Nothing is
gained by blackmail. Yon
cannot run this government
or And equitable solutions
with a gun at your head or
the head of a hostage. Any
agency of government that is
forced Into a fast deal by
revolutionary tactics, black-

mail or terrorism is not
worth* its salt. These are
criminal operations and should
be dealt with accordingly.

There is no way that I or
any other Secretary can undo
the events of the past. If it
was wrong for the European
to move on to this Continent
and settle it by itoneeriam
and combat, it was wrong.
But It happened and here we
are. The treaties with the
Indian tribes which seemed
right during the conquest of
the west are today the sub-
ject of much mit:khan.

What I have tried to do is
look at the whole problem
in the light of realism. Noth-
ing will be Seined by promot-
ing * national guilt complex.
What I am doing and intend
to continue to do is to pursue
'some fundamental and
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achievable golds in -_the area
of my responsibility for In-
dies affairs.

The ere and foremost ob-
Iective is to Provide a ladder
of federal program and op-
portunities on which the In-
dian can climb out of the hot-
tom of the social barrel. The
breakdown of' this falls in the
categories of education, health
services, vocational and man -
Power training and economic
development and Public works.
I am grateful to the President
for his leadership in this ef-
fort. I also am confident that
this Congress will be forth-
coming with the perfecting
legislation and appropriations
for this.

Secondly, I suggest econom-
ic assistance of- several kinds
and the Provision of skilled
manpower to strengthen the
tribal governments so, if they
desire, they can take over all
their affairs and direct gov-
ernment financed programs
within their own communi-
ties. This will take time and
for the very small groups
may not be desirable. We
Must recognise that the suc-
cess of a tribe 'as an entity
is not measured by the qual-
ity of the federal agency on
the reservations but by the
capability. and sense of re-
sponsibility of the elected tri-
bal Chairmen and Council. If
working with the tribes, we
can do a good lob in perfect-
ing the capabilities of tribal
governments, the BIA should,
over the years, work itself
out of beldam

Thirdly, I feel strongly
that we have been too slow
in the development of essen-
tial public works and water
Ware= on Indian reserva-
tions. Beads are essential. We
are about 100 million dollars
short of bringing the Indians'
road system up to the nation-
al standard. Indian water
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and irrigation systems should
be moved to completion. Com-
petition for these dollars is
rough. but I am lighting for
them.

My great hope. for the In-
Man Is for the feelings be bits
about himself. My prayer is
that soon be will sit at his
table and In trutb be tbank-
tut for the bounties of tbis
land his landour land. I
want his heart to swell with
pride that he is an American
and that for him then is an
American dream. Re must be
comfortable In his heritage
and proud of his ancestry.
He must be shameless in the
spiritual pursuit of bk. God.
He must feel free to eberisb
and busband what he fancies
from Ms ancient culture; as
he must feel akin to the arts
and works of his time and of
bhp contemporaries. I pray
that he will feel himself part
of the spirit and strength
of America, not a burden to
America.

It seems to me this is a
prayer that can be answered
not only by the actions of a
committed government and
people. but more by the In-
dian himself climbing steadily
rung by rung from a base of
opportunity unroatebed for
any group in the society of
the world.

INDIAN ...-
Faiia and Figures
1. re d 'rally recognised

t bee and groups: 481
2. lotion of Indians on

or adjacent to reserve-
tio who are serviced by
BI : 488,000,

3. i '78 funding for
tra Mot and manpower
de elopment of Indians:
a) IA: $42,427,000 (Ms-

cal 474 request: 15,307,-
000)
b) Other Federal agen-
cies: $21,929,000
Total: 204,350,000

4. Indian scholarship fund
a) Fiscal II: 220,958,000
(fiscal '14 request: $19,-
938,000)
b) 13,500 students are ben-
efiting from these scholar-
Maps

5. Approximately 8,000 job*
for Indians have been
opened up througb the ef-
forts of BIA to place In-
diana In permanent posi-
tions In business and In-
dustry.

6. About 475 Indian owned
enterprises have been es-
tablisbed over the past
few years.

7.1009 BIA budget: $249.2
million

& There are 17 tribes and
groups wltb a total pope-
lotion of 2,408 which are
not recognised by the Fed-
eral Government, but are
recognised and serviced
by State governmehta.

9. There are 52 tribal enti-
ties wblch are not recog-
nised by the Federal or
State Governments with
a total population of 6$,-
866 (all over the country

but 38,700 are In North
Carolina)

10.\Under the President's rev-
enue sharing plan 342
million an going to Indi-
an tribes or groups (this
Includes those recognised
by the Federal Govern-
ment and 10 which are
recognized by State Gov-
ernments -- the revenue
sharing plan allocates
money on a county basis

i.e. if 3% of a county's
Indian population lives on
Indian land, the Indians
will receive 3% of the
fonds from that county.)
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TRIBAL UNITY FOR SELF, DETERMINATION

Progress Becomes the Trademark of the United Tribes

Prior to the year 1971 the tribal groups residing in northeast Kansas
and southeast Nebraska were like many other Indian groups around
the Nation. They were the targets of numerous well meant, but uncoor-
dinated programs, and. the individual Indian had no one to look to
except the Bureau of Indian Affairs to determine where he blended into
these programs.

With some cause based on performances of years passed, the Bureau
awed the individuals, and as a result a close and personal association
was out of the question. There was no one to turn to. The more active
people of the tribes, realizing this, conduded that a lack of communi-
cation, a lack of coordination and misunderstanding between the people
and the programs were hampering the progress of their people,. and
pushing the tribes further under the boot heel of total welfare. The most
precious characteristic of pride was becoming seriously eroded, and
something had to be done to halt this trend. "Self-Determination" be-
came a permanent phrase in the speeches of the Washington politicians,
and as it grew the tribal leaders began to realize that it did in fact have
A great deal of merit. The BIA had also, by this time, realized that the
dispersion of the tribes acted as a deterrent to effective action and adopted
a policy of bringing the tribes back together again. Moneys were made
available for management support of each of the tribes, and this fund-
ing was a significant step in the right direction. The tribes in southeast
Nebraska and northeast Kansas were comparatively small, and therefore
their voice in the affairs of the State, their communities and the Federal
Government might be lost to the bigger, more affluent brother tribes.
The tribal leaders realized that a system to utilize management support
was the path to Self-Determination but went further than just this sys-
tem. They determined that there is additional strength in unity, and on
November 20, 197t adopted a constitution and bylaws for an Inter-
Tribal Council. While not the first among our people it must be realized
that these four tribes are not wealthy, are isolated from the bulk of the
Indian population, and located in an area that is disadvantaged for
both Indians and white because of the decay of small cities and the

'5') A -e
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shift from small to larger farms. While the articles of the constitution
wilt not be recounted, the preamble is of such worth that it is re-printed
here.

PREAMBLE OF THE UNITED TRIBES

BECAUSE: THERE 'IS STRENGTH IN UNITY,

We, The Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska, the Kickapoo Tribe
of Kansas, the Prairie Band of Potawatomi of Kansas, and the Sac
and Fox Tribe of Missouri of the Sac and Fox Reservation in Kansas .

and Nebraska, being numbered among the Native People of the United
States of America and desiring to establish an organization to represent
our united interest and promote our common welfare and benefit, do of
our own free will in Council assembled, affirm our membership in the
organization to be known from this day forward as the United Tribes
of Kansas and Southeast Nebraska and proclaimed the following objec-
tives and declare our purposes to 'be:

a. To promote Indian leadership in order to move forward the ulti-
mate, desirable goal of Indian involvement and responsibility to all
levels in Indian affairs;

b. To lift the bitter yoke of poverty from our people through coop-
erative efforts;

c. To promote better understanding between Indians and other
Americans;

d. To negotiate for more effective use of existing local, State and
Federal resources for programs that benefit all member tribes; ..---

e. To provide a forum for exchange of ideas;
f. To combine our four voices so our one strong voice can be heard

clearly;
A To dedicate ourselves to improverrient of health and housing;
h. To obtain for ourselves and ow descendants the highest level of

education;
i. To reaffirm the individual commitments of we four Tribes to

the Treaties and agreements heretofore entered into with the Federal
Government;

j. To preserve and maintain our heritage and culture.
The articles adopted work to fulfill each one of-the Preamble's goals,

and is a prime example of the American Indian's ability to draft a
treaty that they mean to keep.

The Kickapoo Tribe in. subsequent action decided to separate -itself
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from the' United Tribes, and chose to "go it alone" on their path of
Self-Determination. History will determine whether or not they made
the right decision in this instance. The remaining tribes have kept open
a place at the council tables in the event they choose to return in the
future. _

The offices of Governinent are receiving increased participation and
assistance from the contracting effected by the United Tribes, with the
Inter-Tribal Council guiding the direction and true needs for additional
programs. A vacant building in the city of Horton, Kans., was purchased
and attractively refurbished and rehabilitated, :0 provide office space
for the various contracted protrams. In addition to this convenient
consolidation, the building provides a business like atmosphere for con-
ferences, tribal meetings, and an excellent addendum to the community.
Close contact by the tribal leaders to those administering the various
programs is possible and the success of program planning is becoming
increasingly effective. For example: The community development and

- health service program was contracted with the U.S. Public Health
Service, Department of Indian Health June l, 1973. At that time a
director, an administrative assistant, and a program secretary were em-
ployed to plan, develop and coordinate the health programs for the
United Tribes of Kansas and Southeast Nebraska. At that time, the
only health program was that of community health representatives
funded by Indian Health Service which hardly seemed to meet tribal
health needs. Various funding sources'were approached for funds for
health oriented programs and to date four programs have been funded.

The first successful proposal submitted was for improvement of Ole
Indian Health Service satellite clinic in Hiawatha, Kans.

The satellite clinic had previously been operated in an antiquated
building with very inadequate facilities. Several alternate sites were in-
vestigated and an alternate site was donated by a private party and im-
proved with funds\ from Indian Health Service and several private

...doiations.
The mobile health unit, another endeavor to expand health care, was

funded November 3., 1973, by the Kansas regional medical program.
The unit is a 27-foot motor home completely equipped with a wide
variety of health screening and educational equipment, and is staffed
by two nurse practitioners who provide complete health assessment and
refer all patients with disease or abnormalities to the Indian health
physician for followup care. .

A new Indian health clinic is being contracted with Indian Health
Service through the coordinating efforts of the Emergency Employment
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Act and the United Tribes. The new clink building will be constructed
in Holton, Kans. the present home of Indian Health Service, Kansas
Service Unit.

On January 1, 1974, a comprehensive Indian senior citizens program
was funded by the Northeast Kansas Agency on the Aging. The program
provides a nutritious noon meal daily, an Indian crafts program, and
a transportation service to senior citizens at each reservation area.

Also on January 1, 1974, a vocational educational needs survey Pro-
posal was funded -through Powhattan School District by the Kansas
State Department of Vocational Education to plan a vocational educa-
tion program for the United Tribes of Kansas and Southeast Nebraska.

A program for motivating Indian_ students into health professions is
presently being funded by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, but is not in operation at the present time.

In additional several other community development and health serv-
ices proposals have been submitted but now definite decisions or funding
date has been set. When these programs become a reality, the American
Indian in this area will have an excellent system responsive to his health
needs. There should be very few "loose ends" thanks to the efforts of
the United Tribes directors.

Realizing that unemployment among the Indian population signifi-
candy exceeded that among the white, the United Tribes .)1 Kansas and
Southeast Nebraska organized an Indian action tear; training prograw
to improve the socioeconomic conditions of all Indians residing in north-
east Kansas and southeast Nebraska. A training progiarn consisting of
classroom, shop, and on-the-job instruction for a maximum of 40 tribal
members in the building trades and heavy equipment operation was
initiated with the hiring of three administrative staff members and four
training instructors, May 1, 1973.

The first trainee reported for duty May 7, 1973, with the maximum
enrollment reached on June 18, 1913. The training_program to date
has had a total of 63 tribal members. (t3 Kickapoos, 37 Potawatomi,
6 Iowa, 1' Sac and Fox and 1 each from six other tribes). The adminis-
trative and instructional staff consists of six members of Indian descent
and one non-Indian.

The training program consists of the building trades, carpentry, plumb-
ing, electrical, masonry, painting, and heavy equipment operation.
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The trainee enrollment statistics to February 1, 1974, are:

Enrollment :
Total trainees 63
Total dropouts 13
Total trainees transfering to nontrainee employment 9
Total returns to higher education 6

Present maximum enrollment 35
Average monthly enrollment July 1973 to !cb. 1, 1974 38.4

On.the.job training projects to date:
Home remodeling projects H.I.P. funded 21
Home improvement and miscellaneous Indian individual or tribal funded_ 44
Sanitation projects, U.S. Indian Health Service sponsored 38

The United Tribes have also entered into other contracting services,
and one of these concerns vocational training; hi 1970, Indian Enter-
prises, Inc., located in Kansas City, Mq., was organized by progressive
Indian leaders of northeast Kansas and southeast Nebraska for the pur-
pose of providing a vocational training service for all Indian people *.
all fields of employment: This service was contracted with several organi-
nations (Federal, State, and private) and remained in operation for a
period of approximately 3 years. Indian Enterprises, Inc., successfully
completed and fulfilled the obligations of their contract and closed their
office in favor of the,United Tribes of Kansas and Southeast Nebraska,
who took over the duties and obligations of an extended 6-month contract
with the Bureau of Indian Affairs Employment Assistance Office. On
January 1, 1974, after the United Tribes had successfully completednd.
fulfilled the obligations of this last contract this service was discontinued
for kick of funding: _

The pattern of better management, Ietter coordination, better eco-
noniic and health conditions, and the general welfare of the Indian people
in this areathrough the programs availablehad been set by the United
Tribes ot.' Kansas and Southeast Nebraska. Progress may not be as rapid
as all would like, but the future of the Indian people in this area has been
brightened and enhanced through unity and foresight.

:
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Kickapoo Extra Curricula Education Pxogram

Z.*

January 30, 1974

Boyce D. Timmons
National Advisory Council on /ndian Education
tO6 East Constitution
Norman, Oklahoma

Dear Mr. Timmons,
.

Enclosed are the evaluations and reports that you

requested.

If any further information is desired, please let

us know.

Sincerely.

Judy Adam
Assistant Director
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NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INDIAN eDucAtioN

Indian plACAtiod Act

Particlpant Evaluation

As a participant or recipient of funds under the Indian Education
Act of 1972 we are asking-you to supply the following information:

1. Name of your organiratlon, schoul, or instltotion.

jugloaaa_noad Start. jar._

2. Address of jour organization.

P.O. Box 389. NoLoud. Oklahoma

3. Name of your project,

Kickapoo Extra Curricula Education Program

4, Location of the projeck-

,

3. Who are the participants in your project-school children,
adults and number to be bonefittcd.

ilAAMMILAXY_ALLail (Pm-A0A. f..61

6. Amount of funds in your grant'.

S 4940Ofia__

7. Bow has your program improved the education opportunities
of Indian children or adults; how has it (Lilt.; to improve
Indian education?

sKe ATTAcum

re (10/0 a specific example of how the program has helped the
Indians of your area.

SET! ATTACUrn
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9. Do you have any suggestions for chances or improvement in
the purpose of the Indian Education Act and its implemen-
tatioa.

allArrAcnu

Signed,

/--idy/ j4 7- L-C-C-4-401,4-.-
cc D( Timmons

Member
National Advis,Ay Council as Indian C444.Atih4
106 East Constitution
Norman, Oklahoma 73069

KETOR4 1:.70,Juzsm_

A
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Kickapoo... Extra Curricula Education Program

7. flow has )our program improved the education opportunities
of Indian children or adults; how has it failed to improve
Indian education?

The education of the Indian children has been enhanced

by the efforts of this project. The students now Nbve the

opportunityto receive additional and suPplementarr work on-

the levels which are presented in the classroom. Materials

have been utilised at the center to give the students supple-

mentarm work with attempts, to produce "carry.over" effect into

the class room.

The children who have severe deficits as recorded on

The Wide Range Achievement Teat and school eroding eietem wore

selected on individual merits for ons-to-one work through

special education methods. These two criteria for selecting

students have proven substantial in reaching students and the

one..to-one relationship
s

Is not only academic but also

social and Psychological adjustment deficits which may exist.

The testing and grading did not show a true and accurate picture

of all students. The testing was done in a group setting and

many of the older students did not go into the testing situation

with m favorable attitude. Macy felt they did not like test and'

had too 'Deny in school, although it log, pointed out to the group

that the tart was given only to give the etaff an indiOation of

their. performance levels and to let us see where,the students

were at, so we could work with them. Thus. there were some'

students who were placed at a level needing academic aid when

their prevalent needs were more social or psycholOgical. Those

children need counseling work to improve seif..confidence and to

gain positive motivationai strengths to confront more favymbi7

those day to dayslents whether it no academic, socis,tegi emotional.

z9G.0 of. 4.1& 1.411 )4,34. y
"ahe'l azide,4404,.../

ead _At/ deetreied> &lei%

Vi
it44.442.6 ,424,Wro.16/.

c.

a
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Kickapoo Extra Curricula Education Program

Group work has been found to be most effective in reaching

kpreer numbers with limited personnel.

Another area 4hah is imperative to the education

of the Indian children has been to repeatedly expose the

children to evens or happenings which they would npt other-

wise have the opportunity to observe. This positive exposure

has helped the children receive new atimbli from envirOment

other titan familiar settines. This has helped them gain a

new awareness of their world on a personal basis. It might

be added that all of these extra exposure tours have been

nen-Indian exposure (i.e. movie, ballet, "Disney on parade").

8. Give s specific example of how the program has helped the
Indians of your area.

There are various examples that could be Uted to

phew the effectiveness of the program in this area but one

alumni.* which appeirs paramont in mind is one sixth grade boy

who shows a Crest deal of possible potential in the work on a

one-to..enebasis. Unfortunately, his attitude and performance

both yielded unfavorable response from the faculty. Although

he is capabie of doing the work required, his negative attitude.

'toward school hinders him from performing as such. Therefore,

he was recommended for individual work because of his low

academic grades. In ehe sessions he is tutored in his class

work in efforts Co catch him up and to maintain a Performance

level which will enable him to keep up with the *lass and

through counseling it.is hoped his attitude will continue to

change in a positive manner to allow him to reach his fullest

potential as a human being. His negative attitude toward

1
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Kickapoo Extra Curricula Education Program

school branched off in other areas from an inner negative

source about life in general. In his family he has no

role models by which to emulate by which to project Positive

long term goals. In following suit, he himself is not pictured

as a positive role model for his Younger brother and si

Upon 1 sessions with this individual it was found that

he possessed a groat in ** in science matter end although

he enJoyed reading, had little opportunity outside of school

to read: He like many others, found subject matter disinterest-

ing
o
and unstimulatiod as reading materials. He was placed on a

Behavior Modification program and through this technique is

acquiring books for his own personal use as well as exposure to

stimulating materials as made available/ through the project's

funds. He is now beginning to talk in the sessions of preparing

for college work. He wants to learn and has the capacity to

learn quickly which stakes it very challenging to work with him.

Hit interest in science has increased and he has mentioned

wanting to be a scientist. His enthusiasm hes had its* effect

upon his younger slater who is also in another remedial session

as she once mentioned that she is going to make something of

herself like he is. Also his influence upon the other Indian

boys in his group has rubbed off and they all want'to come in

for individual work.

9. Do You have any suggestions for changes or improvement in
the purpose of the Indian Ecksoation Act and its implemen-
tation.

The foremost suggestion for the most effective impie

mentation of the Indian Education Act would in my opinion be

a more intend pre...training of workers on all levels who are

fhnded under this Act. Select personnel from geographic dis-

tricts could compose a training group and go into the various
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9. Do you have any suggestions ar changes or loprovasaat in
the purpose of the Indian Educatioo Mt sad its implants-
tenon.

ergto provide

\570

zokatarsandasa.satigroot or a

Autaiad Indian teacher.
Signed,

reituiar

../0104,4 *.j. Z. 7.1.-N.4.1.&-.40/4-
4te of Timmons

limber
National advisor/ Council oo Imam Education
106 lest Coestitutiou
Norman, Celahaos 73060

U.S. aoreateszor POIDTTIN0 0.111C2 WM 0 - 5141-010



\I
NATIONAL ADVISORY COUSCIL ON INDIAN EDUCATION betes1-24-74

Indian Iducatiea Apt

pesticipaat Evelustioa

As e petticipeat of recipient of fuads vadat the Indies Sducattaa
Act of 072 us are askiat you to supply the followiag laformatioa:

1. pass of 'foot oresstratioa, school, or loath:taloa.

Cawing OCAWAY Ikahl01. Board

2. Address of goer orsaatratiom.

P.O. Box 456. Moore Haven, Florida 38471

S. Mama of your project.

Indian elementerY and Secondary Verbal Communication
c.c.'s-curies rrujomc

4. Location of the project.

Moore Haven High School. Moore Haven, Florida.

5. laws are the partic1P4ats is your project--seheel Andrea.
&dolts and ember to be boaolittod.

Oradea 7 - 12. 81 student, in all.

6. Aimee' of foods la your great.

$6.172.18

7. Now has your Program improved tba salmon°. opportaattiee
of indigo children or odutcsb how has it !Wad to improve
Indigo odscotioof

Verbal and non -verbal communiCation skills Moo tam

improved greatlY. Throng special program a, au/Masai

habit, have changed.

8. Give a speciffc example of how the Progrom has helped the
ladling of your Brea.

seat rergte. Peeling of tying a. Dart of the
total program.



GLADES COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD

Moore Haven, Fla.



9. Do you have any summations for changes or Leprovfotoot in
the purpoao of the Indian AducetiottAct and its topless*.
tattoo.

Better coordination between those agencies

subsittinsTroPosals.

Sidon4._

toys* DirTinnons
Mother
national Advisory Council es Indian !donation
106 toot Constitution
Norman. Oblations 73069



MICHAS. ADVISORY 000VOIL ON 'Mee OUGAVION gates 1974

Iodise Iducarion Acr

farticipeet [veluariee-

As'a ParrlciPenr or recipient of funds under the Iodise [duration
et of 071 VO ere asking you to i'opylY the following igtormatios:

1. gift of your exganaratiom. school, or inaticutLea.

Vidolim Public Schools

2. Address of your otgaalaetloe.

Box 310.Watonge, Oklahoma

3. some of your project.

Attendance CocAcalor

4. Intact°. of the project.

S. to are the Perticipuera in your proJecr--achnol children,
adults and amber no be besetictod.

;40 School chiApron

6. Ameunent funds La your greet.

.$8200.

7. Moe has your program larared the education opportuett.aa
of Indian Chadian or adults; how has it failed to improve
Wien edMeetion?

Roguood abeenteelms by 501E

6. glut a specific example of bow the program hes helped the
Indians of your ate*.

Our records loth:tato Indian Students ASS doing bettoi

in schools Ids point wimp. than last Year.

C4 .i4a44,1
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WATONGA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Watonga, Okla.



a. se you have any emageetithe for mammies of impthemasat is
the purpose of the iadisa itheatiom Act mid its impiemea-
tattoo.

I'don't think that fitle IV funds should' he alIocltha on the basis of

the strongest tribll orgaalzltion but on the basis.of need.' It is Mil-

cult Viz, Hastert) Indians to trove haw much Indian he is seen hak has been

formotten for so many years.

and sometimes others have him

they Indian he is. His way of

iiifefhuntingand fisting)

pioves What he is. i.e.

'Indian. Only aa Indian

has this way of life.,

Yeiteaose are t e ones th3toneeett the cost

under their thulF and he is afraid to admit

4008 1,4 4.2-7.4.0/-4-4/104.-

sas
Wsebet
Mations/ Advisory Council on Indian Mention
106 haat Constitution
NOM*, Oklahoma 7900

#4"
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11/2616M AMWAY COMM Oh MIAS SOOCAFSON , Met

Wiles panache Act

Factitipeat lesiestioa

As a tertleitemt or recipiaat of teats utast the Idles 14o:sties
Act et left a eta ashtray's, to semi, the toiloolne latotamtlas:

1. Men Of post orate/settee, seine'. it instiverioh.

laat.'elat Community Suntan Coitittes Inc.

.2. Adirese et punt ersadastlea.

Star ;tout*. Carrsballe. flat A2322

S. Na. of Test 'reject.

,Indigenous COmmunity Education Fro ram

16. Lennie' s! the project.

3eatoolgi, Florida

S. eto are the participate is pest projectsang children.
eaeiee eel ember adultshe beadind..

school children and adults 2000 persona

6. Mena et town is foes great.

160,000 11
7. Mss bun pout steams improved the eglantine opportunities

of 1>Adfoa ellidrea er sages; her has It failed to Impress
instep ohwetima

Our program has widened the (mowed° bassitlahilit) by develop.

ing handcrafts and it has sided the fishermen b, the installation

of marine motor mechanics and other skills, weldine amd carpentry whiohr
he uses in coaneotica with the fishing iadstry..

.

I. dire a steel! it easaple et her the program hie helped tie:
Wiese et veer area.

The women hays bees able to sell theirlyandicrafte learned with fine IV
foals to..agrnIggpas 1 %Matt _thine feniatAne* tlitatax.,,iicaave aloe

instituted hem

Skills for the seA. This wouldott.hove

funds

and auxiltary',

been ,oeskhle without Title lV

1r,
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EAST POINT COMMUNITY ACTION
COMMITTEE, INC.

Carrabelle, Fla.

...-.........



f. Do you bars my ousgoatkoo for obsess* o boprovossot to
dot patios* of du Wits ltdoosttoo'ket end its loolooso

MICA OF ANIICATIOCOEQUESTS'SIONL1 OE NOCH-S001101'

ThM IT HAS OEM OK MKT Nliff-OCSEPASIDE W PIAN

E10000LAAT, PIONNIANS ON A e0MPETITIVE OASIS.

Ingood.

b44.:0.0'0e-441'4".
4/eflfrilisoas
otIosol Advisory Omen se Wits Macaws&
106 lost C000tItooloo
lotort, Waco& non
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MITI011al. ADVISORY *MIL ON INDIAN surgiou mew Minoru 6t 1974

Wise Meseta' Act

Partitipamt iraluaties

As a participant ot rocipiamt of funds under the Indian Eduamtion
Act of 1072 vs ate wales you to supply the follopleg informative;

1. amp of rat arganitatioe, school. or institution.

THE SCHOOL BOARD OF @ROMANO COUNTY, FLORIDA

2. Address of your orgamisatios.

1320 SR 4 STREET. FORT LAUDERDALE. FLORIDA 33310

3. gees of pour project. IMPROVING 7Ni EDUCATIONAL orraTumints

OF AMER/CAN INDIAN '1010113TERS IN-THE sommio COUNTY PUBLIC SCNOOL 515721.

4. teeetioq of the project.

ORCHARD COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

3. Ube are the patticipents in your ptejoct--school children,
:dales and ember to be Innefitted.

SCHOOL CHILDREN - 150 INOIAN STUDENT AND ALL OTHER STUDENTS IN TIE SCHOOL

SYSTEM (130.000 approximatlitY)

6. Meuse oi funds in you: grant.

$8.672.31

7. Nov has you: program improved the education oppottunities
of Indian children or adults; how has it Soiled to improve
ladies edueetion7

EDUCATIONAL OPPORIVNITIES FOR INDIAN CHILDREN ARE IMPROVED

BY INCREASING AMARENESS OF AMERICAN INOIAN.CULTURE.

ESPECIALLY 5EM1NOLE.

D. Give a spotlit* example of bow the program has helped the
ladies, of your area.

INVOLVING SEMINOLE PARENTS IN ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL,

MEW OF THEIR CHILD HEN.
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THE 110100L WARD OF PROWARD COUNTY. FLORIDA

Feareary 1, Mt

v-

4116 L AMMON. CNIW0
OUINMIM

aeneAtInkville0.6.0
OW! UNIONIOD

111PMwderass
neftere

Melba C.fv110
oft's.* gesii

11.amlboo
Oro

Mr. Fred Smith, President
Seminole tribe of Florida, Inc.
1073 Sttlied bed
Mollyoon. Florida 33024

Our Mr: Smith:

Enclosed is the completed evaleation tom as par poor rigout.
As pas know. no have mplayad a media spoilallst_bdpets
Infra. +Malian Kith mareness of
eopocielly loolnele.

Ms loot torostd to presentlog same fine -Ind in colivre
to ow. Wools. sad to mammies our Joist efforts to soot es*
obstatlesa of Indies yourosters.

Si y

p./71.em,
#044; otendent of

WIAllhetb

Attacloment

.04.00 0 -14 VI

J.



THE SCHOOL BOARD OF BROWARD COUNTY

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

6, oz



0. boys* have any 'deviations Anshan's* or improvement in
tho purpose or the Indian Education Set end its implemsn-
Mien.
Moss at ppresent. The Act is providing for the

nave
en recuest t 0100 01410 the_t_ILLOnoftAcji,ogrPareaoemnardeacrbrere'emgesseveop.wes be

subaittim the sesze&ted chanees to your Of 1C41
for consideration.

Signs*,

1004,,e4
*Its OrTinmons
Mosher
National advisory Council on Indian tdosstion
106 It Constitution
Norman. Oklahoma 73069

Walt ?Ft_ Mei IMAM?
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libTIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INDIAN BOUCATION bate: 2/1/71.

Iedienplucatioe Act

participant Elustice

A. * pattscipeat or recipient of funds midst the Indira Edecatice
Mt of 1972 6f are asking you to supply the following inforastioat

1. Mae of your Gegen:tuition, school. or institution.

Inter-Tribal c:p4ocil.

2. Odense of your otganiration.

gja.._...pd,..Lvesaw_ilisytkO. BOX 762. Miami. Oklahoma 74354.

3. Viso of year project.

Indian Education Act

a. location of tho .project.

5. UM ate the pateLcipaats to your projectschool children.
adult* end cumber to be beeefitted.

School Children = grades 1-12

/Brunt of fund* in your gtenc.

wponA An

7. Roo has your peograo Laptooad the eduestion opportunities
of Indian chattiest or &Welts: Ape bee it failed to 'wove
Indica edeestiuny
Approximately 2,595 Indian students not prwricnialy

Cil=trztvlicititt.e,"Zirar-Min-alliet".1414roximiatay ,6013 elementary

rassisted taritrenrrtecat.:1144-461211116.115nacounselors. 2pproXimately

we241T"littegh:16"1"athiata-baiskfrjadassistedby three (3) additional auneelere.counselorsI. Give * syscific exampl* of boo the program has helped the
Indiene of your see..

The -threeree el me were
ual intelligence tests to place them in

a classroom environment wherebx the students will
have * better opportunity .to achieve.



sirsioutsims mica, sic
P. 0. WIC 701

MIAMI. OKLAHOMA 74354

February 1, 1974

4000.

Mr. Boyce D. Timmons
National AJvisory Council on

106

Education
10b East Constitution
Norman, Oklahoma 73069

Dear Boyce;

I as forwarding the attached completed form supplying
the information that you requested.

As you know, we have a program proposal in for funding
under Part B & C of PL 92 -316 utilising PT 74 money. Agpin,
I would like to say that this proposal has been thoroughly
coordinated not only with the Parent Council and member, of
the Inter-Tribal Council, but with the Superintendents or
their representative ofall the school districts in the
seven county 'area of Northeast Oklahoma. These meetings were
conducted over a period of twb weeks and conducted in such a
manner so that the County Superintendent of each of these
Counties coordinated the meeting for us.

We certainly appreciate your service on this Board; and
because of your many years of service to the Indian people
over the State of Oklahoma, I should like to add my personal
thanks. Your involvement in this project, I know, has created
problems for you but keep in mind that your service is or
great benefit to those Indian students who need the assistance
provided by your service and interest.

This Inter-Tribal Council of Northeast Oklahoma appreciates
the opportunity of sponsoring a project such as the one we
have. If this project can b e e xpanded as requested, we feel
that great inroads toward the future will be made. .

Sincerely yours,

JIW/ch

Encl.

Jake L. Whitecrow
Program Director

vrArEo WE DJVIPEO vrg FAIL
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INTER- TRIBAL COUNCIL, INC.

Miami, Okla.



9. bo you have any suggestions fot changes of imptovement in
the putposs of the Indian Education Act and its implemen-
tation

All education 'sesta. *Weld be anatameeed fundina fat sattais
ember of years in *allot to accomplish lemg tongs gaols. It tahme
mace sham eats or the jeep to asides aavAltstifisast and hating
impsovessat shetbeir it be academically of bebesiotially.

Signed.

100/ViS6elf J4-3"2""
oyce D( Timmons

liembet

National Advisory Council on laitsa gducecioo
106 East Constitution
Ionian. Oklahoma 73069

1140)104.1



NATMIAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INDIAN EDUCATION

Indian Mutacioa Acc

Participant Evaluation

Dace: 2.7.74

As a participant or racipionc of funds under tha Indian Education
Ace of 1972 vs ace asking you co supply chc following information:

1. flaw of youc ocsanisacion. school, ot institution.

Palm Public !duals

2. Addccas of your organisation.
Waite ileseatery Scheel

lieviollo._leow 11

3. Na.. of your prolecc.

loam Veil Notacles

a, wascieu of tha ProIetc.

Telma Schaal Maisie! al

S. Vito ace chc paccicipancs In youc pcoJetc-school asildran,
aduica and numbec co be benaticcad.

421 school &tikes ettemdto6 Tulsa Public sebooln,
Mg. A. RVFJ. i reign MM. TM/ loasea stollens
attend's* Tulsa 4.17. of total onrellmat.

6. Amount of funds to youc franc.

IMAGO
7 lieu has your proves iwprouad Om education uPP 00000 Wes

of Indian children or adults; how has is fatted co improve
Indian education/
A. Provided individualised emistanca to late& Mcdanto io
20 elementary schools oho ass low is roadies' men.
11.1 ladles monaelors are iftweldint fail time with &mites
stednate who are having &dimmest, behavior or attesdesea
problem.
C. OMB vietteciea sod moneslina with fesilim of each
mild mamma.

S. Give a specific anemic of how the prestos has helped che

itatrottliesia mrr isl roreime me provided get children wham
faolliso have elitism headships. is mny testamos this hoe

tad school *Folio In are
. Itto

sarftelft oat Milne pm:WAN is Fftletft afford to
a totter wetting relationship %tome the Wise commit, sod
school *mak proms has aim idoatifted sells of 1**tou
students ami snide tesehareond edrAnietcator more were 02 them
sobs. 'T

I. Sims one preens is a part of

`4' 5VY ifreo-a-k 545



N.

TULSA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
,. IRVING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Tulsa, Okla.



O. Do pee have any seDgestioas fot skaages of improvesept is
the outvote of the Iodise Education Att aad its Loptessa-
tattoo.

More altar cut guidelines under Utle,IV,.Part-A
(Mee _and Purposes) for information of parents to meet
needs of Part A 3.1 not necessarily limited to
tutorinmsedoeuneelinm as they are muds to believe by
some sonooi offIolaIs.

dlseed,

&ye* Di Timms
Umbel
asttoaal Advisory toenail aa Indian Cdueatiee
106 East Constitution
Moues. Oklahoea v3069

1-fc-54-6,

xe..A.r. .414.

;are.4&"

44.A. t4ti
It444.1.r .0%41 DILI ,40. 0044-4 ,62frj 414

VS, 4%4 44+~ al.A6V .Lvt%d.

11.44, erZZA:. 02..r.4A41)

4404c, ,a.444./ ieiLs.4-4'...A.A.L7 -444ftAl

.04A4611
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sualong. ADVISORY GHCIL ai INDIA( 11911C4TION hetet 1974

%WU* Educltian Act
.

- e.rtitipant 11Se tootles 4

Aee participant ot retWient of fonds under the Indian Monet t=
Au- of 1972 ve ere oohing you to supftY the following tnformaniont-

L. Nome of your ortoniAtion. school. or inetication.
- .

Cheyome & AraNthe uca ion frograk

2. Address of your orAanisetien. (405) 772.6211

113 N. Broadway, weatherford..0klehoma 23096

3. Nom of your irojoet. A dropout prevention and
education assistance program for.Cheynone-6 Aiipsho
Indienstudents in 7 counties'of-Westnin Oklahoma.

4 location of thitproject. Seven counties of Western Mehemet
Slain.. Custer. Roger hillpe Canadian, Dewey. Kingfisher
and Beekhaa. _

S. sho ere the petticipante in yourptoject--sehoul chiidieu.
adult. and numbet to be benafitied.

1.20 studonts. 644 marents_

. 26 collate ubeer °lawmen (tutors)

6. Amoisnt of foods in your grant.

$iao.oao.

7, sow boo your pcfrimmo improved the education offortunitiee
of Indies 'Andre* or mimics; how Coe it Wind to improve
104140 whwetion7 Providing tutoring services and Indian
counselor', coking school officials more aware of the
Indian aituation. workshops on Title 1We-importunities
for Parts A.B. for all.

8. GiVe efectfic example if how rhe program bee helped the
'Indian. of your etas.

**this theS awaraofctwatems and Dolicime f 110/1001
sYstems. and the importance of regular (daily) attendance.
To taheildwafits9 of wfwcationtl oplKtrtkatles available
in preparationior col ege or 'raining following
high school.

. ,
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CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO EDUCATION
PROGRAM

Weatherford, Okla.
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Kickopoo Extra Curricula Education Program

VREKLY ACTIVITY REPORT

January 21-25. 1974

Students are becoming use to scheduling of periods.

York is more, concentrated with individual needs. I feel

there is a definite "gap" b n home and efforts at center

1And school remediehwork. There ie a need to communicate

with parents to receive not only feedbeck but to support

encouragement from parents to children concerning protect

goals.

Older students heve expressed their desire for "group"

work. I would like to begin group work with five or less

then the remedial work and students becomes more established.

Some students tested out well above their grade croup level

and some only minimally below their grade levels. Group

work on basic Amdamentale should help both groups of nts.

1'

41.14)

ktyli

**Lionel Peyeholocy SPecialist
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Kickopoo Extra Curricula Education Program

WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT

January 14-18, 1874

Since there were some abeenteelsm in the first week

meeting snd screening children, it continued in some degree

this week. For the most part programs were outlined and
_ .

Prepared to meet the needs of each individual cnlld. Thia

involves working with 6 grade levels. Two.students have

vent limited-foundations and work in pre - school. areas were

outlined including knowledge of alphabet and numbers. It

is the feeling of this staff worker that both of these child-
-

ren hood. learning disabltitles and recommend they betootod..

Taft *lobster Noadine Clinic Procram Instruction and Behavior

Modification Technifpip have been incorporated to keep interest

and sbecific levels reached. The Webster program is adopt-

able for the (i1) upper grade students (grades 6-6). '0,16trr

home made instruction programs have been utilized for, the

1-3 grades levels students, along with Behavior Modification

techni4ocs.

havehad favorable response with Behavior Modification.

-hdie
" A

garyt*'1 Mika

`Educational Psychology Specialist

T.
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Kickapoo Extra Curricula .Education Program

WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT

January 7-11, 1974

Children who were listed as needing remedial help were

called in and the scheduling allowed tor en* hour with each

child. As each child prepared co Come for remedisl help.

the teachers introduted themselves and geve brief background

'of the child and hich they Tele they needed the most

help in. Teacher's response to indiiidri aide was very
4
favorable. ' .

During this veek,,each child vas observed and notes were

made as to their p t ability levels in Reading. Rath. and
r.

Spelling. Since this information was 'Aldred before working

with the children. no specific programs were begun at this time.

Also noted during this 'week was the behavior of the

hildren. their dress and grooming as compared to other Native

American child-ran and non-Indian classmates. The attitude

toward ichool and their teacher or classmate, were brought

out in brief "talk" sessions with each child, while establish-

ing rapport. It vas especially st d that they were not

being graded and what they told use would be in complete con-

fidence. Ac the same time it was stressed that they were in

need of help and that it would take their co- operation to

make the project work and in this way they would be helping

us. Each was given the option of not coming if they did not

want to come or to come if they . Response vas unanimous

to come to.the sessions. In fact, other Native American

children wanted to come. too.

Future plans include expanding allotted time to have

group erosions and to include all Native American children

'tontine: to come.

Vika
Eduantional Psychology Specialist

4
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Kickopoo Extra. Curricula Education Program

llEKLT ACTIVITY REPORT

January 2 -5. 1974

Mutual contact with schools to establish schedules.

Principals were very responsive to this Project. Class

rooms there were available for one to one work basis. No

contacts were made with teachers at this time. Names were

referred es those needing most help.'

41441ijiika
Liana

si..0111 0 14 is

l Psychology Specialist
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Kickapoo Extra Cuorricula Education Program

County Dealtb Nurse..
-I'

. becini#IG this Janmary :Ind, we have been providihc in-

dividual aid for the slower learners during the day at their

-"Olementary schools in a private room porvided by each public

school.

%

i

te

534

-1-

I

1

/

...7, 64---/

Judy Adam
Assistant Director
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Kickappo Extra, Curricula Education Program

Co Co Nurses.

egtning this January 2nd. we hove been providing in-

dividual aid for the slower learners during the day at their

elementary schools Ln a private room porvided by each public

school.

-1-

534

Judy Adam
Assistant Director



Kickapoo Extra Curricula Education Program

January 30, 1974

ey the sod of October, we had located our office and

moved in it at 2400 North Main in Choctaw, Oklahoma. We

had to pay a three months lease in advance.

. During the month of October, we also visited several

schools that used the open room classroom method. We arc

using this method for our Oasses.

we also made numeraus home visit* explaining our program

to the parents and had them to sign papers giving us Permissio'n

to take their children on some field trips.

Saturday, October 20, I went to a meeting in Tulsa at

the Tulsa Youth Council for a Title /V Workshop. Mr. Reuben

A. Snake, from the Indian Education Training, Inc., gave a

speech and answered questions.

my the first of November, we had hired all of our staff

for our program.

We had a meeting with the social worker that le in charge

of this area. She was very helpful in giving us some infor-

mation that we can use.to help our students. She is also

arranging a health program that will be presented to our

students in one of our class meetings.

-1-
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Kickopoa Extra Curricula Education Program

funded districts and hold week long seminar workshops and

then throughout the year, in-service training sessions to

receive and gather feedback from the project centers.

Also periodic visits from the National Indian Education

Association representatives in each state should be made.

Thus giving deeper involvement of the National Indian

Education local members into the overali objectives of

the Indian Education Act.

Recruitment of Indian Educators and Indian workers

should be more intense. There should be some way in which

state laws could accept the experience of future Indian

teachers or individuals with strong desires of working

among the Indian population to receive the credit through

the higher institutions And receive practice teaching'in

these funded centers. This would allow more individual

work with Indian children without additional funding. It

would also encourage Potential Indian teachers to work

among the Indian Population. Recruitment of the staff-

should be more widely advertised through National Indian

Ldoc,4tion romps not only *tate wide, but cross country:

this would effort personnel wishing a wider experience to

relocate to other states for experience in working among

-several Indian populations. An "exchange" program might

, be beneficial to our people through enlightment of services

available in geographic locations.

It would be beneficial to have another meeting with

the Directors of all the other projects and assess items

needing clarification which have arisen since the initiation

of these programs.
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